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Introduction

STEFAN COLLINI

ANY VOLUMEOF OCCASIONALWRITINGS, especially those of an author who,
according to his own unapologetic testimony, had, and never hesitated to express,
strong views on "most of the subjects interesting to mankind,'" _is bound to appear
diverse in character, and no attempt will here be made to hide or apologize for this
dwerslty. Indeed, part of the value of a collected edmon lies precisely in the
reminder it provides to later and more speciahzed ages of the range and
interconnectedness of a major writer's concerns. But m the present case the
appearance of the contents-page ma 3 actually' exaggerate the heterogene_t? of the
material in this volume. One way to counteract this judgment xs to observe the
thematic overlapping of the subject-matter. Even with an author whose intellectual
ambmons were less systematic than Mill's, writings on the topics of equahty and
law could hardly be remote from each other, and in Mill's case. furthermore, h_s
whole theory of social and moral improvement was m one obvious sense
educational, so that his views on par't_cular educational ideals and mst_tut_ons can.
without strain, be seen as further corollaries of those same basic principles which
underlie his other writings, including those on equahty and law. But even if one
considers the categories m isolation tot a moment, the list of contents max still
convey a misleading impression of how the items are distributed among them.
considered purely quantitatively, more than half the volume falls primarily under
the heading of "'equality": "law'" accounts for just over one quarter, and
"education" for a little under a fifth. The most important concentration of all.
however, is chronological, despite the fact that the earliest piece reproduced here
was published forty-six years before the last. For in fact, about three-quarters of
the volume is occupied by material published in the thirteen }ears between 1859
and 1871. This period, of course, marked the ver) peak of Mill's reputauon and
influence as a pubhc figure, and he ver_ deliberatel_ set about explomng h_s
recently estabhshed authority to promote his particular socml and pohtlcal v_ews
LThe Later Letters of John StuartMtll [LL], ed Franct,_ E Mmeka and Dw lght N Lmdle',. Collected
Works of John Stuart Mfft ICW]. XIV-XVII (Toronto Umverslt', of Toronto F'res,,, Io_2). XIV, 205
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as they related to the leading public issues of the day, utilizing all those means of
addressing the relevant audiences which become available to an established pubhc
figure--pamphlets
and manifestos as well as books, formal lectures as well as
testimony to Royal Commissions, and, above all, articles, reviews, and letters in
the periodical press. The essays in this volume are largely the fruit of this actwity.
Readers of this edition need hardly be told that some phases of Mall's career and
aspects of his writing have been subjected to intensive, or at least repeated, study
and are now comparatively familiar. Works expounding and criticizing his major
theoretical writings in philosophy, poliucs, and economics exist in industrial
quantities, and of course the earlier stages of h_s intellectual development have
come to constitute one of the best-known identity crises m history. But neither his
less extended mature writings nor the final, and in some ways quite distract, phase
of his career have received anything like such close attention, therefore, as a
preliminary' to a more detailed discussion of the individual pieces reprinted m this
volume, it may be helpful to consider in a fairly general way Mill's performance m
the role of public moralist, and to tD to place him in that world of H_gh-V_ctonan
polemical and periodical writing to which he was such a notable contributor. This
is not simply a question of the set of doctrines which could be extracted from these
essays. As a practitioner of the higher moralizing, Mill estabhshed a particular
tone and level of discussion and employed certain characteristic modes of
argument and other means of persuasion that together account for many of the
features, often the most interesting features, common to the following pieces.

MILL AS PUBLIC MORALIST
WITHHISREPU'FATION
will stand or fall the intellectual repute of a whole generation of h_s
countrymen . . . If the3 did not accept his method of thinking, at least he determined the
questions they should think about.. . The better sort ofjournahsts educated themselves on
his books, and even the baser sort acqmred a hablt of quoting from them He Is the only
writer m the world whose treatises on highly abstract subjects have been printed during h_s
hfetirne in edmons for the people, and sold at the pnce of railway novels. Dorelgners from
all countries read his books as attentlvel_ as his most eager Enghsh disciples, and sought his
opinions as to their own questions with as much reverence as ff he had been a natwe oracle. 2
It is, no doubt, difficult to write the obituary of an oracle, and John Morle_ 's prose
here betrays the strata. Yet his studied hyperbole, or at least his apparent need to
resort to it even when writing for a sympathetic audience, suitably indicates the
quite extraordinary pubhc standing that Mill achieved m the last decade or so of his
life. We must be careful not to let the development of hxs reputation during the
earlier stages of h_s career be obscured by or assimilated to its final remarkable
apotheosis: in the 1830s he was best known as a leading representatwe of an
2John

Morley,"TheDeathof Mr Mill," Fortmghtly Review.n.s XIIIIJune, 1873),670.
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extreme and unpopular sect: in the 1840s and into the 1850s his double-decker
treatises on logic and pohtlcal economy won him a reputation that was formtdable
but restricted in scope and limited in extent. After all, up until 1859 these were the
only books he had pubhshed (apart from the rather technical and commercially
never very successful Essays on Some Unsettled Questions of Pohtical Econom 3 ),
and although his articles and reviews continued to appear dunng these decades, he
did not, before his retirement from the East India Company and his wife's death m
1858, deliberately and consistently seek the limelight by publication or any other
means. It is interesting to reflect how different the obituaries would have been had
Mill &ed in the mid-1850s, as seemed to him verb' likel_ at the time. Not only
would his place in the hlstor T of political thought, for example, be comparatively
negligible, but he would be seen as one of those distinguished figures m the hlstoD'
of thought who never achieved full recognmon in their lifetimes, and whose
subsequent reputation partly derived from incomplete or posthumous works, with
the result that they stood in a quite different relation to their contemporar 3
audiences. Nor, of course, would he have ser_,ed his term m Parliament, the
extraordinary manner of his elecnon to which _,as both a symptom of his peculiar
standing and a cause of its further growth.
Mill himself was well aware of the influence this lately acqmred reputation gave
him. Of his spate ofpubhcations after 1859. he says to an American correspondent
in 1863, "'The 3 have been much more widely read than ever [my longer treatises]
were, & have given me what 1had not before, popular influence. I was regarded till
then as a writer on special scientific subjects & had been little heard of b_ the
miscellaneous pubhc." and, he adds w,lth evident satlsfacnon. "I am m a ver_
different position now. ''3 The mumphant note of realized ambmon is e_en clearer
in his reflection recorded during his Westminster candldacx of 1865. "1am getting
the ear of England."4 He did not hesitate to bend that ear. and although he did not
exactly pour honey into it, he _'as well aware of the persuasive arts needed to hold
Its attention. There may well be figures who conform to the stereotype of the
theorist, working out ideas on abstract subjects heedless of the _orld's response.
but Mill cannot be numbered among them. Nor should his justl) celebrated
defence of the ideals of toleration and many-sidedness obscure the fact that on
nearly all the issues of his time. intellectual as well a_, practical, he was raNdlv
partisan: as "'a private m the arm 3 of Truth "'5 he frequently engaged m
hand-to-hand combat, offering httle quarter to the unhesltatmgb identified forces
of Error.

_Letter to Charles A Cummings. LL, CP,. X\, 843 (23 Feb . 1802 ) C! , for turther "pr,_! o) the
influence oI rn) writings,'" Mdl'._ letter to Helen Taylor. tbtd , 6"7,3(7 Feb . tSea))
"*Letterto Max K) llmann. LL. CI4'. XV1. 1{_53n_30 Ma_. 1865 ) Mill ma', hax e Ielt uneas_ v, ith the
tone of this passage since he cancelled _ttrom his draft
YFhe phrase is John Sterhng's. recorded by Carohne Fox m herMemo_w., ¢?tOMFmends. ed Horace
N Pyre, 2 vols (London Smith. Elder. 1882). II. 8
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A revealing statement of Mill's own conception of his role as a public morahst is
seen in his reply in 1854 to the secretary of the charmingly
named Neophyte
Writers' Society, which had invited him to become a member of its council:
So far as I am able to collect the objects of the Society from the somewhat vague
description given of them in the Prospectus, I am led to beheve that it _s not established to
promote any opinions in particular; that its members are bound together only by the fact of
being writers, not by the purposes for which they write: that their pubhcat_ons will admit
conflicting opmions with equal readiness, & that the mutual criticism which is invited will
have for its object the improvement of the writers merely as writers, & not the promotion, by
means of writing, of any valuable object.
Now I set no value whatever on writing for its own sake & have much less respect for the
literar)' craftsman than for the manual labourer except so far as he uses hts powers in
promoting what I consider true & just. I have on most of the subjects interesting to mankind,
opinions to which 1 attach importance & which I earnestly desire to dlfluse: but I am not
desirous of a_dmg the diffusion of oplmons contrary to m3 own, & with respect to the mere
faculty of expression independently of what is to be expressed. _tdoes not appear to me to
require any encouragement. There is already an abundance, not to sa3 superabundance, of
writers who are able to express in an effectwe manner the m_sch_evous commonplaces
which they have got to say I would gladly give any aid in my power towards improving
their opinions; but I have no fear that any opinions they have will not be sufficiently well
expressed, not m any wa3, would I be disposed to gwe any assistance in sharpening weapons
when I knob not in what cause they will be used,
For these reasons 1 cannot consent that my name should be added to the list of writers you
send me. °
It could be argued that almost his entire mature career is a gloss on this letter: with
an eye to the contents of the present volume, let us concentrate on just three aspects
of it.
First of all, Mill was no tyro as far as the means for diffusing

his opinions

were

concerned.
Morley called him the best-informed
man of his day: certainly he was
one of the most attentwe readers of the great reviews, then in their heyday. His
correspondence
is studded with references to the latest issue of this or that journal.
the political and mtetlectual character of each being duly noted: a more than casual
interest in the medium is revealed when a man spends several weeks systematically
catching up on back issues of a periodical,
as Mill did m 1860 with the Saturday
Review. despite the fact that it was largely a journal of comment on the ephemeral
topics of the day. 7 He was always ahve to the nature of the different audiences he
could reach through
these journals.
He cultivated
his connection
with the
Edinburgh Review, for example, despite the defects of its increasingly hide-bound
Whigglsm,
because
appearing
in its pages conferred
greater authont_
and
respectability
than any of its lesser rivals could offer: on the other hand,
_'Letterto the Secretar3, of the Neophyte Writers' Soclet}, LL, CW. XIx,. 205 (23 Apr . 1854_
"rSeeh_s letters to Helen Taylor for Januar) and February. 1860, LL. CW, XV, 660-87 The exercise
was no labour of love. he observed at the end, after grudgmgl,, conceding the quaht.vof much of _t,,
writing, that the rewew "is among the greatest enemtes to our prmctple,* that there no_ are" (687_
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particularly contentious or merely slight pieces were seen as needing more
congenial company. Thus, to do justice to Austin's reputation nothing less than the
Edinburgh would do (and the subject was anyway a "safe" one). but the
Westminster was a better platform from which to issue a nmely puff in favour of
Cairnes" controversial The Slave Power. As Bain tersely put it: "'He chose the
Westminster when he wanted free room for his elbow? '_ The importance Mill
attached to the maintenance of "an organ of really free opinions,'" shows clearly his
belief, whether justified or not, that it would otherwise be difficult to get a hearing
for "advanced" opinions. 9 When coaching the young Lord Amberley on how best
to put a shoulder behind the wheel of Progress. he remarks: "'The greatest utility of
the Westminster Review is that it is willing to print bolder opinions on all subjects
than the other periodicals: and when you feel moved to write anything that is too
strong for other Reviews, you will generally be able to get tt into the
Westminster. ''_° For this reason Mill remained wdhng, long after he had
relinquished ownership of the paper, to sink money in its never ve_' promising
battle against low circulation figures, and m this he was onl_ one among several
contemporary public men to whom the prestige or accessibitit_ of a revieg _of a
congenial temper justified often qmte substantial subsidies, 11 When in the last
decade of his life the Fortmghtly Review got under wax, it fulfilled this role more
successfully, especially while edited by his self-proclaimed disciple. John
Morley, and several of Mill's later pieces, including the last article reprinted here,
were written for it. Testimony of a different kind about the importance Mill
attached to such a review is provided by the fact that he should have offered, at the
age of sixty-four and with numerous other claims on his time, to occup3 the
editor's chair dunng Morley's threatened absence rather than have the Fortmghtly
fall into the wrong hands or suffer a break in pubhcatlon _z
Although he was predictabl_ censorious of "'professional excltement_Alexander Barn. John Stuart Mffl a Crmc_sm With Personal Recollectu_n_ _London Longman_.
1882 }, 118 For an interesting example of Mdl'_ wlshmg to use the Edlnbureh m this v,a.'. and agreeing
to "put what I have to _a_ m a form somewhat different from that m which 1 should write for another
pubhcauon." see his correspondence m 1860 v,_th its editor. Hertr3 Reeve. about a proposed re_ _ew of
hts friend W,T Thornton's On Labour. eventuall 3. Mill '*as unwdhng to meet Reeve's stipulations,.
and his revle'* of Thornton, _h_ch contained his famous recantation of the v.ages-fund doctrine
appeared m the Forrmghtl_ instead See LL, C14. X\'II, 1574-82
9See. for examples, lbld . XIV, 62, 72
_t'Letter to Lord Amberle 3 , lb_d, XVI, 1007 18 Mar , 1865_
_See the essays m The Vtctortan Pertodwal Pres3 Samphngs and Soundings, ed Joanne Shattock
and Michael Wolff ILelcester I,,elcester Umvers_t3 Press, Toronto Um_,erstt', of Toronto Pre_,s.
1982). especmlt,, the essa 3 b'. Sheda Rosenberg on John Chapman s proprietorship of the t_'estmmster
_ZLetter to John Morley, LL. CW. XVII. 1785 128 No_.. 1870) Cf hts letter to Morley of 1t .Ma_.
1872, hoping that the latter wilt not stand for the Chair of Polmcal Econom], at L m',ers_t.'. College
London "'lest the undertaking of addmonal v,ork m_ght poss_bl3 aftect e_ther your health or the t_me 3ou
can g_ve to the Fortmghtl)
I am ver3. des:rous that the F sh '_continue, & increase rather than dmumsh
m importance & I think you exercise a v,_der influence through _t than _ou could do through the
Professorship" {tbtd. 18921

xii
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makers, "t3 Mill's mastery of his role also extended to that other important
requirement, a sense of timing. In writing to the editor of the Westminster about a
proposed article by another contributor, Mill reported: "he does not like the idea of
its not appearing till April, and I should certainly think Januar 3' would be a better
time, as giving it a chance of helping to shape the speeches in Parliament or at
public meetings, and the newspaper articles, by which alone any impression can be
made upon unwilling Finance Ministers. "14 In issuing his own work, Mill
calculated the moment for making the maximum "impression": he delayed full
expression of his unpopular views on the American Civil War until there was a
"chance of getting a hearing for the Northern side of the question," and later
congratulated himself that "The Contest in America" had appeared at just the right
moment to influence opinion. _5 Similarly, he delayed publication of The
Subjection of Women (which was written in 1861) until the campaign for the
suffrage, which he helped to orchestrate, had created a more receptive audience, lo
Judicious distribution of off-prints of his articles was intended to increase this
impact, just as the pamphlet form of both his "Remarks on Mr. Fitzroy's Bill" and
his evidence to the Royal Commission on the Contagious D_seases Acts gave his
views on these subjects a w_der currency. And of course he was no less careful in
judging the occasion for pubhshmg further Library editions of his earlier works, as
well as the cheap People's Editions that, beginning in 1865, gave wide circulation
to his major works, iv Having got "the ear of England.'" Mill &d not intend to let _t
go.
The second aspect of Mill's performance m the role of public moralist that
concerns us here is the fact that h_s views were always likely to be unpopular with
the majority of the educated classes, or at least--what may be rather more
interesting--Mill
always thought of himself as the holder of unpopular views,
despite the success of his writings. In very general terms it _strue that Mill's beliefs
on "most of the subjects interesting to mankind" were those of an advanced
Radical--secular,
democratic, egalitarian, act_vety sympathetic to Soctahsm and
the emancipation of women, yet more actively hostile to privilege and injustice
and to the moral callousness he took to underlie these evils--and these views
13Letter to John Elhot Calrnes, lbtd., XVI, 1003 (5 May, 1865_
_4Letter to John Chapman, tbtd., XV, 733 (12 July, 18611
15Letter to Calrnes, tbtd,, 767 (20 Jan , 18621. Autobtograph) and Lzterar_' Essays, ed, John M
Robson and Jack Stdhnger. CW. I IToronto. Umverslty of Toronto Press, 19811. 268
_6Autobtography, CW, I, 265. Cf letter to Alexander Barn. LL, CV¢, XVII, 1623114 July, 1869), on
how the strategy of The Subdectlon of Women was now appropriate m a way it would not have been "ten
years ago "
I7ln fact, 1865 marked an extraordinary peak of stmultanezty m the pubhcatlon of Mdl's work "In
ad&tlon to the two edmons of Representative Government, the fifth editions of both the Logtc and the
Principles. the People' s Edmons of On Libert3 and the Principles. the peno&cal and first book e&ttons
of Auguste Comte and Positzvtsm, and the first and second edmons of the Examtnatton qfStr Wilham
Hamilton's Phdosophy" all appeared in that year {Textual Introduction, Essays on Polmcs and Society.
CW, XVIII-XIX [Toronto Umverslt) of Toronto Press. 1977]. XVIII. lxxxlx)
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hardly commanded immediate assent in the smoking-rooms of mid-Victorian
England. But it may have become important to Mill to exaggerate the extent to
which he was a lonely crusader, lacking a supporting army (a few white knights
aside), sustained only by the righteousness of the cause and the kinship of a
scattering of rare spirits in other countries. Certainly, it is an identity which a
self-described "radical" thinker is always likely to find comforting, since it
simultaneously flatters the intellect, provides a sense of purpose, and explains
away failure. Occasionally there is an almost paranoid note in Mill's writing--it is
part of what gives On Libert 3'its somewhat shrill tone--and although it is true that
Mill was frequently reminded of the unpopularity of many of his causes, it is also
true that magnifying the strength of the Forces of Darkness in his typxcall}
Manichaean vision of the world was essential to his polemical strategy. There are
numerous instances of this in the present volume: to take but one, consider hob
often in the opening paragraphs of The Subjection of Women he depicts his task as
"arduous," emphasizing the great "'difficult)"' of"contend[lng] against..,
a mass
of feeling," and leading up to the subtly self-flattenng self-excusing statement: "'in
every respect the burthen is hard on those who attack an almost universal opinion.
They must be very fortunate as well as unusually capable if they obtain a heanng at
all." (261. ) The first two editions of the book. it should be noted, sold out within a
few months.
As the metaphor of "'advanced" or "progressive" opinion suggests. Mill
projected his differences with the majority of his contemporaries into a reassunng
historical dimension. Mankind were strung out in an enormous caravan, slowl_
and often unwillingly trudging across the sands of time, with the English
governing classes, in particular, reluctant to move on from their uniquely favoured
oasis. Mill, some way in advance of the main part), could see distant vistas hidden
from their view: the task was to convince the more susceptible among them to
move in the right direction, and crucial to this task was showing that the
recommended route was but an extension of the path successfull_ followed so far.
Mill, unlike several of the most prominent nineteenth-century social thinkers, dld
not elaborate a fully teleological account of hlstoD, but he frequently resorted to
the claim that there had been a discernible line of moral improvement, not
dissimilar to what T.H. Green was to call "the extension of the area of the common
good. "'_8 whereby the clrcte of full moral recognition was gradually being
extended to all those hitherto neglected or excluded, whether tbev were English
labourers or negro slaves or--the argument is used to particularly good effect
here--women. It is always an advantage to portray one's opponents as committed
to defending a quite arbitrary stopping-place along the route of progress, and the
argument had a particular resonance when addressed to an audience of mld_See Thomas Hill Green. Prolegomena
Press, 1883). 217

to Ethics, ed Andre,_ Cecil Bradte_ IOxford

Clarendon

xiv
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nineteenth-century English liberals who regarded such moral improvement as the
chief among the glories of their age,
As this account reveals, Mill did not in fact stand in such a purely adversary
relation to his culture as he sometimes liked to suggest, since he was constantly
appealing to certain shared values when berating his contemporaries for faihng
either to draw the right inferences from their professed moral principles in theory
or to live up to their agreed standards in practice. Mill--it is one of the few things
about him one can assert with reasonable security against contradiction--was not
Nietzsche. He was not, that is, attempting fundamentally to subvert or reverse his
society's moral sensibilities, but rather to refine them and call them more
effectively into play on public issues (examples will be noted below). In these
circumstances, the moralist runs the risk of priggishness, as he contrasts the
consistency of his own position and the purity of his own motives with the logical
confusions and self-interested prejudices that he must impute to those who,
sharing the same premises, fail to draw the same conclusions.
This consideration brings us to the third aspect of Mill's performance as pubhc
moralist to be discussed here, his characteristic style and manner of argument.
Coleridge's dictum, "Analogies are used in aid of Conviction: Metaphors as means
of Illustration, "_9 catches and at the same time explains one of the most
characteristic features of Mill's style. His prose, typically, is d_dacuc and forensic,
conducting the reader through the logical deficiencies of arguments like a severe.
slightly sarcastic, and not altogether patient tutor dissecting a pupil's essay. He
wrote to convince, and where he could not convince, to convict. No one has ever
doubted the power of sustained analysis that he could command, but the pieces m
this volume also display his mastery of the blunter weapons of controversy. One
would be wise to respect an opponent who could begin a paragraph with a bland
enquiry into the nature of Confederate society and then move smoothly to the
conclusion: "The South are in rebellion not for simple slavery: they are in rebellion
for the right of burning human creatures alive" (136). The invention of imaginary
opponents underlined the gladiatorial nature of Mill's dialectic, and he could be as
unfair to them as Plato often is to Socrates' stooges (who provide Mill" s model), as
when in The Subjection of Women we are told what a "pertinacious adversary.
pushed to extremities, may say," only to discover a few lines later that this "'will be
said by no one now who is worth replying to" (292; cf, 310-11 ). But perhaps his
most common rhetorical strategy is the reductio ad absurdum--and
this
observation underlines the earher point about Mill's reliance on a certain
community of values between himself and his readers, without which the
reductions would seem either not absurd or else simply irrelevant. Similarly, the
use of analogy requires that the characterization of one term of the analogy be
19Quoted in John Holloway, The Vwtoman Sage Studies mArgument ILondon. Macmillan, 1053).
13-14, from Coleridge's Atds to Reflectaon (London Taylor and Hesse}, 1825 I, 198 (Aph. 104 m other
eds.).
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beyond dispute: if it is not, the alleged extension will have no persuasive force.
Arguments about equality are particularly likely to involve appeals to analogy:
indeed, the whole of The Subjection of Women could be regarded as one long
elaboration of the basic analogy between the h_storical posmon of slaves and the
present position of women. And finally, the gap between profession and practice.
to which Mill was constantly calhng attention, invites the use of irony, though it
must be said that his efforts at irony often sailed close to mere sarcasm and ridicule:
his own highly developed sense of being, and having to be seen to be, "a man of
principle" did not, perhaps, leave much room for that more generous and tolerant
perception of human limitation which sustains the best forms of arony.
As a medmm for addressing the reader of the periodicals of general culture.
Mill's prose was certainly not without its drawbacks Carlyle's ungenerous
description of Mill's conversation as "sawdustish "'2_)could also be applied to some
of his writing. He was aware, Bain tells us, that he lacked that facihty of
illustration which would have mitigated the overly abstract texture which
characterizes almost all his work. and a compendium of Mdl's wit would be a slim
volume indeed. His scorn for the mere "literary craftsman" quoted above was of a
piece with has own avoidance of those arts common among the more winning
essayists and reviewers m the nineteenth century. He never qmte hits off the _deal
tone for such writing in the way m which, say, Bagehot or Leslie Stephen did: he
never manages to create that sense of antimacy between reader and author, that
warrnmg feeling of shanng a sensible view of a mad world. But in some ways the
achievement of thas effect would have been foreign to Mill's purpose, for the sense
ofcomphcity it nurtured was to him only a subtler form of that complacenc3 which
he saw as the chief danger of modern socaet_, the Jbns malorum that, above all
else, required constant criticism: and here we come to the heart of has role as a
public moralist.
Behind the particular issues to which the topical plece_ m th_s volume were
addressed there runs a common theme: the moral health of soclet3 _s the h_ghest
good, calling, as the metaphor suggests, for constant care and sustenance ff decay
as not to set in. 2_ Mill is here acting as moral coach, keeping the national
conscience in tnm, shaming atout of flabbiness, urging it on to vet more strenuous
efforts. In some ways this as an ancient role, and he sometimes hits a surpnsingly
traditional note: when, in defending the military action of the Northern states, he
declared that "war, m a good cause. _s not the greatest evil which a nation can
suffer .... [T]he decayed and degraded state of moral and patnotac feehng which
thinks nothing worth a war, is worse"( 141), we are remanded more of the language
of Machiavelli and cwic virtu than that of Cobden and Bright and the age of pacific
commercialism. But for the most part the concepuon of moralit_ to which Mdl
Z°Quoted m Baln. John Stuart Mdl, 190
21Cf his reply of 6 Dec . 1871. to a correspondent _ ho had asked him if he thought France "_a, "en
d6cadence .... A mon sens. la d6cadence morale est tou)ours la seule reelle'" _LL. C_l. XVII1 18t_)
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appeals appears unambiguously Victorian, both in its emphasis upon the active
shaping of "character," that constantly self-renewing disposition to form virtuous
habits of conduct, and m its focus on the welfare of others as the object of moral
action, and even, indeed, on the duty of altruism. What Mill is trying to do, beyond
keeping this conception in good repair, is to mobilize its power in areas outside
those over which it was conventionally
granted sovereignty. In assessing
England's foreign policy he makes questions of moral example paramount; in
discussing attitudes towards the American Civil War the moral tone of opimon in
England is his chief concern; in opposing the Contagious Diseases Acts it is their
public endorsement of vice he most objects to.
As prompter of the national conscience, Mill denved certain advantages from
his deliberately nurtured position as an outsider among the English governing
classes. Where the aim is to make one's readers morally uncomfortable, too great
an intimacy can be an obstacle; Mill seems to have felt that his avoidance of
Society helped to provide the requisite distance as well as to preserve a kind of
uncorrupted purity of feeling (he, though not he alone, attributed the allegedly
superior moral insight of the labouring classes to the same cause). More obviously,
he claimed a special authority on account of his familiarity (his unique familiarity,
he sometimes seems to imply) with the main currents of Continental, and
especially French. thought. Reproaches to his countr3,men for their Insular
prejudice and ignorance are a staple ingredient in Mill's writing, whether he is
castigating them for their aversion to theories of hlstor3' or upbraiding them for
their unresponsiveness to the beauties of art. This is a further aspect of the didactic
voice: tutor and pupil are not equals. An Interesting comphcation emerges,
however, where the comparative moral achievements of the Enghsh are
concerned, for he repeatedly asserts that England _sthe supenor of other nations in
its "greater tenderness of conscience'" (though cbaractensticallv he cannot resist
the censorious warning, "I am not sure that we are not losing" the advantage
[253]). As far as individual conduct was concerned, he could still maintain that Its
tendency to harden into a narrow "Hebraizing'" called for correction from larger
views of life that needed, on the whole, to be imported. But where national pohcy'
was at issue. Mill conceded England's superior reputation, only to treat it as the
source of an enlarged duty: as "'incomparably the most conscientious of all nations'"
in its "national acts" (115), England had a special responsibihty for maintaining
and improving standards of international moraht_. In either case there was no rest
for the virtuous. Since the English, according to Mall, were perpetually liable
to complacency, a critic who could keep a more strenuous ideal before their minds
would never want for employment.
It may help us to place that role as Mill's practice defined it if we contrast it with
two others, which were certainly no less available in mid-Victorian England, and
which may, for convenience, simply be labelled those of the Sage and the Man of
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Letters. 22 Claims to both these titles could be made on Mill's behalt, yet their
ultimate inappropriateness as descriptions of the author of the pieces in this volume
(and, I think, of most of Mill's mature oeuvre) is revealing of his position in the
intellectual life of his time. The Sage (to construct a highly simplified ideal-type)
trades in wisdom and new visions of experience as a whole. Typically. he is not so
much attempting to argue his readers out ot false beliefs as to reveal to them---or,
better still, to put them in the way" of discovering for themselves--the limitations
of that perception of the world upon which the3 purport to base all their beliefs.
The ineffable constantly looms, and he frequently employs a highl5 idlosvncranc
vocabulary in an effort to disclose those dimensions ot experience which the
conventional categories are said to distort or obscure Coleridge. Carlyle, and
Newman might be taken as obvious nineteenth-century examples of this type. their
very heterogeneity' ensuring that it will not be understood to Imply a set of common
doctrines. Now, for all his Colendgean and Carlvlean flirtations in the late 1820s
and early 1830s, 1 think it is clear that Mill does not belong in this galere The
Logic is hardly attempting to awaken in us a sense of the mysteries of the universe.
and none of the essays In the volumes of Dis,_ertanons and Dt_cusstons leaves us
feeling that we now possess our experience in a qmte new wax Nothing in Mill's
philosophy strains at the limits of the plalnl 5 expressible, and 11this restriction
gwes his prose a rather pedestrian quality by comparison _ lth that of the Sages. we
should remember that It is part of the definition of the pedestrian that he has hL_feet
on the ground. After all. when Mill clashes &rectl_ with Carlyle over "'the Negro
Question" (85-95), it Is not obvious that the latter's esoteric vision yields the more
appealing view, still less that It provides the more persuasive basis for acnon
As one who wrote so extensively lor the great Victorian review s and on such a
diverse range of subjects, Mill might seem to have a better clmm to be Included m
the more capacious category, of Man of Letters. His hterar'x essa_ s of the 183()s
could be cited as one quahficatmn for membership, his later revwws on historical
and classical subJects, more dublousl 5 , as another, and m an_ inclusive sun e_' of
the type Mill ought arguably to find a place. But even then he seems to be at most a
kind of honorary' member, to_) important to be left out, too individual to be
conscripted, and his reply to the Neophyte \Vnters" Society again prm Ides the clue
which helps us to pin down his dlstmctlvene_,_. It is not onlx that Mill aimed to
instruct rather than to delight, though it is worth recalling the d_sdam he
entertained for what he dism_ssivel_ termed "'the mere faculty of expre,_s_on", he
could never have subscribed to the vie_ expressed in Francis Jeffrey'_ defence of
the lively style of the earl 5'Edinburgh Rertew: "'To be learned and right IS no doubt
the first requisite, but to be ingenious and original and dl._curslve t_,perhaps more
Z-'For suggestive use, of these termb, which 1 have drav, n upon but not _tnct!x lollt'v.ed. ',ec
Holloway, Vtctortan Sage, and John Gross, Thc R_w and t'ali ot th_ Manor-Letters 4sr,cct_ ,,,-Ln_,iz,ir
Ltterar_" Ltfe since 1800 (London Weldenfeld and Nlcolson, !gbt),
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than the second in a publication which can only do good by remaining popular."23
But Mill is not divided from the best practitioners of literary journalism in his day
only by a difference of tactics: there is the far deeper difference that he was not
sufficiently interested m the variousness of literary achievement, not drawn to
those exercises in appreciation, discrimination, and evocation that bulked so large
in the reviews of the day. Where others collected their essays under such titles as
"Hours in a Library," "'Literary Studies,'" or simply "Miscellames," Mill quite
accurately called his "Dissertations and Discussions." Interestingly, he never
wrote that kind of extended meditation on and appreciation of the work of a single
figure which is among the chief essayistic glories of, say, Macaulay or Bagehot or
Stephen, or even, more revealingly, of Morley, more revealingly because Morley
was close to Mill in both doctrine and temperament. It _shard to imagine Mill, had
he hved another ten years, contributing to Morley's English Men of Letters series.
Of the two books which Mill did devote to individual figures, that on Hamdton is a
massive display of destructive criticism and dialectical overkill, while even the
briefer and more general assessment of Comte remains firmly tied to an analytical
discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of Comte's theory. The nearest Mill
had earlier come to this genre was in his famous essays on Bentham and Colendge,
yet even these were thinly disguised instalments m Mill's own philosophical
progress, less essays in appreciation than occasions for further synthesis.
Similarly, his pieces on the French historians were intended to be contribunons
towards the development of a general h_stoncal theory,, just as his reviews of
Grote's history were in effect manifestos for democracy, and so on. "I have on
most of the subjects interesting to mankind, opinions to which I attach importance
& which I earnestly desire to diffuse." In pursuing th_s goal, the mature Mill
husbanded his energies with principled care; perhaps he could not afford to explore
other voices. At all events, as a moralist he never mtssed a chance to instruct,
reproach, and exhort.
Such a figure is bound to excite strong feelings of one kind or another. In the
pieces collected here, Mill, as a contemporary comment on his writings on the
American Civil War put it, "ceases to be a philosopher and becomes the
partisan, ''24 and they are for that reason an excellent corrective to caricatures of
Mill as the irenic spokesman for some factitious "Victorian orthodoxy." It was
because of such writings, above all, that he was regarded in many respectable
circles as incorrigibly "extreme," a zealous root-and-branch man: even many of
those who had been enthusiasnc admirers of h_s earlier works m philosophy and
political economy found these later writings too "doctnna_re. -- Others regarded
23Quoted m WHliam Thomas, The Phdosophw Radicals Nzne Studtes zn Theory and Practwe,
1817-1841 (Oxford Clarendon Press, 1979), 160
2,*,,j S Mill on the American Contest," The Econormst, XX (8 Feb , 1862_, 144
ZSFor examples of this response see Chnstopher Harvle. The Ltghts of Liberahsm
Umversm
Liberals and the Challenge of Democracy, 1860-86 (London Lane. 19761. 152-3. cf John Vincent,
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them as among his best works. 26 It may be appropriate, therefore, to conclude this
general discussion with two contemporary judgments which are both, it will be
seen, essentially responses to those features of Mill the moralist we have been
dealing with. A reviewer of The Subjection of Women, irked by Mill's
"assumption of especial enlightenment--of
a philosophic vantage-ground from
which he is justified in despising the wisdom of mankind from the beginning of
things," saw in this the source of his considerable unpopularity: "'His intense
arrogance, his incapacity to do justice to the feelings or mouves of all from whom
he differs, his intolerance of all but his own disciples, and lastly, in natural
consequence of these qualities, his want of playfulness in himself and repugnance
to it in others, all combine to create somethmg like antipathy. "'2" On the other
hand, John Morley, commending Mill's "moral thoroughness," concluded. "'The
too common tendency m us all to moral slovenliness, and a lazy contentment with
a little flaccid protest against evil, finds a constant rebuke m his career
. . The
value of this wise and virtuous mixture of boldness wtth tolerance, of courageous
speech with courageous reserve, has been enormous. "'2s

EQUALITY
MILL'SWRITINGSON EQUALITY
included m thts volume fall into two mare groups.
which it will be convenient to discuss separately, they are those that deal with
what might be loosely termed "the negro question," including, in addition to the
piece of that name, his essays on the American Civil War and the papers of the
Jamaica Committee: and those that deal with women, including, as well as the
obvious items, his evidence on the Contagious Diseases Acts. (The two
complementary, pieces on formgn affmrs--"A Few Words on Non-lntercentton'"
and "Treaty Obhgations"--will
be discussed with the first group since they
directly bear on the related question of the moral considerations that ought to
govern England's international conduct. ) But. as the earher remarks about analogy
suggest, the arguments deployed in the two groups were reD' closely connected m
Mdl's mind, and so it may be helpful to make a prehminary point about the chtef
feature they have in common.
Alexander Bain. increasingly sceptxcal of Mill's later poht|cal enthuslasms.
The Formation of the Brmsh Ltberal Partx, 1857-I868 (London Constable, lob6). 10t) It is a _le'a
which pervades Barn's account see. for example. John Stuart M;ll, 91
26For John Morle_. for example, the} represented "the notable result of thE,.npest, Iofnest. and most
mspmng part of h_s hfe," and he regarded The Subjecnon of Women, m pamcular, a,, "probabl 5 the best
fllustratmn of all the best and richest qualme_ of its author's mind'" ("Mr Mill's AutoNograph 3,''
FortmghtlvRevte,.
n.s XV [Jan . 1874], 15. 12)
2_Anne Mozle). "Mr Mill On the Subjecnon of 14omen.'" Bfack_ood's
_4aeazme. CVI (Sept .
1869), 320-1
2SMorley. "Death of Mr Mill." 673. 672
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considered the "'doctrine of the natural equality of men" to be his master's greatest
error as a "'scientific thinker."_-9 Mill certainly presented the issue as essentially a
matter of scientific method, making his opponents' behef in natural inequalities
seem a corolla_ of their defectwe grasp of the nature of induction. He constantly
maintained that no reliable inference about what men and, more particularly,
women would be like under a quite d_fferent set of circumstances could be made on
the basis of our knowledge of their behaviour under the circumstances of
systematic inequality which, he alleged in a rather brisk characterization of human
histoD', had shaped that behaviour up to the present. His behef in the indefinite
malleability of human nature provided one crucial ingredient of this claim, though
here as elsewhere he was hampered/as he at times acknowledged) by his lhilure
with his pet project of an "'Ethology," the scientific demonstratmn of the ways in
which character is formed by circumstances. 3° But in a way h_s wev, reflects the
larger problem of negatwe evidence, a recurring motif in radical arguments against
the existing order of things. That is to say, to the premise that individuals should be
treated equally unless good cause can be shown to do otherwxse. Mill wants to
attach the rider that histo_, could not in principle furmsh the evidence needed to
show such cause m the case of traditionally subordinate groups such as "'the lower
races," the lower classes, or women. Actually, of course. Mill does wish to appeal
to h_sto_' in one way, namely Ias suggested in general terms above _, to present it as
exhibiting a broad movement towards equality, but he is not, strictly speaking,
attempting to have it both ways: the historical and epistemological claims are
logically independent of each other. After all, it would be possible to uphold a
belief in equality as in some sense "natural" whdst acknowledging that the march
of history seemed to be in the direction of ever greater inequality, though unless
buttressed by some ingenious supporting arguments this position might make the
initial claim less plausible as well as, and perhaps more consequenually, less
inspiriting, In practxce, needless to say, M_I1 combined the two claims to good
polemical effect: "the course of histo_', and the tendencies of progressive human
society, afford not only no presumption in favour of this system of inequality of
fights, but a strong one against it: and . . so far as the whole course of human
improvement up to this time, the whole stream of modern tendencies, warrants an?
inference on the subject, it is, that this rehc of the past _sdiscordant with the future.
and must necessarily disappear'" (272). He did not, m fact, always press the
second, quasi-historicist, claim quite so hard: but he squeezed the first, negatwe,
ZgBam, John Stuart _hll, 146
3°For hls conceptlon of Etholog_ , see A Sy_tem <_Loglc Rattoctrmttve, and lnducnve, Cl4'. VI1-Vlll
(Toronto. Umverstt_, of Toronto Press. 1973 _.VII1, 861-741Bk VI. Chap __ For h_s "failure" w _th it.
see Barn, John Stuart Mill. 78-9 His correspondence reveal_ that he continued to entertain hopes ol
returning to the pro lect e g , letter to Alexander Barn of 14 No_ , 1859. where he relerred to it as "a
subject I have long wished to take up, at least m the form of Essays, but have never yet telt myself
sufficiently prepared" ILL. CW. XV, 645 ) For an example ot his ackno_ ledgment that "there _s hardl_
any subject which, m propomon to its importance, has been so httle studJed.'" see 277 belov,
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point very" hard indeed, and it is this, above all, that imparts such a strongly
destructive flavour to some of these pieces.
"The Negro Question" t 1850), the earliest of the first group, was pubhshed in
the form of a letter to the editor of Fraser's replying to Carlyle's "'Occasional
Discourse on the Negro Question'" published in the preceding number. 3_ Mili's
friendship with Carlyle had cooled--indeed,
all but lapsed--since the davs of
Mill's head),, dtscipular enthusiasm in the early 1830s, 32and Carlyle's ever more
vehement denunciations of the sentimental cant of humanitarian relormers placed
a very. large obstacle m the way of any genuine intellectual rapprochement. This
and other uncongemal themes, including the Divine sanction to the rule of the
strongest, and the heroic. Promethean conception of work. were all rehearsed in
this latest intemperate satire on the misguided world of Exeter Hall and "The
Umversal Abolition of Pare Association.'" so that Mill's repl', revolved a
repudiation of the whole Carlylean vision The exchange also prefigured the far
more sigmficant confrontations over the Governor Eyre controvers) _lxteen years
later, when Mill and Carlyle were to emerge as leaders of the n_al public
committees, and when the hnes of d_v_s_onwere ve_ much those canvassed m the
earlier exchange.
The bare structure of M111"sargument follows the basic
above: what Carlyle takes as the d_stinct_ve and self-evidently
the negro is m fact the result of the historical circumstances
which that character has been formed, and It _s the dlstmctl_ e

pattern referred to
inferior "nature" of
of sublectlon under
mark of the modern

age to be bent on mitigating or abohshmg such subjection. Both science and
history, therefore, tell against the vlev, that the negro----"Quashee." to u_e
Carlyle's mlschievousl) provocative term--must perpetuall._ work under the lash
of a white master But though Mall's reply is. as ever, analytlcall3 sharp. It may
seem to leave untouched the deeper sources of Carl?le's rhetorical power For
example, m replying that the abohtion of slaver_' "triumphed because _t v,as the
cause of justice." not because the age _tself was enslaved to a "'rose-pink
sentimentalism" (881. Mill does not reall 3 engage v,_th that tranqvaluation of all
values that lay at the root of Carlyle's particular gibeb Ithe approprmteness of the
Nletzschean phrase _sttself an mdicauon of the svstemattcall_ subversive nature of
Carlyle's assault on the moral truisms of hts da_ t. Mdl's criticisms are dec_swe In
their own terms, but the)' bounce like small-arms fire off Carlvle's amaour-plated
vision of the enthusiasm t'or human justice as _tself part of that weak-kneed.
self-deluded evasion of the facts of a power-governed umverse Carlyle, hardl_
surpnsinglj, thought Mill's reply "most shnll, thin. poor. and insignificant-,3_
_For more detaded comments on the pubhshmg h_sto_ of each oI the llems repnnted here. _ee the
Textual Intrtxlucuon belo_
_eSee especmll} Mill's letters to Carlyle Ior the year,, 1832-35. m The. _arher Letter_ ot.lohn Stuar:
Mill [EL]. ed Franc_s E Mmeka. CW. XI1-XIII _Toronto I. m_ers_t) of Toronto Pre._,. loe.3,
33See Carlyle's journal for 7 Feb . 1850. quoted m Emer) Neft, Carl_ tc and Mtl/ A n lntroductt,m t,,
Vwtortan Thought. 2nd ed tNew York Columbm Umvers_t) Press. 192_1.43
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One significant feature of Mill's attack was his prescient concentration
on the
prospects for slavery in the United States, and on the support given to "the owners
of human flesh" by Carlyle's flinging "this missile, loaded with the weight of his
reputation,
into the abolitionist
camp" (95). Mill always followed American
developments
very closely, convinced
that they would eventually prove decisive
for several of the causes he cared most about: 34 the fate of popular government,
in
particular,
seemed to Mill and many others in England to be bound up with the
successes and failures of"the great democratic experiment"
of the United States. 35
Although Mill shared many of Tocqueville's
misgivings
about the pressures
making for mediocrity
and conformit 3 in American society, he d_d not let these
misgivings override his principled optimism about the future of democracy, and he
was always alert to the ways in which anti-democratic
opimon in England, with
The Times in the van, tried to exploit the acknowledged
weaknesses of American
political life and constitutional
arrangements
to discredit all popular causes at
home.
The Civil War, therefore,
touched
several nerves
m Mill's moral
physiology:
not only did it revolve the most blatant case of institutionalized
inequality in the civilized world and the whole question of popular government's
ability to combme
freedom
with stabihty,
but, always powerfully
active m
determining
Mill's interest in public issues, it provided a thermometer
with which
to take the moral temperature
of English society as a whole.
The question
of British
attitudes
towards the American
Civil War is a
notoriously
complex and disputed one, 36 but it is uncontentious
to say that in the
early stages of the war a very large majority among the articulate was hostile to the
North, and that within that majority there was an influential
body actively
sympathetic
to the Confederate
cause. It was not simply that the upper classes
largely sided with what was perceived as the aristocratic or gentlemanly
character
of plantation society, nor even that for many in all classes commercial self-interest
seemed to dictate a prudent regard for the prosperity and independence
of the
cotton-exporting
states. It was also that the Confederate
cause was w_dely
represented as the cause of freedom, that in defending their "right to secede" m the
face of the superior force of an essentially ahen power, the Southern states were
341t IS even possible that m this respect America was coming to replace France in Mdl's thinking,
especmlly once France was saddled with the despotism of Napoleon III, whtch he so abhorred In 1849
he could still write. "The whole problem of modern soclet3 however willbe v,orked out, as I have long
thought It would, m France & nowhere else'"(letter to Henry Samuel Chapman. LL, CW, XIV. 32 [28
May, 184911;but for later remarks which seem to assign at least equal _mportanceto the Umted States
see tbtd , 1307 and 1880; see also Autobzographx, C14,1,266-8
_SThereis a useful surve} m D P Crook, Amertcan Dernocracx tn _nghsh Pohtlcs. 1815-I850
(Oxford" Clarendon Press, 1965_
36Thestandard account was for long Ephrmm Douglass Adam_, Great Brztam and the Arnerwan
CzvtlWar, 2 vols (London Longmans. 1925 I:a strongly revlslomst attack on the v_ewthat the cotton
workers of Lancashire had. against their economic interest, supported the North _s provided m the
controversml study by Mar3.,Elhson, Support/or Secesszon Lancashtre and the Amertcan Civil War
(Chicago Umverslt_ of Chicago Press. 1972); there _ a judtclous synthesis mD P Crook, The North,
the South and the Powers, 1861-1865 (New York Wde._. 1974)
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acting analogously to those peoples "'rightly struggling to be free" who had aroused
such enthusiasm in Britain in the preceding decade: Jefferson Davis was elevated
to stand alongside Kossuth and Garibaldi. The issue was thus not one on which
opinion divided (in so far as it very unequally did divide_ along party lines:
Gladstone and Russell were among those who considered the Federal attempt to
"coerce the South" to be unwarranted, while Radicals were told by some of their
spokesmen that "the first doctrine of Radicalism...
was the right of a people to
self-government.'37
Mill, to whom the real issue at stake m the war had from the outset been the
continued existence of slavery, considered that much of this sympathy for the
South rested on ignorance or, even more culpably, moral insenslbihty, and "'The
Contest in America" (1862) was his attempt to educate English opinion on both
counts. He expected it, Bain recorded, "'to gwe great offence, and to be the most
hazardous thing for his influence that he had yet done."3_ He made this judgment
not simply because he found himself on the side of the minority, and a pretty small
one at that; this he had taken to be the more or less constant character of h_s
intellectual life from his earliest Benthamne propaganda onwards. Barn's phrase
suggests, rather, that Mill was not' the self-conscmus possessor of a "'reputation'"
which he was about to deploy m an outspoken condemnanon of the moral
myopia of the reputation-making classes. For. "'the tone of the press & of Enghsh
opinion," as he confided to Thornton, "has caused me more disgust than anything
has done for a long time": 3_he regarded the "'moral attitude" displayed b.v"'some of
our leading journals" (The Times and the Saturday Revie_ pamcularl_ galled him t
as betraying an unavowed partiality for _laver_ In some cases, he sneered, this
arose from "'the influence, more or less direct, of West Indmn opinions and
interests," but in others--and here he warms to a favourite theme--_t arose
from mbred Toryism. which, even when compelled by reason to hold opmlons favourable
to liberty, ts always adverse to it m feeling, which likes the spectacle of trresponsible power
exercised b3 one person over others: which has no moral repugnance to the thought of
human beings Ix_mto the penal servitude for life. to which for the term of a fev, ,_earsv,e
sentence our most hardened criminals, but keeps it_ mdlgnanon to be expended on "'rabid
and fanatical abolmomsts" across the Atlantic, and on those writers m England v,ho attach a
sufficiently serious meaning to their Christian professions, to consider a fight against
slaver?"as a fight for God ( 1291
Slavery, is thus treated by Mill as the extreme torm of undemocrac_, a kind of
Toryism of race to match the "'Toryism of sex" that he sat m t'omen's exclusion
from the franchise.4° The "'warmth of his feelings" on the issue _ as remarked b_
_7Quoted m Elhson. Support for Secessum,
3_Bam. John Stuart Mzll, 119

9

_gLetter to Wllham Thomas Thornton of 28 Jan , 1802. where he also place._ hl_ characten_nc
two-way bet that his article "'ff noticed at all is hkel', to be much attacked" (LL. CW, XV -'4
"(q-,Ieused this phrase in a reference to the e_clus_on of v, omen from the suffrage in the otherv,_,e
unusually democrauc Austrahan colonies Iletter to Hem5. Samuel Chapman, LL. Cg. XX. 557 [8 lul3.

t858])
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friends and opponents alike: he was, Grote recorded, "violent against the South... :
embracing heartily the extreme Abohtiomst views, and thinking about little else
in regard to the general question."at It was the outspoken pubhc expression of this
passion which, more than anything else. gave Mill that ldenmy as a "'partisan"
controversiahst which was such a marked feature of his reputation in the last
decade of his life.
Mall was adamant that even if secession were the mum issue at stake, this would
still not automatically entitle the South to the support of those who thought of
themselves as ranged on the side of freedom. Brandishing his own radical
credentials, he announced, "'I have sympathized more or less ardently with most of
the rebellions, successful and unsuccessful, which have taken place in my time,'"
but emphasized that it was not simply their being rebelhons that had determined
thmr moral status: "'those who rebel for the power of oppressing others" were not to
be seen as exercising "'as sacred a right as those who do the same thing to resist
oppression practised upon themselves" 1137t. The nature and aims of Southern
society were the decisive test, and in educating Enghsh opmion on this matter Mill
found h_s chief ally in the Irish economist John Elhot Calrnes. The younger man
had already won his senior's approval wlth his very, Milhan statement of the
method of classical political economy 42 and when in the summer of 1861 he sent
Mill the manuscript of a course of lectures that he had just delivered on the nature
of American slavery,, Mill immediately recognized thmr polemical value and
urged their publication. 4_ The resulting book. accurately entitled The Slave
Power." Its Character, Career, and Probable Design,_: Bemg an Attempt to
Explain the Real Issues Involved in the Amerwan Contest, 4a fully satlshed Mill's
expectations, and led to the growth between the two men ot what Mall, m a
revealing phrase, referred to as "the agreeable feeling of a brotherhood m arms."4-_
The chief contentions of Cairnes" book were that the nature of Southern socmtx
was determined by _ts basis m the economy of slavery,', that such a system of
production needed, under American condmons, continually to expand the territory'
cultivated by slave labour, and that this inherent dynamic accounted for the
expansionist activities of the Southern states which, when the actmn of the Federal
government threatened to curb them, naturally led to war. Secession was not,
_Harnet Grote, The PersonalLife c_[George Grote {London Murra._, 1873;, 2t_4 Recommendmg
Mill's article to Gladstone, the Duke o1 Argyle pamcularly empha_,zed ho_ "'the cold-blooded
philosopher comes out w_th much v_armth" fquoted m Adelaide Wemberg, John £1hot Catrnes andthe
Amerwan Civil War A Stu& m Anglo-American Relattons [Londtm Kmgsv, ood Press. 1969], 221
See also The Economtst' s suggestmn that on thts issue Mill ,x as earned av_a 3 "'by the very' warmth of his
own feehngs'" I"Mdl on the American Contest." 1"711
aeThe Character and Logte al Method of Pohtwal Economx (London Longman. et al . 185% For
Mill's favourable vm_. see letter to Calrnes. LL, CW. XV. 554 (22 Apt , 18581
4_Letter to Calrnes, tbld , 738 118 Aug., 1861 J, cf 750
_London, Parker, 1862, 2nd ed.. London. Macmdlan. 1803 l_or detads, see Wemberg, Cmrnea
and the Amerwan Cwd War. esp Chap 1;
aSLetter to Calrnes. EL, CW, XV, 785 (24 June, 18621
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therefore, a demand of an oppressed people to be left alone: it was the inevitable
outcome of an insatiably aggressive policy, which could only be halted b_, the
destruction of slaver 3' itself.
Mill was obviously right about the topical resonance of the work, whxch
received considerable critical attention and was republished in a second, enlarged
edmon in 1863. But it is worth noting that Calrnes himself recorded that his
purpose had initially been of"a purely speculauve kind--my object being to show
that the course of history is largely determined by the action of economic
causes. ''46 Now, in one sense, Cairnes" procedure was naturally likely to be to
Mill's methodological taste: the argument of the book relies, to a qmte surprising
degree, on deduction from its small set of basic premises. 47Calrnes remarks at one
point how the "pohtical economist, by reasonmg on the economic character of
slaver 3' and its peculiar connection with the soil, [may] deduce its leading social
and political attributes, and almost construct, by wa_ of a pnon argument, the
entire system of the society of which It forms the foundation," and later he says that
he has been examining "'the d_rection m which, under ordinary c_rcumstances, and
in the absence of intervention from without, the development of such a L',,stem
proceeds"; 48 or, in other words, that he was employing the kind of hypothetical
reasoning, setting aside "'disturbing causes,'" v,hlch Mill bad long ago insisted was
the proper procedure for polmcal economy, and which Cairnes had elaborated.
with Mill's enthusiastic endorsement, m his first book. That Mdl should here
welcome the use of this method m treating a type of subject that, in his canonical
statement of the method ot the moral sciences m Book Vl of his Logtc, he had
assigned to the province of sociology may simply be one among many indications
of the extent to which in practice he _gnored the grand design for a science of
society that he had laid out m 1843 and fell back upon more tradmonal enterprises
like political economy, ao But it is perhaps more surprising that he should let
Cairnes" historical materiahsm pass wtthout comment, since Mill was m general
so concerned to ms,st that moral and intellectual rather than economtc causes are
the motor of history. He presumabl) felt that th_s was no t_me to be parading
differences over the finer points of method: brothers-m-arms have more important
things to do than criticizing the cut of each other's armour
The review of Cmrnes. the first half of which is a faithful paraphrase of the
original m both tone and content, pro_ _ded Mill w_th another opportunity to read a
lesson on the debased state of'_pubhc morahty" m England, "'th_ssad aberranon of
_Slave

Power. _u

4_For Mill's classic statement, see hl_ "'On the Definmon of Poimcal Econom). and on the Method o',
Investigation Proper to It." m £s_a_s on Economl, s and Society, C$4. I\ -\ tToromo 1_mverslt 3 of
Toronto Press. It)051, IV, 309-39. as v, ell a_ his treatment m Book V1 of the Loe_
_Slave Power. 69. 1"7I
49q'hls is argued more full}, m Stetan Colhm. Donald Winch, and John Burrt_. That.'_oblt Science
of Pohtws. A Study in Nmeteenth-Centur_
Intellectual HIstor_ tCambndgc
Cambradge Umvers_t?
Press. 19831, 127-59
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English feeling at this momentous crisis,'" which he contrasted unfavourably with
the right-mindedness of liberal feeling m France. 5° As he recognized, opinion in
England was at first very much affected by estimates of the likely outcome of the
military struggle--in 1861 and early 1862 many people were not convinced that
the North would win--and throughout the war there was hostility to the North on
the grounds that even if it did win it could not permanently govern the South in a
state of subjection. Indeed, the one point on which Mill and Cairnes initially
differed was that the latter thought that the best outcome would be an independent
South confined, fatally for its slave economy, to the existing slave states, whereas
the former looked for nothing short of complete surrender and re-incorporation in
the Union on the North's terms, a view with which Calrnes seems to have come to
agree by 1865. 52 It is indicative of Mill's passion on the subject that he
immediately" fastened on a potentially valuable aspect of Lincoln's assassination:
"I do not believe the cause will suffer," he wrote to one correspondent. "lt may
even gain, by the indignation excited. ''_2 Keeping the indignation-level well
topped-up in such cases Mill seems to have regarded as one of the routine tasks of
the public moralist, and he hoped that one consequence of the feelings aroused by
the assassination would be to "prevent a great deal of weak indulgence to the
slaveholding class, whose power it is necessary should be completely and
permanently broken at all costs. ''53
This disposition to fight fi l'outrance manifested itself even more strikingly m
Mill's contribution to the Governor Eyre controversy, which flared up later in
1865. This was one of those great moral earthquakes of Victorian public life whose
fault hnes are so revealing of the subterranean affinities and antipathies of the
educated classes which the historian's normal aerial survey of the surface cannot
detect. Faced with a native insurrection of uncertain propomons in October, t 865,
the Enghsh Governor of Jamaica had declared mamal law, under which
justification he apparently condoned several brutal acts of suppression carried out
by his subordinates, some of them after the danger was, arguably, past. and
including the summary execution of the leader of the native opposition party m the
local assembly.-S4 Considerable uncertainty at first surrounded many of the facts of
the case, but opinion in England immediately divided: on the one side were those
who thought that, though the reported brutality was no doubt regrettable. Eyre's
unorthodox and vigorous action in a s_tuatmn of great danger had saved the
population, especially the white population, from far worse evils (the lndian
Mutiny, after all, was still fresh m the memo_'); on the other side were those.
5°Letter to Cmrnes, LL, CW, XV, 750 (25 Nov , 1861 ), ct Cremes. Slave Power, 16
51See below (162-4J for the point of difference, and Wemberg, Cmrne_ and the Arnerwan Cirri War.
42, 42n, for Cmrnes' later agreement
52Letter to John Plummer, LL, CW, XVI, 1(142 (1 May. 1865)
53Letter to William E Hickson, _btd , 1044 (3 Ma 3, 1865)
_For an account of this episode which pays considerable attenuon to MdlX role. see Bernard
Semmel, The Governor E_re Controversy (London MacGlbbon and Kee, 1962)
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including Mill, who regarded Eyre's actions as both morally unpardonable and
flagrantly illegal, and who thought it their duty to see that he was brought to
justice, and the moral stain on the character of Enghsh rule thereby removed. The
intensity of Mill's commitment to this view is strikingly illustrated by his comment
in December, 1865, on the next session's business in Parliament: "There is no part
of it all, not even the Reform Bill, more important than the dut_ of dealing justly
with the abominations committed in Jamaica. ''55 He immediately joined the
Jamaica Committee. which was founded in the same month to ensure that Eyre and
his subordinates were brought to justice, and when its first Chairman. Charles
Buxton, thinking it sufficient simply to secure Eyre's dismissal and disgrace
without also having him prosecuted for murder, resigned in June. 1866, Mill, then
in Parliament and sternly resisting further calls on his time even for causes to which
he was sympathetic, took over the chairmanship and retained it until the
Committee was wound up in Ma), 1869. 56
The three aims of the Committee were summarized m the progress report which
Mill, together with the Treasurer and the Secretary, issued to members m July.
1868 (and which xsreproduced as part of Appendix E below): "'to obtain a judicial
inquiry into the conduct of Mr. Eyre and his subordinates: to settle the la_' m the
interest of justice, liberty and humanity: and to arouse public moraht) against
oppression generally, and particularly against the oppression of subject and
dependent races" (433). On the first point they had to acknowledge defeat:
despite repeated efforts, which had earned for Mill. in particular, a reputation as
the vindictive persecutor of the unfortunate Eyre, no court had proved wllhng to
put him on trial. The second aim had met with some success as far as the status of
martial la,h within the English legal system was concerned, though whether the
inconclusive outcome of the whole affair vindicated the principle of "'government
by law,'" which Mill had always insisted was at stake in the matter, is open to
question 5_ Quite what counted as success on the third point was obviously harder
to say. "'A great amount of sound public oplmon has been called forth" _4341, the
statement reported, and for Mill this effect was something of an end in itself,
though it is not obvious that the campaign exercised that morally educative
influence which he always looked for m such cases. T.H. Huxley, predlctabl.x a
member of the Jamaica Committee, may have been nearer the mark when he wrote
to Charles Kingsley that "'men take sides on this question, not so much b_ lc,okmg
_Letter to William Fraser Rae, L2,, C_, XVI, 1126 _14 Dec . 1865)
_'He considered his contnbuuon to the debate on this _ssue m lul}. 1866, as the best ofh_> speeches
in Parliament lAutobwgraphx.
CW, 1, 281-2_ For an mdlcaUon of the importance .khll attached to
making a stand on this issue v*hether or not the prosecution proceeding,, v, ere successtul. _ee letter te
Lmdse_ Mlddleton Aspland, LL, C'_. XV1. 1365 _23 Feb , 18681
5_ln his speech in Parliament Mill had insisted that ff Eyre were not brought to )ustlce "'_ e are gl_ mg
up altogether the pnnciple of government b} la,_, and resigning ourselves to ",_'-bltrar3po_er", and he
defended his speech as "'not on this occasmn standing up for negroes, or for hbert), deepl_x a., both are
interested in the subject--but for the first necessit) of human _ociet?. lay,'" tspeech of 31 July, ]8oo.
PD, 3rd ser . Vot 184. col 1800, and letter to David Urquhart. LL, Cg'. XVI. 1205 [4 (kt , 180o]1
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at the mere facts of the case, but rather as their deepest pohtical conv_ctions lead
them. ''58 Certainly, attitudes towards the working class and democracy at home
played a large part in the controversy: Eyre's supporters were not slow to suggest,
for example, that the Hyde Park riots of 1866 called for a similarly vigorous use of
force by the authorities. Conversely, as far as Mill was concerned, right feeling on
the matter transcended more pragmatic party loyalties: when in 1871 the Liberal
government decided to honour a previous Tory promise to pay Eyre's legal
expenses, Mill, deeply disgusted, announced: "ARer this. I shall henceforth wish
for a Tory, Government. "-_9Such issues of public righteousness provide surer
touchstones by which to understand Mill's later career than do any of the
conventional polmcal labels; it wall always be difficult to say with certainty which
of those liberal and relbrming measures enacted m the decades after his death he
would have approved of, but there can surely be no doubt that had he lived he
would have been among the leaders of the agitation against the Bulgarian atrocmes
in 1876. 6o
The question of the proper conduct of nations towards each other, particularly
the appropriate English role m international affairs, was one which exercised Mill
throughout the latter part of hts life. Although observations on it can be found in
several of his other writings, most notably m Considerations on Representative
Government, only two essays, both reprinted here, were devoted exclusively to _t.
The first, "A Few Words on Non-lntervention"
(1859_, was occasioned by
Palmerston's reported attempt to defeat an international project to build a Suez
canal, on the grounds of the harm it might do to England's commercial and
strategic position in the East. Mill's particular concern here was w_th England's
moral reputation, and with the harm done to that reputation by statements which
seemed to confine English pohcy to the pursuit of purely selfish a_ms. 6t But, as he
says in the Autobiography: "... 1 took the opportunity of expressing ideas which
had long been in my mind (some of them generated by my lndmn experience and
others by the international questions which then greatly occupied the European
public) respecting the true principles of international morality and the legitimate
modifications made in it by difference of umes and circumstances .... "'*: His
premise was that nations, like individuals, "'have duties.., towards the weal of the
human race," and that the whole issue must accordingly be constdered "as a really
moral question" ( 116, 118), a phrase that always signals a change of key in M_ll's
compositions. Viewing the question from this htgher ground, he showed himself
to have little sympathy with a policy of strict and complete "non-intervent_on." a
_8Quoted m Semmel,
Governor
Evre. 122
-_gLetter to Calrnes,
LL, CW. XVII, 1828-9 (21 Aug , 1871)
6°Cf. m what _s stall the best study of one of the issues, R T Shannon,
Agitation.
1876 (London.
Nelson.
1963), 208

Gladstone

and the Bulgarmn

61See letter to Baln. LL. CW, XV, 646 ( 14 No',' , 1850). for the vle_ that the "'affair 1_ damagmg
character
of England
on the Continent
more than most people are aware of" (a remark
m whtch
sense of h_s special
62Autobtographj.

intimacy
w_th Continental
CW. I. 263-4.

optmon

_,, again
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policy much canvassed in England in the 1850s and often popularly, if not
altogether justifiably, associated with the names of Cobden and Bnght. Mill
disavowed slavish adherence to this (or an? other) maxim in foreign affairs, lust as
he did to that of laissez-faire in domestic policy: the decisive test was rather
whether intervention might promote the good of enabling a people with legitimate
aspirations to independence
to render themselves fit to exercise genuine
self-government, a view with special resonance in the period of liberal nationalist
uprisings in Europe. The stage of civilization reached by the society in question
was a crucial consideration here; as he demonstrated in his better-known works on
liberty and representative government, Mill thought a civilized power might have
a duty not to leave a backward people stagnating in a freedom they could make no
profitable use of Where. on the other hand, a foreign despotism had been enlisted
to suppress a genuine popular movement an another countr3', a liberal power had a
duty to intervene, and it is an illustration of the seriousness with which Mill
regarded this dutv that he even maintained that England should have acted to
prevent the Austrian suppression, with Russian aid. of the Hungarian uprising of
1849 I 124_. One of the things that drew Mill to Gladstone in the 1860s. however
much they differed on specific policies, was the latter's professed commitment to
determining England's international role b3 such moral principles. ('-_
That this idealism was at the same time tempered b_ a kind of realism is
suggested by the second piece reprinted here, the brief article on "'Treat_
Obligations'" ( l 870 t. which was _ rltten in response to a different kind of crisis. On
31 October. 1870. Russia declared its Intention of repudiating the clause in the
Treaty of Paris--the peace forced on Russia by the victorious Anglo-French
alliance at the conclusion of the Crimean War m 1856---whereby the Black Sea
was to remain neutral waters. This declaration produced an ill-considered crx in
England for war against Russia to force her to honour the agreement, during which
agitation the pnnciple of the indefinite inviolability of treaty obligations was
frequently invoked. Mill regarded the whole agitation as resting on this mistaken
notion that treaties forced upon defeated powers ought to be regarded as binding in
perpetuity: "Were the 3-terminable, as the 3 ought to be, those who object to them
would have a rational hope of escape in some more moral '_a_ than an appeal to the
same brute force which imposed them "'_ But as ever, he was also addressing
himself to the state of mind--or, more accurately, the state of character---of _,hich
such misguided public responses were symptomatic. In both cases, it was "'tha_
laxity of principle which has almost air, ays prevailed in public matters" which he
denounced with especial warmth, moved yet again b_ the conviction that the
unrebuked expression of such views was "injurious to public morahI 3""1343. 345 t
In turning to Mill's wntmgs on women, one approaches an area where the
63For Mill's enthusiasm for Gladstone at th_s tx_ant. _ee Vincent. Formattorz of tnc L#_er,xl Pa.t_.
160-1,
e4Letter to Morley. LL. CW, XVII, 17714l It4 Ntis , 1870i See at_o Mill's- letters to The Ttme;. 1_
Nov , 1870.5. and 24 No_ . 1870.3
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interplay between his private convictions and his public statements as well as
between his biography and his reputation is particularly complex and controversial. It _s deeply ironical that the interpretation of so much of the work of a man
who reckoned the sexual urge to be a grossly overrated and ultimately insignificant
part of human life should have come to be so completely entangled with, even
determined by, competing assessments of the influence exercised over him by the
woman he loved. Needless to say, this irony applies with especial force to his
writings on women, so much so that we could reverse his dictum that "'one can, to
an almost laughable degree, infer what a man's wife is like, from his opimons
about women in general" (278). Even at the time, critics, especially once primed
by the revelations of the Autobiography, were not slow to turn this remark against
Mill, while even his admirers deplored the turn which Harriet was taken to have
given to his thought on this and other questions. Any complete account of Mill's
thinking on the subject of women would have to come to terms with the role of this
very clever, imaginative, passionate, intense, imperious, paranoid, unpleasant
woman. Here, fortunately, it is appropriate to offer only a few prolegomena to The
Subjection of Women, the last book published by Mill in his hfettme and the most
substantial of the works included in the present volume.
It is at least clear, where so much is unclear, that Mill's belief in the equality of
the sexes was well established before he met Harriet. When at the opening of The
Subjection of Women he refers to it as "an opinion I have held from the very earliest
period when I had formed any opinions at all on social and political matters" (261),
he seems, as far as the evidence allows us to judge, to be stating a literal truth. It
occasioned, for example, his one point of dissent from his father's Essay on
Government at the time when he was in all other ways the most faithful and zealous
expounder of the latter's views, and even as a matter of tactics in the unpromising
political climate of England in the 1820s he considered his father's acceptance of
women's temporary exclusion from the suffrage to be "'as great an error as any of
those against which the Essay was directed."65 Indeed, this ardent and uncompromising advocacy may have been one of the things that first attracted Harriet's
favourable attention. Their oddly formal exchange of statements, some two years
after they met in 1830, about the position of women in relation to marriage was by
then the rehearsal of shared views, and may be seen in Mill's case as the bizarre
courting behaviour of an over-intellectualized man. Not that this was not the wa}
to Harriet's heart: Mill could bask in the implied praise of her complaint that 'qt
seems now that all men, with the exception of a few lofty-minded, are sensualists
more or less," to which she fmnly added, "Women on the contrary are quite exempt
from this trait, however it may appear otherwise in the cases of some" t375).
65Autobiography, CW. I, 107 (it should not be inferred, nor does Mill's account smctl_ _mply, that
his father was m pnnciple opposed to the enfranchisement of women) For an earl_, example of his
pubhc criucism of prevaihng attitudes towards women, see his "'Peno&cal Literature Edmburgh
Review" (1824), m CW. I, 311-12.
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Understandably, this exchange between an unhappily married woman and her
yearning admirer revolves around the question of the dissolubilit? of the marriage
tie. Harriet's soaring idealism is evident in her greater readiness to do "away with
all laws whatever relating to marriage" (376). Mill, characteristically, subjects the
arguments to careful analysis before concluding m favour of"leavmg this like the
other relations voluntarily contracted by human beings, to depend for its
continuance upon the wishes of the contracting parties'" t49). Clearl3,, though he
may have sighed like a lover, he could still write like the son of James Mill. Th_s
expression of his view m a purely private form has a particular interest in that his
avoidance of a clear recommendation about divorce in The Subjectton of Women
was to be a major point of criticism, _
It is worth remarking that even in th_s unconstrained expression of behef in the
natural equaht_ of the sexes, he still adhered to some rather more traditional
notions about their distractive roles. "In a healthy state of things,'" he maintained,
"'the husband would be able by his single exertions to earn all that is necessar?, for
both; and there would be no need that the wife should take part in the mere
providing of what is required to support life: it will be for the happiness of both that
her occupation should rather be to adorn and beautify it" (43). In a phrase which
should remind us. if we need reminding, that Mill is not an unproblematlc recruit
to the ranks of late-twentieth-century
feminism, he blandly laid down that a
woman's task in life is "accomphshed rather by betng than b3 doing" (43 _. While
he always strenuously disputed, on essentmlly eplstemologlcal grounds, all
assertions about "natural" differences between the sexes, th_s is an earl_
indication--there are several later ones--that he was m practice wilhng to endorse
certain conventional assurnptlons about the most "appropriate'" sphere for
women's actw_ty.
Despite the importance he attached to the subject--he later remarked that the
"emancipation of women, & cooperauve production, are
the two great changes
that will regenerate soclety"6:--Mill
published nothing substantial on it until
1869. In part this was a matter of waiting for a tess hostile phase of pubhc opinion,
(Mill, surely influenced here by Harnet's paranoid attitude to societv m general.
was particularly pessimistic about the state of optmon m England In the 1850s. _As
he explained to the editor of the Westminster in 1850: "My opimons on the xahole
subject are so totally opposed to the reigning notions that it would probably be
inexpedient to express all of them."_'8 In 1854 he and Harriet included It among the
subjects on which they hoped to leave some record of their thoughts, but it was not
6_Note also his statement m a letter to an unidentified correspondent m 1855 "My opinion on
D_vorce is that though any relaxation of the irrevocability of marnage v.ould be an _mpro_ement.
nothing ought to be ultlmatel) rested m. short of enure freedom on both sides to dissolve thi, like an3
otlaer partnership" (LL. C_¢, XIV. 500) Compare this _lth the _le_ referred to a_ \x\xl below
67Letter to Parke Godwin, LL. Ci4. XVtl. 1535 I 1 Jan . 186o)
6aLetter to Wdham Hlckson. ihld . XIV. 48 119 Mar , 1850)
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until some two years after Harriet's death that Mill wrote The Subjection of
Women, and only nine years later still that he cons,dered the world ready to receive
it. It may also have been the case that Mill's failure to make any progress with the
Ethology deterred him from attempting a systematic exploration of an issue which.
as suggested above, was so closely dependent on that project as he concewed it.
The extent to which his dispute with Comte over the alleged differences between
the sexes turned on what Mill regarded as the questions to be settled by Ethology is
vet3" suggestive here.69 In complaining to Harriet in 1849 about the prevalence of
false assumptions about woman's "'nature" ("on which the whole of the present bad
constitution of the relation rests"), he declared: "I am convinced however that
there are only two things which tend at all to shake this nonsensical prejudice: a
better psychology & theory, of human nature, for the few. & for the many. more &
greater proofs by example of what women can do."7°
Most of all, he may have considered that his views on sexual equality had been
given adequate public expression for the present--by Harriet. "I do not think that
anything that could be written would do nearly so much good on that subject the
most important of all, as the finishing )'our pamphlet. . ."7_ Qmte how much Mill
contributed to the writing of "'The Enfranchisement of Women.'" published m the
Westminster in 1851, remains unclear, but there seems httle doubt that _t is
substantially Harriet's work. though Mill seems to have thought _t prudent to let
the editor assume it was by him tsee the Textual Introduction. lxxv-lxxvil below I
Mill certainly held a correspondingly inflated vleu of It: when asked by later
correspondents to recommend reading on this subject he always put his wife's
article at the head of the list. and there is no doubt that he whole-heartedly
subscribed to its contents, though his own expression of essentially the same wews
in The Subjection o[Women Is occaslonall._ somewhat more circumspect. A list of
the more obvious similarities between the two works could begin with the analog,,
with "the kindred cause of negro emancipatmn." and go on to include the
identification of custom as the great enem), the interpretation of history as the
prolonged repeal of the law of the strongest, the assertion that free competition wdt
assign each to his or her appropriate role, and the appeal to the demonstrated
practical abihty of famous queens 1401-2_ After Harriet's death, Mill included the
article in his Dissertattons and Discussu_ns m 1859, with an embarrassing eulog 3
of its author (see 393-4_. though he emphasized that it was Iar from being a
complete statement of the case,
When Mill did decide that the time was rape to issue a systematic statement of h_s
views it was a ripeness he had played an important role in brangmg on b', his
activities in Parliament. In particular, his presentanon in June, 1866, of a petmon
for the extension of the suffrage to women, and his proposal during the debates of
May, 1867, to amend the Reform Bill then before the House by omitting reference
_See LL, CW. XIII, 604-11. 616-17,696-8
7°LL. CW. XIV, 12-13
-llbtd., 13
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to the gender of householders entitled to the vote, had aroused a great deal of
attention, not all of it hostile, 7_-That his amendment received the support of over
seventy M.P.s. including John Bright, Mall found "most encouraging," and in the
wake of this triumph the National Society for Women's Suffrage was formed,
actively prompted by Mill and Helen Taylor, 7_ When The Suhjectum of' Women
was published, therefore, Mill was unusuall? optimist_c about the progress the
cause was likely to make in the immediate future.Ta
This short book, little more than an extended pamphlet as the nineteenth century
knew that genre, offers the whole world of Mill" s characteristic political and moral
arguments in microcosm, themes t hose best known loci are m the Principles. On
Liber_.', or Representative Government are here dratn together and locussed on a
single issue. This is true of such questions as the role of an ehte who have the
feelings of the future, the mdlspensabiht._ of liberty to indwldual happiness, the
educative as well as defensive zmportance of partic,patlon in public affairs, and
much more. At the same time, the work is a deliberately provocative and
splendldl? sustained polemic, one of the peaks of Mill's rhetorical achievement as
a pubhc morahst. Considered in this light, tto features of the book call for
comment.
First there _s the general question of argumentative strategy mentioned above
Mill attempts systematically to undermine the standing of any evidence about the
"'natural subordination'" of women drawn from past experience, just as m h_
claims about Socialism elsewhere he sometlme_ rules out oI court all oblecuon_
based on the selfishness of human nature as manifested in the past under
non-soclallst arrangementsf _ In both cases, the move is one of considerable
bigh-handedness, and not all readers have been disposed to go along with this
dismissal of mankind's accumulated experience In fact, as te sat'. Mall's ban on
evidence drawn from hlstor3 _s onl3 partial' there that e_dence max _eem to
suggest a posture conclusion about tomen's capacmes, as in the case of notable
female monarchs."" its doubtful eplstemologlcai credenual_ arc treated more
leniently, just as he considered examples oI successful c_×_perau_e production to
":Mdl considered his pro_al
oI the'. amendment a'. "'b) tax the mor,_ lmportanL _rhap_ the only
reall_ important pubhc ,_er',_ce [hc] perlormed m the capac_t3 ol a Member ,q Parhamenf'
_Autobtograph3, CIt', 1. 2851
"'Letter to Catrnes, LL. CW, XV1. 1272 t26 Ma3. i86"_ See Ann P Robson, "'The Founding oI the_
Nauonal Sooet) for Women's Suffrage,'" Canadtan JournaJ ot Ht _lor_. VIII _Mar , 1_3,, 1-22 anna
for women's s'lffrage organizations m general, see Constance Roxe, B,,men : 5_t_r,_.e am: Pa,t,
Pohtw_ m Brttazn. 1806-1914 tLondon Routledg¢ and Kegan Paul. 106"_
"_For an example of th_s opurmsm, see M_II',, letter to Charle,, EhoI Norton. LL, t ";_.. XVII. 1_ IS _2.lune, 1860_ The opum_m ',.,as. of course, m_splaced m thai no women rece_xed the x_te m nattonai
etect_ons untd 1018 Consider here Bam'_ ludgment "H_,, most ,,a_,eume hope, _ere ol a xer, ,lov,
progress m alI things, w_th the sole excepuon, perhaps, of the equaht}-_,l-v, omen quexuon or ',_h_ch
h_s feehngs went farther than on an,, other" tJohn Stuart Mtl]. 132_
"_E g . m h_s "'Chapters on Soclahsn_," in [,_sax _ on E_ onomtc_ dnd Sot w:x. ('_A \ -30
"_'For an md_cat_on of the we_gh_ M_II attached to these cases, see ho_ eager/x he ,,e_ze, upon the
"nev, evidence" ol the practical capacme, of Ehzabeth I pro', _ded bx F:roude t fette_ to John N_chol, LZ
CI4. XVII. 1632-.1 118 Aug. 186q]_
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be admissible evidence in the parallel case. But. further, as in his early essay on
marriage, Mill does not in fact exclude all current assumptions about distinctwely
feminine qualities or spheres of activity: for example, he holds that "the common
arrangement, by which the man earns the income and the wife superintends the
domestic expenditure, seems to me in general the most suitable dw_s_on of labour
between the two persons," and "in an otherwise just state of things, _t is not,
therefore, I think, a desirable custom, that the wife should contribute by her labour
to the income of the family" (297-8). Complaints about h_s "failure to question
the social institutions of his time" (and about his "taking the bourgeois family as
his model") v7 will recommend themselves to those who are irntated by the
"failure" of historical figures to express approved modern views, but they miss the
main point. It is not that Mill should be expected to have transcended the categories
embodied in the common experience of his time--that _s always a surprising
achievement--it is rather that he takes some of these categories for granted when it
suits his argument, after having had the methodological hubris to claim that all
such experience was necessarily beside the point.
The other feature of the book calling for comment here is its concern with moral
education. The forensic centrepiece of the work _s its condemnation of existing
marriage arrangements: as he pungently put it, "'There remain no legal slaves
except the mistress of every house" (323). He was, of course, arguing for far more
than the removal of the legal disabilities of married women, important though he
always considered the law as a means of wider improvement. He was also
proposing a different conception of marriage, in which the couple, meeting as
equals, are held together by the bonds of affection and mutual respect. But h_s
concern in doing so goes beyond that of _mproving woman's lot: he constantly
treats marriage as "a school of genuine moral sentiment" (293), demonstrating
once again his intense preoccupation with the consequences lnsmutlons have on
the character and moral habns of those whose lives the_ structure. "'Any societ_
[in the sense of social contact] which is not lmprowng, _s deteriorating, and the
more so, the closer and more famdiar it is" (335). This, Mill argued tit was another
point that had been made m Hamet's article of 1851 I, was why "'young men of the
greatest promise generally cease to improve as soon as they marry, and, not
improving, inevitably degenerate" t335). Marriage for a man whose closest dady
contact is with someone whom he regards as his inferior, and who herself acts as
his inferior, becomes "'a school of wilfutness, over-beanngness,
unbounded
self-indulgence, and a double-dyed and idealized selfishness" (2891 Mill's
argument here can be represented as a localized variant of Hegel's famous parable
of the need to recognize another's autonomy and worth before that person'_
response could provide any worthwhile confirmation of one's own identity and
"7See, for example. Susan Moiler Okra, Women zn Western Pohttcal Thought (Pnnceton.
Umversity Press. 1979). 229. 226

Pnnceton
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value. "The relanon of superiors to dependents is the nursery' of these vices of
character" (288).
Mill's critics found his ideal of marnage a httle too much hke a two-member
Mutual Improvement Society'. "To him marriage was a union of two philosophers
m the pursuit of truth," was how Goldwln Smith unkindly but not altogether
unfairly put it, adding "not only' does he scarcely think of children, but sex and its
influences seem hardly to be present to his mind, ''v_ Certainly his prim dismissal of
the role of the "'animal instinct" might well be seen as somethmg of a handicap for
anyone wishing to alter the relanons betv, een the sexes. Bain, who thought Mdl
deficient m "sensuality" ("he made light of the difficulty' of controlhng the sexual
appetite"J, presented this crinclsm m the caunous form of reported speech: "'It v_as
the opinion of man}', that while his esnmate of pure sennmental affecnon was
more than enough, h_s esnmate of the sexual passion was too low .':q Mdl's own
professed vmw was that "'the force of the natural passions" has been "'exaggerated". "I think it most probable that this particular passton wtll become with men.
as it already is with a large number of women, completely under the control of the
reason," which surprising proposinon he sought to buttress w-lth a somewhat
feeble appeal to authontv--'q have known eminent me&cal men, and lawyers of
-,gD
logical mind, of the same opinion
Faced v, ith Mill's call for a radlcai alteranon m the nature of mamage as
commonly understood, an alterauon which v_omen &d not bx and large seem to be
demanding for themselves, contemporary, crmcs were reclined to ask Cm bono "'_7
But for Mill this was not a matter of secnonal Interests It _ as not .just that w _ves
were demed opportunmes for self-fulfilment, he saw the existing pattern of
marriage as systemancall} warping the moral sensibihties of men as x_ell, and thus
inhibiting the moral growth of socmty as a _hole "'The moral regeneranon ot
mankind will only, really commence, when the most fundamental of the socml
relations is placed under the rule of equal justice, and when human beings learn to
cultivate thmr strongest sympathy _x_than equal in nght,_ and m culnvatton'" _336_
The emphatic, resistent note here--"only, .... real!3,'" "'most fundamental."
"strongest," and so on--is a sign of Mill',_ anxiety that m these matters those _bo
listen do not hear, while "moral regeneration'" Ithe lmphcat_on of the pecuharly
debased state of the present is the cultural crmc's occupanonal fadlngl sho_ s _ hat
high stakes are being played for.
In more immediate terms, the three legal issues with which the whole que_mm
""Goldwm Smith. "Female Suffrage," Macmtllan __Macazine. XXX June. IS'41 1-IO ,ec ,,1,o
Brian Harnson, Separate Sphere_ The Oppv_mon to 14omen's Suffrage" m Brm_w _London Cr_m
Helm, Iq781.62
"_Bam. John Stuart Mffl. 14% 8t_-O0
s'q.,etter to Lord Amberle}. LL. CW. XVII, 1693 _2 Feb . 18"70,
S_The rnosl persistent crmct.,,m ol the femmp, t D).,,mon _a_ to be Iound In the S_2turddx Re;,, _,.
lot Mill',, hosttht} to which set x and _.xut. Harrison. Separaa 5pfieres,
I(_ and Merle Mo,abra.,.
Bevmgton. The Saturdm Re_ te_. 1855-I8_8 _Ne'a York ColumNa 1 m,,er,_t.', Pre,,',. lta41 _ 1la- lS
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was inseparably connected were property rights, dworce, and the suffrage. The
first issue is fully and vigorously explored in The Subjection o/Women.82 but the
second, which had been central to the early essays, is deliberately avoided. As Mill
explained to a correspondent in the following year:
The purpose of that book was to maintain the claim of women, v,hether m marriage or out of
It, to perfect equality in all rights with the male sex The relaxation or alteration of the
marriage lab s. . is a question quite distinct from the object to which the book is devoted.
and one which, m my own oplmon, cannot be properly decided until that object has been
attained It IS impossible, in my opinion, that a right marriage law can be made by men
alone, or until women have an equal voice m making _t._
But this conviction only made the third issue, the suffrage, all the more crucial.
and here the book was unequivocal: "Under whatever conditions, and within
whatever hmlts, men are admitted to the suffrage, there is not a shadow of
justification for not admitting women under the same" ( 301 t. Baln's comment that
The Subjection of Women constituted "'the most sustained exposition ol Mill's
life-long theme--the abuses of power "'s4 is apposite here. for in writing on the one
subject on which he bad from the outset criticlzed his father'_ essa_ "'Government," he echoed that work's arguments throughout Though his mind brooded on
the prospects for moral progress in the long term, he never doubted that the key to
the immediate relief of woman's estate was her possession of the vote In a letter to
Florence Nightingale two years before, he had expressed this belief in a way that
made its Philosophical Ra&cal pedigree particularly clear. N_ghtlngale had
affirmed her preference for concentrating on other improvements in women•s
position, expressing the hope that enlightened governments could be persuaded to
bnng about such improvements without women themselves having the vote In
reply', Mill gave her a brisk tutorial on the fundamentals of democratic polmcal
theou'. He granted that "a ruling power .• might be moved to alleviate the
disabilities of the ruled: "The question is, has it ever seemed to them urgent to
sweep away these disabilities, until there was a prospect of the ruled getting
political power?" Even under an enlightened government, the interests of the ruled
were constantl_ at risk, "'for no earthly power can ever prevent the constant
unceasing unsleeping elastic pressure of human egotism from weighing down and
thrusting aside those who have not the power to resist it." Ultimately. _t was the
primacy of the political that Mdl was trying, unsuccessfull_, to bring Nightingale
to recognize: "'political power is the onl? security against eve_' form ol
oppression."_5 So much did this issue dominate the last years of Mill's life--Helen
S2For an account, with ample reference to M_II, see Lee Holcombe. V¢_ve_and Propert_ Rej'orm o_
the Marrted Women's Propert_ La_ m Nmeteenth-Centurx
Em,,lamt lToronIo Umverslty of Toronto
Press, 1983)
8_Letter to Henry Keylock Rusden, LL. CW. XVII. 1751 122 Jul3, 1870)
_Baln, John Stuart Mill, 130
8_Letter to Florence Nightingale, LL, CW, XVI• 1343-4 (31 Dec • 1867) In drav.mg up hi,
condemnation of the frustranons of the life ol the typical woman of the prosperou,, classes. Mdl had
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Taylor showed some of her mother's skill here--that Mill could announce in 1872:
"'The time, moreover, is. I think now come when, at parliamentar3 elections, a
Conservative who will vote for women's suffrage should be. in general, preferred
to a professed Liberal who will not .... [TJhe bare fact of supporting Mr Gladstone
in office, certainly does not now give a man a claim to preference over one who
will vote for the most important of all political improvements now under
dlscussion."s6
Mill's concern not just with the rights of women but with the moral sensibility
exhibited in publicly condoned attitudes towards them came strongly to the fore m
the agitation against the Contagious Diseases Acts from which the last of the items
here reprinted takes its origin. These Acts. passed between 1864 and 1869,
provided for the computsoD' medical inspection and. if necessar 3 . treatment of
women suspected of being prostitutes in certain specified gamson towns, in an
attempt to control the incidence of venereal disease among the troops stationed
there. The Acts raised several questions of principle m relation to police po_ers
and the treatment of women, as well as provoking a variety of less rational
responses, and in 1869 a public campaign for the repeal of the Acts was launched
with Josephine Butler at its head. _ Mill supported the campaign--"Of course one
need scarcely say that to any man _ho looks upon polincal mstnutIons &
legislation from the point of vte_ _of pnnclple the idea of keeping a Iarge armx In
idleness & vice & then keeping a large army of prostitutes to pander to their vices is
too monstrous to admit of a moment's conslderat_on"--though
he _as anxious lest
the peculiarly emotional controvers3 that it aroused should injure the campaign for
the suffrage, s_ The agitation led to the setting up of a Royal Commission on the
Acts in 1870; b3 Easter. 1871, it had heard forty-eight W'ltnesses in favour oI the
maintenance or extension of the Act_ and onlx twelve m favour of their repeal. The
National Association for the Repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts argued that it
should hear more witnesses known to favour repeal, and Mill was among those

already made use of Nightingale',,, Suggestwn_ tor Thought, 3 _o1_ tLondon pn'_atel3 published.
186('11_,;ee Francis Barrymore Smith. k lorence 'qtghtmgale Reputation and Powe_ [London Croorn
Helm. 10821. 187/,
_°Letter to George Croom Robertson, LL, CB, XVII. 191 "7f5 No'.. 18.72I. it _hould be remembered
that Mill v, as alread', disdlusloned v. tth the Glad_tone mmlstr 3 b', thl.,,pomt--,,ec aN_'_c. xx_ m For a
sharp assessment of Helen Taylor's influence o_er Mall on tht_ subject _ee the editor", introduction m
LL, CB', XIV xxxvl-xxxvu
S"For details ot the campaign and the l_sues tt rinsed see Francis Barrjmorc Smith. "'Ethtc_ and
Disease m the Later-Nineteenth
Century The ContaDou, Dtsea,,e3 Act,_.'" Hz_torwal Studw,
LMelbourneL XV ( 19711, 118-35, and Paul McHugh. Promtumm and _ wtortan S_wlal Reform
tLondon. Croom Helm, 1980)
S_Letter to William T Malleson. LL. CV., XVII. 1_,88 t lh Jan . 1_'70_ For the anxlet 3 that to "'the
mass of the Enghsh people, a_ welt a_ to large numbers alread? v, ell disposed tov, ard_ ,ome httlc
improvement mv, omen's condmon, the umon of the C D A agitat_on v,_th tlaat Ior the suffragt.
condemns the latter utterl}, because the.', look upon it as mdehcate and untemmme.' see Md] '_,letter to
Robertson, LL, CW, XVII, 1854 115 No_ , 1871)
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called as a result _9 It is worth observing in passing that Mill was called as a
witness despite having no official standing in any of the organizations
or
professions
involved,
having no expert knowledge of the subjects at issue, and
having, on his own admission, made no special study of the working of the Acts: as
with the Westminster
candidacy in 1865, his being John Stuart Mill was sufficient
recommendation.
In fact he proved to be a model witness as, under hostile and
unfair questioning from some members of the Commission,
he maintained a calm
and lucid hold on the essential questions of principle '_()
What is striking about Mill's evidence, parhcularly
when read m conjunction
with his discussion of related issues m On Liberty, is the extent to which he makes
the question of the Acts" official endorsement
of vice the chief ground of his
objection to them. This is not to sa3 that he scouts oblectlon_ based on the Acts"
potential
invasion
of individual
liberty or the inequity
of their effectively
penalizing
women but not men. for he puts both very forcibly
But when the
hypothetical case is put to him of women voluntarily submitting to the examination
and treatment, he replies: "'I still think it objectionable
because 1 do not think it is
part of the business of the Government
to provide securities beforehand against the
consequences
of immorahties
of any kind'" (353). Similarly, his ptama_ objection
to any system of licensing prostitutes is that hcences "have still more the character
of toleration of that kind of vicious indulgence"
(356) And although he would
not be opposed in principle to state provision of hospital_ for the treatment of all
contagious diseases, he resists that it would be improper to provide treatment for
this class of disease alone, as again condoning publicly the sexual actlwty that led
to it. As things stand, he fears that the troop_ themselves
infer from the ver_'
existence of the Acts "'that Parhament
does not entertain any serious disapprobation of immoral conduct of that kind'" (360), and he concludes h_s testimony by
reiterating

that

the

tendency

of

such

Acts

is "to

do

moral

mjur3""

(371)

Furthermore.
he places great weight on the distinction between the provision of
assistance
for those whose conduct
has left them unable to provide It for
themselves
(essentmlly the principle of the Poor Law), and the provision, before
the event, of securities against the natural consequences
of immoral or imprudent
conduct (the principle, as Mill sees it, of the Contagious
Diseases Acts). Not only
may the latter provision be taken as encouraging
or endorsing the behaviour m
question, but the crucial unstated premise of Mill's objection to such provisions is
that they interfere with the proper operation of the calculation
of consequences
upon the formation of the will. Ultimately,
this moral psychology
lies at the heart
of all Mill's reflections
on the shaping of character by institutions,
whether the
character in question is that of a selfish voter at the polls, or of a feckless peasant on
his smallholding,
or of a randy young trooper in Aldershot.
S'_McHugh,Prosmut_on and Soctal Reform. 61
9°Cf tbtd,, 63 "'The most Impressive witness of all was John Stum-tMill '"
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LAW
H,kDTHE YOUNGJOHN STUARJ MILLnot entered the ser_,ice of the East India
Company in 1823, he might have had a very. dlstingmshed legal career. His father
at first intended him for the Bar, "_that great avenue of advancement for ambitious
but impecunious young men, and although his extreme radical views would have
made him an unhkely candidate for the Bench, it _s not hard to imagine the
brilliant, analytical, outspoken young barrister commanding the mmcacles of the
English law as well as cutting a considerable figure in public life. But this
reflection only reminds us hox_' surprisingly shght was Mdl's actual involvement
with the law in his mature years. He had, after all, been brought up in a mdmu
suffused with legal categories and with a sense of the importance of the law: the
whole fabric of Bentham" s theory, to take the central intellectual component m that
milieu, had grown out of a concern with legal relbrm and was pnmanl._ constituted
by the project of a science of legislation, imparting an emphasis that endured into
early Philosophic Radical thought Moreover. the young Mill's most extensive
hterary" work was the editing of the five volumes of Bentham's Rationale of
Judwia[ Evzdence, and not only did this work contain "'the most elaborate exposure
of the vices and defects of Enghsh la_, as it then was." but m preparation for its
editing Mill read "'the most authoritative treatises on the English Law of Evidence.
and commented on a few of the objectionable points of English rules, which had
escaped Bentham's notice "'9-"
CertainlY, several of Mill's later writings on politics, both at the topical and
systematic levels, were concerned m a general sense _ lth questions of legislation.
and even at the height of his preoccupation with the power of sociological and
moral forces he retained the conviction that the law _as the most important
instrument a government could exercise &rectlx for influencing both the actions
and the character of its citizens. But this IS obviously still some &stance either
from a sustained concentratmn on jurisprudential _ssues. or even from the
working-out of a political and social theory pervaded by legal categories. There is
no need to exaggerate this perception into a paradox the tralector3.' of MIII'_ actual
intellectual development sufficiently accounts for his not having follow ed either of
these courses. Still, even ff we merely remark the fact that jurisprudence found nt_
place m his map of the moral sciences m Book V1 of the L<ew. or that. in striking
contrast to his wide-ranging work m several branches of philosophy, ioglc,
politics, and pohtlcal economx, he made no original contribution to legal thought.
we thereby register how comparativel) slight was the res_duc from hl,s earlx
exposure to the law.
_tAutobmgraphx. Cg. 1.67
9_Ibld , l lq. 117 See also Mill's Preface to Jerem) Bentham. Ratamah o¢ Judwm! E_taencc
Specially Apphed to Enghsh Proem e, 5 vots ILondon Hunt and Clarke. 182_ I l _-x_ l
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At a less elevated level, a large part of the political activity of the circle of young
Radicals that formed around Bentham and James Mill in the 1820s was addressed
to legal issues. 93 Naturally. any proposals for change grounded in Benthamlte
political theory were likely to treat the law as the chief means by which
self-interested individuals could be prompted to contribute to the general
happiness. But such Radical critics went further, identifying the existing state of
English law as an elaborate protective screen to disguise the oppressive reality of
aristocratic privilege. Laws restricting freedom of expression, in particular, were
regarded as the chief obstacle to any fundamental pohtlcal improvement, since in
the years immediately following the Napoleonic wars an anxious and twitch,,'
government readily resorted to them as a way of suppressing any expression of
views that could be construed as seditious. The close connection in this period
between certain kinds of political radicalism and blasphemous or obscene
literature facilitated the use of the verb wide-ranging laws of libel to silence all
kinds of critics of the established order, and some ot the young Mill's earliest
publications were outspoken denunciations of such religious and polmcal
censorship. 94
The first of the pieces included in this volume is a good example of this vein of
criticism. Ostensibly a review-article on two works on the law of libel, it is
essentially a rehearsal of some of the central tenets of the radical polmcal theor_
developed by James Mill out of Bentham's Utilitarianism. Written when the
younger Mill was eighteen, it is a product of that phase of his life when. on his own
later admission, he was little more than the mouthpiece of his father's views on
politics as on so much else. _-_These views had attained their greatest circulation In
the series of articles James Mill contributed to the Supplement to the Fourth, F!l:th.
and Sixth Editions of the Enc3'clopaedm Britannica. where the basic tenets of
Philosophic Radical thought were insinuated through respectable encyclopaedia
entries. On the subject of liberty of expression, his celebrated article on "'Liberty of
the Press,'" written in 1821, provided the classic statement of the Radical case, and
it is the immediate source for several of the arguments In his son's article?'" Partl3
for this reason, the younger Mill's article is itself of no great theoretical or literary'
interest: like several of his other early contributions to the Westminster, it is
repetitive, somewhat crude, and at times simply boring. Its simplistic deductive
logic is the hallmark of this early propagandistic phase, m fact the first and more
general part of the article is an attempt to deduce the necessity for complete
freedom of the press from "the great principles of human nature" _19). The
93See Autob_ograph?,, CW, I, 91, for some remarks on their crmc_sm of "that most peccant part of
Enghsh mst_tut_ons and of their administration "'
"See the pieces collected m Preja_ e_ to L:berty. ed Bernard Wish 3 /Boston Beacon Press, 195'0
95Autoblograph3, CW, 1, Chap. _, 89-135
96James Mill, "'Llbert_ of the Pre_" (1821 ) m the Supplement to the Fourth. k'(tth, andS:xth Ldttlon,
of the Encyclopaedm Brltanmea, 6 vols tEdmburgh Constable. 1824_. V. 2, 258-72, r'pt Essay,
ILondon Innes, [1825l)
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premise, most famously expressed in h_s father's essay "Government," _s that
rulers will, unless checked, necessarily abuse their power to further their own self
interests Cnncism by their subjects is the essential check, but since the rulers
cannot be allowed to determine whwh criticism ma_ be expressed, there is no
logical stopping-place short of complete freedom of expression. In practice, tt
could not be denied, a more hmlted form of freedom did exist, but this, too, was
testimony to the power of opinion that, even m post-Waterloo England, would not
tolerate complete suppression, "_ It was characteristic of Philosophic Radical
poliucal cnticism to reduce to such elemental forces the traditional claims about
the ways In which the glonous consmutxon protected the historic rights of
Englishmen. From the first page of thts article, where he seeks to show that "'the
Law of England is as unfavourable to the hberty of the press, as that of the most
despotic government which ever existed,'" Mtll indulges this Iconoclastic hostiht',
to revocations of the v_rtues of the constitution, all of which he treats as
mystifications designed to protect the prtvileges of the established classes.
To this polmcal antagomsm towards the la_-makmg class was added an
intellectual Impatience v,lth the sheer muddle of English la_ at the beginning of
the nineteenth century, This had been the spur which, half a century earlier, had
stirred Bentham to pursue what became his lifelong project, and the hope of
bnngmg some order to the ancient intncacies of English legal practice continued to
animate the analytical junsprudence of hl_ successors. Ra&cal cntlcs complained
that m many cases there ex,sted no definitive statement of the lay,. that the latitude
allowed judicial interpretation was practxcall} limitless. Mill here traces the
extraordinary variations m the existing hbel laws to this source. "'_t _s an evil
inseparable from a system of common lav_'"_20_. His later support tbr measures for
the hmited codification of English la,a had its roots m this dtstrust, at once polmcal
and intellectual, of a legal system that was, m the dismisslveb pejorative sense of
the term, merely "'empirical.'" Any move towards a more rational treatment of legal
problems met with Mill's approval, as witnessed by the two short pieces repnnted
here, "On Punishment" and "'Smith on Law Reform." the first recommending a
Utilitarian justification of punishment, the second displaying hl._ hostihtv to the
antiquarian character of so much English legal discussion
Preceding those just mentioned ts another short piece, his I832 re_leu of
Austin's Province of Jurisprudence Determined. discussion of which naturaltx
leads on to the most substantial of his jurisprudential wrmngs, his well-known
essay of 1863 on Austin's Lectures on Jurisprudence. consideration of v,hlch
_'James b&lI. "'Government"

118201. m Ias._ms, 5

'_Mllt's argument here--"E_,en a Turkish Sultan _.__Iramed
b) the tear of excmng msurrect_on(7 b-echoes Davtd Humc s famous dictum, "It _s
on opinion onl) that gm eminent k, founded,'" and
so even "'the soldan ot Egypt" must cultp, ate the opmmn of his mamaluke, I"Ot the Fm_t Pnnctple: ot
Government." Essay's Moral. P ohm al. and Ltterar_, m Phlh,_ophzca! gorks [188"i, ed Thoma_ HIt]
Green and Thomas Hodge Grose, 4 vols [Aalen Scwnua. 1904"t, IIl. t l(ll
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introduces a relationship requiring somewhat fuller discussion. That the significance of Mill's connection with Austin should be tantahsingly elusive is
appropriate, for Austin is one of the great shadow) figures of English
nineteenth-centuD
intellectual history. After his death he came to occupy a
commanding place in the legal thought of the second half of the centuD:, and no
small proportion of the political theo_' of that period was devoted to discussion,
usually critical, of his classic analyses of the central concepts of law and
morality. °° The attention paid to his rather slight legacy' of published work chiefly
resulted, by an obvious paradox, from the very swing m intellectual fashion away
from the kind of deductive method he was taken to have employed and towards
more historical and evolutionary approaches. Austin was treated, especially' and
most influentially by Sir Henry Maine. as the ch,ef exemplar of this outmoded
method, and he. together with Rtcardo. became a largely symbolic representative
of the alleged methodological weaknesses of the moral sciences in the first half of
the century, j°° Changes in legal education, also. particularly following the
recommendations of the Committee on Legal Education of 1846. meant that the
second half of the century saw a new demand for a systematic textbook of
jurisprudence, and Austin's work thus had classic status thrust upon It. _t_,The fact
that this celebratv was almost entirely posthumous only adds to the elusiveness of
the man himself, who. however, we kno,_ played an important part in Mill's early
development.
Called to the bar in 1818, at the age of twenty-eight, after having abandoned a
military, career. Austin conducted a somewhat desultory practice In Lincoln's Inn
for seven years, in the first of several unsatisfacto_' attempts to find a suitable
setting for his talents. 1U'-He became a close associate of Bentham during this
period, but. though a convinced Utilitarian. he maintained a characterxstic distance
from the extreme political radicalism of the circle gathered around the sage of
_See Frederick Pollock. An lntroducmm to the Hz.stor_ of the Sc_en, eot Pohttc_ t 18_)_. hey, ed
ILondon Macmillan. 1911 I, 109-11
*°°Maine's cnuc,sms of Austin were most exptlc,tl) set out m h,s Let ture_ ,m the tzarlx Htstor_ ot
lnsntutlons (London Mu,'-ra.',. 18751, Chaps xl, and xm, where the parallel v, lth p_llUcal econom) is
also developed Austin and Ricardo were bracketed together m th,s u,a,, m F_tzlames Stephen's article
of 1861 cited b_ Mill at 169 below
f°*For the Commtttee on Legal Educanon see the reterences given m Peter Stem. Legal Evolutum
The Stor) of an Idea (Cambmdge Cambridge Umverslt,, Press. 19801.78-9 For Austin's pos,non in
the syllabus (his work "is the staple of jurisprudence m all our >y_tem ot legal educaUon"l, see EAv,m
Charles Clark, Practwal Jumsprudence
A Comment on Austin ICambndge Cambridge Um_,ers,t',
Press, 1883) See also Sarah Austin's letter to Gulzot of 2 Mar . 1863. quoted m Janet Ross, Three
Generanons ofEnghshwomen,
2 vots (London Murra',. 1888_, I1. 138 "'
1must tell you that hi,
book _s daffy nsmg into fame and authority to a degree which 1never hoped to hve to v, ,tness, and v, h_ch
he would never have beheved It ,s become an exammauon book at both Oxlord and Cambridge, and I
am assured by bamsters that there _s a perfect enthusmsm about _tamong _oung lawyers--men
among
whom tt was unknown till since [sw] ] pubhshed the second edmon "'
*°_For mformanon about Austins hfe. see Sarah Austin's "'Preface" to the 2rid ed of the Leeture,_.
3 vols (London. Murray.

1861-63 _, I, m-xxxvL and Ross, Three Generanons.
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Queen Square. He was nonetheless
held in high esteem by those few who knew
him well. and when lames Mill thought of preparing his eldest son for the Bar. it
was natural to send him to be coached by Austin. under whose supe_'iston
the
young Mill read Roman Law and the works of Blackstone and Bentham in 1821
and 1822. to? Mill's most sustained exposure to Austin's own legal thought came
after the latter was appointed to the Chair of Jurisprudence
at the new b founded
Umversity College, London. Having first spent two years in Germany- to prepare
himself, Austin began lecturing in the autumn of 1828, and contmued, with some
intermissions,
until the spring of 1833 After a promising start, the lectures quickly
dwindled in popularity,
but Mill remained one of the faithful to the end: m his
correspondence
in 1832 and 1833 he recorded that Austin was lecturing to "'a verx
small but really" select class," only _ix or seven students "but those of a kind he
likes" (his audience
included
several others who were to attain distinction,
including G.C. Lewis. John Romilly. and Charles Bullerl _'_ Austin clearlx had
all the quahttes that make for a reallx unsuccessful
lecturer--he
was painstakingly
thorough, unrehevedtv
dry. remorselessly
analytical. "'He never had the slightest
idea of rendering his subject popular or easy," his formidable wife. Sarah, later
recalled with loyal respect, but also. perhaps, wtth a hint of exasperation
I her own
energies were of a more practical and direct kind) _o,_As Leslie Stephen coollx
observed: "" . Austin thought it a duty to be as dr', as Bentham, and discharged
that duty scrupulously."t(_
When his introductory' lectures v_ere pubhshed in 1832
these same qualities were much in evidence
"'It must be admitted that the reception
given to his book at first was not encouraging,'"
his w fie reported, and the ma:or
reviews ignored it. m'_ But "'some euloglsttc articles appeared m journals of less
general currency,'"
the chief of these being the brief notice by Mtll in the
short-hved
Tait's Edinburgh
Magazine,
which, its author confided to Carlxle.
"was chiefly- intended as a recommendanon
of that work .,m_ Most of the pomts
made in th_s reviev,, and even some of the phrasing, recur m the larger essav th_rtx
years later, though It is noticeable ho_ Mill, an his high Carlylean phase, recrmt_
Austin to his own campatgn
against the debased
tastes of an tncreasmglx
democrattc
culture t541
Austin. as we have atreadv remarked,
never shared the ardent democratic
enthusiasms of James Mill and his immediate circle, _' and there is _ome reason to
_'_Autobu_graph_.
C_,_,, 1, 67. EL. CP,.
"_EL. _'t4'. XI1.51,
10"7. 134. 141
t°_Au,,tm.

"Preface."
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_'_'Leshe Stephen.
The Eneh._h Utihtarmn._.
3 vols
m_Au_tm.
"'Preface,"
x,,
_°_El_, CW, Xll, 117
tt_Cf
Sarah Austm'_
recollection
of her husband',,

_London

relanon,

Duck,aorth

t_ltl_.

v, lth Bentham

Ill.

on th>

31_;

_core

"'M_

husband
used vaml 3 to represent
to him that the ignorance
and x_rong-headednes,
of the people _ere
full) as dangerous
to good government
a_ the 'sm_ster mtere,,t,
of the go_em,ng
cla.,,_e_ l.'Dm the,
point the,, were always at Issue "' ILetter to Ou_/ot of lg Dec . tg(_l, in Ro_,_ T_rec Gene_atu,,_,.
II
t14 )
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think that his reservations
about such matters, especially his ideas about the proper
authority of the more enlightened elements in society, played an important part in
fostering the young Mill's reaction against this mherited creed. '_' In the later
1830s and 1840s, however, Austin's apprehensive
political sensibilities led him to
develop an increasingly conservative
line of thought, opposing all further reform,
in which Mill was unwilling to follow him. This difference of view reached its
peak in a strong disagreement
over the French Revolution
of 1848 (Mill was a
warm advocate of the popular cause), and some real or imagined slights by Sarah
Austin to Harriet
over her relations
with Mill brought
about a complete
estrangement
between the two couples, marked by that unytelding
bitterness
which characterized
all Hamet's
social antagonisms.
'_ On John Austin's death
Mill could at first bring himself to write only a sttff, brief note to the Austins"
granddaughter,
later checking
with Helen Taylor to ensure that any further
communication
with Sarah Austin was consistent
with what her mother would
have wished. 11-_Despite these differences,
Mill always retained his regard
Austin's
intellect and character,
and when m 1863 Sarah Austin published
edition of her husband's
full lecture notes under the title of Lectures

for
her
on

Jurisprudence.
Mill took the opportunity publicly to pay his respects to his former
tutor and, in passing, to display his own command of the subject.
Bain, always relieved when the later Mill followed his analytical rather than his
polemical inclinations,
ranked the essay on Austin as "'among the best of his minor
compositions,"
adding. "It does not seem to contam much originahty,
but tt IS a
logical treat."l_ 3 Mill would no doubt have acknowledged
the justice of both parts
of this judgment. He had himself described Austtn's project as an enqmry into "'the
logic of law,'" and his review made clear that he extended full and sympathetic
approval to this project, dissenting
from Austin's
analys_s only on one point of
substance (see his discussion
of Austin's defimtion of a "right." 178-81 ). Later
commentators
have not always found _t so easy to characterize
the nature of the
project of analytical jurisprudence
practised by Austin and endorsed by Mill The
chief difficulty seems to lie in determining
what relation the apparently a priori
analysis of the essence of law has to the variety of actual historical legal systems,
especially when Austin's subject-matter
is defined, as it is by Mill at one point
below, as "positive law--the
legal restitutions which exist, or have existed, among
mankind, considered as actual facts" (169). The way both Austin and Mill seem to
contrast the philosophy
of law with the hlstor 5' of law only makes the difficulty
_°See espectally the excellent discussion by Rtchard B Friedman. "'An Introductton to Mill's
Theory' of Authority." m Mill A Co/lectton of Crmcal Essays. ed J B Schneewmd tGarden City.
N.Y Doubleday, 19681, 379-425
_ IEL, CW. XIII, 734 Under Harriet's tnfluence, Mdl penned a very.harsh portrait of Sarah Austm
m the early draft of the Autoblographs, which he later omitted from the pubhshed version lsee
Autobiography, CW, I, 186)
_2LL, CW, XV. 658,671, Cf the Textual lntroducuon, lxv below'
llJBam, John Stuart Mill, 124
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more acute: as Mill puts it m a revealing phrase, existing bodies of lag' "'having
grown by mere aggregatton," they are subject to "no authoritative arrangement but
the chronological one," and therefore do not furnish the student with any general
principles of classification. The task of the philosopher of law is thus that of
"'stripping off what belongs to the acmdental or historical pecuharitms'" of any
given system in order to identify the "'umversal'" elements f 171, 173).
In this last phrase the suggestmn of the ancient ambition to &stmgmsh essences
from accidents points m the right direcnon, and one may recall one of Ausnn's leg
self-revealing remarks here: "'I was born out of time and place. 1ought to have been
a schoolman of the twelfth centurv---or a German professor 'q _4The primary.'task
of junsprudence as Austin conceived it was essentially classificatory. It involved
"'clearing up and defining the notions which the human mind _s compelled to form.
and the distractions which it is necessitated to make, by the mere existence of
a body of law of any kind ....
""It is true that to this statement Mill appended
the potentially relatlvizing rider, "or of a body of lag' taking cogmzance of
the concerns of a c_vihzed and complicated state of socmt\'" C168-9_, but in
practice nmther he nor Austin allowed this consideration to hmlt the effectivel_
umversahst ambmons of anatytmal jurisprudence. These ambitions rested on the
confidence that all legal systems in fact ha,,e certain features in common, since
the 3 are "'designed..
for the same gorld, and for the same human nature'" 1170t
These similarities are not merely contingent. "There are certain combinanons of
facts and of Ideas which eve_" system of lag must recogmse , . .'" _170t, and the
analyst must "free from confusion and set m a clear hght those necessam
resemblances and differences, which, if not brought into &snnct apprehension b_
all systems of law. are latent m all, and do not depend on the acmdental h_storx of
anv'" 1172: my emphasesl. But m Mill's v_eg. developed m general terms m hl._
System of Logw. establishing such connecnons gas not a purely a pr,_rz
procedure. As one commentator has aptly' summarized the procedure in the present
case: "'Through factual mvestlgations of the objects g'hlch possess the combmauon
of attributes specified m the definmon, one can &scorer Ibx various methods
which Mill outhnes_ that these attributes cause other attributes to be present along
w_th themselves: m other words, a necessary' connection ex_st_ betgeen the
attributes specified m the defimtion and those discovered by an mvestigation of the
objects possessing them."_ _5Hence Mill's confidence that the resulting s3stem oI
classificanon would have a general purchase on all legal systems "'The same
terminology', nomenclature, and pnnciple of arrangement, g'hlch gould render
one system of lag' definite, clear, and tin Bentham's languagel cognosclble.
would serve, w_th addmons and variations m minor detmls, to render the same
office for another" t 171 ). Indeed. rather than creating a s_ stem of classfficanon of
_'*Quoted m Austin. "'Preface," xvm
t_V_ L Monson, "'Some Myth about Postltvlsm."

Yale l.a_ Journal, LXVlll _Dec . 1_58 _, 220--
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his own, Austin took that displayed in Roman law (albeit Roman law as
systematized and abstracted by the Pandectxsts) as hts basxs, a decision that Mill
warmly defended: "the legal system which has been moulded into the shape _t
possesses by the greatest number of exact and logical minds, will necessarily be
the best adapted for the purpose; for, though the elements sought exist in all
systems, this is the one in which the greatest number of them are hkely to have
been brought out into &stinct expression, and the fewest to remain latent" ( 173_.
Though the goal is recognizably Bentham_te. the route may seem curiously,
roundabout: Enghsh lawyers (but not lawyers alone) of the 1860s are being urged
to think about the nature of law in terms of a set of principles developed m the
1820s out of Austin's encounter with the German Pandectist rationalization of the
legal system of the Roman Empire. Of course, the hostility to the common law
which Austin and Mill shared came into play here: "'Turning from the study of the
English, to the study of the Roman Law,'" Austin declared, "'you escape from the
empire of chaos and darkness, to a world which seems by comparison, the region
of order and light." _ 6 It is noticeable how by far the longest extract from Austxn's
work Mill permits himself to reproduce ts that wherein Austin demohshes the
common arguments against codification. The argument is conducted in general
terms, but there is no doubting the moral Mill intended his contemporaries to draw
from it.
This underlying preoccupation with reform also explains why Mill can so
unequivocally commend the work of Henr_ Marne, who drew ver_ different
conclusions from the study, m his case the historical and comparative stud)', of
Roman law. Some explanation is called for. since Marne's Ancient Law, published
in 1861. posed a fundamental methodological challenge to Ausun's work (and
hence to Mill's endorsement of it), and called into doubt some of _ts most central
elements, such as the defimtions of law and sovereignty, _" Nonetheless, Mill had
been among the earliest admirers of the book, and his reference to _t in the 1862
edition of his Prinetples as a "profound work" set the tone for all his future
citations, of which there were several m the next decade, culminating m a glowing
review in 1871 of Maine's second book, Village-Communities m the East and
West. _8 In the present essay he treats Maine's work as complementary to Austin's
without really drawing attention to the differences of approach and sensibility that
informed them, But the term_ of the commendation reveal that the focus of Mill's
attention is elsewhere: "the historical value" of such stu&es as Maine's, he
announces. "is the smallest part of their utility. The) teach us the hlghl 3 practical
_Austln, Lectures,l, xclv
_7Fora &scuss_onofMame'sworkm theseterms,seeJ.'_, Burro,,.L_olutu,nand Society A 5tud_
m l,qctorianSocialTheor_(CambridgeCambridgeUmvers_ty
Press,19661.Chap "..andStem.Legal
Evolution,Chaps iv and
_Sprmctplesof Pohtwal Lconom), CW. II-II1(Toronto.Umversltyof TorontoPress, 1905t. II.
219; "Marneon Vfllage-Commumtles,"
l:ortmghtlvReview,n.s IX (Ma_,.1871I. 543-56
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lesson, that institutions which, with more or less of mod_ficatlon, still exist,
originated m ideas now umversally exploded', and conversely, that ideas and
modes of thought which have not lost their hold even on our own ume, are often the
artificial, and m some son accidental product of laws and msutunons which exist
no longer, and of which no one would now approve the revival .'" I 170. ) Sxmilarl_,
his use of Ancient Law m his Princzples is to buttress his claim that existing
property arrangements cannot be taken as natural or unalterable: Marne's book is
cited to demonstrate that no "presumption in favour of existing _deas on this
subject is to be derived from their antiquity, ''1TMAs so often, the heat of Mall's
enthusiasms is sufficient to melt the awkwardly hard edges of the authors whom he
discusses: in his account, Maine and Austin stand s_de by s_de as contributors to
"the _mprovement of law" ( 1701.
"Austin on Junsprudence'" offers one of the best examples of Mdl's use of an
extended essay in one of the great reviews to instruct the relevant secuon of the
reading public on abstract subjects. The value of Ausnn's rigorous analysis, he
asserts, transcended its contribution to the special science of jurisprudence: _t
functioned "'as a training school for the higher class of intellects'" 1167_. and Mdl's
own essay was intended as a small instalment of th_s training It proceeds on the
assumpnon that the readers of the Edmburgh Rev_ew--a class which even the
critics of that journal could not b_ this date suggest was confined to Scotch
lawyers--would be wllhng as part of their general self-culture to apply themsel_e_
to such subjects as the classification of pubhc and private wrongs m the corpu_
juris. Mill's prose betrays none of that delensiveness of the teacher who needs to
justify his subject, on the contrary, the voice expresses confidence m an advanced
community of interest: "We would particularly dxrect attennon to the treatment of
Dorninium or Property, in _ts various senses, _lth the contrasted concepnon of
servitus or easement" (198). How far his audience m fact met these expectauon_ _t
_s impossible to say: certainly Mill's later correspondence suggests there _ere
always some readers who received, and somenmes challenged, mstrucnon at the
appropriate level. But it is Mill's own untroubled self-assurance as he mo_e,_
across the detads of yet another field of knowledge which _s most remarkable. -1o
have been able to give such a clear and forceful precis of the agomzmgl? mx oluted
contents of Austin's three volumes, and to have been able to take him on as an
equal on disputed points, is some indication that Mall's earl\ lmmerston m the lay,
was not, after all, without its effect, and a reminder that once he had mastered a
subject he could always thereafter la b'out its structure with impressive authont_
For several generations of jurisprudence students Mill's, essa\ wa_ required
reading, and it is striking tesumony to the qualmes of his mind dtspla\ed m _hat
_s, after all, in the corpus of his work as a whole, a relat:vel} minor, occastonal
_'_Prlnctple_. CI4. II. 218-10 Th_s passage dated from the first edmon, the relerence to 4nctent La,
wa_ stmply appended to _t m 1862
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composition, that almost a century later the leading scholarly authority on Austin
should still rank Mill's essay as one of "the best comprehensive accounts" of ItS
subject. 12o

EDUCATION
Vv'ITH
AWRITERWHOSAYSthat b_,education he means "'whatever helps to shape the
human being, to make the individual what he is or hinder him from being what he is
not" (2171, it hardly seems appropriate to group so fe_ of his writings together
as representing his views on the subject. While he endorsed Helv6tius" dictum.
"T6ducation peut tout, "'12_we might, conversel.',, sav that lor Mill every,thing can
be education. In one sense, no doubt, something similar could be said of any major
social theorist: all is Bildung. But even by these standards. Mill's conception of
society is an exceptionally and pervasively educati'_e one. We have already seen
some instances of how he makes their effect on the shaping of character the
ultimate test of all institutions and policies, and one could without strain regard his
whole notion of political activit_ itself as an extended and strenuous adulteducation course. Thus, the whole of this collected edition of his works, and not
just part of one volume within it, might not improperly be subntled "'Essays on
Education." Even if we confine ourselves to education in the narrower sense of the
business carried on in schools and universities, still the one major and two minor
pieces included here could be augmented b3 essays in other volumes, For
example, the general basis of the views on educational endowments expounded
below (209-14) receives fuller treatment in his later article on "'Endowments" in
Essays on Economics and Socwtv (Vol. V of the Collected V¢orksL just as his
account of the ideal university syllabus in his Inaugural Address (217-57 ) can be
compared with his discussion of the same subject in his "Sedgwlck's Discourse"
and "Civilization" (in Vol. X, Essays on Ethics, Religion. and Society, and Vol
XVII1, Essays on Pohtics and Socieo', respectwely ), the appearance of these three
pieces in three different volumes of this edition is itself an indication of the
artificiality, albeit inescapable, of appearing to imply that the pieces Included here
are an exhaustive representation of Mill on education. _22
Mill was, of course, in no posmon to minimize the influence of education. His
own extraordinary upbnnging, while it might leave him with a dlsmlssive scorn Ik)r
what mere schooling usually accomplished, was hardly calculated to make him
I2°H.L.A Hart, "Intrt_uctlon"
to Austin. The Province _¢ Jurlsprtuiencc Deterrmned tLondon
Weldenfeld and Nicolson, 195,11. xx
_2_Claude Adrien Helvetms, De 1"homme, de se,s ]a¢ult_;s mtellectuelles, et de _on education I 17721.
in Oeuvre_ cornplOtes d'HelvOttus, 10 vols m 5 IPans. Garneu. and Dugour, 1793-97), IX. IC/l
:2"Endowments" I 1869 _. m izs._aw on Econorntc_ and Soctetx. V 6 t 3-29, "Sedgw ick"_Discourse"
(1835). m Essa)_ on Ethic.s, Rehgton. and Socwt_. CkV. X IToronto L'mverslI 3 of Toronto Press.
1969), 31-74, "C_vihzatmn" 118361, CW. XVIII, 117-47
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scepucal of the formative power of a properly conceived and rigorously
administered education, Indeed, one of his professed reasons for writing the
Aueobiography was precisely to demonstrate "'bow much more than Is commonly'
supposed ''123 might be achieved if schoolmasters generally approximated more
closely' to the model of James Mill, which is one reason _h_ that work reads more
like Rousseau's Emile than like his Confessions. For the younger Mill was, as he
acknowledged only half regretfully, a guinea-pig upon whom his father tried out
his educational theories, and so it was bv both precept and experience that he
absorbed the latter's "fundamental doctrine . . . the formation of all human
character by circumstances, through the umversal Pnnmple oI Association, and
the consequent unlimited possibility of improving the moral and intellectual
condition of mankind by education "'124Whatever other aspects of his intellectual
inheritance Mill may have rejected or modified, on this count he was James Mill's
eldest boy to the last.
This opumistic doctrine formed one of the cornerstones of Philosophic Radical
political theo_' m the 18208 and 18308, and there were fe_ existing practices dealt
with more severely b_ those critics of all things e,_tabhshed than what thex
regarded as the feeble provision li)r education m England, especially a_ contra_ted
with what was increasingly being provided under the auspices of the state in France
and Prussia. The latter, in particular, wa_ frequently cited as an example of _hat
enlightened and efficient admm_stranon could achieve, and the architect of the
Prussian educanon system, Wilhelm yon Humboldt (from whom M_tlw a, later to
take the epigraph for On Liberlx_. ranked onl_ belo_ "'the god-i'_ke Turgot" as a
recent example of a statesman w_th genuinely philosophic vision t2-_A report on
Prussian education by another eminent philosopher and educational reformer.
Victor Cousin, was, therefore, a naturally congenial document to the Philosophic
Radical mrcle, one that could ser_'e as a useful weapon with which to beat a
government then showing some disposition to take up the question of nanonai
education, which had been pressed upon it ver_ ff_rclblv in the debates ot 1833 bx
Molesworth and. above all. Roebuck. It seemed, as Mill sa_- belong. "'an au,piclous moment for inviting the attention of the English public to that hlghebt and
most important of all the objects which a government can place before lt._elf'"Io3 _.
and he took the opportumty to press the case m a favourable notice of Sarah
Austin's translation of Cousin's book.
Although Mill had reported to Carlyle that Mrs Au_tin'_ preface was "'the truest
& best piece of printed writing 1have read for man_ months."_'" hl_,rex _e_ wa,.
l:_Autoblographx. C!A,. 1. 5
l"41bld . I 11
_:SFor yon Humboldt and Mfll'_ relauon u_ him, ,_ee the edm_r y inlrodu,,tlOrL tt,

_-_IIFlelll'l

\orl

Humboldt, The Llrmrs c{fState Action. ed J 'A' Burrow iLondon Cambridge k'ni_ er_it?. Pre,,. 19_,_/*
"The godhke Turgot" p, a phrase of John Austin • quoted not onl', b', Mill _204 _.but b, *among otherMorle,, m h_s "Death of Mr Mill.'" 671
_"_Letter to Carlyle. EL. C!_', XII. 225 128 Apt . 1834.
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even by early-nineteenth-century
standards in these matters, a mere pretext for a
bit of propagandizing about the deplorable state of English schools. There is
practically no reference to Cousin's work itself, and only one substantial quotation
from the translator's preface; instead the article IS fleshed out with several lengthy
extracts from an unflattering contemporary account of Church of England
elementary schools, references to congenial speeches in Parliament, and, under
the cover of anonymity, a long quotation from his own article on the abuses of
church and corporation property published in the previous year. The article makes
no construcnve proposals, Mill contenting himself with exhorting the House of
Commons committee on education to pursue "'the reform of such abominations"
(73). It is noticeable how slight and mechanical such early polemical p_eces seem
when juxtaposed to some of Mill's later performances as a public moralist.
If the elementary' education of the many had been culpably neglected, the
ancient public schools and universities, on which the privileged classes were wont
to congratulate themselves, Mill always regarded as grossl_ overvalued. The
inefficient cramming of the rudiments of Latin and Greek carried on at many of the
former was invariably referred to sarcastically, and even the better of them were
berated for concentrating on what always seemed to Mill the least valuable part of
such an education, the imitation of classical verse models. These sentiments can be
found in works published in the 1860s as well as the 1830s, and his correspondence
abounds with remarks about the "'miserable pretence of education, which those
classes now receive," and especially about the "'dlsgracetul" failure even to teach
the ancient languages properly. _2"In the 1830s Oxford and Cambridge, too, came
in for some very sharp criticism, the great flaw and foundation of all other vices in
these institutions being their position as virtual seminaries for the Established
Church: "'While their sectarian character, while the exclusion of all who will not
sign away their freedom of thought, IScontended for as if life depended on it, there
is hardly a trace in the system of the Universities that any other object whatever is
seriously cared for. 'q28 Education was naturall_ one of Mill's favoured examples
of the cramping effect of religion on English life, whether in the form of the
conformity-exacting complacency of Anghcanism or the b_goted sectarianism of
the Dissenters, and his repeated pleas for freedom of thought in education have to
be seen in this context. His having neither recewed a religious education nor
attended a school or university of any kind constituted an important element in his
identity as an outsider, and meant that he never displayed that indulgent, forgiving
piet3_towards the ancient educational foundations which marked the attitudes of
the vast majority of the governing class who had passed through them.
If in the earlier part of the century the schoolmaster was abroad in the land, b_
the 1860s it was the school Inspector, backed by the power of several Royal
l:_Letter to Henry William CarT, LL, C_4. XIV. 8017 Jan , 18521, letter to T.H Huxle_. tbld . XVI.
1092 (18 Aug., 1865) Cf "Cwfllzanon,'" CW, XVIII. 138-9, and 221-2 be|ow
a:8"Clvfllzanon,'" CW, XVII1. 142
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Commissions, who represented the essence of recent developments. The sprat of
administrative reform was now breathing down the necks of lowly ushers m
dames' schools and of great pashas in public schools alike. Royal Commissions on
the two extremities of the system, the leading public schools and "'popular
education," were succeeded at the end of 1864 by a long-lived Commission with
the self-consciously miscellaneous title of an enqui_ into those schools "'not
compnsed within Her Majesty's two recent Commissions."
soon casuallx
identified as "'middle-class schools." The Commission. usually referred to as the
Taunton Commission after its Chairman HenD' Labouchere. Baron Taunton, sent
sets of questions to various possible witnesses, including Mill. who was at the ume
in Parhament and in fairly close contact wath some members of the Commission. ,__oOn matters of th,s type Mill often sought, and even more often recewed.
coaching from Edwin Chadwick, whose tactlessness was alv,avs hable to obstruct
the proper deployment of his expertise. In this case, Mill asked Chadw,ck to
"cram" him on the subject, and submmed a draft of h_s rephes for the latter's
approval ,3o These comparatwely slight rephes (Chadwick had favoured the
earlier Commission on popular educauon _th 160 pages of mformanon and
advice) constitute a typically Chadwickian plea for administratwe efficlenc) based
on the recognizably Benthamite "'con3uncnon of duty-and-interest" principle
alluded to at their opening as the "fundamental" maxim goxermng "'the conduct of
business of ant' kind by a delegated agent" (209).
If one is not to exaggerate considerations of th_s sort m Mlll'_ thinking about
education, however, these replies need to be read in conjuncuon a ith his amcle on
"Endowments" published three years later Iwhtch includes several commendauons of the Commlss,on's eventual reportt, whereto he considers the value of
educational endowments from the w,der perspecnve of h_s general soc_at thought.
In the later piece he makes clear, for example, that however much he might ha_e
been m favour of"payment by results" tthe slogan made popular a fe_ ,,ears earher
by Robert Lowe) as the foundanon of efficient teaching m state schools, he d,d not
regard education generally as a commod,t_ that the operation of market forces
could be expected to provide satlsfactorii). Thus. endowments are assigned a
crucml role m making available secondary education for those who would profit
from it but would not other_ lse be able to afford _tIa mentocrac) m v,h_ch v,omen
are emphatically included), and the larger pnnclple which thl_,sausfies is that of
preserving, and where necessary' providing, vanetx. "It x_ desirable that ever_
particular enterprise for education or other public objects should be orgamzed, that
IS, ItS conductors should act together for a known object, on a defimte plan.
_:'_For the Taunton Commission see H C Barnard, A Hzstora o, Enghsh E,iu_ at_on tr,,m 17t_. 2nd
ed ILondon Umverslt) of London Press, 1901 _, 128- 34, see also Mdl , letter to Ed_ m Chad,s _ck LL
CW, XVI, 1168 121 Ma3. 1866_
_¢q.,etters to Edwin Chadwick. LL, Cg', XVI, 116_,. 11_2. and 11N_ _21 Ma3.31 Ma}. and 0 -Xug ,
1866_
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without waste of strength
or resources."
This is the typically BenthamneChadwlcklan
note. "'But tt is far from desirable that all such enterprises should be
organized exactly alike ....
[W]hat the improvement
of mankind and of all their
works most imperatively
demands
is variety, not uniformity. ''*_* This is the
distinctively
Mlllian voice. Although he came to regard _t as part of the duty of the
state to see that all children received a certain level of education, he air, avs thought
_t posittvel? dangerous
for the state to provide all the schools to which those
children were to be sent.
By the 1860s Mill also recogmzed that the Enghsh umversmes,
goaded by yet
more Royal Commissions,
fed by rejuvenated
pubhc schools, and prompted b_
reformers from within, were responding
to the spirit of improvement.t-_2
The
beginnings
of an expanston
of the traditional
classics- and mathematics-based
curriculum
formed part of a larger national debate on the proper role of the
universities,
which revived once again the challenge, endlessly offered and almost
as endlessl)
refused m English educational
hlstor_', of science to the dominant
posttion held by the humanities.
Mtll's own influence at Oxtord and Cambridge
was at its peak in this decade, an influence which was seen to tell on the side of
"'modem"
studxes. In accepting
the mvltauon of the St. Andrews students to
deliver a Rectorial address, Mill clearl_ say, an opportumty to deplo? his influence
m this debate, as well, perhaps, as to do a httle homage to the Scotttsh umversxt\
tra&tlon, respect for which had been bred into hma b) hls Edmburgh-educated
father.
Mill's

Address,

whtch

took

three

hour,,

to deliver

t"a

verx

lengthened

performance,"
Bain grumbled),
does not rank with the speeches of Gladstone or
Macaulay among the masterpieces
of Vtctoraan orator?, but i1 has some of the
same monumental quahty. Having taken as h,s theme "every essential department
of general culture..,
considered
in its relatton to human culttvat_on at large
[and] the nature of the claims which each has to a place m hberal educauon'" _220).
Mill was in no position to be brief, though It must be said that the Address
concludes
with those headmasterl)
platitudes whose natural home ts the school
prize-gtvmg:
"'what we achieve depends less on the amount of time we possess.
than on the use we make oI our time. You and your like are the hope and resource
l_"Endowments." CW, V. 017 See also Mltl > article o! 1833 on "'Corporation and Church
Propert,,.' CW, IV, 193-222, where he had had to m>lst more strenuou_l5 on the rtght o! the slate t_,
interfere v,'lthsuch endowments at all. by 1869 he teh that the contrar) case most needed to be stated
_3_Inrepnntmg "Clv_hzatmn" m 1859. for example Mdl added a footnote conceding that"'much o!
what is here said of the Um;ersmes has, in a great mea,,ure ceased tobe true" _C_4.XVIlI, 143t_! C!
Mill's letter to Mrs HenD Huth of "7Jan . 1863 '_Tv,ent_ ?ears ago [Oxtord and Cambrldget were
about the last places which I should ha',e recommended in an) parallel case, but the} are nov, vet) much
changed, and free enqul_ and speculation on the deepest and highest questtons, instead of being
crushed or deadened, are nov, more rife there than almost an?where else m England" _LL, CB. XV
819) For the whole questton ot the rev_,,al of the umversmes, see Sheldon Rothblatt, The Revolutum ot
the Dons Cambmdge and Soc_etxm Vwtormn England ILondon Faber and Faber, 1_68_ Rothblatt.
Traditton and Change m Enghsh L_beralEdu_atum 4n 12,_._ax
m H_tor_ and Cutturc tLondon I_aber
and Faber. 19761. and Harv_e, L_ght_oJLtherahsrn
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of your country, in the coming generation" (257). and so on. Barn, a Professor at a
Scottish university, thought the Address a "'mistake" in its settmg because Mill
"had no conception of the hmlts of a Universtt5 curriculum "'_3 Certaml_ Mill
was describing a course of study for which a couple of decades would not have
been too generous a provision of time. He professed htmselI "'amazed at the bruited
conception whmh many educational reformers have formed to themselves of a
human being's power of acquisinon'" (221), but if his Address was intended as a
practical proposal then it was one of those occasxons when Mill was afflicted with a
kind of solipsxsm m h_s judgment of human capacmes cwe hax.e already seen
something similar at work in his vmw of sext. And past experience is again
denied authority as a grade, w.lth all the opumlsm of one who had never taught m a
university, Mill insists, "'let us try"what consciennoub and mtelhgent teaching can
do, before we presume to demde what cannot be done" t221 _.In fact the Address Is
not best read as a constructive proposal for reform of the sxllabus, but rather as a
statement of the values M_IIwished to see fostered in h_gher educanon, and o1 hx,
own dlstincnve conception of the conmbutmns the various branches of know ledge
could make to th_s goal. h thus serves as a good sketch-map of the geography of
Mill's mature thought on abstract subjects, embracing m _t,,wa_ a w_der terntorx
even than that mapped out m the Logic.
Although Mill affected to regard the dispute between the claims of clabqcs and
the clmms of science as needless, m that any worth_ h_le educauon should include
both, the stand he actuall} took on thxs issue was bound to appear a com,er_an_e
one. For he pressed the case for the classics In the strongest possible terms "'The
only languages..,
and the onl_ hterature, to v, hlch I _ould allow a place m the
ordinary cumculum, are those of the Greeks and Romans. and to these I v_ould
preserve the position m it which they' at present occupy'" 12251 It max be saxd that
Mill slightly mls-states the Import of hl_ argument here. since the po.,mon the_e
studms then oceupmd was confined by the tradmonal phlloloDcal and textual
preoccupatmns of English classical scholarship, whereas Mill was pressing for a
much broader study ol the ancient world this tastes and lovaltm__ v,ere m fact
always far more Greek than Romant m which histop, and. aN, xe all. phllo_ophy
would predominate He certaml_ did not see hmlself as endorsing the empty
versifying of the Enghsh classical schools. But be was bound to appear to be
upholding the traditional primacy of the classics: Huxley. for example, on a
celebrated parallel occasion, responded m th_s way m contrasting tus own call for
the teaching of scmnce at universltms with Mill's eulogy of the classics ,_4
Moreover, at a nine when there was something of a cns_s of confidence about just
*X_Bam. John Stuart M_II. 12". cf Barn", remark on ,M_IV_ _,tncturc, on un:xcr.,,me, m tu,
"Sedgw_ck" article "Such a ",my. of the funcnon,, ot a Umvers_t 5 v, ould no,, be pu' Iort_ b5 an', man tha_
had ever resided m a Umverslp,': and the.',ts not the onl', occa,,_on w hen Mill dogmatized on l.'n_ ersme.,
m total ,gnorance of thmr working'" 146_
_'*In h_s Rectorial Address, at Aberdeen m 1874. Hux|e 5 e\phc_tt 5 challenged the pre-cnunence
whmh he took Mill to be asmgnmg to the ciass_cs. ,;ee "Um',er,,_ne._ _kctua! and Ideal." m Thoma,
Henry. Huxle',. Scwnce and Educatum t Nev, "_ork Colher. 1'-)02,. 183-4
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the distinctive

merits

of a classical

education,

and when the

discrepancies
and contradictions
between the various justifications
were occasionmg some embarrassment,
_35 Mill's brisk amalgamation
of the various arguments
hit a particularly
confident
and unyielding
note: the classics display the most
polished examples of literal' form, and the3 contain unrivalled wisdom and truth
in their content: the grammatical
structures of the ancient languages uniquel? fit
them to provide mental training, and exposure to the operation of minds so unlike
our own is itself a most valuable discipline,
and so on.
Mill had presented a brief defence of a classical education m shghtly different
and rather more revealing
terms twenty-seven
5'ears earher when he endorsed
Tocqueville's
vtew of the importance
to be attached to the ancient literatures "'not
as being without faults, but as having the contrary faults to those of our own day.'"
There, in more sociological
vein, he suggested that these literatures,
produced in
_'the military' and agricultural
commonwealths
of AntNmty,'" exhibit "precisely
that order of vtrtues in which a commerctal
societ\ _ apt to be deficient '" The
justification
is uneqmvocally
a moral one. And on these grounds he was, m 1840.
already worried about the future of the classics: "'It'. as everyone may see. the want
of affinity of these studies to the modem mind ts gradually lowering them m
popular estimation,
th_s is but a confirmation
of the need of them, and renders tt
more incumbent
upon those who have the power, to do their utmost towards
preventing their decline."_6
Here surely _s the key to h_s decision to devote almost
half his Address to a defence of that feature of university
education which the
existing system already fostered beyond all others. (For once, Bain failed to see
that Mill was talking about a tendency, not a reahzed fact. commenting
with some
exasperation:
"'Mill had taken it into his head that the Greek and Roman classlc_
had been too hardly pressed by the votaries of sctence, and were m some danger of
being excluded from the higher teaching .... "')t)" A glance at the development
oi
the university syllabus in the last third of the nineteenth century hardl) vindicates
Mill's anxtet_ _that the study of the classics was on the point of e xtmction
But just
as his ideal of what such a stud,, should consist m and produce was far removed
from the actual practice of the day which he seemed to be defending,
so his anxiety
about the fate of that study was not a realistic assessment
of purel) _ educational
_SFor a good example of contemporary soul-searching on th_ topic, see the collection of essay,
edited by Fredenc Wdham Farrar. Es.sav._on a Ltberal Lducatton _London. Macmdlan. 18671 For
discussion, see Rothblan. Liberal Ldm atlon. Chap v. Harv_e.Ltghts _{(Ltberahsrn.Chap vii. and, to_
the corresponding but d_stmctlve Scottish debate, George Day,e, The Democratzc Intellect Scotlana
and Her Untverstrtes tn the Nineteenth Centur) (Edinburgh. Edinburgh Untversll', Press. 1961)
I36"DeTocquevdle on Democrac 3 m America [II]." CW. XVIII. 195 Ct Mfll'_ letter to Herberl
Spencer of 9 Feb.. 1867, replying to Spcncer's comment on the Address "'In regard to classical
mstructmn, I do not altogether agree w_thyou that the s_defavourable to_ttstc_ strong, forI think there
is a growing reacnon to the opposite extreme, pr(_lucmga danger on that s_dewhich being the s_demost
m harmony w_th modern tendencies has the best chance of being ulnmately the stronger" (LL, CP,.
XVI, 1237_.
_37Bam,John Stuart Mtll, 126
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changes, but an example of his famihar and more personal anxiety about the need
for countervailing forces to the Increasingly conlormlst pressure of modern
society.
Another way of indicating how far removed Mill was from those pressing the
claims of scientific and technological education is to point to the fact that h_s case
for science is almost entirely couched in terms of its value as a training m method
Science provides, above all, "'models of the art of estimating evidence'" t235 I, and
the term "'models" naturally suggests that the part,cular content _s of secondar_
importance. What MIll chiefly offers his audience here is a brisk summar_ of the
Logic', taking the opportunity to press the correct method in circles all too prone to
various forms of lntultionlsm Comte's classification of the sciences l_ followed
from mathematics up to physiology, but at that point Mill reverts to the older
British tradition of "'the science of mind," referred to indifferently as psychology
or philosophy tComte had moved directly from physlolog 3 , the study of man's
physical constitution, including phrenolog3., to sociology, the stud_ of the laws
governing man's action in soclet) J. Thus. that part of Mill's Address v, hlch la_ s
down "the outline of a complete sclenufic education" concludes, reveahngt 3 . b3
prescribing the works of Hobbes. Locke, Reid, Stewart. Hume. Hartlex, and
Brown To this he appends a brief section on those sciences that deal with "the
great interests of mankind as moral and socml beings" (243-4t. brief because so
few of the attempts at systematic study of these toplc_ are considered to have
attained the rank of sciences Political economy and jurisprudence are treated as
the only secure possessors of that status, and the account of jurisprudence it onl_
one of several ways in which this section differs interestingly from the parallel
discussion m Book V1 of the Loezc'
Only after having devoted three-quarters of his Address to u hat he called
"intellectual education" did Mill move onto moral and aesthetic education: but
these proportions are misleading ffthey suggest that hit audience had not been kept
constantly aware oI the moral purposes all education was meant to .,er-,e For
example, in introducing the student to the phdosophlc vle_x of histor_ as the
development of stages of c_vihzat_on l a _le,x w_th appropnatelx _trong Scottish
connections_, the umversitx would thereby--Mill seems to regard the connection
as too obvious to need spelling out--be cultwatmg a conception of life as "'an
unremitting conflict between good and evil powers, ol _htch e_er_ act done bx
an3 of us, insignificant as we are. forms one of the incidents, a conflict m _ hich
even the smallest of us cannot escape from taking part. in which "_hoever does not
help the right side is helping the _rong. and for our share in ahich. _hether _t be
greater or smaller, and let Its actual consequences be xisibie or m the mare
invisible, no one of us can escape the responsibiht','" 1244_ The Headmaster ha,,
clearly moved over from the lectern to the pulpit, v,hatever a umversltx teaches, "it
should teach as penetrated by a sense of duty: it should present all kno_xledge as
chiefly a means to worthiness of hfe. given for the double purpose ol making each
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of us practically useful to his fellow-creatures, and of elevating the character of the
species itself" t248).
The voice of the moralist sounds out equally clearly in Mill's discussion of the
value of art. Considered at this level of abstraction, this is one of those
quicksand-like questions whose chief role seems to be to reveal the blind spots in
any philosopher's sensibilities, For Mill, step-child of English Romanticism, the
cultivation of the feelings is the core of the aesthetic experience, but only a certain,
rather narrow, selecuon of feelings seems to be involved. His residual Wordsworthiamsm surfaces here: natural beauty, for example, _ssaid to make us "'feel the
puerility of the pett', objects which set men's lnterest_ at variance, contrasted with
the nobler pleasures which all might share" (255). Mill's aesthetic does not easily
accommodate the tragic; where values appear to clash, there is a presumption that
selfishness is at work somewhere. Indeed, not only does art not create a Ix)tentlat
rival realm of value for Mill: beauty is not even allowed to be morally indifferent.
"There is . , , a natural affinity between goodness and the cultivation of the
Beautiful, when it is real cultivation, and not a mere unguided instinct. He who has
learnt what beauty _s, if he be of virtuous character, will desire to reahze it in h_s
own life--will keep before himself a type of perfect beauty m human character, to
light his attempts at self-culture "(255. I The rider "if he be of virtuous character"
threatens to reduce the proposition to a tautology, a process which is assisted by h_s
sliding from "'beauty" in general to "'beaut_ in human character." It is a tension
which, m other forms, appears elsewhere in Mill's thought, most notably in On
Liberty: the goal of self-development rests on a restricted notion of the self, a self
whose development not only does not xmpede, but posltlvel} fosters, the moral
interests of others. Once again, the dim outline of the idea of a common good is
discernible m Mill's thinking here. It is, in fact, the obverse of his Manichaeanism,
which is Itself another strategy for simplifying the disorderly actualiues of moral
experience. Launched into his peroration. Mill quite naturally makes "'the ultimate
end" from which his prescribed course of studies takes its "'chief value" that of
"making you more effective combatant_ in the great fight which never ceases to
rage between Good and Evil" _2561. Inaugural Addresses form an mescapablx
programmatic genre, and for that reason Mlll'b d_splays several of h_s chief
Intellectual virtues to good effect: the magisterial survey is h_s natural medium, all
of human knowledge his famihar bailiwick. Hxs occasional tendency to a narrou
and hectoring moralism finds only a subdued expression here. while the awesome
range and dazzling lucidity of his mind are exhibited at their Ik)rmidable.
impressive best,
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EQUALITY, as Stefan

Collim

JOHN

M. ROBSON

asserts

in the Introduction

above.

_s the dominant

theme m th_s volume. Perhaps because the word does not appear m the title of anx
of Mill's great essay,,,, its importance
m hi,, thought and life is not often
emphasxzed.
The materials nov_ gathered, which demonstrate
_ts s_gmficance m
his thought on education and lav_' as v,ell as on sexual, racml, and domesnc zssues,
derive from each of the decades of h_s wrmng career, that _s, from the 1820s to the
1870s. J The? also cover a wide range m provenance."
The malonty, ele',en of the
eighteen m the text proper, originated as rev_ev, s or essays m penod|cals,
three m
each of the Westminster
Revww and Fraser's
Magazmc.
tv,o m the Monthl_
Reposltor3.', and one m each of Tads
Edinburgh
Magazine,
the Edinburgh
Revww, and the F_,rtmghtly Review. Ot these eleven, three _ ere reprinted during
Mill's lifetime
in the Brmsh edition of Dtssertatums
and Dtscu,_stons.
one
t"Treaty Obligations")
was repubhshed
m the posthumous
fourth _olume, and one
("The Slave Power"_ m the U.S. edmons of that collection. Tv, o of the items, the
Inaugural Addre_ss at
Women,
appeared
as
pamphlet.
Parhamentary
answers Irepubhshed
more not published by

St. Andrew.s tongmally
a speech) and The Sublectton
ot
books; and one. Remark,_ on Mr. Fttzro_'s Btll, a,, a
evidence,
m written form and as a transcnpnon
of orat
m pamphlet
forml, supphes t_'o further _tem._. And t_vo
Mill are presented from manuscript.
The appen&ces gwen

to ancdlary textual matter include essays and fragments bx Hamet Tax tot Mill.
only one of which was published m her hfet|me lin the Westmmste_ t, a manuscript
JO! course, full apprecmtmn of hi, thought on these matter_reqmre, reference to other ".olume,o_
the Collected Work_ to cite only the mo,,t obv_ou,,ca_,es, the parallel, betv.een The Suhlecm,r: or
omen and On l.lberr_v,dl lead reader,, ol this ",olume to/_ _._l__ on P,,hu,'s and 3_,,ler_. \ ol_ YVIII
and XIX ot the Collected WorLd. and the educational ',,.ntmg: _111,,uggest con_ultanon of the
Autobiography In Vol I
-'Blbhegraphlc detads are given m the Edltor'_ Nott to each _tern These include tnformata,n about
provenance ("not repubhshed" means not repubhshed b'. Mdl). ex_denccfor atmbunor_ and dating.
hstmg of cop_es mMill's hbra_. Somerville College. Oxtom. and the ent_ in Mdi'_ b_bl_ograph3ol
his published wntmgs, which ha.,,been edited b,, Ne?,MacMmn. J M McCnmmon. and J R Hamd_.
B_bhograph}or'the Pubhshed 14rmng,_,2tJ S 5hll _E.van_tonNorthv,estern Un_er_t.', Pre,_,,.1045,.
th_sedmon being _denufied a,, "MacMlnn '"
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fragment of the Inaugural AddresLs, and three publications of the Jamaica
Committee under Mill's chairmanship.
These disparities make it convenient to discuss textual matters not according to
dominant focus 3 or provenance, but chronologically, begmning with "'Law of
Libel and Liberty of the Press" (April, 1825). Nothing specific is known of Mill's
relevant activities at this time, though he was in 1825 Immersed m the massive task
of editing Jeremv Bentham's Rattonale ofJudtcial Evtdence (published in 1827)
The essay', remarkable as the work of a vouth still in his eighteenth year, reveals
some Benthamtc echoes (for example, the reference to judge-made la_ on 20). as
well as much material from Francis Place, whose pamphlet on libel Mill ts
reviewing along with Richard Mence's The La_ of Libel. It will be noted that
Place's pamphlet was published in 1823 (xn fact its separate essays first appeared at
the end of 1822): and Mill had already reviewed it favourably' in the Mornmg
Chromcle on 1 January', 1824, 2, more than a year before the amcle here reprmted.
Quite apparent is Mill's heavy dependence on his father, James Mill, whose
arguments in "Liberty of the Press" and whose habits of thought and phrasing
reverberate throughout the essay,. "'We have no higher ambition,'" anonymously
and collectively says the young Mill, "'than that of treading m [James Mill's] steps
[in "Liberty of the Press"]. and. taking ht_ principles as our guide, we shall
endeavour to unravel the sophistry,, and expose the mischmvous designs of the
enemies to free discussion. "'4This article, Mill's fifth for the B'estrnmster since its
founding at the beginning of 1824, was the first of his to be given pride of place m
the Radical rewew.
The wide gap in approach and style between that essay and the manuscript we
have entitled "On Marriage" is explained by Mill's internal declaranon ol
independence after his "'mental crisis" and his meeting Harriet Hard)' Taylor who,
twenty years later, was to marry, him. This essay, wtth her companion piece
(printed here as Appendix A), examines in a highly- personal tone quesuons that
had the greatest practical import for their relations. 5 It ts therefore very' annoying
not to be able precisely to date the manuscripts. The evidence ts shght: the
watermarks, some of Mill's letters, although none mentions the essays, and the
reference in Mill's essay to Robert Owen's defimtions of chastity and prostitutton,
-_Elghtof the items are dtrectl) related to equaht) ol various k,nds, se',en t_, legal lssue,_, and three to
educatmn: they of course differ greatly in length, so that. as _s argued m the lntroducnon above, more
than one-half of the volume concerns equahty, with the remainder divided almost equall', between la,a
and educanon
'_See 4 Other fam_har phrases include "It thus appears, by the closest ratu_cmauon" 161. "'a
propos_tmn which rests upon the broadest pnnclpte.s of human nature" (8), "that umversat taw of human
nature" (11 ), "all history' bears testlmon)" i 131, "'secunt_ tor good government" and "see-sa_" ¢181
5Fnednch A Hayek, whose researches dunng the 1940s did much to bring Mill back ,nto scholarls
and pubhc repute, pubhshed these essays m his valuable and readable John Stuart Mill and Harrwt
Taylor Their Friendship and Subsequent Marriage (London Routledge and Kegan Paul, 19511, lrom
which their frequent repnntmg and quotation unfortunately perpetuated the errors m transcnptmn
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The watermarks, 1831 and 1832 6 led Professor Hayek to postulate a date of 1832.
which presents no obvmus difficulty when placed in the context of our general
knowledge of their developing relations Helen. the last of the Taylor¢ three
children, was born in July. 1831 : Harriet Taylor's atmudes towards marriage were
consistently--and
sensibly--coloured
by her sense of responsibflitx to her
children, and the views expressed in her and m Mill's essays suggest a prior and
protracted d_scusslon of the effect of frequent births on a young and inexperienced
mother. B_ 1832 they clearly had reached emotmnal intimacy, if the earhest of
Mill's surviving letters to her _s correctly dated to August of that ,,ear. Another
likely occasional cause for the essays appears m the mantal d_sruption m the
household of W.J. Fox, their friend, whose w1re began to hve separatel_ from him
though in the same house, her place being taken by his _ ard. Eliza Flower. Harriet
Tavlor's closest and most admired compamon. Again. the essa_ s ma_ well have
preceded the s_x-month trial separauon between Hamet and John Taylor
beginning in September, 1833. when she went to Pans. to be joined there b_ Mill
m October _The citanon of Robert Owen'.s definmons of chasnt_ and prosmunon
proves less helpful m dating the essay than one would hope The Owenite atmude
to mamage had been known m the 1820s. pamcularlx m the Umted States. where
an account of one of Owen's speeches m 1827 concludes with mennon of h_s
promptl_ complying with a request for his opinions on marriage which, having
"'before been promulgated m varmus ways. _t ts not thought necessar_ here to
recapitulate. "'_ But where and when would Mill have heard or read the definmons ?
He had. of course, debated _ith O_en's adherents m 1825. and hi, father had
known Owen for many years, but _t _s not known whether or not mamage wa_ a
moot issue in the debates and conversanons The closest wording to that appeanng
in Mill's tootnote is m the pubhshed account of an unbehevabl'_ long debate
between Owen and Alexander Campbell m Cmcmnan from 13 to 21 April. 182%
in which Owen _s reported as saying: "'For real chasm\ consists, m connexion
"Mill', essa_ _Brm',h Library 41 Political and Economic Science. Mil!-Ta,, lor Collecuon. ', ol XL1.
No 1_1_on se', en sheet,, ol paper watermarked "'E Wise 1831" tprobablx Ea,t ln&a Co paper,, folded
once to make tourteen foho.,,, c 3a 0 cm x 21 1 cm . ,antten recto and ",erso on the right-hand s_de oI
each toho. lea',mg the left side tree for note._ and re',lsmns _as Mill commonly did m these ',ear,,. Ior
example m h,s "'Note,, on Some 41 the More Popular Dmlogues ot Plato." repnnted m Essay., on
Phtlosophx and the Clas_tcs. C_a. XI_ Harriet Taylor'_ compamon essa? _ShtS-Ta._lot Collecmm. Box
III, No "tO_is on two sheet,, ot paper watermarked "'J Morbe 5 & Co 1832". lolded once to m,d,c four
Johos, ¢ It) 8 cm x 25 0 cm . v, ntlen recto and veto on all side.,,
"EL. CW. XII. 114 Havek's referred date ol Jul}. 1832. _h_ch 1, lollov, ed b_ .",hchacl bt J Pao, e in
his Life tg John Stuart MIll d_.ondon Seeker and Warburg. 1954_. _ rejected bx Prote_,,sor Mmeka
because of the reference to rioter-, gathered in the Nev, Forest. v, here Mdl had been on a v,alkmg tour
from 10 Jul_ to 6 Aug
USee Mill to W.J Fox. EL. Cla. XII. 185-9 i5 or 6 No', . 18331
_Addres._ Dehvered bx Robert Ow en. at a Puhhc Me'etlm,,. Held at the k rar11,tmlnstma¢ trl tht C_rx
of Phtladelphta. on Monda_ Morning June 25 182"tPhlladelph_a
Gould, and Mc,rtm_e_ 182-1.30
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with affection, and prostitution, in connexion without affection. "'1° It is
hard to believe that Mill (or anyone) read the two thick volumes of that account,
which cannot have had much of a sale in Britain. The first of Owen's statements in
Britain that approximates Mill's wording was not made until 1 May, 1833, m
London:t t Mill is likely to have heard of it--and could even have heard it--and if
this was his first acquaintance with Owen's precise views, the manuscript must be
dated as late at least as May, 1833. not by any means an impossible date, but one
that would slightly revise the received view of the rate at which his intimacy with
Harriet Taylor had developed. The exchange of statements between them at that
time would, in fact, help explain the crisis in their affmrs that led to the flight to
Paris in September, 1833. It could even be argued that Mill's reference (39) to
Thomas Carlyle simply by his last name Implies a closeness of acquaintance on his
part not reached until 1833. But this evidence is very tenuous, and it seems wise,
unless and until further evidence emerges, to assign only a tentative ""1832-33'>" to
the essays.
About the date of the next item, "'Austin's Lectures on Junsprudence,'" there _s
no such mystery: Mill had finished and sent off the review by 13 September,
1832,12 and it appeared in Tait's Edinburgh Magazine for December of that year.
A devoted friend of John and Sarah Austin at this time, Mill had read law while
staying with them at Norwich a decade earlier, attended m 1829 the lectures he is
here reviewing, advised John Austin (through Sarah) about the lectures m 1830,
was now addressing Mrs. Austin as "'My Dear Mfmerlem,'" and toured part of
Cornwall with them in the interYal between the writing and publishing of the
review. It is not, however, mere puffery, or "'doctrinal matter"._3 nor was it
composed because Mill was unoccupied. Indeed in five or six weeks he also wrote
two other important--and
ve_, different---essays,
"'Corporation and Church
Property" and "'On Genius. "'t4
The same personal connection lies behind Mill's "'Reform in Education,'" a
review of Sarah Austin's translanon of V_ctor Cousin's Report on the State of
Public Instruction in Prussia. The personal note is muted, sounding only
innocently in the recommendation that her preface to the translauon "'well deserves
to be separately printed and widely circulated,'" because it shows "force and
conclusiveness,'" and a "'happy union..,
of an earnest spirit and a concihato_' and
engaging tone" (64). Probably Mill got from Sar_ Austin other information used
t°Debate on the EvMences ofChrlstmmo,
forenoon).

2 vols. (Bethan).

Va Campbell,

1829), I. 120( 15 Apr ,

_See "'The Address of Robert Owen, at the Great Pubhc Meeting.
on the 1st of Ma), 1833.
Denouncing the Old System of the World, and Announcing the Commencement ot the Nev. ,'" The
Crlst3, II (11 Ma), 1833), 141 The passage is quoted in App G. 472-3 belov,
"2See M_tl's letters to Sarah Austin and to Thomas Carl)le, EL. CB'o XII, 116 ¢13 Sept , 1832} and
117 (17 Sept , 1832)
131bM, 117.
V'Printed respectively m CW, IV, 193-222, and CW, I. 327-39
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in the revmw; in any case the first generation of Philosophic Radmals had engaged
both theoretically and practically in the controversies over Lancasterian and
National Schools that occupy much space in Mill's reviev,, especially m the long
quotanons from Biber. Mill also quotes from his own "'Corporation and Church
Property," modifying the wording slightly as indicated in the variant notes: _5one
merits mention here. Everywhere and always, Mill says in the original essay, and
in its reprint in Dtssertationa and Dtscuss_on.s, "enlightened individuals and
enhghtened governments should.,
besUr themselves to provide (though by no
means forcibly to impose) that good and wholesome food for the wants of the
mind'" that "'the mere trading market" does not supply {65-6) As quoted m his
revmw of Sarah Austin, the passage lacks the parenthesis, and it may be that at th_s
particular time (though onl) a year had passed since the first version in
"Corporation and Church Property") Mill had entered one of his fiercer moods,
and was less reluctant to restrain benevolent leaders
The next two items, short reviews separated in time by seven .x.ear_, reflect
Mill's continued interest m legal questions, especially those having to do with
reform. "'On Punishment" _1834) gwes some hints of attitudes seen in newspaper
artmles of the 1850s by Hamet and John Mill, m Remark,s on Mr Fttzrov'.s Bdl.
and in his later comments on justifications for cortx_ral and capital punishment. It
is the earhest of the pieces in this volume to have textual correcnons based on
Mill's emendations in his own cop) in the Somerville College Librar',. all such
corrections are described in the headnotes
The second of these short reviews, "'Smith on La_xRetorm'"( 1841 _.w'a_ written
when Mill, though bus) finishing his System of Lo_tc for the press, felt obliged to
help work off a debt to Wilham Hlckson. who had t&en over the Westmmster
Review from him m the preceding year It presents no textual problems
While there _s another gap of nine years between that revte,, and the next essa\.
"The Negro Question" (18501, one should not infer that Mill lacked interest m
issues of equality, law, or educanon during the 1840_. which was one of h>
greatest decades as an author, l_ Indeed. "The Negro Quesmm.'" occasioned b_
Carlyle's "'Occasional Discourse on the Negro Quesuon, "'_- was Mill',_ ,_econd
pubhc disagreement on questions ol justice and equaht,_ v,_th his earlier intimate.
for he had responded, in "England and Ireland" (Examiner, 13 Ma_, 184_, to an
article by Carlyle advocating forceful sub)ugauon of the Insh anarch\ From this
time, justice between blacks and w hires became a leading theme m MilI'_ wntmg,,,
as the later essays in this volume clearl_ indicate The attack on Carlyle ,aa_
_Most o! the variants
record change_
for Dtssertatlon_
arut l)_ _cu v_lon._
_Of
artmles

made

v, hen "Corporation

and Church

Proper_)'"
v,a, re_ e, ed

specml relevance
are his "Clmm_ of LaN.mr'" {1845 _. his extended
_ene., o._ hey, spaper leading
on Ireland
(1846-47).
and the Isl (184bl and 2nd t 1,.lol ed._ ot hl_ PrlntIp,'e_
,,; t'oi;tz,',:i

_-Carlyle.
totally contemptuous
ol blflt , re_txmse,
the utle altered to "The N_gger Quesnon
"'

lengthened

h_., dmtnbe

and repubh_hed

_t w _tr
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reprinted in the Dady News, with three substantive and several accidental variants;
the substantive changes are given here in notes although there is no reason to think
the reprinted text was super_,ised by Mill. is
The next item is Mill's formal moral renunciation of the legal powers that would
result from his impending marriage to Harriet Taylor, written on 6 March, prior to
their wedding on 21 April, 185 l. _9The text is taken from the facsimile reproduced
in Hugh S.R. Elliot's edition of Mill's letters: 2° the present location of the
manuscript is unknown. It is not surprising that chronologically the preceding
items in the present volume are Harriet Taylor's fragments (here printed in
Appendix B), and the succeeding ones are her "'Enfranchisement of Women"
(Appendix C) and the pamphlet Remarks on Mr. Fttzrov's Bill, in all of which the
abuse of power in sexual and familial relations is central. The last of these, the
pamphlet, prompted by the introduction in Parliament on t0 March, 1853, of a bill
to improve the protection of women and children from assaults, was jointly written
by the two Mills. :j At this t_me Mill was publishing httle, though he was beginning, with his wife, to draft what was finally pubhshed as his Autobiography, and to sketch out other important essays, including On LiberO" and Utihtarianism, e:
In the year after his wife's death In 1858 came a great burst of books and articles,
many of the latter on political issues, such as "'A Few Words on Non-lntervent_on'"
cFraser's Magazine, December, 1859). the first of the items in this volume to have
been reprinted in lull by Mill himself. It is also the first to be explicitly mentioned
in the Autobiography, where Mill explains his being prompted to wnte it by a desire to defend England against imputations of habitual selfishness m foreign
affairs, and to account for the colour given to such imputations by the "'low tone"
of governmental pronouncements and behaviour (especmlly Palmerston' s). "--_
This
t_The change at 92 _'-_'shows someone correcting a hrst-person singular non-emphatic "'v,dl" to
"shall," a solecism that my mentor A S P Woodhouse, w_th quite unncces_a_ exaggeration, said no
Englishman was _gnorant enough to commit, and no Scot learned enough to a',o_d (he was _mphcatlng
me, like Mill a second-generation Scot)
V;'That Mill did not vle,, the marriage with insouciance is shown even more m the letter he wrote to
his wife fzfteen months after their union m the Reglstr 3' Office at Melcombe Regis. suggesting that
because his signature in the register was Irregular, the._ should be nianaed agam--m a church (LL. XIV.
96-7)
2°The Letters of John Stuart Mall. 2 ",ols. ILondon, Longmans, Green, lql0), the pnnted text m
Elliot (I, 158-9). has m the concluding sentence one manifest error, "'pretence" for "'pretension"
:lThls echo of the title of Gertrude Himmelfarb's
book on Mdl l_ somev, hat ironical, but
unavoidable Mill. m h.s blbhograph), of his published wntlng,s, says of this pamphlet "'in this 1acted
chiefly as arnanuensls to my wife " As we cannot apportion responslblht_ for par_ of this work. we
have included it. like other "joint productions" fro use Mill's usual term )----which .nclude the Prmcq)le__
and On Lzber_ln
the text proper rather than in an appendix
:-_He also made, with her help, very extensive revisions ol the 3rd eds of both A System qfLog_c,
Rattocmattveandlnducttve(1851)andthePrmclples(18521
For comment on the former, seeJohnM
Robson, "'Joint Authorship" Again The Evidence m the Third Edition ot Mill's Logw," Mill News
Letter, VI (Spnng, 1971), 15-20
23Autobwgraphy, CW. I, 263-4
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retrospective account is borne out by a letter of 14 November, 1859, to Alexander
Bain, in which he also says he has just sent the article from Avignon to J.W. Parker
for December publication in Fraser's. 2_ He had the article offpnnted (without
revision), hoping it would have quick pubhc effect, and was pleased with the
response. 2_ The reprint in Dissertattons and Discusstons reveals ver3 fe_
changes; 26 in this respect it is typical of Mill's essays revised between 1859 and
1867 for Volume III of Dtssertattons and Dt3cusston,s (which then first appeared.
along with the 2nd e&tlon of Volumes I and II).
"The Contest in America" (fraser'_, Februar3, 1862) _a_ also reprinted in
Volume II1 of Dissertations and Discussions. That reprinting suggests the
importance Mill attached to this (and of course the preceding) essay, though a
glance at the contents of Volume III shows that one criterion he had estabhshed m
his Preface to the first two volumes in 1859 w'as somewhat loosely interpreted: he
had excluded papers dominated by' comments "'on passing events "'2_Because his
more enduring attitudes are also expressed, no question would be raised were it not
that the companion essay (also 1862), "The Slave Power." which moreover was a
review of a work by his great frtend John Elliot Calrnes, wa_ not reprinted m the
British version of Dissertations and Dtscussion,s. In any' case. Mill thought "'The
Contest m America'" had been timely and influential. He had w_thheld pubhc
comment on the American war because of the Trent incident, feelings over _t
having abated, he wrote the essay quickl) m mid-January while m Avignon. _'_
Writing to Wdliam T. Thornton betore the essay appeared in the February number
of Fraser's, Mill said his views, If noticed at all, would probabl3 be much
attacked, as opposed to the "tone of the press & of English opinion, a tone which."
he remarks. "'has caused me more disgust than anything has done for a lon_
time. "'2" Reports of the article's reception cheered him, 3_'and his retrospecttve
view m the Autobiography
is self-congratulator 3 or--more
accurately-congratulator3 of Helen Taylor:
I shall always feel grateful to m_ daughter that her urgenc._prevailed on me to _rlte It
when I did' for we were then on the point of setting out for a journe,, of some months _n
Greece and Turkev. and but for her. I should ha_e deferred wrttmg till our return. Written
:')LL,CW. XV.046 Mall.stallm Avignon.recet',edthe numberthroughthe pos_on _,Dec (_Otd
O52)
:_lbtd, to EdwinChadwick.655 (20 Dec , 185t)1
2t'Normall3spelhngchanges are not recordedm our '.anant note,,,but here the change frow
"nvaht)" to "'n',airs.'"_ g_ven,as calhnga_tenttonto a differentform.alsoused_na manu,,,cnpt
b_ M_I_
(1141
2_The Preface is repnnted as App A. Lssaxs on Ethw_. RehgLon arm 5,,_ w:_. C_:.. X ,see 403
:SSee letters to George Grote and Catrne_, LL. C_. XV. 7t-,-t_1() Jan . 1862, and -0- (2(t Jan ,
1862).
2"lbtd , 774 t28 Jan . 1802) Cf the &scusslon m the lntrt_ucuon, xxui above
-Uqnletters to Henry, Fa'_cett, Ca_rnes. and Theodor Gomperz, tbtd. 776 (_ _.|ar , 18t,2_. "r,3 !15
June. 1862). and 809 (14 Dec , 1862) In the second ot the_e he quahftes h_s apparentl} faxourablc
judgment on Seward's despatch "'as a whole" m response to Cairned' dtssausfact_on
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and published when _t was, the paper helped to encourage those Liberals who had felt
overborne by the tide of illiberal opinion, and to form m favour of the good cause a nucleus
of opmmn which increased gradually, and after the success of the North began to seem
probable, rapldl._. When we returned from our lourney I wrote a second amcle, a review of
Professor Calrnes" book pubhshed in the Wesmunswr Rerww England is paying the
penalty, in man_ uncomfortable ways, of the durable resentment which her ruling classes
stLrredup m the United State_ by their ostentauous wishes for the rum of America as a
nation: th% have reason to be thankful that a fewr.li only a fen known writers and speakers.
standing firmly b) the Americans in the nine ol their greatest difficulty, effected a pamal
diversion of these bitter feehngs, and made Great Britain not altogether o&ous to the
Americans 31
The essay was offpnnted m a textually unchanged version 3: and published as a
pamphlet in Boston (Little, Brown, 1862 ) that went through two printings within a
year. Of the changes between the versions m Fraser's and in Dissertations and
Dzscussions onb one is tmportant, the addition of a long footnote at 133,
consisting mostl_ of quotanon from a letter from Wendell Philhps correcting
Mill's statements about the Abolitionists. Of the minor alterauons, perhaps the
most interesting t as t.vp_calof Mdl's search tot the accurate word) ts h_sdescribing
Hen_' Cares' as a "high authority'" m 1862 and an "unimpeachable" one in 1867
_132"-%.
The review of Calrnes" The Slate Power, as suggested above, _sclosel? related
to "'The Contest m America'" m rime as well as theme: _tappeared, however, m the
Westmmswr rather than Fraser's, was not oftprinted by Mill. and was excluded
from the Briush Dissertations and Discussions. Like "The Contest m America'" _t
was pubhshed as a pamphlet m the Umted States, and was included in American
editions of Dissertations and Dzscusszons. There _s no md_cauon that these
versions were supervised b? Mill. so our copy-text _sthe original and ont_ Brlush
version: but substantive variants m the American versions, all minor, are gwen in
notes, s3 The epistola_' record will make twentieth-century
authors again
sorrowful that technological progress has made haste rather less than siowlx.
While travelling with h_s stepdaughter after completmg "'The Contest m America."
Mill offered to revie_ Cmrnes for the Westmtnster. John Chapman, Its editor.
having accepted, Mill--now back in Avignon--promised
on 31 August. 1862, to
have it to Chapman by 20 September at the latest, as _t was important to call
•
_.4
attention to Cairnes" book as soon as possible.- He actually sent the rev_e_ from
Avignon on 11 September, asking for proof or, If there was not ume. to have
sICW, I. 268
3ZOne typographical error wa_ introduced, another was not corrected, and the page number, v, ere
changed
33One change In the pamphlet, from "round" tt_"around", _s not so recorded The accidentals sho_
undoubted mtervennon on the western side of the ocean for example, v,here Mdl use,, a quotauon ol
Cremes from Clay, both have "neighbours" for Cla}'s "nelghbor_"--but
the American ver`mns delete
the non-U.S "u "
3aLL. CW, XV. 788. 789
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"'some careful person..,
collate the proof with the manuscnpt.'" But there was
time, and thirteen days later, after two postal journeys between Avignon and
London. setting, and proof-correction, the last page of proof was returned to
Chapman. 35
The intimacy that obtained between Mill and the Austlns m the 1820s and "30s
did not survive political and personal differences in the late "40s: indeed. _ hen
John Austin died late in 1859, Mill acknowledged his debt to him in a note to their
granddaughter, Janet Duff-Gordon, without even mentioning Sarah. 3_He brought
himself, however, shortly' thereafter, to recommend to her that all of her husband's
lectures be published, revised only to remove the repetitions: when the 2nd edmon
of the Province appeared in 1861. Mill actually' defended tho_e repetmons as
necessary In lectures to students, against the criticism of James Fltzjames Stephen
in the Edinburgh. _ In assembling her husband's manuscripts, Sarah Austin found
some gaps in the lectures: Mill, hearing of the problem, wrote to Henri Reeve, her
nephew, offering his notes taken thlrt) 5ears earlier, "'to suppl3, in howe_er
imperfect a manner, the hiatus. "'-_sTh_s typical meticulousness led to the
restoranon of important parts of the text. pamcularl? much oI Lecture 39 and all of
Lecture 40, when, six years later. Robert Campbell prepared a __o-called 3rd
edition of the Lectures on Jurlsprudem e. _
To avoid confusion about the status of the edition Mill reviewed in Octo0er,
1863. a few words about the publishing hl_tor_ of Austin's lectures are needed
The edition he reviewed 1,_known a,_the 2nd, and Campbell's is knox_n a,_the 3rd,
but those idennficatlons are not exactb right: the 2rid edmon of the Province,
published m 1861, wa_ also de,_gnated as \ olume I of the three-volume edmon o!
the Lectures in 1863 Ithe version Mill revxev_ed, though the original heading ofh_
amcte refers to them as separate works, and in h_snotes he clte_ Volumes It and Ill
as Volumes I and It L That is. Volumes II and IIl of the Lecture.s on ,lurlsprudencc
first appeared, and that ntle was first used, m 1863. so the edmon of t669 '._a,_
really the 2rid. not the 3rd, edition of the Lectures, though tcountmg the 1861 and
1863

issues

as one edition

) it was

the 3rd of the Provln_

c tthough

that title

wa., not

separately used in 1869). The matter is exen further comphcated b\ the l,_suance m
1863 as a separate publication of On the t "ses of Jurl._prudencc "'from the Third
Volume of "Lectures on Jurisprudence'", m the heading of Nh/t',, article it lb ._o
identified, although, as mentioned above, the Lccmre._ are said in that heading to
consist of only two volumes
351btd , 792. 708
_'IbM.. 658
a_lbld , 674 tl0 Feb , 18601. and "57-8 L20 De_ . 18611
3_lbtd . 822 I I5 Jan , 1863 I. see also 823 _17 Jan . 18_3 J. X VI. 1142-5 _3t_Jan . 18t_,. and XVII.
1625 120 Jut',. 1869_
WLondon Murray, 180_ There, m the "'Advertisement tt_the, Edlt_otl," I. _-x t. and again in a note a_
II, 705, Campbell exp|ams the part Mdl'_ notes pla,,ed m laL,,reconstrucnon ot the text _Apart trom
Lectares 39 and 40, Lectures 3.4.5.22.28.
and 2'4 v.erc mapro_ed and or expanded
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Mill's interest having been both stimulated and revealed to Austin and Reeve, it
is not surprising that he reviewed the volumes, thus giving himself, as he says in
the Autobiography, "an opportunity of paying a deserved tribute" to Austin's
memorj, and also of "expressing some thoughts on a subject on which, in my old
days of Benthamism, I had bestowed much study."4° Correspondence concerning
the review itself has not survived, except in a letter to Henry Samuel Chapman of 5
October, 1863, which mentions that it is about to appear in the Edinburgh. 4_ By
that time Mill was occupied with the first draft of his Examinanon of Sir Wilham
Hamilton's Philosophy tcompleted bv November), and was thinking of the form
his judgments of Auguste Comte should take, and so. given the detail and length of
the article, it is likely that he worked on it early in the vear. 4zThe close attention to
the subject matter did not preclude the kind of personal touch that heightens the
sense of maste_, as in the indications that he heard the lectures (179,204t, and
had knowledge of the manuscripts ( 1921. There is also an echo (though the terms of
the metaphor have altered) of his earlier assessments of Bentham. who ts here
portrayed as employing a "battering ram" rather than a "'builder's trowel" _1681
And there is another reflection that Mill himself may not have been conscious of,
and that his contemporaries certainl\ could not have seen. m saying that Austin
"'has been in nothing more useful than m forming the minds by which he Is, and
will hereafter be, judged" ( 167t. Mill comes ver_' close to the views expressed bx
his wife and himself about their role as guides for the future. 4'
Like other articles of this period, the review of Austin was little revised for
republication. It was offprinted without alterations, and only five minor changes
(including two reflecting the difference in provenance and two corrections of
misprints) were made for D_ssertations and D_scusstons There are rather more
accidental changes than usual, probabl? because the Edmburgh's preferred
spelhngs ("s'" rather than "'z'" in participles and hyphens inserted m some
compound words_ and punctuation lespeclally lighter use of commas) differed
more from Longman's land Mill's) style than did that of the other journals printing
his essays at the time.
The next few years brought Mill to the height of his public acclaim as new books
and editions poured forth and his election as M P. for Westminster hlghhghted his
ideas and public character. One inevitable result w as a great increase in requests
for opinions and appearances, his occastonal comphance with which is witnessed
in the next two _tems in this volume, his evidence to the Taunton Schools Inquiry
Commission and his InauguralAddre.s_s at St. Andrews Anticipating a request lor
4_'Autobtofraphx. C_I, 1. 268
_ILL, CW. XV, 889
a2He spent the first pan of the year m London, going to Avignon for April and Ma._, returning tc,
London m June, and then again t_ Avignon trom September untd lanuao,
1804 From Apnl u, June he
was troubled by Theodore Gomperzs unreqmted mlatuatmn v, tth Helen Ta'.lor
"JSee. for one of the less attracuve statements, his letter to her oI 29 Jan , 1854 ILL. Cg'. XIV.
141-2j
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his opinion on educanonal endowments, he wrote on 21 May. 1866, to his lifelong
friend Edwin Chadwick for information and advice: Chadwick, ever willing,
complied, and some time in the next two months, busy as Mill was with pohtlcal
affairs (the great Hyde Park Reform agitation occurred m July, when he also
assumed the Chair of the Jamaica Committee), he sent a draft of his paper to
Chadwick for comment He requested its return on 5 August. and. having made
"various alterations and insertmns'" to comply w_th those comments, sent his
answers to the Commission on 9 August, at the same t_me conveymg h_s thanks to
Chadwick. a4The text, taken from Parliamentary Papers. has been altered slightly
to conform to that used in this edinon for all of Mill's interrogations and evidence
for parliamentary.' committees and royal commissions: the most s_gnificant
typographical feature is the placing of the quesnons in italic type to contrast w_th
the roman of Mill's answers.
The other item dtrectlv related to Mall's pubhc stature is his Inaugural Addres_
delivered to the Umversltv oI St. Andrew_ on 1 February. 1867. and quickly pubhshed m an edition of 104)0cople._, a 2nd edmon of 500 being called for m the same
month, and a cheap People's Edinon of 2000 codes m March, w lth another issue
of 1000 in June. The students, m elecnng Mill Rector. were obvlousl_ partaking m
a wtdespread expectation of sagacxty from him. and seeking to honour hma. rather
than to have him serve them m ver_ material ways.as The general rather than local
rams--though the prmse of Scottish universmes and the concluding references to
theological studies show his attennon to pathos and ethos4'_--are clear m the few
sentences he g_ves to the Addre.ss in h_s Autobto_raphy:
In this Discourse I gave expressmn to man_ thoughts and oDmons which had been
accumulating m me through hfe respecting the various studms which behmg to a hberal
educanon, thmr uses and influences, and the mcxte m _h_ch thex shoald be pursued t,->
render those influences most beneflcml The poslnon I took up. xmdlcatmg the high
educanonal value ahke of the old cla,._lc and the ne,a scmnnfic _tud_e._.on e_en stronger
grounds than are urged bx most of thmr advocates and ms_stmgthat tt _, onlx the stupid
inefficiency of the usual teaching which makes those studies be regarded a, compentor_
instead ot alhe_, v,as. I think, calculated, not onlx to atd and snmulate the improvement
which ha_ happily commenced m the nanonal msntut_on., for higher education, but to
diffuse .lusterideas than v,e often fred even m htghl._educated men on the condlnons of the
h_ghestmental cult_vatmn,aThis account suggests both the t_me and the care he spent m prepanng the A&ires_
(probably' in Avignon, where he spent much of the inter-parhamenta D reces,_.
_lbtd.

XVI. 1168. 1122. 118-',-8. 1t90

4_For dermis ot h_ elecnon and his performance o! Rectorial dune_, xet' a,nna J Mill 'The hr_t
Ornamental Rector al St Andre,as Unl_ers_t_ .' Scotn_tl Ht_torlca_ Re_r)_. XLlll, I,c,4), !31-._
"_'Cf Barn, John ,Stuart Mdl. 128
":'C!4'. 1,287 Ot the spemflc notmns m the Addres,_. :,e',eral permit ot tuller eluc_dat)on than _he_
have recm',ed, m one place, for instance, he make, the pom_ later fully eluctdated b._ R H Ta',_ne\
_aymg that Bnnsh character ha,, been shaped since the Stuart_ bx _v,,, influence, "commerc_,d
mone._-gettmg busmes,, and rehgum_ Puntam,m'" (253_
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however, he gave httle time to St. Andrews, arriving only on 31 January, and
leaving again on 2 February for two speaking engagements In Manchester before
returning to London on the 5th. (This flurry of activity, outside London was quite
untypical; Mill delivered public speeches rarely, even during hi,_ parliamentary
career, and almost always in London. _ He undoubtedly had a printed version in
mind from the beginning, though perhaps he thought a three-hour speech was
fitting to the occasion. The full transcription of his speech in those capacious
repositories, the contemporary newspapers, as well as the quick publication in
book form, gave publicity to his ideas, and the response to them was generally
favourable, though, as Stefan Collini points out t hn-hv above I, there was criticism
of his support for classical studies. The Addre,ss was widely read in the Unned
States (it appeared in Littell's Living Age, in book form, and in the U.S. editions
of Dissertations and Discusstons_; it was, like almost all his works, qmckl)
translated into German, and, unusually, into Hungarian.
The printed text is uncomplicated, with but one variant, probabl3 from the
compositor" s misreading of"lInes'" for "'times." A portion of what would appear to
be a first draft exists, which differs m a multitude of details from the printed
version; the differences are so numerous that attention to them might divert the
reader from the main argument, and so they are given in Appendix D. as variant
notes to the fragment in its draft version.
The Inaugural Address provides a broad and relanvely objecnve survey of man 3
of Mill's concerns, public and private, the second book in thas volume, The
Subjection of Women, gives his fullest argument for the most passionately felt of
these, sexual equality. The book's antecedents ma 3 be inferred in part from other
items here included: the companion essays on marriage, the fragments printed m
Appendix B, and Harriet Mill's "'Enlranchlsement of Women" IAppendix C _ Mill
so determinedly and correctly asserted that his attitude to sexual equality preceded
her teaching of him that his main statement deserves quotation in full:
The steps in my mental growth for which I was indebted to her were far from being those
which a person wholly unreformed on the subject would probabl) suspect It might be
supposed, for instance, that my strong convmnons on the complete equaht_ m all legal,
political, social and domestic relations, which ought to exist between men and women, may
have been adopted or learnt from her. This was so far from being the fact. that those
conv_ctions were among the earhest results of the apphcat_on of m_ mind to polmcal
subjects, and the strength with which I held them was, as I believe, more than anything
else, the originating cause of the interest she felt m me. What is true is. that until I knew her,
the opinion was. in my mind, little more than an abstract prlnc_ple I sag no more reason
why women should be held m legal subjecuon to other people, than why men should 1was
certain that their interests required fully as much protection as those ot men. and were quite
as httle likely to obtain it without an equal voice m making the taws by which the)' are to be
bound. But that percepnon of the vast practical bearings of women's disabilities which
found expression in the book on TheSubjection of Women. was acquired mainly through her
teaching. But for her rare knowledge of human nature and comprehension oI moral and
social influences, though I should doubtless have held my present opinions 1 should have
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had aver T insufficient perception of the mode m which the consequences of the inferior
position of women intertwine themselves with all the evils of existing society and with all
the difficulties of human improvement. 1 am indeed painfully conscious hoaxmuch of her
best thoughts on the subject 1have failed to reproduce, and how greatly that httle treatise
falls short of what would have been gwen to the world tf she had put on paper her entire mind
on this question, or had hved to revise and improve, as she certainly would have done, m?
imperfect statement of the case 4_
It seems likely, though not provable, that the priont3 of publicanon of her
"Enfranchisement of Women" in 1851 inhibited the preparation of a fuller work b_
them together or by him alone When, three years later, they were planning their
life's work, their list of subjects only hints at aspects of the question 4,
"Differences of character," including those arising from sex. "'Love.'" "Education
of tastes," "'Family & Conventional,'" all bear some relation to the themes of The
Subjection of Women. but none is specmlly close except the first (which clearl_
suggests the "Ethology" that Mill never wrote) and the last two (which. especmll 3
the final one, are touched on m Harriet Tavlor's manuscnpt fragments), A month
later, in March. 1854, however, when the 3 agreed not to accept John Chapman's
request to repnnt the "Enfranchisement."
a _ork more speclfical b like The
Subjection of Women is implied. "I think that to refuse was best, on the whole."
Mill writes to his wife, "'for I should not hke an3 more than you that that paper
should be supposed to be the best we could do. or the real expression of our mind
on the subject . . . I only wish the better thing we have promised to write were
already written Instead of being in prospect ,,5oIt remained m prospect, however.
until 1860_._'hen 1}fillfelt ready to put down his o,_n thOug_ts atleng_-_';nting_to
Henry Fawcett on 24 December. he remarked that he had finished two works
(Considerations on Representattve Government and Utihtariamsm). and had
"made good progress with a third,'" that is, The Subjection of Women._; It was, hke
most of his other works, mcludmg the other two just menttoned, not occasional.
and his explanation in the Autobiography of tts genesis and delayed pubhcatton _s
plausible if not fully conclusive:
It was written at my daughter's suggesnon that there m_ght,m an} event, be m existence a
written extx)smon of m3 opmmns on that great quesuon, a, full and conclusive as ! could
make it. The lntennon v,as to keep thts among other unpubhshed papers, lmproxmg t: from
time to time if I was able. and to pubhsh it at the time when it should seem hkelv to be most
useful As ultlmatel} pubhshed it was enriched _lth some _mportan_,tdeas of m_
daughter's, and passages of her writing But m what was of mx o_ n composmon, all that L,
4sAutobtograph_, Cg. I. 253n
4"q"he full list reads lm "confused order.' as Mdl satd_ "Dffterence,, ot character (nai_on, race, age
sex, temperament)
Love Educatmn of tastes Rehg_on de l'-X_,emr Plaio Slander FounOaiion o_
morals Unhty of rehgmn Socmhsm Libert? D(_ztnne that causation _, wxll To the,,,e." aJ.read?
agreed on, he continues. "q have noV, added t-rom }our letter Farad}, & Con_ ennt,nal" (LL, C_,t XI\.
152 [7 Feb . 1854]) For comment on most of these _ee C_a,. X. CXXII-CXXlX
5°LL, CW, XIV. 18_-90 (20 Mar . 1854)
S"lbtd , XV. 716
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most striking and profound belongs to my wile: coming from the fund of thought whmh had
been made common to us both. by our innumerable conversations and discusstons on a toDc
which filled so large a place m our minds. s2
At any rate, when he decided to publish the book in 1869, after hts help m founding
and promoting the Women's
Suffrage Society and his advocacy of the cause in the
House of Commons,
he seems to have chosen his time well. Three British editions,
each of 1500 copies, appeared in May, June, and October, 1869. and two in the
United States in that year, and it was translated almost immedlateb,
into French,
Danish. German,
Italian, Polish, and Russian. 5_ Even a casual glance through
Mill's correspondence
for 1869 and 1870 will show ,lust how' much interest and
admiration The Subjection
of Women earned: indeed, on the surviving evidence,
no other of his works drew so much immediate correspondence.
IThe comparison
is of course skewed because both his public posit_on and his circle of acquamtance
were greater m 1869 than when his earlier works appeared, t
As well as enthusiastic
supporters,
and such vituperative
opponents
as J.F.
Stephen, there were some allies who thought Mill's message was untimely if not
excessive: Bain was one, and Mill's reply to him strongly asserts the ripeness of
the time. Mill's impassioned
plea, too long for tull quotatton here, deserves to be
read, but Bain's subdued summary- gives the sense:
Without entering into an argument with him on h_s equahty vlev,, I expressed my doubt,
as to the expedmncy of putting this more stronGlY than people Generally would be v, llhng to
accept, inasmuch as the equahty of right, did not presuppose absolute equaht._ ol tacuhtes
He rephed wtth much warmth, contending that the da._ of a temporizing pohcy was past. that
it was necessary, to shot. not s_mpl.v that the removal of resmctmns would leave things as
they are, but that many women are really capable of taking advantagc of the higher
opemngs And further, he urged. _t was necessary, to stimulate the asplrat_on_ of women
themselves, so as to obtain proofs from experience as to what they could do s4
The rapid exhaustion
of the first two edmons meant that Mill had httle time to
reconsider, and so it is not surprising that the only textual change is the correction
in the 2nd edmon of a misprint C'progresslve'"
for "'progess_ve'" at 276 16), or that
one evident error remained in all edmons ("she" at 324.20, corrected m this edttion
"zCW. I, 265, he habxtuallxreferred to his stepdaughter Helen "l-a?lor. as his daughter Later in thc
Autobiography, m his one-paragraph concluding summaU ofh_s post-parliamentary,career, he says "'l
have published The Subjecnon Of Women, wnnen s_m_e_ear_ before, wath,ome addmons b_ m._
daughter and myself
""(tbtd , 290) It cannot be superfluous, m the hght of these dlscimmers t_,
point to some isolated passages that sho_ his personal touch tot example, the echo of Bentham', tone
and termmology in the reference to "'thepower of the scold, or the ,,brewish sanction' f2891. the clmm
to personal knowledge of lndtan goxeminent 1303nI, the comment, going back to discussions wlth hi,
father, that "'senslbdn._ to the present, ts the main quaht', on which the capacity for practice, as
dlstmgmshed from theory, depends" 13051, the typical norton that echoe_ the passage here being
footnoted, that men verify and work out women's original thoughts _316 _.and, perhaps strongest ol all.
the account of feelmgs on emerging from boyhood _337t
_It Is surpnsmg that The Sublectlon of Women ISnot hsted in Mtll's blblmgraph,, ol hi,,pubhshed
wntmgs, but perhaps the amanuens_s s_mply tatled to cop}' the entp,'
_'*Bam,John Stuart Mill, 131, for M_ll's statement _,eeLL, Ci4, XVII, 1623-4 _letterto Barn. la,
]ul',, 18691.
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to "he"). Like On Liberty and Utihtananism, The Subtecnon of Women has few
even implicit references, unlike them. and in this respect unique among Milt's
books, for no evident reason Jt lacks chapter titles.
The campaign for women's rights occupied much of Mill's t_me and energ_ for
the remamder of his life, sharing primacy with the movement for reform of land
tenure, but he, deeply concerned like man)" others over the European situation, did
not ignore international relations "Treaty ObllgaUons.'" published over his name
m the Formtghtly Review in December, 1870. shows his concern, as do the associated letters he wrote to The Times. The) were. indeed. _ntten at the same
time. for the letters appeared on 19 and 24 November. and Mill returned the proofs
of "Treat,,-. Obligations" on the "_Sth. 5._ In her continuation of Mill's Autobzography, Helen Taylor refers to the publication of the article, and says.
he also wrote two letters to the Times m the month of No_ember 1870on the same topic
The3 were called forth by a cr-,, that arose at that time m a txwtlon ol the Enghsh press, for
plunging England into a _ar v,lth Russia The\ _ere the first protest that appeared m an\
well known name against such a war. the_ called torth others and helped to calm do_ n the
warlike excitement that was being aroused st,
Again the text provides no problems, the article was not republished m MIII'_
hfetime, and the posthumous version in Volume IV of Dts_ertanons and
Discussions (1875). edited bv Helen Taylor. shows a corrected typographical error
(a comma was removed), one minor substantive ("which'" changed to "'that". a
change purists wish had been more often made in Mill's w.orks), and one altered
spelling ("s'" to "'z" m "demoralizing").
The final item in the main text is Mill's evidence, g_ven on 13 Ma 3. 1871.
before the Ro_ al Commission on the Contagious Diseases Acts of 18(_6and 1869
Busy as ever, he was engaged--reded,
abetted, and led b\ Helen Taxlor--m
controversy, over leadership of the aomen's suffrage movement, 5- and active in
the Land Tenure Reform Assoc|atton. having u rttten _tsExplanatora Statement in
March, and making a speech for it on 15 Ma_ He also published "'Marne on
Village Communmes'" m that month, and _ as understandabl 3 fussed over getting
rid of his Blackheath house, where he had h_ed since his mamage, preparators. It,
moving to his last London home m apartments m Victoria Street He mu_t ha_e had
little time to consider the details of the administration and operation ol the
Contagious Diseases Acts. of '_.hIch he certaml\ had no personal knou ledge, and
so his answers, firm and persistent, draw. as Stefan Colllm argues, on principle
and reason, not facts and Induction.
The text presents problems that are dlsgmsed m other case_ _here Mill': oral
_\Vlth the plx×_Isv,enl hl_ ofle! (of \_ abo_el to act ,t_ editor ol the t",,rt,m,'hti_ _ h)]c Moric_ rcgmncd
his ,,trength
_"C_,. I, e,26
_VOne reason )or the _pht v, a, the desire tq Mill % group, the LondoI: Nat),)na) Soclclx Ior \_,omen ,
Sufi'rage. It) dissociate i/stir officlatl_ '_rom the campaign t,) repeal the Contag_ou, D_sca-c, \,t,
de_p_te their admitted nox_ou,,ness Sec L1. CI_. Y\ II, lhlYn
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evidence is included in this edition, because here there are two versions, one in
Parliamentary Papers and one in a pamphlet issued by the National Association
for the Repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts that says on its title page, quite
wrongly, "'Reprinted Verbatim from the Blue Book '" Under normal circumstances, which there is no reason to beheve did not obtain, the evidence in the Blue
Books gives what the recorder took down, amended--not by the witness--merely
to ensure sense. Nothing is known that would indicate Mill's control over the
pamphlet text, and neither version is in Mill's library, and so one is left with two
differing versions with competing authority. It appears, however, that the
pamphlet was pnnted, if not verbatim, at least on the basis of the Blue Book, and
not from some version amended by Mill or another. 5_The later version has some
evident corrections ("fail" for "'fall'" at 365.40. and "care" for "'cure" at 366.47),
and in general the pamphlet reflects some attention to clarity. We therefore have
adopted it as copy-text, but have given the variant readings from Parhamentara"
Papers in notes, 59 and accepted, where sense and consistency demanded, some
accidentals from the earlier version. (The resisted urge to do more emendation was
very strong, as will be realized by anyone who has seen supposedly, verbatim
reports of her or his lectures or conversation. ) The format, as with all such verbal
evidence, has been slightly modified to ease reading: questions are italicized, the
"'Q.'" and "',4." that precede questions and answers in the pamphlet version are
omitted, as are the numbers of the questtons in the Blue Book version: and the full
names of the commission members are given before the first question each asks.

APPENDICES
THEAPPENDEDMATERIALSare of four kinds: (a) essays and fragments b3 Harriet
Taylor, before and after her marriage to Mill, that are cognate to his writings on
sexual equality, and m the writing of which he had an redirect or even a direct
hand, (b) a draft fragment In hts hand. (c) material that is not certainlx of Mill's
own composition, though issued over his name with his authority, and (d) editorial
materials.
In the first group fall Appendices A, B, and C. The first of these is Harnet
Taytor's early essay, _ which we have entitled, like Mill's companion piece, "'On
Marriage" (see above, lvlii-lx). 6_ The evidence for dating, as indicated above, is
5SPot instance, errors m the Blue Book are repeated m the pamphlet, and one v,ord m the pamphlet t_
hyphenated to reproduce an end-of-hne hyphen m the Blue Bc_)k, whde elsex_here m N)th ",er_lons _!
appears as one word
591tshould be noted that more than half the variants occur m the questtons put to Mdl, rather than m
his answers
S_For a description of the manuscript, see n 6 above
6_The manuscript is accompanied by two drafts, which are repnnted, with commentar 3 , m John M
Robson. "Hamet Taylor on Mamage
Two Fragments," Mdl New._ Letter, XVIII (Summer. Iq83L
2-6
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slight. One related fragment is on paper watermarked 1831 : the other, closer to our
text, is like it on paper watermarked 1832._': So we have contented ourselves with
the rather hollow certainty that her essay is of the same unascertained but probable
date as his, i.e., 1832-33. The essay is of interest blographmatly, and also as
tending to support, if not confirm, his assertion about her role m giving him ideas
that he developed, The most obvious one here is m the concluding sentence, "'It is
for you.., to teach, such as may be taught, that the higher the kind of enloyment,
the greater the degree...":
this hint, coupled as it is with the notion of the lofty
"poetic nature." adumbrates a central issue m Mill's ethics
Appendix B is made up of five items that we attribute jointly to Harriet Taylor
and J.S. Mill. They are all in Mill's hand, except the title of the first and some
corrections on the first and fourth, which are m hers, but that title, "'Rights of
Women--and Especially with Regard to the Elective Franchise--By a Woman
--Dedicated to Queen Victoria.'" the character, tone. and syntax of the pieces, and
our slight knowledge of their working habits, all suggest that Mtll wrote them at
her dictation and/or copied them from now lost draft_ m her hand They all. in
subject and in argument, can be interpreted a_ prelimina_' to her "'Enfranchisement of Women" Idiscussed beloa I. especmlly as the paper that ts v, atermarked is
of 1847, but there _s no reference to them m extant correspondence or memoirs.
The first and most extensive _s on paper of 1847. <_The e&tonat notes indicate
where Tavlor's changes can be made out t she made alteranons in pencil that Mill
traced over in ink), and where the length of text on a side suggests prate-meal
composition.
The text of the second manuscnpt, entitled m Mill's hand "'V¢omen--iRlghts
of)," is reconstructed from two no_ separate items m the Mill-Taylor Collection. e4No explanauon has been found for the curious condmon ofthts manuscnpt
the first two sheets having been cut in half, Taylor pencilled a circled "'A'"at the
end of the text on f. Ir and a circled "'B'"at the end of f 2r of No 2: she then. m the
blank space at the bottom of 3v, wrote tall m faded pencil, except for the first
"2Hamet Ta,,lor's hand has provided no good clues the most prom_sxng leature an o,_ca,qonal Long
"s,'" appears on other fragments m the oallecnon on paper c,l 183t and ot 1832 but not In these
manuscripts and not later, one might theretore mfm that these are later than other tragment, v, ntten on
paper of the same date, but the e',ldence l.,,u_ shght lot confident a_,,,emon Indeed aimo,,t all t,f he-'
extant papers are m Box III of the collecnon, mostl._ on pawr ot 1832 and, le,;, c,_mmonlx _,,f 1S31. bu',
th_s chance surve, al doe, nol lustff> a conclusion thai she v,a, spec_all', ,:tmmlated tt, begin muck bm
finish nothing, m the earl.', 1830s
6SMill-Taylor Collection. Vol XLI, No 2. numbered 22 tt_51. v,atemaarked "'J \_, barman 1ha- ' It
consists of five sheet,,, c 37 0 cm x 22 7 cm . folded to make tx_ent\ s_dc,,. _ 1S acm \ "-.2- cm ,ttac
last tv, o sheets interfolded, so that the fourth sheet make,, tf 13-14. 1'4 2tl_ written rec,o and ",erso
numbered b), Mdl on every, fourth foho m the top nghl comer There arc current cancellamm, and
mterhnings m Mill's hand. occasmnalb confirming mmk change_, made m pencil bx Taxior
_lbM.. ff 15-1 "r, and 6. ft 50-t No 2 consists ot three ,.eparatc ,hp, v, ntten recto and '.er,o, the
first two cut across between lines of text. all are c 1,_4 cm broad the hmght being ie,apeet_xel_.
c 12 ? cm . 15 2 cm . and 22 8 cm The third t_ m fact lull size, for the t_o ,crap, making up No t,
ff 50-I. arethemlssmgbm,
ofNo 2. measunngrespeet_xel_
10 lcm \ll',5cmandt, cm \IS 5
cm . they fit exactl 3 ¢by text and v, atermark as 'aell as mea,mrement Ithe first t_ o ,trap., o_ Nt, 2 The
watermark ts again "{J Wh]atman [I ]g.l" '"
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twenty words of "'B,'" where the pencil has been raked over}, following a circled
"A'" and "B," the same words that Mill wrote m ink on lr and 2r of No. 6---i.e., the
parts of lr and 2r of No. 2 that were cut off. Also, after the first word on No. 6,
f. lv ("extraction2'), which ends a paragraph, she has pencilled "'Rights of women."
Whatever the explanation, there can be no doubt that the sequence of scraps is/as
here published) No. 2, f. lr: No. 6, f. lr; No. 2, f. lv: No. 6, f. lv: No. 2, f. 2r:
No. 6, f. 2v (because the slip is bound in backwards): No 2, f. 2v: No. 6, f. 2r;
No. 2, f. 3r; No. 2, f. 3v ¿top half).
The third manuscript, headed rather ungrammatlcally in Mill's hand "The
Rights of Women to the Elective Franchise and Its Advantages," is clearly an outline rather than a finished document or even a draft/'5 The fourth manuscript.
headed m Mill's hand "'Why Women Are Entitled to the Suffrage, ''_'_and the fifth
unheaded manuscript _- are even more patently outlines.
Although only prehmma_ workings, these are all reformative, not least m their
expressing radical femmlst principles rather more openly than do "'The Enfranchisement of Women" and The Subjectton _fWomen It may be noted mcidentall_
that the title of the latter is adumbrated at the opening of the second paragraph of
"Women--(Rights of ).'"Certaml_ the manuscripts indicate smgly and collectively
the extent to which questRons of sexual equality were m the minds of Taylor and
Mill m the late 1840s when, it seems fair to say, their effective authorlal
collaboration was really beginning, as Mall's account in the Autobiography of her
part m Princtples of Political Economy and his ded_cation of that work to her assert
so stronglyJ '_
Appendix C. "'The Enfranchisement of Women," was the on b published
expression of their views on sexual equahty during Harriet Taylor Milk's hfetlme.
That the items included m Appendix B are related to its composttion is suggested
by Mill' s letter to her of 21 FebruaD. 1849, whereto he says that the best contribution to improved relations between women and men would be for her to finish her
"pamphlet--or little book rather, for it should be that.'" He adds: "'Ido hope you are
going on with it--gone on with & finished & published it must be. & next season
too. ''69 That urgency was not comphed with, but just over a year later, on 19
March, 1850, when writing to Hickson about the posslbiht3 of articles for the
Westminster, Mill says that he ma3 be moved to write on the whole question of the
effect of laws and customs on the status of women. 7_'The occasion for completing
6Slb_d . ff 33-4 The identifying part of the watermark is not _m thl,,,sheet v, hich i_ folded once to
make two fohos, c 19 0 cmx 22 8 cm , wntten lr. lx, 2r Itop on b I
661bid.. ff. 20-1 Again the identifying part of the watermark is not on this sheet, which l,,,lolded once
to make two fohos, c 18.7 cm x 22 5 cm.. written lr ( 1,'4 left blank), I_ 12 5 lett blankl. 2r _1,4 left
btankl
e"lbid, f. 32. Once more the ldenttIying part of the watermark is not on th_ single toho. c 18 2 cm
x 22.1 cm., written recto onb
68See CW, 1,255-7, and Ill. 1026
6ULL. C14", XIV. 13
"°lbtd , 47-8
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the essay came in October, when the New York Tribune reported on the V_omen's
Rights Convention in Worcester. Massachusetts: here obviously was a chance to
show advanced Brmsh opinion that the United States was leading the way. But the
essay was not finished before 3 March, 1851. when Mill offered to send tt to
Hlckson wtthm a week for the April number of the Westrmmter _ Indeed, It _ a_
not qmte ready even then, for, learning that the April number was full, Mill
delayed a little further, but finally' sent It for the July number (expressing relief that
it escaped association with the "'desDcable trash" printed m the Apnl numbert -:
Hickson was at this t_me trying vainly to get Mill to reassume e&tor_hip of the
review, but Mill. who had--after over t_enty years of love--finally mamed
Harriet Taylor on 21 April, seems not to have been seriously tempted _ In an
undated letter, probably of late May, M_ll wrote again to H_ckson, to sa_ that he
wished to keep the proof, _hich had just arrived, as long as was con_ement. _t
bemg "necessa D' on such a sub)ect to be as far as possible invulnerable.'" "I have
not," he continues. "'quite fixed on a heading. The best 1 have thought oI _
'Enfranchisement of Women " The one _ou propose with the _ord "_ex" m _t
would never do. That word is enough to vulgarize a whole review It is almost a_
bad as "female. "''7_The touchiness here evident is much more pronounced m the
next letter to Hickson on 9 June.
I am surpnsed to see by the revise ofm_ article that _ou ha_e made t_o verbal alteranon_
1gave you the artlcte on an understood constderanon, the onl_ one on v, htch I e'.cr _ntc.
that no alterations should be made b_ anyone but myself, & Irom th_ condmon I cannot
depart I have returned the corrected rexlse to the printer I should be obhged by 3our !etnng
me have Itt possible before the re__e_ _ out_ tv,ent,,-five ,eparate copras, at m 3 expcn,e l
wish for no title page. but m place of it a page V,lth onl_ the word_ "'Reprinted from the
Westminster Revmv, for Jul', 1851 ""I _hould hke to see a proof ot the reprint -_
It wall have been noted that m the correspondence w_th H_ck,on Mdl
consistently refers to the article as his own, because H_ckson v, as famdmr v,_th
Mill's handwriting, one may refer that the manuscript w as m hts hand las are those
m Appendix B_. There is, therefore, on thl_ e_ldence some uncertamt_ about
authorship, and the essay has been attributed to Mill b_ some As vx_llbe seen.
however, most of the evidence hes m the other scale. Mtll, tt _ dl be recalled, had
urged Harriet Taylor to finish her "'pamphlet" or "'httle book." After _t_pubhcamm
(and their mamagel, he wrote to Anna Blackwell. on 16 August. 1851. noting that
the article was anonymous, and dechnmg her attribunon of it to him. -"' Th_ > a
quiet hint, but the next ts more vehement, m a letter to h_s _ tfe on 0 March. 1S5-_.
when reporting a letter from John Chapman proposing to reprint the amcle, x_h,,ch
-_lbtd , 55-6
"2lb_d ,
"_lhtd ,
"41b_d ,
"_lb_d .
"¢'lb,d ,

56 _10 Mar L 50-7 t14 Mar ). and _,1-2 _14 Apr 1
62 and 63 _[28"] and 20 Apr t
66
6'4
75
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Chapman "'vulgarly calls..,
the article on Woman," Mill says, "'How very vulgar
all his notes are. I am glad however that it is your permission he asks." He goes on
to ask her what to do. 77 She, as always, comphed, and he reported to her on 20
March:
I sent to Chapman the letter you drafted, exactl`' as it was, only choosmg the phrases l
preferred where you gave the choice of two I think that to refuse was best, on the whole, for
1 should not hke any more than you that that paper should be supposed to be the best we
could do. or the real expression of our mmd on the subject This is not supposed of a mere
revmw arncle v, ritten on a special occasmn as that was, but would perhaps be so if the same
thing were put out, years after, under our own auspices a.sa pamphlet. I only wish the better
thing we have promised to write v, ere already written mstead of being m prospect In an',
case the artmle wdl of course be m any' collection or rather ._elecnon of amcles which we
may either publish in our hfe. or leave for pubhcauon afterwards. &whtchever we do it
shall be preceded by a preface which will shev, that much ot all my later articles. & all the
best of that one. were. as they were, my Darling's ;_
On any assumption about authorship it is difficult to interpret the remark, "'I should
not like an,, more than you that that paper should be supposed to be the best we
could do," and the comment that "'the best" of the "'Enfranchisement'"
was hers
leaves open the interpretatmn
that the rest.
the article when republished,
he says more
the "joint productions,'"
in that his share m
and amanuensis'" (393t He also elaborates

the "worst,'" was his. In the preface to
clearly that the essay is different from
it was "'little more than that of an editor
the excuse for the essay's failure to do

her mind justice, and says. in m_ vle_ concluslvel 3, that her authorship
was
known at the ume. Indeed. in an angry, letter to George Jacob Holyoake of 2t
September.
1856. he is explicit on the subject:
On returning a few days ago from the Contment I lound your note inclosing the reprint ol
my wife's article m the W R on the enfranchisement ol women I think you are not iustified
in reprinting it without asking the permission of the author which you could eabfly ha`'e done
through me, still less with many errors m the reprint I ha_ c marked the pnnclpal of them m
the margin of the copy you sent. One particularly' offenslve is the excessive vulgarity ol
substituting "woman" for "Women": th,s occurs m several places and m the first paragraph
One of the purposes of wntmg the article v, as to w am the American women to d_sumte thmr
cause from the feeble senttmentahty _hlch exposes It to contempt & of whtch the stuff
contmuall_ talked & written about "'_,oman'" may be taken as a symbol & test,---& it xs
therefore very' disagreeable to the writer to see this p,ece of vulgarity prominent on the face
of the article ttself 7,_
And later,

in 1865.

in agreemg

to the publication

of his articles

by his election

"'lbzd. 177
VSlbtd. 189-90.part of this letter is quoted above (Ixlx)w_threlerence to "the better thmgY _e . Th_
Subjecnon of Women
V9LL,CW, XV, 509-10 In quoting from J G Forman's "Women's R,ghts Convenuon' m the
"'Enfranchisement,'"Harnet Mdl v,a,,careful to alterthe vulgar "'Woman"to"v,omen", seethe collation
m App G. 458-q belov,
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committee,
he says that if the "'Enfranchisement"
is reprinted, "it must be as m_
wife's,
not as mine": and in thanking Moncure Conwav for his report ol the
article's value in the U.S.A.,
he comments on how much pleasure its author would
have taken from the movement's
progress, "'had she lived to see lt."*" Flnatlx. in
prepanng for the reprinting of the essay as a pamphlet, with "bx Mrs. Stuart Mill'"
on the cover, he describes It to Herbert Spencer as "'Mrs Mill" s paper." and after the
pubhcanon refers to it in correspondence
as hers _ It is not fancllul, further, to see
the delay in completing
the article and the spiteful annoyance over detaflq as not
being characteristic
of Mill in reference to wrmngs unmlstakabl\
his own One
may safely conclude
that the amcle _s, on the common
understanding
of
authorship,
Harriet Taylor Mill's: on her and her husband's
understanding,
_t is a
"joint production":
but to accept that descripnon here _s surel_ to weaken the claim
that she played a major role m those joint productions
that appeared under h>
name. Attributing it to her, of course, again qtrengthens the case lor her influence
on Mill's thought Isee the Introducnon,
xxxn above, for resemblance_
The transmission
of text among the different xer_um_ seem, clear the original
article {or its textuallx identical offpnnt_ serxed as ba',e text lor the lq edmon of
Dzssertatton.s and Di_cu.ssUnl._. m which nine sub,,tantlxe
change,
,),ere introduced. The 2nd edition of Dt.ssertattons
and Dl_cuv_ton._ v_as based on the flr,.t.
four substantive changes being made None ot these appear_ m the pamphlet of
1868. and only one of the nine introduced in 1850 p, ,,ten there, x_hfle the pamphlet
differs from all other versions m tx_ent\-two
substantlx es The reference that the
version of 1868 was based on that of 1851 Is borne out bx a studx ol the accidental
variants,
where in punctuation
those tx_o agree as against Dl%crttltloJL_ and
Dtscusswns
in s_xteen cases compared
w_th one agreement bet_een
18e,N and
Dissertatum_
and Dlscusaums
as against 1851 '_: No elaborate conclusion,
',eem
necessary, or jusnfled: it appears probable that Mill. having made the changes tot
the I st edition of Dls._ertatums and Dt,wu.vstons hm>,elf, thought httle about the
Ityplcally)
minor changes
lor the 2nd edlmm, but called on Helen Taxlor',
collaboration
in preparing the pamphlet,
for w h_ch the\ u.,ed the mo_t con\ entent
base text, a cop._ of the offprint
The second kind of material m the appen&ces is found m Appen&x D. the draft
of part of the Inaugural Address.
which has a qmte different, and much .,hghter.
interest, as gi_ing one of the rare glimpses of Xhll, late m hie, re\qsme _ _ork
_'Tb_d.XVl, ll)59tlettertoChadv,_ck. 28Max.l'e,_5_.andllt_--_2;Oc'_
1_5_ _Attbthctatter
cf ibtd.. 128_ iletter to Parker Ptllsbur 3. .-IJul3. Ibm-,
_Ibld , 12711(letler to Spencer. 2.-1Max. 186"1. XVII !e,ll_Iletter t,, Emile Ca:ellc,. 30 \la_
i8691,and 1670 and 17-.t"7,-8
_letter',toPauhna Wngh_Dax_,, I I De,.. I.*,t,'_and 22J ul?.. IS-tl, Tx_ice.
m recornmendmg _t.he does not gr, e an author t*bid. X\ l. 1451 t2" Sept . ISoSi. and ta':t, ;3 No\ .
18681_
_2Thevaned spelhng_ _mcludmgh',phenanon and mmal cap_tah:am,n_arc ic,, conclude\_.but at,o
less s_gmflcant,m fi',e cases 1868 _sconsonant '_th 1851. m ten "0._ththe 2nd cd o_ I)>_cr;ar, m, and
D_scusswns tin mght oI Ihe,,e the Is! ed al,,o agree,! and m nine it, reading _, umque
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thoroughly as to wording, but not finding it necessary to make structural or
argumentative changes. Both economy and precision were well served in what
must have been a rapid rewriting. This fragment was probably preserved merely by
accident when many of the Mill-Taylor papers were destroyed in Avignon after
Helen Taylor's return to England in 1905: it found a place in a miscellaneous
collection bought from the Avignon bookseller J. Roumanille by George Herbert
Palmer, and eventually' was deposited in the Houghton LibraD', Harvard
University.
Appendix E is of the third kind: it consists of three documents issued by the
Jamaica Committee under Mill's chairmanship, one dating from 1866, and two
from 1868. Mill's name appears first among the signatories of each, and he must
have approved, even If he did not draft, the contents of each His passionate
involvement in the attempt of the Committee to bring Governor Evre to real,
discussed in the Introduction (xxv>xxvin), is fully illustrated m his parhamentar3
career, both m his speeches and actions and in attacks on and defences of htrn in
Parliament and the press. The texts for the documents are based on different
sources. The first, the extensive "Statement of the Jamaica Committee," 27 July.
1866, is taken from Volume III of the series of Jamatca
time by the Committee. It also appeared m the press
found of the second document, an address to friends
October, 1866. Our text is taken from the Examiner

Papers issued from time to
No official cop3' has been
of the Committee, dated
of 13 October, where the

format appears less altered by newspaper practice than that in the Daih" New,s of 12
October The third, the concluding statement b\ the Committee, dated 15 July,
1868, and indicating the winding up of its business, comes from a printed letter,
two copies of whmh are in the Mill-Taylor Collection; no full version has been
found in the press, which by then reflected the general pubhc indifference or
hostihty to the Committee's cause, though a summary,' of the statement is m the
Daih Telegraph of 24 July.
The final two appendices contain editorial materials. Appendix F lists the
textual emendations, most of which are corrections of typographical errors. Appendix G, the Bibliographic Appendix, provides a guide to Mdl's references
and quotations, with notes concerning the separate entries, and a list of substantive
variants between h_squotations and their sources. The _tems in th_s volume contain
references to more than 150 pubhcations (excluding Statutes and Parhamentary
Papers and unidentified anonymous quotations, but including classical tags and
references that occur in quotations from others). Mill quotes from over seventy of
these, including the eight works he reviews. The most extenswe quotation is. as
one would expect, from the reviewed works: a large number of the shorter
quotations ( some of which are indirect) are undoubtedly' taken from memory', w_th
no explicit references being given, and the ldentlficauon of some of these _s
inescapably inferential.
Because Appendix G serves as an index to persons, writings, and statutes,
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references to them do not appear in the Index proper, which has been prepared b)
Dr. Jean O'Grady.

TEXTUAL PRINCIPLES

AND METHODS

AS THROUGHOUTTHIS EDITION. the copy-text for each item _s that of the final
version supe_'ised by Mill. s3 Details concernmg revisions are given in the
headnotes to each item and m the discussion above.
Method ofindwatln_ variant,s. All the substantwe varaants are governed b_ the
principles enunciated below: "substantive" here means all changes of text except
spelhng, hyphenation, punctuation, demonstrable typographical errors, and such
printing-house concerns as type size, etc. The substantive variants are of three
kinds: addition of a word or v`ords, substitution of a word or v`ords, deletion of a
word or words. The following illustrative examples are drawn, except as
m&cated, from "The Contest m America.'"
Addition of a word or words: see 128 .... In the text. the last v,ord of the passage
"A nation which has made the professions that England hat made" appears as
"'"made 'z''. the variant note reads ...... +67" The plus sign m&cates an addmon m
the e&tion signalled b_ the following numbers The editions are alwa_ _ indicated
b_ the last two numbers of the year of pubhcauon, here 6"7indicates 1867 Ithe 2nd
edition of Volumes l and II of Dissertations and Dlscusmonst
Information
explaining the use of these abbreviations is given m each headnote, a, reqmred.
Any added e&torial comment is enclosed m square brackets and ltahclzed.
Placing this example m context, the interpretation _s that v`hen first published
I1862) the reading v`'a_ "'A nat_on which has made the professlon_ that England
has"; this reading was retained in the offpnnt l also 1862 t: but m 1867 the reading
of the concluding clause became "'that England has made"
Substitution of a word or words: see 120 ''_ In the text the passage "'Now that
the mind of England" appears as "'Nov,' athat" the mind of England". the variant
note reads "'+a62_': , v,hen". Here the word following the edmon m&cator is that
for which "'that" was substituted: applying the same rules and putting the xanant m
context, the interpretation is that when first published m 1862 _md_cated b_ O2'
the reading was "'Now, v,hen the mind of England", th_s reading v,as retained m the
offprint (indicated b_ 62:_: m 1867 it v`as altered to "'Nov, that the mind of
England".
Deletion of a word or words, see 141: and 65"" The first of the_e l,_typical,
representing the most convenient wa\ of indicating deletions m a later e&t_on In
the text on 141 a single superscript ' appears centred betv, een "'repu&atlon "' and
_The argument for this practice l_ given mm.'. "'Print,pie,, and Method,, m the Collected Edition of
John Stuarl Mill." m k.,:htln_ \'tneteenth-Centur_
Tctt_. ed Johr, M Robson _Tort_nto Unlxer.lt'_ of
Toronto Press, 1067 I. '-)e,-122
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"Unless"; the variant note reads "'J621'2 Mississippi was the first state which
repudiated. Mr. Jefferson Davis was Governor of Mississippi, and the Legislature
of Mississippi had passed a Bill recognizing and providing for the debt, which Bill
Mr. Jefferson Davis repudiated." Here the sentence following the edition indicator
was deleted. Applying the same rules and putting the variant in context, the
interpretation is that when first published (1862) and offpnnted (also 1862) the
sentence appeared between "repudiation." and "'Unless", in 1867 it was deleted.
The second example (65'-') illustrates the method used to cover more
conveniently deletions when portions of the copy-text were later repnnted, as in
the case of "Reform in Education.'" in which Mill quotes from his own
"'Corporation and Church Property,'" which was republished in Dissertations and
Discussions, Volume 1. (That is, there is here, exceptionally, a later version of part
of the copy-text, whereas normally the copy-text is the latest version. ) In the text
the words "'a particle worse than" appear as "'a particle' worse than": the variant
note reads "'-' -59.67"'. The minus sign indicates that in the editions signified the
words enclosed were deleted. Putting the example in context, the interpretation IS
that when first published (1834) the reading was (as is clear in the text) "'a particle
worse than": this reading was altered in 1859 (the 1st edition of Dtssertation and
Discussions) to "'worse than": and the altered reading was retained in 1867.
Dates offootnotes: see 133n. In this edition the practice is to place immediately
after the footnote indicator, in square brackets, the figures indicating the edition in
which Mill's lootnote first appeared, In the example cited, "'[67]'" signifies that the
note was added m 1867. In the only other instance in this volume (at 420n_
"[-67]'" signifies that the footnote in the draft manuscript was removed for the
printed version. Elsewhere, where no such indication appears, the note is in all
verslon,s.
Punctuation and spelling. In general, changes between versions in punctuation
and spelling are ignored. Those changes that occur as part of a substantive variant
are included m that variant, and the superscript letters in the text are placed exactly
with reference to punctuation. Changes between italic and roman type are treated
as substantwe variants except in titles of works, abbreviations, and in one case
("prima facie'" at 275.33) a foreign phrase. One unusual old form C'began'" rather
than "begun" at 315.15 _has been retained, as it persists through three editions.
Other textual liberties. Some of the ntles have been modified or supplied, but
most are those found in the copy-texts "La_ of Libel and Liberty of the Press" and
"'Austin's Lectures on Jurisprudence'" are taken from the running titles. The
manuscripts, if not entitled, are given titles reflecting their contents, as are the
short review "Smith on Law Reform" and the two extracts from Parhamentarv
Papers. The headnotes give Information about original headings and titles tthe
running titles, when cited, are standardized in capitalization and font). The dates
added to the titles are those of first publication or, for manuscripts, composition.
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When footnotes to the original titles of articles gave bibhographic information,
these have been deleted, and the reformation given in the headnotes. The original
headnote to "'The Negro Question," _,hlch was supplied by the editor of Fraser's
Magazine, is given as a Iootnote.
Typographical errors have been silentl_ corrected in the text. th% are listed in
Appendix F. Some of these, as well as some variants, are indicated by Mill in
copies now in Somerville College, Oxford Isignified by "SC'" m our notesl. In the
headnotes, errors in the quotations from Mill's bibliography, the manuscript of
which is a scribal copy. are also silently corrected: the note belo_ lists them, _
While the punctuation and spelling of each item are retained, the style has been
made uniform: for example, periods are deleted after references to monarchs tfor
example, "'Charles 1."t, dashes are deleted when combined W,lth other punctuanon
before a quotation or reference, and itahc punctuation after ltahc passages has been
made roman. For consistency, m a fe_ places titles are given an lmtlal capital, and
at 270.10 an mmal capital has been placed on "parliament". In monarchs" ntles the
sequential designations have been regularized to roman numerals If or example.
"Francis the First" is given as "'Francis I"_. Indlcanons of ellipsis have been
normalized to three dots plus, when necessar3, terminal punctuation
The
positioning of footnote indicators has been normalized so that the_ alwavs appear
after adjacent punctuauon marks: in some cases references have been moved from
the begmnmg to the end of quotations for conslstenc_. Where the cop._-text is
manuscript, the ampersand is given as "'and", m those in Appendix B contracuons
such as "wd'" are expanded and superscripts lowered.
Also. m accordance with modem pracuce, all long quotations have been
reduced m type slze and the quotanon marks remoxed. In consequence, _t ha_
occasionally been necessary to add square brackets around Mall's words m
quotations: there _s httle opportumty for confusion, as there are no editorial
insertions except page references Double quotauon marks replace _lngle, and
titles of works originally published separately are given m italics At 198.3 and
245.26-7 quotatton marks have been placed around "'V_slon" _l.e., Addison'_
"'Vision of Mirzah"l and "'Hymn to Intellectual Beaut_'" b_ Shellex Mill's
references to sources, and addmonal editorial references _m square brackets _,have
been normalized. When necessar', his references have been corrected, a hst of the
correctic_ns and alterations l_ given in the note belov, __
_The corrected scnbal errors (the erroneous
brackets) are
62 5 Miss [Mrs ]
86 5 negroes" [negroes.']
216 4 m [onl
SSFollowmg the page and hne notatmn, the
_dentlficatlon (that which appears m the present
of the places ,xhere a dash has been sub_tltuted

reading

firM.

v,

_ththe corrected one tollo_ lng in _,quare

first reference _,_tt, Mill', _denuficat_on the corrected
text l follow • m square brackets There r, no m&cat_on
for a comma to md_cate ad3acent pages. ,xhere "'P " or
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As indicated above, the format of "'The Contagious D_seases Acts" has been
made compatible with that used elsewhere in this edition for Mill's parhamentary
evidence: the numbers of the questions have been deleted; the questioners' names
are given in full; and the questions are given m italic (this practice is also )bllowed
in "Educational Endowments." where Mill's evidence was given in writing rather
than viva voce).
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LAW OF LIBEL

AND LIBERTY
1825

OF THE PRESS

EDITOR'S

NOTE

Westminster Revzew, Ill IApr , 1825 I, 285-321 Headed "Art I On the La_ o! Libel. with
Strwtures on the selJ-soled Consntummal As,_ocmtum [By Francis Place I 8",o pp 73
London John Hunt 1823,
The Law o/Libel
B5 Richard Mence, Esq. of the Middle
Temple. Barrister. 8,,o. 2 Vols m one. pp 505. London {' Poplc]. 1824 '" Running ntles
"La_ of Libel and Llbert 3 of the Pres_.'" Unsigned: not republished ldennfied m Mill's
blbhography as "'An article on the Llbert 3 of the Pres_, m the sl_th number ot the
Westminster Revlev,'" (MacMmn, 61 Vol. Ill of the tVestmtn.ster in the Somerville College
Libra, ha_ no corrections or alt_rauons For comment on thc re',_ew, see xl-xh and lxm
above

Law of Libel and Liberty of the Press

THE TWO PUBLICATIONSwhich we have chosen to head th_s amcle, possess
considerable merit, and we do not hesitate to recommend them to our readers, as
worth 3' of an attentive perusal
The first, though no name appears m the title-page, ts the acknowledged
production of a known and tried friend of the people _ It conststs of a sertes o1
essays, all of which, except the last, appeared nearl_ two years smce m a x_eekls
newspaper. It comprises a summarn' exposure of many of the abominations
contained in what _s called the Law of Libel. as well as m the admmtstratlon of that
Law; and a brief revmw of the acts of a bod_ of men, no,x sunk mto obscurn\, who
were at one time notorious under the name of the Constttutional Assoctanon _,Ve
_'ill not say that the author has completel3 exhausted the subject, but _e consider
no small praise to be his due, for having stud so much, and so much to the purpose.
in the narro_ compass wlthtn which, bx the ongmat destgn, he was unavoldablx
confined.
Mr. Mence's work attracted our attention, lrom being advemsed as de&cared to
the Constitutional AssoclaUon. What might be expected from a _ork. appearing
under such ausptces, our readers have no occasion to be reformed _Ve. hov,e',er,
had not proceeded far m the perusal, before _e found .,'sir Mence to be. not a
humble aspirant after mimsterial patronage, content to lend h_m,,elf to the purposes
of those who would keep the human mmd m perpetual bondage: but one _ ho does
not shrink from exposing, even at the rl,,k of h_s professional success, the x_ce,;of
existing Institutions: one who dares give utterance to great and m_portant truths.
however little acceptable, to the rich and powenut, and who v,outd be, for that
reason alone, deserving of high praise, had he executed hi,, task _alth far tes,, abiht 3
than he has displayed.
Without entering into a critical exammanon of the merits and defects of these
two works, we embrace this opportunit 3 of deh',ermg our senttment,, upon the
highly important subject to which the_ refer: avaihng ourselx e,, ol the language of
either or both of them. as often as it appears pecuharl', adapted to our purpo.,e
We shall divide our remarks into tv,o parts: m one of _ hlch v,e shall discus, the
[*Franms Place The e,,,saxs Icxcept the lastl first appeared m v,eekK front-page
instalments m the Brtttsh Lumtm_r_ and 14ee/_l_lntclh_enccr from 3 Nox to 22 Dec .
1822,1
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general question, to what extent restraints upon the freedom of the press can be
considered
as warranted
by sound principles of political philosophy;
and in the
other, we shall take a brief revlevx of the English Law, and of the doctrines of
English Lawyers. on this subject: and we pledge ourselves to prove, that the Law
of England is as unfavourable to the liberty of the press, as that of the most despotic
government
which ever existed: and, consequently,
that whatever degree of that
liberty is enjoyed in this count_,, exists, not in consequence
of the law, but in spite
of it.
The general question has usually been disposed of m avers' summary way. It
has, in fact, been regularly assumed, first, that to employ the press in any other
than a certain manner, is inconceivably
wicked: and secondly, that. for this reason,
it is the duty of the magistrate to prevent _t. by fine and imprisonment,
if not by
means still more certainly and more promptly effectual.
The author of the article "'Liberty of the Press," in the Supplement
to the
Encyclopaedia
Britannica,
has, however, set the example of rather a different sort
of reasoning; and I what was never completely or consistently
done before) he has
pointed out the considerations
on which this question really turn_. We have no
higher ambition than that of treading in his steps: and. taking his principles as our
guide, we shall endeavour to unravel the sophist_',
and expose the mischievous
designs of the enemies to free discussion.
That the press may be so employed as to reqmre punishment,
we are very far
from denying: it may be made the instrument of almost ever)' imaginable crime
There is scarcely a right** for the vmlatlon of which, scarcel 5 an operanon of government, for the disturbance of which, the press may not be employed as an instrument. The
offences capable of being committed by the press are indeed nearly coextensive with
the whole field of dehnquenc_.
It is not, however, necessary to g_ve a separate defmmon of ever5, such v_olauon t_r
disturbance, when committed by the press, for that would be to write the penal code a
second time: first describing each offence as _t appears In ordmar) cases, and then
describing it anew for the case m which the press is the pamcular instrument
If, for the prevention of the violation of rights, it were necessap,' to give a separate
definition, on account of ever)' instrument which might be employed as a means of
producing the several vmlatmns, the penal code would be endless. In general the mstrumenl
or means _s an immaterial circumstance The wolanon _tself, and the degree oI alarm which
may attend it, are the principal objects of consideration lfa man _: put m fear of his life, and
robbed of his purse, It is of no consequence whether he is threatened with a pistol, or with a
sword In the detx)sitlon of a theft, of a fraud, or a murder, it is not necessary to include an
account of all the sorts of means by which these Injuries may be perpetrated It Lssufficient if
*Article "Liberty of the Press" [18211 tm the Supplement to the IFourth. Fzlth.
and Sixth Edmons of the] Encyclopaedta Brttanmt a near the beginning). [James Mdl.
Essays (London: Innes, [1825]), pp 3-4, J.S Mill is using this text rather than that m
the Supplement.] This invaluable essay is from the pen of Mr. Mdl, the historian o_
Bntlsh ln&a. [The concluding reference is to The History of Brmsh India, 3 vols
(London. Baldwin, et al., 1817 [1818]).1
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the mjurj' itself is accurately described. The object is, to prevent the injury.,notmerely when
produced by one sort of means or another sortof means, but by any means.
As far as persons and property are concerned, the general definmon of the acts by which
rights are hable to be violated, has always been held sufficient, and has been regarded as
including not less the cases in which the instrumentahty of the press has been employed.
than those in which any other means have been employed to the same end. Nobody ever
thought of a particular law for restraining the press on account of the cases m which _tmay
have been rendered subser_'lent to the perpetration of a murder or theft. It is enough that a
law Is made to punish him who has been gmlt3 of the murder or theft, whether he has
employed the press or ant',thing else as the mean_ for accomplishing his end.*
There are some specxes of acts, however, of which the press if not the sole. may,
at any rate. be regarded as the most potent mstrument: these are. the publicatton of
facts, and the expression of opinions: and to one or other of these heads belong
those uses of the press, against _hich the Law of Libel is principall) directed.
It is not pretended that, in the language of English Law, the word Libel is smctl,,
confined to one meaning. It includes, on the contrar_, a number of acts, of aver',
heterogeneous nature, resembling one another scarcel 3 at all, except in having
penalties attached to them by the authorized interpreters of the la_. A threatening
letter, demanding money, is a libel An indecent picture is a libel. For the present.
however, we may confine our remarks to the question regarding the pubhcauon of
facts and the expression of opinions.
To begin with the latter. If the magistrate _s to be intrusted with power to
suppress all opinions which he. m his wisdom, ma3 pronounce to be mischievous-to what control can th_s power be subjected': What securit', _s xtpossible to
take against its abuse? For without some security all power, and of course thxs
power, is sure to be abused, just as often as ItS abuse can ser_ e any purpose of the
holder.
It is the boast of Enghsh lawyers that the offence of treason _sdefined: so strictI3
defined, that nothing is ambiguous, nothing arNtrary, nothing left to the d_scretion
of the judge. Thls. the}' tell us. is one of the chief bulwarks of our hbertv.
implying, that if it were left to the judge to sa,, what should, and what should not be
*Montesqmeu sat pretty clearl3 the only case m which the expression oI opm_on_and
sentiments could be a fit object of pumshment although he did not venture to extend the
doctrine further than to the case of words, and e_en among ,_ords. only to these _ h_chare
called treasonable
"'Lesparoles qm sont jomte._/_une action, prennent la nature de cette action Ams_un
homme qm va dans la place pubhque exhorter les suleI,_h la rdvolte, devient coupabte de
lese-majest6, parce que les paroles sont jomtes h l'act_on, et 3 parttc_pent Ce ne sont
point les paroles que l'on pumt: ma_s une action commise dan._laqueltc on emplo_e [e_
paroles. Elles ne deviennent des crimes, que lorsqu'elle., preparent, qu'elle_, accompagnent, ou qu'elles sutvent une action cnmmelle. On renverse tout, .s_l'on fa_tde, parole., un
crime capital, au lieu de les rcgarder comme le signe d'un crime capttal ""ICharle, Lore., de
Secondat. baron de la Brbde et dc Montesqmeu. De I'! £spr_t de,_l,ms [2 yon tGene_a
Barrillot, 1748L Vol 1, pp 313-141. Ll_ Xll. Chap 12
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treason, every, thing would be treason which the government did not like. Yet why
should definition be required in the case of treason, not reqmred in the case of
libel? Is the government less interested m misdecision?
Is the judge less dependent
on the government?
Is a packed special jur).' less subservient?
Or are the judge and
jury angels when they judge of libel, men only when they judge of treason'?
It would be hardy to assert, that to give the right of pronouncing
upon libels to
the judge, is any thing more than another name for giving it to the government
But
there are many subjects,
and these the most important of all, on which it is the
interest of the government,
not that the people should think right, but, on the
contrary,
that they should think wrong: on these _ubjects.
therefore,
the
government
is quite sure, if it has the power, to suppress,
not the false and
mischievous opinions, but the great and important truths. It is the interest of rulers
that the people should hold slavish opimons m pohtlcs: it is equall) so. that the_
should hold slavish opinions in religion: all oplmons, therefore, _ hether m pohtlcs
or religion,
which are not slavish, the government,
If it dares, will be sure to
suppress.
It is the interest of rulers that the people should believe all their
proceedings to be the best possible, eve N' thing, therefore, which has a tendencv to
make them think otherwise,
and among the rest, all stnctures,
however well
deserved,
government
will use its most strenuous exertions to prevent
If these
endeavours
could succeed,
if it could suppress
all censure,
its domlmon,
to
whatever degree it might pillage and oppress the people, would be tor ever
secured
This is so palpable,

that a man must be either insincere

or imbecile

to deny it:

and no one, we suppose, will openly affirm that rulers should have the power to
suppress all opinions which they may call mischievous--all
opinions which the',
may dislike. Where, then, is the hne to be drawn'? At what point is the maglstrate's
discretionary'
power of suppressing
opinions to end'? Can it be hmited in such a
manner as to leave him the power of suppressing
reall_ mischievous
opinions,
without giving him that of silencing
eve N oplmon hostile to the indefinite
extension of his power?
It is manifest, even at first sight, that no such limit can be set. If the pubhcatlon
of opinions is to be restrained, merely because they are mischievous,
there musl be
somebody
to judge, what opinions are mischievous,
and what the reverse. It is
obvious, that there is no certain and universal rule for determining
x_hether an
opinion is useful or pernicious:
and that ff any person be authorized
to decide,
unfettered by such a rule, that person is a despot. To decide what opinions shall be
permitted,
and what prohibited,
is to choose opinions for the people. _ince the\
cannot adopt opinions
which are not suffered to be presented
to their mmd._
Whoever chooses opinions for the people, possesses absolute control over their
actions, and may wield them for his own purposes wtth perfect securlt.v.
It thus appears, by the closest ratiocination,
that there is no medmm between
perfect freedom of expressing
opinions,
and absolute despotism.
Whenever you
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invest the rulers of the countr) with any power to suppress opinions, you invest
them with all power; and absolute power of suppressing opinions _ ould amount, if
it could be exercised, to a despotism far more perfect than an} which has yet
existed, because there is no countr_ in _ hlch the power ot suppressing opinions
has ever, in practice, been altogether unrestrained.
How, then, it may be asked, if to have an_ power of silencing opinions is to have
all power--since the go`'ernment of Great Britain certainly has that po_er in a
degree--how, do we account fl)r the practical freedom of discussion, which to a
considerable extent undoubtedly prevails in this count_ '_The go_,ernment having
the power to destroy it, why is it suffered to exist'?
Why? For the same reason for _hlch we have a habeas corpu_ act) _: ,aith a
government possessing the pov_er to suspend or repeal it: for the same rea,_on for
which a jut3.' is sometimes allowed to acquit a prisoner, whom the aristocrat`' v,'lsh
to destroy', for the same reason for which we are not taxed up to the highest amount
which could be extorted from us. without m_pamng our po_er oI being useful
slaves. The arlstocrac`' do not submit to these restraints because the', like them. but
because they' do not venture to thro_ them off This l_ conformable to the theorx of
the British constitution itself.
Even a Turkish Sultan is restrained b`' the fear of exciting insurrection The
power of shackling the press ma_. like all other pov_er, be controlled m its exercise
by public opinion, and to a ver_' great, though tar from a sufflcmnt, extent, it ha,
been and is so controlled in Great Britain Bx la_. hov,'ever--notwithstandlng
the
assertions of lawyer,,, which assertions, when _t ,,mrs them. the,, nexer _cruptc to
contradict--liberty
of &scusslon, on an`' topic b', which the interests of the
anstocracx can be affected, doe,,, not exist at all m th_s countr`', as _c haze alreadx
shewn, upon general principles, and shall pro_e in the sequel Irom the actual
words of the highest legal authorities
The prehmmary' inqmry, howexer, would not be complete, unless, ha_mg
discussed the consequences of restraining the press. ,*e `'_erealbo to mqmre `'_hat
would be the consequences of leaving it free.
It l_ evident, at first sight, that. whatever nnght bc the evil,, of freedom, thex
could not be worse than the evils of restraint The v,orst that could happen, if the
people chose opinions for themsetx es, v,ould be, that thex ,aould choo,,,c wrong
opimons. But this evil, as ,,_,ehave seen, Is not contingent, but una', oldabte, _Ithe',
altov, any' other person to choose opinions for them Nor v,ould it be possible that
the oDmons, however extravagant, `'_hlch m_ghl become prexalent in a state of
freedom, could exceed m mlschmvousness tho,_e which it ,a ould be the mterc._t.
and therefore the will, of rulers, to dlctatc..since there cannot be more nn_,chm_ou.,
opinions, than those _ahlch tend to perpetuate arbitrar', po,aer There _ould.
tlowever, be one great difference. Under a free s\,,,tern, if error ,aould be
['31 Charle_ll.c
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promulgated, so would truth: and truth never fails, in the long run. to prevail over
error. Under a system of restraint, the errors which would be promulgated from
authority would be the most mischievous possible, and would not be suffered to be
refuted.
That truth, if it has fair play, always in the end triumphs over error, and becomes
the opinion of the world, is a proposition which rests upon the broadest principles
of human nature, and to which it would be easy to accumulate tesumonials from
almost eve_ author, whatever may be his political leanings, who has distinguished himself in any branch of pohtics, morals, or theology. It is a proposition
which the restnctors themselves do not venture to dispute. The5, continually
protest, that their opinions have nothing to tear from discussion: the sole effect of
which, according to them, is, to exhibit their irrefragable certainty in a still
stronger light than before. And yet they do not scruple to punish men for doing that
which, if their own assertions be correct, merits not pumshment, but reward.
Although, however, the worst enemies of discussion, do not den5', as a general
proposition, its tendency to unveil the truth, there is a certain number of subjects
on which, if they are to be beheved, discussion tends, not to enlighten, but to
mislead. Among these are all the subjects on which it is the interest of rulers that
the people should be misled; the political religion of the country, its political
institutions, and the conduct and character of its rulers.
On the first of these topics, we have dehvered our opinions so full) in our third
number, I*j that we shall in the present confine ourselves principally" to the three
latter: all of which substantially resolve themselves into one.
That there is no subject of greater _mportance, no one needs to be told: and to sax
this, is to say that there is no subject on which it is of greater importance that the
people should be rightly reformed. As the stabilitx of a good government wholly
depends upon its being acknowledged by' the people to be good, so, on the other
hand, the reform of a bad one wholly' depends upon its being believed by'the people
to be bad. In the correctness of the estimate which the people form of the goodness
of their government, their whole happiness is involved: since misgovernment
includes every. mlseO' which is capable of afflicting mankind: and misgovernment
is alike the consequence, whether the people believe a good government to be a
bad one, or a bad government to be a good one
We have been thus particular in laying down first principles, because the
language held on th_s subject by rulers implies, that it is indeed the greatest of
calamities, for the people to believe a good government to be bad. but that their
considering a bad government to be good, is no evil at all. or at most a very trifling
one. The evil, however, as we have already, observed, is in both cases the same: or
rather, the one is an evil, chiefly because it leads to the other: that the people should
[*Wilham Johnson Fox, "'Rehglous Prosecutlon_," W'estrmnsterRevww, 11(Jul',, 1824).
1-26.]
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think dl of a good government is principally to be lamented, because it may
occasion their acquiescence in a worse.
If, therefore, there be any subject on which the people cannot, without the
greatest danger, trust the power of choosing opinions for them out of thmr own
hands, it is this. And if such power cannot safel 3 be given to any one, least of all
can it be given to the rulers of the count_'.
If the people were compelled to take their opinions lmphcltly from some one
who might have an interest in persuading them that their government is worse than
it is, the greatest evils, _t is admitted, would be the consequence. To think ill of a
good government, and well of a bad one, are evils of equal magnitude If.
therefore, the privilege of dictating opimons to the people, on the subject of their
government, be intrusted to persons interested m persuading them that their
government is better than it is, the mischief cannot consistently be affirmed to be
less. That rulers are so interested, v_Ill not be denied What inference, then, are ,ae
to draw': or rather, how can the inference be evaded, that. if rulers are suffered to
choose what opinions the people shall hold concerning their government, all the
evils of misrule are rendered perpetual'?
Such a choice, however, is made by rulers, as often as they mfl_ct punishment
upon any person for crmclzlng insntutions, or censunng the conduct of
government: unless they are wflhng to prohibit, under equal penalties, the
expression of praise.
To forbid the expression of one opinion, and gp, e encouragement to that of
another, is surely to make a choice. To pumsh censure of rulers, while prm>e is
permitted. IS to say. "tls fit that the people should thmk well of their government,
whether good or bad. and to take the most effectual mode of compelhng them to do
SO

Against this reasoning it is impossible that anx rational objecnon can be urged,
Cavils. indeed, may be brought against it: but there are few conclu..qon., of equal
importance, the proof of which affords so little hold e_,en for card
When it is asserted, that to restrain discussion _s to choose opmlon._ for the
people, and that rulers, if permitted to dictate opmlon_ to their subjectb, hax mg an
interest in choosing the most mlschmxous of all opinions, will act as that interest
dxrects: there is only one objection which can by posslblhty be raised. It cannot be
said, that to fetter discussion _s not to choose opinions, nor that ruler,, are not
interested in making a bad choice But. it may be said. that our ruler.,, are men m
whom the confidence of the people may' be repo.,,ed: and that. although it be
confessedly their interest to make a bad choice, thex will disregard that interest.
and make a good one,
To such a pinnacle of absurdity men max alw avs be dnx en, v,hen they attempt to
argue in defence of mtschtevou,_ power Thex begin bx boldly denying the
possibility of abuse: when thts can no longer be maintained, they fly for refuge to
the characters of the Individuals. and resist with equal pertinacity, that m thmr
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hands power may be trusted without fear of being abused. This is a compliment of
which the rulers for the time being, be they who the), may. always receive as much
as they can pay for: dead rulers are not so tortunate. That all rulers in nine past
abused their power when the)" could, is allowed: but an exception is made m favor
of the present. This is a species of reasoning, however, which will pass current
with nobody in the present day: we cannot be forced back to the nines when rulers
were thought not to be made like human beings, but to be free from all the passions
and appetites by which other men are misled. If uncontrolled power can exist, and
not be abused, then away with the British, and all other constitutions, and let us
return to the despotism of our wise and venerable ancestors But if men wdl abuse
all other powers, when unrestrained, so they wdl that of controlhng the press: If
rulers will avail themse]ves of all other means to render themselves desponc, the_
will not pass over an expedient so simple and effectual as that of suppressing, m as
far as they dare, all opinions hostile to the extension of thmr authority And perfect
freedom of discussion is. as we have already proved, the only alternanve.
The objections which have been urged against the principle of free discussion,
though infinitel,_ &versified m shape, are at bottom onl,_ one assemon: the
incapacity of the people to form correct opimons. This assumpt)on is indeed the
stronghold of all the disgmsed or undisguised partisans of despotism It has been
the unrematting, and hitherto, unhappil), the successful endeavour of rulers, to
make it be beheved that the most dreadful calamitie_ would be the effect of an_
attempt to obtain securities that thmr power should be employed for the benefit, not
of themselves, but of the community. With this vm_, it has been their uniform
practice to vihfv those whom they are striving to enslave If the people were
permmed to choose opinions for themselves, they would be sure, _tis alleged, to
choose the most mischievous and dangerous opinions Being utterly mcapabte
either of thinking or of acting for themselves, the) are qmte sure, unless kept m
awe by priests and anstocrac)es, to become bhnd instruments in the hands of
factious demagogues, who would emplo) them to subvert all estabhshments, and
to thro_ ever) thing into the wildest anarchy and confusmn. This language, by the
way, is a pracncal illustration of the impamalit) of the Law of Libel. It restrains all
declaration, even of unfavourable truth w_th regard to the aristocracy: It g_ves full
indulgence, and there is plenty of encouragement, to the propaganon of all manner
of unfavourable lies against the people. The conspirac) have thus all that _
necessary.' for their purpose. Give a dog a bad name. and hang hm_, so they try with
the people. Whether the object be to coerce them b} standing armms, or tt) muzzle
them by libel law, the motive always is pure loving-kindness, to save the
unoffending, that is, the aristocratm part of mankind, from the jaws of those
ravenous wolves and t_gers, the people.
Such a language is calculated to act upon men by' their tears, not by thmr reason.
otherwise a little reflection would show, that the incapacity of the people, were it
admitted, proves nothing, or, at least, nothmg to the purpose. The practical
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conclusion would be the same, even if the people were so destitute of reasoning
power, as to be utterly incapable of distingmshing truth from falsehood: since there
is no alternative, but to let them choose their own opinions, or to give the choice to
persons interested in misleading them.
An ignorant man, even if he decide at hap-hazard, has at least a chance of being
sometimes in the right. But he who adopts eyed opinion which rulers choose to
dictate, is always in the wrong, when it is their interest that he should be so, that is,
on the most momentous of all topics.
Another question, which it does not suit those who make the ignorance of the
people a plea for enslaving them to put, is, why are the)- ignorant'? because to this
question there can be only one answer, namely, that if they are ,gnorant. _t as
precisely because that discussion, which alone can remove ignorance, has been
withheld from them. And although their masters ma} find it convenient to speak of
their ignorance as incurable, we take the liberty of demumng to this conclusion.
until the proper remedy shall have been tried This remed_ is. instruction, and of
instruction, discussion is the most potent instrument Discussion, therefore, has a
necessary, tendency' to remedy _ts own evils. For the evils which spnng from an
undue veneratmn for authority, there as no such cure and the longer the d_sease
continues, without the remedying influence of discussion, the more inveterate it
becomes.
But. the assertion atself, by whach so many terrors have been con lured up--the
incapacity of the people to choose correct opimons--upon what evidence does it
rest'? Upon history? No for history proves, that just an propomon as the people
have been permitted to choose opinions for themselves, in that proportion have
they been moral, intelhgent, and happ}: and at _s preclsel? m those counme, in
which the greatest paros has been taken to shut out discussion, that the people.
when once roused from thear habltual apath}, have prm ed them_el_ es to be most
ignorant and ferocious. No people u h_ch had ever enjoyed a free press, could have
been guilt}' of the excesses of the French Revolutmn. Bx _ hat artifices, then. ha_e
governments contrived to spread a vague apprehension of danger from d_scu,sslon
so widely among the unthinking part of mankind ') B} avaihng themselves of that
universal law of human nature, b} which men are prone to dread u hatever the\ do
not understand, and the_ who foresee the least, uniformlx fear the most. The evtls
which the} endure, habit has rendered tolerable but change, because thex cannot
foresee its consequences, is the object of their terror and a_ers_on And though
histoD' does not prove that discussion produces evil. but the contrar-v, there l,,
abundant proof from histo_, that it produces change: change, not indeed in anx
thing good, but an ever',' thing that _s bad. bad taus. bad judicature, and bad
government That it leads to such changes IS the verx reason for _ hlch _t _smost to
be desired, but it IS also the reason v_hx short-sighted persons hold _t m terror
Nor is there an} difficult}' in convincing the understanding of anx one x_ho v,ill
coolly apply his attention to the sublect. The real dlff_cult_ ts. to qmet fears \Ve
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cannot confide in persons whose fears appear to us to fall always in the wrong
place. Nothing is more to be feared than a habit of tearing, whenever any thing is
proposed for the good of mankind. The man who is always fearing evil to the many
from the many, never from the few, appears to us an object of very, rational fear.
The ignorance of the people Is a mere pretext for a line of conduct which would
have been equally pursued without any such pretext. This appears from the httle
regard paid to it in the practice of rulers themselves. The proper course in regard to
ignorant persons, they say truly, is to guard them against deception: now, as rulers
dare not openly lay claim to impeccability, they cannot deny that there may' be
deception on both sides: on the side of praise, as well as on the side of blame. To
praise, however, both of rulers and of institutions, the most unlimited latitude has
been given: censure alone has been restricted. Every one is free to represent the
government and its functionaries as better than they are: and that to an 3 extent: but
woe to him who presumes, with whatever truth, to cast any blame upon either!
Does this look as if it were believed that the people are ignorant'? No' it looks as If it
were feared that they would be too clear-sighted.
It seems not very, consistent, in those whose case rests wholly upon the people's
incapacity of judging, to propose as a remedy for that incapacity, that nothing but
an ex-parte statement should be presented to them. Is incapacity to judge cured by
hearing only"one side? ls ignorance remedied by placing it m a situation where the
most perfect wisdom could scarcely escape being misled? To make the ignorance
of the people a pretext for refusing them the means o5 judging, when it is precisely
on account of their ignorance that they' stand most in need of those means, would
excite laughter, if it did not excite indignation. In other countries, it is maintained
that the people ought not to judge of public affairs. To prevent them from hearing
ewdence, therefore, is, at any rate, consistent. In this country' it is admitted that the
people should judge: and it is, nevertheless, asserted, that the_, should hear only
one side!
To support this monstrous absurdity', there is, in addmon to the grand
assumption of the incapacity' of the people, another question which it has been
customary' to beg. This is, that the people hate their rulers, and are strongl',
disposed to judge unfavorably', both of them and of their actions. So utterly false IS
this assumption, that, on the contrar T, there IS no tact to which the testimony of
experience is more unvarying, than to the strong disposmon of the people, to think
much better of their rulers and of their institutions than thex deserve. The love of
ease, perhaps the strongest principle of human nature, and beyond all comparison
stronger, in the majonty of mankind, than the hope of any' remote and contingent
advantage, is constantly urging them to avoid Innovation, and rest satisfied with
things as they are: [*I with what success, every, one has it in l'uspower to observe. Who
[*The concluding phrase, often used lromcally b_ the Philosophic Radicals. probabl._l_
taken from the title of William Godwin's Thtngs As Thex Are: or. The Adventures of Caleb
Wilhams, 3 vols (London: Crosby, 1794).]
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is there that has not seen a hundred instances of evil needlessly endured, for one of
good wantonly abandoned and evil adopted? ls there, then, no inconsistency in
supposing that in pubhc matters the case is directly reversed? Nor is the love of
ease the only prinople which is constantly in operation, to warp the judgments of
the people in favour of their rulers. He must have looked at mankind with a
resolution not to see the truth, who can be bhnd to the excessive veneratton of"the
poor for title, rank, and riches, a veneration arising from the habitual propensity of
mankind to over-estimate advantages which the}' do not possess, and which was
enumerated by Adam Smith among the most fertile sources of false judgments In
morality which could be named, t*_With these two pnnciples strongt_ on one side,
and nothing but reason on the other, knowledge must be far advanced among the
people before they learn to venerate rulers only as far as the,_ deserve veneratton
Accordingly, all history bears tesumon} to the constanc_ w_th whtch the most
dreadful mls-govemment has been suffered to prevail in almost every countr? of
the globe: but the advocates of restriction may safely be challenged to produce one
instance from histo_, in which the people have risen against a good government
and overthrown _t.
So strong, and so durable, is the veneration of the people for their rulers: nor has
it ever yet been eradicated b5 anything short of the most gnndmg oppression. What
epithet, then, can be too severe for the conduct of those who would prex ent th_s
feeling from giving way. like all other mlschlevou_ feehngs, with the prowess of
civilization: who would deny a hearing to opinions and arguments v, htch tend to
weaken the inordinate reverence of the people for every ruler, good or bad. and
give free scope to those which tend to render that blind re_erence, and all its
consequent miseries, everlasting'.
Although our sentiments on the subject of free dtscuss_on m religion haxe
alread, been fully stated, we _'ill quote one passage from an essax to which we
have before referred, merely to show that the same arguments apply to rehg_on.
which we have alread5 stated with a more immediate reference to pohucs
Religion, m some of _tsshapes, has m most countries been placed on the f_×_tmgof at,
msntution of the state Ought the freedom of the press to be a, complete _ _thregard to th_s,
as we have seen that _tought to be m regard to all other mst_tUtlOn_
ot the state'_If an5 one
says that it ought not. it is incumbent upon him to shew. _ hereto the pnnc_ple__ h_chare
apphcable to the other lnsntunons, fail m their apphcat_on to thL_
We have seen. that, m regard to all other msntunon_, _t_sunsafe for the people to permit
an? but themselves to choose opinions for them Nothing can be more certain, than that _tl_
unsafe for them to permit anx but themselves to choose for them m religion
If they part w_ththe power of choosing their own rehg_ou_opinions, the_ part _ _thexerx
power, it is well known w_th what ease rehgious opm_on_can be made to embrace exerx
thing upon which the unhn_ted power of rulers and the utmost degradation of the people
[*The Theor) of Moral Sent_ment,s11750_.Othed . 2 xols ILondon Strahan and Cadell.
Edinburgh. Creech and Bell, 17901, Vol. 1, p. 146tPt 1. Sect 11I.Chap m_. the passage
alluded to first appeared m th_s ed. ]
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depend. The doctrine of passzve obedience and non-resistance was a rehg_ous doctrme.
Permit any man, or any set of men, to say what shall and what shall not be rehgious
opimons, you make them despotic _mmediately.
This is so obvious, that it requires neither illustration nor proof.
But ffthe people here, too, must choose opimons for themselves, discussion must have _ts
course; the same propositions which we have proved to be true in regard to other
institutions, are true in regard to th_s; and no opinion ought to be impeded more than
another, by any thing but the adduction of evidence on the opposxte side.*
The argument drawn from the unsafeness of permitting governments to choose a
religion for their subjects, cogent as it is, ranks only as one among a host of
arguments, for leaving the people to follow their own reason, m matters of
religion, as in ever3, thing else.
In an age when the slightest difference of opinion on such a subject was deemed
a perfectly sufficient reason for bringing the unhappy minority to the stake, it was
not wonderful that Infidelity also should be considered a crime. But now, when a
Churchman no more thinks of persecuting a Calvinist, or a Calwnist of persecuting
a Churchman, than we think of punishing a man because he happens to be taller, or
shorter, than ourselves: _t is truly strange that there should be any one who can so
blind himself as not to see, that the same reasons which make him a friend to
toleration in other cases, bind him also to tolerate lnfidehty.
The expression of opinions having been disposed of, it remains to be
considered, whether in any case there is sufficient reason for placing restrictions
upon the statement of facts. It must be admitted that the case of facts, and that of
opinions, are not precisely similar. False opinions must be tolerated for the sake of
the true: since it is impossible to draw any line by which true and false opinions can
be separated from one another. There is no corresponding reason for permitting the
publication of false statements of fact. The truth or falsehood of an alleged fact, is
matter, not of opinion, but of evidence; and may be safely left to be dec_ded by
those, on whom the business of deciding upon evidence in other cases devolves.
It is maintained, however, by lawyers, that there ought to be other restrictions
upon the statement of facts, besides the punishment of falsehood: there being some
facts, as they allege, which, even if true, ought not to be made public. On this it is
to be observed, that the same reasoning which proves that there should be perfect
freedom of expressing opinions, proves also that there should be perfect freedom
of expressing true facts. It is obviously upon facts, that all true opinions must be
founded; if rulers, therefore, have. on any subject, on their own conduct, for
example, the power of keeping from the knowledge of the people all facts which it
does not suit them to disclose, they do, m fact, choose opinions for the people on
that subject, just as completely as ff they assumed the power of doing so, by a
positive enactment,
There is one case, and only one, in which there might appear to be some doubt of
*The Article "Liberty of the Press," near the end [m Essays, p. 34].
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the propriety of permitting the truth to be told without reserve, This is. when the
truth, without being of any advantage to the public, is calculated to give annoyance
to private individuals. That there are such cases must be allowed: and also that it
would be desirable, in such cases, that the truth should be suppressed, if it could be
done by any other means than law, or arbitrary, power. It must, however, be borne
in mind, that, if there are cases in which a truth unpleasant to individuals is of no
advantage to the public, there are others in which it is of the greatest: and that the
truths which it most imports to the public to kno_, are precisely those which glxe
most annoyance to individuals, whose vices and follies they expose. ToQ' lawyers.
indeed, for whom no doctnne is too extravagant which tends to uphold their
power, or that of their employers, have asserted that one man has no right whatever
to censure another: that to do so is an act of judicial authority _hlch no individual is
entitled to exercise: and that to expose vices and follies, instead of being one of the
most important of all services to mankind, is a gross and unwarrantable usurpation
of superaority.* We hope that none but Tory lawyer_ are hard) enough to profess
concurrence in doctrines like these, Since, then, there is no one who can be trusted
to decide which are useful, which the unimportant truths: and the consequences of
suppressing both would, beyond comparison, exceed in mischievousness the
consequences of allowing both to be heard: the practical conclusion needs not to be
stated.
We have vet to notice a shift, to which recourse has frequentl? been had. since
the spread of liberal opinions has rendered it scarcel) safe to acknowledge the
same degree of enmity to discussion, which was formerly avowed "_,'e allude to
the doctrine, that calm and .fair discussion should be permitted, but that ridicule
and invective ought to be chastised
This is so much the doctnne which has been fashionable of late. that most of our
readers probably believe it to be the taw: and so. according to the d, cta ofjudge_, it
is: but according to other dzcta of the same judges, it is also the la_, that an_
discussion, unless it be all on one side, and even a bare statement of acknou'ledged
facts, is a libel_
The doctrine, however, being as we have said, a fashionable one. it is necessary
to say something on it: and we observe, in the first place, that if argument max be
permitted with safety, there can be little hazard in tolerating ridicule and mvecnve:
since, on all questions of importance, it is. in the tong run, the balance of argument
which always determines the decision of the majont,,. First. from the _era nature
of the weapons themselves: the operation of invective and ridicule being in a great
measure limited to those whose minds are already made up They max stimulate
partizans, but they are not calculated to make converts. If a man does not renounce
his opinion from conviction, it is scarcely by hearing himself laughed at. or reviled
*See Holt on the Lay,of Libel. passtm [Francis Ludlow Holt. The L,_ o.tLibel/l..ondon
Reed: Dublin: Phelan, 1812_.]
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for holding it, that he will be prevailed upon to give it up. Such means usually have
no effect but to make him adhere to his opinion still more pertinaciously than
before. And secondly, because ridicule and invective, if they may be used on one
side, may be used also on the other: and against falsehood, lbr obvious reasons,
with greater effect than against truth.
In the next place, if exclusion is to be put upon ridicule and invective, why ISit
not impartial'? If any advantage can be derived from the employment of such
weapons, why is it permmed to one set of opimon_, wtthheld from another'? Or is it
that ndlcule and invective then onl5 tend to mislead, when the5 are employed on
the side adverse to rulers'? To den 5'any advantage to censure, which is extended to
praise, is the same thing, though in a less aggravated degree, with the total
prohibition of censure. Its effect, m as far as it has any, is to give an undue
preponderance to praise: its tendency is, to make the people think better of their
rulers than they deserve: and, to that extent rulers are enabled to oppress with
impumty.
Suppose, for instance, that a writer is permitted to say, in as many words, that
ministers or parliament have acted _mproperly, have engaged, for instance, m an
unjust war: but, if he says this. and moreover expresses indignation that it should
be so, he is pumshed. By expressing indignation, he gives it to be understood, that
the evil. in his opinion, is great, and its authors deserving of punishment If he
refrains from expressing indignation, he vlrtuall? says, that the evil is not great.
and its authors not deserving of pumshment. Is it of no consequence, then. that the
public should be informed, whether an evil is great or small'? whether its authors
are criminal, or the reverse" We fully subscribe to the manly and liberal sentiments
of Mr. Mence on this subject "'It IS not only no crime, but a positive duty. never to
state crimes drily and coldly, and without the language of just and honest
indignation. And our lab, or supposed law of libel, by repressing the exercise of
this duty, ministers to and encourages every kind of vice: and corrupts and
undermines the manners and morals of the people." (Vol l, p. 162.)
Great as are these evils, the_ are not the greatest which the prohibition of
ridicule and invective carries along with it: nor is it for the mere purpose ol
securing exclusively to themselves any advantage which such weapons can
bestow, that rulers chng so closely to the privilege of putting them down. It is
because the5 know well that, if they are pertained to suppress ridicule and
invective, they have it in their power to suppress all unfavourable representation
Who is to judge, what is invective, and what IS fair and temperate discussion"
None but rulers themselves: for no line can be drawn. All censure is lnvecuve. To
censure _s to ascribe m_sconduct. Even error is misconduct, in those to whose
management the great affairs of a community are intrusted. When to err is to put to
hazard the welfare of a nation, it is a crime for those who cannot avoid error to
remain at the helm. To _mpute even error, therefore, is equivalent to invective, and
might be construed as employing _t. The mere statement of a great crime is _tsell
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invective. It implies, and is meant to Imply, moral guilt: if it fails of doing so, the
statement is so far imperfect. It is impossible, therefore, to prohibit invective,
without prohibiting all discussion, or leaving it to rulers to decide what sort of
discussion shall be punished, and what left free.
The question _s, whether indecent discussion should be proh_blted_ To answer th_
question, we must, of course, inquire what is meant bv indecent
In English libel law, where this term holds so dlstmgmshed a place, is it not defined'?
English legislators have not hitherto been good at defining, and Enghsh lawyers ha,_e
always vehementl3 condemned, and grossly abused it. The word "'indecent,'"therefore, has
always been a term under which _t was not d_fficult, on each occasion, for the judge to
include whatever he did not like "'Decent" and "what the judge hkes,'" ha_e been pretty
nearly synonymous *
And while indecent discussion is prohibited bv law, they alv_aw will be
synonymous.
The doctrine which we have now exposed, is merely one of the shifts to which
English rulers, from their peculiar situation, have been compelled to have
recourse.
In other countries, where the system to be upheld l._ one of undisguised
despotism, the utter incapacity of the people to judge rightly, and the unspeakable
wickedness of their presuming to judge at all, on the subject of government, are the
avowed doctrines of rulers The people, It is there contended, have no busmes,_ to
form any opinion on the acts of government. The 3 have nothing to do with their
rulers except to obey them.l*_ The magistrate, as he ought to have absolute control
over the actions of all under his dominion, ought hkewlse to have po_,er equall_
unlimited over their opinions. And th_s doctrine. 11it has no other merit, has at lea_t
the recommendation of consistency.
The language of Enghsh rulers, down to the Revoluuon m 1688. v_a_preclsel3
similar. At that period, however, a new government _a_ estabhshed, and this
government, having come m upon the popular ground of resistance to kings, could
not avoid admitting, that the people ought to be permitted to judge both of rulers
and of institutions; since to deny this. would have been to give up the pnnclple
upon which its own dominion v<as founded. At the same time, having the same
interests as any other government, it _as desirous of suppressing, as far as
possible, all censure upon its proceedings. Accordingly, the course _hlch, since
that time. it has pursued, has been one of perpetual compromise. It has admitted, m
the fullest and most uneqmvoca! terms, that discussion on all subjects of
government and legislation ought to be free_ It has even maintained, that the
privilege of canvassing the acts of their government, is the blrthnght of
Enghshmen: that we owe to it all that we hold dear. that, without It, there can be no
*Arhcle "'kiberD of the Pre,_," as before referred t<,[m E_sa_. p 30]
[*Cf. Samuel Horsle3. Speech of 6 Nox.. 1"7t)5.m The Specche,_m Parlmmem ot 3amuc/
Hor,slej. ed. H Horsier (Dundee: Chalmers, 18131. pp 167-8 }
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security for good government. At the same time, in the teeth of these large
professions, it has maintained, that censure of established governments ought not
to be permitted: and it has assumed to itself, in practice, the privilege of visiting
such censure, as often as it has thought fit, with some of the severest penalties of
the law.
In this see-saw, English rulers have been followed by Enghsh lawyers. We shall
select our first instances from Mr. Holt's celebrated treatise on the Law of Libel: a
work which, having been declared by the late Lord Ellenborough from the bench to
contain an accurate expression of his own sentiments, and being now generally
received among lawyers as one of their standard works, may be considered
unexceptionable authority, both ('or the law itself, and for the sentiments of rulers
upon it. Observe what he says of the unspeakable importance of free dlscussion:
Our constitution, m fact, as it at present exists, in a church reformed from the error, of
supersntion, and in a system of liberty equally remote from feudal anarchy, and
monarchical despotism, is almost entirely, under Providence, the frmt o_a free press. Itwas
this which awakened the minds of men from that apath), m whachignorance of their rights.
and of the dunes of thear rulers, left them It was b', these mcans that moral and rehg_ous
knowledge, the foundanons of all liberty, wa_ refracted, mulnphed, and circulated, and
instead of existing m masses, and m the single points of schools and umversmes, was
rendered the common atmosphere m which we all hve and breathe. It was from the press that
originated, what is. m fact. the mare dlsnncnon of the ancient and modem world, pubhc
opmlom A single question v_fllbe sufflcaent to put the _mportanceof thas subject anthe
strongest point of vie_. In the present state of knowledge and manners, _sit possible that a
Nero or Tiberius would be suffered to hve or reagn" ( 1st ed,, pp 39, 40. I
Judging from this passage, who would not concewe it to be the doctrine of
English lawyers, that mankind are indebted for all that is of greatest value, to
censure of existing institunons: such censure as tends to produce the most radical
changes, both m church and state, and even the dethronement and destruction of a
bad sovereign?
Now mark the language of the same writer, only a few pages afterwards.
"In every society, therefore, the liberty of the press may justly be restricted
within those limits which are necessary to maintain the establishment, and are
necessary to maintain its exercise.'" (Pp. 45-6.)
"'Every society" admits of no exception. It includes the worst governed, as well
as the best. According to Mr. Holt, therefore, in this passage, all governments, no
matter how bad, should be maintained. They are establishments, and that alone is a
sufficient recommendation. It _s to a free press, indeed, that we owe "'a church
reformed from the errors of superstmon, and a system of liberty equally remote
from feudal anarchy and monarchical desponsm:'" but as these were obtained by
overthrowing a former system, and as "the hmlts necessary to maintain the
establishment" are by no means to be passed, the writings which led to the
Revolution ought to have been suppressed, and that great event, with all _ts
glorious consequences, ought never to have been suffered to take place.
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The difference, therefore, between the doctnne of rulers m England, and that of
rulers elsewhere, exists only in name: and is not indicative of any difference in
their real sentiments, but only in their power of giving expression to them without
danger.
If there be any truth m the great principles of human nature, or any vahdity in the
reasoning, upon which the British constitution is founded, there is no ruler who
would not, if he could, suppress all censure of himself, of his measures, or of any
of the arrangements which contribute to this authority. The Britlsh constitution
supposes, that rulers always wish to abuse their power, and. of course, wish to
remove every check which has a tendency to prevent them from abusing their
power. But the great check to abuses of all sorts. Is a free press. It is of the utmost
importance, therefore, to observe, that all rulers have the strongest possible
interest in destroying the freedom of the press: that they are under an absolute
necessity of hating it: and that although they may not, at any one moment, have a
fixed and regular plan for effecting its destruction, they are obstinately averse to
any, even the most trifhng, extension of it: and are eager to seize eve R' opportumt 3
for restraining it within the narrowest practicable hmlts.
The necessity for veiling this d_sposmon by, the tricks of language, has taught
our rulers to devise a number of artful phrases, by the help of which they contrive.
in the same breath, to give and take away the right of free discussion, and which, as
often as they have occasion for the pumshment of an obnoxious writer, serve them
to beg the question in favour of their object. A trick of this kind, which has done
them much good service, is the well-known professton, that they are friends to the
hber_." of the press, but enemies to _ts hcenttousness.
Let us examine what this means. The liberty of the press, we are told, _s good.
that is, as we suppose, discussion, if not m all cases, at any rate m some cases.
ought to be free. But the hcentiousness of the press. _t seems, is an evil: _ hich we
must presume to mean, that there are certain other cases in which &scuss_on ought
not to be free: but what cases? Of this we are not informed, for the word
licentiousness, far from marking the &stinctlon. is merely a vague epithet of
blame. Their meaning, therefore, must be, that the 3 are to judge v,hat is the liberty
of the press, and what is licentiousness. But this is to have the whole pox_er of
choosing opinions for the people. Allow them to decide what is. or is not
hcentlousness, and ever3' thing will be hcentlousness which _mphes censure of
themselves, which revolves any doctrine hostile to the indefinite increase and
perpetual duration of their power. With them. mdeed, to use the language of Mr.
Mence, "the liberty of the press is a liberty of flattering, fawning, trifling, prosing,
but not of writing freely, or fmrly, or usefull 3 . or m a wa) to engage attenuon, or
have a chance of exciting interest, upon men or manners, or upon political, or
legal, or religious, or moral subjects." (Vol. 1, p. 206 )
It now remains to exhibit the actual state of the law of th_s countr 3 , x_lth respect
to the liberty of the press.
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It _sproper here to take notice of a very. elaborate attempt made by Mr. Mence,
to prove that the law really is not so unfavourable to free discussion as is commonly
supposed.
The whole of the law by which the offence of libel is created, exists only m the
state of common or unwritten law, of precedent, or custom, But this circumstance
is so far from being peculiar to libel, that more than one half of the law of England
exists in no other shape.
Mr. Mence alleges, and endeavours to prove--perhaps (for we shall not enter
into so unimportant an inquiry) he has succeeded m proving, that the precedents
on which the law of libel is founded, are not older than the star-chamber (pnntlng
itself, indeed, was not olderl: and from this he infers, that they are not. to use a
legal phrase, good law; that there is, therefore, no law of libel, and that the
punishments which have been inflicted upon alleged libellers are illegal, t*t Mr.
Mence. however, is not the interpreter of the law. It belongs to the judges, and to
them alone, to say what is. and what is not law It is true, that the Instances of
omission are far more numerous than the instances of execution, and in the eye of
reason, are equally entitled to be considered as precedents. It is true, that the judge
hears a case, or refuses to hear it, as he pleases, and. therefore, makes the taw.
toties quoties, under the guise of declanng it. Nothing, indeed, can be more
shocking, more grossly inconsistent with all ideas of good law, or good judicature,
than this; but it is an evil inseparable from a system of common law, and if the lax_
of libel be not. technically speaking, good law, we can scarcely be said to have an3"
law at all, since even statutes are for the most part built upon the common law, and
taking the offence for granted, confine themselves to regulating the pumshment
It is of little importance in itself, what the law is. if the practice be bad: but _tis of
the greatest importance that the public should not be made to beheve that the law. if
it were executed, would afford a security, when m reality it would afford no
security at all: and it is because Mr. Mence has taken, as we conceive, so erroneous
a view of this question, that we think it necessa_' to caution our readers against
being misled by an author, from whom, in other respects, they may derive so much
information.
Our own view of the state of the law will be collected, partly from Mr. Holt's
work. which is a digest of the cases, and which, as we have already observed.
carries with it all the weight of Lord Ellenhorough's authority, l*l partly from the
dicta of judges themselves.
The object being to asenain, what meaning the Enghsh law attaches to the term
hbel, it is natural to begin by asking, what defimtion of libel It affords? To which
we answer, none: nothing which deserves the name of a defimtion ever having
been adduced.
[*See Mence. Vol, I, pp 287-386.]
[_Holt's work is dedicated (pp. m-iv) to Edward Law, Lord Ellenborough I
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Mr. Holt says, "A libel is a malicious defamation,
expressed either in pnnting or
writing, or by signs, pictures, &c., tending either to blacken the memory of one
who is dead, with an intent to provoke the living, or the reputation of one who is
alive, and thereby exposing him to pubhc hatred, contempt and ridicule.'" (P. 50. I
What can be more absurd than to put forth such a definition as this, _lth great
parade too of exactness,
and fortified by references
to no less than six legal
authorities; [*j and in the ve_ next sentence, enumerating
the species of libel, to
talk of libels against religton,
against moralitx, against the constitution. I'_ Mr
Holt's definition,
by whomsoever
devised,
was obviously
intended onl 3 for
private libel; and if applied to any thing else, is unintelhgible.
It necessarilx
supposes a person libelled. Religion, morality, &c. are not persons, either dead or
alive, but abstract terms
Considered
only as a defimtion of private libel, it is
abundantly mischievous,
since it reforms us. that to give pubhcit,, to vice. m other
words, to take the only effectual security against _ts overspreading
the earth. _s.
according to English law, a crame. And this doctnne, Mr Holt. m another place.
does not scruple openly to avow'. I;}
This is, at an} rate, an attempt to define. In most law, books, if we look for a
definitmn of libel, we find nothing but a fiction. Libel Is punishable,
we are there
told, because it tends to provoke a breach of the peace The person libelled, max,
out of resentment,
commit the crime of assault against his accuser: _t is fit.
therefore, that the law should extend its protecting shield over the libeller, and sax e
him from the chance of a broken head, by inflicting
upon him a year's,
imprisonment.
A tweak by the nose, according to this doctrine, should be more
criminal than any libel, for it is certainly far more hkelv to proxoke the species of
retaliation alluded to. Miserable
as this fiction is. It ha_ served as a foundation to
lawyers

for braiding

up the excellent

law maxxm,

"'the greater the truth, the greater

the libel." A bad man, it is alleged, is more easily provoked than a good man'. and a
true accusation being usually more cutting than a false one, exposes the accuser to
a greater

hazard

of being

knocked

down'

One might almost as reasonably contend, [says Mr Mence,] that I_ought t_ be cnmmaI
m point of law for any person to carrv mone_ about him. test it should tempt some scoundrel
to pick his pocket or knock his brains out The pumshment m such a case. as the la_ nox_
stands, would fall upon the thief, instead of the tempter And the peace would be at least a_,
well secured, and the interests of moraht 3 much better consulted, m ca_es of alleged hbel.
by punishing not the man who exposes vxce and holds it up to deser_ed infamy, but the man
whose vloous conduct is exposed, and _ho to hL_cnme_ ha_, added the farther crime of
braving the disgrace, and committing violence upon the person ,xho ma 3 justl) and
mentoriousl) have exposed him. IVol 1, p 136.

[*Wdham Blackstone, Edward Coke, Wilham Hawkins. John Holt. Lloyd Ken,,on. and
Thomas Wood: for the specific citations, see under their names m App G beloa ]
['Holt, p 51,]
{*lbad . Chap x. pp 160-22(1.]
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The reader may be curious to learn for what purpose this ludicrous fiction was
invented. The purpose was, to render libel a penal offence, instead of being merely
a civil injury. Had it been classed among private offences, under the head of
inJuries to reputation, it would have been necessary to prove, in the first place, that
an injury had really been sustained: and then the damages awarded would not have
exceeded a fair compensation for the actual injury which had been proved. To
make it a public offence, it was erected into a sort of virtual breach of the peace,
which, again, by another equally contemptible fiction, _s the king's peace: and
thus, a libel against an individual became an offence against the king. Englishmen,
who have been accustomed to hear, and to believe, that the law is the perfection of
human reason, t*l wall be astonished to learn, that there is scarcely one, even of its
good principles, which has an5' thing better than such fictions as the above for its
basis. In fictione juris semper aequitas, say the lawyers. It is an assertion which
they would not venture to put forth, were not the apathy of the public a sufficient
security for its being believed without inquiry Yet here Is, at any rate, one
Instance, (and every one who has examined the law w_thout a resolution to find
every' thing as it should be. I_t can supply' many more), m which such fictions have
been devised for the most mischievous of all purposes.
This technical definition answered to admiration, so long as there were no libels
but against individuals, all the rest being heresy or treason: but when times altered.
and it was no longer practicable to hang. draw, and quarter men for libel, judges
were put to their shifts for a definition which should give them power really
unlimited, without the appearance. The late Lord Ellenborough. who. from his
greater boldness of character, was in the habit of giving utterance to the pernicious
doctrine with less of restraint and disgmse than is usual, once said from the bench,
that a libel was any thing which hurts the feehngs of any body. I+1This was
acknowledging more than was quite safe. It was admitting, that, according to
English law, as administered by English judges, it is a crime to impute either error
or criminality to public functionaries or to individuals: since to impute even error
to any one, if it does not in all cases actually hurt his feelings, has, at least, always a
tendency to do so.
The words of an indictment for public libel, which, in the absence of a
definition, are, it must be presumed, intended to gwe some indication of the
meaning and import of the charge, are "tending to bring our Lord the King and his
[*See Edward Coke, The Fzrst Part of the lnsntutes of the Lawe,_o] England (London
Society of Stanoners. 1628), p, 97 (Lib. II, Cap. vL Sect. 138) ]
[+See Jeremy Bentham, A Fragment on Government (1776), m Wor_, ed John
Bowrmg, 11 vols (Edinburgh. Ta_t, London: Slmpkm, Marshall: Dubhn. Cumrnmg.
1843), Vol. l, p. 230.]
[*See Edward Law, Charge to the Jury in the Trial of Wdham Cobbett. 1804. m A
Complete Collection of State Trial,s, ed. Thomas Bayly Howell, 34 vols. (London
Longman, et al., 1809-28), Vol. XXIX, col 49.]
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administration,'" or "'the constitution and government of these realms,'" or "the two
Houses of Parliament," or "'the administration of justice, the trial by jut,.','" &c.
"'into great and public" hatred and contempt. "'l*_
Lord Ellenborough's dictum itself is not better adapted to bear out the judge m
the most mischievous exemon of power, than this. It is cnmmal to bring rulers into
"hatred and contempt." But hatred is the legitimate consequence of guilt, contempt
the legitimate consequence of folly. To impute either guilt or folly, either
intentional or unintentional error, to rulers, is. therefore, by English law. a crime.
The attempts at definition, bad as the)' are, have only been exceptions the
general rule has been, to maintain, that libel, though it ought to be punished.
cannot, and ought not to be defined. The conspiracy, in truth, have a good reason
for leaving the offence of libel undefined: for the)' would not dare to include m a
definition all that the support of the conspiracy requares to be included. They
would not dare to assume, by a specific lax_. all the power which they hope to enjoy
by usurpation. Were they to make a defininon which included all that the)' wash to
be included, common feeling would be shocked, neather thex nor other men would
bear to look at it. Nothing. however, can be more gross than the inconsistency into
v_hich this necessarily drives them. The,, insist that libel cannot be defined, yet
the)' say that twelve unlettered men are to judge what as libel and what asnot. How
can an)' man know what _sincluded in a general rule, if he know s not what that rule
is?
On the subject of libels against the consutution, the follo_ Ing is the language of
Mr. Holt.
If the law protects the subject In his rights, and pumshes exerj, invasion of them. much
more does _tprotect that system from which all these rights proceed, and b_ ,xhlch alone
they can be maintained. The go',ernment and consntut_on being the common inheritance.
eveR' attack made upon them. which affect_ their permanence and securlt',. ,s m a degree an
attack upon eveR),m&vidual m the state, and concerns the rights oI all If it be the highest
cnme known to our laws. to sub_ert b) force that constitution and poht) v,h_chthe _'l.sdom
and valour of our ancestors have erected and confirmed. _t ,s certamlx a cnmc. though of
inferior magmtude, yet of great enormity, to endeavour to despoil _tof its bes__upport.the
,_eneratmn, esteem, and affecnon ol the people It is, therefore, a maxim of the ta_ of
England, flowing by natural consequence and eas'. deducnon from the great prmc@e ol
self-defence,to consider as labelsand misdemeanours ever)' specle_of attack b? speaking or
writang, the object of whach as wantonlx to dejame, or mdecoroush to calummate, that
econom), order, and constltutaon of things, whachmake up the general system of the law
and government of the countr,, IP 74 1
Considering the parade of logic, which characterizes Mr. Holt's book. atis not a
httle remarkable that. on the most important point of "all. he should be detected an
using language so utterly destatute of an)' defimte or precise meaning. Such
l'For samilar wording, see the indictment m the "'Trial of John Lamber_ and James,
Perry, for a Libel upon His MaJesty George the Third," lbld . Vol XXXI. cots 335-0. cf
60 George II1 and l George IV, c 8 t18t91.1
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vagueness can have but one object: namely, to hide the absolute power which the
words that he uses are intended to confer upon the judge.
In the first place, he is pleased to represent the constitution as a person, and talks
of defaming the constitution, calumniating the constitution, as if an abstract term
could be defamed or calumniated. Then it is wantonly to defame, and indecorously
to calumniate. Whether any thing be added to, or taken from the sense by these
epithets, we profess ourselves unable to understand.
What is the constitution'? merely the aggregate of the secunties for good
government, which are provided by the existing law, whatever those securities
may be, more or less complete, t*J This must be the meaning of the word,
constitution, if it has any: and if bv a sort of metaphor we speak of the constitution
as being calumniated, we can only mean, that these securitites are represented as
insufficient for the prevention of mis-government;
that the constitution is
represented as not attaining _ts end.
Consider what is imphed, when it is said, that the securities for good
government which, being taken collectively, we call the constitution, are
inadequate to their end. It is implied, that, to a certain extent at least, if not
altogether, we are as if we had no constitution; and that rulers have the power to
tyrannize over us with lmpunlt_. If this be true, it will not be openly asserted that,
to make it known would not be highly meritorious. The supposition, therefore,
must be, that _t is not true. This cannot be proved, without suffering those who
deny it to be heard. It is, therefore, taken for granted w_thout proof.
It being, therefore, according to this doctrine, allowable for English rulers to
take for granted, without proof, that their own form of government is the best
possible, it must be equally allowable for all other ruler_ to make the same
assumption in favour of theirs. It will not, however, be contended, that all forms of
government are the best. The doctrine, therefore, of the law of England, as
expounded by Mr. Holt, is, that any rulers, m an3, count_', may justly assume that
the most detestable of all governments is the best. and upon that assumption ma 3
with perfect propriety inflict pumshment to any extent upon all who presume to
call in question its excellence.
Higher authorities than Mr. Holt have propounded the same doctrine. Lord
Camden says,
"All governments must set their faces against libels, and whenever they come
before a court and a jury, they will set their faces against them. And ifjuries do not
prevent them, they may prove fatal to liberty, destroy government, and introduce
anarchy; but tyranny is better than anarchy, and the worst government better than
none at all."*

[*Cf. James Mall, "'Government" 118201. in Essays, pp. 16-19: Jeremy Bentham.
Constitutional Code, in Works, Vol. IX. p. 9.1
*Entlck v. Carrington, 2 WiLs.K.B. 275, apud Holt. pp_75-6 195f_nghsh Reports 8181
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It is here pretty dlstinctlv intimated, that the worst government is justified in
punishing all who hold it up to that detestanon which it deserves: and the premises
are equally edifying with the conclusion: if a tyrannical government be subverted.
it is possible that anarchy may ensue: and anarchy, m the opimon of Lord Camden
and of Mr. Holt, is a greater evil than the worst possible government Adam Smith.
indeed, thought differently; m the opinion of that great philosopher and practical
judge of human nature, despotism is "more destructive of leisure and security, than
anarchy itself."* His lordship is welcome, however, as far as we are concerned, to
whatever advantage he can derive from this assumption. But we subm)t that, if the
worst possible government may be succeeded by anarchy, it may also be
succeeded by a good government: and how must his mind be constituted who. ff it
were necessary, would fear to risk a few vears, even of anarchy, for such a
possibility!
In this investigation we have purposel> a_oided making the _uptx_sinon. that the
British consntution reall_ is not the best possible It is obvious, however, hov,
much, If it be not, the strength of the argument is increased.
If we were as firml_ convinced that the British constitution is, as we are
convinced that it is not, the best possible government, we should be ,_llhng to
expose even such a government to a ver_ considerable degree of risk. rather than
support it by means, which if the_ ma_ be used for the preser_'ation of the best
government, ma_ be equally used to perpetuate all the atrocmes of the v,orst. But if
the constitution be really imperfect--and
who shall say that it is otherwise, ff
gainsayers are not suffered to be heard'? then how greatly _s the atroc_tx
aggravated! and what are we to think of those who wmkedly endeavour to prop up a
bad cause, by means which even the best ought to reject with horror'.
Mr. Holt seems to have been in some degree aware, that the mischievous
purpose of the law would she_ itself even through the vague and evaslxe language
in which he has clothed it After telling us that the judges have the power to punish
ever) thing which the)' may pronounce intended to "'despoil the constitution of its
best support, the veneranon, esteem, and affecnon of the people," he has thought it
expe&ent to say something with a vie_ to make it appear that the_ have not thl.,
power.
The constitution of this countr>, _ h_ch_ nothing but pertect reason, ackno_ ledge,, m
every man a right to set forth a general or m&v_dualhardship, andto _uggesterror, e_en in
the h_ghest branch of the maglstrac} The constitution, indeed, is too wise not to
acknowledge that the best interest of the state, as of human st_cletxat large. _, truth It
opens, therefore, a read5 ear to honest and useful truth of all kinds, and a,, it rece_c: thl,,
truth from human beings, and therefore can only expect it ab mingled up and adulterated
Ith human passions, it will often pardon and overttmk a natural _ armth, for the sake of the
truth which it produces This Is the character of the constitution w'lthrespect to pubhc hbels
*Essa> on the History of Astronomy, [m E._sm,_on Ptulo_ophwal ,Sui_u'cts.ed Josepla
Black and James Hutton tLondon Cadell and Davle,_. 1"795).jp 2;'
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in good times. But every right has its hmits The right is given by the constitution, in so far
as it is necessary and salutary, for the purposes of reminding kings of their duty, and
parhaments of thmr trusts;the right stops at that point where Its exerose would endanger the
permanence anddue wmght of government: that _s,where _tserves no other purpose than to
revive the original anarchy and to spread d_saffectionand tumult through the state. (P 76.)
It is not easy to enumerate all the gratuitous assumptions, all the shifts and
evasions, which this one passage contains.
In the first place, it is assumed, that to "'endanger the permanence of
government" (such are the words of Mr. Holt) can have no object but to "'revive the
original anarchy:" which is precisely the assumption by which all bad rulers, from
time immemorial, have begged the question in favour of themselves.
In the next place, we are informed that the right of unfavourable representation
is allowed, so far as is necessar T to "remind kings of their duty, and parhaments of
their trusts;" but not to such a degree as to "spread disaffection through the state."
So said the Mogul emperor: his subjects might state their grievances for his
information, and if he thought fit, he would redress them; with th_s reservatmn,
however, that if he should happen to take offence at their representations, he mtght
cut off their heads upon the spot. l*j
But, thirdly, it seems, even this limited right of unfavourable representation is
allowed only in good times; the question, what are and are not good times, being of
course left to be decided by the government itself. It is not difficult to see what, by
such a judge, would be pronounced to be good times. So long as the people were
perfectly qmet, and any breath of censure which might be heard boded no danger to
profitable abuses, that censure might be tolerated, simply because there would be
no motive for its suppression. But as soon as a feeling began to be excited, that
there was something wrong, something calling for reformation; as soon as there
began to be a chance, that unfavourable representations, if they continued, might
at length have the effect of forcing upon rulers some degree of amendment; then
would be the time for declaring that the "permanence and due wmght of
government" were endangered: then would be the time for suspending the habeas
corpus act, and extending, like Mr. Pitt, the strong arm of power, to crush ever3
writer who presumed to insinuate, that all was not for the best. I*l
One admission, however (we shall see how far it is sincere), is made in the
above passage; that the constitution does permit censure, if not at all times, and on
[*See the reference to the Emperor Jehanglr in Wilham Finch. "'Observations of
William Finch, Merchant, Taken out of H_sLarge Journall," m Samuel Purchas, Purchas
Hts Pilgrtmes, 4 vols (London: Fetherstone, 1625), Vol. 1, p. 439.1
[+For Pitt's actmns, see "The King's Proclamanon agamst Sedmous Wrmngs'" (21
May, 1792), in Parliamentar3,Hzstor3'of England, ed. Wilham Cobbett and John Wright.
36 vols. (London: Bagshaw, Longmans, 1806-20), Vol. XXIX, cols. 1476-7; see also 34
George III, c. 54 (1794).]
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all subjects, yet at some times, and on some subjects. No_ mark the language of
Mr. Holt, a few pages afterwards:
"If" a writer, "forgetting the wholesome respect which is due to authority and to
the maintenance of every system, proposes to reform the evils of the state b_'
lessening the reverence oJ the laws; the law, under such circumstances, considers
him as abusing to the purposes of anarchy, what it has given him for the purposes
of defence." (P. 103. )
It is not to the doctrine, that not only a good system, but ever3' system ought to be
maintained, that we would at present direct the attention of our readers. It is to the
declaration, that nothing must be done tending to lessen the reverence for the laws:
that to whatever degree a law may be bad, _ts badness shall not be suffered to be
exposed, nor any representation to be made which shall convince the people of the
necessity for _ts repeal. What, then, is to be stud of the assertions that "the
constitution acknowledges the best interest of the state to be truth"" that it "'opens a
ready ear to honest and useful truth of all kmds?'" What, but that they are cant,
disgusting from its hypocrisy, as mischievous as false, and put forth solet._ to
deceive the people into a belief that the constitution and the la_x are much better
than they really are?
From libels on the constitution. Mr. Holt passes to libels on the king and h_s
government, and to this subject we shall follow him, promising to the reader, that,
after all that we have already said. we shall not detam him tong.
From Mr. Holt's general view of the law on this subject, one passage has been
already extracted. We now give it entire.
Ever3'Enghshman has a clear right to discuss pubhc affairs freely, inasmuch as, from the
renewable nature of the popular part of our consntution, and the pn_ liege of choosing hl_
representatives, he has a particular, as well as a general interest m them. He has a r_ghtto
pointout error and abuse m the conduct of the affairs of state, and freel} and temperatel3 to
canvass ever3'quesuon connected with the pubhc pohcy of the countr3 But. if instead ofthe
soberand honest d_scussionof a man prudent and attentive to h_so_n interests, his purpose
is, to misrepresent, and find a handle for faction: if. instead of the respectful language of
complaint and decorous remonstrance, he assumes a tone and a deportment v_h_chcan
belongto no mdwldual m civil society, ft, forgetting the wholesome respect which is due to
authority, and to the mmntenance of eveu' system, he proposes to reform the evils of the
state by lessening the reverence of the lay,s: ff he md_scrammatel3 assigns bad motwe,, to
_magmederrors and abuses: ft. m short, he uses the hbert3 of the press to cloak a mahc_ous
intention, to the end of injuring private feehng, and d_sturbingthe peace, econom._,and
order of the state, the la_, under such circumstances, considers h_m as abusing to the
purposes of anarchy what it has given hlm for the purposes of defence. (Pp 102-3 )
For the exposure of this doctrine, a few words are sufficient,
In the first place, the distraction between the censure which _spern_itted, and the
censure which is prohibited, turns out to be. not an3 thing in the censure _tself. but
something in the intention. B 3 what evidence is the intention to be ascertained? B_
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the greater seventy of the censure? No: for it surely does not follow, that a man
must necessarily intend to misrepresent because he censures severely: unless tt _s
contended that governments can never act m such a manner as to merit severe
censure.
To obtain reform, you must point out defects. By pointing out defects, you bring
discredit on the government. By pointing out defects and seekmg remedies, you
shew your malice. Yes; the same sort of malice which a man shews towards
himself by going to a physician to know the defects of his constitution, and how to
remedy them.
Some parts of Mr. Holt's language, however, seem to insinuate, what he
himself in other places demes, that censure may be freel,, apphed, provided It be
without assigning bad motives. "'The law," say s he, "in this respect, follows in the
line of our duty'. Invective, and the assignment of bad motives, can evidently
answer no good purpose. No man assuredly can jUstll_' such contumely, even
towards a private individual, and society at least should have dlgmty enough to
commmunicate something of Its sacredness to its officers." _P. 103. I
What is meant by the dignity of society, and commumcatmg sacredness to its
officers, we do not pretend to understand. What Mr. Holt, or the judges, would
consider as bad motives, w,e do not know. Perhaps, b3 bad motives he means
criminality, as distinguished from innocent error: and, m that case, we utterly den5
the assertion, that no good purpose is to be answered by exposing it Is it of no
importance that the public should know the character of those in whose hands the
disposal of their whole happiness is placed'? Apply this doctrine to the crimes of
individuals: would Mr. Holt assert that it can answer no good purpose to
distinguish between wilful murder and accidental homicide'?
This part of the law of libel, as expounded by the judges, and by Mr. Holt, is,
like all other parts of it, purposely left in such a state of vagueness, as to place
every public writer absolutely at the mercy of the judge.
"Every' thing," says Mr. Holt, "'is a libel, the purpose of which is, to
misrepresent and find a handle for faction." But what is facuon? Every man
opposing ministers. What _s m_srepresentation? Falsehood. Who _s to judge what
is falsehood? The government: and the government, theretbre, is to judge in _ts
own cause; the government is to decide upon the truth or falsehood of a charge of
error or crime against itself, and if it pronounces the charge to be false, it is to have
the power of inflicting punishment, to any extent, upon the accuser!
It may be thought, perhaps, that Mr. Holt has distorted the law. To prove that he
has not, we shall next quote some of the dicta of judges: than which nothing can be
more explicit, as to the illegality of all censure upon the government.
LORDHOLTThey say that nothing _sa libel but what reflects on some particular person
But this is a very strange doctnne, to say that _tis not a libel reflecting on the government.
endeavouring to possess the people that the government is real-administered by corrupt
persons that are employed m such stations, either m the na_3_or army. To say that corrupt
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officers are appointed to administer affairs xs certainly a reflection on the government If
men should not be called to account for possessing the people with an ill opinion of the
government, no government can subsist *
According
to this judge, nothing is to be permitted which tends to possess the
people with an ill opinion of the government;
that all censure has this for its object,
it is unnecessary, to remark. All censure, therefore, is prohibited.
LORDCHIEF JUSTICERAYMONDEven a private man's character is not to be scandahzed.
either directly or m&rectly: because there are reme&es appointed b', lay,. m case he has
injured an)' person, without mahclously scandahzmg him m his character And much less is
a magistrate, minister of state, or other pubhc person's character to be stained, exther
&rectly or m&rectly. And the law reckons it a greater offence when the hbel is pointed at
persons m a pubhc capaclt), as It is a reproach to the government to have corrupt
magistrates, &c substituted b 5 his majesty, and tends to sou sedition, and disturb the
peace of the kingdom "
From this we learn two things:
can be construed
government.
And

as either
secondly,

first, that nothing

is permitted

directly or b3 lmphcation
that all persons whatever,

guaranteed by the law against all exposure
and however hurtful to the community.

of any misconduct,

SIR PHILIP YORKEtafterwards Lord Chancellor Hardwlcke)
publish an} thing reflecnng on the character, and reputation,
majest 3 , or his mimsters -"

to be said v, hlch

a reproach
upon
public or pn_ate,
howe_er

the
are

glanng.

He tthe pranter_ l_ not to
and admmtstratton oI hi',

This doctrine, which is honoured with the peculiar approbation
of Mr. Holt
(p, 111 ), is in substance the same with that which we last quoted, wlth this addition.
that it contains a prohibition
of strictures,
even upon particular measures
The
"'administration
of his majest),
or his ministers,'" is not to be reflected upon.
On the trtal of Woolston for a deistical
work. *_ the Court said. "'that the
Christian religion is established
in this kingdom, and therelorc they _ould
allow any books to be written which should tend to alter that establishment

not
""

Christianity
is to be made an instrument
of persecution
because
_t _ an
establishment:
no books are to be written which tend to alter estabhshments.
VChat
sort of a doctnne is th_s?
*[John Holt, Charge to the Jury m the Trmt of John Tutchm.

1704, m] Holt K.B 42z _t_f_

Eneh _hReports 1l 331. and [Howetl.] State Trml._. \"ol XIV. ct_l ! 12_,. apud Holt. p 10_,
[Robert Raymond. Speech m the Trial of Richard Franckhn. 1"31. m Ho,xcll'.l State
Trials, Vol. XVII [con 658-9], apud Holt. p 111
'lhtd [Speech for the Plaintiff in the Trial of Richard Franckhn. I "31. in Hoae!l. St,lt_
Trials, Vol XVII. col 670, quoted in Francis Holt. p 112 t
[*Thomas Woolston was tried m 1729 for his .4 D:_ur.sc on th_ ._,Itrach', ot Our
Saviour. in View of the Pre_ent Controver_x between Infidels _nd 4/'_o_tatc_. ¢_ pt_
Ikondon: the Author, 1727-29) ]
_[Robert Raymond, Speech in the Trial of Thomas '¢,oolston
1"2,, in 9.4 [_ne]lsh
Reports 113.] Holt. p. 55
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LORDELLENBOROUGH.
It _Sno new doctnne, that if a publication be calculated to alienate
the affections of the people, by bringing the government into dzsesteem, whether the
expedient be by ridicule or obloquy, the person so conducting himself is exposed to the
inflictions of the law. It is a crime, it has ever been considered as a crime, whether wrapt in
one form or another.*
Having commented at so much length upon similar doctnnes, we are under no
inducement to spend time upon this.
The two trials of Mr. Wooler. in the year 1817, for seditious libels, teem with
similar dicta, both of the attorney-general who prosecuted, and the judge who
presided. We quote a report which was printed verbatim from the manuscript of an
eminent short-hand writer. On that occasion, the then attorney-general, the present
Master of the Rolls, and, if report say true, the future Lord Chancellor. delivered
himself in the following terms:
To impute to the ministers under any form of government, whether monarch)' or an)'
other established form of government, wicked and corrupt motives of a pecuniary nature, or
of another and a worse sort, viz. that corruption arising from a desire to destroy the liberties
and the constitution of their country, and to take away from the subjects of the state all the
happiness intended to be given by the laws and constitution, is, I take leave boldly to state.
without hazard of contradiction from an) lawyer m the countr)', a libel against the
admimstratlon of the government: against the ministers employed m that administration.'
It would appear at first sight, to an incautious reader, that the tmproved spirit of
the times had produced some effect, even upon his majesty's attorney-general.
The doctrine, that all censure of ministers is a libel, was no longer dared to be
openly avowed. What was avowed, however, is. that when mintsters aim at
subverting the constitution, at subverting that, which, according to the attorneygeneral, is our only security against ever3, horror which mankmd have. at an',
period of history, endured from bad rulers; that when mimsters aim at taking away
this security, and plunging us Into these evils, no one shall be allowed to say so
That this _s an unfair interpretation we deny. Is it, or _s it not, possible, that
ministers should wish to be absolute? If it be answered, that such a design is
possible, but that in this instance it was unjustly ascribed to them, we answer, that
if despotism has been the aim of some ministers, it may be the aim of the present,
and we are not to believe that to be impossible which all expenence proves to be
certain, merely because the attorney-general thinks proper to deny _t. This modest
claim, however, he did not scruple to prefer. "They Ithe ministers) would not make
*Case of the King v. Cobbett, apud Holt. p. 119.
*Trials of Mr. Wooler [i.e.. Thomas Jonathan Wooler, A Verbattm Report of the Two
Trials of Mr. T.J. Wooler, Editor of the Black Dwarf(London: Wooler. 1817)], pp. 5-6
[The Attorney-General at the time was Samuel Shepherd; Mill is confusing him with the
Solicitor-General, Robert Gifford, who was Master of the Rolls in 1825, and was expected
to be the next Lord Chancellor.]
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their will the general law, but it is not that they dare not, but, I take leave to state.
because they cannot and will not."*
Here we are asked to believe that ministers are not men of ordinary, virtue, nor
even men of extraordinary virtue, but something infinitely superior to all men who
ever did, or can exist. Not so says the law of England. That law always presumes
that men act according to their interest, So far is this principle carried, that, if a
man has a single shilling to gain by perjury, the law presumes that he will perjure
himself for that shilling, and refuses to hear his evidence. And here we are called
upon to take it for granted, not only that the strongest conceivable temptations are
weaker than the virtue of ministers, but that a man ought to be severely pumshed
for Insinuating the contrary. And why? Because such is the zp_e dLrlt of his
majesty's attorney-general,
The present Chief Justice Abbott, on the same occasion, was pleased to dehver,
as has been recently the usual practice, two contra_' doctrines: both of which, of
course, by his pronouncing them, became equally the law of the land.
It is open to ever).'subject of the country to d_scuss the measures of government, pro__ded
he do Itreasonably, fairly, and impartially: but if, instead of reasoning and d_scussmgupon
measures general or particular, a person chooses to _ssue forth to the world slander and
calumny against the government, or against the authors of those measures, he then becomes
amenable to the law; if I may so say, where reasomng ends and slander and calumn} begin,
there is the hne b_ which a judgment is to be formed
This is one doctrine. Shortly afterwards he. m a passage too long to quote.
propounds, and praises Lord Holt for propounding, the other. I*_This is, that _t _s
libellous in any way to reflect upon. that is. to censure, the government, and to
bring into discredit, that is again to censure, the two Houses of Parhament.
We will take the least bad doctnne of the two: that which asserts that reasoning _s
permitted, but slander and calumny prohibited,
What is the use of reasoning? To draw conclusions, we suppose. All reasonmg is, we apprehend, for the sake of the conclusion. Reasoning, it seems, is fit
and proper: is it proper to draw conclusions? If they are favourable, yes, if
unfavourable, no; because in that case, they are slander and calumny.
We might quote many cases posterior to this. but we shall stop here. partly
because we have already exhibited enough, partly because the more recent trials
have not been published in an equally authoritative form It is not because there _,,
nothing to say on the trial of Mr. Harvey for a libel on a h_ mg king. or on that of
Mr. John Hunt. for a libel on a dead one, t+i that we refrain from part_cularl 5
*Ibtd. p. 14.
+Ibid., p. 80
[*Ibid.. p. 82.]
[*DanielWhlnle Harve} was tned m 1823 for hbelhng George IX.
". John Hunt. m 1824.
for hbelhng George Ill. ]
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alluding to what was said by lawyers and judges on those memorable occasions. It
ts because it was not in our power to quote any better authority than newspaper
reports; and it is not enough for us that our assertions are true; we would have them
exempt even from the possibihty
of suspicion.
We notice the head "'Libels against the two Houses of Parhament, "'t*I only to
say that, according to Mr. Holt, the one thing to which all the influence of public
opinion over those assembhes
is owing, the publication
of their proceedings--is
illegal,
Under the head, "Libels against Courts of Justlce,"t_ l Mr ttolt says.
It is, undoubtedt.,,, within the natural compass
peaceable and temperate manner, the declsmns
suggest even error, and, proxlded It be done in
criticism, to censure v,hat is apparentt 3 wrong,
dishonest motwes be assigned to an3 part 3 "

of the hbert_ of the press, to discuss, in a
and judgments o! a court of jusnce: to
the language, and with the v_e_ s. of fmr
but v,_th th_s hrmtanon, that no talse or

"Any public reflection,"
he continues.
"'on the ministration
of justice,
is
unquestionably
libellous .,I;_
Here are two assertions, the one, that the law permits censure, the other that it
does not. We shall non see which of them is borne out b_ the dwta of judges And
we shall content ourselves wlth quoting
his subject, by Mr. Holt htmsell.

the first case, related

under this branch

of

JUSTICEBULLER Nothing can be of greater m_portance to the welfare of the pubhc, than
to put a stop to the animadversions, and censures v_hlch are so frequentl 3 made utxm courts
of Justice m this country They can be of no service, and ma) be attended wtth the most
mischievous consequences
Case, ma_ happen, m which the judge and jur 3 ma_ bc
mistaken: v, hen they are, the taw ha.s _orded a remedy, and the part 3 m)ured is enutled to
pursue ever)' method which the lab allows to correct the mistake But, when a person has
recourse either b? writing like the present, b3 pubhcanons m print, or b) an) other means,
to calumniate the proceedings ol a court of justice, the ob_ _ous tendency of it _s. to v,cakcn
the admm_stranon of justice, and, m consequence, to sap the ver_ loundanon of the
consntut_on _tselt
The law has afforded a remedy! Yes: the inJured party, II he can afford it, may
move the veu, judge by w horn he was condemned,
lor a neu trial, and if by miracle
he should obtain It, he ma} go again to be tried before the same, or a brother judge,
subject to the same sinister interest, f_i and a jut? under the same influence. Wc
['_Francls Holt. Chap w, pp 121-36 ]
['lbid , Chap VlL pp 137-49.1
*IBM., p. 144
[ZIb,d. ]
'[Francis Buller, Judgment in the Case of R v Archer, 1788, m lot) Engh.sk Report_
113,1 Holt, p 145
[_For the term, see. e g , Bentham, Plan o/Parhamennlr)
R@>rm (1817), m l_.'(,,rkl_,.
Vol Ill, pp 440. ,-!-46]
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may be permitted to doubt, however, whether his chance of obtaining redress m
this way be so considerable,
as to render all other means superfluous:
or whether
he would have an)' chance whatever of obtaining it. if he had not the means of
influencing pubhc opinion in his favour.
The doctrine inculcated
in the above dictum, that it is criminal to censure the
proceedings
of a court of judicature,
and that whoever presumes to do so, is an
enemy to the administration
of justice,
became unhappily,
by the artifices of
judges and the influence of rulers, deepl)' rooted m the minds of Enghshmen
It
was long the prevailing cry, that the administration
of justice must be preserved
free from suspicion, that no reflections must be permitted on the admimstratlon
of
justice: as if any mischief could be done to good judges, and good judicature,
bx
the exposure of bad: as if it were not the greatest possible mjuD' to a good judge, to
render it impossible for the pubhc to dlstmgmsh him from a bad one
So far is the conduct of judges from requinng no survetllance,
that there is
scarcely any set of public functionaries,
whose conduct reqmre,, it _o much.
Receiving their appointments
from government,
hax rag. of necessltx, from the
course the)' must have adopted to obtain those appointments,
all their leamngs on
the side of power: having, most of them. _ons and nephews at the bar, fl_r whom
tbev are in the habit of looking to advancement
and patronage
at the hand_ oI
government:
vested with pow'er, w hlch. if throw n into the scale of government.
goes so far to render it despotic, that no sacrifice, on the part of rulers, can be to¢,
great, by which their co-operation
can be obtained,
It is not eas_ fl3r anx set of
persons to be exposed to stronger temptations"
and that those temptations
have
invariably proved too strong for the virtue even of the best judges, we have only to
look at the records of libel cases, to be convinced
We are perpetualt) boasting, [sa) s the writer of the pamphlet which stand_ together _ lth
Mr Mence's work. at the head of this article. ] V_e are perpetuall) boasting ol the mtegntx
of the judges The judges on the bench are air, avs. for the rune being, the best ot )udges. the
wisest and most upright of men. men who w 111neither do nor suffer mm_tlce, men u ho v, ill
drive from their presence all _ho seek to pervert the lay,. or uho take adxantage of it,
defects to do injury to an; one V¢oe to him v, ho shall dare to impeach the conduct of a hying
judge'
Yet hov, fev, are the dead judges whose conduct has not been _mpeached. and that. too.
on good grounds _ ere the judges realb and trul) independent of the exccut_ c po_ cr. and
,_ere the people at hbert), as the.', ought to b,t', but as. v_lth the consent o! the judges, the_
never will be, were the_ at hbem to can',ass the conduct of a h', mg judge u, the necea_ar_
extent, so that no judge could commit act_ of fl_llx or of mjusncc _ _thm_pumt.x, xe_ teu
such acts would be committed Had this secuntx been taken, and thl., freedom been enlo) ed
m time past. the evils which have been accumulating for age, would ha_e had no existence.
the law would have been precise, clear, and sulficlent, and _t, administration _c_ dffterent
indeed from that v,h_ch we arc compelled to ,s _tne_s *

_[Place. On the lx_u' o/Ltbel,]

pp 5-6
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We regard It, then, as one of the most favourable signs of the times, that this
lndiscriminating reverence for all the instruments of judicature is giving way: that
the proceedings of judges begin to obtain their due share of examination, and their
misconduct of reprobation. And we take this opportunity of declaring our
conviction, that this great and saluta_' change has been in a great degree owing to
the indefatigable exertions of the Mormng Chronicle; a journal, in which we have
now been long accustomed to look for excellence of all sorts, but which has
displayed, more particularly, in its strictures on the language and conduct of
judicial functionaries, a degree of true courage, of abihty, and of morahty in its
highest and least common shape, which it has been but too rarely our lot to witness
m the periodical press of this country.
The two following conclusions may now, we think, be regarded as fully
established:
That the law of England, as dehvered by its authorized interpreters, the judges,
however earnestly the same judges ma5 occasionally disavow this doctrine,
prohibits all unfavourable representation with respect to restitutions, and with
respect to the government and its acts.
And, consequently, that if any freedom of discussion is permitted to exist, it is
only because it cannot be repressed: the reason why it cannot be repressed, being.
the dread of public opinion.
And now, having established these two propositions, we have only further to
recommend them to the most serious consideration of our readers.
The importance of free discussion, though frequently dwelt upon b_ pubhc
writers, is seldom fully appreciated by those who, not being themselves exposed to
the danger of becoming its martyrs, erroneously consider themselves little affected
by its violations. It concerns in fact equally ever), member of the community. It is
equal in value to good government, because without it good government cannot
exist. Once remove it, and not only are all existing abuses perpetuated, but all
which, in the course of successive ages, it has overthrown, revive in a moment,
along with that ignorance and imbecilits, against which _t is the only safeguard.
Conceive the horrors of an oriental despotism--from
this and worse we are
protected only by the press. Carry next the imagination, not to any hying example
of prosperity and good government, but to the furthest hmlt of happiness which is
compatible with human nature: and behold that which may in time be attained, if
the restrictions under which the press still groans, merely for the securiD of the
holders of mischievous power, be removed. Such are the blessings ot a free
press: and again and again be _t repeated, there cannot be a free press w_thout
freedom of censure.
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Holograph MS, Mill-Taylor Collection, British Library of Pohtlcal and Economic Sctence,
London School of Economics. Untitled and unsigned, but m Mill's hand Dated on physical
evidence. Not pubhshed (and therefore not in Mill's bibhography). For a descmptlon of the
MS, and comment on it, see xxx-xxxl and lvm-tx above

On Marriage

SHE TO WHOMMY LIFE IS DEVOTEDhas wished for a written exposmon of mx
opinions on the subject which, of all connected with human lnstnutlons, is nearest
to her happiness. Such as that exposition can be made without her to suggest and to
decide, it is given in these pages: she, herself, has not refused to put into writing for
me, what she has thought and felt on the same subject, and there I shall be taught
all perhaps which I have, and certainly all v,hich I have not. found out for myself.
In the investigation of truth as in all else. "'it is not good for man to be alone ......
And more than all, in what concerns the relations of Man with Woman. the la_
which is to be observed by both should surely be made b_ both: not. as hitherto, by
the stronger only.
How easy would it be for either me or you, to resolve th_s question lot ourselves
alone! Its difficulties, for difficulties it has. are such as obstruct the avenues of all
great questions which are to be decided for mankind at large, and therefore not for
natures resembling each other, but for natures or at least characters tending to all
the points
of the moral compass. All popular morality is as I once said to you a
compromise among conflicting natures, each renouncing a certain portion of `,_hat
its own desires call for, in order to avoid the evils of a perpetual warfare with all the
rest. That is the best popular morahty, which attains this general pacification '_ lth
the least sacrifice of the happiness of the h_gher natures, who are the greatest.
indeed the only real, sufferers by the compromise: for thex are called upon to gl`,'e
up what would really make them happy: while others are commonly required onlx
to restrain desires the gratification of which would bring no real happiness In the
adjustment, moreover, of the compromise, the higher nature., count only in
proportion to their number, how small! or to the number of those whom the_ can
influence: while the conditions of the compromise weigh heavily upon them in the
ratio of their greater capacity of happiness, and ItS natural consequence, their
keener sense of want and disappointment when the degree of happiness which the',
know would fall to their lot but for untoward external circumstances, is denied
them.
By the higher natures 1 mean those characters _ho from the combination of
natural an_antages,
have the greatest capacity of feeling happine.,._.
[*Genesis, 2.18. ]
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and of bestowing it. Of bestowing it in two ways: as being beautiful to contemplate, and therefore the natural objects of admxration and love: and also as
being fitted, and induced, by their quahties of mind and heart, to promote by their
actions, and by all that depends upon their will, the greatest possible happiness of
all who are within the sphere of their influence.
If all persons were like these, or even would be guided by these, morality might
be very different from what it must now be: or rather _t would not exist at all as
morality, smce morality and mchnatlon would coincide. If all resembled you. my
lovely friend, it would be idle to prescribe rules for them. B) following their own
impulses under the guidance of their own judgment, the) would find more
happiness, and would confer more. than by obeying any moral principles or
maxims whatever: since these cannot possibly be adapted beforehand to e_erx
peculiarity of circumstance which can be taken into account by a sound and
vigorous intellect worked by a strong will, and graded by what Carlyle calls "'an
open loving heart. ''l*_ Where there exists a genuine and strong desire to do that
which is most for the happiness of all, general rules are merely a_ds to prudence, m
the choice of means; not peremptory obhgations. Let but the desires be right, and
the "imagination lofty and refined": _+land prox _ded there be disdain of all false
seeming, "to the pure all things are pure. "'l:'
It is easy enough to settle the moral beanngs of our question upon such
characters. The h_ghest natures are of course _mpassioned natures: to such,
marriage is but one continued act of self-sacrifice where strong affection is not.
ever3' tie therefore which restrains them from seeking out and uniting themselves
with some one whom they can perfectl._ love. is a yoke to which the_ cannot be
subjected without oppression: and to such a person when found, the} would
naturally, superstmon apart, scorn to be umted by an 5 other tie than free and
voluntar)' choice. If such natures have been healthily developed m other respects.
they will have all other good and worth_ feehngs strong enough to prevent them
from pursuing th_s happiness at the expense of greater suffenng to others, and that
is the limit of the forbearance which morahty ought in such a case to enjoin.
But will the morality which stats the h_ghest natures, m th_s matter, be also best
Ior all infenor natures': My conviction is, that _t wdl. but th_s can be onlx a happ_
accident. All the difficulties of morallt_ m any of _ts branches, grov, out of the
conflict which continually arises between the highest moraht\ and even the best
popular morality which the degree of developement yet attained by average human
nature, will allow to exist.

[*Thomas Carl)lc, "'Blograph3.'" Fraser',_ Magazine. V (Apt . 1832). 259 ]
[_William V_'ordsworth."'We',6,Is the wall of Man. hl._judgment bhnd." Mtscellaneou_,
Sonnets, Pt l, xxxl, m The Poetwal Works, 5 vols (London Longman. ct a! . 182"7).
Vol. If, p. 285 (1, 10_]
[ZTItus. 1.15 }
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If all, or even most persons, in the choice of a companion of the other sex. were
led by any real aspiration towards, or sense of, the happiness which such companionship in its best shape is capable of giving to the best natures, there
would never have been any reason why law or opinion should have set any limits to
the most unbounded freedom of umting and separating: nor is it probable that
popular morality would ever, in a civilized or refined people, have xmposed any
restraint upon that freedom. But, as I once said to you, the law of marriage as it
now exists, has been made by sensualists, and for sensuahsts, and to brad
sensualists. The aim and purpose of that law is either to tie up the sense, in the hope
by so doing, of tying up the soul also, or else to tie up the sense because the soul is
not cared about at all. Such purposes never could have entered into the minds of
any to whom nature had given souls cz,pable of the higher degrees of happiness: nor
could such a law ever have existed but among persons to whose natures _t was m
some degree congenial, and therefore more suitable than at first sight may be
supposed by those whose natures are widely &fferent.
There can, I think, be no doubt that for a long time the indlssolubilit_ of
marriage acted powerfully to elevate the social position of women. The state of
things to which in almost all countries it succeeded, was one m which the power of
repu&ation existed on one s_de but not on both: in which the stronger might cast
away the weaker, but the weaker could not fly from the yoke of the stronger. To a
woman of an impassioned character, the difference between this and what nob'
exists, is not worth much; for she would wish to be repudiated, rather than to
remain united only because she could not be got rid of. But the aspirations of most
women are less high. They would wish to retain any bond of umon they have ever
had with a man to whom they do not prefer any other, and for whom they have that
inferior kind of affection which habits of intimacy frequentl3 produce. Now,
assuming what may be assumed of the greater number of men. that they are
attracted to women solely by sensuality or at best by a transitory taste', it is not
deniable, that the irrevocable vow gave to women when the passing gust had
blown over, a permanent hold upon the men who would otherwise have cast them
off. Something, indeed much, of a community of interest, arose from the mere fact
of being indissolubly united: the husband took an interest m the wife as being ht_
wife. if he did not from any better feeling: it became essential to his respectabiht)
that his wife also should be respected; and commonly when the first revulsion of
feeling produced by satiety, went off, the mere fact of continuing together, if the
woman had anything loveable in her and the man was not wholly brutish, could
hardly fail to raise up some feeling of regard and attachment She obtained also.
what is often far more precious to her. the certainty of not being separated from her
children.
Now if this be all that human life has for women, it _s little enough: and an_
woman who feels herself capable of great happiness, and whose aspirations have
not been artificially checked, will claim to be set free from only this. to seek for
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more. But women m general, as I have already remarked, are more easily
contented. And this I believe to be the cause of the general aversion of women to
the idea of facilitating divorce. They have a habitual belief that their power over
men is chiefly derived from men's sensuahty: and that the same sensuahty would
go elsewhere in search of gratification, unless restrained by law and ()pinion.
They, on their part, mostly seek In marriage, a home, and the state or condmon of
a mamed woman, with the addmon or not as it may happen, of a splendid
establishment &c. &c. These things once obtained, the lndlssolubdity of marriage
renders them sure of keeping. And most women, either because these things reall_
give them all the happiness they are capable of, or from the artificial barriers which
curb all spontaneous movements to seek their greatest fehclt.X, are generally more
anxious not to peril the good they have than to go in search of a greater. If marriage
were dissoluble, the}' think the 5 could not retain the position once acquired: or not
w_thout practising upon the affections of men b_ those arts. disgusting in the
extreme to any woman of s_mpliclty, b_ which a cunning mistress sometimes
establishes and retains her ascendancy
These considerations are nothing to an impassioned character: but there L,
something m them, for the characters lrom which the_ emanate--IS not that ,_o'>
The only conclusion, however, which can be drawn from them, is one for which
there would exist ample grounds even if the la_ of marriage as it now exists uere
perfection. This conclusion is. the absurdity and lmmorahtx of a state of societx
and opinion in which a woman is at all dependent for her social position upon the
fact of her being or not being married, Surely it _swrong, wrong in everx x_ax. and
on eveR view of morahtx, even the vulgar vleu .--that there should exist anx
motives to marriage except the happiness which two persons who love one another
feel in associating their existence.
The means b,, which the condition of a married woman i_ rendered artlfic_altx
desirable, are not any superiority of legal rights, for in that respect single women.
especially if possessed of property, have the advantage, the c_vll dlsablhtles are
geatest m the case of the married w'oman. It _snot la_, but education and custom
which make the difference. Women are so brought up. as not to be able to subsist in
the mere physical sense, without a man to keep them: thex are so brought up as not
to be able to protect themselves against lnjur?, or result, w_thout some man on
whom they have a special claim, to protect them. the5 are so brought up. as to have
no vocation or useful office to fulfil in the world, remaining single: for all x_omen
who are educated for anything except to get married, are educated to bc roamed.
and what little the_ are taught deserving the name useful, is chleflx what in the
ordinary course of things will not come into actual use. unles._ nor until thex
are mamed. A single woman therefore is felt both b_ herself and others as a kind of
excrescence on the surface of society, having no use or function or office there
She is not indeed precluded from useful and honorable exertion of various kinds.
but a married woman is presumed to be a useful member of societ._ unless there l:
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evidence to the contrary: a single woman must establish, what very' few either
women or men ever do establish, an individual claim.
All this, though not the less really absurd and immoral even under the law of
marriage which now exists, evidently grows out of that law. and fits into the
general state of society of which that law forms a part: nor could continue to exist if
the law were changed, and marriage were not a contract at all, or were an easily
dissoluble one. The indissolubility of marriage is the keystone of woman's present
lot, and the whole comes down and must be reconstructed if that is removed.
And the truth is, that this question of marriage cannot properly be considered by
itself alone. The question is not what marriage ought to be, but a far wider
question, what woman ought to be. Settle that first, and the other will settle itself.
Determine whether marriage is to be a relation between two equal beings, or
between a superior and an inferior, between a protector and a dependent: and all
other doubts will easily be resolved.
But in this question there is surely no difficulty. There is no natural inequality
between the sexes: except perhaps in bodily strength: even that admits of doubt:
and if bodily strength is to be the measure of superiority, mankind are no better
than savages. Every, step m the progress of c_vihzation has tended to diminish the
deference paid to bodily strength, until now when that quality confers scarcely any
advantages except its natural ones: the strong man has little or no power to employ
his strength as a means of acquiring any other advantage over the weaker in bod).
Ever2,' step in the progress of civilization has similarly been marked by a nearer
approach to equality in the condition of the sexes: and ff they are still far from being
equal, the hindrance is not now in the difference of physical strength, but m
artificial feelings and prejudices.
If nature has not made men and women unequal, still less ought the law to make
them so. It may be assumed, as one of those propositions which would almost be
made weaker by anything so ridiculous as attempting to prove them. that men and
women ought to be perfectly coequal: that a woman ought not to be dependent on a
man, more than a man on a woman, except so far as their affections make them so.
by a voluntary surrender, renewed and renewing at each mstant by free and
spontaneous choice.
But this perfect independence of each other for all save affection, cannot be, if
there be dependence in pecuniary" circumstances: a dependence which in the
immense majority of cases must exist, if the woman be not capable, as well as the
man, of gaining her own subsistence.
The first and indispensable step, therefore, towards the enfranchisement of
woman, is that she be so educated, as not to be dependent either on her father or her
husband for subsistence: a position which in nine cases out often, makes her either
the plaything or the slave of the man who feeds her: and in the tenth case, only his
humble friend. Let it not be said that she has an equivalent and compensating
advantage in the exemption from toil: men think it base and servile in men to accept
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food as the price of dependence, and why do they not deem it so in women'? solely
because they do not desire that women should be their equals. Where there is
strong affection, dependence is its own reward: but it must be voluntary
dependence; and the more perfectly voluntary it is.--the more exclusively each
owes every thing to the other's affection and to nothing else,--the greater is the
happiness. And where affection is not, the woman who will be dependent for the
sake of a maintenance, proves herself as low-minded as a man in the like case---or
would prove herself so, if that resource were not too often the only one her
education has given her, and if her education had not also taught her not to consider
as a degradation, that which is the essence of all prostitution, the act of delivenng
up her person for bread.
It does not follow that a woman should actually support herself because she
should be capable of doing so: m the natural course of events she will not. It is not
desirable to burthen the labour market with a double number of compentors. In a
healthy state of things, the husband would be able by his single exertions to earn all
that is necessary for both: and there would be no need that the wife should take part
in the mere providing of what is reqmred to support life: It will be for the happiness
of both that her occupation should rather be to adorn and beautify it. Except m the
class of actual day-labourers, that will be her natural task, if task it can be called
which will in so great a measure, be accomphshed rather by being than b3 doing.
We have all heard the vulgar talk that the proper employments of a wlfe are
household supenntendance, and the educanon of her children. As for household
superintendance, if nothing be meant but merely seeing that servants do their duty,
that is not an occupation, every woman who is capable of doing It at all can do it
without devoting anything like half an hour ever3, da? to that purpose pecullarl._. It
is not like the duty of a head of an office, to whom his subordinates bnng their work
to be inspected when finished: the defects m the performance of household dunes
present themselves to inspection: skill in superintendance consists in know lng the
right way of noticing a fault when it occurs, and giving reasonable advice and
instruction how to avoid it: and more depends upon estabhshlng a good system at
first, than upon a perpetual and studious watchfulness But ff it be meant that the
mistress of a family shall herself do the work of sen'ants, that is good and sslll
naturally take place in the rank in which there do not exist the means of hmng
servants; but nowhere else.
Then as to the education of children: if by that term be meant, instructing them in
particular arts or particular branches of knowledge, it is absurd to Impose that upon
mothers: absurd in two ways: absurd to set one-half of the adult human race to
perform each on a small scale, what a much smaller number of teachers could
accomplish for all, by devoting themselves exclusively to it: and absurd to set all
mothers doing that for which ,some persons must be fitter than others, and for wbach
average mothers cannot possibly be so fit as persons trained to the profession. Here
again, when the means do not exist of hiring teachers, the mother is the natural
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teacher: but no special provision needs to be made for that case. Whether she is to
teach or not, it xs desirable that she should know; because knowledge is desirable
for its own sake; for its uses, for its pleasures, and for its beautifying influence
when not cultivated to the neglect of other gilts, _'hat she knows, she will be able
to teach to her children if necessary: but to erect such teaching into her occupation
whether she can better employ herself or not, is absurd.
The education which it does belong to mothers to give, and which if not Imbibed
from them is seldom obtained in any perfection at all, is the training of the
affections: and through the affections, of the conscience, and the whole moral
being. But this most precious, and most indispensable part o1"education, does not
take up time; it is not a business, an occupation: a mother does not accomplish
it by sitting down with her child for one or two or three hours to a task. She effects It
by being with the child; by making it happy, and therefore at peace w_th all things,
by checking bad habits in the commencement: by loving the child, and by making
the child love her. It is not by particular efforts, but imperceptibly and unconsciously that she makes her own character pass into the child: that she make._
the child love what she loves, venerate what she venerates, and imitate as far as a
child can, her example. These things cannot be done b_ a hired teacher: and the_
are better and greater, than all the rest. But to impose upon mothers what hired
teachers can do, is mere squandenng of the glorious existence of a woman fit for
woman's highest destiny. With regard to such things, her part is to see that they are
rightly done, not to do them,
The great occupation of woman should be to beautify life: to cultivate, for her
own sake and that of those who surround her. all her faculties of mind. soul, and
body; all her powers of enjoyment, and powers of giving enjoyment; and to diffuse
beauty, and elegance, and grace, everywhere. If m addmon to this the activity OI
her nature demands more energetic and definite employment, there is never anx
lack of it in the world. If she loves, her natural impulse will be to assocmte her
existence with him she loves, and to share his occupations: in which if he loves her
(with that affection of equaht)' which alone deserves to be called lovel she will
naturally take as strong an interest, and be as thoroughly conversant, as the mo_t
perfect confidence on his side can make her.
Such will naturally be the occupauons of a woman who has fulfilled what seem_
to be considered as the end of her existence, and attained what is really Its happiest
state, by umting herself to a man whom she loves. But whether so umted or not,
women will never be what they should be, nor their socml position what it should
be, until women, as universall2r as men, have the power of gaming thetr own
livelihood: until, therefore, every girl's parents have either provided her _th
independent means of subsistence, or given her an education qualifying her to
provide those means for herself. The only difference between the employments oI
women and those of men will be, that those which partake most of the beautiful, or
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which require delicacy and taste rather than muscular exertion, will naturally fall
to the share of women: all branches of the fine arts in particular.
In considering, then, what is the best law of marriage, we are to suppose that
women already are, what they would be in the best state of society: no less capable
of existing independently and respectably w_thout men, than men without _omen.
Marriage, on whatever footing It might be placed, would be whollx, a matter of
choice, not, as for a woman it now is, something approaching to a matter of
necessity: something, at least, which every woman is under strong amficml
motives to desire, and which if she attain not, her hfe Is considered to be a failure.
These suppositions being made: and it being no longer an', advantage to a
woman to be married: merely for the sake of being married, why should anx
woman cling to the mdlssolubihtv of marriage, as if it could be for the good of one
party that it should continue when the other part) desires that _t should be
dissolved?
It is not demed by anyone, that there are numerous cases m which the happmes,_
of both parties would be greatly promoted bx a dlssolunon of mamage. _'e wfit
add, that when the social posmon ol the t_o sexes shall be pertectl 3 equal, a
divorce ff it be for the happiness of either part)', _xill be for the happiness of both.
No one but a sensuahst would desire to retain a merel\ ammal connexion w_th a
person of the other sex, unless perfectly' assured of being preferred b_ that person.
above all other persons in the world. This certamtx never can be qmte perfect under
the law of marriage as it now exists: It would be nearlx absolute, ff the tie were
merely voluntary.
Not only there are, but it is m yam to hope that there will not al_avs be.
innumerable cases, in which the first connexion formed will be one the &ssolut_on
of whach if it couM be. certamt 3 would be, and ought to be, effected It ha__long ago
been remarked that of all the more senous acts of the hfe of a human being, there is
not one which is commonly performed with so httle of forethought or
consideration, as that which Is irrevocable, and which is fuller of ex,l than anx
other act of the being's whole hfe ff it turn out tll. And this is not so astomshmg a,, It
seems: The imprudence, while the contract remam_ m&ssoluble, cons_st._ m
marrying at all: If you do marry, there is little wi,,dom shew'n bx a ve_ anxious and
careful deliberatmn beforehand. Mamage is reall). _hat it has been ,omeumes
called, a lotted': and whoever is m a state of mind to calculate the chances catml_
and value them correctly, is not at all hkeb, to purchase a t_cket Those who marr_
after taking great pains about the matter, generall) do but bu.',their &sappomtment
dearer. For the failures in mamage are such as are naturall_ mordent to a first
trial: the parties are inexperienced, and cannot judge. Nor does thlb evil seem to be
remediable. A woman is allowed to gwe herself awa_ for hie, at an age at _h_ch
she _snot allowed to dispose of the most inconsiderable landed estate what then" if
people are not to marry until the_ have learnt prudence, they v, fll >eldom mart3
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before thirty: can this be expected, or is it to be desired? To direct the immature
judgment, there is the advice of parents and guardians: a precious security! The
only thing which a young girl can do. worse than marrying to please herself, is
marrying to please any other person. However paradoxical it may sound to the ears
of those who are reputed to have grown wise as wine grows good. by keeping, it is
yet true, that A, an average person, can better know what is for his own happiness,
than B, an average person, can know what is for A's happiness. Fathers and
mothers as the world is constituted, do not judge more wisely than sons and
daughters; they only judge differently: and the judgments of both being of the
ordinary strength, or rather of the ordinary" weakness, a person's own self has the
advantage of a considerably greater number of data to judge from, and the further
one of a stronger interest in the subject. Foolish people will say, that being
interested in the subject is a disqualification; strange that they should not
distinguish between being interested in a cause as a party before a judge, i.e.,
interested in deciding one way, right or wrong,--and being interested as a person
is in the management of his own property, interested in deciding right. The parties
themselves are only interested in doing what is most for their happiness; but their
relatives may have all sorts of selfish interests to promote by inducing them to
marry. or not to mar_;.
The first choice, therefore, is made under very complicated disadvantages. By
the fact of its being the first, the parties are necessarily inexperienced in the
particular matter: they are commonly young (especially the party who is in greatest
peril from a mistake) and therefore inexperienced in the knowledge and judgment
of mankind and of themselves generally: and finally, they have seldom had so
much as an opportunity afforded them, of gaining any real knowledge of each
other, since in nine cases out of ten they have never been once m each other's
society completely unconstrained, or without consciously or unconsciously acting
a part.
The chances therefore are many to one against the supposition that a person who
requires, or is capable of, great happiness, will find that happiness in a first choice'
and in a very large proportion of cases the first choice is such that if it cannot be
recalled, it only embitters existence. The reasons, then. are most potent for
allowing a subsequent change.
What there is to be said in favor of the indissolubility, superstition apart.
resolves itself into this: that it is highly desirable that changes should not be
frequent; and desirable that the first choice should be, even If not compulsorily, ?et
very generally, persevered in: That consequently we ought to beware lest in giving
facilities for retracting a bad choice, we hold out greater encouragement than at
present for making such a choice as there will probably be occasion to retract.
It is proper to state as strongly as possible the arguments which may be advanced
in support of this view of the question.
Repeated trials for happiness, and repeated failures, have the most mischievous
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effect on all minds. The finer spirits are broken down, and disgusted with all
things: their susceptibilities are deadened, or converted into sources of bitterness,
and they lose the power of being ever contented, On the commoner natures the
effects produced are not less deplorable. Not only is their capacity of happiness
worn out, but their morality is depraved: all refinement and dehcacy of character is
extinguished; all sense of any peculiar duties or of any pecuhar sacredness
attaching to the relation between the sexes, is worn away: and such alliances come
to be looked upon with the very same kind of feelings which are now connected
with a passing intrigue.
Thus much as to the parties themselves, but besides the parties, there are also to
be considered their children; beings who are wholly dependent both for happiness
and for excellence upon their parents: and who in all but the extreme cases of actual
profligacy, or perpetual bickering and disunion, must be better cared for in both
points if their parents remain together.
So much importance _s due to this last consideration, that I am convinced, if
marriage were easily dissoluble, two persons of opposite sexes who unite their
destinies would generally, if the) were wise, think it their duty to avoid having
children until they had lived together for a considerable length of time. and found
m each other a happiness adequate to their aspirations. If this pnnciple of moraht_
were observed, how many of the difficulties of the subject we are considering
would be smoothed down ! To be jointly the parents of a human being, should be
the veD' last pledge of the deepest, holiest, and most durable affection, for that is a
tie which independently of convention, is indeed indissoluble an additional and
external tie, most precious where the souls are alread,_ indissolubly umted, but
simply burthensome while it appears possible to either that they should ever desire
to separate.
It can hardly be anticipated, however, that such a course _ ill be followed by anx
but by those who to the greatest loftiness and dehcacy of feehng, unite the power of
the most deliberate reflexlon. If the feelings be obtuse, the force of these
considerations will not be felt; and ff the judgment be weak or hast_, whether from
inherent defect or from inexperience, people _dl fancy themselves m love for their
whole lives with a perfect being, when the case is far otherwise, and will suppose
they risk nothing by creating a nev, relationship with that being, which can no
longer be got nd of It will therefore most commonly happen that when
ctrcumstances arise which induce the parents to _eparate. there wfll be chddren to
suffer by the separation: nor do I see ho_ this difficult) can be entlrel) got oxer,
until the habits of society allow of a regulated commumt) of living, among persons
intimately acquainted, which would prevent the necessity of a total separation
between the parents even when they had ceased to be connected b_ anx nearer t_e
than mutual good will. and a common interest in their children.
There is yet another argument which ma) be urged against facdlt) of divorce. It
is this. Most persons have but a ver_ moderate capacit) of happiness: but no person
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ever finds this out without experience, very few even w_th expenence: and most
persons are constantly wreaking that &scontent which has its source internally.
upon outward things. Expecting therefore in marriage, a far greater degree of
happiness than they commonly find: and knowing not that the fault is in their own
scanty capabilities of happiness---they fancy they should have been happier with
some one else: or at all events the disappointment becomes associated in their
minds with the being in whom they had placed their hopes--and so they &slike one
another for a time--and during that time they would feel inclined to separate: but if
they remain united, the feeling of &sappolntment after a time goes off, and they
pass their lives together with fully as much of happiness as they could find either
singly or in any other umon, without having undergone the wearing of repeated
and unsuccessful experiments.
Such are the arguments for adhering to the indissolubility of the contract, and lor
such characters as compose the great majonty of the human race, it is not deniable
that these arguments have considerable weight.
That weight however _s not so great as it appears. In all the above arguments it is
tacitly assumed, that the choice hes between the absolute interdiction of dworce,
and a state of things in which the parties would separate on the most passing feeling
of dissatisfaction. Now this is not really the alternative. Were &vorce ever so free,
it would be resorted to under the same sense of moral responsibility and under the
same restraints from opinion, as any other of the acts _ofour lives. In no state of
socrelS, but one in which opinion sanctions almost promiscuous intercourse, land
m which therefore even the indissoluble bond is not practically regarded, I would it
be otherwise than disreputable to either party, the woman especially, to change
frequently, or on ligh(gr0-u-rids_ M._' belief is, that in a tolerably moral state of
society, the first choice would almost always, especmlly where it had produced
children, be adhered to, unless in case of such uncongeniality of disposition as
rendered it positively uncomfortable to one or both of the parties to hve together,
or in case of a strong passion conceived by one of them tot a third person. Now in
either of these cases I can conceive no argument strong enough to convince me,
that the first connexion ought to be forcibly preserved.
I see not why opimon should not act w_th as great efficacy, to enforce the true
rules of morality in this matter, as the false. Robert Owen's definitions* of chastlt_
*ChastlO, sexual intercourse _lth affection. Prostltutton, sexual intercourse wtthout
affection lOwen's views on marriage were promulgated, especiall._in the United States, m
the 1820s. Mill's wording is closest to that found in Robert Owen and Alexander Campbell,
Debate on the EvMences ofChrzsttamn, 2 vols. (Bethan). Virginia. Campbell, 1829t. Vol
I. p. 120, however, he may be echoing a later version, dehvered in London. contained m
"The Address of Robert Owen, at the Great Public Meeting, Held at the National Labour
Exchange, Charlotte-street, Fltzroy-square, on the 1st of May, 1833, Denouncing the Old
System of the World, and Announcing the Commencement of the New," The Crls_s, I1I11
May, 1833), 141.1
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and prostitution, are quite as simple and take as firm a hold of the mind as the
vulgar ones which connect the ideas of vlrtue and vice with the performance or
non-performance of an arbitrary, ceremonial.
The arguments, therefore, in favour of the mdissolubihty of marnage, are as
nothing m comparison with the far more potent arguments for leavink_this hke the
other relations voluntarily contracted by human beings, to depend (or !ts
continuance upon the wishes of the cpntractmg parties The strongest of all these
arguments is that by no otl_er-means can the condition and character of women
become what it ought to be.
When women were merel_ slaves, to give them a permanent hold upon their
masters was a first step towards their elevation That step is nob' complete' and m
the progress of civlhzatlon, the time has come when women may aspire to
something more than merely to fred a protector The con&non of a sln_le woman
has ceased to be dangerous and precarious: the lab, and general opinion, suffice
without any more special guardianship, to shield her m ordmar'x circumstances
from insult or mjur3': woman in short is no longer a mere propert3, but a person.
who is counted not solely on her husband's or father's account but on her own She
is now ripe for equality. But it is absurd to talk of equaht? while marnage l_ an
indissoluble tie, It was a change greatly for the better, from a state m which all the
obligation was on the side of the weaker, all the rights on the s_deof the physlcallx
stronger, to even the present con&t_on of an obhgat_on nommall3 equal on both
But this nominal equaht_ is not real equaht.x. The stronger l_ al,a axs able to reheve
himself wholly or m a great measure, from as much of the obhganon as he finds
burthensome: the weaker cannot The husband can ill-use his wife, neglect her.
and seek other women, not perhaps altogether w_th lmpumtx, but bhat are the
penalties which oplmon imposes on him. compared b lth those b hlch fall u_n the
wife who even w_th that provocation, retahates upon her husband _ It is true
perhaps that ff divorce were permitted, opimon would with like mjustlce, trx the
wife who resorted to that remedy, bx a harder measure than the husband. But
this would be of less consequence. Once separated she bould be comparattvel3
independent of opinion: but so long as she is lk_rclblx united to one of those who
make the opinion, she must to a great extent be its slave.
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Austin's Lectures on Jurisprudence

IF WE COULDANTICIPATEearly or brilliant success for this work, we should think
more highly of the wisdom of the book-buying pubhc than we fear there are
grounds for. This is a reading age: and precisely because it is so reading an age, an_
book which is the result of profound meditation, is perhaps less llkelx' to be dul_
and profitably read than at a former period The world reads too much, and too
quickly, to read well. When books were few, to get through one was a work of time
and labour: what was written with thought was read _ lth thought, and with a desire
to extract from it as much of the materials of knowledge as possible. But when
almost ever)' person who can spell, can and will write, what is to be done? It is
difficult to know what to read, except b3 reading ever)' thing: and so much of the
world's business is no_ transacted through the press, that it is necessala to kno_
what is printed if we desire to kno_ what is going on Opinion _elghs wlth ,_ovast
a weight in the balance of events, that ideas of no value in themselves, are of
importance from the mere circumstance that the_ are ideas, and have a bona t_de
existence as such anywhere out of Bedlam. The world, in consequence, gorges
itself with intellectual food of all qualmes, and in order to swallo_ the more, b_,tts
it. Nothing is now read slowly, or twice over. Book,_are run through v,ith no less
rapidity, and scarcely leave a more durable impression than a new spaper article. It
is for this, among other causes, that so few books are produced of an 3 value. The
lioness in the fable boasted that though she produced onlx one at a birth, that one
was a lion. I*l But if each lion ont_, counted for one, and each leveret for one, the
advantage would all be on the side of the hare. When everx unit 1,_mdlvlduallx
weak, it i.sonly multitude that tells. Who wonders that the nev,spaperN _hould carD.
all before them `)A book produces no greater effect than an article, and there can be
three hundred and sixty-five of these in one year. He, theretore, who _hould and
would write a book, and write it m the proper manner ot writing a book, no_
dashes down his first hast_ thoughts, or what he mistakes for thoughts, m a
periodical. And the public is in the predicament of an redolent man, _ ho cannot
bring himself to apply his mind vigorously to his own affairs, and o_er whom,
[*"The Lioness and the "_lxen," Ae._op'_Fables. trans \ern¢_n Stanle_ \ ernon Jone_
tLondon. Hememann, Ne_ York Doubleda?. Page. 1012_. p qt I
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therefore, not he x_ho speaks most wisely, but he who speaks most frequently,
obtains the influence.
At such a period, any person who once more gives to mankind a philosophical
work. which he has conscientiously endeavoured to make as good as he could, by
unsparing labour and meditation, make it, performs an act the more meritorious, as
it is the less likely to meet with any reward: and if. like Mr. Austin, he is qualified
for the more successful and profitable kinds of literary composition, yet deliberately
prefers the more instructive, the greater is his deserving. There are passages in the
volume before us, which shew that if the author chose, he could excel as a popular
writer: and the mere clippings and parings of a work like this. would be material
enough to be wrought up into more than one popular book. But Mr. Austin knows.
that in order to make an impression upon careless, rapid, and Impatient readers, it
is necessary to avoid calling upon them for a vigorous effort of attention, and that
without such an effort, no ideas can be imbibed but such as are loose and vague.
And knowing that there are many persons who are competent to explain popularly,
all that can be popularly explained: for one who can follow out a long tram of
thought, and conceive and express it at once with clearness and with precision, that
the former may teach the people, but it belongs to the latter only to teach the
teachers of the people: our author has chosen for himself the higher, and more
difficult, though less conspicuous and less honoured part.
He has accordingly produced a work which requires to be read. in the antique
sense of that term, not as we read a novel, but rather as men read for honours at the
University. But the work will repay those who shall so read it. As all know who
have ever really learnt any thing, real knowledge never comes by easy reading.
Nobody ever set about learning Latin by running through the Latin Grammar. Mr.
Austin's work is part of the grammar of a science. As such. it is not a book for any
but persons who are really anxious to learn; but to them, it is such a book as the_
delight in. The author's style is a model of perspicuity" the concatenation of his
propositions is free from all obscurity: and the reader will find no difficulty but that
which is inseparable from the attempt to communicate precise ideas
The volume consists of the preliminary lectures of a course delivered by Mr.
Austin at the University of London, and which we had the good fortune of hearing.
An outline of the entire course is annexed to the present publication.
We shall endeavour to give as sufficient a conception as can be given in a fe_
words, of what our author understands by Jurisprudence, as distinguished from the
philosophy of Legislation.
Both these sciences are conversant with laws: namely, laws in the strict sense,
laws set to man by man, in the character of a political superior. But though the
subject-matter of both sciences be the same, both do not look at tt under the same
aspect.
The philosophy of legislation is conversant with laws, as a conmvance for
accomplishing certain ends. It considers what are the purposes of law: and judges
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of the means, according as the)" are well or ill adapted to the accomphshment of
those purposes. It teaches the requisites of a good law': and what particular laws
would be good or bad. either universally, or under any supposable set of
circumstances.
Jurisprudence, on the other hand, does not take any direct cogmzance of the
goodness or badness of laws. nor undertake to weigh the motwes which lead to
their estabhshment: It assumes their existence as a fact, and treats of their nature
and properties, as a naturalist treats of any natural phenomenon. It furnishes an
analytical exposition, not indeed of any particular system of existing laws, but ol
what is common to all or most s3stems of laN.
In the first place, the ver-<notion ofa 1aw is an extremely complex idea: that of a
body of laws, still more so. These ideas have to be analxzed. The component
elements of a law, and of a body of laws. and the suppositions Nhich they mvolx e.
must be precisely determined and cleared up For instance, a law suppose, a
political supertor from whom the laN emanates: what is a polmcal superior" All
laws create obhgatton,g, and are clothed with sanctums; all laN _ (certain peculiar
cases exceptedl create rights, but what is meant b_ an obhgatlon, a sanction, a
right'? Eveu' body of laws recognises a dlst|nction between c_vd laN and criminal
laN, between prtvate law and constitutional law: is there anx rational foundation
for these distinctions, and what is it ')
Further. laws operate only bv creating rtghts, and dutie,_, or obh,eattons. The
rights and duties which the laN of any countrY creates, are the law itself NoN these
rights and duties fall so naturallx into certain classes, form themselves so naturalt_
into certain groups, that m all or almost all bodies of laN, Nh_ch men have tried t_
reduce into any thing like a systematic order, an effort has been made to grasp the>e
very groups, and bind them together by appropriate technical terms But the
attempt has generally been a most lame and impotent one.'*" partly for Nant of
what may be called the c<mp d'oetl of a practised Ioglcmn. which enables him. hke
an experienced general, to surve._ an entire field at once. and e|ther comprehend an
actual arrangement, or frame an lmagmar3, one, without being ben ddered b_ the
multitude of details: and still more tor want of maste D' over the casual associations
connected with familiar terms, and of the capacity to w_eld everx Nord a., a mere
instrument to convey a thought: an instrument which ma_ be taken up and laid
down at pleasure The classes which have been formed are not properl_ clas,,es at
all, for the,, are not separated b_ plain well-marked boundaries, but cross one
another in all directions. It is impossible to define them. because no propert_ can
be found common to an entire class: or none but Nhat may aiso be found m
something that is absurdly left out of the class. Yet. as bel\-_reobserved, the author_
of these unskilful classifications have alwavs had indlstmctl3 before their exe:
[*Cf Wdham Shakespeare, Othello. 1I. I. 161. in The R_ver_dc Shakcs[war_. ed G
Blakemore Evans (Boston Houghton M_ffim. 1_74L p 1213 ]
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certain natural groups, which they have been ineffectually attempting to hit, and to
find some means of circumscribing within the bounds of a general expression.
Hence. if we were to strip off from the arrangement and technical language of each
system of law, whatever is purely accidental, and (as it may be termed) historical.
having a reference solely to the peculiar history of the institutions of the particular
people: if we were to take the remainder, and regularize and correct it according to
its own general conception and spirit; we should bring the nomenclature and
arrangement of all systems of law existing in an t' cwihzed society, to something
very nearly identical.
Now the science of jurisprudence, as our author conceives it, endeavours to
disentangle these natural groups (with which all classifications coincide In the
gross, and none accurately) from the environment which surrounds them, of terms
without any precise meaning, except perhaps a historical one, and distractions
answenng to no difference, except, perhaps, one which has ceased to exist. The
natural groups are thus brought into strong rehef, a distinct conception is gained of
their boundaries: and compact and precise names mat be obtained to designate
them by. When this is done. a commanding view may be taken of the detaded
provisions of ant existing bod) of law. the rights and duties which it estabhshes:
they may be rendered cognoscible, as Mr. Bentham would say: l*l a common
framework is obtained, into the compartments of which all bodies of law ma t be
distributed: and a systematic exposition might be gwen with comparatwe ease.
either of one or of any number of legal systems, in parallel columns.
Thus prepared, the student of an.,,existing system of lab' would no longer find it
a mass of inextricable confusion: he would be enabled, in a comparatively short
time. to obtain a far more perfect master3, of the system than was ever possessed by
those who made it. An expositor)' law book would then be so constructed as to be a
lesson of clear ideas, instead of being almost enough to Incapacitate the mind from
ever forming one. And the legislator who would either reduce an? existing body oI
laws into a code. or draw up an improved system, would reap two benefits. The
whole of the rights and dunes which past legislators have thought it desirable to
create, would be brought compendiously under his view: and he v,ould have an
arrangement, and a techmcal language ready made. which would be an excellent
basis for him to start from in framing his own. For though classification ISnot made
by nature, but is wholly an affair of convenience, one most important part of the
convenience of any classification is, that it shall coincide, as far as possible, with
the mode in which the ideas have a natural tendency to arrange themselves,
Unfortunately, the science of jurisprudence as thus conceived, most b remains
still to be created. No person, however, is qualified to do more towards creating _t
[*Jeremy
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than the author whose work ISnow before us. Whatever assistance is to be derived
on the one hand from the Roman lawyers and thmr German successors: on the
other, from our own immortal Bentham, he has thoroughly possessed himself of
And his course of lectures, if it were completed as it has been begun, would, we
think, leave little for any successor in the same field. The present _ork, however.
is merely an introduction: and even m h_soral lectures, the Professor had not space
to complete more than a small part of h_s intended scheme There are pomons.
however, of what he has actually delivered land which we hope max one da\ be
pubhshedl still more instructive and interesting than u hat is here gl_ en
The volume now pubhshed is occupmd m "'determining the prmmce of
jurisprudence," b_ analyzing the norton of a law, m the strict sense of the term.
namely, a law set by a poht_cal supenor.--and d_scnnnnatmg _t lrom whatexer
else has recmved the name of law: v,hereot our author dlstmgmshes three kind,,
namel), laws set to man bx God, laws tanalogically so called _x_hmh max be _md to
be prescribed by opinion: and laws so called onlx by metaphor, as _ hen u e speak
of the law of gravltanon, t*:
These various notions are defined and &scnmmated from one another _ _thrare
logical power, and superiont3 over the trammels of language. In addmon to this
main object of the work, tt abounds m valuable d_scuss_ons on mcMental topics
To mennon onl_ one of these d_scuss_ons. _the largest, and most maportant. _that
great question which has occupmd so man_ o! the most gifted minds, the
foundanon of moral obhganon, and the nature ol the standard or te_,t of right and
_rong, whether _tbe utihtv or an mstmcnve principle, form, the pnnc_pal _ubject
of no less than three lectures: being introduced under the head of the D_xme La_.
in the form of an mquir 3 . m what u,a_, the unrevealed pomon oI that lax_ Is made
known to us. i-_ This invesnganon will be the most mteresnng pan o! the pre_ent
volume to the general reader. Mr. Austin _sa strong pamsan ol the docmne x_h_ch
considers utilit_ as the test or rode× to moral dutx Though he ha_ stated some. he
has omitted others of the e,,sentml explanations u lth uhlch _e think that th_
docmne should be recmved: but he has treated the que,,t_on m a most enlarged and
comprehensxve sprat, and m the lofnest tone of moral feehng, and has d_scu,sed
certain branches of _t m a manner whmh we hax.e never seen equalled
Valuable as this work is m the intrinsic ment_ of _t, contents. _tsgreatest value.
after all, _s, we think, as a logical d_sclphne to the mind \re hardlx exer read a
book which appears to us. ff dul_ studmd, to have so great a tendencx to accustom
the mind to haNts of close and precise thinking, oI using exer_ _ord x_th a
meaning, or meanings accurately settled, ngMl) adhered to. and alx_a3s present to
the mind: of never leaving off with a halI-solunon of a doubt or difficult3, but
sncking to it till nothing remains unexplained
l*Prm'mcc, p vn. e g ]
['IBM,, Lectures II-IV. pp, 31-125 1
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Mr. Austin's style is more remarkable
for clearness and precision than ease; but
it is perfectly unaffected;
and his language is the rich. expressive,
homely English.
of his favourite writers. Hobbes and Locke.
It would be injustice to our author to conclude this notice without affording him
an opportunity
of speaking for himself; but it would be still greater injustice to
exhibit a mere fragment of a philosophic
investigation,
the merit of which must of
course be mainly dependent
upon its connected
and systematic character.
Our
specimens must necessarily
be selected from the merely parenthetical
passages.
The following may perhaps serve, as well as any others, to give a conception of our
author's general turn of thought and expression.
The first passage
that we shall quote is a Pisgah view I*l of the future
improvement
of the moral sciences:
If there were a reading public, numerous, discerning, and tmpartud, the science of ethics.
and all the various soences which are nearly related to ethics, would advance with
unexampled rapidity.
By the hope of obtaining the approbation which it would bestow upon genuine merit,
writers would be incited to the patient research and reflection, which are not less requisite to
the improvement of ethacal, than to the advancement of mathematical science
Shght and Incoherent thinking would be received with general contempt, though it were
cased in polished periods, studded with brilliant metaphors Ethics would be considered b_
readers, and, therefore, treated by writers, as the matter or subject of a science: as a subject
for persevering and accurate investigation, and not as a theme for childish and babbling
rhetoric.
This general demand for truth, (though It were clothed m homely gmsc,) and this general
contempt of falsehood and nonsense, Ithough the_ were decked with rhetorical graces._
would improve the method and the style of mqmnes into ethics, and into the various
sciences which are nearly related to ethics. The writers would attend to the suggestions ot
Hobbes and of Locke, and would imitate the method so successfully pursued by geometers
though such is the variety, of the premises which some of their lnqumes Involve, and such
are the complexity and ambiguity ot some of the terms, that the? would often fall short ol the
perfect exactness and coherency which the fewness of his premises, and the simphclt_ and
definiteness of his expressions, enable the geometer to reach But, though they would often
fall short of geometrical exactness and coherency, they might always approach, and would
often attain to them. They would acquire the art and the habit of defining their leading terms,
of steadil3, adhering to the meanings announced by the deflmtions: ot caretull3, exanuning
and distinctly stating their premises, and of deducing the consequences ot their premises
with logical vigour. Without rejecting embelhshments which m_ght happen to fall m their
way, the only excellencies of style for which they would seek are precision, clearness, and
conciseness; the first bemg absolutely reqms_te to the successful prosecution of inquiry,
whdst the others enable the reader to seize the meaning w_th certainty, and spare him
unnecessary fatigue.
And, what is equally important, the protection afforded by this pubhc to diligent and
honest writers would respire into writers upon ethics, and upon the nearl 3 related sciences.
the spirit of dispassionate inquiry' the "mdffferency'" or lmpartmllty in the pursuit of truth,
which is just as requisite to the detection of truth as continued and close attention, or
[*See Deuteronomy,

3:27 ]
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sincerity and simplicity of purpose. Relying on the discernment and the justice of a
numerous and powerful public, shielded by Its countenance from the shafts of the hypocrite
and the bigot, indifferent to the idle whistling of that harmless storm, the',' would scrutinize
estabhshed restitutions, and current or received opinions, fearlessly but cooll.-,, with the
freedom which is imperiously demanded by general utih_', but without the antipathy which
is begotten by the dread of persecution, and which is scarcely less adverse than "the love of
things ancient" to the rapid advancement of science
This patience in investigation, this d_stmctness and accurac 3 of method, this freedom and
mdlfferency m the pursmt of the useful and the true. would thorought) dispel the obscuntx
by which the science is clouded, and would clear It from most of its uncertainties The wish.
the hope, the prediction of Mr Locke, would, in time, be accomplished: and "'ethics would
rank with the sciences wbach are capable ofdemonstranon "'l*' The adepts m ettucal, as well
as m mathematical science, would commonl) agree m their results, and. as the jar of their
conclusions gradually subsided, a hod', of doctrine and authority, to which the mulntude
might trust, would emerge from the existing chaos. The direct examination of the multnude
would onl) extend to the elements, and to the easier, though more momentous of the
derivative practical truths. But none of their opinions would be adopted bhndl), nor v,ould
any of their opinions be obnoxious to groundless and capricious charge Though most or
many of their opinions would still be taken from authortO', the authontx to v,h_ch thex
would trust might satisfy the most scrupulous reason. In the unamrnou_s or general consent
of numerous and lmparnal requirer.s, the_ would find that mark of trustworthiness v, hlch
justifies reliance on authority, wherever we are debarred trom the opportumt) of examining
the evidence for ourselves (Pp 81-4
We had marked several passages for quotation: but space presses,
conclude with the following estimate of Dr. Pale_ :

and v,e must

The treanse b', Dr Pale) on Moral and Poht_cal Phflosoph) '_-'exemphfies the natural
tendency of narrow and dommeenng interests to pervert the course of mqu_r3_from _t,
leg_Umate purpose
As men go. th_s celebrated and influential _.nter v, a_ a w_se and a x_rtuous man Bx the
quahues of his head and heart, b_ the cast of his talents and affections, he v,as fitted, in a
high degree, to seek for ethical truth, and to expound _tsuccessfult) to others He had a clear
and a just understanding, a heart) contempt of paradox, and of mgemous but u,eie_,_
refinements, no fastldlou_ &sdam of the working people, but a _ arm s)mpath) with their
homely enjoyments and suffenngs He kne_ that the) are more numerous than ali the rest of
the commumt), and he felt that the) are more _mportant than all the rest of the commumt) to
the eye of unclouded reason and _mpart_al benevolence
But the sinister influence I-_lof the posmon, v, hlch he unluckfl) occupied, cramped hi,
generous affections, and warped the rectitude of h_s understanding
A stead', pursuit of the consequences md_cated b) general utflltX, was not the mo_t
obvious way to professional advancement, nor even the short cut to extens_ e reputation
For there was no _mpartlal pubhc, formed from the commum_ at large, tt_ re,_ard and
encourage with _ts approbation an inflexible adherence to truth
[*John Locke. An Essa_ Concerning Human _nder,_tandm_" t l 6_Ot. m _/,br_. ne_ ed .
10 vols (London Tegg. et al , 18231, Vol II. pp 368-0 tBk t\. Chap _I. Sect 15_ i
['Wilham Pale_. The Prmctpte._ o/ ,_,loraland PohmaI Phtlo_oph_ _I"851, 15th ed . 2
_ols (London. Faulder, 18041 ]
[*For the term, see, e.g , Bentham. Plan or Parhamentarx Reform _l_ I" I. m l_rt, ,,
Vol III, pp 440, 446.]
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If the bulk of the community had been instructed, so far as their posmon will permit, he
nnght have looked for a host of readers from the middle classes. He might have looked for a
host of readers from those classes of the working people, whose wages are commonly h_gh,
whose leisure _s not inconsiderable, and whose mental powers are called into frequent
exercise by the natures o_ their occupations or callings. To readers of the m_ddle classes, and
of all the higher classes of the worlong people, a well-made and honest Treause on Moral
and Political Phdosophy, m his clear, vivid, downright, Enghsh style, would have been the
most easy and attractive, as well as lnstruct_ve and useful, of abstract or sc_entfflc books
But those numerous classes of the commumty were commonly too coarse and ignorant to
care for books of the sort. The great majority of the readers who were likely to look into h_s
book, belonged to the classes which are elevated by rank or opulence, and to the pecuhar
professions or calhngs which are &stmgmshed by the name of"liberal "' And the character
of the book which he wrote, betrays the posmon of the writer In almost eve_ chapter, and
in almost every page, his fear of offending the preju&ces, commonly entertained by such
readers, palpably suppresses the suggestions of h_s clear and vigorous reason, and masters
the better affections which mchned him to the general good.
He was one of the greatest and best of the great and excellent writers, who by the strength
of their philosophical gemus, or by their large and tolerant _plnI, have given _mper_shable
lustre to the Church of England, and extmgmsbed or softened the hostihtv of man)' who
reject her creed. He may rank with the Berkeleys and Butlers. with the Burners, Tdlotsons,
and Hoadleys.
But m spite of the esteem w_th which I regard h_s memory, truth compels me to add. that
the book is unworthy of the man. For there Is much ignoble truckling to the dominant and
influential few. There is a deal of shabby sophistry m defence or extenuation of abu,,es
which the few are interested m upholding. (Pp. 79-81.)
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Monthly Reposttoo', n.s. VIII (July, 1834), 502-13. Headed "'Mrs Austin's Translation of
M. Cousin's Report on the State of Public Instruction In Prussia "" Title footnoted.
"'[London:] Effingham Wilson [, 1834]." Running titles "'Reform in Education." Unsigned;
notrepubllshed, ldentifiedmMill'sbibhographyas"Arevle_
of Mrs Austln'sTranslation
of Cousin's Report on the State of Public Instruction in Prussia, in the Monthly Repository
for July 1834" (MacMinn, 40). There are no corrections or emendations in the Somerville
College cop',' (tear-sheets). For comment on the review, see xhx-I and lx-lxl above.
The long quotation at 65-6 from Mill's "Corporation and Church Property" has been
collated w_th its successive versions; m the varmnt notes "'33""Indicates Jurtst (and the
offprint, which does not differ), "'59"' m&cates D&D, 1st ed (1859), and "67"' indicates
D&D, 2rid ed. (1867).

Reform in Education

IN A RECENTNUMBERwe briefly announced the appearance of this important
document in an Enghsh form _*_We now return to _t.because the reception of Mr.
Roebuck's motion by the House of Commons J-; and the appointment of a
committee to consider the subject of nauonal education, I=_are tokens, among
many others, that the present is an auspicaous moment for mvmng the attention of
the Eng:ish public to that highest and most important of all the objects which a
government can place before itself, and to the great things which have been
accomplished by another nation m the prosecution of that object.
The value of M. Cousin's Report does not consist in the details, though without
the details it would be comparativel) of httte interest. It throws no ne_ or
unexpected light upon the means of educating a people: It s_mpl._ enables us to
realize the fact that a government exists v_nuous enough to will the end The
machinery is no other than that which common sense suggests, and would suggest
to any government animated by the .same sprat. Schools for all. l_i _ ithout distraction
of sect, and without imposing upon any sect the creed or obser','ances of another.
the superintendence shared between a Minister of Pubhc Instruction, and local
committees of a most democratic constitution, ta fact perfectl) accordant w_th the
spirit of the Prussian government, whose mumc_pal insmutlons are among the
freest in Europe;) and finally, that without which the remainder of the system
would be of little value, schools for teachers, f'! In all th_s there is nothing intricate
or recondite; what is memorable is not the conception, but that _t has found hand>
to execute it: that the thing is actuall) done. done w_thm two days" journey of our
own shores, done throughout a great count_', and bv a government unnvalled m
the art of doing well whatever it does at all, because surpassing all other
[*See "'New Pubhcatlons." Montht) Repo._ttor_.n.• VII1 tMa_, 1834_. 3?;3 ]
[_JohnArthur Roebuck, Speech m Introducing a Motion on National Education _3 June.
1834;Commons), Parhamentar_ Debates (hereafter cited a_PDI. 3rd _er . Vol 2_. col,
127-30.]
[=See"Report from the Select Committee on thc State of Education.'" Parlmmenmr_
Paper,__hereafter cited as PPL 1834. IX. 1-261 ]
[_Cf James Mill, School._ for All. m Preh'rencc to Sclz,,ol._tor Ch,_rchmen Onl_
ILondon. Longman. et al , 1812) ]
[ See Cousin, pp 23-33, 4-21, and 02-7. respecu_elx I
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it wishes done, of the persons

The spirit which has accomplished
this, with us is still to be created: and m the
hope of contributing
to the creation of such a spirit, Mrs. Austin has employed
herself in rendering M. Cousin's Report accessible to the English reader.
Constituted. [says she,] as the go_emment of this count_' is, and accustomed as it is to
receive its impulses from without, (a state of things approved and consecrated by thc
national ways of thinking,) it would be contra_ to reason and to experience to expect it to
originate any great changes. This is not recognised, either b) governors or governed, as anx
part of its duty. It is to the public mind, therefore, that those _,ho desire an)' change must
address themselves. (P. Vln. )
The preface,

from which the above is an extract,

well deserves

to be separately

printed and widely circulated:
by the force and conclusiveness
with which it
combats the shallow opinions and groundless feehngs which oppose themselves m
this count_' to a national education, and by the happy union which it exhibits of an
earnest spirit and a conciliator'
and engaging tone.
If, as from a speech of the Lord Chancellor a year ago !* J we might suppose to be
his opinion, it were enough that schools exist, and it mattered not what they teach,
or in what method they teach it, we might in this count_" expect to see all the ends
of a national education speedily attained with httle assistance from government.
In a country containing thirteen millions of people, the whole expense of the schools to
the state, not only for the lower but for the middling classes, did not amount, in the year
1831, to 35,000l. When we remember that, as it is asserted on the highest authority,
1,200,000l are voluntarily raised for the support of our extremelx defect)vc popular
schools, we have surely no reason to despair that if our management were equal to our
means, ample provision would be found for the suitable education of thc whole people *
The £20,000 granted by Parliament
last year for building schoolhouses
called
forth private contributions
of nearly treble the amount. Independently
of all this,
we have the immense endowments
which the charity commissioners
have brought
to light, and proved to have been for generations
embezzled and wasted. As far.
therefore, as quantio of teaching is concerned,
the education of our People is, or
will speedily be. amply provided for. It is the quaho' which so grievousl) demands
the amending hand of government.
And this is the demand which is prmclpall_ m
danger of being obstructed
by popular apathy and ignorance.
The red first
condition

of improvement

is not yet realized;

the public

are not sufficientl_

[*Henry Peter Brougham, Speech on National Education (14 Mar., 1833, Lords). PD.
3rd ser., Vol. 16, cols. 632-8,]
*Sir W. Molesworth's speech [on National Education (3 June, 1834: Commons),
reported in The Cormsh Guardian and Western Chronicle (Truro). 13 June. 1843, pp 2-3]
[The report of the speech in PD, 3rd ser . Vol 24, cols 130-1, does not contain the
passages quoted here and at pp. 66 and 67 belo_ ]
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very people who furnish so vast an annual sum for the maintenance
of schools.
often oppose themselves to the wish of their own schoolmasters
to give valuable
instruction.
W_th many of these patrons of educatlon,
whose support Lord
Brougham fears will be withdrawn if a state provlsion be made for educatlon. [*_the
constant alarm is, not lest too little, but lest too much, should be taught. And even
where the state of thelr inclinations
is unexceptionable,
can we expect any
judgment or intelligence
m provldmg educatlon for thelr mfenors in the scale of
society, from people who allow the places of education for thelr own children to be
m the wretched state in which we find almost all the schools for the hlgher and
mlddle classes of England? Are not those schools, and the influence
exerclse over them, correctly described in the following passage:

whlch parents

a Let us _'look at home. and examine whether wlth all the grievous abuses of the endov, ed
seminaries of Great Britain. the}' are, after all, 'a partlcle' v,orse than. or even so bad as,
almost all our other places of aeducat_on '_We ma_ ask, whether the deslre to gain as much
morn,} wlth as httle labour as is consistent v_ith saving appearances, be pecuhar to the
endowed teachers ') Whether the plan of mneteen-twent_eths of our unendowed schools be
not an orgamzed system of charlatanene for imposing upon the ignorance of 'the'
parents" Whether parents do, m point of fact. prove themselves as sohcnous, and as v,ell
quahfied, to judge rlghtly of the merits of places of educauon, as the theo_' of Adam
Smlth supposes? r+jWhether the truth be not. that. for the most part, they besto_ vet3, httle
thought upon the matter: or, ff the) do. shov, themselves m general the read3 dupes of the
veD' shallowest artifices `) Whether the necesslty of keeping parents m good humour doe_
not too often, instead of rendering the education better, render it worse, the real ends of
mstructlon being sacrificed, not solely (as _ould the the case under other circumstances') to
the ease of the teacher, but to that. and _al;o _'to the addmonal poslt_ e _ ice,_of clap-trap and
hp-proficlenc)? We ma_ ask. v,hether _t is not matter of experience, that a schoolmaster
who endeavours really to educate, instead of endeavounng onl x to seem to educate, and
laying himself out for the suffrages of those who never look belo_ the surface, and onl_ for
an instant at that. is almost sure. unless he have the gemus and the ardour of a Pestalozz_. to
make a losing speculation '_Let us do v, hat we max. it will be the study of the _'mere_'trading
schoolmaster to teach down to the level of the parents, be that level h_gh or toy,. as _tB ot
the trading author to wrne down to the level of his readers And m the one shape as m the
other, it _s 'at' all times and m all places m&spensable, that enhghtened m&v_dual_ and
[*Brougham. speech of 14 Mar . 1833. col b34 )
['See Adam Smith. An lnqutr> mtt) the Nature and Cause,_ _!/ the _eatth o/.\att,)n._.
2 rots tLondon Strahan and Cadell, 1776), Vol 11. pp 185. 206 i
"33.59,67 [no paragraph]
b33,50,67 even
' -59.07
ad59.67 education '_
"-59,67
'459,67 otherwise be the case
_59,67 also
_59.67 merel,.
'-'59,67 m
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enlightened governments should, from other motives than that of pecumary gain, bestir
themselves to provide / that good and wholesome food for the wants of the mind, for which
the competition of the mere trading market affords m general so indifferent a substitute.*
To quote another

author:

As regards the common run of day and boarding schools, it is well known that they are, as
much as any' shopkeepers, obhged to gratify the tastes, and satisfy the wishes of their
customers; and that, even if some estabhshments have risen into such popularity, as to
render it truly difficult to insure places in them. th_s enables them no more to resist and
combat the prevaihng prejudices, than the most fashionable shop m the metropohs has it m
its power to abolish all fanciful fashions, and to introduce a plato and simple dress Their
high popularity Is founded upon the opinion, that by them the pubhc taste will be gratified
more than anywhere else; but let it for a moment be suspected, that there is a design ra&cally
to reform that taste, or merely to correct and purify it. and all the popular_t) will be gone m
an instant. Nowhere is there a more extensive apphcat_on made of the maxLm, Mumtu_ vult
dectpi, ergo dectpmtur: I*1that is to say, in educat_on.--the vamty and folly of the parents
will be flattered, therefore let us flatter them. And although the weakness of the parents, and
the servihty of schoolmasters, has been fully explored, and although they heartily despise
one another, yet the practical language of a father, when putting h_s child to school, is still.
"'I want to be dece_ved,--I want to be flattered;" and the schoolmaster's answer is no less,
"You may rely upon it, it shall be done. m general matters, on the usual terms, and m special
matters, at so much extra."What wonder, then, if they who so ill provide for what most nearly concerns
themselves,
should be the wretchedest
purveyors
for the wants of others'? What
wonder that, as Sir William Molesworth
affirmed in his speech on seconding Mr.
Roebuck's
motion,
The so-called education, provided for the working classes of England, deficient as it is
admitted to be in quantity, _s immeasurably more deficient m quahty: as tnstructton, It IS
lamentably meagre, incomplete, and inappropriate; as educatum, as nearly as possible,
absolutely null. All instruction consists m the mere repetition by rote of certain words, to
which the children affix either no idea at all. or ideas too m&stmct to have any hold on their
minds, or influence on their conduct. I-I
"The schoolmaster,"

(says the Cornish

paper from which we take our report of

*From a pamphlet, entitled, "Corporation and Church Property resumable by the State
From the Jurist of February', 1833.'" [An offpnnt of the article b} Mill. "Corporation and
Church Property," Jurist, IV (Feb., 1833), 1-26_ in Essays on Economws and Society.
Vols. IV-V of Collected Work,s (hereafter cited as CW) {Toronto: UmverslP,' of Toronto
Press, 1967). Vol. IV, pp. 214-15.]
[*The maxim combines elements found in Sebastian Franck. Paradora ducenta
octogenta ([Ulm: Varmer, 15351). p 141 Ino 237). and Auguste De "I'hou. Htstoma s,,
temporis, 5 vols. (Paris: Drouart, 1604-08/, Vol I1. p 299 ]
'[George Edward] Biber's Lectures on Christian Education [Chrtst_an Educatton. m a
Course of Lectures (London" Wilson, 1830)], p 18 I.
['Molesworth, speech of 3 June, 1834. p. 2.1
J33,59,67
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this excellent speech.) "'the schoolmaster
may be abroad.* but it is in quest of his
daily bread, whtch he earns hardly and ungratefully,"
and with as little thought and
as little labour to himself as possible.
Well was it said by Sir W. Molesworth,
that.
In order to obviate all doubts upon th_s subject, and at the same time to provlde us wlth the
data required for legislation on it. some means should immediately be adopted to ascertain
distinctly what is actually taught m the popular schools throughout the countrj, t_]
Such should

be the main

object

of the committee

recently

appointed

by the

House of Commons:
and a committee
being essentially
an unfit instrument for
conducting
inquiries which must be protracted
far beyond the duration of the
session, and for collecting from all parts of the countrT evidence much of which
can be obtained only on the spot, the best proof which the committee could afford
of wisdom and zeal in the cause, would be to follow the example of the committee
on municipal
corporations,
and recommend
an address to the king for the
appointment
of a commission,
to inquire into the quality of the existing popular
education in all its branches, t'j
The sort of facts which such an mqmr 3 would ehcit, may be judged b_ the
passages we are about to quote from a series of Lectures on Christian Education.
delivered in 1829 and published
in 1830. by Dr. Biber: a man of remarkable
powers and attainments,
and a most unexceptionable
witness to the narrowing and
perverting
tendency
of the religious
instruction
pretended
to be given at our
schools; as his own religtous sentiments
are most fervent, and h_s hostilit_ to
latitudinarianism
in religion touches the verge of intolerance
Of the Church-of-England,
or self-styled National. schools:
What affords the most convincing evidence on this subject, and w hat I wlsh. therefore, all
those that are interested m it to w_tness themselves, ff the3 ha,,e the opportum D. _s the
yearly public examination of the central school at Baldv, m's Gardens 1 have been present
on one of those occasions, and what I then v,_tnessed, far exceeded all my concept_on_ of
manufacture-teaching.
What struck mx mind most forcibly m the whole d_splax, was a sort
of co-operative plan in the solution of an arithmetical question This was done. hke all the
rest. m rotatton, the fu'st boy beginning, for instance. 6 times 3 are 18, aecond bo3 put 8 and
carry 1, tmrdbov: 6 times 2 are 12:fourth box'. 12 and 1 are 13.fifth boj. put 3 and carry'
1:stxth boy: 6 times 7 are 42: seventh boy 42 and 1 are 43: e,ghth box. put 3 and carrj, 4 and
so all round and round, again and again, till the whole of it was gone through No_.
although unquestionabl) all the children could, with a moderate degree of attentton, get the
ciphers correctly on their slates. _t _s evident that, v,'_thall this, there nught, perhaps, not
have been more than two m the v, hole number, who could have solved the same problem for
*The Cornish Guardmn and Western Chromcle. pubhshed at Truro lJune 13. 1834_
[An anonymous leading article, on Henr 3 Peter Brougham. Speech on the Address on the
King's Speech (29 Jan . 1828: Commonsl. PD. n.s . Vol 18. ¢ol 58 ]
l*Molesworth, speech of 3 June. 1834. p. 2 ]
[*"First Report of the Commissioners
Appointed to lnqmre into the Mumclpal
Corporations m England and Wales." PP. 1835. XXIII. 48 ]
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themselves. But what is far more important is, that such a plan of instruction is the d_rect
way of preventing them from ever thinking about what they are doing, and thus cutting off
every, chance of their understanding it. With their memory-knowledge of the multiplication.
addition, and other tables, they are put into this machlner), which, like the wheel of a
treadmill, although put in motion by the joint exertions of those in it. overpowers the
individual, and forces him to go on at any rate, whether he be disposed to do so or not. Not to
mention the absolute ignorance m which the children m those schools always remain
concerning number, their attention being only directed to ciphers, 1 question whether the
above plan is calculated to make even good cipherers For if there be no knowledge of
numbers, there should be some understanding, at least as far as it can be had without the
other, of the ciphering system, that the pupil may not be the bhnd instrument of rules,
blindly learned by rote. Nevertheless the solution of the question, as l have described It to
you, gave general satisfaction to a number of the bishops, and a large public, assembled on
the occasion; and so did the reading of a long list ot alm_---or reward--glvings, at the end of
the examination, decreeing to one girl an apron, to another girl a pair of shoes, to such a bo_
half a crown, to such another boy a pair of trowsers. &c : that both the givers and receivers
might be seen and known of men'. The observations I made at that exammation, I found
confirmed by private wslts to the schools: and, among the rest, to one which I may. with the
more propriety, instance m support of the charges I have brought against the system, as I
can. from personal acquaintance, bear the highest testimony to the zeal, as well as the
generally enhghtened views, of the clergyman who presides over it, and In whose company
I vislted it. I asked the children to read the parable of the Prodigal SonJ *1and among other
questions which I put to them was this. "What is meant by riotous hvmg?" "Dissipated
living." "'And what does dissipated living mean'?" "Wasteful living .... And what is the
meaning of wasteful living?" To this question, as their collection of synonymes was
exhausted, I received no answer, and therefore, to get upon intelligible ground 1asked then
what things were necessary for subsistence, and what not: when some of the girls contended
that beer. and cheese, and cakes, and patties, were indispensably necessa_' tot hfe. And as
m this case, so I found it invariably, whenever and wherever I travelled out of the road of
those questions, which have for their object to direct the children's attention to mere words,
on the most common subjects I found their Ideas unclear and confused, and the same
children, who would use the most correct language as long as they remained in the track of
what they were just then reading, or what they, had learned by rote, were unable to express
themselves even with tolerable correctness on other matters: a clear proof that their apparent
knowledge was a mere word-knowledge, in the acquisition or advantages of which the mind
had no share. Thus, on another vxsit, the boys were exhibiting their slates, on which the3
had written various words. I stopped one among the rest, who had the word "'disadvantageous.'" "'What does that word mean, my boy?" "'I don't kno_ ." "'You know, perhaps, what
disadvantage means?" "No." "Do you knov_ what advantageous means?" "No." "Or, have
you ever heard the word advantage, what does that mean?" "I don't know." "'Well, but
suppose you lost your jacket, would that be an advantage or a disadvantage to you?" "'An
advantage!" was his answer.
It would be unfair, however, to let _tbe supposed that facts, such as these, are only to be
met with in National schools. On this head the British system is quite as defective Its
method of ciphering, though different m some of the details, is. on the whole, no less
objectionable, as it is, like the other, a mere mechanical application of the mechanical rules
of ciphering, mechamcally inculcated into the memory. And, as regards the preposterous
exercise of learning to read and to write words, selected merely from a regard to the number
]*Luke, 15 11-32.]
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of their syllables, by which the children are so stuplfied, that they lose the habit of thinking
altogether, and do not care about the meaning even of that which they might understand, I
recollect a fact which far outdoes the boy, who thought it an advantage for him to lose his
jacket It was at a Lancastenan school, and one which has the name of being among the best
conducted; so at least I was told by m) friend who went wlth me, and who is one of the
managers When we entered the room. we found the boys engaged in wntmg words of
different lengths, according to the order of thmr seats, I passed b) those m which such words
as "approxlmatmn. supenntendenc),"
and the hke, caught my eye, and, looking over the
sentences which some of the more advanced boys were writing. 1 found one who had
copied, about half a dozen times, the words "'Live m love .... What are you writing here _'' 1
asked. "Lwe in love." "'And what does that mean .).' "'1don't kno_ ?""'You don't know! But
don't you know what "love' means'?" "'No'" "'Or do you knov, what "hve" means °'" "'No'."
"What must you do to live in love?" "I don't know'" "Do you kno_ what x ou must not do. to
hve in love!" "No, I don't .... Well. but you should know something about what "Live zn
love' means. Does _tmean that you are to fight with the other boys '_''"'I can't tell"" "Welt,"
said I, turning to my friend, "'what do you sa) to this _'" Upon which the school-master.
observing somewhat of the scope o_ our conversation, came up to us and stud. "'I dare sa?
you might ask such questions all over the school. _ ithout getting a better ans_,er, the) none
of them knob what the) are writing. ''!*i
Of the Lancastenan

schools:

It is worth while to examine, m detail, the operatmns of this system "'Tickets of nominal
value are given to deserwlng boys each school time, which are called in at the end of ever_
three months, and rewards are prod to the holders in exchange These ucket_ are _alued at
the rate of eight for one penny," It is not a mere prospect of reward, by v, hich the pupils are
encouraged, a prize stuck up at the end of a long career, which the) must run through to
attmn it:--no, a reward is lmmedmtely bestowed upon eve_ performance of duty, the _erv
same morning or afternoon A distant prospect, it l_apprehended, might not act pov,_'erfult)
enough: thus the children are accustomed to "'love a reward utx)n ever3, cornfloor.'" 'and m
whatsoever they do, instead of doing It, according to the apostle's re}unction, for the glor?o_ God. I;l to "love gifts, and follov, after rewards ,,I_ So effectual 1_the operanon of this
admirable pnnciple, that the fact has actually occurred m a Lancasterian school that. upon
the mistress proposing a task of rather a novel description, the girts asked her, whether thex
should have tickets for doing _t, openly declaring, that ff there v, a_ no reward attached to _t.
the) would not do It "Point d'argent, point de Su_._se ,'i'_ The dml) getting of a reward for
ever3' thing that is called "'deserwmg." b) the British system. _s. howex er, not sufficient,
properly to cultivate an hirehng sprat To complete this part of Its education, the _) stem
gwes proper encouragement to a calculating sprat, first of all bx the conversion of the
reward tickets into substantml rewards ever)' three month_, and. secondly, b) a popish sort
of indulgence-trade, which the children are permitted to carr_ on v_lth them before their
conversion into real property, and by which those reward ticket,, come full,, under the denomination of the "Mammon of unrighteousness. "'l 1 Under the head "'Pumshments.'" _e
[*Biber, pp 162-5.]
['Hosea, 9 1.1
[_I Corinthians, 10 31 ]
[_lsamh, 1:23.]
[_Jean Baptlste Racine, Les platdeur,_ (1668). in Oeurres,
1808), Vol. II, p. 277 (1, 1, 15) ]
['Luke, 16:9. }
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are reformed that at the close of each school-time, "the bad boys are classed into divisions,
corresponding with the number of their offences, and are reqmred to pay one ticket for each
offence; those who do so are dismissed, and those who have no tickets are confined a quarter
of an hour for every offence reported agmnst them." And lest any doubt should remain on the
subJect, it is further stated that "'in all cases, the parties may be excused from confinement, if
they are in possession of reward tickets, by forfeiting them. at the rate of one ticket for ever).,
quarter of an hour's detention." Not enough that the child is taught to do his duty. not
from conscientious feeling of obhganon, but for reward's sake; he Is also taught, and that in
the most effectual manner, viz., by practice, that past good conduct amounts to a license for
the commission of sin. This may not be the intention of the framers of those ill-contrived
regulations, but it is the necessary, effect of them How easy is it, for instance, for a clever
boy to gain reward tickets, to a considerable amount, by attention to reading, spelling, and
anthmenc, all of which he may, if he prefer present indulgence to future gratificauon,
convert into as many tickets of license for the perpetration of such offences as are
particularly to his taste. I call upon those that are candid, among the advocates of the Brmsh
system, to deny, if they can, on the score of pnnciple, that from such causes such effects
must follow, or, on the ground of practical experience, that such effects are actually taking
place. And if they have not been observed as frequently as might be anticipated, _s there not
reason to suppose, that this may partl._ be owing to the want of close contact, on the part of
the master, with ever':' individual child, an evil which is the necessary consequence of the
much-extolled machinery of the Brinsh system, and which, on more than one ground, calls
loudly for a remedy? Be that as it may. the effect of the remassion of punishment, for the
forfeiture of rewards, is obvious enough, and the fact has been admitted to me by some who
have had opportumties, more than myself, of watching the practical effects of the system
But even without such an admissmn it would be evident, from the combmanon of all the
influences enumerated, that the Brmsh system must beget a set of h_rehngs, who. for hire's
sake, do the good, and, for hire's sake, abstain from evil. But. as if there had been an
anxiety to collect, on the score of motives, all that is unscriptural, and to put it into practice
in those schools, the conversion of the reward tickets into actual rewards, at the expiration
of each three months, is celebrated m the following manner: "When all the boys have
received the prizes, they are conducted round the school-room by the general momtors, who
proclaim that they have obtained their prizes for good behaviour, regular attendance, and
improvement m learning; after walking two or three Umes round the school, they are
permitted to go home." Is not this, in plain language, sounding a trumpet before the
boys?
Now, I would ask mv Christian friends---for so. 1 know, some of the managers and
supporters of the Briush system will permit me to call them. in spite of what 1 have stud
against that systerrv--I would ask them. as Chnsuans, whether they can justify any of these
practices individually: the setting aside of genuine moral feeling, the stimulus of appeanng
greater and better, one than the other, the seeking a reward for ever3' performance of duty.
the exemption from pumshment through rewards before gained: the calculation of the total
amount of these rewards within a given period; and lastly, the going round "'the comers" of
the school, with the monitors as trumpeters before them? l*l
Lastly, of the infant schools: and this is the most frightful perversion of all. That
any kind of technical
instruction
should,
in vulgar and unintelligent
hands,
degenerate
into mechanical
routine,
_s less wonderful:
but that an institution
designed for moral culture only--a place where the child learned nothing, in the
[*Biber, pp. 16%70.]
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vulgar sense of learning, but only learned to hve; that places designed exclusively
for the cultivation
of the kindly affections,
should by dulness, hardness,
and
miserable vanity, be converted into places for parroting gibberish; this is a more
wretched example than any other, of the state of mind of the people who subscrthe
the 1,200.0001. which Lord Brougham is afraid they should prefer to keep m thmr
pockets

ff more rational

v_ews of education

were substituted

for thetr own I*1

The original design of the infant system has been ennrely perverted: and, as a natural
consequence of this, the system itself has undergone considerable alterations The first idea.
if I am correctly reformed, was to collect those chddren v,ho were belo_ the grasp of the
other systems, and to endeavour, at the very tenderest age. to awaken them to a hfe of love
and intelhgence l-I Positive instruction was not made an object of, but merelx considered
as a means for the attainment of that higher object, the dex elopement of the soul m the true
hfe. W_th this view. the first infant schools were founded, and _t seemed a,_ ft. from the
mouths of babes, the pubhc _,ould recmve evidence, to con_ race them of the errors of long
cherished prejudices But, as it is written, "'Though thou shouldest bra_ a fool m a mortar
among wheat, w_th a pestle, yet _dl not h_s foohshness depart from him. ''I--' so did it
prove to be the case with the prejudices of the public Infant school``, indeed, became the
fashion, for there v,as a something m them to win the feehngs, v.hich has since '.e_ much
worn off, but which, then. was m all its freshness, and made converts by hundreds But the
consequence of this was, not that the public adopted the pnnc_ple_ of the ne_ s_ stem. but
that the 3 grafted ulxm it their old prejudices, tbeir sectarian %'mpathm._ and annpathms, and
all their parr)' pan 3' feehngs and interests Ongmall_. the infant schools _ere calculated to
show, what could be done by appeahng to a prmclple of lo_e m the chdd, _hlch _ould
subdue the wrath of _ts nature, and to a principle of truth. _hlch would enhghten lt_
darkness: and thereby eventually to subvert those s_stems m _,h_ch. a,__e ha_e seen. the
evil tendencies of our nature are made the lever,- of educanon. The, v,a,, no sooner
discovered, than a stir was made, for the purpose of suppressing the nsmg opposmon m _t,,
,.ery germ. A society was formed, which, under the pretence of ad',ocatmg the infant
system, succeeded m gradualt,, commuting it into the xer,, re,,erse of v. hat it w as ongmallx
meant to be, and which, after having accomplished so pralsev.orthx an object, ha', at length
absconded, by a sort of mystlficanon, m a stationer's shop But although the agent, have
vanished, the baneful effects of their labours have remained The infant scht_ls are nov, no
more than preparator), for the Lancastermn and Natmnal school``, especmlt3 the latter.
which had most to dread from the nsmg system, and v,hose influence, therefore, v,a_ mos_
powerfully exerted in defeating its success The machmer,, of those t_o system,, ha, found
_tsway into the infant schools, and has made them. w_th rare exceptions, mere mmmture
p_ctures of the others. You see the little momtors spelhng, w lth their classes, ox er the a,. B,
C, and a varieD, of lesson tables w_thout sense and meaning, you hear them -',a3• b', rote. the
multiphcatmn table, the pence table, and so on The same things are repeated o,. er and over
again, so that a parrot hung up for some t_me m one of those schools. ;_ould unquesnonably
make as good an infant school m_stmss as an',' There is hardb, one of the mean,, introduced
at the begmmng, which has not been turned to a bad purpose Thus. lot m,,tancc, anaong
other things, sets of geometrical figures and bodies, cut out of v.ood. '_ere used. for the
I*Ct. p 65 above ]
['See Robert Owen, ,4 Neu _.'te_, o! Soctetx {London, Cadcll and Da\ ms, 1813), Ev, ay
III, pp. 2-4.1
[:Proverbs, 27.22, ]
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purpose of questioning the children respecting the number and proportion of their angles.
sides, &c.; but, instead of makmg them the means of intellectual exerc,ses, m which the
children would be led every day to make new discoveries, and to think for themselves, those
figures are now pulled out. chiefly in the presence of wsltors, and then the whole school
bawls out together, "Th_s is a pentagon--th,s
is a hexagon--th_s _san octagon, and so on."
One of the most pleasing features of the infant system, m its origin, was the social feehng.
the cordlahty, and cheerfulness of the httle company, which was greatly promoted by some
short and easy tunes, to which occasionally some infantine words were sung. The effect
wh,ch this had, m soothing the _rritatxon of some, moderating the violence of others, and
arousing the dull ones into life. was trul) wonderful: but no sooner was the &scovery made.
that there was. so early m life. a way to man's heart and mind by staging, than the
machinists of educauon availed themselves of this fact, for the purpose of conveying to the
memor)' some of their dead stock, which would not otherwise have found its _.ay there so
easily, and. presently, the multlphcatlon, and other ctphering tables, the pence table.
avoirdupois weight, and more of the like kind. were set to music, and occas_onall) better
fitted for the infantine taste, at least so it was supposed, b_ the ad&tion of the most sill)'
rhymes. What intellectual or moral effect. I should like to knov,, can be anticipated from a
child learning such a verse as this:
Fort) pence are three and four pence.
A pretty sum, or l'm m,staken.
Fifty pence are four and two pence.
Which will bu.,, five pounds of bacon:
Or. stdl more vulgar, in the song about the cow'
And when she's dead. her flesh is good.
For beef is our true Enghsh food:
But though 'twill make us brave and strong.
To eat too much. we know, Is wrong) *i
In one infant school, I have known the chddren to be made to laugh, or to cr). or to look
happy, or unhappy, or kind, or angry, at the master's command, m another school, m which
the picture of a farm yard was hung up on the wall. the master assured me that he wa_
expressly enjoined by h_s committee, to ask the children for scripture references to eve_
object represented in that p,cture. Thus. when he pointed to a co_. the children were to
quote him chapter and verse of those passages m scripture m wh,ch a co_' was ment,oned.
the same w_th the sheaves, the clouds, and whatever else the picture contained, this was
considered, by the comm,ttee, as an excellent method of connecting relig,ous instruction
with all other subjects To enumerate all the nonsense that has been practised, and is stfl!
practised, m this manner, would be an endless task: but what has most effectuall)
contributed to the rum of the infant system, is the manner of propagating it. The renown ot
the system penetrates into some countr)' place, or into some &strict of a large town. and
some persons take _tinto their heads, upon hearing what excellent things the infant school_
are, that they too will have an infant school. The)' then go m search ol a place, and find out
[*Cf. Samuel Wilderspm. The Infant System, Jor Developmg the Intellectual and Moral
Powers of All Children from One to Seven Year.s of Age _1823), 6th ed (London: Slmpkm
and Marshall, 1834), pp. 265,277 ]
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some old barn, or coach-house, which, wlth a fev, alteranons, can be turned into a
school-room So far all is right, for It Is better that a good school should be In a wretched
place, than. as we so often see it before our eyes m the metropolis, that a wretched school
should be m a splendid place, But the great difficulty','anseq m the choice of the future master
or mlstress Each of the originators and patrons of the proposed instltunon, has some client
in vlew, whom he ha,_ nominated in hls heart. A poor fello_, a tailor, a shoe-maker, or a
fiddler by trade, who is not prosperous in the exercise of hls calhng, has the _uf)rage of the
most acti%e member of the committee, or an old dame. who_e school would suffer b', the
opposmon of the new system, Is patronized b_ some charitable ladies: or the nche,t
contributor has an old seP,'ant, whom she v, ants to put into a qnug place, a struggle arise,
between these contending interests, the result ol v,hlch is, that the client of the most
influennal party is selected for the _ituatIon. although, perhaps, the most unfit of all the
candidates The next question then is, hov, the ne_ master or mlqtress is to learn the system.
of which they must be presumed to be entIret 3 ignorant Some friend, perhaps, ad_ lse., the
committec to send the teacher to London. or some other place, tot three month,, and ha_ e
him regularl,, trained under a good Infant school master In yam' thex cannot _ alt so long. _t
v, fll protract the business, and the zeal ol the good people m the town might get cool m the
mean rime. The infant school must be opened m a fortnight or three _ eek, at the latest, and
this is consequentl._ all the time that can be penmtted to the nev, l', chosen master for hl_,
preparation. The question of time being settled, another arises to what place 1, he to be
sent? The expense of sending him up to London. or to ,,ome other place of notc. is found tot,
great, particularly for so short a time. and it seems, therefore, better that he should be sent
the least distance possiblc, to the nearest infant scht×)l, to "catch" the system But suppose
even he come to London. or to Exeter. or Bristol. to one of the best scfaools that are. ,z hat
can he learn m so short a time '_ What _,tnkes him chleflx, l, the singing ot the table,, tlae
&stribunon m classes, the marching round the room. the clapping of hands, and all the other
machinery. This he catches, as well as hc can. and back he goes. and open, his ,chot)l. and
his chief endeavour is to follo_ the system which he has caught, a._closel_ a, he can And
what can be expected after this" \Vhat else. but that the infant _chool ,hould become a
treadmill for the minds of the poor children'
Such has been the hlstor? of the infant s',stem, it ha, beep misapprehended b) prejudice
and narrov,-mlndedness,
and pet',erred b_ blgotr) and false zeal. so much so that those
_,'ho were its v, armest advocates, are tempted to wish that ne_er _L,much a, one infant
school had been established m the count_ t*:
We can add nothing to this. Surely ever? member of the committee of the House
of Commons
who reads it, will be eager to make the labour,,, of that committee
instrumental
to the reform of such abommanons
We conclude
in the words of the same author, with the fotloamg
general
summar 3 , ever',' word of w,h_ch accords

w_th all our o,a n reformation

I have had a sad picture to la5 before )ou. when speaking of the neglect of education, and
of the numbers of children who are left without an_ mstrucuon at all. but no les,, sad _, the
picture of the present state of our chanty' schools All the evils under _hlch _,t-,clet',at large
labours are, as it were. concentrated upon this point, as if to de.stro', the ,,er", _ ital, ot the
nation. The universal motive ts mone)-gettIng, the mcan_ are all dc_ I,ed upon the analog_
[*Blber, pp. 172-7.t
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of large manufactures,
camed on by mechanical
power: and, to make the measure of evil
full, the cloak of it all is a dead profession
of the gospel. The principle
of mammon
is
recogmzed
as the life of education,
the existence
of mental and moral powers is set aside,
and the sptrlt of rehglon is supplanted
by the letter. Such Is the general character of the
education which Is imparted to the poorer classes of this country,, whatever may be the name
of the system under which it is done. 1 leave you to judge,
what must become of the
nation t t* 1

[*lbzd
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ON PUNISHMENT
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NOTE

Monthly Reposttor3', n.s. VIII (Oct., 1834), 734-6 Title footnoted "Remarks on Criminal
Law; with a Plan for an Improved System, and Observations on the Preventaon of Cr,me
[By Thomas Jevons. London. Hamilton, Adams; Edinburgh' Waugh and Innes, Dublin
CurrT: Liverpool: Marples, 1834 ]'" Running utles as title. Unsigned; not republished.
Identified m Mill's bibliography as "An article headed "On Pumshment" being a review ol
an anonymous work by Mr Jevons of Liverpool: In the Monthl3 Reposlto_ of October
1834" (MacMinn, 42) In the Somerville College cop3 (tear-sheets) there are two
corrections by Mill that are adopted in the present text. at 78 _ the question mark alter
"'another" is deleted tw'e substxtute a period): and at 79 17 "'merely" Js altered to "'_urelv'"
For comment on the review, see xh and lxl above

On Punishment

and the benevolence of heart, which
breathe through this little tract, and which are characteristic of the supposed _-rater,
render hls speculauons on the now hacknied subject of penal la,x, deserving of an
attention, which the degree of truth or of pracucal applicabihty w'hlch the_
possess, would not of itself have entitled them to. The author, in fact. deals with
punishment as Mr. Owen deals with the insutuuon of private property. He makes
out a case of manifest hardship and cruelt 3 against the one, as Mr. Owen does
against the other, and with as little difficulty, for the materials are ample: and hke
Mr. Owen, he helps out his case by including in his enumeration not only the evds
inseparable from the institution itself, but all those which are actually attendant on
it in its present form. however easily remediable. He then gravel3 proposes that
punishment should be ab£]lshed, and the prevention of crime attempted by other
means; as one might conceive a philanthropist enlarging upon the nauseousness of
medicine, its injurious effects upon the constitution, the hardship of admimstermg
It to persons who are ill and helpless and not their own masters, and concluding that
medicine be abohshed, and that mankind should endeavour to preserve their health
in some other manner.
The author's substitute for punishment is itself a pumshment, though one of the
mildest kind. He proposes that those who are convicted of offences, whether of the
slightest or of the gravest description, should be no otherwise ill-treated than b_
being compelledto hve as a community apart, m a portion of the countr), speclall?
allotted to them, in which they should have the same opportunmes of gaming their
livelihood as the rest of the the communit 3. and from w'h_ch they should be
liberated on proof of continued good conduct. W_thm th_s d_stnct there should be a
smaller enclosure, to which those should be again banished v,ho have violated the
laws of the criminal community to _hich they were first relegated: and within this
second a third, in which again, as the last resort, there should be a prison. But no
one is to be incarcerated m this prison wi{laout having the alternative offered to him
THE

FREE

AND

BOLD

SPIRIT

OF

INQUIRY.

of going into perpetuO ejxi_.
In the subordinate arrangements there is some good sense and much mgenmty.
and as one among many systems of reformatory, d_sciphne, the plan of our author
seems worthy to be tried b._ way of experiment upon the less corrupted of the
persons convicted of minor offences. But as a plan of systematic treatment for all
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offenders, to be adopted in lieu of every other punishment, it would be a more utter
failure than the worst of the penal systems, for it would fail to deter from crime. On
whom would the penalty of temporary banishment from the society of the honest,
operate as a sufficient motive to restrain from the violation of the laws? Upon the
honest: upon those who are already sufficiently restrained by their own disposition, or by the opinion of one another. All who required restraint, would find
this restraint inefficacious; and if all who, in any manner violated the laws, were
removed into such a place of reformation, the inhabitants of the reformatory would
speedily outnumber the remainder of the community, and would become themselves the rulers of the country.
Even this consequence were it admitted by the author, would not, perhaps,
decide the question in his mind; for he considers the infliction of punishment for
the purpose of prevention, as in itself an immorality and an injustice.
"To punish one man," says he, "in order that some other unknown person may
be deterred from the commission of crime, is an iniquitous practice, and cannot
be justified even if its consequences, so far as the public is affected by the exhibition, were beneficial in ever so great a degree, and could be calculated upon with
certainty." [P. 72.]
He calls the infliction of pumshment "'for example's sake," a debasing practice:
and expresses his "earnest wishes that so wicked a principle may never again be
adopted as the motive and guide by which the high and mighty may rule their low
and erring brethren." (P. 73.)
Here is much good indignation thrown away on an occasion, when there is
nothing to call for it but a form of words. You do not punish one person in order that
another may be deterred. The other is deterred, not by the punishment of the first,
but by the expectation of being punished himself: and as the punishment you
threaten him with, would have no effect upon his conduct, unless he beheved that
it would really be inflicted, you are obliged to prove the reality of your intention,
by keeping your word whenever either he, or any other person, disregards your
prohibition. This is no injustice to the sufferer, because he, too, has been warned
beforehand; unless indeed, not the punishment merely, but the law itself, be
unjust, and an improper restriction upon his freedom. If the acts which the law
prohibits, were such as he had no right to do, and if he had full warning of all the
consequences to which he would subject himself by violating it, he has no ground
of complaint that its full penalties are inflicted, not to deter others, but in order that
what really deters others, the threat of punishment to themselves, may not be an
idle mockery.
Our author's objection is only valid against either ex post facto laws, or laws
which are in themselves unjust, independently of the means by which they are
enforced. In all other cases the offender himself, and not the legislator, is
responsible for the evil which falls upon him by his voluntary breach of a just law.
We may add, that if the principles laid down by our author constitute a valid
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objection to the existing notions of pumshment, they apply with exactl_ the same
force to h_s own system of banishment to a particular place, if what he
acknowledges to be "the fundamental principle that should govern the cnmmal
code of every enlightened state, viz. protecnon of person and property." Ip. 23. t
will justify the infliction of the smallest atom of pa,n upon offenders, it will j ustlfy
the infliction of any amount necessary for the end; unless such as would outwe,gh
all the benefits of which the security of person or property _s the cause. The onl_
right by which society is warranted m mfhcting any pare upon any human creature.
is the right of self-defence; and if th,s w ill justify ,tm mterfenng w,th the natural
liberty of its offending members, by the degree of coercion ,mphed m remox mg
them to the reformatoD' and keeping them there. _twill warrant any greater degree
of coercion which may be found necessary' to protect the innocent part of the
community against their encroachments.
On any other pr, nc_ple, instead of
relegating offenders to a particular part of the count_', or tendering to them the
alternative of voluntary' exile, the utmost rights of honest people would extend no
further than to remove out of harm's way. by going into exile themselves. But th,s
IS surely being scrupulous in the wrong place. If we were attacked by robbers or
savages, and in danger of our hves. no one ever questioned our nght to defend
ourselves even to the death of the assailant; and we cannot conce,ve a greater p,ece
of inconsistency than. admitting this. to deny us the hberty of dectarmg beforehand to all robbers, that if the_ attack us we will put them to death. No doubt 1I"
we can protect ourselves as effectually v,.lth tess evil to them_ _t _s our dut_ to do
so: and we ought to try" the experiment ,n all ways w'hlch afford a chance of
success, before we gwe it up as hopeless. But our right to pumsh, is a branch of the
umversal nght of self-defence, and ,t is a mere subtlet} to set up an_ d,snnct,on
between them.
Some of the author's minor suggest,ons are well deserving of the attent,on
of an enlightened legislature. We would not,ce m part,cular [p 951 h_s ,dea of
restraining juvenile dehnquenc) by holding the parents legall_ responsible instead
of the children
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Westmmster Revww, XXXV (Jan., 1841 ), 239-40 In the Miscellaneous Notices section,
under "Law," headed. "'Remarks on Law Reform: addressed more particularly to the
general reader. By Wilham Sm,th. Esq , of the Middle Temple, barrister at law [London ']
Maxwell: 1840_" Running title to section, not to article. Signed "'A." Not repubhshed
Identified m Mill's bibhography as "A short notice of a pamphlet on Law Reform b)
Wilham Smith, m the Miscellaneous Notices of the Westminster Review for January 1841
(No. 68.)" (MacMmn, 53.) There Is no cop) m the Somerville College Library For
comment, see xh and lx_ above.

Smith on Law Reform

THIS IS SUCHA PAMPHLETas we have long wished to see. The question of Lab
Reform has usually either been treated bit by bit, on the principle of suggesting no
more at once than could be carried at once, or _t has been kept so completely m
generalibus that although the existing system might be shown to be bad, it seemed
as if nothing could be done to amend it except by beginning from the foundations and
reconstructing the whole fabric. There was wanted a writer who, v__ththe requisite
knowledge of the existing lab, but with the capacit 3 also of distinguishing
pnnciples of universal legislation from the technicalmes of a conventional system,
should review the whole of our jurisprudence, and e,_amine hob much of the
absurdity which disfigures, and the complication which embarrasses it. is capable
of being removed in that piecemeal mode in which parliament legislates, and in a
country like ours, or, at least, in the present state of general opimon, must
legislate
Mr. Smith has attempted a portion of this task, and has executed it with a high
degree of merit. He thoroughly understands his subject, he has the art of popular
and lively exposition, and on the whole we knob not an3 work where m so small a
compass so great a number of important lab' reforms, practicable at the present
moment, are pointed out, and the expediency of them so bneflv and forcibly, and
at the same time popularly demonstrated
The defects upon which he chiefly
ammadverts are some of the peculiarities of the system of pleading: some of the
exclusionary rules of evidence: the doctrine of feudal tenures, which, although
now a mere mass of fiction, still continues to encumber, b_ the technical consequences which it revolves, the whole of our lab of real property, and the fact
that three different and conflicting systems of lab'. administered by three sets of
courts, (common law, equity, and ecclesiastical. _co-exist, insomuch that the ver_
same property would often be assigned by these different svstem_ to different
persons; and the unseemly spectacle Is exhibited of one court giving relief, a_ it Is
called, from the disposition of property which would be lab full_ and regularl3
made by another. The practical mischiefs ol a most serious kind, arising from these
defects in our legal system, are pointed out in a masterl 3 manner b_ Mr. Smith
The following passage may convey an idea of his style:
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If an)' one expects, by a revision of our laws, to prepare a system so simple that every man
may acquire sufficient knowledge of It. that he who runs may read, I*] that no bo_dy of
professed lawyers will be requisite to conduct litigation or frame legal instruments, he is
merely manifesting his total ignorance upon the subject Jurisprudence, when it advances
beyond those simple rules which are dictated by the general sense of what is just or unjust.
becomes in some measure arbitrary, and inevitably complicate. Rules are then to be laid
down, which must be the result of a nice balance of opposite expediencies, and when these,
or, indeed, any other rules, are determined, innumerable cases arise, of which again it is
difficult to decide whether they are included in the rules. But because jurisprudence must of
necessity present to our view a vast and complex system, because _t must admit many
distinctions, the value and importance of which cannot without much previous stud-,' be
appreciated, is it therefore to be loaded w_th any foreign matter whatsoever? Is this a reason
for admitting and perpetuating a mass of erudition qmte alien to the science itself of
jurisprudence? Is it not rather a reason, since law must be difficult, for avoiding every
needless cause of difficulty? Again and agmn I protest against the admixture, still too
frequent, of feudalism and antiquarian lore with English jurisprudence. Why am l to be
incessantly presented with an historical account of its origin as a sufficient reason for the
actual existence of the law which governs me" Doubtless, the antNuarlan will be shocked,
and denounce me as a man of rude. uncultured taste, if I dispute the necessity of recording
by existing laws the ancient feudalism of Europe. What! no trace left of past times? no pride
of ancest_' increased by the very framework of our jurisprudence? all to be new and
scientific? Our laws, he exclaims, will no longer be Enghsh, they might as v, ell be French.
or Russian, or Chinese: they will not belong to us and to our history Let him go and study
hlstor), and providentially endowed as he is with the love of what is dark and httle, connect
wlth it what antiquities he thinks fit; I will hsten and wdl learn of him with pleasure. But
why must I meet. to my confusion and &smay. in the real business of life. and at the hazard
of my property, these relics, these spectral remains of the maxims and manners of my
forefathers? 1 can read with interest of the struggle maintained b) our courts of law against
the subtle contrivances of land-loving monks. Must I, therefore, desire that this struggle be
recorded in the deed which conveys my property? Think you that law. which is the most
ancient matter in this world, and has dealt with the nearest interests of hying men through
the remotest generations of the earth, needs to be set off with this antique and Gothic
tracer)'? Or is it true that jurisprudence has ends of its own so _dle and unimportant to
mankind, that it must stand indebted to such sources of interest as an antNuar_an society can
supply _I*l
[*William Cowper, "Tiroclnium,'" m The Task, a Poem. m SL_ Books, to Wht_h Arc
Added by the Same Author, an Epzst/e to Joseph Htll. Esq.. Ttrocmtum. or a Revww o[
Schools. and the Htstor3."of John Gilpin (London Johnson, 17851, p 297 (1 80_ }
[*Smith, pp 8-9.1
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Fraser's Magazme, XLI (Jan , 1850), 25-31. Headed and running titles as title Introduced
by an editorial note by John William Parker, Jr., here given m a footnote to the title. Signed
"D.'" Not republished. Identified in Mllt's bibhography as "'A letter to the E&tor of Fraser's
Magazine, in answer to an attack by Carlyle on the "rights of negroes.' pubhshed under the
signature D m Fraser's Magazine for January 1850. (Copied into the Dlaily] News of 2d
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The Negro Question*

SIR,

Your last month's Number contains a speech against the "rights of Negroes, "'l_ Jthe
doctrines and spirit of which ought not to pass without remonstrance. The author
issues his opmlons, or rather ordinances, under Imposing auspices, no less than
those of the "immortal gods." [P. 675. ] "'The Powers,'" "'the Destinies,'" announce
through him, not only what will be. but what shall be done: what they "'have
decided upon, passed thmr eternal act of parliament for." [Ibid.] Th_s is speaking
"as one having authority; "'l,! but authority from whom? If by the qualiD of the
message we may judge of those who sent it, not from any powers to whom just or
good men acknowledge allegiance. This so-called "'eternal Act of Parhament'" is
no new law, but the old law of the strongest,--a la_ against which the great
teachers of mankind have in all ages protested:--it is the la_' of force and cunning:
the law that whoever is more powerful than another, is "'born lord'" of that other.
the other being born hls "'servant," [pp. 676-7,] who must be "'compelled to work"
for him by "beneficent whip," af"other methods avail not.'" [P 675. ] I see nothing
divine in this Injuncnon. lf"the gods" [ibid. ]wtll th_s, it is the first duty of human
beings to resist such gods. Omnipotent these "'gods" are riot, for powers w'hlch
demand human tyranny and injustice cannot accomplish their purpose unless
human beings co-operate. The history of human amprovement is the record of a
struggle by which Inch after inch of ground has been grung from these maleficent
powers, and more and more of human life rescued from the lmqUltOUSdominion of
the law of maght. Much, very much of th_s work still remains to do. but the
progress made In it is the best and greatest achievement yet performed b_ mankind,
and it was hardly to be expected at this period of the world that we should be
enjoined, by way of a great reform an human affairs, to began undoing it.
The age, it appears, is ill with a most pernicmus disease, which infects all its
proceedings, and of which the conduct of this countr_ in regard to the Negroes is a
*Ifall the meetings at Exeter Hall be not presided over by stnctl3 impartial chairmen, thex
oughtto be We shall set an example to our Dous brethren m tht_respect, b._g_vmgpubhclt.x
to the following letter Our readers have now both slde._o! the que._tlonbefore them. and can
form their own oplmons upon it --EDVrOR [John Wllham Parker, Jr 1
[*Carlyle, "'Occasmnal Dxscourse.'"p 670, subsequent references are given m the text i
[:Matthew, 7.29 ]
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prominent symptom--the Disease of Philanthropy. "'Sunk in deep froth-oceans of
Benevolence, Fraternity, Emancipation-principle.
Christian Philanthropy, and
other most amiable-looking, but most baseless, and, in the end, baleful and
all-bewildering jargon," the product of "'hearts left destitute of any earnest
guidance, and disbelieving that there ever was any, Christian or heathen," the
"human species" is "'reduced to believe in rose-pink sentimentalism alone." [P.
671.] On this alleged condition of the human species I shall have something to say
presently. But I must first set my anti-philanthropic opponent right on a matter of
fact. He entirely misunderstands the great national revolt of the conscience of this
country against slavery, and the slave-trade, if he supposes it to have been an affair
of sentiment. It depended no more on humane feelings than any cause which so
irresistibly appealed to them must necessarily do. Its first victories were gained
while the lash yet ruled uncontested in the barrack-yard and the rod in schools, and
while men were still hanged by dozens for stealing to the value of forty shillings. It
triumphed because it was the cause of justice; and, in the estimation of the great
majority of its supporters, of rehgion. Its originators and leaders were persons of a
stern sense of moral obligation, who, in the spirit of the rehgion of their time,
seldom spoke much of benevolence and philanthropy, but often of duty, crime,
and sin. For nearly two centunes had negroes, many thousands annually, been
seized by force or treacher)' and carried off to the West Indies to be worked to
death, literally to death: for it was the received maxim, the acknowledged dictate
of good economy, to wear them out quickly and import more. In this fact ever}'
other possible cruelty, tyranny, and wanton oppression was by implication
included. And the motive on the part of the slave-owners was the love of gold: or,
to speak more truly, of vulgar and puerile ostentation. I have yet to learn that
anything more detestable than this has been done by human beings towards human
beings in any part of the earth. It is a mocker}' to talk of comparing it with Ireland.
[P. 672.] And this went on, not, like Irish beggary', because England had not the
skill to prevent it,--not merely by the sufferance, but by the laws of the English
nation. At last, however, there were found men, m growing number, who
determined not to rest until the iniquity was extirpated: who made the destruction
of it as much the business and end of their lives, as ordinary' men make their private
interests; who would not be content with softening _ts hideous features, and
making it less intolerable to the sight, but would stop at nothing short of its utter
and irrevocable extinction. I am so far from seeing anything contemptible in this
resolution, that, in my sober opinion, the persons who formed and executed It
deserve to be numbered among those, not numerous m any age, who have led
noble lives according to their lights, and laid on mankind a debt of permanent
gratitude.
After fifty years of toil and sacrifice, the object was accomplished, and the
negroes, freed from the despotism of their fellow-beings, were left to themselves,
and to the chances which the arrangements of existing society provide for those
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who have no resource but their labour. These chances proved favourable to them.
and, for the last ten years, they afford the unusual spectacle of a labounng class
whose labour bears so high a price that they can exist in comfort on the wages of a
comparatively small quantity of work. This. to the ex-slave-owners, is an
inconvenience; but I have not yet heard that any of them has been reduced to beg
his bread, or even to dig for it, as the negro, however scandalously he enjoys
himself, still must: a carnage or some other luxury, the less, is in most cases, 1
believe, the limit of their privations--no very' hard measure of retributive justice,
those who have had tyrannical power taken away from them. may think
themselves fortunate if they come so well off; at all events, _tis an embarrassment
out of which the nat_on is not called on to help them: _f they cannot continue to
realize their large incomes without more labourers, let them find them. and bring
them from where they can best be procured, only not by force. Not so thinks your
anti-philanthropic contnbutor. That negroes should exist, and enjoy existence, on
so little work, is a scandal in his eyes. worse than their former slave_'. It must be
put a stop to at any price. He does not "w_sh to see" them slaves again "'if _tcan be
avoided;" but "'decidedly" they "will have to be servants," "servants to the
whites," [p. 667,] "compelled to labour," and "'not to go idle another minuteS' [P
674.] "Black Quashee," [p. 674,] "'up to the ears m pumpkins." [p. 671.] and
"working about halt" an hour a day," [p 672,] is to him the abomination of
abominations I have so serious a quarrel with him about prmclples, that I have no
time to spare for his facts; but let me remark, ho_ easflv he takes for granted those
which fit his case. Because he reads m some blue-book of a strike for wages m
Demerara. _*1such as he ma_ read ofan_ day m Manchester, he dra_'s a picture of
negro mactivit), copied from the wildest prophecies of the slaver), part) before
emancipation. If the negroes worked no more than "'half an hour a da_ ," would the
sugar crops, m all except notonousl', bad seasons, be so cons,derable, so httle
dimimsbed from what the) were m the time of slaver_', as _s proved bx the
Customhouse returns? _; But _t _s not the facts of the question, so much a,, the
moralities of it. that I care to d_spute with your contributor.
A black man working no more than your contributor affirms that the) work, _s.
he says, "'an eye-sorrow ,'" a "'blister on the skin of the state," [p 676,] and manx
other things equall? disagreeable; to work being the grand dut_ of man "'To do
competent work, to labour honestly according to the ability g_ven them: for that.
and for no other purpose, was each one of us sent into th_s world." Whoever
prevents him from this h_s "'sacred appointment to labour v,hile he hves on earth" is
"his deadliest enem_ .'" If it be "his own redolence'" that prevents h_m. "'the first
[*Carlyle. p 672. see "'F_rstReport from the Select Comnunee on CexIon and British
Gulana,"PP, 1849, XI. 114. 129-30 ]
[_See, e g . "'An Account Sho_mg the Import_ into the Umted Kingdom of Sugar,
Molasses, Rum. Coffee. and Cocoa, from the West lndle,,and Bnnsh Gmana. for the Years
1831 to 1847.'"PP, 1847-48. LVIll. 547-9 ]
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right he has" is that all wiser and more industrious persons shall, "by some wise
means, compel him to do the work he is fit for." [P. 673.] Why not at once say that,
by "some wise means," every thing should be made right in the world? While we
are about it, wisdom may as well be suggested as the remedy for all evils, as for one
only. Your contributor incessantly prays Heaven that all persons, black and white,
may be put in possession of this "'divine right of being compelled, if permitted will
not serve, to do what work they are appointed for." [P. 674. ] But as this cannot be
conveniently managed just yet, he will begin with the blacks, and "will" make
them work for certain whites, those whites not working at all; that so "the eternal
purpose and supreme will" [ibid.] may be fulfilled, and "injustice," which is "for
ever accursed," may cease. [P. 676.]
This pet theory of your contributor about work, we all know well enough,
though some persons might not be prepared for so bold an application of it. Let me
say a few words on this "'gospel of work"l*l--which,
to my mind, as justly
deserves the name of a cant as any of those which he has opposed, while the truth it
contains is immeasurably farther from being the whole truth than that contained in
the words Benevolence, Fraternity, or any other of his catalogue of contemptlbilities. To give it a rational meaning, it must first be known what he means by work.
Does work mean ever3' thing which people do? No: or he would not reproach
people with doing no work. Does it mean laborious exertion? No; for many a day
spent in killing game, includes more muscular fatigue than a day's ploughing.
Does it mean useful exertion? But your contributor always scoffs at the idea of
utility, ttl Does he mean that all persons ought to earn their living? But some earn
their living by doing nothing, and some by doing mischief; and the negroes, whom
he despises, still do earn by labour the "pumpkins" they consume and the finer3'
they wear.
Work, I imagine, is not a good in itself. There is nothing laudable in work for
work's sake. To work voluntarily for a worthy object is laudable; but what
constitutes a worthy object? On this matter, the oracle of which your contributor is
the prophet has never yet been prevailed on to declare itself. He revolves in an
eternal circle round the idea of work, as if turning up the earth, or driving a shuttle
or a quill, were ends in themselves, and the ends of human existence. Yet, even in
the case of the most sublime service to humanity, it is not because it is work that it
is worthy; the worth lies in the service itself, and in the will to render it--the noble
feelings of which it is the fruit: and if the nobleness of will is proved by other
evidence than work, as for instance by danger or sacrifice, there is the same
[*See Carlyle.
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[*See, e.g., Carlyle, "Signs of the Times,'" Edinburgh Revtew. XLIX (June, 1829), 453,
and Sartor Resartus (1833-34), 2nd ed (Boston: Munroe, 1837}, Bk. Iii, Chap. v.]
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worthiness. While we talk only of work, and not of its object, we are far from the
root of the matter; or if it may be called the root, it is a root without flower or fruit.
In the present case, it seems, a noble object means "spices." "The gods wish.
besides pumpkins, that spices and valuable products be grown in their West
Indies'--the "noble elements of cinnamon, sugar, coffee, pepper black and grey,'"
"things far nobler than pumpkins." [Pp. 674-5.] Why so? ls what supports life,
inferior in dignity to what merely gratifies the sense of taste ? Is it the verdict of the
"immortal gods" that pepper is noble, freedom (even freedom from the lash)
contemptible? But spices lead "towards commerces, arts, polities, and social
developements." [P. 674.] Perhaps so; but of what sort? When they must be
produced by slaves, the "pohtles and sooal developements" they lead to are such
as the world, I hope, will not choose to be cursed with much longer.
The worth of work does not surely consist in its leading to other work, and so on
to work upon work without end. On the contrary, the multiplication of work. for
purposes not worth caring about, is one of the evils of our present condition. When
justice and reason shall be the rule of human affairs, one of the first things to which
we may expect them to be applied is the question, How many of the so-called
luxuries, conveniences, refinements, and ornaments of hfe, are worth the labour
which must be undergone as the condition of producing them? The beautifying of
existence is as worthy and useful an object as the sustaining of at; but only a vmated
taste can see any such result m those fopperies of so-called civilization, which
myriads of hands are now occupied and lives wasted in providing. In opposmon to
the "gospel of work," I would assert the gospel of leisure, and maintain that human
beings cannot rise to the finer attributes of their nature compatibly with a hfe filled
with labour. I do not include under the name labour such work. if work It be called.
as is done by writers and afforders of"gmdance,'" an occupation which, let alone
the vanity of the thing, cannot be called by the same name with the real labour.
the exhausting, stiffening, stupefying toil of many kinds of agricultural and
manufacturing labourers. To reduce vet3"greatly the quantity of work reqmred to
carry on existence, is as needful as to distribute it more equally: and the progress of
science, and the increasing ascendancy of justice and good sense, tend to th_s
result.
There is a portion of work rendered necessarx b_ the fact of each person's
existence: no one could exist unless work, to a certain amount, were done either bx
or for him. Of this each person is bound, in justice, to perform his share: and
society has an incontestable right to declare to every one, that ffhe work not. at th_s
work of necessity, neither shall he eat. Society has not enforced this right, having
m so far postponed the rule of justice to other considerations. But there is an
ever-growing demand that it be enforced, so soon as ant endurable plan can be
devised for the purpose. If this experiment is to be tried in the West Indies. let it be
tried impartially; and let the whole produce belong to those who do the work which
produces it. We would not have black labourers compelled to grow spices which
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they do not want, and white proprietors who do not work at all exchanging the
spices for houses in Belgrave Square. We would not withhold from the whites, any
more than from the blacks, the "divine right" of being compelled to labour. [P.
674.] Let them have exactly the same share in the produce that they have in the
work. If they do not like this, let them remain as they are, so long as they are
permitted, and make the best of supply and demand.
Your contributor's notions of justice and proprietary right are of another kind
than these. Acording to him, the whole West Indies belong to the whites: the
negroes have no claim there, to either land or food, but by their sufferance. "It was
not Black Quashee, or those he represents, that made those West India _slands
what they are.'" [Ibid.] 1 submit, that those who furnished the thews and sinews t*j
really had something to do with the matter. "Under the soil of Jamaica the bones of
many thousand British men"--"brave
Colonel Fortescue, brave Colonel Sedgwick, brave Colonel Brayne,'" and divers others, "'had to be laid." [P. 676.] How
many hundred thousand African men laid their bones there, after having had their
lives pressed out by slow or fierce torture? They could have better done without
Colonel Fortescue, than Colonel Fortescue could have done without them. But he
was the stronger, and could "'compel;" what they did IP. 674] and suffered
therefore goes for nothing. Not only they did not, but it seems they could not have
cultivated those islands. "Never by art of his" (the negro) "'could one pumpkin
have grown there to solace any human throat." IP. 675.] They grow pumpkins,
however, and more than pumpkins, in a very similar country, their native Africa.
We are told to took at Haiti: what does your contributor know of Haiti? "L_ttle or no
sugar growing, black Peter exterminating black Paul, and where a garden of the
Hesperides might be, nothing but a tropical dog-kennel and pestiferous jungle."
[Ibid.] Are we to listen to arguments grounded on hearsays like these'? In what _s
black Haiti worse than white Mexico? If the truth were known, how much worse is
it than white Spare?
But the great ethical doctrine of the Discourse, than which a doctrine more
damnable, I should think, never was propounded by a professed moral reformer,
is, that one kind of human beings are born servants to another kind. "'You will have
to be servants," he tells the negroes, "to those that are born wiser than you. that are
born lords of you--servants to the whites, if they are (as what mortal can doubt that
they are?) born wiser than vou." [Pp. 676-7. ] I do not hold him to the absurd letter
of his dictum; it belongs to the mannensm m which he is enthralled like a child in
swaddling clothes. By "born wiser," I hwilV' suppose him to mean, born more
capable of wisdom: a proposition which, he says. no mortal can doubt, but which I
will make bold to say, that a full moiety of all thinking persons, who have attended
[*For the phrase, see Walter Scott. Rob Ro3, 3 vols (Edinburgh: Constable, 1818).
Vol. I, p. 60 (Chap. fii).l
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to the subject, either doubt or positively deny. Among the things for which vour
contributor professes entire disrespect, is the analytical examination of human
nature. It is by analytical examination that we have learned whatever we know of
the laws of external nature; and if he had not disdained to apply the same mode of
investigation to the laws of the formation of character, he would have escaped the
vulgar error of imputing every, difference which he finds among human beings to
an origmal difference of nature. As well might it be said, that of two trees, sprung
from the same stock, one cannot be taller than another but from greater v_gour m
the original seedling, ls nothing to be attributed to soil, nothing to chmate, nothing
to difference of exposure--has no storm swept over the one and not the other, no
hghtnmg scathed it, no beast browsed on It, no insects preyed on it, no passing
stranger stript off its leaves or its bark? If the trees grew near together, may not
the one which, by whatever accident, grew up first, have retarded the other's
developement by its shade? Human beings are subject to an infinitely greater
variety" of accidents and external influences than trees, and have lnfimtel) more
operation in impainng the growth of one another, since those who begin by being
strongest, have almost always hitherto used their strength to keep the others _eak.
What the original differences are among human beings. I know no more than your
contributor, and no less: it is one of the questions not yet satisfactonl 3 answered m
the natural history of the species. This, however, is well known--that spontageous
improvement, beyond a very low grade,--lmprovement
bY internal developemenff without aid from other lndiyiduals or people,s---is one of the rarest
phenomena in history: and whenever known to have occurred, was the result of an
extraordinary combination of advantages; xn addmon doubtless to many accidents
of which all trace _s now lost. No argument against the capaclt) of negroes for
improvement, could be drawn from their not being one of these rare exceptions. It
is curious withal, that the earliest known civlhzatlon was, we have the strongest
reason to beheve, a negro civihzation The original Egyptmn_ are referred, from
the evidence of their sculptures, to have been a negro race: _t was from negroes,
therefore, that the Greeks learnt their first lessons in C)vlhzation: and to the records
and tradmons of these negroes did the Greek philosophers to the ver_ end of their
career resort (I do not say with much fruit) a_ a treasur_ of mysterious _ _sdom. But
I again renounce all advantage from facts: were the whites born ever so superaor in
intelligence to the blacks, and competent by nature to instruct and advise them. It
would not be the less monstrous to assert that the_ had therefore a right either to
subdue them by force, or circumvent them b3 superior skill, to thro_ upon them
the toils and hardships of life, reserving for themselves, under the mlsapphed
name of work, its agreeable excitements.
Were I to point out, even m the braefest terms, ex erx vulnerable point in your
contributor's Discourse, I should produce a longer d_ssertatlon than h_s. One
instance more must suffice If labour is wanted, it _, a vet,, obvlou,, _dea to import
labourers; and if negroes are best _uited to the chmate, to m_port negroes, This _sa
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mode of adjusting the balance between work and labourers, quite in accordance
with received principles: it is neither before nor behind the existing moralities of
the world: and since it would accomplish the object of making the negroes work
more, your contributor at least, it might have been supposed, would have approved
of it. On the contrary, this prospect is to him the most dismal of all; for either "the
new Africans, after labouring a httle," will "take to pumpkins like the others," or if
so many of them come that they will be obliged to work for their living, there will
be "a black Ireland." [P. 672.] The labour market admits of three possibile
conditions, and not, as this would imply, of only two. Either. first, the labourers
can live almost without working, which is said to be the case in Demerara; or,
secondly, which is the common case, they can hve by working, but must work in
order to live; or, thirdly, they cannot by working get a sufficient living, which is
the case in Ireland. Your contributor sees only the extreme cases, but no possibdlty
of the medium. If Africans are imported, he thinks there must either be so few of
them, that they will not need to work, or so many, that although they work, they
will not be able to live.
Let me say a few words on the general quarrel of your contributor with the
present age. Every age has its faults, and is indebted to those who point them out.
Our own age needs this service as much as others: but it is not to be concluded that
it has degenerated from former ages, because its faults are different. We must
beware, too, of mistaking its virtues for faults, merely because, as is inevitable, its
faults mingle with its virtues and colour them. Your contributor thinks that the age
has too much humanity, is too anxious to abohsh pain. I affirm, on the contrary,
that it has too little humanity--is most culpably indifferent to the subject: and l
point to any day's police reports as the proof. I am not now accusing the brutal
portion of the population, but the humane portion; if they were humane enough,
they would have contrived long ago to prevent 'these' daily atrocities. It is not by
excess of a good quality that the age is in fault, but by deficiency--deficiency
even
of philanthropy, and still more of other qualities wherewith to balance and direct
what philanthropy it has. An "Universal Abolition of Pain Association'" [p. 670]
may serve to point a sarcasm, but can any worthier object of endeavour be pointed
out than that of diminishing pain? Is the labour which ends in growing spices
noble, and not that which lessens the mass of suffenng? We are told [p. 675], with
a triumphant air, as if it were a thing to be glad of, that "'the Destinies'" proceed in a
"temble manner;" and this manner will not cease "for soft sawder or philanthropic
stump-orator';" but whatever the means may be, it has ceased in no mconslderable
degree, and is ceasing more and more: every, year the "'tenable manner." in some
department or other, is made a httle less terrible. Is our cholera comparable to the
old pestilence---our hospitals to the old lazar-houses----our workhouses to the
hanging of vagrants---our prisons to those visited by Howard? It is precisely
c-c502 those
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because we have succeeded in abolishing so much pare, because pain and its
infliction are no longer familiar as our dady bread, that we are so much more
shocked by what remains of it than our ancestors were. or than m your
contributor's opinion we ought to be.
But (however it be with pain in general) the abolition of the infliction of pare by
the mere will of a human being, the abolition, in short, of despotism, seems to be,
in a peculiar degree, the occupation of this age; and it would be difficult to she_
that any age had undertaken a worthier. Though we cannot extirpate all pain. we
can, if we are sufficiently determined upon it, abohsh all tyranny, one of the
greatest victories yet gamed over that enemy is slave-emancipation, and all Europe
is struggling, with various success, towards further conquests over it, If. m the
pursuit of this, we lose sight of any object equally important; if we forget that
freedom is not the only thing necessaD' for human beings, let us be thankful to any
one who points out what is wanting: but let us not consent to turn back
That this countr)' should turn back, in the matter of negro slaver3. I have not the
smallest apprehension. There is, however, another place where that tvrann_ still
flourishes, but now for the first time finds itself seriously in danger At this crisis of
American slaver),, when the dec_swe conflict between right and iniquity seems
about to commence, your contributor steps in, and fhngs this mlssde, loaded with
the weight of his reputation, into the abolltiomst camp. The words of English
writers of celebrity are words of power on the other side of the ocean: and the
owners of human flesh, who probably thought they had not an honest man on their
side between the Atlantic and the Vistula, will welcome such an auxflmr_.
Circulated as his dissertation will probably be, by those whose interests profit b?
it, from one end of the Amencan Union to the other, I hardl_ knob of an act by
which one person could have done so much mischief as this may possibly do. and I
hold that by thus acting, he has made himself an instrument of what an able writer
in the Inquirer justl? calls "a true work of the devil. "'_*'
[*Anon , "'Mr. Carlyle on the Negroes," The lnqutrer. VIII _8 Dec . 18491,"70
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Statement on Marriage

BEINGABOUT,if 1am so happy as to obtain her consent, to enter into the marriage
relation with the only woman I have ever known, with whom I would have entered
into that state: and the whole character of the marriage relation as constituted bx
law bemg such as both she and I entirely and consc_entlousl3 disapprove, for this
among other reasons, that it confers upon one of the parties to the contract, legal
power and control over the person, propert 3 , and freedom of action of the other
party, independent of her own wishes and wdl: I. having no means of legally
divesting myself of these odious powers (as I most assuredlx would do 11"an
engagement to that effect could be made legally binding on me). feel it m_ dut_ to
put on record a formal protest against the existing la_ of marriage, m so far as
confernng such powers: and a solemn promise never m any case or under an_
circumstances to use them And m the event of mamage between Mr._. Tax lot and
me I declare it to be my will and retention, and the condition oi the engagement
between us, that she retains in all respects whatever the ,same absolute freedom of
action, and freedom of disposal of herself and of all that does or max at anx t_me
belong to her, as if no such marnage had taken place, and I absolutely disclaim and
repudiate all pretension to have acqmred any rtght.s whatever bx v_rtue of such
marriage.
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Remarks on Mr. Fitzroy's Bill
for the More Effectual Prevention
of Assaults on Women and Children

BY MR. FITZROY, as the organ of the Home
Office, enlarging the powers of magistrates to lnfl_ct summary penalties for brutal
assaults on women and children, is excellent m design; and ff m execution _tfalls
short of what is required to deal adequately with the enormity of the evil. the
speech of the Mover indicated that he felt its imperfection, and had done as much
as he thought it prudent to attempt w_thout assurance of support. _*_There have
since been signs, both in and out of Parliament, that the Minister formed a lower
estimate than necessary of what the pubhc would recezve at h_s hands, and that a
measure far more likely to be efficacious would have been well recewed. The
following remarks, on what the writer deems the shortcomings of the present Bill,
are offered for the consideration of those who interest themselves m its success
THE BILL BROUGHT INTO PARLIAMENT

The speech of the Mover showed him to be strongly impressed wxth the homble
amount of domestic brutahty which the law at present existing leaves unrepressed:
and he made a selection of recent cases, exhibmng the disgraceful contrast which
ever)' reader of police reports is accustomed to see. between the flagrancy of the
offence and the insignificance of the penalty. !-! If am deficlencx could be
remarked m the statement, it _s, that all the instances cited were cases of outrage
against women, to the exclusion of the brutahties infl_cted both b) men and women
on the still more helpless children. Without reckoning the frightful cases of
flogging and starving which so often come to hght, there have been two cases
within the last few weeks m each of which a woman, entrusted _ lth the care of an
infant three or four years old, caused its death by burning _lth fire.;:: In one of
these cases the woman had forced the infant to grasp a red hot coal m _ts hand, and
[*Henry Fltzroy. Speech t t0 Mar, 1853,Commonsl. PD. 3rd ser , \oi 124.col 14t- ]
['IBM.. cols 1414-16 ]
[*See The Ttmes. 3 Jan . 1853, p 7 ta report of Mar? Ann Oldham°,, cruelt) to John
Gaywood, his death is reported lbtd , 1 Feb., 1853. p 8_.and lC_Jan . 1853.p 4 IEhzabeth
Baker's cmelt3 to Albert Monkst The Oldham case is the one referred to m the next
sentence.]
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hold it there for some minutes: and being put on trial before the child had died, but
when it was already certain that he would be a cripple for life, was sentenced, not
by a police magistrate, but by the Central Criminal Court at the Old Bailey. to--a
fortnight's imprisonment! Such cases prove that there is more amiss than an
extension of the powers of the subordinate Courts will remedy; that there is not
merely a want of power in the administrators of criminal justice to treat such
culprits with a severity sufficient for example, but, in some cases at least, a want of
will. Merely to authorize a greater amount of punishment lor these offences, at the
discretion of a judicial officer, is no guarantee against their continuing to be
perpetrated with almost as near an approach to impunity as at present. To increase
the penalty is an indication of intention on the part of the Legislature To see that
the intention be fulfilled ought to be the care of those with whom rests the choice of
judges and of magistrates.
By the existing law, the utmost punishment which can be Inflicted by summar 3'
sentence is five pounds fine, or two months' imprisonment, l*l The Bill raises this
limit to a fine of twenty pounds, or imprisonment for six months, with or without
hard labour. _*_With regard to the fine. when the prisoner cannot pay it, the power
of fining is nugatory'. When he can. it is revolting to the commonest sense of justice
that any one should be able to buy the privilege of inflicting atrocious cruelty by
paying twenty pounds. From the newspaper reports it appears to be the practice of
police magistrates, not to pass sentence of imprisonment unless the), have first
ascertained that the prisoner cannot pay the fine. It is only because these criminals
are usually of the most reckless and therefore the most need), pomon of the
labouring classes, that this power of compounding by payment of blood-money
does not operate as an actual licence to the offences intended to be repressed.
Remains the penalty of imprisonment, "'with or without" the addmon of labour.
The remark is applicable to the question of secondary punishment in general, and
peculiarly to these offences, that the alternative of _mprisonment with or wtthout
labour is equivalent to that of conv_ction with or without punishment. Can it be
supposed that any amount of Imprisonment without labour (unless m the few jails
in which the salutary, rule of separation of prisoners has been made umversal) has a
deterring effect upon criminals of the class who come under the proposed
enactment? What is a prison to them? A place where, probably, they are better fed,
better clothed, better lodged, than in their own dwellings, with an abundance of
society of their own description, while they are exempted from the hard work by
which they earned their living until the jusnce of their countD' undertook to punish
them. In return for this release from all the most d_sagreeable circumstances of
their ordinary condition, they suffer the inconvenience of not being able to get gin
[*9 George IV, c 31 (1828j. Sect. 27 ]
[*"ABill for the Better Prevention and Pumshment of Assaults on Women andChildren,"
p. 10.1
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and tobacco; that is, they are treated exactly as if they were in the union
workhouse, except the hard labour. Even alms are not given to the able-bodied at
the expense of the parish, though but for a day. without a day's work in exchange
for it;I*j and surely, now that attention has been awakened to these subjects, it must
soon be recognized that when imprisonment is imposed as a punishment, even if
only for a day, either solitude or hard labour (for those who are capable of it) ought
invariably to be a part of the sentence. In the case of the poor. the addinon of labour
is not even a punishment. Thexr hfe when at large must be one of labour, and
generally of a restraint even upon thmr power of locomotion, almost equal to that
of Imprisonment. With the addition of labour, lmpnsonment to the ordinary'
labourer scarcely amounts to a pumshment: without labour it is a hohda],.
But neither with labour nor without it, is imprisonment m any form a suitable or
a sufficient penalty for cnmes of brutality. For these nothing will be effectual but
to retaliate upon the culprit some portion of the physical suffering which he has
inflicted. The beneficial efficacy of the enactment now in contemplation will, it is
safe to prophesy, depend on the adoption or not of Mr, Phinn's amendment,
making corporal punishment a part of the penalty. !-_The Mover himself did not
disguise his conviction that nothing less than this would be adequate to the
exigency; E_Jand it is earnestl 3 to be hoped that the man_ adhesions which the
suggesnon has since recmved, including that of one of the most mtelhgent of the
London police magistrates,* wdl induce Mr Fitzrov to incorporate it m the Bill
Overwhelming as are the objections to corporal pumshment except m cases of
personal outrage. _t _s peculiarly fitted for such cases The repuls_,eness to
standers by, and the degradanon to the culpnt, whmh make corporal maltreatment
so justl_ odious as a punishment, would cease to adhere to it. if it were exclusivel_
reserved as a retributmn to those guilt 3 of personal vmlence. It is probabl 3 the only
punishment which they would feel. Those who presume on thmr conscmusness of
animal strength to brutally illtreat those who are physmNly weaker, should be
made to know what it _s to be m the hands of a physical strength as much Greater
than their own. as thevs than that of the subjects of thmr tyranny. It _,_the moral
medmine needed for the dommeenng arrogance ol brute power After one or tyro
[*See "'Report from His Ma:lest'."sCommissioners for Inquiring into the Admmlstratlon
and Practical Operanon of the Poor Laws,'" PP. 1834. XXVtl, 146-'. which refer, to the
desired continuation of the "'intent" and "'sprat" of 43 Ehzabeth. c 2 ( t601 ) m the nev,poor
la_ (enacted as 4 & 5 Wflham IV. c 76 [1834]) !
[*Thomas Phmn. Speech m Amendment to Mr Fitzrox'_ Bill ttO Mar. 1853.
Commonsl. PD. 3rd ser.. Vol 124. col 1419 ]
I:Fltzroy, speech of 10 Mar , 1853. col 1414 !
*Mr [John] Hammfll "'Though he wa,_much granfied at finding that a bill _as no_
under the conslderanon of the Leglslature for more adequatel._pumshmg _uch atroclou._
offences, he felt sansfied, from the result of his experience, that nothing short of the
mflmtmnof corporal pumshment would afford an efficmnt protecnon to the helpless obmct_,
of such bmtaht_ '" (The Times. March 25. 11853. p, 7] )
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cases of flogging for this description of crime, we should hear no more of outrages
upon women or children for a long time to come. Probably such outrages would
cease altogether, as soon as it became well known that the punishment of flogging
would be inflicted for them.
With this penalty in the Act, and a clear understanding on the part of magistrates
that it was not intended as a brutumfulmen, nor to be reserved for those horrible
cases for which, as a matter of moral retribution, hanging would scarcely be
punishment enough; if the administration of the law were such that the ruffianly
part of the population would know that they could not give loose to their brutal rage
without imminent risk of incurring in fact, and not nominally, the only punishment
which they would dread; the enactment would do more for the improvement of
morality, and the relief of suffering, than any Act of Parliament passed in this
centu_', not excepting, perhaps, the Act for the abolition of slavery, t*l But this
salutary impression can only be made by rendering punishment prompt and certain
in infliction, as well as efficacious m kind: by avoiding, therefore, to let m. by the
terms of the Act itself, certainty of delay, and probable chances of escape. This
would, however, be an inevitable effect of adopting another amendment, of which
notice has been given, allowing an appeal to the quarter sessions, t_l An appeal Is
often a necessary evil, but in such a case as this, a palpably unnecessary." one. These
are not cases in which a magistrate, or two magistrates, are likely to err on the side
of inflicting too severe a sentence; there is abundant experience that the danger of
error is all on the contrary side.
A government which should pass an act embodying these provisions, would
confer a more immediate and a more certain benefit on the community, than it _s
often in the power of legislators to ensure by any enactment. The beneficial fruits
of such a law are not to be measured by the crime and suffering which it would
directly prevent, though these would be sufficient to stamp it as one of the most
benefcent acts yet done by Government for the improvement of our institutions. A
measure such as this, is of wider scope, and still more extensive beneficence. It is a
measure of moral education. All parties now acknowledge that it _sthe urgent duty
of Government to provide that the people be educated, could they but discover hog
it is to be done; and the present Ministry. made it one of their pledges, on coming
into office, that they would do something effectual for education. I*j But even d
the measure they contemplate were far more considerable than they probably have
it in their power to make it, what chance is there for education, if the schools teach
one lesson, and the laws another contradictory to it? The administrauon of criminal
[*3 & 4 William IV, c. 73 (1833).]
['See Phmn, speech of 10 Mar., 1853. col. 1420
[*See John Russell, Speech on Pubhc Business ( 10 Feb , 1853; Commons), PD. 3rd
ser., Vol, 124, cols. 18-19.]
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justice is one of the chief instruments of moral education of the people. Its lessons
of morality are of the utmost importance for good or for ill; for they take effect
upon that part of the population which is unreached by any other moralizing
influences, or on which others have been tried, and have failed of their effect. The
lessons which the law teaches, it cannot fail of teaching impressively. The man
who is brought, or who knows himself liable to be brought, to answer for his
conduct at the bar of justice, cannot slight or despise the notions of right and
wrong, the opinions and feelings respecting conduct and character, which he there
finds prevailing. It is the one channel through which the sentiments of the
well-conducted part of the community are made operative perforce on the vilest
and worst. Yet, in this day of ragged schools, and model prisons, and plans for the
reformation of criminals, the most important instrument which society has for
teaching the elements of morality to those who are most in need of such teaching, _s
scarcely used at all. So potent an engine must necessarily act m one wa3 or
another, and when _t does not act for good, it acts for evil. Is there any system of
moral instruction capable of being devised for the populace, which could stand
against the lessons of a diametrically opposite tendency, daily g_ven b_ the
criminal courts? The law and the tribunals are terribl_ in earnest when the_ set
about the protection of property. But v_olence to the person _s treated as hardly
deserving serious notice, unless it endangers hfe: and even then, unless premeditated intention is proved by such superfluity of evidence that neither ingenuity nor stupidity can escape from admitting it, the criminal generall.x gets off
almost scot free.* It is of httle avail to talk of inculcating )usuce, or kindness, or
self-control, while the .ludiclal and pohce courts teach by actions, so much more
efficacious than words, that the most atrocious excesses of ungovernable _iolence
are, m the eyes of the authorities, something qmte vernal The la_ has the forming
of the character of the lowest classes in its own hands. A t_the of the exertion and
money now spent in attempting to reform criminals, if spent m reforming the
minor criminal laws and their administration, would produce a real diminution of
crime, instead of an imaginary reformation of criminals But then. _t must be
allowed, it would not serve to fill so much of philanthropic gentlemen's t_me
Not only is education by the course of justice the most efficacious, m its own
*Contrast the sentence of etghteen months _tmprtsonment, passed a fe_ da3_ago. at the
Norfolk Assizes, on a man ]Samuel Horth] who had attempted to murder a _oman {Ann
Proudfoot] with a pitch plaster, under about as revolting a combination of circumstances as
_magmanoncan conceive, with fourteen years' transportation, av,arded on the same da). b._
the same.;udge [Jonathan Frederick Pollock]. for steahng to the _alue of a fev, pence [See
TheTtme_, article on the Norfolk Clrcmt. 21 Mar , 1853. p 7 The Mo_mng Chromcle. 21
Mar , 1853, p. 8. agrees with The Ttrne_in saying that on the same da). 18 Mar . Pollock
sentencedWilham Jarv_sto ten years" transportanon for defrauding an insurance compan',
by burning his own house: neither g_ves the mformat_on Mill clte._]
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province, of all kinds of popular education, but it is also one on which there needs
be no difference of opinion. Churches and political parties may quarrel about the
teaching of doctrines, but not about the pumshment of crimes. There is diversity of
opinion about what is morally good, but there ought to be none about what is
atrociously wicked. Whatever else may be included in the education of the people,
the very first essential of it is to unbrutalise them; and to this end, all kinds of
personal brutality should be seen and felt to be things which the law is determined
to put down. The Bill of Mr. Fitzroy is a step in the right direction: but, unless its
provisions are strengthened, it will be rather an indication of the wish, than a
substantial exercise of the power, to repress one of the most odious forms of human
wickedness.
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A Few Words on Non-Intervention

THEREIS A COUNTRYIN EUROPE,equal to the greatest in extent of dominion, far
exceeding any other in wealth, and m the power that wealth bestows, the declared
principle of whose foreign policy is, to let other nauons alone. No countD'
apprehends or affects to apprehend from it an}, aggressive designs. Power. from of
old, _s wont to encroach upon the weak, and to quarrel for ascendancy _ _th those
who are as strong as itself. Not so this nauon. It will hold its own. it will not submit
to encroachment, but if other nations do not meddle with it, _twill not meddle with
them. Any attempt _t makes to exert influence over them, even b} persuasion, _s
rather in the service of others, than of Itself: to mediate m the quarrels which break
out between foreign States, to arrest obstinate civil wars. to reconcile belhgerents.
to intercede for mild treatment of the vanquished, or finall 5, to procure the
abandonment of some national crime and scandal to humamt._, such as the
slave-trade. Not only does this nauon desire no benefit to Itself at the expense of
others, it desires none m which all others do not as freely participate. It makes no
treaties stipulating for separate commercml advantages. If the aggressions of
barbarians force _t to a successful war, and _tsv_ctonous arms put it in a posmon to
command liberty of trade, whatever it demands for itself _t demands for all
mankind. The cost of the war _sits own: the frmts _t shares in fraternal equaht_ w_th
the whole human race. Its own ports and commerce are free as the air and the sky:
all its neighbours have full liberty to resort to it, paying either no duues, or. if any.
generally a mere equivalent for what Is pa_d by Its own c_tizens, nor does It concern
_tself though the}', on their part. keep all to themselves, and persist m the most
jealous and narrow-minded exclusion of _ts merchants and goods.
A nation adopting this pohcy is a novelty in the world: so much so. it would
appear, that man}, are unable to beheve it when the} see it. B_ one of the pracncal
paradoxes which often meet us m human affairs, it is this nanon which finds itself,
m respect of its foreign policy, held up to obloqu} as the type of egoism and
selfishness; as a nation which thinks of nothing but of out-wining and
out-generalling _ts neighbours. An enemy, or a self-fancied rival who had been
d_stanced in the race, might be conceived to give vent to such an accusanon xn a
moment of ill-temper. But that it should be accepted bx lookers-on, and should
pass into a popular doctnne, is enough to surprise even those who have best
sounded the depths of human prejudice. Such. howexer, _s the esnmate of the
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foreign policy of England most widely current on the Continent. Let us not flatter
ourselves that it is merely the dishonest pretence of enemies, or of those who have
their own purposes to serve by exciting odium against us, a class including all the
Protectionist writers, and the mouthpieces of all the despots and of the Papacy. The
more blameless and laudable our policy might be, the more certainly we might
count on its being misrepresented and railed at by these worthies. Unfortunately
the belief is not confined to those whom the)' can influence, but is held with all the
tenacity of a prejudice, by innumerable persons free from interested bias. So
strong a hold has it on their minds, that when an Englishman attempts to remove _t.
all their habitual politeness does not enable them to disguise their utter unbelief in
his disclaimer. They are firmly persuaded that no word is said, nor act done, by
English statesmen in reference to foreign affairs, which has not for its motive
principle some peculiarly English interest. Any profession of the contrary appears
to them too ludicrously transparent an attempt to impose upon them. Those most
friendly to us think they make a great concession in admitting that the fault may
possibly be less with the English people, than with the English Government and
aristocracy. We do not even receive credit from them for following our own
interest with a straightforward recognition of honesty as the best pohcy. They
believe that we have always other objects than those we avow: and the most
far-fetched and unplausible suggestion of a selfish purpose appears to them better
entitled to credence than anything so utterly incredible as our disinterestedness.
Thus, to give one instance among many, when we taxed ourselves twenty millions
(a prodigious sum in their estlmatlon) to get rid of negro slave_'j *j and. tbr the
same object, perilled, as everybody thought, destroyed as many thought, the ver_
existence of our West Indian colonies, it was, and still is. beheved, that our fine
professions were but to delude the world, and that by this self-sacrificing
behaviour we were endeavouring to gain some hidden object, which could neither
be conceived nor described, in the way of pulling down other nations. The fox who
had lost his tail had an intelligible interest in persuading his neighbours to rid
themselves of theirs: l+j but we, it _s thought by our neighbours, cut off our own
magmficent brush, the largest and finest of all, in hopes of reaping some
inexplicable advantage from inducing others to do the same.
It is foolish attempting to despise all this--persuading ourselves that It _snot our
fault, and that those who disbelieve us would not beheve though one should rise
from the dead. Nations, like individuals, ought to suspect some fault m themselves
when they find they are generally worse thought of than they think they deserve,
and they may well know that they are somehow m fault when almost everybody but
themselves thinks them crafty and hypocritical. It is not solely because England
[*By3&4WilhamIV,
c 73118331 ]
[ Aesop, "The Fox Without a Tail," Aesop',_Fables. trans. Vernon Stanley VernonJonc_
(London: Hememann. New York. Doubleday, Page. 1912). p. 68. ]
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has been more successful than other nations in gaming what they are all aiming at,
that they think she must be following after it with a more ceaseless and a more
undivided chase. This indeed is a powerful predisposing cause, mchnmg and
preparing them for the belief. It is a natural supposition that those who wm the
prize have striven for it; that supenor success must be the fruit of more unremitting
endeavour; and where there _s an obvious abstinence from the ordinary arts
employed for distancing competitors, and the)' are distanced nevertheless, people
are fond of believing that the means employed must have been arts still more subtle
and profound.This preconception makes them look out in all quarters for
indications to prop up the selfish explanauon of our conduct. If our ordinary course
of action does not favour this interpretation, they watch for exceptions to our
ordinary course, and regard these as the real index to the purposes within. Thex
moreover accept literally all the habitual expressions by which we represent
ourselves as worse than we are" expressions often heard from English statesmen.
next to never from those of an)' other count_--partly
because Enghshmen.
beyond all the rest of the human race, are so sh) of professing v_rtues that the_ will
even profess vices Instead, and partly because almost all English statesmen, while
careless to a degree which no foreigner can credit, respecting the impression they
produce on foreigners, commit the obtuse blunder of supposing that lo_ objects
are the only ones to which the minds of their non-aristocratic fello_,-countrvmen
are amenable, and that it is always expe&ent, if not necessary', to place those
objects in the foremost rank.
All, therefore, who either speak or act m the name of England, are bound bv the
strongest obligations, both of prudence and of duty. to avoid giving either of these
handles for mlsconstruct_on: to put a severe restraint upon the mama of professing
to act from meaner motives than those by which we are reall) actuated, and to
beware of perversely or capriciously singhng out some particular instance in v_htch
to act on a worse principle than that by which we are ordlnaril) guided Both these
salutary cautions our practical statesmen are, at the present time. flagrantl)
disregarding.
We are no_, tn one of those critical moments, which do not occur once m a
generation, when the whole turn of European events, and the course of European
history for a long time to come. may depend on the conduct and on the estlmauon
of England. At such a moment, it is difficult to say whether bv their sm,_of speech
or of action our statesmen are most effectuall) pla)mg into the hands of our
enemies, and giving most colour of justice to injurious misconception of our
character and polic) as a people.
To take the sins of speech first: What is the sort of language held m ever_ oration
which, during the present European crisis, an)' Enghsh minister, or almost an_
considerable public man. addresses to parliament or to hi,, constituents _ The
eternal repetition of this shabby re[ram--"We did not interfere, because no
English interest was involved: .... We ought not to interfere where no Engh_h
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interest is concerned."
England
is thus exhibited
as a country whose most
distinguished
men are not ashamed to profess, as politicians, a rule of action which
no one, not utterly base, could endure to be accused of as the maxim by which he
guides his private hfe: not to move a finger for others unless he sees his private
advantage in it. There is much to be said for the doctrine that a nation should be
willing to assist its neighbours
in throwing
off oppression
and gaming free
institutions.
Much also may be said by those who maintain that one nation is
incompetent to judge and act for another, and that each should be left to help itself,
and seek advantage or submit to disadvantage
as it can and will. But of all attitudes
which a nation can take up on the subject of intervention,
the meanest and worst is
to profess that it interferes only when it can serve its own objects by it. Every other
nation is entitled to say, "It seems, then, that non-interference
is not a matter of
principle with you. When you abstain from interference,
it IS not because you think
it wrong. You have no objection to interfere, only it must not be for the sake of
those you interfere with; they must not suppose that you have an)' regard for their
good. The good of others is not one of the things you care for; but you are wilhng to
meddle, if by meddling you can gain anything for yourselves.'" Such is the obvious
interpretation
of the language used.
There is scarcely any necessity to say, writing to Englishmen,
that this is not
what our rulers and politicians
really mean. Their language
is not a correct
exponent of their thoughts. They mean a part only of what they seem to say. The_
do mean to disclaim Interference
for the sake of doing good to foretgn nations
They are quite sincere and in earnest in repudiating this. But the other
their words express, a willingness
to meddle if by doing so the)' can
interest of England, they do not mean. The thought the) have in their
the interest of England,
but her security. What the)' would say. is,

half of what
promote any
minds, is not
that the), are

ready to act when England's safety is threatened,
or an) of her interests hostilely or
unfairly endangered.
This is no more than what all nations, sufficiently powerful
for their own protection,
do, and no one questions
their right to do. It is the
common right of self-defence.
But if we mean this. why. in Heaven's name, do we
take eve D' possible opportunity
of saying, instead of this, something exceedlngl)
different?
Not self-defence,
but aggrandizement,
is the sense which foreign
listeners put upon our words. Not simply to protect what we have, and that merel)
against unfair arts, not against fair _rivalryU; but to add to It more and more without
limit, is the purpose
for which
foreigners
think we clmm the liberty of
intermeddling
with them and their affairs. If our actions make it impossible for the
most prejudiced
observer to believe that we mm at or would accept any sort o!
mercantile
monopolies,
this has no effect on their minds but to make them think
that we have chosen a more cunning way" to the same end. It is a generall)
'_-'_591": nvahty
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accredited opinion among Continental politicians, especially those who think
themselves particularly knowing, that the vet3, existence of England depends upon
the incessant acquisition of new markets for our manufactures: that the chase after
these Is an affair of life and death to us; and that we are at all times read)' to trample
on every obhgatlon of pubhc or international morality, when the alternatwe would
be, pausing for a moment in that race. It would be superfluous to point out what
profound ignorance and misconception of all the laws of national wealth, and all
the facts of England's commercial condition, this oplmon presupposes: but such
_gnorance and misconception are unhappily very general on the Continent: the) are
but slowly, if perceptibly, giving way before the advance of reason: and for
generations, perhaps, to come, we shall be judged under their influence. Is it
requiring too much from our practical politicians to wish that thex would
sometimes bear these things in mind7 Does it answer an)' good purpose to express
ourselves as if we did not scruple to profess that which we not merel) scruple to do,
but the bare idea of doing which never crosses our minds? Why should v,e
abnegate the character we might with truth lay claim to, of being mcomparabl 3 the
most conscientious of all nations m our national acts? Of all countries which are
sufficiently powerful to be capable of being dangerous to their neighbours, we are
perhaps the only one whom mere scruples of conscience would suffice to deter
from it, We are the only people among whom, by no class whatever of society, is
the interest or glory of the nation considered to be an)' sufficient excuse for an
unjust act; the only one which regards with jealous)' and suspicion, and a
proneness to hostile criticism, precisely those act_ of _ts Government which m
other countries are sure to be hailed with applause, those by which territory has
been acquired, or polmcal influence extended, Being m realit_ better than other
nations, m at least the negative part of international mor',dit)', let us cease, b3 the
language we use, to g_ve ourselves out as worse
But if we ought to be careful of our language, a thousand times more obligator3
Is it upon us to be careful of our deeds, and not suffer oursel_ es to be betrayed b_
an)' of our leading men into a line of conduct on some _solated point, uttert_
opposed to our habitual principles of actlon---_onduct such that if It were a fair
specimen of us, it would verify the calummes of our worst enemies, and justff)
them in representing not only that we have no regard for the good of other nations.
but that we actually think their good and our own incompatible, and wdt go all
lengths to prevent others from reahzmg even an advantage m which we ourselves
are to share. This pernicious, and, one can scarcely help calhng it. almost insane
blunder, we seem to be committing on the subJect of the Suez Canal.
It is the universal belief in France that Enghsh influence at Constantinople.
strenuously exerted to defeat this project, _sthe real and onl) invincible obstacle to
its being carried into effect. And unhappily the public declarations of our present
Prime Minister not only bear out this persuasion, but _ arrant the assertion that we
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oppose the work because, in the opinion of our Government. it would be injurious
to the interest of England. t*l If such be the course we are pursuing, and such the
motive of it. and if nations have duties, even negative ones, towards the weal of the
human race, it is hard to say whether the folly or the immorality of our conduct is
the most painfully conspicuous.
Here is a project, the practicability of which is indeed a matter in dispute, but of
which no one has attempted to deny that, supposing it realized, it would give a
facility to commerce, and consequently a stimulus to production, an encouragement to intercourse, and therefore to clvihzation, which would entitle it to a high
rank among the great industrial improvements of modern times. The contriving of
new means of abridging labour and economizing outlay in the operations of
industry., is the object to which the larger half of all the invenuve ingenuity of
mankind is at present given up; and this scheme, if realized, will save. on one of
the great highways of the world's traffic, the circumnavigation of a continent, An
easy access of commerce is the main source of that material cwilizauon, which, in
the more backward regions of the earth, is the necessary condition and
indispensable machinery of the moral; and this scheme reduces practically by one
half, the distance, commerciall) speaking, between the self-improving nations of
the world and the most important and valuable of the unimproving. The Atlanuc
Telegraph is esteemed an enterprise of world-wide importance because it abridges
the transit of mercantile intelligence merely. What the Suez Canal would shorten is
the transport of the goods themselves, and this to such an extent as probably to
augment it manifold.
Let us suppose, then--for in the present day the hypothesis is too un-Enghsh to
be spoken of as anything more than a supposition--let us suppose that the English
nation saw in this great benefit to the civilized and uncivilized world a danger or
damage to some pecuhar interest of England. Suppose, for example, that tt feared.
by shortening the road, to facilitate the access of foreign navies to _ts Oriental
possessions. The supposition imputes no ordinary degree of cowardice and
imbecility to the national mind; otherwise it could not but reflect that the same
thing which would facilitate the arrival of an enemy, would facihtate also that ot
succour; that we have had French fleets in the Eastern seas before now', and have
fought naval battles with them there, nearly a century, ago; that if we ever became
unable to defend india against them, we bshouldb assuredly have them there
without the aid of any canal; and that our power of resisting an enemy does not
depend upon putting a little more or less of obstacle in the way of his coming, but
upon the amount of force which we are able to oppose to him when come. Let us
assume, however, that the success of the project would do more harm to England
[*See, e.g.. Henry John Temple. Speech on the Isthmus of Suez Canal--Re_olunon
(1 June, 1858: Commons), PD, 3rd set , Vol 150, cols. 1379-84 ]
b'b5912
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in some separate capacity, than the good which, as the chief commercial nation,
she would reap from the great increase of commercial intercourse. Let us grant
this: and I now ask, what then? Is there any morality. Christian or secular, which
bears out a nation in keeping all the rest of mankind out of some great advantage,
because the consequences of their obtaining it may be to _tself, m some _maglnable
contingency, a cause of inconvemence? Is a nation at liberty to adopt as a practical
maxim, that what is good for the human race _s bad for _tself. and to withstand it
accordingly? What is this but to declare that its interest and that of mankind are
incompatible--that,
thus far at least, _tts the enemy of the human race'? And what
ground has it of complaint if, in return, the human race determine to be its
enemies? So wicked a principle, avowed and acted on by a nation, would entitle
the rest of the world to unite in a league against _t. and never to make peace until
they had, if not reduced it to insignificance, at least sufficiently broken its power to
disable it from ever again placmg its own self-interest before the general prosperit5
of mankind.
There is no such base feehng in the British people. They are accustomed to see
their advantage in forwarding, not in keeping back. the growth m wealth and
civilization of the world. The opposmon to the Suez Canal has never been a
national opposition. W_th their usual indifference to foreign affairs, the pubhc m
general have not thought about it, but have left it, as _unless when particularl)
excited) they leave all the management of their foreign policy, to those who. from
causes and reasons connected only with internal pohtics, happen for the time to be
in office. Whatever has been done m the name of England m the Suez affair has
been the act of individuals, mainly, it is probable, of one individual: i*z scarcel_ anx
of his countrymen either prompting or shanng his purpose, and most of those who
have paid an} attention to the subject funfortunatel) a very small humbert being, to
all appearance, opposed to him.
But (it is saidt the scheme cannot be executed If so, wh_ concern ourselves
about it? If the project can come to nothing, wh) profess gratmtous _mmorahtx and
incur gratuitous o&um to prevent it from being tried ') Whether it will succeed or
fail is a consideration totally _rrelevant: except thus far. that ff it L,sure to fail, there
is in our resistance to it the same lmmoralit_, and an addmonat amount of foll_ :
since, on that supposition, we are parading to the world a belief that our interest is
inconsistent with its gc_:x:l,while tf the failure of the pr_!lect would really be anx
benefit to us, we are certain of obtaining that benefit by merely holding our peace.
As a matter of private opinion, the present writer, so far as he has looked into the
evidence, inclines to agree with those who think that the scheme cannot be
executed, at least by the means and with the funds proposed. But thl._ is a
consideration for the shareholders. The British Government does not deem _t an_
part of its business to prevent individuals, even British cmzens, from wastmg their
[*Henry,John Temple, l_x_rdPalmerston. l
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own money in unsuccessful speculations, though holdmg out no prospect of great
public usefulness m the event of success. And if, though at the cost of their own
property, they acted as pioneers to others, and the scheme, though a losing one to
those who first undertook it, should, in the same or in other hands, realize the full
expected amount of ultimate benefit to the world at large, it would not be the first
nor the hundredth time that an unprofitable enterprise has had this for its final
result.
There seems to be no little need that the whole doctrine of non-interference with
foreign nations should be reconsidered, if it can be said to have as yet been
considered as a really moral question at all. We have heard something latel) about
being willing to go to war for an idea. To go to war for an idea, if the war is
aggressive, not defensive, is as criminal as to go to war for territory or revenue: for
it is as little justifiable to force our ideas on other people, as to compel them to
submit to our will in any other respect. But there assuredly are cases in which it is
allowable to go to war, without having been ourselves attacked, or threatened with
attack: and it is verb' important that nations should make up their minds in time, as
to what these cases are. There are few questions which more require to be taken m
hand by ethical and political philosophers, with a view to establish some rule or
criterion whereby the justifiabteness
of intervening m the affairs of other
countries, and twhat is sometimes fully as questionable) the justlfiableness of
refraining from intervention, may be brought to a definite and rational test.
Whoever attempts this, will be led to recogmse more than one fundamental
distinction, not yet by any means famd_ar to the pubhc mind, and in general qmte
lost sight of by those who write in strains of indignant morality on the subject
There is a great difference (for example) between the case m which the nations
concerned are of the same, or something like the same, degree of civilization, and
that in which one of the parties to the situation is of a high, and the other of a ver3.
low, grade of socml improvement. To suppose that the same international
customs, and the same rules of international morality, can obtain between one
civilized nation and another, and between civilized nations and barbarians, is a
grave error, and one which no statesman can fall into, however it may be with
those who, from a safe and unresponsible position, criticise statesmen Among
many reasons why the same rules cannot be apphcable to situations so different.
the two following are among the most important. In the first place, the rules of
ordinary' international morality imply reciprocity. But barbarians will not
reciprocate. They cannot be depended on for observing any rules. Their minds are
not capable of so great an effort, nor their wxll sufficiently under the influence of
distant motives. In the next place, nations which are still barbarous have not got
beyond the period during which _t is likely to be for their benefit that they should be
conquered and held in subjection by foreigners. Independence and nationahty, sc_
essential to the due growth and development of a people further advanced m
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improvement, are generally impediments to theirs. The sacred duties which
civilized nations owe to the independence and nationality of each other, are not
binding towards those to whom nationality and independence are either a certain
evil, or at best a questionable good, The Romans were not the most clean-handed
of conquerors, yet would it have been better for Gaul and Spare. Numidia and
Dacia, never to have formed part of the Roman Empire? To characterize an_
conduct whatever towards a barbarous people as a violation of the lay, of nations,
only shows that he who so speaks has never considered the subject. A violation of
great pnnciples of morality it may easily be: but barbarians have no rights as a
nation, except a right to such treatment as may, at the earliest possible penod, fit
them for becoming one. The onl_ moral laws for the relation between a cwdized
and a barbarous government, are the universal rules of morahtv between man and
man.
The criticisms, therefore, which are so often made upon the conduct of the
French in Algeria. or of the English m India, proceed, it would seem. mostly on a
wrong principle. The true standard b? which to judge their proceedmg_ ne_er
having been laid down. they escape such comment and censure as might reallx
have an improving effect, while the)" are tried by a standard which can ha_e no
influence on those practically engaged in such transactions, knob mg a_ thex do
that it cannot, and if it could, ought not to be observed, because no human being
would be the better, and man) much the worse, for its observance A cixlhzed
government cannot help having barbarous neighbours: when it hat, it cannot
always content itself with a defensive position, one of mere resistance to
aggression. After a longer or shorter interval of forbearance, it either finds itself
obliged to conquer them, or to asse_ so much authont_ over them, and so break
their spirit, that they gradually sink into a state of dependence upon itself, and
when that time arrives, the)' are indeed no longer formidable to it. but it has had ,,,o
much to do with setting up and pulling down their governments, and thex have
grown so accustomed to lean on it, that it has become morally responsible for all
evil it allows them to do. This is the history' of the relations of the Bntlsh
Government with the native States of India. It never _as secure in lt_ o_n Indian
possessions until it had reduced the mihtar 3' power of those States to a nulhtx But
a despotic government only exists by its mditarj" power When be had taken awax
theirs, we were forced, by the necessit3 of the case. to offer them ours instead of it
To enable them to dispense with large armies of their own. _ e bound ourselves to
place at their disposal, and the)' bound themselves to receive, such an amount of
mihtar 3' force as made us in fact masters of the countr_ \Ve engaged that th_s force
should fulfil the purposes of a force, by defending the prance against all foreign and
internal enemies. But being thus assured of the protection of a civilized po_ er. and
freed from the fear of internal rebellion or foreign conquest, the ontx checks _'hich
either restrain the passions or keep an)' vigour in the character of an Asiatic despot.
the native Governments either became so oppressive and extortionate a_ t_,
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desolate the country, or fell into such a state of nerveless _mbecility, that every"
one. subject to their will, who had not the means of defending himself by his own
armed followers, was the prey of anybody who had a band of ruffians in his pay.
The British Government felt this deplorable state of things to be _ts own work:
being the direct consequence of the position in which, for its own security, it had
placed itself towards the native governments. Had it permitted this to go on
indefinitely, it would have deserved to be accounted among the worst political
malefactors. In some cases (unhappily not in all) it had endeavoured to take
precaution against these mischiefs by a special article in the treaty, binding the
prince to reform his administration, and in future to govern in conformity to the
advice of the British Government. Among the treaties in which a provision of this
sort had been inserted, was that with Oude. t*_ For fifty. years
and more did the
.
British Government allow this engagement to be treated with entire disregard: not
without frequent remonstrances, and occasionally threats, but without ever
carrying into effect what it threatened. During this period of half a century,
England was morally accountable for a mixture of tyrann 3 and anarchy, the picture
of which, by men who knew it well. is appalling to all who read it. The act by
which the Government of British India at last set aside treaties which had been so
pertinaciously violated, and assumed the power of fulfilling the obligation it had so
long before incurred, of giving to the people of Oude a tolerable government, far
from being the political crime it is so often ignorantly called, was a criminally
tardy discharge of an imperative duty. I_JAnd the fact, that nothing which had been
done in all this century, by the East Indm Company's Government made it so
unpopular in England, is one of the most striking instances of what was noticed in a
former part of this amcle--the predisposition of English public opinion to look
unfavourably upon every' act by which territorv or 'revenue' are acquired from
foreign States, and to take part with any government, however unworthy, which
can make out the merest semblance of a case of injustice against our own country
But among civilized peoples, members of an equal commumty of nations, like
Christian Europe, the question assumes another aspect, and must be decided on
totally different pnnciples. It would be an affront to the reader to discuss the
immorality of wars of conquest, or of conquest even as the consequence of lawful
[*"Treaty with the Na_'aub Vizier, Saadit All" _10 No_., 1801L m HertMet'_
Commercial Treane,_, ed Lewis Hertslet, et al., 31 vols (London Butter_'orth.
1820-1925_, Vol VIII, p 663 ]
[_See "Draft of Treaty betv,'een the East India Compan._,and the King of Oude.'" PP.
1856. XLV. 597-9. On 4 Feb., 1856, when the King of Oude refused to sign the treaty, the
British took over the administration of the kingdom, as described in James Andre_ Broun
Ramsay, "Minute by the Governor-General of Indm, Concurred m b3,the Commander-mChief" (13 Feb.. 1856L PP, XLV, 643-53.]
c c59_.a revenues
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war; the annexauon of any civilized people to the dominion of another, unless b5
their own spontaneous election. Up to this point, there is no difference of oplmon
among honest people; nor on the wickedness of commencing an aggressive v,'ar for
any interest of our own, except when necessaD' to avert from ourselves an
obviously impending wrong. The d_sputed quesuon is that of interfering m the
regulation of another country's internal concerns: the question whether a nanon is
justified in taking part. on either s_de, m the civil u,ars or party contests of another:
and chiefly, whether it ma? justifiably a_d the people o1 another countr_ m
struggling for liberty, or may impose on a countr) an5 parucular government or
restitutions, e_ther as being best for the countr_ _tself, or as necessar).' for the
security of _ts neighbours.
Of these cases, that of a people m arms for liberty _s the onlx one of an_ mcetv,
or which, theoretically at least, is likelx to present conflicting moral considerations. The other cases which have been mennoned hardl 5 admit of d_scuss_on
Assistance to the government of a country m keeping down the people, unhappfl5
by far the most frequent case of foreign mtervennon, no one wrmng m a free
countD' needs take the trouble of sngmaUzmg. A government v,hlch needs foreign
support to enforce obedience from _tsov,n cmzens, is one which ought not to exist:
and the asszstance g_ven to _t by foreigners _s hardlx ever anything but the
sympathy of one desponsm w_th another. A case reqmrmg cons_deranon is that of
a protracted c_vil war, in which the contending pames are so equall5 balanced that
there is no probability of a speed_ issue: or ff there _. the v_ctonous side cannot
hope to keep down the vanquished but by sevenUes repugnant to humamtx, and
injurious to the permanent welfare of the countrx In th_s excepnonal case _tseem,_
nov,' to be an admitted doctnne, that the neighbouring nauons, or one pox_erful
neighbour with the acqmescence of the rest. are warranted m demanding that the
contest shall cease, and a reconc_hanon take place on equitable terms of
compromise lntervenuon of this description has been repeatedly pracused dunng
the present generauon, with such general approval, that _ts legmmacx max be
considered to have passed into a maxim of what _s called mternanonal lay, The
interference of the European Pov,ers betv_een Greece and Turkey, and between
Turkey and Egypt, were cases in point That between Holland and Betg_um _as
still more so. The mtervenuon of England m Portugal. a few years ago. _ h_ch _s
probably less remembered than the others, because _t took effect x_thout the
employment of actual force, belongs to the same categoD At the nine, the.,
interposinon had the appearance of a bad and d_shonest backing of the gox ernment
against the people, being so umed as to h_t the exact moment v,hen the popular
party had obtained a marked advantage, and seemed on the eve of overthrox_ mg
the government, or reducing xtto terms But _fever a poht,cal act _,_h_ch looked ill
m the commencement could be jusufied b_ the event, the.,,was. for. a., the fact
turned out. instead of g_vmg ascendanc_ to a part 5. _t proved a reallx heahng
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measure; and the chiefs of the so-called rebellion were, within a few years, the
honoured and successful ministers of the throne against which they had so lately
fought.l*l
With respect to the question, whether one countr), is justified in helping the
people of another in a struggle against their government for free institutions, the
answer will be different, according as the yoke which the people are attempting to
throw off is that of a purely native government, or of foreigners: considering as one
of foreigners, every government which maintains itself by foreign support. When
the contest is only with native rulers, and with such native strength as those rulers
can enlist in their defence, the answer I should give to the question of the
legitimacy of intervention is, as a general rule. No. The reason ts, that there can
seldom be anything approaching to assurance that intervention, even if successful. would be for the good of the people themselves. The only test possessing any
real value, of a people's having become fit for popular inst_tuuons, is that they. or a
sufficient portion of them to prevad m the contest, are willing to brave labour and
danger for their liberation. I know all that may be said. 1know it may be urged that
the virtues of freemen cannot be learnt in the school of slaver)', and that if a people
are not fit for freedom, to have any chance of becoming so they must first be free.
And this would be conclusive, if the intervention recommended would really give
them freedom. But the evil is, that if they have not sufficient love of libert2, to be
able to wrest it from merely domestic oppressors, the liberty which is bestowed on
them by other hands than their own, will have nothing real. nothing permanent. No
people ever was and remained free, but because it was determined to be so:
because neither its rulers nor any other party in the nat_on could compel it to be
otherwise. If a people----especially one whose freedom has not yet become
prescriptive----does not value it sufficiently to fight for it. and maintain it against
any force which can be mustered within the countr)', even by those who have the
command of the public revenue, it is only a question in how few years or months
that people will be enslaved. Either the government which it has given to itself, or
some military, leader or knot of conspirators who contrive to subvert the
government, will speedily put an end to all popular institutions: unless indeed _t
suits their convenience better to leave them standing, and be content w_th reducing
them to mere forms: for. unless the spirit of liberty _sstrong in a people, those who
have the executive in their hands easily work danyd institutions to the purposes of
despotism. There is no sure guarantee against this deplorable issue, even in a
country, which has achieved its own freedom; as may be seen in the present day bx
striking examples both in the Old and New Worlds: but when freedom has been
achieved for them, they have httle prospect indeed of escaping this fate. When a
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people has had the misfortune to be ruled by a government under which the
feelings and the virtues needful for maintaining freedom could not develope
themselves, it is during an arduous struggle to become free by their own efforts that
these feelings and virtues have the best chance of spnnging up. Men become
attached to that which they have long fought for and made sacrifices for, they learn
to appreciate that on which their thoughts have been much engaged: and a contest
in which many have been called on to devote themselves for their country, is a
school in which they learn to value their country's interest above their own
It can seldom, therefore--I will not go so far as to say never--be either)udlClOUS
or nght, in a country which has a free government, to assist, otherwise than by the
moral support of its opinion, the endeavours of another to extort the same blessing
from its native rulers. We must except, of course, any case in which such
assistance is a measure of legitimate self-defence. If _a contingency by no means
unlikely to occur) this count_', on account of its freedom, which is a standing
reproach to despotism everywhere, and an encouragement to throw it off, should
find itself menaced with attack bv a coalition of Continental despots, it ought to
consider the popular part)' m eve_' nation of the Continent as its natural ally. the
Liberals should be to it, what the Protestants of Europe were to the Government of
Queen Ehzabeth. So, again, when a nation, in her own defence, has gone to war
with a despot, and has had the rare good fortune not onl_ to succeed m her
resistance, but to hold the conditions of peace in her own hands, she is entitled to
say that she will make no treat)', unless with some other ruler than the one whose
existence as such may be a perpetual menace to her safety and freedom. TheNe
exceptions do but set in a clearer hght the reasons of the rule: because they do not
depend on any failure of those reasons, but on considerations paramount to them.
and coming under a different pnnclple.
But the case of a people struggling against a foreign yoke, or against a natlxe
tyranny upheld by foreign arms, illustrates the reasons for non-Intervention in an
opposite way; for m this case the reasons themselves do not exist A people the
most attached to freedom, the most capable of defending and of making a good use
of free instltutions, may be unable to contend successfullx for them against the
mllitar)" strength of another nation much more powerful To assist a people thus
kept down, is not to disturb the balance of t\_rces on which the permanent
maintenance of freedom xn a countr) depends, but to redress that balance when _tis
already unfairly and violently disturbed. The doctrine of non-intervention, to be a
legitimate pnnciple ofmorahty, must be accepted b) all governments The despots
must consent to be bound by it as well as the free States. Unles,, thex do, the
profession of it bx free countries comes but to this miserable _ssue. that the wrong
s_de may help the wrong, but the right must not help the right Inter_'ent_on to
enforce non-intervention is always rightful, alw,ax s moral. _fnot alwavs prudent
Though it be a mistake to give freedom to a people who do not xalue the boon. it
cannot but be right to resist that if thev do value it. thex shall not be hindered from
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the pursuit of it by foreign coercion. It might not have been right for England (even
apart from the question of prudence) to have taken pan with Hungary in its noble
struggle against Austria; although the Austrian Government in Hungary' was in
some sense a foreign yoke. But when, the Hungarians having shown themselves
likely to prevail in this struggle, the Russian despot interposed, and joining his
force to that of Austria, delivered back the Hungarians. bound hand and foot, to
their exasperated oppressors, it would have been an honourable and virtuous act on
the part of England to have declared that this should not be. and that if Russia gave
assistance to the wrong side, England would aid the right. It might not have been
consistent with the regard which ever3' nation is bound to pay to its own safety, for
England to have taken up this position single-handed. But England and France
together could have done it; and if they had, the Russian armed intervention would
never have taken place, or would have been disastrous to Russia alone: while all
that those Powers gained by not doing It, was that they had to fight Russia five
years afterwards, under more difficult circumstances, and without Hungary for an
ally. The first nation which, being powerful enough to make its voice effectual.
has the spirit and courage to say that not a gun shall be fired in Europe by the
soldiers of one Power against the revolted subjects of another, will be the idol of
the friends of freedom throughout Europe. That declaration alone will ensure the
almost immediate emancipation of every people which desires liberty sufficiently
to be capable of maintaining it: and the nation which gives the word will soon find
itself at the head of an alhance of free peoples, so strong as to defy the efforts of an.',"
number of confederated despots to bnng it down. The praze IStoo glorious not to be
snatched sooner or later by some free country: and the t_me may not be distant
when England. if she does not take this heroic part because of its heroism, will be
compelled to take it from consideration for her own safety.
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The Contest in America

hung gloomily over the clvd_zed
world, black with far worse evils than those of simple war, has passed from over
our heads w_thout bursting. The fear has not been reahzed, that the only two
first-rate Powers who are also free nations would take to teanng each other m
pieces, both the one and the other in a bad and odious cause. For whie, on the
American side, the war would have been one of reckless perslstenc 3 m wrong, on
ours it would have been a war in alhance with, and, to practical purposes, m
defence and propagation of, slave D' We had. mdeed, been wronged. V_e had
suffered an indignity, and something more than an indignity, which not to have
resented, would have been to invite a constant succession of results and injuries
from the same and from ever3' other quarter. We could have acted no otherwise
than we have done: yet it is impossible to think, without something like a shudder.
from what we have escaped. _'e, the emancipators of the slave--who have
wearied everw Court and Government in Europe and America _ ith our protests and
remonstrances, until we goaded them into at least ostensibly co-operating with us
to prevent the enslaving of the negro--we, who for the last half-century have spent
annual sums equal to the revenue of a small kingdom m blockading the Afncan
coast, for a cause m which we not onl 3 had no interest, but which was contrar_ to
our pecumary interest, and which many believed would ruin, as man_ among us
still, though erroneously, believe that it has ruined, our colomes.--we should have
lent a hand to setting up, in one of the most commanding posmons of the _,orld. a
powerful republic, devoted not only to slaver)', but to pro-slavery propagandism
--should have helped to give a place m the commumtx of nations to a conspzrac 3
of slave-owners, who have broken their connexion with the American Federation
THE CLOUD VCHICH FOR THE SPACE OF A MONTH

on the sole ground, ostentatiously proclaimed, that they thought an attempt would
be made to restrain, not slavery itself, but their purpose of spreading sla_er_
wherever migration or force could carry it t*',
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A nation which has made the professions that England has "made". does not
with impunity, under however great provocation, betake itself to frustrating the
objects for which it has been calling on the rest of the world to make sacrifices of
what they think their interest. At present all the nations of Europe have
sympathized with us: have acknowledged that we were injured, and declared, with
rare unanimity, that we had no choice but to resist, if necessary by arms. But the
consequences of such a war would soon have buried its causes In oblivion. When
the new Confederate States, made an independent Power by English help. had
begun their crusade to car D, negro slaver3' from the Potomac to Cape Horn. who
would then have remembered that England raised up this scourge to humanity not
for the evil's sake, but because somebody had offered an insult to her flag? Or,
even if unforgotten, who would then have felt that such a gnevance was a
sufficient palliation of the crime? Ever3"reader of a newspaper to the furthest ends
of the earth, would have believed and remembered one thing only: that at the
critical juncture which was to decide whether slavery should blaze up afresh with
increased vigour, or be trodden out--at the moment of conflict between the good
and the evil spirit--at the dawn of a hope that the demon might nob at last be
chained and flung into the pit, England stepped in, and, for the sake of cotton.
made Satan victorious.
The world has been saved from this calamity, and England from this disgrace
The accusation would indeed have been a calumnv. But to be able to defy
calumny, a nation, like an individual, must stand very. clear of just reproach in its
previous conduct. Unfortunately. we ourselves have given too much plauslbihty to
the bcharge: not b by anything said or done by us as a Government or as a nation, but
by the tone of our press, and in some degree, it must be owned, the general opinion
of English society. It is too true. that the feelings which have been manifested since
the beginning of the American contest--the judgments which have been put forth,
and the wishes which have been expressed, concerning the incidents and probable
eventualities of the struggle--the bitter and irritating criticism which has been kept
up. not even against both parties equally, but almost sotelv against the party in
the right, and the ungenerous refusal of all those just allowances, which no country needs more than our own, whenever its circumstances are as near to those
of America 'at the present moment' as a cut finger is to an almost mortal
wound.--these facts, with minds not favourably disposed to us, would have gone
far to make the most odious interpretation of the war m which we have been so
nearly engaged with the United States, appear b} many degrees the most probable.
There is no denying that our attitude towards the contending parties (I mean our
moral attitude, for politically there was no other course ()pen to us than neutraht 3
"'_+67
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has not been that which becomes a people who are as sincere enemies of slavery as
the English really are, and have made as great sacrifices to put an end to it where
they could. And it has been an additional m_sfortune, that some of our most
powerful journals have been, for many years past, very unfavourable exponents ol
English feehng on all subjects connected with slavery: some. probably, from the
influences, more or less direct, of West Indian opinions and interests: others from
inbred Toryism, which, even when compelled by reason to hold opinions
favourable to liberty, is always adverse to it in feeling: which likes the spectacle of
irresponsible power exercised b) one person over others: which has no moral
repugnance to the thought of human beings born to the penal servitude for life, to
which for the term of a few years we sentence our most hardened cnminals, but
keeps its indignation to be expended on "rabid and fanatical abohtlomsts'" across
the Atlantic. and on those writers in England who attach a suffic_entl) serious
meaning to their Christian professions, to consider a fight against slavery as a fight
for God.
Now athata the mind of England, and it may' almost be said, of the clvlhzed part
of mankind, has been relieved from the incubus which had weighed on it ever since
the Trent outrage, and when we are no longer feehng towards the Northern
Americans as men feel towards those w_th whom the_ may be on the point of
struggling for life or death: now, if ever. is the rime to revww our position, and
consider whether we have been feeling what ought to have been felt. and _ishlng
what ought to have been wished, regarding the contest in which the Northern
States are engaged with the South.
In considering this matter, we ought to dismiss from our minds as far as possible
those feelings against the North, which have been engendered not merely b_ the
Trent aggression, but by the previous anti-British effusions of newspaper writers
and stump orators. It is hardl,_ worth while to ask how far these explosions of
ill-humour are anything more than nnght have been annc_pated from illdisciplined minds, disappointed of the svmpath_ which the) justly thought the_
had a right to expect from the great anti-slavery people, in their really noble
enterprise. It is almost superfluous to remark that a democratac government always
shows worst, where other governments generall) show best. on _ts outside: that
unreasonable people are much more noisy than the reasonable, that the froth and
scum are the part of a violently fermenting liquid that meets the eyes. but are not _ts
body and substance. Without resisting on these things, I contend, that all previous
cause of offence should be considered as cancelled, bv the reparation which the
American Government has so amply made: not so much the reparanon itself,
which might have been so made as to leave still greater cause of permanent
resentment behind _t: but the manner and sprat m which the_ ha_e made it. These
have been such as most of us, I venture to sa._, did not by anx means expect If
aa62_ "_ , when
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reparation were made at all. of which few of us felt more than a hope, we thought
that it would have been made obviously as a concession to prudence, not to
principle. We thought that there would have been truckling to the newspaper
editors and supposed fire-eaters who were crying out for retaining the prisoners I*t
at all hazards. We expected that the atonement, if atonement there were. would
have been made with reservations, perhaps under protest. We expected that the
correspondence would have been spun out, and a trial made to induce England to
be satisfied with less; or that there would have been a proposal of arbitration; or
that England would have been asked to make concessions In return for justice; or
that if submission was made, it would have been made, ostensibly, to the opinions
and wishes of Continental Europe. We expected anything, m short, which would
have been weak, and timid, and paltry. The only thing which no one seemed to
expect, is what has actually happened. Mr. Lincoln's Government have done none
of these things. Like honest men. the 3'have said m d_rect terms, that our demand
was right: that they yielded to it because it was just; that if they themselves had
received the same treatment, thev would have demanded the same reparation; and
that if what seemed to be the American side of a question was not the just side, they
would be on the side of justice; happy as they were to find, after their resolution
had been taken, that it was also the side which America had formerly defended I-,
Is there any one, capable of a moral judgment or feeling, who will say that hts
opinion of America and American statesmen is not raised by such an act, done on
such grounds'? The act itself may have been imposed by the necessity of the
circumstances; but the reasons given, the pnnciples of action professed, were their
own choice. Putting the worst hypothesis possible, which it would be the height of
injustice to entertain seriously, that the concession was really made solely to
convenience, and that the profession of regard for justice was hypocnsy: even so.
the ground taken, even if insincerely, is the most hopeful sign of the moral state ot
the American mind which has appeared for many years. That a sense of justice
should be the motive which the rulers of a country" rely on, to reconcde the pubhc to
an unpopular, and what m_ght seem a humiliating act: that the journalists, the
orators, many lawyers, the Lower House of Congress, and Mr. Lincoln's o_'n
naval secretary, tzj should be told in the face of the world, by their ov,'n
Government, that they have been giving public thanks, presents of swords,
freedom of cities, all manner of heroic honours to the author I_ of an act which.
though not so intended, was lawless and wrong, and for which the proper reined)
is confession and atonement; that this should be the accepted pohcy (supposing ,t
to be nothing higher) of a Democratic Repubhc, shows even unlimited democrac_
to be a better thing than many Enghshmen have latel) been in the habit ol
[*George Eustis, James E McFarland, James Murray Mason. and John Shdell. ]
[_SeeWilham Henry,Seward, Letter to Lord Lyons. quoted m "The Trent Affair," Ttu
Ttmes, 13 Jan., 1862, p. 9 ]
[*Gideon Welles. ]
[_Charles Wilkes, ]
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considering
it, and goes some way towards proving that the aberrations even of a
ruling multitude are only fatal when the better instructed have not the virtue or the
courage to front them boldly. Nor ought it to be forgotten, to the honour of Mr.
Lincoln's Government,
that in doing what was in itself right, they have done also
what was best fitted to allay the animosity which was daily becoming more bmer
between the two nations so long as the question remained open. The)' have put the
brand of confessed injustice upon that rankling and vindictive resentment,
w_th
which the profligate
and passionate
part of the American
press has been
threatening us in the event of concession,
and which is to be manifested b) some
dire revenge, to be taken, as they pretend, after the nation is extricated from its
present dlfficulties.
Mr. Lincoln has done what depended on him to make this
spirit expire with the occasion which raised it up: and vxe shall have ourselves
chiefly to blame if we keep it ahve by the further prolongation
of that stream of
vituperative eloquence,
the source of which, even now, when the cause of quarrel
has been amicably made up. does not seem to have run dr_ '_
Let us, then, without reference to these jars, or to the declamation_ of nev, spaper
writers on either side of the Atlantic. examine the American quesnon as _t stood
from the beginning: its ongin, the purpose of both the combatants,
and its various
possible or probable issues
There is a theor3' m England. beheved perhaps by some. half believed by man`.
more, which is only consistent
with original tgnorance, or complete subsequent
forgetfulness,
of all the antecedents
of the contest
There are people v_ho tell us
that, on the side of the North. the question _s not one of Slaver', at all The North. it
seems, have no more objection to Slave_ than the South have Their leaders never
say one word Implying d_sapprobanon
of it. The`. are read`., on the contrary, to
give it new guarantees: to renounce all that they have been contending for. to win
back. if opportumtv
offers, the South to the Umon. by surrendering
the whole
point
If this be the true state of the case. what are the Southern chiefs fighting about"
Their apologists in England say that it is about tariffs, and smlilar trumpeu
Thc_
say nothing of the kind. The',' tell the world, and the_ told their own cmzens w hen
*I do not forget one regrettable passage In Mr Seward'_ letter, in _h_ch he _md that "'i!
the safety of the Umon required the detennon of the captured per,,ons. )t would be the right
and duty of th_s Government to detain them ""1 smcerel 3 grieve to find th_s sentence m the
despatch, for the exceptmns to the general rules of moraht_ are not a sub:cot to be hghtl3 or
unnecessarily tampered with The doctrine in itself is no other than that professed and acted
on by all governments--that
self-preservat_on, in a State. as in an lndlv,dual. IS a _xarrant
lot many things which at all other times ought to be ngxdt 3 abstained from At all exent>. no
nation which has ever passed "'laws of exception.'" which e_ er suspended the Habea._Corpus
Act or passed an Allen Bdl m dread of a ChartlSt lnsurrecnon, ha_ a right to throw the first
stone at Mr Lincoln's Government
[The concluding reference._ are. respectively, to 11 &
12 Victoria. c. 35 (1848). suspending 31 Charles 11. c 2 (16"70). and continued b_ I2
Victoria, c. 2 (1849). and 11 \'lctona. c 20(t848)
Mill l., adapting the French term. "'lois
d'exceptlon," commonly used for _lmdar legislation, e_peclalb under Loul> Phlhppc I
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they wanted their votes, that the object of the fight was slavery. Many years ago,
when General Jackson was President, South Carolina did nearly rebel (she never
was near separating) about a tariff; but no other State abetted her, and a strong
adverse demonstration from Virginia brought the matter to a close. Yet the tariffof
that day was rigidly protective. Compared with that, the one In force at the time of
the secession was a free-trade tariff. This latter was the result of several successive
modifications in the direction of freedom; and its principle was not protection for
protection, but as much of it only as might incidentally result from duties imposed
for revenue. Even the Morrill Tariff I*l (which never could have been passed but
for the Southern secession) is stated by the ' unimpeachable _authorit3' of Mr. H.C,
Carey to be considerably more liberal than the reformed French Tariff under Mr.
Cobden's Treaty; l+l insomuch that he, a Protectionist. would be glad to exchange
his own protective tariff for Louis Napoleon's free-trade one.t*J But why discuss
on probable evidence, notorious facts'? The world knows what the question
between the North and South has been for many years, and still is. Slaver)' alone
was thought of, alone talked of. Slaver)' was battled for and against, on the floor of
Congress and in the plains of Kansas: on the Slaver3, question exclusively was the
party constituted which now rules the Umted States: on slaver)' Fremont was
rejected, on slaver3,' Lincoln was elected; the South separated on slaver)', and
proclaimed slavery as the one cause of separation.
It is true enough that the North are not carrying on war to abolish slaveD' in the
States where it legally exists. Could it have been expected, or even perhaps
desired, that they should? A great party does not change, suddenly and at once. all
its principles and professions. The Republican party have taken their stand on la_,
and the existing Constitution of the Union. They have disclaimed all right to
attempt anything which that Constitution forbids. It does forbid interference by the
Federal Congress with slaver)' in the Slave States; w_lbut it does not forb_d their
abolishing it in the district of Columbia; and this they are now doing, having voted,
I perceive, in their present pecuniary straits, a million of dollars to indemnify the
slave-owners of the district. I'! Neither did the Constitution, m their own opinion.
require them to permit the introduction of slaveD' into the Territories, which were
not yet States. To prevent this, the Republican part 3,was formed, and to prevent 1_
they are now fighting, as the slave-owners are fighting to enforce it.
[*36th Congress, Sess. I1. c. 68 tt861 t.i
['"Treaty of Commerce between Her Majest._and the Emperor of the French" (23 Jar, .
1860), PP, 1860, LXVIll. 467-77.]
[*Henr) Charles Caret, The French and Amerwan Tartft_ Compared (Philadelphia
printed Collins. 1861), esp. pp. 7-15.]
[§The Constitution or Frame of Government, .]orthe Umted State._of Amerwa (Bo,_ton
Fleet, 17871. Art. I, Sect O. p. 6 ]
[_37th Congress, Sess I1. c 54 (1862_, Sect 7.]
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The present Government of the United States is not an abolitionist government.
Abolitionists,
in America, mean those who do not keep within the Constitution:
who demand the destruction
(as far as slaver) is concerned_ of as much of It as
protects the internal legislation of each State from the control of Congress, who
aim at abolishing slaver), wherever it exists, by force if need be, but certainly by
some other power than the constituted
authorities
of the Slave States.* The
*[67] Smce the first pubhcatlon of this paper. 1 have been honoured _lth a
commumcatlon from Mr. Wendell Philhps, supplying some necessar 3 correctton_ to the
view taken above of the pnnclples and purposes of the Abolmomsts My readers _1tt be
glad to see those pnnciples and purposes stated in the verb. words of that eminent man.
"1. Though repudiating the obligation of any law upon the cltizen who deems it Immoral.
the Abolitionists have put into that categou' only thefugittve slave clau.se of the Constltuuon
[Art. IV. Sect. 2. p. I 1], and refused to obey that only: a refusal m _,hlch ver3 man_ of the
Repubheans, and all the highest toned men, m polmcal hfc and out of it. have lomed them
This refusal therefore is no dlstmctaon between them and their fello_ citizens The
Abohtiomsts. in man 3 instances, not meamng to obey that clause, refused t_ take office
because m that case obhged to swear to support the whole Constltutaon Other_ s_ore, and
still, in thas partacular point, disobeyed the la_
"'Though seeking to break the Umon and end the Constitution, the Abolmomsts have
always "kept wzthm at." and been Constatunon-and-law-abadmg
cmzens, seekang their ends
only by moral and lawful means: what Enghshmen call agttatum
"2. Dunng the whole thirty years of tbelr acnon before the _ar, the Abolmomsts never
asked to have State legislation overridden b 3 Congress Smce the _ at. m common _ lth the
whole loyal part}, they ask Congress to exercise the warpower [Art 1. Sect 8. p 5] which
authorazes interference with the rebel States and w_th the _hole subject of slaver_
everywhere. But that claim constitutes no d_stmct_on between them and their lo3al fello_
catizens
"'3 The Abohtiomsts have never "a_med at abohshmg slaver', h_ lorce, on the con_arx
they have constantly, by word and deed. repudiated that method The_ have addressed
themselves always to "the _onstttuted authorttze,s oJ the Slave States," urging them to act on
the subject, and allow.rag that the_ onl_ had the right to act upon it The exceptions to thls. m
thear ranks, have been too few to require notice, or to characterize the part? John Broun
Iwho himself repudmted the charge of abohshmg slaver_ h3 jorcc), though held m the
h_ghest respect by Abolit_omsts, dad not represent them [See John Bro_ n. Last Speech _2
Nov , 1859), reported in "'Brown's Trial." .Veu Yort Datt_ Trtbune. 3 Nt_x . 1859. p 5 ]
"'The Abolitionists were dastmguished b_ these pnncaples
"They considered slave-holding to be sin--any voluntar3, participation m. or uphotdmg
of at, to be sin--an', lay, v,h_ch authorized or supported at to be tmmoral, and theretore not
t_mding, and not to be obeyed Thinking the Constatut_on to contain such a la_, manx of
them refused to take office under at. or sv,ear to support at The_ demanded _mmedmte and
uncondmonal emancipataon, thereby differing from graduahsts--from
those who advocated an apprenticeship system, and from colomzat_omsts, who _ ashed the w hole black race
exported to Africa, as a contht_on precedent to emancipation
"'The Abolit_omst_ ha_.e from the beginning sought alxqmon onl_ b_ la_ful and moral
mean_---subm_ttmg to ever)' law except that ordering the retur_ of sla_es to their master,_.
and using only the press, the rostrum, pohtacs, and the pulpat, at their means to change that
pubhc oplmon which as sure to change the la_ [See 2nd Congress. Se_,, I1. c - I l'rt?3 _,and
31st Congress. Sess 1, c. 60 11850_.] Th_s has alv, ays been their _hole and ,_olerehance "
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Republican party neither aim nor profess to aim at this object. And when we
consider the flood of wrath which would have been poured out against them if they
did, by the very writers who now taunt them with not doing it. we shall be apt to
think the taunt a little misplaced. But though not an Abolitionist party, they are a
Free-soil party. If they have not taken arms against slavery, they have against its
extension. And they know, as we may know if we please, that this amounts to the
same thing. The day when slavery can no longer extend itself, is the day of its
doom. The slave-owners know this. and it is the cause of their fury. They know, as
all know who have attended to the subject, that confinement within existing limits
is its death-warrant. Slavery, under the conditions in which it exists m the States,
exhausts even the beneficent powers of nature. So incompatible is it with any kind
whatever of skilled labour, that it causes the whole productive resources of the
country to be concentrated on one or two products, cotton being the chief, which
require, to raise and prepare them for the market, little besides brute animal force.
The cotton cultivation, in the opimon of all competent judges, alone saves North
American slavery; but cotton cultivation, exclusively adhered to, exhausts in a
moderate number of years all the soils which are fit for it, and can only be kept up
by travelling farther and farther westward. Mr. Olmsted had given a vtvid
description of the desolate state of parts of Georgia and the Carolinas. once among
the nchest specimens of soil and cultivation in the world, and even the more
recently colonized Alabama, as he shows, is rapidly following in the same
downhill track. I*) To slavery, therefore, it is a matter of hfe and death to find
fresh fields for the employment of slave labour. Confine _t to the present States.
and the owners of slave property will either be speedily ruined, or will have to find
means of reforming and renovating their agricultural system: which cannot be
done without treating the slaves like human beings, nor without so large an
employment of skilled, that is, of free labour, as will widely displace the unskilled,
and so depreciate the pecuniar 3' value of the slave, that the immedmte mmgat_on
and ultimate extinction of slavery would be a nearly Inevitable and probably rapid
consequence.
The Repubhcan leaders do not talk to the pubhc of these almost certain results of
success in the present conflict. They talk but little, in the existing emergency, even
of the original cause of quarrel. The most ordinary policy teaches them to inscribe
on their banner that part only of their known pnnciples in which their supporter,_
are unanimous. The preservation of the Union is an object about which the North
are agreed; and it has many adherents, as they believe, in the South generally. That
nearly half the population of the Border Slave States are m favour of it _s a patent
fact, since they are now fighting in its defence. It is not probable that they would be
willing to fight directly against slavery. The Republicans well know that if the_
can re-establish the Umon, they gain everything for whsch the)' origmall3
[*Frederick
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The Cotton

Low, 1861 ). Vol. II. pp. 296-9.]
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contended; and it would be a plain breach of faith with the Southern friends of the
Government, if, after rallying them round its standard for a purpose of which they
approve, it were suddenly to alter its terms of communion without their consent.
But the parties m a protracted civil war almost invariably end by taking more
extreme, not to say higher grounds of principle than they began with. Middle
parties and friends of compromise are soon left behind: and if the writers who so
severely criticise the present moderation of the Free-soiters are desirous to see the
war become an abolition war, it is probable that, if the war lasts long enough, they
will be gratified. Without the smallest pretension to see further into futurity than
other people, I at least have foreseen and foretold from the first, that if the South
were not promptly put down, the contest would become distinctly an anti-slavery
one: nor do I believe that any person, accustomed to reflect on the course of human
affairs in troubled nines, can expect anything else Those who have read, even
cursorily, the most valuable testimony to which the English public have access,
concerning the real state of aflmrs m America--the
letters ol the Tzme_
correspondent, Mr. Russell--must have observed how early and rapldl.x he arrived
at the same conclusaon, and with what increasing emphasis he now continually
reiterates it. In one of his recent letters he names the end of next summer as the
period by which, if the war has not sooner terminated, it v,lll have assumed a
complete anti-slavery character _*_So earl,, a term exceeds, I confes,,, my most
sanguine hopes: but if Mr. Russell be right. Heaven forNd that the war should
cease sooner, for if at lasts till then it is quite possible that it x_lll regenerate the
American people.
If, however, the purposes of the North ma_ be doubted or misunderstood, there
_sat least no question as to those of the South, Thev make no concealment of thezr
pnnciples. As long as they were allowed to direct all the pohc,_ of the Umon: to
break through compromise after compromise, encroach step after step, until thex
reached the pitch of claiming a right to carry,'slave property into the Free States.
and, in opposmon to the laws of those States, hold it as property there, so long,
they were willing to remain in the Union. The moment a President was elected of
whom it was inferred from his opinions, not that he would take am measure_
against slave_' where it exasts, but that he would oppose its establishment where _t
exists not,--that moment they broke loose from what was. at least, a verx solemn
contract, and formed themselves into a Confederation professing a_ its fundamental principle not merely the perpetuation, but the indefinite extension of slaver_
And the doctnne is loudly preached through the net' Repubhc, that slaver_,
whether black or whate, is a good in itself, and 'is r the proper condmon of the
_orkmg classes everywhere.
Let me, an a few words, remind the reader _ hat son of a thing this is. _ h_ch the
{*Wflham Howard Russell. "'The Civil War m America.'" The Tmre_, 13 Sept.
1861.p 9 I
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white oligarchy of the South have banded themselves together to propagate, and
establish, if they could, universally. When it is wished to describe any portion of
the human race as in the lowest state of debasement, and under the most cruel
oppression, in which it is possible for human beings to live, they are compared to
slaves. When words are sought by which to stigmatize the most odious despotism,
exercised in the most odious manner, and all other comparisons are found
inadequate, the despots are said to be like slave-masters, or slave-drivers. What.
by a rhetorical licence, the worst oppressors of the human race. by way of
stamping on them the most hateful character possible, are said to be, these men, in
ver}' truth, are. I do not mean that all of them are hateful personally, any more than
all the inquisitors, or all the buccaneers. But the position which they occupy, and
gof which they are in arms to vindicate the abstract excellence _', is that which the
united voice of mankind habitually selects as the type of all hateful qualities, I will
not bandy chicane D' about the more or less of stripes or other torments which are
daily requisite to keep the machine in working order, nor discuss whether the
Legrees or the St. Clairs I*l are more numerous among the slave-owners of the
Southern States. The broad facts of the case suffice. One fact is enough. There are,
Heaven knows, vicious and tyrannical institutions in ample abundance on the
earth. But this institution is the only one of them all which requires, to keep it
going, that human beings should be burnt alive. The calm and dispassionate Mr,
Olmsted affirms that there has not been a single year, tor many years past, in which
this horror is not known to have been perpetrated in some part or other of the
South. !T_And not upon negroes only: the Edinburgh Review, in a recent number.
gave the hideous details of the burning alive of an unfortunate Northern huckster
by Lynch law, on mere suspicion of having aided in the escape of a stave, t
What must American slaveD' be, if deeds like these are necessary' under it? and iI
they are not necessary, and are yet done, is not the evidence against slaver_ still
more damning? The South are in rebellion not for simple slaver},, they are in
rebellion for the right of burning human creatures alive.
But we are told, by a strange misapplication of a true pnnciple, that the South
had a right to separate; that their separation ought to have been consented to. the
moment they showed themselves ready to fight for it; and that the North, in
resisting it, are committing the same error and wrong which England committed in
opposing the original separation of the thirteen colonies. This is carrying the
doctrine of the sacred right of insurrection rather far. It is wonderful ho_ eas}. and
[*Characters
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[_'Olmsted,The Cotton Kingdom, Vot. II, p 354 ]
[*Harriet Martineau, "The Umted States under the Pres_dentshlp of Mr Buchanan,
Edinburgh Review, CXll (Oct., 1860), 575, ]
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liberal, and complying, people can be m other people's concerns. Because the) are
willing to surrender their own past, and have no objection to loin in reprobation of
their great-grandfathers, the)' never put htoh themselves the question what they
themselves would do in circumstances far less trying, under far less pressure of
real national calamity. Would those who profess these ardent revolunonary
principles consent to their being apphed to Ireland, or India. or the loman Islands'?
How have they treated those who did attempt so to apply them? But the case can
dispense with any mere argurnentum ad hominem. I am not frightened at the word
rebellion. I do not scruple to say that I have sympathized more or tess ardentl_ with
most of the rebelhons, successful and unsuccessful, which have taken place m my
rime. But 1 certainly never conceived that there was a sufficient title to my
sympathy m the mere fact of being a rebel; that the act of taking arms against one's
fellow cinzens was so meritorious in itself, was so completeb its own justification, that no question need be asked concerning the motive. It seems to me
a strange doctrine that the most senous and responsible of all human acts _mposes
no obligation on those who do it. of showing that they have a real gnevance: that
those who rebel for the power of oppressing others, exercise as sacred a right as
those who do the same thing to resist oppression pracnsed upon themselves.
Neither rebellion, nor any other act which affects the interests of others, is
sufficiently legmmated by the mere wilt to do it. Secession may be laudable, and
so may any other kind of insurrection: but it may also be an enormous crime It _s
the one or the other, according to the object and the provocanon. And ff there ever
was an object which, by Its bare announcement, stamped rebels against a pamcular commumtT as enemies of mankind, it is the one profes_d b3 the South Thmr
right to separate is the nght which Cartouche or Turpln would have had to secede
from their respective countries, because the laws of those countries would not
suffer them to rob and murder on the hlghwa3. The onl_ real difference Is, that
the present rebels are more powerful than Cartouche or Turpm, and ma 3 possibly
be able to effect thmr iniquitous purpose.
Suppose. however, for the sake of argument, that the mere w ill to separate x_ere
in this case, or in any case, a sufficient ground for separanon. I beg to be reformed
whose will? The will of any knot of men who, b_ fmr means or foul, by usurpation,
terrorism, or fraud, have got the reins of government into their hands': If the
Inmates of Parkhurst Pnson were to get possession of the Isle of \Vlght, occup3 its
mihtar3' positions, enlist one part of its mhaNtants in their own ranks, set the
remainder of them to work in chain gangs, and declare themselves independent,
ought their recognition by the British Government to be an immediate consequence? Before adrmttlng the authont'v of an3 persons, as organs of the will of the
people, to dispose of the whole political extstence of a countr3", I ask to see whether
their credentials are from the whole, or only from a part. And first, it l_,necessar?
',-h+67
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to ask. Have the slaves been consulted? Has their will been counted as any part in
the estimate of collecuve volition? They are a paRRof the population. However
natural in the country, itself, it is rather cool in English wnters who talk so glibly of
the ten millions (I believe there are only eight), to pass over the very existence of
four millions who must abhor the idea of separation. Remember, we consider them
to be human beings, entitled to human rights. Nor can it be doubted that the mere
fact of belonging to a Union in some paRRsof which slaveD"is reprobated, is some
alleviation of their condition, if only as regards future probabilities. But even of
the white population, it is questionable if there was m the beginning a malority for
secession anywhere but in South Carolina. Though the thing was pre-determined.
and most of the States committed by their public authorities before the people were
called on to vote: though in taking the votes terrorism in many places re,gned
triumphant; yet even so, in several of the States, secession was carried only by
narrow majoriues. In some the authorities have not dared to publish the numbers:
in some it is asserted that no vote has ever been taken. Further (as was pointed out
in an admirable letter by Mr. Carey), t*j the Slave States are intersected in the
middle, from their northern frontier almost to the Gulf of Mexico, by a count D' of
free labour--the mountain region of the Alleghanies and their dependencies.
forming parts of Virginia, North Carolina. Tennessee. Georgia, and Alabama, in
which, from the nature of the climate and of the agricultural and mining industry'.
slavery to any material extent never did, and never will, exist. This mountain zone
is peopled by ardent friends of the Union. Could the Umon abandon them. without
even an effort, to be dealt with at the pleasure of an exasperated slave-owning.
oligarchy? Could it abandon the Germans who, in Western Texas, have made so
meritorious a commencement of growing cotton on the borders of the Mexican
Gulf by free labour? Were the right of the slave-owners to secede ever so clear.
they have no right to carry these with them: unless allegiance is a mere question of
local proximity, and my next ne,ghbour, if I am a stronger man, can be compelled
to follow me in any lawless vagaries I choose to indulge.
But (it is said) the North will never succeed in conquering the South; and since
the separation must in the end be recognised, it ,s better to do at first what must bc
done at last: moreover, if it did conquer them, it could not govern them when
conquered, consistently with free institutions. With no one of these proposltion_
can I agree.
Whether or not the Northern Americans ,'ill succeed in reconquering the South,
I do not affect to foresee. That the)' can conquer it, if their present determinanon
holds, I have never entertained a doubt: for they are twice as numerous, and ten or
twelve times as rich. Not by taking military, possession of their countD', or
marching an army through it, but by wearing them out, exhausting their resources.
depriving them of the comforts of life, encouraging their slaves to desert, and
[*The French and Amerlcan Tartff_ Compared. pp 19-20 (Letter 3) I
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excluding them from communication with foreign countries. All this. of course.
depends on the supposition that the North does not give in first. Whether they will
persevere to this point, or whether their spirit, thmr patience, and the sacrifices
they are willing to make. will be exhausted before reaching it. 1 cannot tell. They
may, in the end, be wearied into recogmslng the separation. But to those who say
that because this may have to be done at last. it ought to have been done at first. I
put the vet3' serious question--On what terms? Have they ever considered what
would have been the meaning of separation if _t had been assented to by the
Northern States when first demanded? People talk as if separation meant nothing
more than the independence of the seceding States. To have accepted it under that
limitation would have been, on the part of the South. to gwe up that which the)
have seceded expressly to preserve. Separation. with them. means at least half the
Territories; including the Mexican border, and the consequent power of invading
and overrunning Spamsh America for the purpose of planting there the "'peculiar
institution ''1._ which even Mexican clvillzaUon has found too bad to be endured.
There is no knowing to what point of degradation a countr_ may be dNven m a
desperate state of its affairs: but if the North ever. unless on the brink of actual ruin.
makes peace with the South. giving up the original cause of quarrel, the freedom of
the Territories: if it resigns to them when out of the Umon that power of evd which
it would not grant to retain them in the Umon--it will incur the pity and &sdam of
posteri D . And no one can suppose that the South would have consented, or m their
present temper ever will consent, to an accommodation on any other terms. It will
require a successmn of humiliations to bring them to that. The necesslt_ of
reconciling themselves to the confinement of slavery within its existing boundaries, with the natural consequence, immediate mitlgatmn of slaveD, and ultimate
emancipation, is a lesson which they are in no mood to learn from anything but
d_saster. Two or three defeats m the field, breaking their mihtary strength, though
not followed by an invasion of their territot3, ma) possibly teach it to them. If so.
there is no breach of charity m hoping that this severe schooling may promptl)
come. When men set themselves up. in defiance of the rest of the world, to do the
devil's work, no good can come of them until the world has made them feel that
this work cannot be suffered to be done any longer If this knov, ledge does not
come to them for several years, the abolmon quesnon will by that rime have settled
Itself. For assuredly Congress will vet3' soon make up its mind to declare all slaxes
free who belong to persons In arms against the Umon "-' When that _s done.
slavery,, confined to a minority, will soon cure ttself; and the pecumary value of the
negroes belonging to loyal masters will probably not exceed the amount of
compensation which the United State_ _ ill be willing and able to give
[*For the term, see Amcle on emlgranon to Kansas. :_,e_ )ork frlbum. 10 Oct .
1854.p. 4. I
[_See 37th Congress, Sess, 11.c 105 11862), Sect.,, q. 10, and _braham Lincoln,
Emancipation Proclamauon (Washington n.p , 18031I
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The assumed difficulty of governing the Southern States as free and equal
commonwealths, in case of their return to the Union, is purely imaginary. If
brought back by force, and not by voluntary compact, they will return without the
Territories, and without a Fugitive Slave Law. It may be assumed that in that event
the victorious party would make the alterations in the Federal Constitution which
are necessary to adapt it to the new circumstances, and which would not infringe.
but strengthen, its democratic principles An article would have to be inserted
prohibiting the extension of slavery, to the Territories, or the admission into the
Union of any new Slave State. Without any other guarantee, the rapid formation of
new Free States would ensure to freedom a decisive and constantly increasmg
majority in Congress. it would also be right to abrogate that bad provision of the
Constitution (a necessary compromise at the time of its first establishment)
whereby the slaves, though reckoned as citizens m no other respect, are counted.
to the extent of three-fifths of their number, in the estimate of the population for
fixing the number of representatives of each State in the Lower House of
Congress. l*J Why should the masters have members m right of their human
chattels, any more than of their oxen and pigs? The President, in his Message,
has already proposed that this salutar3' reform should be effected m the case of
Maryland, additional territory, detached from Virginia. being given to that State
as an equivalent: thus clearly indicatmg the policy which he approves, and which
he is probably willing to make universal I¢J
As it is necessary to be prepared for all possibihtles, let us now contemplate
another. Let us suppose the worst possible issue of this war--the one apparently
desired by those English writers whose moral feeling is so philosophicall 3
indifferent between the apostles of slavery and _tsenemies. Suppose that the North
should stoop to recognise the new Confederation on _ts own terms, leaving _t half
the Territories, and that it is acknowledged b5 Europe, and takes its place as an
admitted member of the commumty of nations. It will be desirable to take thought
beforehand what are to be our own future relations with a new Power professing
the principles of Attila and Genghis Khan as the foundation of its Constitution. Arc
we to see with indifference its victorious army let loose to propagate their nat_onat
faith at the rifle's mouth through Mexico and Central America? Shall we submtt to
see fire and sword carried over Cuba and Porto R_co, and Hayti and Liberia
conquered and brought back to slavery? We shall soon have causes enough oI
quarrel on our own account. When we are in the act of sending an expedition
against Mexico to redress the wrongs of private British subjects. I_l we should do
well to reflect in time that the President of the new Republic, Mr. Jefferson Davis,
Art. I. Sect. 2. p. 2.1
[_Mill's source for this mistaken attribution to Lincoln has not been located ]
[_:SeeThe Ttrnes, 1 Oct., 1861, p. 10, and 26 Oct , 1861, p. 12 ]
[*Constttutton.
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should be at war with the new Confederacy
within five years about the African
slave-trade.
An English Government
will hardly' be base enough to recogmse
them, unless they accept all the treaties by which America i, at present bound: nor.
it may be hoped, even If de facto independent,
would they be admmed to the
courtesies
of diplomatic
intercourse,
unless the) granted in the most exphmt
manner the right of search. To allow the slave-ships of a Confederation
formed for
the extension of slave D" to come and go, free and unexamined,
between America
and the African coast, would be to renounce even the pretence of attempting to
protect Africa against the man-stealer,
and abandon that Continent to the horrors.
on a far larger scale, which were practised before Granville Sharp and Clarkson
were in existence.
But even if the right of intercepting
thmr slavers were
acknowledged
by treat}, which it never would be. the arrogance of the Southern
slaveholders
would not long submit to its exercise
Thmr pride and self-concmt,
swelled to an inordinate hmght by thelr successful
of England
as they had already
successfull_

struggle, would del_ the power
defied that of their Northern

countrymen.
After our people by their cold disapprobation,
and our press by its
invective, had combined w lth their own dffficultms to damp the sprat of the Free
States, and drive them to submit and make peace, we should have to fight the Slave
States ourselves at far greater dlsadvantages,
when we should no longer have the
x_'earmd and exhausted North for an all_. The time might come when the barbarou_
and barbarizing
Power, which we b_ our moral _upport had helped into existence,
would require a general crusade of clvihzed Europe, to extinguish the mischief
which it had allowed, and w e had aided, to nse up in the midst of our clvfllzanon
For these reasons 1 cannot join with those who c_ Peace. peace I cannot _ lsh
that this war should not have been engaged m b_ the North, or that being engaged
in. it should be terminated on an_ conditions but such as would retain the _ hole of
the Temtories
as free soil. I am not blind to the posslNht.x that it ma3 require a tong
war to lower the arrogance and tame the aggressive ambmon of the stax e-ow ners.
to the point of either returning to the Umon. or con,,entmg to remain out of it w ltn
their present limits. But war. m a gtu_d cause, is not the greatest evil which a nanon
can suffer. War IS an ugly' thing, but not the ugliest of things, the decax ed and
degraded state of moral and pamonc leehng which thinks nothing worth a v, ar. ,s
worse. When a people are used as mere human instruments
for fmng cannon or
"'62 _: the original inventor
'02' : MIs_sstpp_ '.,,as the first state v,hlch repudmted. Mt Jefferson Da_l, 'aa,_Governor ot
NhsslSslppl,and the Legtslature of Mls,,tsstpplhad passed a Bill recogmzmg and prt,_tdlngforthe debt.
v,hlch Bill btr Jefferson Da',ls _etoed [ln this erroneou_ statement t)I 1862 _re_lse6m IS6"_. Mill >
accepting the assertions of a Northern agent, Robert Jame,, \t,alker, made mo,,t prommentl? m h__,
Jefferson Davl,_and Repudlanon !London RldgWa}. 1803 _ i
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thrusting bayonets, in the service and for the selfish purposes of a master, such war
degrades a people. A war to protect other human beings against tyrannical
injustice; a war to give victory, to their own ideas of right and good, and which is
their own war, carried on for an honest purpose by their free choice--is often the
means of their regeneration. A man who has nothing which he is willing to fight
for, nothing which he cares more about than he does about his personal safety, is a
miserable creature who has no chance of being free, unless made and kept so by the
exertions of better men than himself. As long as justice and injustice have not
terminated their ever renewing fight for ascendancy in the affairs of mankind,
human beings must be willing, when need is, to do battle for the one against the
other. I am far from saying that the present struggle, on the part of the Northern
Americans, is wholly of this exalted character; that it has arrived at the stage of
being altogether a war for justice, a war of principle. But there was from the
beginning, and now is. a large infusion of that element in it; and this is increasing,
will increase, and if the war lasts, will in the end predominate. Should that time
come, not only will the greatest enormity which still exists among mankind as an
institution, receive far earlier its coup de grhce than there has ever. untd nob',
appeared any probability of: but in effecting this the Free States will have raised
themselves to that elevated position in the scale of morahty and dignity, which _._
derived from great sacrifices consciously made in a virtuous cause, and the sense
of an inestimable benefit to all future ages. brought about by their own voluntarx
efforts.
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Westminster Review, LXXVIIt (Oct . 1862). 489-510. Headed "'Art. VIII--The
Slave
Power , The Slave Power, lt,sCharacter. Career, and Probable Destgn._. bem e an Attempt
to explatn ttu real l._._ue,stnvolved m thc Amertcan Conte._t By. J.E Calme>. M,A .
Professor of Jurisprudence and Pohtlcal Economx m Queen's College. Galway. and late
Whately Professor of Pohucal Economy' m the Um_erslty of Dubhn London [Parker. Son,
and Boume,] 1862.'" Runmng t)tle as tJtle Unsigned, not repubhshed m Brmsh
Dts,sertatton.s and Dl,sc't_3._lon,_,but appeared m U S ed3t_ons. Also reprinted m 1_.S a_
a pamphlet (New York Craven. 18621 Identified m Mfll'_ bibhograph._ as "'A rexle_ of
Prof Calrnes's work 'The Sla_e Power' m the V_estmmster Revlev, for Oct 1862'"
IMacMlnn. 94) In the Somerville College Library, the two copies Itear sheetst ol the
Westmmster version have no correct,on_ or emendations. Vol Ill at the Boston ed. of
D&D, in which the arttcle appears, .s no longer m Somerville For comment on the rev_e,a.
see xxlx-xxvi and lxlv-lx_ abo_c
The Westminster version is used as cop)-text. _t has been collated v,lth the Ne_* York
repnnt and the 1st American ed of D&D qBoston. Spencer, 1864) In the lootnoted
variants, "62 _'' indicates WR. "'62_-''. the pamphlet, "'64"', the U S D&D
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and

on its own. Mr. Calrnes, one of the ablest of the distmgmshed men who have given
lustre to the much-calumniated Irish colleges, as well as to the chair of Political
Economy, which Ireland owes to the enlightened pubhc spirit of Archbishop
Whately, is known to the thinking part of the public as the contributor to Enghsh
penodtcals of the clearest and most conclusive &scusslons v`'hlch have _et
appeared on some of the most disputed and dlfficuh economical question_ of the
rime. He has nov,, m a work of larger d_mensions, given the result of the stud_
uhlch, both as a first-rate polmcal economist, and m the higher character of a
moral and political philosopher, he has devoted to the American contest A v`ork
more needed, or one better adapted to the need. could scarcelx have been produced
at the present t_me. It contams more than enough to g_ve a nev` turn to Enghsh
feeling on the subject, if those who grade and sway pubhc opinion uere e_er hkel_
to reconsider a question on v`'h_chthey have so deepl5 commmed them,,elves. To
all who are still open to convictmn, it is an invaluable exposmon both of the
pnnclples and the facts of the case. The last is as much reqmred as the first: for the
strange partmlity of the nanon whtch most abhors negro sla\ e_. to those v,ho are
urging an internecine war solely for its propagation, could not ha',e exi_ted for a
moment, had there not been. not merel) a complete mlsunder,,tandmg of
prinmptes, but an utter Ignorance of facts.
We believe that we shall, on the present occasmn, do a better ser_'_ceto truth and
right b) helping to extend the knowledge of the contents of Mr. Cmrnes" treanse.
than by an_ comments of our own. Mr. Cmrnes opens up the question m so lucid
and natural an order, and so exhausts it m all _ts more _mtxwtant aspects, that a
mere condensation of his book would be the most pov, erful argumentatp, e
&scourse on the subject, which could well be given m the narrov` compass of an
article. Not that, as is the case with lax and diffuse u nters, his argument gain,, bx
"condensation. On" the contrary, it loses greatly In Mr. Cremes" book there is
nothing verbose, nothing superfluous: the effect is no_here weakened bx
expansmn, nor the impressmn of the whole frittered away b', undue expanatmg on
parts: the work is artistic as well as scmntific, observing due propomon, dx_elhng
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long enough, and not too long, on each portion of the subject, and passing to a new
point exactly when the mind is prepared for it, by having completely appropriated
those preceding. An attempt to conve), the substance of such a composiuon in an
abridged form, may give some idea of the skeleton, but none of the nerve and
muscle: the greatest merit which it could have would be that of stimulating the
reader to have recourse to Mr. Calrnes" own pages.
After sweeping away the idle notion, which never could have been entertained
by any one conversant with even the surface of American history., that the quarrel
is about tariffs, or anything whatever except slave_'. Mr. Cairnes proceeds to the
main thesis of his book, vlz.. that the Slave Power, whose character and aims are
the cause of the American contest, is "'the most formidable antagonist to cwd_zed
progress which has appeared for man)' centuries, representing a system of societ_
at once retrograde and aggressive, a system which, containing within It no germs
from which improvement can spring, gravitates inevitably towards barbarism.
while it is impelled by exigencies inherent in its position and circumstances to a
constant extension of its terntonal domain." [P. 18.] This is what a man ol
distinguished abihty, who has deeply considered the subject, thinks of the ne_
power, which England. by the moral influence of _ts opinion and sympathies, 1_
helping to raise up. "The vastness." he continues. "'of the interests at stake m the
American contest, regarded under th_s aspect, appears to me to be ver-x
inadequately conceived in this countu', and the purpose of the present work _s to
bnng forward thts view of the case more prominently than has yet been done ""
[Ibid.]
Accordingly, in the first place, Mr. Cremes expounds the economic necessitle_
under which the Slave Power is placed by it', fundamental mstitut)on, t'I Slaver_.
as an industrial system, is not capable of being every'where profitable. It reqmre_
peculiar conditions. Originally a common feature of all the Anglo-Saxon
settlements in America, it took root and became permanent onl'_ m the southern
portion of them What is the explanation of this fact? Several causes have beeta
assigned. One is, &versttv of character in the original founders of bthosc _'
communities; New England having been principally colonized by the middle and
poorer classes, Vlrgima and Carolina by the higher. The fact wa_ so, but it goe_
very little way towards the explanation of the phenomenon, since "it is certain the
New Englanders were not withheld from employing slaves b) moral scruples:" and
if slave labour had been found suitable for the reqmrements o1 the countr3, thc_
would, without doubt, have adopted it in fact. as they actually did m prmciple [P
36.] Another common explanation ol the different fortune of slaver,,' m the
Northern and in the Southern States is, that the Southern climate is not adapted w
white labourers, and that negroes will not work without slaveu'. The latter hall o_
[*Chap. il, pp. 33-58.]
t'%22 these
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this statement is opposed to fact. Negroes are willing to work wherever they have
the natural inducements to it, inducements equally indispensable to the white race.
The climate theory, is inapplicable to the Border Slave States, Kentucky, Virgima,
and others, whose climate "is remarkably genial, and perfectb suited to the
industry of Europeans." [P. 37.] Even in the Gulf States. the alleged fact IS only
true, as it is in all other parts of the world, of particular localities. The Southern
States, it is observed by M. de Tocqueville, "are not hotter than the south of ltat_
and Spare. "1._ In Texas itself there is a flourishing colony of free Germans. who
carD.' on all the occupations of the countl-?, growth of cotton included, by white
labour: and "nearly all the heavy out-door work m the city of New' Orleans 1_
performed by whltes."[Pp. 38-9.]
What the success or failure of slaver 3' as an industrial system depends on. is the
adaptation of the productive industry of the countr3 to the qualines and defects of
slave labour. There are kinds of culnvanon which even m tropical regions cannot
advantageously be carried on bv slaves, there are others in which, as a mere matter
of profit, slave labour has the advantage over the only kind of free labour whach, as
a matter of fact, comes Into competmon with it--the labour of peasant proprietors
The economic advantage of slave labour is, that _t admits of complete
organization: "it may be combined on an extenswe scale, and darected bx a
controlling mind to a single end." [P. 44.1 Its defects are, that It as gaven
reluctantly: It is unskilful: it _s wanting in versatihtx. Being g_ven reluctantb. _t
can only be depended on as long as the slave is's atched, but the cost of watching _s
too great if the workmen are dispersed over a widely-extended area: thmr
concentration, or, in other words, the employment of many _orkmen at the same
nine and place, is a condition sine qu_ non of slaver_ as an lndusmal s?stem.
whale, to enable it to compete successfullx w_th the intense industry- and thrift of
workmen who enjoy the entire frmts of their own labour, this concentration and
combination of labour must be not merely possible, but also economlcallx
preferable. The second disad_ antage of slave labour ts that it Is unskdful "'not onl_
because the slave, having no interest m h_s work, has no inducement to exert h_s
higher faculties, but because, from the ignorance to which he as of necessltx
condemned, he is incapable of doing so." [P. 45.] This dlsquahficatlon restricts
the profitableness of slavery to the case of purely unskilled labour "The sla_e is
unsuited for all branches of industry which reqmre the shghtest care. forethought,
or dexterity. He cannot be made to co-operate w_th machmerx: he can onlx be
trusted with the commonest implements: he is incapable of all but the rudest
labour." [P. 46.1 The third defect of slaxe labour is but a form of the second, its
want of versatility. "'The difficulty of teaching the slave an} thing is so great, that
the only chance of turning his labour to profit is. when he ha._ once learned a
[*Cremes.
vols (Pans:

p 38n,
Gossehn.

translating
1835-40).

Alcxl_ de Tocquex tllc, Dt la dcmoc_am
Vol I1. p 33b I

cn Amer_qm.
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lesson, to keep him to that lesson for life. Where slaves, therefore, are employed,
there can be no variety of production.
If tobacco be cultivated,
tobacco becomes
the sole staple, and tobacco is produced whatever be the state of the market, and
whatever be the condition of the soil." [Pp. 46-7. ] All thls, not as matter of theor),
merely, but of actual daily experience
in the Southern States, is superabundantl._
proved, as Mr. Cairnes shows, by Southern testimony. L*)
It follows, first, that slave labour is unsuited for manufactures,
and can only, m
competition with free labour, be profitably carried on in a community excluslvely
agricultural,
Secondly, that even among agricultural employments
it is unstated to
those in whlch the labourers are, or without great economical
disadvantage
can be,
dispersed over a wlde surface;
among whlch are nearly all kinds of cereal
cultivation, including the two great staples of the Free States, maize and wheat. "'A
single labourer can cultlvate twenty acres of wheat or Indlan corn, while he cannot
manage more than two of tobacco, or three of cotton." [P. 50. ] Tobacco and cotton
admit, therefore, the possibility of working large numbers wlthin a hmlted space:
and as the)" also benefit in a far greater degree than wheat or malze by combination
and classification
of labour, the characteristic
advantage of slave labour is at the
highest, while its greatest drawback, the hlgh cost of superintendence,
is reduced
to the mimmum.
It is to these kinds of cultivatlon,
together with sugar and race,
that in America
slave labour is practically
confined.
Wherever,
even in the
Southern States, "the external conditions are especially favourable to cereal crops,
as in parts of Virgima,
Kentucky,
and Missouri,
and along the slopes of the
Alleghanles,
there slave D' has always failed to maintain itself ""[P. 52.]
But a kind of cultivation suitable to it is not the only condition which the slave
system requires in order to be economically
profitable. It demands, in addition, an
unlimited extent of highly fertile land. This arises from the other two infirmities of
slave labour, its unskilfulness
and its want of versatility,
This point being of the
very highest importance,
and the foundation
of the author's main argument, we
give the statement of it in his own words:
When the soils are not of good quaht?, cultivanon needs to be elaborate; a larger capltal _,
expended, and with the increase of capital the processes become more varied, and the
agricultural Implements of a finer and rpore dehcate construction With such Imp]ement_
slaves cannot be trusted, and for such processes they are unflt. It _s onl). therefore, where
the natural fertihy of the soil is so great as to compensate for the mferlont3 of the
cultivation, where nature does so much as to leave httle for art, and to supersede the
necessity of the more difficult contrivances of mdustD', that slave labour can be turned t_
profitable account.
Further, slave_', as a permanent system, has need not merel_ of a fertile soil. but of t_
practically unlimited extent of it. This arises from the defect of slave labour m point o)
versatility. As has been already remarked, the difficulty oI teaching the slave anything _s_,,
great--the result of the compulsory, ignorance m which he is kept, combined with want ot
intelligent Interest in h_s work--that the only chance of rendering h_s labour profitable _,.
[*Chap. ii, passtm]
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when he has once learned a lesson, to keep him to that lesson for life. Accordmgl). where
agricultural operations are canled on by slaves, the business of each gang is always
restricted to the raising of a single product. Whatever crop 'be' best suited to the character
of the soil and the nature of slave industry, whether cotton, tobacco, sugar, or rice, that
crop is cultivated, and that crop only. Rotation of crops is thus precluded by the condmom
of the case. The soil is tasked again and again to yield the same product, and the inevitable
result follows After a short series of years its fertlht_ is completely exhausted, the
planter abandons the ground which he has rendered worthless, and passes on to seek m new
soils for that fertility under which alone the agencies at his dlsposa] can be profitably
employed. (Pp 53-6._
Accordingly,
the rum, and m many cases the abandonment
to nature, of what
were once the most productive portions of the older Slave States, are facts palpable
to the eye, admitted and loudly proclaimed
bx slave-holders.
And hence that
pressing
demand
for the perpetual
extension
never-ceasing
tendency westward, and unceasing

of the area of slaver_,
that
struggle for the opening of fresh

regions to slave-owners
and their human propert),
which has grown X_lth the
growth of the cotton cultivation,
and strengthened
with its strength:
_hlch
produced the selzure of Texas. the war with Mexico, the buccaneermg
expedmons
to Central Amenca, and the sanguinar)' contest for Kansas: which has been the one
determining
principle of Southern politics for the last quarter of a century: and
because at last, though tardily, resisted by the North, has decided the cotton States
to break up the Union.
Such being the economic condmons
of a slave communitx
like those of the
Southern States, the author proceeds to show how this economic system g_ves rise
to a social and a political orgamzanon
tending m the h_ghest degree to aggravate
the evils which emanate originally from the economic swtem itself
The single merit of slave labour as an mdusmal instrument consists, as _e have _een.
m Its capacity for orgamzanon, tts _,uscepnbfllt', of being adjusted w_th prec_smn to the
kind of v,ork to be done, and of being directed on a comprehensl_e plan towards some
&stmctlv conceived end Now. to g_ve scope to this quaht), the _cale on which mdustr_ is
camed on must be extensive, and to carr_ on mdustr', on an extensive scale, large capitals
are required. Ip 661
moreover, a capltahst employing slave labour reqmres funds sufficwnt not merel_
to maintain his slaves, but to purchase their fee simple from the first.
Owing to these causes, large capitals are, relau_ el', to small, more profitable, and are at the
same rime absolutely more reqmred, m countries of blare, than m counmes o1 free labour It
happens, however, that capital is in slave countries a pamcularl) scarce commo&t), owmg
partly to the exclusion from such counmes of man5 modes of creating _t--manufactures and
commerce, for example--which
are open to free communmes, and patti) to what 1,,also a
consequence of the msntutmn, the unthr,,ft_ haNts of the upper classes From thl._state of
things result two phenomena, which may be regarded as typical of mdustr? canned on b_
' '62: Is [Source agrees w_thcop_-text]
%2-" a
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slaves--the magmtude of the plantanons, and the indebtedness of the planters. Wherever
negro slave_" has prevailed in modern times, these two phenomena will be found to exist.
"Our wealthier planters," says Mr. Clay'. "are buying out their poorer neighbours,
extending their plantations, and adding to their slave force. The wealth) fev,, _ ho are able
to hve on smaller profits, and to give their blasted fields some rest. are thus pushing off the
man)' who are merely independent "'_*)At the same time these wealthier planters are, tt is
well known, veD' generally" m debt. the torthcommg crops being for the most part
mortgaged to Northern cap_tahsts, who make the needful advances, and who thus become
the instruments by which a considerable proportion ol the slave labour of the South is
maintained The tendency of things, therefore, in slave countries, _s to a very unequal
distribution of wealth The large capitalists, havmg a steady advantage over their smaller
competitors, engross with the progress of time a larger and larger proportion of the aggregate wealth of the country', and gradually acqmre the control of Its collective mdustr'_' Meantime, amongst the ascendant class a condition of general indebtedness prevails _Pp. 06-71 )
Side by" side with these great land and slave proprietors
grows up a white
proletariat
of the worst kind, known in Southern phraseology' as "mean whites" or
"white trash. "'1+) The vast districts (becoming.
under the deteriorating
effects of
slave industry', constantly' larger,) which are surrendered
to nature, and relapse
into wilderness,
Become the resort of a numerous horde of people, _ ho, too poor to keep slaves, and too
proud to work, prefer a vagrant and precarious life spent m the desert, to engaging in
occupations which would associate them with the slaves w'hom thex despise In the
Southern States no less than five mflhons ol human beings are now said to exist in thl_
manner, in a condition little removed from savage life, eking out a wretched subsistence bx
hunting, b) fishing, by hmng themselves out for occasional jobs, by plunder Combining
the restlessness and contempt for regular industry peculiar to the savage, with the vices ol
the proletatre of clvihzed commumtles, these people make up a class at once degraded and
dangerous: and constantly' reinforced as they are by' all that is idle. worthless, and lawte.s_
among the population of the nelghbounng States. form an inexhaustible prese_'e of
ruffmnism, ready at hand for all the worst purposes of Southern ambmon The planters
complain of these people for their idleness, tor corrupting their slaves, for their thlevl,sh
propensmes: but the_ cannot dispense v, lth them. for in truth the)' perlorm an indispensable
function m the economy of slave societies, of which the) are at once the victims and the
principal supporters It _sfrom their ranks that those filibustering expeditions are recruited,
which have been found so effective an instrument m extending the domain of the slave
power: they furnish the "'Border Ruffians" who m the colonization struggle v, lth the
Northern States contend w_th Freesoilers on the territories, and _tis to their antipathy to the
negroes that the planters securely trust for repressing every' attempt at servde msurrectam
(Pp. 75-6 )
Such, then,

IS the constitution

of society

m the Slave States: "it resolves

_tself

into three classes--the
slaves, on whom devolves all the regular industry: the
slaveholders,
who reap all its fruits: and an idle and lawless rabble who hvc
dispersed

over vast plains in a condition

httle removed

from absolute

[*Clement Clatborne Clay', "'Address Dehvered belore the Chunnenuggee
Society of Alabama," De Bow',s Revww. o,s. XIX (Dec , 18551, 727 ]
[+See Calrnes, p. 76.1

barbarism
Homculturai

"

]HE

[P. 85.] Of a society
inexorable law.

thus composed,
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the pohtical

structure

ts determined

by an

When the whole wealth of a countrw is monopolized by a thlrtleth part of its population.
while the remainder are by physlcat or moral causes consigned to compulsor 3 poxerty and
ignorance, when the persons composing the privileged thirtieth part are all engaged m
pursuits of the same kind, subject to the influence of the same moral _deas. and _dentified
with the maintenance of the same species of property: pohncal power will of necess_t_
reside with those m whom centre the elements of such po_er--wealth,
knowledge, and
intelligence--the
small mmont) for whose excluswe benefit the system exists The pohty
of such a society must thus, m essence, be an ohgarch._, whatever be the parhcular mould m
which it is cast Nor is this all A sooetx so orgamzed tends to develop _lth a pecuhar
intensity the dlstlncnve vices of an ohgarchy In a country of free labour, whatever be the
form of government to which _t is subject, the pursmts of industry' are various Various
interests, therefore, take root. and parties grov, up which, regarding national quest_on_ from
various points of vle_, become centres of opposmon, whether against the undue
pretensions of any one of their number, or against those of a single ruler It 1_not co m the
Slave States. That varlet,,' of interests which spnngs from the individual zmpulses of a free
population does not here exist. The elements of a poht_cal opposmon are v, antmg There _s
but one part3', but one set of men who are capable of acting together m polmcal concert The
rest Is an undlsclphned rabble. From th_s state of things the onl3 possible result _>that which
we find--a despotism, m the last degree unscrupulous and lmpat,ent of control. _ _elded bx
the wealth', few
To sum up m a few words the general results of the foregoing discussion, the Sla_e
Power--that power which has long held the helm of government m the Umon--L_. under the
forms of a democracy', an uncontrolled despotism, wielded b_ a compact ohgarch 3
Supported by the labour of four milhon_ of slaves, it rules a population of fi_e mHhons ot
wh_tes--a population _gnorant, averse to sy'stemanc mdustrj, and prone to _rregular
adventure A s)stem of societx more formidable for e_d. more menacing tc_the best
interests of the human race, _t _s difficult to conceive tlap 85-7. and 92 )
Are there, m the socml and political system which has now been characterized.
any elements of tmprovement,
an 3 qualmes which leave room for a reasonable
hope of the ultimate,
ho_'ever
gradual,
correction
of its inherent evils? Mr
Caimes has conclusively
shown that the very reverse _s the case Instead of raising themselves
most imperious
themselves.

to the level of free societtes, these communities
are urged b_ the
motives to drag down. if possible, free societies to the level of

It may be thought, perhaps, that American
slaver_ will, from merel_ natural
causes, share the fate of slaver',, elsewhere.
The institution of slavery _ as once
universal,
but mankind
have nevertheless
improved:
the most progressive
communities
in the ancient and modem _xorld--the
Greeks. Romans. Hebre_ s,
mediaeval Europeans--have
been affiacted wtth th_s scourge, but bx the natural
progress of tmprovement
have got nd of _t, and why, _tma_ be said. should not this
also happen in the Southern States': and if so, would not an attempt to ant_clpate
this natural progress, and make emancipation
mo_ e fo_ ard more rap_dl 3 than the
preparation for it. be full of mischief even to the oppressed race itself':
Mr. Caimes feels all the importance
of this question: and no part of ht_ book _s
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more instructive,
or more masterly, than the chapter in which he grapples with
it. t*_ He shows, that "'between slave_' as it existed in classical and medmeva]
times, and the system which now erects itself defiantly m North America,'" there
are such deep-seated
distinctions,
as render the analog)
of the one entirely inapplicable to the other. [P. 98.1
The first distinction is the vital fact of the difference in colour between modern
slaves and their masters. In the ancient world, slaves, once freed, became an
integral part of free society: their descendants
not only were not a class apart, but
were the main source from which the members of the free community
were
recruited; and no obstacle, legal or moral, existed to their attainment of the highest
social positions, in America, on the contrary, the freed slave transmits the external
brand of his past degradation
to all his descendants.
However worth5' of freedom,
the)' bear an outward mark which prevents them from becoming
imperceptibly
blended with the mass of the free: and while that odious associanon lasts. It forms a
great additional hindrance
even when enfranchised,
fellow-citizens.
But another

difference

to the enfranchisement
the masters
cannot
between

ancient

intimately
affects the question
under
development
of international
commerce

by their masters, of those whom,
endure to look upon as their

and modem

slavery,

discussion,
arises
in modern times.

which

from

the

still more
_mmense

So long as each nation was m the main dependent on the mdustr_ of its own members for
the supply of its wants, a strong mouve would be present for the cultivation of the
intelhgence, and the improvement of the con&tlon, of the mdusmal classes The
commodities which mlmster to comfort and luxury' cannot be produced without skilled
labour, and skilled labour lmphes a certain degree of mental cultp,'atlon, and a certain
prowess in socml respect. To attain success m the more difficult industrial arts, the
workman must respect his vocanon, must take an interest m h_s task; haNt_ of care,
deliberanon, forethought, must be acquired: m short, there must be such a general
awakening of the faculties, intellectual and moral, as b) leading men to a knowledge of their
rights and of the means of enforcing them, inevitably &squahfies them for the servile
condltmn. Now this was the posmon m which the slave master found h_mself m the ancient
world. He was, m the main, dependent on the skill of his slaves for obtaining whatever he
required He was therefore naturally led to cultivate the faculties of h_s slaves, and b_
consequence to promote generally the improvement of their condmon His progress m the
enjoyment of the material advantages of civillzanon depended directly upon their progres_
in knowledge and socml consideration. Accordingly the education of slaves was never
prohibited m the ancient Roman world, and, In point of fact. no small number of them
enjoyed the advantage of a high cultlvatmn. "'The youths of promising genius." sax
Gibbon, "'were instructed m the arts and sc.ences, and almost ever?, professmn, hberal and
mechanical,
might be found in the household of an opulent senator ,.l'l Modern
slaveholders, on the contrary, are independent of the skill, and therefore of the mtelhgencc
and social improvement,
of their slave populauon. The_ have onl', need to find a
[*Chap. l_, "Tendencies of Slave Societies," pp, 93-118 I
[+Edward Gibbon, The Htsto 0 o] the Dechne and Fall o/ the Roman Empire, 6 vol_
(London. Strahan and Cadell, 1776-88_, Vol 1, p 42 ]
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commodity which is capable of being produced b) crude labour, and at the same nine m
large demand in the markets of the v,orld, and by applying thmr slaves to the producnon of
this, the)' ma). through an exchange with other countrms, make ztthe means of procuring
for themselves whatever the)' reqmre Cotton and sugar, for example, are commodmes
which fulfil these condmons: they may be raised by crude labour, and the\ are m large
demand throughout the world Accordingly, Alabama and Lomslana have onl) to emplo)
thmr slaves m raising these products, and the) are enabled through thmr means to command
the mdusmal resources of all commercial nations Without culnvatmg one ot the arts or
refinements of Clvlhzanon, the3 can possess themsetx,es of atl Its material comfort_
Without employing an artisan, a manufacturer, a skilled labourer of any sort, they can
secure the products of the highest manufacturing and mechamcal skill {Pp. lfhq-3 )
There being thus no inducements for cultivating the mtelhgence of slaves, the
mlght._ motives which always exist against suffering _t to be cultivated, have had
full play: and in all the prancipal Slave States. teaching a slave to read or wnte _s
rigorou_l.v prohibited, under most severe penaltms both to the teacher and the
taught.[ *_
There is vet another important d_stmction between slaver_ in ancmnt and m
modem times--namely,
the place which the slave trade fills m the organlzanon of modem slaver, Trading m slave,
was doubtless practised b3 thc ancmnts, and with suff_cmntbarbarity But _e look m yam m
the records of ant_qmtxfor a traffic wh.ch, m extent, m s_stemanc character, and abo_e all.
m the funcnon discharged b3 it as the common support ofcountries breeding and consuming
human labour, can w'_th)ustme be regarded a_ the analogue of the modern _lave trade--of
thatorgamzed system which ha_ been earned on between Guinea and the coa_,'of America.
and of that between Vlrglma, the Guinea of the Neu V_orld. and the slaxc-consuming State,
of the South and West. [Pp 107-8 ]
The barbarous mhumamty of the slave trade has long been understood: but what
has not been so often nouced _s the mode m wh_ch _t operates m g_ lng increased
coherence and stabihtv to the system of which it _s a part. first. "b_ bnnging the
resources of salubrious countries to supplement the aaste of human life mtomd
regions: and secondl}, b_ providing a ne_ source of profit tor slaveholders, u'hlch
enables them to keep up the msmunon, _ hen, m the absence of th_s resource. _t
uould become unprofitable and disappear ""[P 109.] Thus, m Virginia. _xhen
slaver3., by exhausting the so_t. had eaten av,ax _ts o_n profits, and the
recolonizanon of the State b\ free settlers had actually begun, came suddenlx the
prohibition of the African slave tradc, and nearl_ at the same nine the vast
enlargement of the field for slave labour b_ the purchase of Lomsmna, and these
two events made slaver_ m Virginia again profitable, as a means of breeding sla_ es
for exportation and sale to the South.
It _s through the existence of th)s abundant breeding ground for slaves. _ h_ch
enables their number to be kept up and increased, in the face of the most frightful
mortahty In the places to which the_ are sent. that staver_ ts enabled, a., _texhau._ts
[*See Calrne_. pp 1(M.-7]
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old lands, to move on to new ones. preventing that condensation of population
which, by depriving the "mean whites" of the means of subsisting without regular
work, might render them efficient workmen, instead of, as they now are, "'more
inefficient, more unreliable, more unmanageable" than even the slaves, and so
might gradually effect the substitution of free fbr slave labour. [P. 126.] The
consequence is that population under these institutions increases only by
dispersion. Fifteen persons to the square mile are its maximum density in the really
slave countries: a state of things under which "'popular education becomes
impracticable: roads, canals, railways must be losing speculations" [p. 1291 (in
South Carohna "'a train has been known to travel a hundred miles with a single
passenger" [p. 131]): all civilizing agencies, all powers capable of making
improvement penetrate the mass of the poor white population, are wanting.
There remain, as a source from which the regeneration of slave society is to be
looked for. the slave-owners themselves; the chance, whatever it may be, that
these may be induced, without external compulsion, to free their slaves, or take
some measure, great or small, to prepare the slaves for freedom. An individual
here and there may be virtuous enough to do this, if the general sentiment of those
by whom he is surrounded will allow him: but no one. we suppose, Is simple
enough to expect this sacrifice from the entire ruling class of a nation, least of all
from the ruling class in the Slave States, with whom the maintenance of slavery has
become a matter of social pride and political ambition as much as of pecuma_'
interest.
It is not simply as a producnve instrument that slaver3' is valued b_ its supporters. It _s far
rather for its social and polmcal results, as the means of upholding a form of s(vc_etym
which slaveholders are the sole depositaries of social prestige and pohncal power, as the
corner-stone of an edifice of which they are the masters, that the system _sprized. Abohbh
slaveD', and you introduce a new order of things, in which the ascendancy of the men who
now rule fin ethe South would be at an end. An immlgranon of new men would set m rapldl)
from various quarters. The planters and their adherents would soon be placed m a hopcles_
minority m their old domlmons New interests would take root and grow, new socml _dea,
would germinate; new polincal combinations would be formed; and the power and hopes ot
the part3' which has long swayed the pohtlcs of the Umon, and which nov, seeks to break
loose from that Umon m order to secure a free career for the accomphshment of bolder
designs, would be gone for ever. [Pp. 138-9 ]
Accordingly the South has advanced, from the modest apologies for slaver5, of a
generation ago, to loudly vaunting it as a moral, civihzing, and every wa_
wholesome institution; the fit condition not only for negroes but for the labounng
classes of all countries; nay, as an ordinance of God, and a sacred deposit
providentially entrusted to the keeping of the Southern Americans. for preservation and extension.I*l
[*See Cairnes, pp. 142-4.]
__-64
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The energies of the Southern rulers have long been devoted to protecting
themselves against the economical
inconveniences
of slave D in a manner directly
the reverse of either its extinction or Its mitigation.
To obtain for it an ever _ _der
field is the sole aim of their policy, and, as the)" are firmly persuaded, the condmon
of their social existence.
"'There Is not a slaveholder,"
says Judge Warner, of
Georgia," and in saying this he only expressed the general sennment,
"'m this house or out of it, but _ho knows perfectly well that whenever slave D' is confined
v,athm certain specified hm_ts its future existence _s doomed, _t_s onl) a quesnon of rime as
to _tsfinal destruction. You may take any single sla,,eholdlng count) m the Southern States,
in which the great staples of cotton and ,sugar are cultivated to an) extent, and confine the
present slave population within the hmlts of that count)'. Such is the rapid natural increase o)
the slaves, and the rapid exhaustion of the soil in the culnvatJon of those crops tv,hlch add so
much to the commercial wealth of the country ). that in a feb )'ears it _ ould be impossible to
support them within the hm_ts of such count_ Both master and slave would be starved out:
and what would be the pracucal effect m an)' one countx, the same result would happen to all
the Slaveholding States Slaved cannot be confined within certain limits _xithout producing
the destruction of both mastcr and slave, it reqmre, fresh lands, plent 5 of _ood and v,ater.
not only h)r the comfort and happmes_ of the slax e, but for the benefit of the o_ net "'_"
And this is the doctrine of the advocates of staveDl What. to an5" mind but that of a
slaveholder,
would seem at once the reductto ad absurdum and the bmerest moral
satire on slaveD',
an unanswerable

_s by them brought forw ard--such
_s the state of their minds--as
argument
for bringing fresh territory under tt as fast as _ts

exhausts the old. until,
and depopulated.

we suppose,

all the remaining

soil of our planet is used up

Even were they not prompted to th_s aggresslx e ambmon b 5 pecunlar), interest,
they would have a sufficient inducement to it m the passions which are the natural
growth of slave societx. "'That which the necessity for fresh sods is to the polmcal
economy of such communtttes,
a lust of power xs to thexr moral_tx The sla_ eholder
hves from mfancv m an atmosphere
of _despot_sm: he ' see_ around hma none but
abject creatures,
who, under fearful penalties to be infltcted b\ htmself, are bound
to do his slightest,
his most unreasonable
bidding.'" [P. 155.] The commerce
between master and slave, m the words of Jefferson.
himself born and bred a
slave-owner,
""ts a perpetual exercise of the most boisterous passions--the
most
unremttting
despotism on the one hand, and degrading submission on the other
Our children see thts. and learn to imitate it. The parent storms, the child looks on,
catches the lineaments
of wrath, puts on the same a_rs in the ctrcle of smaller
slaves, gives a loose to the worst passmns, and thus nursed, educated, and dadx
exerctsed in tyranny, cannot but be stamped w lth its odious pecuharitles.'"_-'
The
[*Cmrnes, pp, 151-2. quoting Hiram Warner, Speech on Slave_ in the q'crrm)ne,_
(1 Apr , 1856. House of Representatr, es). 4ppendt_ t,_ the (ongres_,nal
Globt_. 34th
Congress. Sess I, 1856 (Veashmgton R,ve__. 1850). 299-300 !
['Cmrnes. p. 155. quoting Thomas Jefferson..';otcs. on ttu State ot _ _r_,mm tBalnmore
Pechm, 18(X)), p 163 ("Quer 5 XVIll"l ]
6t64 despotism He
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arrogance, self-will, and impatience of restraint, which are the natural fruits of the
situation, and with which the Southern-Amencan character in all its manifestations is deeply stamped, suffice of themselves to make the slaveholding class
throw all their pride and self-importance into the maintenance, extension, and
exaltation of their "peculiar institution: "q*_the more, because the institution and
its upholders are generally reprobated by mankind, and because they have to defy
the opinion of free nations, and may have to resist the exertion of their physical
power.
Hence it is that the politicians of the Slave States have devoted themselves, with
the ardour of fanaticism, to acquiring, by fair means or foul, ascendancy m the
politics of the Union, in order that they might employ' that ascendancy m gaining
territory, for the formation of new Slave States: and again to create more and more
Slave States, in order to maintain their ascendancy in the Union. Mr Cairnes has
traced with a vigorous hand the history of these efforts: l't the struggle between
freedom and slavery, for the possession of Missouri; the compromise by which that
new State was given up to slaveD,, on condition that no future Slave State should
be created north of the parallel 36o30 ' of north latitude; the filibustering occupation
of Texas in order to detach it from Mexico, its annexation to the Union by means of
slaver3' ascendancy, and the war with Mexico for the acquisition of more slave
territo_-: the Missouri compromise, as soon as all its fruits had been reaped,
discovered to be unconstitutional, and repudiated, the principle next set up being
"squatter sovereignt._ "'l:) (the doctrine that Congress could not legislate for the
territories, and that the first inhabitants had the right to decide whether they' would
allow slave W or nott: the Northern territories consequently opened to slavery', and
the race which followed between Northern and Southern occupants for the
possession of Kansas: a slavery, constitution for Kansas voted at the rifle's point by
bands of "border ruffians "q,_tfrom the South, who did not even intend to settle in
the terntow: when this nefarious proceeding was frustrated by the crowds of free
settlers who flocked in from the North and refused to be bound by the fictitious
constitution, the pnnmple of squatter sovereignty' also repudiated, since it had
failed to effect Southern objects, and the doctrine set up that slave W exists if>so
jure in all the territories, and that not even the settlers themselves could make it
illegal; and finally a decision obtained from the highest tribunal of the United
States (which Southern influence had succeeded in filling with Southern lawyers)
by which not only this monstrous principle was affirmed, but the right of a
slavemaster was recognised to carry his slaves with him to any part of the Free
States, and hold them there, any local law to the contrary notwithstanding. This
[*For the term, see Article on emigration to Kansas, New York Tribune. 19 Oct .
1854, p. 4 ]
[*Caimes. Chap. vn, pp. 176-226 ]
[;Ibid., p. 195.]
[§Ibid.. p. 197 ]
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was the one step too much in the otherwise well planned progress of the Southern
conspiracy. At this point the Northern allies, by whose help alone the)' could
command a majority in the councils of the Federation, fell off from them. The
defeat of the Southern candidate for the Presidency t'_I followed as a consequence.
and this first check to the aggressive and advancing movement of slaver3, was the
signal for secession and civil war. Well ma? Mr Calrnes say that this series of
events "is one of the most striking and alarming episodes in modern hlston, and
furnishes a remarkable example of what a small body of men may effect against the
most vital interests of human society, when, thoroughly understanding their
position and its requirements, they devote themselves, dehberately, resolutely.
and unscrupulousl), to the accomplishment of their ends '" [P. 221.1
Should these conspirators succeed in making good their independence, and
possessing themselves of a part of the temtories, being those which are in
immediate contact with Mexico, nothing IS to be expected but the spread of the
institution by conquest lunless prevented by some European Power_ over that vast
country, and ultimately over all Spanish America. and if circumstances permit, the
conquest and annexation of the West Indies; while so vast an extension of the field
for the employment of slaves would raise up a demand for more, which would in
all probabihty lead to that reopening of the African slave-trade, the legmmac) and
necessity of which have long been publicly asserted by man 3 organs of the South.
Such are the issues to humamtv which are at stake in the present contest between
free and slaveholding America: and such is the cause to which a majont) of
English writers, and of Enghshmen who have the ear of the pubhc, have given the
support of their sympathies.
What is the meaning of this? Why does the English nation, which has made itself
memorable to all time as the destroyer of negro slaver)., which has shrunk from no
sacrifices to free its own character from that odiou_ stare, and to close all the
countries of the world against the slave merchant: wh) is It that the nation _hich is
at the head of Abolitionism. not only feels no sympathy ,alth those who are
fighting against the slavehotding conspiracy, but actuall_ desires its success" Why
is the general voice of our press, the general sentiment of our people, bitterly
reproachful to the North. while for the South. the aggressors m the war. _e have
either mild apologies or direct and downright encouragement': and this not onl_
from the Tor 3 and anti-democratic camp, but from Liberals. or so_-dzsant such'?
This strange perversion of feeling prevails nowhere else. The public of France.
and of the Continent generall 3 , at all events the Liberal part of it. sa_ at once on
which side were justice and moral principle, and gave its _ympath_es consistentt_
and steadily _to,_'the North. Wh,, Is England an exception" Several causes max be
[*John Cabell Breckmndge l
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assigned, none of them honourable to this country, though some. more than
others, may seem to make the aberration excusable.
In the first place, it must. we fear. be admitted, that the anti-slavery feeling in
England. though quite real. is no longer, in point of intensity, what it was. We do
not ascribe this to any degeneracy in the public mind. It is because the work. so far
as it specially concerns England, is done. Strong feeling on any practical subject is
only kept up by constant exercise. A new generation has grown up since the great
victory, of slavery" abolition; composed of persons whose ardour in the cause has
never been wrought upon and strung up by contest. The public of the present day
think as their fathers did concerning slavery, but their feelings have not been in the
same degree roused against its enormities. Their minds have been employed, and
their feelings excited, on other topics, on which there still remained, as it might
seem. more to be done. Slavery has receded into the background of their mental
prospect; it stands, to most of them. as a mere name, the name of one social evil
among many others; not as. what in truth it is. the summing-up and concentration
of them all; the stronghold in which the principle of tyrannical power, elsewhere
only militant, reigns triumphant.
It must be remembered, too, that though the English public are averse to
slavery, several of the political and literary organs which have most influence over
the public are decidedly not so. For many years the Times has taken ever 3,
opportunity of throwing cold water, as far as decency permitted, on the cause of
the negro: had ItS attempts succeeded, the African squadron would have been
withdrawn, and the effort so long and honourably persisted in by England to close
the negro coast against the man-stealer would have been ignominiously abandoned. Another of the misleaders of opinion on this sub lect, more intellectual in its
aims, and addressing itself to a more intellectual audience, has been from its first
origin, however Liberal on the surface. Imbued with a deeply-seated Tory. feeling.
which makes it prefer even slavery to democratic equality; and it never loses an
opportunity of saying a word for slaveD', and palliating ItS evils. I*_
The most operative cause, however, of the wrong direction taken on the
American question bv English feeling, is the general belief that Americans are
hostile to England, and long to insult and humble her if the}' had but an
opportunity; and the accumulated resentment left by a number of small diplomatic
collisions, in which America has camed herself with a high hand, has bullied and
blustered, or her press has bullied and blustered for her, and in which, through the
reluctance of England to push matters to extremities, which do not vitally concern
the national honour, bullying and blustering have been allowed to prevail. The
facts are too true; but it has not been sufficiently considered, that the most
foul-mouthed enemies of England in the American press and in Congress were
Southern men, and men in the Southern interest; and that the offensive tone and
[*Apparently a reference to Fraaer',s Magazme.]
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encroaching policy of the Federal Government were the tone and policy of a
succession of Governments created by the South, and entirely under Southern
influence. If some bitterness towards England has shown itself rather widel+x
among the Northern people since the commencement of the war, and has been
ministered to in their usual style by the hacks of the newspaper press. It must be
said in excuse, that they were smarting under disappointed hopes; that they had
found only rebuke where the), felt that they deserved, and had counted upon
finding, sympathy, and when sympathy would have been of the utmost Importance
to their cause. "If England had but sympathized with us now,'" said recently to us
one of the first of American writers, "it would have united the tv+onations almost
to the end of time. ''l*t
But none of these causes would have accounted for the sad aberration of English
feeling at this momentous crisis, had they not been combined with an almost total
ignorance respecting the antecedents of the struggle England pays a heavy price
for its neglect of general cotemporary hlsto_', and inattention to what takes place
in foreign countries. The English people did not knox+'the past career or the present
policy and purposes of the Slave Power. They did not, nor do the)" yet, knox+'that
the object, the avowed object, of secession was the indefinite extension of slavery:
that the sole grievance alleged b+'vthe South consisted in being thwarted in this: that
the resistance of the North was resistance to the spread of slave_--the aim of the
North its confinement within its present bounds, which, in the opinion of the
slave-owners themselves, ensures its gradual extinction, and which is the onlx
means whereby the extinction can be gradual. The ignorance of the public was
shared by the Foreign Minister, whose official attitude in reference to the contest
has been everything which it ought to be. but who did unspeakable mischief by the
extra-official opinion so often quoted, that the Southern States are in arms for
independence, the Northern for dominion. I_1
When this was the view taken of the contest in the quarter supposed to be best
informed, what could be expected from the public +>Could the) fail to bestox+ their
sympathies on the side which, the) were told from authority, was fighting for the
common right of mankind to a government of their choice, while the other had
armed itself for the wicked purpose of exercising power over others against their
will? The moral relations of the tx+oparties are misplaced, are almost reversed, in
Earl Russell's dictum Could we consent to overlook the fact that the South are
fighting for, and the North against, the most odious form of unjust dominion
hwhichh ever existed: could we forget the slaves, and view the question as one
between two white populations: even then, who. we ask. are fighting for
[*Probably John Lothrop Motley. ]
[*John Russell, Speech at Newcastle t14 Oct.. 1861). reported m Spectator. tt_ Oct .
1861, p. 1135.]
h+%4 that
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dominion, if not those who having always before succeeded m domineering, break
off from the Union at the first moment when they find that they can domineer no
longer'? D_d ever any other section of a natron break through the solemn contract
which united them w_th the rest. for no reason but that they' were defeated m an
elecnon? It _s true, indeed, and they' are welcome to the adm_ssmn, that a very
serious interest of the slave-owning ohgarchy depended on retaining the power to
domineer. They had at stake, not dominion only, but the profits of domlmon: and
those profits were, that the propaganon of slaved m_ght be without hmit. instead
of being circumscribed withm the vast unoccupmd space already included m the
limits of the Slave States, being about half of thmr ennre extent.
But if the South are fighting for slaveD', the North. we are told. are. at all events,
not fighting against _t: thmr sole object m the struggle is the preservanon of the
Union.
And if _t _er¢ so: _s there anything so veu unjusnfiable in resisting, even b_
arms. the dismemberment of their country? Does public morahty reqmre that the
United States should abdmate the character of a nanon, and be ready at the first
summons to allow any' discontented section to &ssever _tself from the rest by a
single vote of a local majority', ficmious or real, taken w_thout an_, estabhshed
form, or public guarantee for its genuineness and deliberateness'? Th_s would be to
authorize any State. or part of a State. in a mere fit of xll-temper, or under the
temporary influence of intriguing polmcmns, to detach itself from the Umon, and
perhaps unite itself to some hostile power: and the end would probably be to break
down the Umon, from one of the great nanons of the world, into as many petty
repubhcs as there are States, with hnes of custom-houses all round thmr frontmrs,
and standing anmes always kept up m strength to protect them against thmr nearest
nmghbours.
It IS so new a thing to consider quesnons of national morahty from the point of
v_ew of nanons, instead of exclusively from that of rulers, that the condmons ha,_e
not yet been defined under which it is the duty of an estabhshed Government to
succumb to a manifestation of hostile leeling by a port)on, greater or smaller, of _ts
cinzens. Until some rule or maxim shall have grown up to govern this subject, no
Government is expected or bound to ymld to a rebelhon until after a fair trial oI
strength m the field. Were it not for the certainty of opposinon, and the heavy
penalties of failure, revolt would be as frequent a fact as it is now an unfrequent,
rebellions would be attempted, not as they now are, in cases ot almost unammous
discontent, but as often as any object was sought, or offence taken, by'the smallest
section of the community-.
Would the Government or people of the Umted Kingdom accept for themselves
this rule of duty? Would they look on qmetly and see the kingdom dismembered ?
They might renounce transmarine possessions which the)' hold only as dependencies, which they' care httle for, and with which they are nmther connected b_
interest nor by neighbourhood: but would England acqmesce, without fighting, m
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the separation of Ireland or Scotland'? and would she be required to do so b`` any
recognised obligation of public morahtv?
Putting at the very lowest the inducements which can be supposed to have
instigated the people of the Nor'them States to rush into the field with nearly all
their available population, and pledge the collective wealth of the country to an
unparalleled extent, in order to maintain its integrity: _tm_ght still be thought, that
a people who 'were' supposed to care for nothing m comparison _lth the
"almighty dollar,"l*! ought to have ,,ome credit given them for showing, by such
decisive proofs, that they are capable of sacrificing that and everything else to a
patriotic impulse. It might have been supposed, too. that even had their motives
been wholly selfish, all good men would have wished them success when the','
were fighting for the right, and. consldermg what it w as that the``"were fighting
against, might have been glad that even selfish motives had reduced one great
nation to shed its blood and expend _tssubstance in doing battle against a monster
evil which the other nations, from the height of their disinterested moraht``, would
have allowed to grow up unchecked, until the consequences came home to
themselves.
But such a v_ew of the motIves of the Northern Americans v, ould be a flagrant
injustice to them. True, the feeling which made the heroic mapulse pervade the
whole countr3, and descend to the least enhghtened classes, was the desire to
uphold the Union. But not the Umon. simpl_. Had the_ consented to gl``e up the
Northern interpretation of the pact: had they welded to the Supreme Court's
Southern exposition of it. they _ould have _on back the South to the Federation by
an unanimous voice i+) It _as because the``- valued something else e``en more
bighl) than the Umon, that the Umon v,a_ ever m a posmon m _h_ch _thad to be
fought for. The North fights for the Umon. but the Umon under condmons _ hlch
deprive the Slave Power of its permc_ous ascendanc`` People talk a., if to _upport
the existing constitution _ ere synonymous _ _thaltogether abandoning emancipation, and "'giving guarantees to slavery "" Nothing of the sort The Constitution
guarantees slaver 3 against nothing but the interference of Congress to legislate for
the legally constituted Slave States _:' Such legislation, m the opinion equally of
North and South, is neither the only, nor the best, nor the most effectual mode of
getting rid of slaver-``'.The North may indeed be driven to _t:and. m the opimon of
near observers, _s moving rapidly towards that _ssue. Mr Russell. m h_ letters to
[*Washington 1_ lng, Chrome le_ or,I_oliert',_R_.st and Othe_ t'aDer_. Author', ed
_Edlnburgh Constable, London. Hamilton, Dubhn McGla_han. I_55), p 30 ]
[_See Scott _ Sanford 11856), in R_7>ort_ot Ca.w_ Areucd and 4_Om'gcd m tlu
Supreme Court o] the Umted State._. 24 _ols I_ ashlngton Morr_son. i85"), \¢_1 NIX,
pp 393-633 l
l_The Con_tltutlon
or Frame c{!Government h, the [ n'tcd St,m _,,t 4mcrt,',__Bo_ton
Fleet. 1787), Art I, Sect c_ p 6,]
' '62z are
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the Times, was constantly reiterating that the war would before long become an
abolition war: t*l and Mr. Dice)'. the latest traveller in America who has published
his impressions, and whose book should be in every one's hand. says, that this
predicted consummation is now rapidly drawing near. through the conviction,
becoming general in the North, that slavern, and the Union are incompatible, i:j
But the Federal Government was bound to keep within the Federal Constitution:
and what, that could be done against slaver? consistently with the Constituuon,
has it left undone? The district of Columbia was constitutionally' under the
authority of Congress: Congress have abohshed slavery m that d_strict, granting
compensation, lej They' have offered liberal pecuniar?' assistance to an5' Slave
State which will take measures for either _mmediately or gradually' emancipating
its slaves. E_IThey have admitted Western Virgima into the Umon as a State. under
a provision that all children born after a certain day ol 1863 shall be born free. I'i
They have concluded a treaty' with England for the better suppression of the slave
trade, conceding, what all former American Governments have so obstlnatel_
resisted, the right of search. I I And. what is more m_portant than all. they' ha_e. by
a legislative act. prohibited slaver?' m the territories. I**I No human being can
henceforth be held in bondage in any possession of the United States which has not
vet been erected into a State. A barrier is thus set to all further extension of the legal
area of slavery within the dominion of the Umted States. These things have the
United States done, in opposition to the opinion of the Border States which are still
true to their allegiance: at the risk of irretrievably' offending those States, and
deciding them to go over to the enemy'. What could the party now dominant m the
United States have done more, to prove the sincerity of its aversion to slaver?', and
its purpose to get rid of it by all lawful means '_
And these means would, in all probabihty, suffice for the object. To prevent the
extension of slavery, is. in the general opinion of slaveholders, to ensure its
extinction. It is, at any rate, the only means by which that object can be effected
through the interest of the slaveholders themselves. If peaceful and gradual is
preferable to sudden and violent emancipation (which we grant may' in the present
case be doubtful), this is the mode in which alone it can be effected Further
[*See, e.g., William Howard Russell, "The CJvll War m America," The Tmu's, 13
Sept.. 1861, p. 9.]
[+Edward Dice5', Six Months m the Federal Statc.s. 2 _ols ILondon and Cambridge
Macmillan, 18635, esp. Vol. I, pp 315-18 ]
['_37thCongress, Sess. I1, c 54 (18625.]
[_37thCongress, Sess. 11,Resolution 26 t18621 ]
['See "America," The Time_, 26 July, 1862. p 14, for a report of the passage
through the U. S Senate of the bill that, after ranficatlon in the House of Representatives in
December, was enacted as 37th Congress, Sess IIl. c 6 (18625 ]
[""Treaty between Her MaJesty and the United States of America for the Suppression oi
the African Slave Trade,'" PP. 1862, LXI, 373-85 ]
[**37th Congress, Sess II, c 111 _18625]
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colonization by slaves and slave-masters being rendered impossible, the process of
exhausting the lands fitted for slave cultivation would either continue, or would be
arrested. If it continue, the prosperity of the country t'lll progresslvel) decline.
until the value of slave property :was: reduced so lot, and the need of more
efficient labour so keenly felt, that there _would t be no motive remaining to hold
the negroes in bondage. If, on the other hand. the exhaustive process should be
arrested, it must be by means implying an ennre renovation, economical and
social, of Southern society. There would be needed net' modes ot cultivation.
processes more refined and intellectual, and. as an m&spensable condition.
labourers more intelligent, who must be had either b_, the introduction of free
labour, or by the mental Improvement of the slaves. The masters must resign
themselves to become efficient men of business, personal and vigilant o_,erseers of
their own labourers: and would find that in their net' circumstances successful
industry was Impossible without calling m other motives than the fear of the lash
The immediate mmgatmn of slaverx, and the education of the slaves, would thus
be certain consequences, and _ts gradual destruction b_ the consent of all
concerned, a probable one, of the mere restncnon of _ts area: thether brought
about by the subjugation of the Southern States. and their return to the Umon under
the Constitution according to its Northern mterpretataon, or by t'hat Mr. Cairnes
regards as both more practical and more desirable, the recognmon of their
independence, w_th the M_sslss_pp_ Ior their western bounda_ (''
Either of these results would be a splendM, and probabl) a decisive and final,
victor)' over slaver?' But the only point on which te hesitate to agree tlth Mr
Cairnes is in preferring the latter, to the former and more complete _ssue of the
contest. Mr. Calrnes Is alarmed bv what he thinks the impossibflit) of governing
this group of States after reunion, unless in a manner mcompanble with free
institutions--as conquered countries, and b_ mihtarv lau. We are unable to see the
lmpossibiht). If reduced by force, the Slave States must submit at discretion. The\
could no longer clmm to be dealt with according to the Constitution w'hlch they had
rebelled against, The door which has been left open tilt not' for their voluntar_
return, would be closed, it ISto be presumed, after the) had been brought back b_
force. In that case the whole slave tx_pulatlon might, and probabl) would, be at
once emancipated, with compensation to those masters onl_ who had remained
loyal to the Federal Government. or who ma_ have voluntarilx returned to their
allegiance before a time fixed. This having been done, there tould be no real
danger in restoring the Southern States to their old position m the Umon It tould
be a diminished position, because the masters would no longer be alloted
representatives m Congress in right of three-fifths of their slaves. The slax e, once
[*Calrnes, pp 290-1 ]
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freed, and enabled to hold property, and the country" thrown open to free
colonization, in a few years there would be a free population in sympathy with the
rest of the Union. The most actively disloyal part of the population, already
diminished by the war, would probably m great part emigrate if the North were
successful. Even if the negroes were not admitted to the suffrage, or if their former
masters were able to control their votes, there is no probabdlty, humbled and
prostrated as the Slave Power would be, that in the next few years it would rally
sufficiently to render any use which it could make of constitutional freedom again
dangerous to the Union. When it is remembered that the thinly-peopled Missouri,
Arkansas, Texas, and some parts even of the South-Eastern States, have even now
so few slaves that they may be made entirely free at a very trifling expense in the
way of redemption: and when the probable great reflux of Northern settlers into
those provinces is considered: the chance of any dangerous power in the councils
of the United States to be exercised by the six or seven Cotton States, if allowed to
retain their constitutional freedom, must appear so small, that there could be little
temptation to den 5' them that common right.
It may, however, prove impossible to reduce the seceded States to unconditional
submission, without a greater lapse of time, and greater sacrifices, than the North
may be willing to endure. If so, the terms of compromise suggested by Mr.
Cairnes, which would secure all west of the Mississippi for free labour, would be a
great immediate gain to the cause of freedom, and would probably m no long
period secure its complete trmmph. We agree with Mr. Ca_rnes I*) that this is the
only kind of compromise which should be entertained for a moment. That peace
should be made by giving up the cause of quarrel, the exclusion of slavery, from
the territories, would be one of the greatest calamities which could happen to
civilization and to mankind. Close the territories, prevent the spread of the disease
to countries not now afflicted with it, and much will already have been done to
hasten its doom. But that doom would still be distant if the vast uncolonized region
of Arkansas, and Texas, which alone is thought sufficient to form five States, were
left to be filled up by a population of slaves and their masters: and no treaty of
separation can be regarded with any satisfaction but one which should convert the
whole country, west of the Mississippi into free soil
I*Pp 285ff.]
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Dtssertatzons and Dtscusstons. lII(1867), 20b-74, where the title is footnoted, "'Edmburgh
Revie)_, October 1863 --1 "Lectures on Jurisprudence: being the Sequel to "'The Province
of Jurisprudence Determined "' To which are added Notes and Fragments, now first
pubhshed from the Original Manuscripts " B? the late John Austin, Esq., of the Inner
Temple, Barrister-at-Law. lEd. Sarah Austln,] Two vols 8vo. London [Murray.] 1863.
2. 'On the Uses of the Study of Junsprudence." By the late John Austin, Esq., of the Inner
Temple, Barrister-at-Law
Repnnted from the Third Volume of "Lectures on Jurisprudence " lEd. Sarah Austin.] London. [Murray.] 1863.'" Reprinted from Edinburgh Revte)_.
CXVIII (Oct , 1863), 439-82, where it appeared as Art. V, headed b 3 the same reformation
as m the footnote to the t_tle m D&D: running t_tles. "'Austin on Jurisprudence ""Unsigned
Identified m Mill's bibliograph 3 as "'A review of Austin's Lectures on Jurisprudence in the
Edinburgh Review for October 1863 (ommed m its proper place)'" (MacMmn, 96). the entry
appears between those for 1865 and for 1866 In the Somervdle College cop',' of an offprint
of the Edinburgh Revzew version (repaged 1-44 but otherwise identical) are two corrections
in Mill's hand, both of which are adopted in D&D (and in the present te_t), sec 167..... and
172 J-a, In the Somerville College set of D&D there is a further correction at 179.27
"'motion" is corrected m pencil to "'notion" (as m the Edinburgh version and m the 2nd ed of
Vol. 1II of D&D [ 1875. edited after MHI's death by Helen Taylor]). _ttoo Is adopted here
For comment on the essa 3 , see xh-xl_ m and lx_-lxvi abo,_e
The text below is that of D&D, I11 (1867), the onl? edition of that volume m Mill's
lifetime In the footnoted varmnts. "63 _'' indicates Edinburgh Revtew. "'632"', the offpnnt:
"67", D&D. Ili.

Austin on Jurisprudence

THESE LECTURES AND FRAGMENTS,with the volume on The Province of
Jurisprudence. t*I of which the3 are the contmuanon, and a ver_' few though very
elaborate essays on miscellaneous subjects, pubhshed at long intervals, mostly in
Reviews, are all that remains of the intellectual life of a most remarkable mind.
Mr. Austin's name and wntmgs are little known, except to students of the science
which, though only "one" of those on which his wntmgs prove him to have
reflected, was the subject on which he principally wrote. But in that science, even
the limited portion of his labours which was before the world had placed him. in
the estimation of all competent judges, m the very tughest rank: and if such judges
are now greatly more numerous than when he began to write, the fact is in no small
degree owing to his intellectual influence. He has been in nothing more useful than
in forming the minds by which he is, and will hereafter be, judged No writer
whom we know had more of the qualmes needed for initiating and disciplining
other minds m the difficult art of precise thought. Though the merit and worth of
his writings as a contribunon to the philosophy ofjunsprudence are conspicuous,
their educanonal value, as a training school for the higher class of intellects, will
be found, we think, to be still greater. Considered in that aspect, there _s not extant
any other book which can do for the thinker exactly what this does. Independentl 3
of the demands which its sub lect makes upon the attennon, not merelx of a
particular profession, but of all liberal and cultivated minds, we do not hesitate to
say that as a mere organon for certain faculties of the intellect, a practical logic for
some of the h_gher departments of thought, these volumes have a claim to a place
m the educanon of statesmen, pubhclsts, and students of the human mind.
It Is not. of course, intended to clmm for Mr. Austin a position m the phdosophy
of law either equal or similar to that which posterit 3 w,lll assign to his great
predecessor, Bentham. That illustrious thinker has done. for thi_ _mportant
department of human affmrs, what can only be done once. But though the work
which Mr. Austin did, neither would nor could have been done ff Bentham had not
given the impulse and pointed out the way, it was of a different character from
[*The Province of Jurisprudence Determined (London Murra3. 1832). 2nd ed . ed
Sarah Austin (London. Murrax, 1861). repubhshed (3rd ed ) a_ Vol 1of the Lecturc_ ]
'_-°-t 67
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Bentham's work, and not less indispensable. In the confidence of private
friendship, Mr. Austin once said of himself, that if he had any special intellectual
vocation, it was that of "untying knots." In this judgment he estimated his own
qualifications very correctly. The untying of intellectual knots; the cleanng up of
the puzzles arising from complex combinations of ideas confusedly apprehended.
and not analysed into their elements; the building up of definite conceptions where
only indefinite ones existed, and where the current phrases disguised and
perpetuated the indefiniteness; the disentangling of the classifications and
distinctions grounded on differences in things themselves, from those arising out
of the mere accidents of their history, and. when disentangled, applying the
distinctions (often for the first time) clearly, consistently, and uniformly--these
were, of the many admirable characteristics of Mr. Austin's work as a jurist, those
which most especially distmguished him. This untying of knots was not
particularly characteristic of Bentham. He cut them rather. He preferred to draw
his pen through the whole of the past, and begin anew at the beginning. Neither his
tastes nor his mental habits were adapted to the other kind of work: but. though his
neglect of it led him not unfrequently into errors, yet, all things considered,
success has justified his choice. His effect on the world has been greater, and
therefore more beneficial, by means of it. The battering ram was of more
importance, in Bentham's time. than the builder's trowel. He had to conquer an
inveterate superstition. He found an recondite mass of barbarian conceits, obsolete
technicalities, and contrivances which had lost their meaning, bound together by
sophistical ingenuity into a semblance of legal science, and held up triumphantl3
to the admiration and applause of mankind. The urgent thing for Bentham was to
assault and demolish this castle of unreason, and to try if a tbundation could not be
laid for a rational science of law by direct consideration of the facts of human life.
To rescue from among the ruins such valuable materials as had been built in among
rubbish, and give them the new and workmanlike shape which fitted them for a
better edifice: to hunt among the irrationalities of law for helps to its rationale, was
work for which, even if it had been opportune in his day, Bentham had not time
For Bentham's subject had a wider range than Mr. Austin's. It was the whole, of
which the latter is but a part. The one inqmry was ultimate, the other instrumental.
Mr. Austin's subject was Jurisprudence, Bentham's was Legislation.
The purpose of Bentham was to investigate pnnclples from which to decide
what laws ought to exist--what legal rights, and legal duties or obligations, are fit
to be established among mankind. This was also the ultimate end of Mr. Austin's
speculations; but the subject of his special labours was theoretically d_stinct.
though subsidiary, and practically indispensable, to the fbrmer. It was what ma_
be called the logic of law, as distinguished from its morahty or expedienc_. Its
purpose was that of clearing up and defining the notions which the human mind Is
compelled to form, and the distinctions which it is necessitated to make, by the
mere existence of a body of law of an3' kind, or of a body of law taking cogmsance
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of the concerns of a civilized and complicated state of society. A clear and firm
possession of these notions and distinctions _s as important to practice as it Js to
science. For only by means of it can the legislator know how to gwe eftect to his
own ideas and his own purposes. Without it, however capable the legislator might
be of conceiving good laws in the abstract, he could not possibly so word them,
and so combine and arrange them, that they should really do the work intended and
expected.
These notions and distinctions form the science ofjunsprudence as Mr. Austin
conceived it. The readers of what we must nov, call his first volume, The Province
of Jurisprudence Determined, have probably often regretted, that though it
discussed in a most elaborate and searching manner the "'province" (in other words
the sublect-matter and limits) of junsprudence, the nature and uses of the studx
itself were rather taken for granted than expressly set lbrth. This, which was a real
defect in the former volume considered as a separate work, is nov, supplied bx a
dissertation on the stud? of jurisprudence, lormed out of the mtroductor', lecture:
to the two courses which Mr. Austin dehvered, at Univers_t? College and at the
Inner Temple. This instructive paper, besides being included m the larger work.
has, in order to recommend the study to a more numerous bod_ of readers, been
judiciously published separately as a pamphlet.
We have already, In reviewing the second edmon of Mr Austin's Province of
Jurisprudence,* republished bx his wldov` m 1861, compared and contrasted the
method of Mr. Austin with that of another eminent philosophical lav`yer, Mr,
Maine. The subject-matter of both writers _s positive law--the legal restitutions
which exist, or have existed, among mankind, considered as actual facts. The aim
of both is to let In the hght of phllosophx on these facts, and both do this v,lth great
success. Neither writer treats ex professo of laws as they ought to be: though, in
treating of them as they are and as they have been, it is the declared alto of both to
facditate their improvement But they pursue this end. for the most part. through
different intellectual medm Mr. Marne's operation is essennall_ historical, not
only in the mode of prosecuting his inquiry.', but In the nature ,ff the mqulr 3 lt_etf
He investigates, not properl3 the philosophy of lay,, but the phllosoph 3 of the
history of lay`. In the vanous legal lnstitunons which obtain, or haxe formerN
obtained, he studies principall? the causes that produced them. His book max be
called a treatise on the action and reaction between the ideas prevalent among
mankind, and thmr posmve mStltuuons. Under each of the pranclpal classes oI
facts with which law is conversant--famil 3. property, contract, and dehct or
*[James Fltzlames Stephen. "'Engh.,,hJurisprudence."] LdmburehRc_ le_. CXIV i(Oct .
1861t]. p. 474 _'(notb_ the present writer) j' [The rexle_ _pp 456-_;0_l, of the 2nd ed of
Austin, and of Henry'Marne, Ancient La_ , lt_ Connection with the Earlx HIstom t!;Socw,'_.
and lts Relation to Modern ldea._(London Murray. 1861t ]
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offence--he historically investigates the primitive ideas of mankind, traces the
customs and institutions, which have prevailed ever since, to their origin in those
primitive ideas, and shows how institutions which were modelled on the rude
notions of an early state of society, have influenced the thoughts of subsequent
generations down to the present time. Speculations like these, when directed, as
Mr. Maine's are. by a true historical genius, possess in a pre-eminent degree all the
uses which can belong to history. The laws and insntutions of primitive mankind
are the richest indications available for reading their thoughts, entering into their
feelings, and understanding their general mode of existence. But the historical
value of these studies is the smallest part of their utility. They teach us the highly
practical lesson, that institutions which, with more or less of modification, still
exist, originated in ideas now umversally exploded; and conversely, that ideas and
modes of thought which have not lost their hold even on our own time, are often the
artificial, and in some sort accidental product of laws and institunons which exist
no longer, and of which no one would now approve the revival.
It is not in this manner, except incidentally and occasionally, that Mr. Austin's
treatise contributes to the improvement of law: though there is a place allotted to
such speculanons in his comprehensive conception of the study ofjunsprudence.
He does not specially contemplate legal systems in reference to their ongin, and to
the psychological causes of thetr existence. He considers them in respect of what
may be called their organic structure. Every' body of law has certain points of
agreement with every other: and between those which have prevailed m cultivated
and civilized societies, there is a still greater number of features in common.
Independently of the resemblances which naturally exist in their substantive
provisions (designed as these are for the same world, and for the same human
nature), there is also a certain common groundwork of general concepnons or
notions, each in itself very wide, and some of them vet3, complex, which can be
traced through every, body of law, and are the same in all. These conceptions are
not pre-existent: they are a result of abstraction, and emerge as soon as the attempt
is made to look at any body of laws as a whole, or to compare one part of it with
another, or to regard persons, and the facts of life, from a legal point of view.
There are certain combinations of facts and of Ideas which ever3; system of law
must recognise, and certain modes of regarding facts whlch every such system
requires. The proof is, that all legal systems require a variety of names, which are
not in use for any other purpose. Whoever has apprehended the full meaning of
these names--that is, whoever perfectly understands the facts and the combinations of thoughts which _the names _denote--is a master of juristical knowledge;
and a well-made lexicon of the legal terms of all systems would be a complete
science of jurisprudence: for the objects, whether natural or artificial, with which
law has to do, must be the same objects which it also has occasion to name.
'-'631'2
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But to conceive distinctly a great mass of objects, partly resembling and patti>
differing from one another, they must be classed: and to make any set of practical
provisions, which cover a large field, definite and intelhgible, the)' must be
presented to the mind on some principle of arrangement, grounded on the degree of
their connexion and alliance with one another. The details of different legal
systems are different, but there ISno reason why the main classifications and heads
of arrangement should not be in a great measure the same. The facts of which law
takes cognisance, though far from being identical in all ClVlhsed societies, are
sufficiently analogous to enable them to be arranged in the same cadres. The more
general of the terms employed for legal purposes might stand for the same ideas,
and be expounded by the same definitions, in systems otherwise different. The
same terminology, nomenclature, and pnnclple of arrangement, which would
render one system of law definite, clear, and (in Bentham's language) cognoscible, I*1 would serve, with additions and variations m minor details, to render
the same office for another.
Such a result, however, has not been attained b) the mode m which existing
bodies of law have been formed. Laws having in general been made smgl>, and
their mass having grown by mere aggregation, there has usuall_ been no
authoritative arrangement but the chronological one, and no uniform or predetermined phraseology, even In the case of statute law: while m many countries, and
pre-eminently in England. the greater portion of the la_, the part which serves as
the basis for all the rest, does not exist at all in the form of general language, but
lies imbedded in judicial decisions: of which even the general principle has to be
evolved b> abstraction, and made the subject of forensic disputation, when the
time comes for applying it. Whatever definiteness in detail, and whatever order or
consistency as a whole, has been attained by any estabhshed system, has m almost
all countries been given by private writers on law. All the generahzatlons of legal
Ideas, and all explicit statements of the meaning of the principal legal terms, have,
speaking generally, been the work of these unauthorized persons--ha_e pas_ed
from their writings into professional usage, and have ended b) being, e_ther
expressly, or oftener by Implication. adopted by governments and legislatures. So
far as any great body of law has been systemauzed, this is the mode in _hlch the
work has been done: and being done piecemeal, by persons often ill-prepared for
the task, and who had seldom any other object in view than the convenience of
professional practice, it has been, as a general rule, done _ern ill. Instead of
classing objects together which agree in their main features, or m the points which
are of chief importance to the ends of law. the classes formed consist of things
which have either no common qualities, or none but such as are common to them
with other things. When the bond of connexmn _._real, _tseldom hes in the things
[*Jeremy Bentham. Papers Relatlve to Cod!f,'atlon and Pubh_ hlstructlon (1817). m
W'orks.ed. John Bowring, 11 vols tEdmburgh. Talt: London Slmpkm, Marshall. Dublin
Cumming. 1843). Vol. IV. p. 454.]
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themselves, but usually in the historical accidents of the particular body of laws. In
actual systems of law "'most of the leading terms" (it is truly said by Mr. Austin)
"are not names of a definite class of objects, but of a heap of heterogeneous
objects."*
The only mode of correcting this evil, is to free from confusion and set in a clear
light those necessary, resemblances and differences, which, if not brought into
distinct apprehension by all systems of law, are latent m all, and do not depend on
the accidental history, of any. These resemblances and differences, while the}' are
the key to all others, are evidently those which, in a scientific point of view, are
alone worth understanding in themselves. They are also those which are alone fit to
be made use of as the groundwork of a scientific arrangement. The fact that they
exist in all legal systems, proves that they go deeper down into the roots of lab than
any of those which are peculiar to some one system. That the mare divisions of the
subject should be grounded on these, follows from the first principle of
classification, that the general should take precedence of the special: and as the}'
are common to all systems, or to all which are of any scientific Importance, the
parts of any given system which are pecuhar to it will still find, in thi_
arrangement, a proper place in which to lodge themselves: which would not
happen if the main arrangement were itself grounded on distlnct)ons purel_
historical, and belonging only to a particular system.
To clear up these general notions is, therefore, the direct object of the science of
jurisprudence, as conceived by Mr. Austin. And the practical result of the science,
if carried to the greatest perfection of which it is susceptible, would be to provide,
first, such a legal terminology (with a strict and precise meaning attached to ever3
word and phrase) that any system whatever of law might be expressed in it; and
next, such a general scheme of arrangement, that any system whatever of lab
might be distributed according to it; and that when so expressed and distributed.
ever 3, part of it would be distinctly intelligible, and each part would assist the
comprehension of all the rest. Jurisprudence. thus understood, is not so much a
science of law, as of the application of logic to law. But by affording a clear and
connected view of the whole field of lab--Illuminating
it by large, comprehensive, and exactly discriminated conceptions--and enabling every, legal afacta to be
classed at once with those with which it has the nearest alliance, it bestows on the
student either of the philosophy of law, or of any existing legal system, a command
over the subject such as no other course of study would have made attainable.
In the attempt to investigate, and bring out into scientific clearness, the
conceptions and distinctions of general,jurisprudence. Mr Austin has built chlefl}
on the foundation of the Roman lab'. Th_s has been a cause of disappointment to
some earnest students, who expected, and would have preferred, something more
*Province
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decidedly original. The course, however, which Mr. Austin deliberately adopted,
admits, we conceive, of full justification.
If the conceptions and distinctions which
he sought belong to law in general, they must exist in all bodies of lag'. either
explicitly or latently, and might, in stnctness,
be evolved from any B3 stripping
off what belongs to the accidental or historical peculiarities of the given s 3 stem,
the elements which are universal will be more surel? and completely
arrived at,
than by any process of construction
ci priori; and with the additional advantage of
a knowledge not confined to generals,
but including under each generahzauon
a
large acquaintance
with the concrete particulars contained m it. If this be so, the
legal system which has been moulded into the shape it possesses by the greatest
number of exact and logical minds, will necessarily
be the best adapted for the
purpose; for, though the elements sought exist m all systems, the.,, is the one m
which the greatest number of them are hkelv to have been brought out into d_stmct
expression,
and the fewest to remain latent. And this superionty
is possessed.
beyond question,
by the Roman law The eminent systematizing
genius of the
Roman jurists, and not any over-estimate
of the Roman law considered in itself.
determined Mr. Austin to make it the basis ofh_s own investigations,
from many passages,
and from the follov, mg especially:

as is evident

Much has been talked of the philosophy of the Roman lnsntunonal writers Of famiharlt_
with Grecian philosophy there are fen traces m their writings, and the httle that the_ ha_e
borrowed from that source is the ',enest foolishness for example, their account of Ju_,
Naturale. In which they confound La_ with animal mstmcts--La_,
wlth all tho_e w ant.,
and necessities of mankind
which
are causes of its ln.stltutlons
Nor is the Roman law' to be resorted to as a magazine of tegislan_c wisdom The great
Roman Lawyers are, in truth, expositors of a positive or techmcal system Nt_tLord Coke
himself is more purely technical _*iTheir real merits lie in their thorough master_ of that
system; in their command of its pnnclple_, m the readiness v,lth _hlch they recall, and the
faciht', and cenalnt 3 with which they apply them.
In consequence of this master3.' of principles, of their perfect conslstenc3 (elegantza ,, and
of the clearness of the method in which the 3 are arranged, there is no IX_smves 3stem of la,a
which it is so easy to seize as a whole The smallnes_ of its volume tends to the same end
The principles themselves, man', of them being derived from barbarou_ age_. are
indeed dl fitted to the ends of lag, and the conclusions at which the_ amve. being
logical consequences ot their imperfect prmclple._, necessaril 3 part',fl,e of the _ame detect
liOn thel Stud3 of Jurt._prudence. pp. 1"7-19 )*
Mr. Austin. therefore,
was jusnfied m seeking for the constituent elements of
universal jurisprudence
where they were certain to be found, and where (from the
superior quality of the minds which had been employed on the svstem t more of
[*Edward Coke. The First Part _/the lnstitutc_ _{tthe La_ e _ot Enghmd (London. Soclet 3
of Stationers, 16281 ]
• In the outline of his Course of Lectures. prefixed to The Prm'm_ cot Jurl_prudcm _. Mr
Austin seems to rest the logical supenont 3 of the Roman over the Enghsh lcgai s_ stem
mainly on the absence of the darkemng dlstmction betv.een real and personal propert3--a
distinction which has no foundation m the phdosoph 3 of taa, but solely m its histor_, and
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those elements had been explicitly
recognised,
and adopted into the scientific
arrangement
of the law itself, than in any other legal system. There remains, it is
true, a question belonging
to a later stage of the inquiry: did the Roman jurists
select as the foundation
of their technology
and arrangement
those among the
conceptions
and distinctions
of law universal
which were best fitted for the
purpose? Mr. Austin seems to think that they did; since his own arrangement
is
merely theirs in an improved
form. We shall presently give our reasons for
thinking that, with great merits, the arrangement
of the Roman jurists has great
faults: that, m taking as the ground of their entire system the classification
of
rights, they adopted a principle suited only to what Bentham called the substantive
law. _*1and only to the civil branch of that, and. m so doing, reversed the order of
filiatlon of juristical conceptions,
and missed the true aim of scientific classification. But this. though a very. important, is still a secondary consideration.
To find
the absolutely best systematic order for a body of law, would be the ultimate result
of a complete science of jurisprudence:
but its main problem is to give clearness,
precision,
and consistency
to the juristical
conceptions
themselves.
What Mr
Austin has done towards this object, constitutes the great permanent worth of his
speculations,
considered
as substantive
results of thought, No one thoroughly
versed in these volumes need ever again miss his way amidst the obscurity and
confusion of legal language.
He will not only have been made sensible of the
absence of meaning in man)' of the phrases and dogmas of writers on law, but will
have been put in the way to detect the true meaning, for which those phrases are the
empty substitute.
He will have seen this done for him m the Lectures,
with rare
completeness,
in regard to a great number of the leading ideas of jurisprudence,
and will have served an apprenticeship,
enabling him with comparanve
ease to
practise the same operation upon the remainder.
which he emphatically characterizes as "'a cause of complexness, disorder, and darkness,
which nothing but the extirpation of the distinction can thoroughly cure." ([Lectures, Vol
I,] p. xciv n ) The following passage shows at once his oplmon of the Enghsh lau,
considered as a system, and of the reasons for prefernng the Roman lag' to _t, as a grade to
general jurisprudence.
"I will venture to affirm that no other bod} of law, obtaining m a clvdlzed commumt),
has so httle of consistency and symmetr3' as our own. Hence its enormou_ hulk, and (what l,
infinitely worse than its mere bulk) the utter lmpossibihty of conceiving it with distinctness
and precision. If you would know the Enghsh law, you must know all the details which
make up the mass. For it has none of those large coherent principles which are a sure inde._
to details, and, since details are mfimte, it is manifest that no man (let h,s indust_' be what l_
may) can compass the whole system.
"'Consequently, the knowledge of an English lawyer is nothing but a beggarly account of
scraps and fragments. His memory may be stored with numerous pamculars, but of the la_
as a whole, and of the mutual relat_on_ of its parts, he has not a conception
"Compare the best of our Enghsh Treatises with the writings of the classical jurists, and
of the modem civdians, and you will instantly admit that there is no exaggeration in what 1
have ventured to state "' (Vol. II, pp 153-4.)
[*See, e.g., Prmclples of Judwml Procedure (1839). in Work,_, Vol 11. p 6.1
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The Course of Lectures, which occupies the greatest pan of these volumes, was
never completed. The first eleven lectures, condensed (or rather enlarged) into slx,
form the original volume, lately republished. The remainder have never before
appeared in print, but left an mdelible lmpress_on on the minds of those who heard
them delivered, among whom were an unusual number of persons since
distinguished as among the foremost minds of the time. Though the Lectures do
not conclude the subject, yet, with the loose and unfinished but rich and suggestive
memoranda which have been very' properly subJoined to them. they fill up the
greatest part of the outhne gwen m the first volume: so that, when taken m
conjunction with that outline, and with the _mportant and elaborate notes appended
to the tables which Mr. Austin prepared of the various known arrangements of the
field of law, they gwe something like an adequate idea of the mode m which he
would have treated the entire subject We may add that, notwithstanding the
fragmentary' nature of the latter part of these volumes, the3 will be found, on the
whole, easier reading (if that epithet can be applied to anything worth reading on
such a subject) than the work already so highly prized by those for whom it was
intended.!*J This is an effect of that peculiant3 of Mr Ausnn's mind, which made
his first drafts always more fitted for popularity than his fimshed performances
For, in deliberate scientific exposition, he was so ng_d m his demands on himself.
so intolerant of anything short of absolute completeness, so _mpanent v,'hde the
slightest shadow rested upon any part of the field he surveyed, that he was apt to
overlay h_s work with excess of matter, and. by the elaboranon whtch he besto_ ed
on minor points, weakened the general effect of h_s eluc_dauon of those which
were greater. But this, while it necessarily &mimshed the popularlt 3 of h_s
wntings, added to their mtnns_c value. Where most men would have pertained
themselves to pass hghtl) over some detail or difficult3,
he developed it at full
length: but xt was because he well knew that unless the point were cleared up. the
matter in hand could not be understood thoroughl). Those who pass on their w'a_
leaving dark comers unexplored, and concern themselves onl_ w)th as much of the
subJect as lies stratght before them. often through that neglect miss the ver_' ke_ o)
the position. Absence of hght and shade, and uniformity of distance, bnngmg all
obJects alike into the foreground, are fatal defects xn describing things for merel_
amstic purposes; but Mr. Austin's dehneanons are hke geometrical hne-drawmg.
not intended to exhibit objects m their most impressive aspect, but to sho,a exactl_
what the,,' are. Whether it would have been possible, by greater amfice of
composmon, to have somewhat reheved the tension of mind reqmred b_ the length
and intricacy of the fifth and sixth chapters of The Province ot Jurlsprudcm'c: I
whether somewhat more of rhetoric, in the elevated sense m _ h_ch the _ord _ as
understood by Aristotle, I_j might have concdmted an eas_er reception for their
[_'I.e,, Thr Province _!fJurtsprudenc c Determined I
['Lecture._. Vol. I. pp, 109-6.7and 168-327 ]
[:See The "Art" o! Rhetortc (Greek and Enghsh). tran_ J H Frcese _London
Hememann: New' York. Putnam's Sons. 1q26). p 15 _1.2_ t
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severe logic--those who have best learnt from experience the extreme difficulty of
such a task will be the most backward to decide. But we feel certain that any
competent student of the subject who reads those chapters once. will read them
repeatedly, and that each reading will raise higher his estimate of their substance,
and reconcile him more. if he ever needed reconciliation, with their manner.
In the very summary view whlch can alone be taken of the contents of the work,
a few words must be premised on the introductory portion, although epublished
many years earhere; the rather, as it affords an apt exemplificanon of what we have
said concerning the object and character of the entire treatise. The mqmr3" into the
Province of Jurisprudence may be correctly characterized as being from one end to
the other an analysis and explanation of a word. It is an examination of what is
meant by a law, in the political or juristical sense of the term. And yet it is as far
from being a merely verbal discussion, as the inquiry into the meaning of justice,
which is the foundation of the greatest and most renowned of the writings of
Plato. I*l For the meaning of a name must always be sought in the distinctive
qualities of the thing named: and these are only to be detected by an accurate study
of the thing Itself, and of eve_' other thing from which it requires to be
distinguished.
A law is a command. A command is an expression of desire, issuing from a
superior, and enforced by a sanction, that is, by something of the nature of a
punishment. Law, however, does not mean every command, but only commands
which oblige generally'---which obhge to acts or forbearances of a class, not to an
act or forbearance individually determined. These several notions having been
duly analysed and illustrated, various objects are brought to view, which do not
possess all the attributes of a law. but which, bearing a certain analog) to laws,
require to be distinguished from them. And even within the limits of the smct
meaning of the term, the laws which are the subject of jurisprudence reqmre to be
distinguished from laws in the same logical sense but of a different species-namely, divine laws, or the laws of God. The region which these different inquiries travel over IS large and important, including the following as its principal
parts:
First, the laws of God. Of the six lectures, or chapters, composing the volume,
three I*l are occupied in the inquiry, bv what means the will of God, concerning
the rules of conduct to be observed by h_s rational creatures. _s to be
ascertained--ascertained,
that is, so far as it has not been revealed, or, if revealed,
requires ulterior inquiry respecting

the sense intended by the revelation

The

[*See Repubhc (Greek and English). trans. Paul Shorey, 2 vols. (London: Hememann,
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press. 1946), esp. Bk. 1 (Vol I. pp 2-107) ]
[*Lectures. Vol. l, pp. 1-74.]
,-%3_2 reviewedonly two yearsago m our ownpages
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author discusses at considerable length the two rwal theories on this subject, that of
utility, and that of the moral sense: of the former of which he Is an earnest
supporter, and has given a most able and mstructwe defence. I*j H_s treatment Is
sometimes such as might suggest the idea that he regarded the binding force of the
morals of utility as depending altogether upon the express or implied commands of
God. This, however, is a mere appearance, arising from the particular point of
view to which he was hmited b_ the nature of his subject. What is called the moral
law, was only related to the Law of which Mr. Austin was treating, m so far as it
might be considered to possess the distinctive character of laws proper, that of
being the command of a superior. If he could have been suspected of encouraging a
mere worship of power, by representing the distinction of right and wrong as
constituted by the Divine will, instead of merely recognised and sanctioned by it.
the supposition would have been concluswely rebutted b) a passage at page 116n:
"If the laws set by the Deity were not generally useful, or if they did not promote
the general happiness of his creatures, or if their great Author were not wise and
benevolent, they would not be good, or worthy of praise, but w,ere devihsh and
orthy of execration "'
The laws with whlch jurisprudence is conversant, having been distinguished
from divine laws, have next to be discriminated from what are called laws onl_ b_
way of analogy--rules prescribed and sancuoned onl 3 by opinion: to which Mr.
Austin, by a happy extension of the term Positive as apphed to lab, gives the name
of Posmve Morahty. I*_meamng the moral opinions and sentiments actuatt 3 prevailing m ant','gwen society, as distinguished from Deontology. or moraht_ as it
ought to be. Of this character is much that is commonly tto the great confusion of
the minds of students) called by the name of Law. What is termed Constltut_ona]
Law is, in part, only maxims of morahD, considered proper to be observed
towards one another by the component members of the sovereign body. But the
strongest case is that of International Lab. which, as independent nations are not
subject to an._common pohtical superior, ought not to be termed La_. but Posture
International Morality. It _s law onl_ in as far as effect _sgwen to its maxims b3 the
tribunals of any particular countr3 ; and m that capacity it is not international la_x,
but a part of the particular lab of that country.
Lastly, laws properly so called have to be distinguished from laws which are
such only in a metaphorical sense--the lav,s of nature as the expression _s
understood by physical inquirers, meaning the uniformmes of co-existence or
succession m the phenomena of the universe. That an amblgult) hke th_ should
ever have misled any one--that what are laws only by a metaphor, should be
supposed to be laws in the same sense as those which are really the commands of a
supenor--would
hardly a przort have appeared probable, yet this confusion is
[*lbzd , pp 75-108.1
l_Ibtd . pp. xxxlx, 112n-16n ]
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total in the majority of modem writers: among whom Mr. Austin mentions
Hooker, Blackstone, and Montesquieu in his celebrated first chapter, which is
even now regarded by most French thinkers as profound philosophy. I*1 In our
own country we are frequently warned by a certain class of writers against
disobeying or violating the physical laws of organic life: as if it were not the ve_'
meaning of a physical lag', that it may be unknown or disregarded, but cannot
possibly be violated.
These distinctions, with the many important considerations into which they
branch out, bring us to the end of the fifth chapter. The sixth is employed In giving
precision to the remainder of the conceptions involved in a lag in the positive sense
(a lag, emanating from a sovereign or pohtical superiorl, by clearing up the meaning
of sovereignty, and independent political society: involving incidentally the whole
subject of constitutional organization, and the division of the sovereignty among
several members: also that of subordinate governments, of federations, and all the
various relations in which one political society can stand to another.
In the Lectures newly published, the first subject treated is the most general of
all those which come within the scope of jurisprudence--the
nature and meaning
of Rights (understanding thereby legal rights L and of legal Duties or Obligations.
In order to treat of this subject, it was necessary to define certain notions, which are
involved in all cases of rights and dunes--the notions of person, thing, act, and
forbearance. These, accordingly, are the first matters with which the author deals:
and he criticizes various cases of confusion of thought or misuse of language on
these subjects, in the writings of jurists.
All rights, as he observes, are rights to acts or forbearances, either on the part
of persons generally, or of particular persons. When we talk of our right to a thing,
we mean, if the thing is in our possession, a right to the forbearance of all persons
from taking it. or disturbing us in its enjoyment. If it is in the possession of some
other person, we mean a right to an act or forbearance of that person--the act
of delivering it to us, or forbearance on his part from detaining it. It is b_
commanding these acts and forbearances that the lag' confers the right: and the
right, therefore, is essentially and directly a right to them. and onl? indirectl 5,to the
thing itself.
Right is correlative with legal duty or obligation. But though ever?' right
supposes a correlative obhgatlon--though
the obligatmn properly consmutes the
fight----every obligation does not create a right correlative to It. There are duties or
[*IBM.,

pp

163-4.

with reference

to Richard

Hooker,

Q! the Lawes

o! Ecclestastu'al

Polity, 2 vols. tLondon' Windet, [ 1593]-97), Vol. I, Bk. I, "Concerning Lawes, and Their
Severall Kindes in Generall,'" esp. pp 5 I-5, 91-6, William Blackstone, Commentaries on
the Laws of England, 4 vols. _Oxford. Clarendon Press, 1765-69L Vol. I. pp. 38-62: and
Charles Louis de Secondat, baron de la Brbde et de Montesqmeu, De l'esprzt des Iota
2 vols. (Geneva. Barrillot, 1748), Vol I, p. 163 ]
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obligations which are not relative, but (as the phrase is) absolute. The act
commanded is not to be done, or the forbearance observed, towards or m respect to
a determinate person: or, if any. not a person distract from the agent h_mself Such
absolute duties comprise, first, what are called dutms towards oneself. The law
may forbid suicide or drunkenness; but it would not be sa_d, by so doing, to give
me a right to my life or health as against myself Secondly, duties towards person_
indefinitely, or towards the sovereign or state: such as the polmcal dunes of a
citizen, which do not correspond to an) right vested m determinate individuals.
Lastly. duties which do not regard persons--the duty. for instance, of abstaining
from cruelty to the lower ammals: and religious duties as such, ff the lau. most
improperly, thinks fit to enforce them.
From a comparison between dunes which correspond to rights, and dunes _ hlch
have no corresponding rights, and also from a brief review of the different kinds of
nghts, Mr. Austin endeavours to collect a general definmon of a legal right. He
rejects the defimtions usuall_ g_ven, as not applicable to all cases. He is ol opimon
that nghts have ve_' few properties m common, and that "all that can be affirmed
of rights, considered umversall_, amounts to abnet and barren generaht 5 ."* The
only definition of a right which he finds himself able to give. is, that whenever a
legal duty is to be performed towards or m respect o[ some determinate person.
that person _s invested u_th a right. _' The _dea of a legal right revolves, m his
opinion, nothing more.
This is one of the points lextremel._, fe_', cons_denng the extent and mtncacx of
the subject) on whmh we cannot help thinking that Mr. Austin's analysis falls short
of perfect exhausnveness.
Mr. Austin always recogmses, as enmled to great cons_deranon, the custom ot
language--the assocmnons whmh mankind alread_ have _th terms, insomuch
that. when a name already stands for a particular norton _prov_ded that, _hen
brought out into distract consciousness, the norton is not found to be selfcontra&ctory), the definmon should rather aim at fixing that notion, and rendenng
it determinate, than attempt to substitute another nouon for _t A definmon of right,
so w_de and general as that of Mr. Austin, does not. as it appears to us, stand th_s
test. It does not sansfy the concepuon which is in ever? one's mind. of the meaning
of the word right. Almost even" one _ ill feel that there is. somehou, an element
left out: an element which is approximately, though perhaps lmperfectl._, expressed by saying, that the person who has the nght, _s the person who _s meant
to be benefited by the imposition of the duty.
In the Lectures as delivered Iwhich included much extemporaneous, matter, not
preserved In the publication) Mr. Austin anticipated this obx lous oblecuon, and
combated it. The notmn of a right as having necessanl_ for _t,,purpo_,ethe benefit
*Vol II (firsl of the new volumes_,p 56
[*Ibtd.
pp 32-4 ]
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of the person invested with it, IS contradicted, he said, by the case of fiduciary
fights. To these he might have added (and probably did add) the rights of public
functionaries--the judge, for instance, or the policeman: which are not created for
the benefit of the judge or policeman themselves. These examples are conclusive
against the terms of the particular definition contended against: but it will appear,
from two considerations, that they do not fully dispose of the subject.
In the first place, Mr. Austin's own definition is amenable to a similar, though
contrar3', criticism. If the definition which he rejected does not comprise all rights.
his own comprises more than rights. It includes cases of obligation to which he
himself must have admitted that there were no rights corresponding. For example,
the legal duties of jailers. It is a jailer's duty to feed the prisoners in his custody.
and to this duty corresponds a correlatlve right in the prisoners. But it is also his
legal duty to keep them in confinement, perhaps in bodily fetters. This case is
strictly of the kind contemplated in Mr. Austin's defimt_on of a right: there is a
duty to be performed, towards, or in respect to, a determinate person or persons:
but would it be said that a corresponding fight resided in those persons, or, in other
words, that they had a right to be imprisoned, and that their right would be violated
by setting them at liberty? Again, it is the duty of the hangman to inflict capital
punishment upon all persons lawfully dehvered to him for that purpose: but would
the culprit himself be spoken of as having a right to be hanged? Certainly not. And
the reason is one which Mr. Austin fully recogmses. He says, in one place, that "'a
right in a condition which is purely burthensome is hardly conceivable:"* and. m
another, that "'a right to a burthen, or to vindicate the enjoyment of a burthen." is
"an absurdity "'" He also, with writers In general, speaks of many obligations as
existing for the sake of the correlative rights, z If this is a correct expression, there
is more in the idea of a right, than an obligation towards or in respect to a given
person; since an obligation cannot exist merely m order that there ma) be a person
towards or in respect to whom it exists.
The truth is. that it is not customar3' to speak of a person as having a right to
anything which is not, in the contemplation of the legislator, a desirable thing: and
it is always assumed that the person possessing the right is the person specmlty
interested in enforcing the dut_ which corresponds to it. Mr. Austin. no less than
others, makes this supposition, when, in the common language of jurists, he says,
that when a duty is violated, the person who has the right is wronged or injured b_
the violation.t*l This desirableness of the right, and this especial vocation on the
part of the possessor to defend it, do not necessarily suppose that the right _s
established for his particular advantage. But it must either be given to him for that
reason, or because it is needful for the performance of his own legal duties. It _s
*Ibid., p. 52.
*IBM,. p, 395.
*IBM., p. 423.
[*IBM., p. 231.]
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consistent with the meamng of words to call that deslrable to us, which 1_ reqmred
for the fulfilment of our duties. The alternative covers the case of fiducia_' rights,
the rights of magistrates,
and we think every case in which a person can.
consistently with custom and with the ends of language, be said to have a right.
And, including all such cases, and no others, it seems to supply what is v_antmg to
Mr. Austin's definition. We submit it therefore to the consideration of his readers.
The analysis of right and duty is not complete without an analys_s of wrong or
injury--the
violation of a duty or of a right And in order to clear up all that is
included m the notion of wrong or injury, it is necessar_ "to settle the meaning of
the following perplexing
terms--vlz,
will, motive, retention,
and neghgence:
including in the term negligence those modes of the corresponding
complex notion
which are stvled temerity
or rashness, Imprudence
or heedlessness. "'_ These
topics comprise the whole theory of the grounds of imputation, m other words, the
generalia of criminal or penal law. How much bad lav_, and bad phflosoph)
of
law, have arisen from Imperfect comprehension
of them, ma_ be seen m the
nonsense of Enghsh law writers concerning
malice The full elucidation of them
by our author occupies a considerable
space. I*_ and our hnm, are inconsistent
with even the briefest abstract of it. Mr. Austin's specml vocation Ior "'untying
knots," which would have fitted him a_ well for the problems
of inductive
psychology
as for those of jurisprudence,
is nowhere called into more successful
exercise. Without a single metaphysical
subtlety, there cannot be a more happ)
example than he here affords of metaphysical
analvsls
With the Idea of wrong, that of sanction is inseparably
bound up, and after
settling the meamng of sanction m its largest sense. Mr. Austin examines the two
kinds into which sanctions are divided--namely,
c1_ll and criminal,'or. as thex
are sometimes called, private and public. Whoever has even the most superficial
acquaintance
with the writings of cnmmahsts,
knows what a mass o! _ague and
confusing speculation this distinction has given birth to. though, as pointed out bx
Mr. Austin, I:_ the real difference between c,vil injuries and crimes consist, onlx
m this. that m wrongs of the former class the sanction is enforced at the instance
and discretion of the m)ured part)', who has the power of remitting the hab_htx
recurred by the wrongdoer:
while, when the offence is called a crmae (which onl_
means that the procedure IS of the kind called criminal), the sanction Is enforced at
the discretion
of the sovereign
or state, by whom alone the hablhtx
of the
wrongdoer
can be remitted.
Th_s case is an instance of the mode m _hlch a
confused apprehension
of junstlcal
ideas, m themselves
not at all difficult of

*IbM . p. 79
[*Ibtd.. Vol III. pp 326-32 ]
[+IbM,Vol. ll.p
189 ]
[:IbM, pp 190-1 )
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comprehension, reacts mischievousl) on practical legislation. The unhappy idea
of classifying wrongs according to a &fference which exists only in the modes
appointed for redressing them, has raised up a notion in English lawyers that there
is a &stinction between civil injuries and crimes considered per se, which makes
damages the proper remedy tor the one, and pumshment for the other. And hence
that serious defect in English law, by which punishment eo nomme, and damages
to the m lured party, cannot both be awarded in the same cause: while in France, on
the contrary, the sufferers by the crime can always be admitted as parties czviles,
and compensation to them is habitually a part of the sentence. In England,
whenever the wrong is of so grave a character as to require punishment over and
above the obhgation of making amends, the m lured party loses the mdemnlty
which he would have been able to exact for a less heinous in luu': and the penalty on
the criminal is deprived of one of _ts uses, that of bemg instrumental to the redress
of the particular evil which the crime has mflicted upon an m&vldual.
With the twenty-e_ghth Lecture t_ Mr. Austin commences a new sublect--Law
considered with reference to its sources, and to the modes in which It begins and
ends: involving the &stinction between written and what _s called unwritten law:
the theory of customary law: the meaning of what is called equity: and the false
metaphysical distraction drawn by the Roman lawyers and by nearly all modern
jurists, between law natural and positive. These theoretical considerations
involve, among other important consequences, the highly practical question of
codification, or the reduction of the laws of an)' countl-V into a compact body,
expressed in fixed words, and conforming to a systematic arrangement. Whether
we regard the importance of these subjects, or the mass of dlogical, unphllosophlcal, and practically misleading speculation in which the)' have been enveloped,
there is no part of the field of jurisprudence on which the value of precise and
logical thought is more conspicuous Mr. Austin was eminentl', fitted to suppl', it,
both by the general quality of his intellect, and by that accurate specml knowledge
of the histor 3' of mstitutions and ofjuristical ideas, which he had in common w_th
Mr. Maine', of whose masterly treatise also a great part of the value has reference to
this cluster of subjects.
Even such apparently simple phrases as "written'" and "'unwritten" law, have
their full share of the ambiguity which infects nearly the whole vocabulary of legal
science. They are employed to express no less than three different &stmctions
"Written law'" is used, first, m its hteral sense, to denote law which is put into
writing at the time of its origin, as &stmgu_shed from "'law'originating m custom.
or floating tradlt_onally amongst lawyers. "'l-_ But th_s last so-called law is not
[*IBM., pp 195-212 l
l_lbtd., p 195.]
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or enforced judicially b_ the

Secondly. written law. in what is called its juridical sense, means lay, made
directly by the sovereign legislature, as dlstmgmshed from that which is made b_
subordinate legislatures, or by judicial tribunals In this sense of the term. laws
made by provincial or colonial legislatures are unwritten laws. as were also the
edicts of the Roman praetors But the laws made by the Roman emperors, not as
legislators by their imperial constitutions, but as supreme judges by their rescripts.
would be styled written law. because made directly by the sovereign.
Thirdly (and this is the most important d|.,tinction).'wntten law is synonymous
with statute law, or law made (whether by supreme or subordinate authormes) in
the way of direct legislation. Unwritten la_ Is jud_ciary law. or lau made
indirectly, m the wa,,' of judicml decision, either b', the sovereign m a judicial
capacity, or by a subordinate judge The terms statutor', la_ and judlcmr), ta_.
being unambiguous, should be exclusively employed v, here this really fundamental distinction is to be expressed.
Mr. Austin next deals with the strange notion which has prevailed among the
Roman and the majority of modem jurists, that customar"3 law exists as la_ merelx
by being custom: that it is law not by the will of the legislature, but bx the
spontaneous act of those who practise it. t*. He exposes the absurdmes mvol_ ed m
this notion, and shows that custom m itself belongs not to lay,. but at mo,_t to
positive morality', binding onl_ by moral sanctions--by the penalties of opinion
What was originally custom may become lay,, when either the legislature
(supreme or subordinate) enacts a statute m conformity to the custom, or the
tribunals recognise it, and enforce it b,, legal sanctions In both these v,ays.
custom, in all countries, is continually passing into law. But _t has force as tax_
solely by the authority of the sovereign legislator, who either shapes his direct
commands in accordance with the custom, or lends his sanctions to the tr|bunals.
which, in the discretion allowed them. annex those sanctions to the pamcular
practice, and render obligatory what before v, as only voluntar,,
The notion of writers on law, "'that there are positive law s v_hlch exist as posm_ e
laws Independently of a sovereign authority .";_ ' 1,,not hmlted to cu_tomara laa.,
It extends to the laws which, in the Roman system avowedly, and m all others
really,, are modelled on the opinions and practices of pmate lau,,er_, The
Responsa Prudentum. and the treatises of m_tltutional wnter_, gave Nrth to the
whole body of lay, contained m the Pandects: _--'and in England "'much of the la_
[*Ibid.. pp 222-4 ]
['Ibtd.. p. 221 ]
[;See Johann Gottheb Hcmcccm_. Eh'menta lurl_ ctvth_, ._e_und_,_v,,,dlncm pd_ldectarurn 11727). 6th ed (1747). in Operum ad utmcr._amjurts prudctmam, b _ols
(Geneva: Cramer Hmrs and Phfl_bertBros.. 1744-40). Vol \. pp I-_12 ]
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of real property is notoriously taken from opinions and pracnces which have grown
up. and are daily growing up. amongst conveyancers. ''l*j The Enghsh tribunals
(b) what, when first employed, was an entirely indispensable artifice) keep up
what Mr. Austin, _'ith reference to present circumstances, justly calls the "'puerile
fiction. "'I+! that these opinions and practices are mere evidence of lay, alread)
established by custom. But the)' well know', and ever}' lawyer knows, that the law
thus introduced is really nev,, and, in the case whxch creates the first precedent, is
even ex post facto: though not generally hable to the condemnation implied in that
term, being commonl) shaped for the purpose of fulfilling, not frustrating, the
expectanons presumed to have been entertained by the parties concerned.
The fact that there is la_ which the legislature has never expressl) announced,
but which is. with its tacit consent, made by tribunals which are not regularly
authorized to enact law, but onl) to declare it. has thrown a vagueness over the
whole _dea of lay,, which has contributed greatl) to obscure the distinction
between _t and positive morallt). The error, that law exists as such independently
of legal sanctions, appears in an aggravated shape in the notion that there exists a
natural law,--a la,_ known by the hght of nature, which does not emanate from
legislators, but is nevertheless binding on tribunals, and ma) and ought to be b,,
them enforced by reason of ItS natural obligation only This Ju.sNaturale has, as
Mr. Austin observes, "'thoroughly perplexed and obscured the sciences ol
jurisprudence and ethics."* As the norton admlt_ only ot an historical explananon. Mr. Austin deals with it substantially m the same manner as Mr Maine.
He expounds the origin of the Ju.s Gennum of the earl) Roman law)ers, t:! a
different thing not onl) from international law, to which the term has been
perversel) transferred by modern jurists, but also from the Natural Law of modern
writers on jurisprudence, though of this last it is the real progemtor. The jus
gentium took its rise from the necessity in which the Romans found themselves,
through the growth of their dominion, of administering justice to persons who
were not Romans--to whom the laws provided for Roman citizens were not
applicable, and who, belonging to different nations and communlnes, had
originally different laws Provlncaals of the same province retained, as between
themselves, their old laws: but between a provincial and a Roman citizen, or
between provincials of one province and those of another, it was neither
convenient, nor ,,,,ould m most cases have been just, to decide disputes by a law
whlch was not the law of both parties. The praetors, whose decision in such cases
was probably at first arbitrau', were able to find man)' legal principles and
provisions which were not peculiar to either people (as so much of the earl) Roman
law was peculiar to the Romans) but were common to the laws of all or of man)'
[*Austin, Lecture._.Vol II, p. 235 1
[_lbid., p 236.]
*lbld . p 241
[_'lbld, pp 241-3 ]
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different communities. These principles and provislom, there seemed no hardship
in applying to cases between persons of what would now' be called different
nationalities. And where these did not furmsh a rule exactl) applicable to the case.
the praetors were led to supply the deficiency by rules either derived from them b_
analogy, or suggested by a sense of substantial justice or expedienc). In th_s
manner arose the idea of a bod_ of law not peculiar to one, but common to all
nations, on which the praetors were supposed, and supposed themselves, to have
fashioned the body of positive law which grey, up under thmr hands This law.
being abstracted from the peculiarities both of the Jtcs Qutrttium and of all other
local and specml bodies of la_ or custom, was. as might naturally be expected, of a
more liberal character It was less charged w_th technical and clrcmtou,, modes of
proceeding, invented to evade conflict a lth local or accidental preludlce It v,as
less infected by the freaks of fanc_ which, as Mr Austin ob,,ene,,, are
"'omnipotent with barbarmm,. "'!× but m whlch one barbarous people p, not hketx
to agree with another. It might be said. b', compan,,on, to repre_,ent that portion ot
all systems, which arose from the wants and feelings of human nature generalt).
Being, for this reason, as well as from _tsoriginating in a more Clvlhzed penod, far
preferable to the old Roman la',_, it became the model on which the praetors, by
their e&cts, gradually too&fled the old la',_Itself. and finall) _though not till after
man 5'centuries I. almost entlrel', substituted itself l\_r the original Roman la_ The
provisions of the more liberal .lu.s gentmm, applied b_ the praetor., as modlt)lng
principles to the old law. obtained the name of Aequitas. or equity: an appellation
which became extended to the somewhat _mnlar proces,, bx _ hlch the Court of
Chancery for ages employed itself in supplying the onnsslon_ and mmgatmg the
barbarities of the feudal laws of England. The explanation and elucidation of th_s
one word Equity. in the man_ senses m _ htch it l, u_ed b) jurists, tom> the _ubject
of several of Mr. Austin's lecture,,." Both hl_,toncaltx and phllosophlcalls, the\
are among the mo_t interesting part., of the Course. though much of the matter the\
contain, when once stated, appears so ob_ lous, that one Is apt to forget ho_ often
and by what esteemed authorities it ha.,,been nnsunderstood."
Now it was this Roman idea of ajus o_entmm, or portion of law common to all
nations, which grew msensiblv into the modem _dea of Natural La_ "'The Ju._
Naturale. or law of nature." as Mr Maine observes. "is sm_pl.x the lus _,entmm
[*IbM.Vol l.p 58 ]
[-In Lectures 31. 34, and3b.\'ol
ll. pp 25().282-%and312-15 ]
*"I could point." say,, Mr &ustm. "at book,, and ',peeche.,,.b) h_mg la',_xors of name.
wherein the nature of the Eqmt.,, adnnmstered by the Chancellor. or the nature of the
junsdictmn l stvled extraordinary.')which the Chancellor exercv,e,,. p, thoroughl', imsunderstood.--wherem the anomalous dlstmcnon betv,een La-_ and Eqmt.x_, supposed to reqt
upon principles necessary or unl,,ersal, or _v.hat ,s scarcel', cred_blelv,hereto the funcnon,
of the Chancellor. as exercising his extraordlnar', lunsdtcnon, are compared to the
arb*trtumborn vtrt. or to the functions of an art,,ter released frtm_the ob,,er',,raceo* ruic., "
IlbM., pp 273-4 )
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seen in the light of a peculiar theory."* That theory, as both he and Mr. Austin
remark, was derived from the precept "'Lwe according to Nature" of the Greek
philosophical schools. I*J
After Nature had become
graduall)
prevaded among

a household
_ord
the Roman lawyers

in the mouths
that the oldjus

of the Romans,
the belief
gentlum was m fact the lost

code of Nature, and that the praetor, m framing an Ed_ctal Jurisprudence
on the principles
the )us gentium,
was gradually
restoring
a type from w'hlch law had only departed
deteriorate
T

of
to

Being observed or recognised universally, these pnnciples were supposed to have
a higher origin than human design, and to be _we quote Mr. Austin) "'not so
properl) rules of human position or establishment, as rules proceeding immediately from the Deity himself, or the intelligent and rational Nature which animates
and directs the universe. "'_This notion, once formed, was, by an obvious process,
so enlarged as to include merely moral or merely customary" rules which had
obtained general acceptance: "eve N' rule. in short, which is common to all
societies, though the rule ma 3 not obtain as positive law in all political
communities, or in an) political community, "'_ In this manner the Natural Law of
modem writers was extended to those international usages, and those rules of
international morality, which obtained generally among nations. And by a similar
process each writer was led to Include in his scheme of Natural Law, whatever
maxims of justice or utility approved themselves to htm as an individual morahst,
provided the)' appeared to be at once self-ev_dent and umversal. The wrttings
which profess to treat of the La_ of Nature and Nations are a chaos of all these
materials. "'In studying these writers," says Mr Maine. "the great difficulty is
always to discover whether they are discussing law or morahty--whether the state
of international relations they describe is actual or ideal--whether they lay do_'n
that which is, or that which in their opinion ought to be."' This arose from the
confused apprehension of the very meaning of law. engendered by their notion of a
Law of Nature according to which what in their opinion ought to be law, was
conceived as being, in some strange manner, law already. By this confusion thex
have spread a thick fog over the distinctions and demarcations which separate the
three different notions, positive law. positive morality, and deontology, or
morality as it ought to be.
The influence of the tmaginary Law of Nature over modem thought has been
*Anctent Law, p. 52.
[*Austin, Lectures, Vol. II. pp. 249, 254: Ancient Law, p. 54 For the precept, see
Diogenes Laertius, Lzvea of EmmentPhilosophers 1Greekand Enghsh), trans. R.D. Hick,,,
2 vols. {'London'Hememann; New York Putnam's Sons, 1925), Vol. 11,p. 194(VII, 87) ]
*Ancient Law, p. 56.
ZLecture,s,Vol II, p. 261
_'Ibid.,p 260.
'Anczent La_,. p, 97.
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all-pervading; on the whole, however, still greater on the Continent than in
England, Mr. Maine veD' truly affirms, that "the theory of natural law is the source
of almost all the special ideas as to law. politics, and society', which France during
the last hundred years has been the Instrument of diffusing over the western world.
The part" (he continues) "played by jurists in French history, and the sphere of
jural conceptions m French thought, have always been remarkably large: "'_and m
the latter half of the last century, when other old modes of thought were breaking
up, the calamitous influence of Rousseau (calamitous at least In this respect)
became powerfully" operative In strengthening this particular delusion. Coleridge.
in the Friend, has maintained, with much force of argument, that the thrusting of
Immutable principles of morahty Into the province of lab. and assuming them as
the only legitimate basis of pohtics, is the essence of JacoNmsm _*' It is the
essence not specially of that. but of a general mode of thought which prexails
among French thinkers of all political opinions, As a general rule, French
speculation knows no distinction or barrier between the province of morals and
that of pohtlcs or legislation, While, on the one hand. it tends to impose on moral_
Ifor this, however. Cathohc thought and the influence of the Canomsts are partly
responsible) all the formality and hteralness of juridical rules: on the other, it
invests the creations of pure legal restitution--the lab' of property' for example-with the sacredness and mdefeasiblhtv of the fundamental doctnnes of morals: and
cannot bear to discuss such a question, for instance, as copyright, on grounds ot
general expediency, but insists on clenching it b5 affirming or denying an assumed
absolute nght in authors to hold the produce of their brain, b.,,themselves or thmr
representatives, as permanent propert} to the end of time.
The influence, for good and for evil. of the theor_ of a Lab of Nature. is
delineated by Mr Maine more fully than was compatible g _th Mr Austin's more
extensive design. There is no doubt that for a long penod the good side of the
influence predominated. It assisted mankind in disencumbering themselves from a
superstltitous reverence for the institutions which had historically grown up in
thmr several countnes. It accustomed them to test pamcular lags b_ general
principles of some sort. and gave them a type of excellence of which slmphclt_ and
symmetry were among the supposed characteristics. Finally. it disregarded all
distinctions between man and man. between citizen and foreigner, noble and
burgess, burgess and peasant: and Mr. Maine is of opinion "that to the assumption
of a Lab' Natural we owe the doctrine ol the fundamental equahty of human
beings. "'l*i When almost everything which was artificial was oppresslve, the
reaction in favour of what was supposed to be natural had a healthy tendenc'_.
though we nog, know that the real natural state ( if natural means pnmmx e), instead
*IbM . p. 80
J'Samuel Taylor Colendgc. TheFrwnd, 3 vol_ tLondon Re_t Fenner. lSlSl, \ol 1,
pp 308-9 ]
f'Anctent Law, p 92.]
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of being the reign of justice and freedom, is a condition of more umversal tyranny
than any form whatever of civilized life. But whatever power of liberalizing men's
minds may once have belonged to the doctrine of Natural Law, that power is now
exhausted; the doctrine has done all it can do in that direction, and its remaining
influence serves only to make men greater bigots, not indeed to the peculiar vices
of any given system, but to whatever vices have existed from the beginning m them
all. Meanwhile.
the theory of law must be a mass of contradiction
as long as the
imagina_" Natural Law retains an t' authority in It: for as eve_' actual system of lag'
has been shaped out by conflicting
instructs, a theory, generalized
from what they
have in common is necessarily
full of conflicting principles, and affords, on both
sides of ever'," controverted
point, arguments which, if the theory be granted, are
all equally unanswerable.
In the thlrt'_-seventh
Lecture f*l Mr. Austin
commences
discussing
the
differences
which distinguish
statute from judiciary
law: the advantages
and
disadvantages
of judicial legislation,
and the possibility
and desirableness
of
excludmg it for the future, and converting all judiciar 3 lag' into statute--in
other
words, codification.
From this excellent discussion ge shall permit ourselves, In
consideration
of its great practical moment, to give a longer quotation than we
have ventured to make from any other portion of the Course. It is taken from the
place in which, after remarking
on some disadvantages
erroneously
attributed
judiciary lag', Mr. Austin points out the evils which are really inherent in it.

to

First. A judlclary lay. (or a rule of jud_ciar? lay, ) exists nowhere m fixed or determinate
expressions. It hes m concreto, or it _s _mphcated w_th the pecuhantles of the particular case
or cases, by the decision or decisions whereon, the law or rule was estabhshed Before we
can arrive at the rule, we must abstract the ratio dectdetwli (which really consntutes the rule )
from all that 1', pecuhar to the case through which the rule was introduced, or to the
resolution of which the rule was originally apphed. And m trying to arrive at the rule by th_
process of abstracnon and induction, we must not confine our attention to the general
posmons or expressions which the judicial legislator actually employed. We must look at
the whole case which it was his business to dec_de, and to the whole of the discourse by
which he sigmfied his decision. And from the whole of his discourse, combined with the
whole of the case, we must extract that ratio decMemh, or that general principle or ground,
which truly constitutes the law that the particular declsmn estabhshed.
But the process of abstraction and induction to which I now have alluded, Is not
uncommonly a delicate and difficult process. _tsdifficult3_ being propomoned to the number
and the intricacy of the cases from which the rule that Is sought must be abstracted and
reduced. Consequently. a rule of judiciary lay, is less accessible and knowable than a statute
law .. And It must be recollected, that w bether It be performed by judges applying the rule
to subsequent cases, or by private persons in the course of extra-judicial business, th_s
dehcate and difficult process _scommonly performed m haste. Insomuch that judges In the
exercise of their judicial functions, and private persons in their extra-judicial transactions,
must often rmstake the import of the rule which they are trying to ascertain and apply.
[*Vol II, pp. 321-47. The discussion continues through Lectures 38 and 39, from
the latter of which Mill takes the long extract belo_. ]
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And this naturally conducts me to a second objection: namely, that judiciary, law
(generally speaking) is not onlx applied m haste, but is also made In haste. It IS
made (generally speaking) in the hurry,' of judicial business, and not ,alth the mature
deliberation which legislation requires, and with which statute taw is or might be
constructed..
There is more of stabihtx and coherencv in ludlcla_ law than might, at the first blush, be
imagined. But though it be never so stable and never so coherent, ever, system ofjudlciar3.'
law has all the evils of a system which is really vague and inconsistent This arises malnl',
from two causes, the enormous bulk of the documents m which the law must be sought, and
the thfficulty of extracting the law (supposing the decisions known) from the particular
decided cases m which it lies _mbedded
By consequence, a system of JudlClar)
law (as ever_ candid man will readitx admit) IS
nearly unknown to the bulk of the commumtx, although the_ are bound to adjust their
conduct to the rules or pnnclples of which it consists Nay. it Is known lmperlectly to the
mass of lawyers, and even to the most experienced of the legal profession. A man o) Lord
Eldon's legal learning, and of Lord Eldon's acuteness and comprehension, may knov,
where to find the documents m which the law _s preserved, and max be able to extract from
the documents the rule for which he Is seeking To a man. therefore, of Lord Eldon's
learning, and of Lord Eldon's acuteness, the law might really serve as a guide of conduct
But by the great body of the legal professmn (when engaged ,n advising those who resort to
them for counsel), the law' (generally speaking) is divined rather than ascertained And
whoever has seen opinions even of celebrated lawyers, must know that thex are often
worded with a discreet and studied amblgmt), which, v,hdst it saxes the credit of the
uncertain and perplexed adviser, thicken,, the doubts of the partx v, ho is seeking instruction
and guidance. And as to the bulk of the commumt',--the
simple-minded laity (to whom, by
reason of their slmphcxt), the law is so benign )---they might as well be subject to the mere
arbztrtum of the tribunals, as to a system of lay, made by judicial decisions A few of Its rules
or pnnclples are extremely simple, and are also exemplified pracncall) m the ordinary
course of affairs. Such. for example, are the rules which relate to certain crimes, and to
contracts of frequent occurrence
And of these rules or principles, the bulk of the
community have some norton But those portions of the law which are somewhat complex.
and are not daily and hourly exemplified in practice, are bx the mas, ot the commumtx
utterl) unknown, and are bv the mass of the commumtx utterly unknov, able Of those. )or
example, who marry, or of those who purchase land. not one in a hundred tI ,z ill xenture to
affmn) has a distinct notion of the consequences which the la_ annexes to the transaction
Consequentlx. although judlclar x law be reallx certain and coherent, it has all the
mischievous effect (m regard to the bulk of the community ) of e_-post facto legl>latlon
Unable to obtain professmnat advice, or unable to obtain advice which Is sound and safe.
men enter into transacnons of which the} know not the consequences, and then (to their
surprise and thsmay) find themselves saddled wlth duties which they nexer contemplated
The ordinary, course is this.-A man enters Into some transaction (sax. for example, a contract) either wlthout ad_ ice.
or with the adxqce of an incompetent attorne}.
By consequence, he gets Into a scrape
Finding himself in a scrape, he submits a case, through h_s attorney, to counsel
And, for the fee to attorney and counsel, he has the exquisite satisfaction of learning wlth
certainty that the nuschlef xs irremediable
[I am far from thinking, that the law ever can be so condensed and slmphfled, that anx
considerable portion of the commumt) ma_ kno,_ the whole or much of It
But I think that It may be so condensed and slmphfied, that/awxers max knou it and that
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at a moderate expense, the rest of the community may learn from lawyers beforehand the
legal effect of transactions m which they are about to engage
Not to mention (as I shall show. when 1 come to the rationale of the distinction between
Law of Things and Lab of Persons) that the lab' may be so arranged, that each of the
different classes of persons may knob something of the part of it w_th which they are
particularly concerned
Forms, too. for the more usual transactions might be made out b_ the leglslature,]
The evil upon which I am resisting is certainly not pecuhar to judlclarj' lab' Statute law
badly expressed, and made bit by bit, may be just as bulky and just as lnaccessthle as law of
the opposite kind. But there is this essential difference between the kinds of law, The evil _s
inherent m judlclarj,' law, although it be as well constructed as judlciar)' law can be But
statute law (though it often Is bulky and obscure) max be compact and perspicuous, it
constructed w_th care and skill
Fifthly: I am not aware that there is an 3 test bv which the vahdltv of a rule made judlcmll)
can be ascertained,
ls it the number of decisions in which a rule has been followed, that makes it lab binding
on future judges? Or is it the elegantia of the rule (to borrow the language of the Roman
lawyers), or its consistenc_ and harmon 3' with the bulk of the legal system '_ Or _s _t the
reputation of the judge or judge_ bx whom the case or cases mtroducmg the rule was
decided?..
We never can be absolutely certain (so far as 1 know) that any judlcmry rule is good or
vahd law, and will certainly be followed by future judges m cases resembhng the cases by
which it has been mtroduced
Here. then, is a cause of uncertainty which seems to be of the essence ofjudu-tar 3 lab
For I am not aware of any contrivance by which the mconvemence could be obvmted
Sixthly: In consequence of the Implication of the ratio dectdendt with the peculiarities of
the decided case, the rule estabhshed by the decision (or the ratio, or the general pnnclple o)
the decision) is never or rarely comprehenswe
It _s almost necessard', confined to such
future cases as closely resemble the case actually decided although other cases more
remotely resembhng may need the care of the legislator In other words, the rule _s
necessarily hmlted to a narrow specte,s or sort, although the genu,s or kind, which includes
that species or sort, ought to be provided for at the same time bv one comprehenswe lab
This is excellently explained by Sir Samuel Romdl 3.
"Not only is the judge, who at the veu' moment when he is making lab, _s bound to
profess that it is his province only to declare It. not onl._ _s he thus confined to techmcal
doctrines and to artificial reasoning--he
is further compelled to take the narrowest v_eb
possible of every subject on which he legislates. The law he makes ts necessarily restrtcted
to the partwular case which gzve,soccasion for it,_promulgation Often when he Is providing
for that particular case, or according to the fiction of our Constitution, _s declanng hob' the
ancient and long-forgotten law has provided for _t. he represents to h_mself other cases
which probably may ar_se, though there is no record oI their ever having yet occurred,
which will as urgently call for a remedy as that which _t_sh_s duty to decide. It would be a
prudent part to provide, by one comprehensive rule, as well for these possible events, as lbr
the actual case that _s in dispute, and, whale terminating the existing lmgat_on, to obvmtc
and prevent all future contests This, however, _s, to the jud_cml legislator, strictly
forbidden; and if, in illustrating the grounds of h_s judgment, he adverts to other and
analogous cases, and presumes to anticipate how they should be dec_ded, he _s considered a_
exceeding his province: and the opinions thus delivered are treated by succeeding judges as
extra-judicial, and as entitled to no authority, "'t_l
[*Samuel Romilly,
1817). 231 ]
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[Hence, exigencies of society provaded for bit by bit. and therefore slowly.
Hence, further, immense volume of the documents m which the la_ is recorded. For m
lieu of one comprehensive rule determining a genu3 of cases, we have man) several and
narrow rules severally determining the species which that genu.s includes ]
And this lnconvemence _'for a reason which I have not.ced above) :) 5,, probab)_ of the
essence of judiciary law So dehcate and difficult Is the task of leglslanon, that any
comprehensive rule, made in haste, and under a pressure of business, would probably be 511
adapted to meet the contemplated purpose It l_ certam that the most experienced, and the
most learned and able of our judges, have commonl_ abstained the most scrupulously from
throwing out general proposmons wh5ch were not as proximate as possible to the case
awaiting solution: though the ratio dectdendt (or ground or prmctple of decision) is
necessarily a general position applymg to a class of cases, and does not concern excluslvei_
the particular case m question ....
Seventhly. Wherever much of the la'_ 5sjudiciary law, the statute tar, which coexists v_lth
it. Is imperfect, unsystematic, and bulk)'.
For the judiciary,' law 5s, a,s it were, the nucteu_ around whych the statute la_ is formed.
The judlcmr' law contains the legal dzcttonar 3 . or the definmons and exposmons (m so far
as such exist) of the leading techmcal terms of the entire legal system The statute lay, _snot
a whole of itself, but is formed or fashioned on the judyclar)' lay,, and tacitly refers
throughout to those leading terms and pnnclples _ hych are expounded by the 3udyclary,
Wherever, therefore, much of the lay, consists ofjudlclar), la_, the statute la_ is not of
itself complete, but 5s mereb, a partml and 5rregular supplement to that 3udycyar),law which
_s the mass and bulk of the system The statute lay, Is not of itself an edifice, but 5s merelx a
set of _rregular unsystemauc patches stuck from tyme to t_me upon the edifice reared b_
judges...
Wherever, therefore, much of the lay, consists of ludlcmry lay,. the entire legal sy'stem, or
the entyre corpu._jurt.s, is necessanl_ a monstrous chaos partl 3 consisting ofjud_cmr3 lay,.
introduced bit b', bit. and imbedded in a measureless heap of particular judycml decisions.
and partl) of leglstatlve la_ stuck b) patche._ on the )udycmr._ lay,. and m_beddcd m a
measureless heap of occasyonal and supplemental statutes _
Since such [continues Mr Austin] are the monstrous e_ _1_ofjudlcm! leg5_latyon. _t_ ould
seem that the expediency of a Code. or of a complete or exclusl',e bod_ of statute Ia,._. _ _II
hardl) admit of a doubt Nor _ ould _t. pro_ 5ded that the chaos of jud_ciar), la_ and of the
statute la'* stuck patchwlse on the judiciary, could be superseded by a good code For v,hen
v,e contrast the chaos w_th a posltyve code, we must not contrast _t V,lth the _erj. be_t of
possible or conce)_ able codcs, but w _th the code whych, under the g)ven c_rcum__tance, ol
the g_ven commumty, v, outd probabJ) be the result of an attempt to codff) !The expediency
of codtflcat_on
at a particular t_me and place depends on the
question, "'Are there men, then and there, competent to the task of successful
codificatton? "'1:/ The dlfficultx of the work no one )'eels more strongly, or has
stated more emphatically,
than Mr. Austin. He con,s_ders "'the technical part of
legislation
incomparably
more difficult than what ma_ be styled the ethical,'"
holding it "far easier to conceive justly what would be use*ul law, than so to
l'Lecture.s, Vol. I1, p 362. quoted at p t88 abo_c ]
*Lecture._. Vol II, pp 350-70 [For an explanation of the square-bracketed
which were added b) Sarah Austin. _ee her "'Preface." thtd . p )_ i
l'Ibtd., p. 370 ]
[Zlbtd.p
373 ]
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the design

of the lag-gwer:"*

an

opinion which, in its full breadth of statement, we should hesitate to endorse. But it
will readily be admitted that the two qualifications
are different, that the one is no
guarantee for the other, and that the talent which Is merely instrumental
is, in any
high degree of perfection,
nearly if not quite as rare as that to which it is
subordinate,
The expediency,
therefore,
of codification
in England and at the present time,
Mr. Austin does not dtscuss; but he shows "the futihty of the leading or principal
arguments
which are advanced against codification,
considered
generall 3 or in
abstract. "'I*l Unhappily
a great part of the matter which he dehvered
on this
subject is missing from the manuscript.
But its place is partly supphed by the
abundant notes and memoranda
relating to the subject, which have been found
among his papers, and of which the "Notes on Codification."
appended to the third
volume, are but a part. f"1 We shall quote only one passage, which belongs to the
Lectures, and is reproduced
in the pamphlet on the Study of Jurtsprudence.
It Is a
reply to the common objection that statute law cannot include all cases. Mr. Austin
shows that it can at least include all those which are covered by judiciary law.
The current objection to codification is the necessary incompleteness of a code It is said
that the individual cases which may arise m fact or practice are infinite, and that, therefore.
they cannot be anticipated, and provided for. by a body of general rules. The oblecnon (as
apphed to statute law generally) is thus put by Lord Mansfield in the case of Om_chund and
Barker (He was then Sohcltor-General ) "Cases of Lag' depend upon occasmns which
give rase to them. All occasions do not arise at once A statute very seldom can take in all
cases. Therefore the common law that works itself pure b_ rules drawn from the fountains ot
justice, is superior to an act of parhament .,l:l
My answer to th_s objecuon is. that it is equally apphcable to all la,_ : and that _timphes m
the partisans of judiciary law (who are pleased to insist upon _t) a profound ignorance, or a
complete forgetfulness, of the nature of the law which Is established b) judlciat decisions
Judicmry law consists of rules, or it 1s merely a heap of particular declslons mapphcablc
to the solution of future cases On the last supposmon, _tis not lay, at all and the judges who
apply dec_ded cases to the resolution of other cases, are not resolving the latter b._ an)
determinate lay,, but are dec_dmg them arNtraril?.
The truth, however, is, that the general grounds or principles ofjudlcml decisions are as
completely law as statute lag' itself, though they differ considerably from statutes m the
manner and form of expression. And being law, Jt _s clear that the3 are hable to the ver3
imperfection which is objected to statute lay,. Be the law statute or judlclar)., it cannot
anticipate all the cases which may possibly arise in pracuce
The objection implies, that all judicial decisions which are not apphcatmns of statutes are
merely arbitrary. It therefore involves a double m_stake It mistakes the nature ofjudlcmr)
law, and it confounds lag' with the arbttrtum of the judge. Deciding arbltrardy, the judge.
*Ibid., p. 371.
[*Ibtd , p. 373.]
['IBM.. Vol lit, pp. 275-98.1
[*William Murray, Speech for the Plaintiff m the Case of Omychund v Barker, 1744, m
26 Enghsh Reports 22-3. l
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no doubt, may provide for all possible cases, But whether providing for them thus be
providing for them by law, 1 leave it to the judicious to consider.
If law. as reduced into a code, would be incomplete, so is it incomplete as not so reduced
For codification is the re-expression of existing lay,. It is true that the code might be
incomplete, owmg to an oversight of redactors_ But th_s _s an objecnon to co&ficatlon m
partwular. . .
Repetition and inconsistency are far more likely, where rules are formed one b', one cand,
perhaps, without concert, by man)' &street tribunalsl, than where all are made at once b) a
single individual or body, who are trying to embrace the v,hole field of lav*. and so to
construct every, rule as that _tmay harmonize w_th the rest.
And here I would make a remark which the objection xn question suggests, and v*hlch to
my understanding is quite conclusive
Rules ofju&clar 3' lay*'are not decided cases, but the general grounds or principles Ior the
rattones decMendt) whereon the cases are decided. Nov,, b) the practical admission of
those who apply these grounds or pnnclples, the',' mav be codified, or turned into statute
laws For what _s that process of mduct_on bv v, hlch the pnnc_ple is gathered before _t_s
apphed, but this ver3, process of codifying such principles, performed on a particular
occasion, and performed on a small scale" If it be possible to extract from a case. or from a
fev*cases, the ratto dectdendt, or general principle of decision. _tIs possible to extract from
all decided cases their respectn e grounds of decisions, and to turn them into a bod_ of lay*.
abstract m its form. and therefore compact and accessible Assuming that judlclar), tav* is
really lay*, it clearl,, ma} be co&fied.
1 admit that no code can be complete or perfect But _t rna_ be less incomplete than
judge-made lay*. and _ffv, ell constructed) free from the great defects which l have pointed
out In the latter, It may be bnef, compact, systemanc, and therelore knowable as far as _t
goes. (Vol. II. pp 374-7,)
The "'Notes on Codlficatton'"
contain, m substance, all that _s required to meet
any of the objections
against co&ficanon
generall),
or in the abstract," but thetr
form is too completely
that of a mere s)llabus,
to be acceptable
to the general
reader. We shall quote,
one excellent
passage,
codificanon,

however, as a specimen,
containing
the author's

and the conditions

and for it_ pracncat importance,
v_e_' of the real difficulties
of

necessar 3 for rendering

it advisable.

*The most popular, though one of the most superficml, of the objectlon_, is the supposed
fadure of existing codes, especlall3 the French and the Prussian To thl, Mr Austin
answers, substantmll), two things. First. that the fadure of the French and Prussmn code,
has been greatl) exaggerated, and that, with all thetr detects, the_ are still _a_tl3 superior to
the state of things which preceded them Secondlx. that m so far as those codes do fall short
of what _s reqmred m a code. _t_ owing to defects v,h_ch are obvious and a_,oldable, and,
above all, because the_ are not reall_ code,_, for the Code Nap_leon _,_v*_thout a single
defimt_on, and the Prussmn Code has none that are adequate, so that the meaning of all the
law terms had either to be fixed b', jud_cmr 3 lay*. or ascertained by reternng back to the old
law which was supposed to have been superseded Far from being an_ e_dence against a
code, those compilations are a most sansfactor 3 proof of the great amount of good v*h_ch
can be done even b) the merest d_gest [See Austin, Lectures, Vol Ill. pp 2q2-4 For the
French and Prussmn Codes, see Code ctvtl de._ Fran{'at._ _,Pans Impr_mer_e de la
rdpubhque, 1804. and Allgememes l_zmdrecht fur dw Preusstschen Stcmten 15 Feb . 1794 _ ]
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The great difficult)' is. the impossibfl W that any one man should perform the whole But
if done by several, it would be incoherent, unless all were Imbued with the same principles.
and all versed m the power of applying them. The great difficulty, therefore. Is to get a
suffiment number of competent men. versed m common studms and modes of reasoning
This being given, codification is practicable and expedient
Pecuharlv techmcal and partial knowledge o! Enghsh la**a'er,s No Enghsh lawyer ts
master even of English law, and has, therefore, no norton of that interdependency of parts ol
a system, on which Its successful cod_ficanon must depend
A code must be the work of man 3 mtnd,s The protect must be the work of one, and revised
by a commission. The general outhne, the work of one, might be filled up by dwers.
All-tmportance m codthcatton ofthefirst mtennon. Till minds are trained, it will scarcely
succeed. How the difficulty is to be surmounted Necessity for men versed in theor 3 . and
equally versed In practme, or rather, of a combmanon of theorists and practmoners
Necess W for prehrmnar 3 digests, or for waiting nil successful lunsts and jurisprudence are
formed through effectual legal educanon /Vol Ill. pp. 278-9 1
Having concluded
the subject of Law in general, regarded under its different
aspects. Mr. Austin proceeds to consider the parts of which a corpu,_ .jurt,_ Is
necessarily
composed,
and the mutual relation_ of those parts t*, As alreadx
observed,
he adheres m the mare. though with some not unimportant
improvements, to the classlflcanon
and arrangement
of the Roman law, or rather of _ts
modem expositors,
who have camed out the ideas of the classical jurists with a
precision still greater than theirs.
Mr. Austin gives excellent reasons for rejecting their primary' divlsmn, followed
by' most modem writers, into pubhc and private law, and shows ho_ the various
parts which compose the lormer of these should be disposed of.*' This being set
aside, the leading division ts into what are termed by the Roman lawyers, La_ ol
Persons and Law of Things--z/us personarum
and/u,* rerum, strangely m_stranslated by Hale and Blackstone
into rtghta of persons and rtghts of things. I_l The
ongmal expressions
are extremely ill-chosen, and have been an ignisfatuu,s to la_
writers, both in ancient and modem rimes. The Law of Persons {agreeably to one
of the meanings of the word persona) is the law of Statu,s or condlnons---oI
the
rights and obligations
pecuhar to certain classes of persons, on whom a pecuhar
legal stamp has been set. And, in contradistmcnon,
the Law of Things _s the la_*
common to all persons, together w'lth the peculiar laws relating to other classes of
persons not so specially marked out from the rest. But this has seldom been
properly understood by law writers. They' have Imagined that persons (per,sonae _,
in this acceptation,
meant persons in the ordinary sense--human
beings: and
forgetting that in this sense all law. and all rights and obligations,
relate to persons.
they' supposed that the Law of Persons, as &stinguished
from that of Things, ought
[*Lectures, Vol 11, p 381 ]
'_Lecture 44 [ibid., pp. 435-91
[:See ibid , pp 381-449. The references arc to Matthew Hale, An Analvs,._ ol the La_
{London: Walthoe, 17131. p 1, and Blackstone, Commentarw,s, Vol I, p 118 ]
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to contain all law which deals with those interests of persons which have no (or but
shght) reference to things. Hence Blackstone places m the Law of Persons what he
calls Absolute Rights, being those which belong to all persons _,lthout exception,
such as the right to life, to personal security, to reputation--rights which, looked at
from the point of view of the Roman lawyers, belong even more pre-eminently
than any others to the Law of Thmgs.I*_
Those jurists who have understood the meaning of the Roman lawvers more
correctly than Blackstone, have exhausted thmr ingenuity m search of metaphys>
cal reasons why some peculiarities of legal position have been accounted Status.
and included m jus personarum, while others, equall) marked and equally
important, have been retained m the Law of Things. Mr. Austin minutely
examines and critimzes these subtlenes, and. after a full rewew of them. decides
that the division has no logmal or metaph}slcal basis at all. i_: It rests sold', on
convenience. Executors. heirs, trustees, proprietors, contractors, &c., are as
much classes of persons as parent,,, guardmns, mfants, magistrates, and the like:
yet they are never accounted status, and the laws wh_ch concern them are always
included in the Law of Things. No reason can be gwen wh5 the one group should.
and the other should not, be detached from the general body of the law and placed
apart, except that the la,a s relating to the one "'have no necessary coherenc_ w_th
the bulk of the legal system." and need not, generall) speaking, be taken into
consideration in order to understand the law as a v,hole: while the others "'ha,,e
such a coherency with the bulk of the legal s.,,_tem, that ffthe'_ _ere detached from
_t the reqmsite contmmtv m the statement or exposmon of _t _ould be lost, "'_
As much of the law. then, as relates to certain pecuhar legal posmons. _s
remanded to a separate branch, which naturall'_ should be placed after the general
law. orjus return. The Roman institutional v,nters, b) placing the La_ of Persons
first, gave one among several prooE, that e,,en the) had not a perfectl) clear
conception of the &stmction which the',' had themselves drav_n.
In proceeding to sub&vide the Law of Things, Mr Austin adopts from the
Roman lawyers thmr principle of grounding the general dP,'lslon of the corpu_)uris
upon a classlficatlon of nghts. But he selects as his primary division of rights _and
of the corresponding dunes) a distraction not specmll) recogmsed b3 those writers
The Roman lawyers pnmarll5 &vlded nghts into jura m rein. or rights avmhng
against all the world, and,iura tn pcrsonam, or rights a\mhng against deternamate
persons only. _ Of the lk_rmer, the right of dominion or propert) Is the most
[*Comrnentarte,s.Vol t. pp, 119ft., Austin, Lecture_. \o! I11.pp t'7c)-80 !
l_'Lecture._,Vol I1, pp 400-18 ]
_lbld , p. 413
"Thesephrases v.ere devised b'_the modern Cl_ihans The cla,,,lcaI )url,t_ c\prc,,,cd the
same&stmctlon b) the ambiguous terms dommtum (in the largest ,,em,c in _ hich that v,ord
was employed) and obl,gat_o, a name ,a,hlch. in the Roman lay,, is unfortunatcl) gl'<n to
rights as well as to obhgatlons, lSee Austin. Lecture._.Vol 1I. p 33. \oi Ill. p I'-)0t
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familiar instance. My right of ownership in a thing, is constituted by a duty or
obligation imposed on all persons not to deprive me of the thing, or molest me in its
enjoyment. Of rights in personam, the most prominent example is a right by virtue
of a contract. If B has contracted with A to dehver certain goods, A has a right,
answering to the legal obligation on B, but the right is against B alone. Until they
are delivered, A has acquired no right to the goods as against other persons, tf the
goods came into the possession of a third party, through (for example) a wrongful
resale by B, A would still have his original right as against B, and might have a
right to damages besides, but he could not by process of lag' recover the goods
themselves from the new possessor. A's right, therefore, is not in rem, but m
personam, meaning in personam determinatam. The distinction between these
two classes of rights belongs to umversal jurisprudence, for ever) system of law
must establish rights of both kinds: and the difference between them is connected
with practical differences in the legal remedies. Among rights in rem must be
reckoned the right to life, to reputation, to the free disposal of one's person and
faculties, to exemption from bodily harm or indignity, and to any external thing of
which one is the legal owner. To these must be added the limited right m a thing
owned by some one else. which is called servitus or easement, such as a right of
way over another person's land.
Rights in personam, or availing against a determinate person or persons, are
divided by Roman jurists into rights tin their unhappy phraseology obliganones)
ex contractu, and rights (or obligationes) ex delicto, with two miscellaneous
appendages, rights quasi ex contractu and quasi ex dehcto. By quasi-contracts are
not to be understood implied contracts, differing from express ones only in that the
engagement is signified b) conduct instead of words. Such tacit engagements are
real contracts, and are placed in the law of contract. The term quasi-contract
applies to cases in which there has not been, and is known not to have been. any
engagement, either express or tacit, but in which the ends of legislation require that
the same legal obligations shall be imposed as if the party had entered into an
engagement. The case commontv used as an illustration is solutio indebiti-the obhgation of a person to whom a payment has been made under a mistake,
to refund the amount. Obligations quasi ex contractu are, therefore, simply
miscellaneous obligations which cannot be reduced to any of the other classes. The
third class_ obligations (or rights) arising from offences, is, we venture to say, a
stumbling-block to all clear-headed persons when they begin the study of the
Roman law. Mr. Austin retains it, but suppresses the fourth class, quasi ex delieto,
it being quite needless to have two repositories for merely miscellaneous
obhgations without any positive feature in common. The term quasi-contracts,
rightly understood, includes them all. As Mr. Austin expresses it, "'one fiction
suffices." "The terms are merely a sink into which such obligator?' incidents as are
not contracts, or not delicts, but beget an obhgation as (f, &c., are thrown without
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of the

Though Mr. Austin retains the class of rights ex delicto, it is here that his
classification
most materially deviates from that of the Roman jurists. Instead of
making rights ex delicto a secondary,, he makes them a primary class. Instead of
co-ordinating
them with rights from contract and from quasi-contract,
as species of
jura in personam,
he opposes them to all other rights, tn rem and in personam
taken together. His division of rights in general, is into Primary, and what he terms
Sanctioning,
Rights. I*t The characteristic
of these is. that they exist only for the
sake of the primary'. Primary, rights and duties have a legal existence only by virtue
of their sanctions. But in order that the sanctions may be applied, legal provisions
are necessary,
by which other rights are created and duties imposed.
These
secondary, rights and duties are the sub lect-matter of Penal Law and of the Law of
Procedure. They correspond partly Ithough, as we shall see, not entlrel_ t with the
obhgationes
ex delicto of the Romans. and admit of being classed as nghts and
duties arising out of offences. As such, they are again divided by Mr. Austin into
"'Rights and Duties arising from Cwil Injunes."
and "'Dutie_ and other Consequences arising from Crimes. "'l, ! The basis which the Roman .lurlsts assumed for
their dwlsion of rights m general--the
d_stmctlon betv, een rights tn rein and in
personam--is
retained by Mr. Austin only for primary rights. The Ibllowmg
table. I_ abridged from one annexed to the author's Outhne. _ ill serve as a rough
ground-plan
of his distribution
of the field of law:
Law
/x

/

,,

Lay, of Things

Law oI Persons or Status

Primary' rights
rand duties)

Sanctioning rights Iand dut_es_

,/--A

\

Rights
m rem

Rights
m personam
/

Rights
e._iconlractu

'

Combinations ol
nghts in rem and
rights m personam
\

/

/'

Rights and duties Duties and other
derived from Cr,'fl
consequences
Injuries
arising from
Crimes

Rights
quast e):
contractu

*Ibtd , pp. 134-5 [For the reference to Galus, see Hemeccm>. Elemcnt_2 lurl._ czvllt._
_ecundum ordmem pandectarum, in Operum, Vol V. p 660 (XLIV. _iI. 380_.]
[*Austin, Le_ ture._, Vol. II. pp. 450-63 I
[*lbld., pp. 189-91 ]
[:lbtd. Vol II1, Table VIII ]
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The remaining Lectures are devoted to the examination and elucidation of the
particulars included under these heads. And, with all their incompleteness (which,
as with the broken arches in Addison's "Vision," becomes greater as we approach
the point where they cease altogetherl, l*j their value to the student will be found
to be very great. We would particularly direct attention to the treatment of Domtnium
or Property, in its various senses, with the contrasted concepnon of servuu3 or
easement, r'_lThe nature and boundaries of these two kinds of rights are made so
transparently clear, that it requires some acquaintance with the speculations of
jurists to be able to believe that any one could ever have misunderstood the subject.
But is the division and arrangement of law in general, expressed m the table,
wholly unimpeachable? We do not mean m point of mere correctness. It satisfies
the fundamental rules of logical division It covers the whole subject, and no one
part overlaps another. It affords an arrangement m which it is at least possthle to
lay out perspicuously the whole of the matter: and if the proper mode of ordering
and setting out a body of law is to ground it upon a classificanon of rights, no better
one for the purpose could probably be made.
But the purely logical requisttes are not the only qualines desirable m a scientific
classification. There is a further requisite--that the division should turn upon the
most important features of the things classified: m order that these, and not points
of minor importance, may be the points on which attennon _s concentrated. A
classificanon which does this, is what men of science mean when the)' speak of a
Natural Classification. To fulfil this condition may reqmre, according to
circumstances, different principles of division: since the most _mportant properties
may either be those which are most important practically, b) their bearing on
human interests, or those whxch are most important scientifically, as rendering it
easiest to understand the subject--which
will generally be the most elementar_
properties.
In the case now under consideration, both these mdicanons coincide. The)' both
point to the same principle of division. Law is a system of means for the attainment
of ends. The different ends for which different portions of the law are designed, are
consequently the best foundation for the division of it, They are at once what is
most practically important m the lawns, and the fundamental element in the
conception of them--the one which must be clearly understood to make anything
else intelligible. Is, then, this requirement, of distinguishing the parts of the corpu,s
juris from one another according to the ends which they subserve, fulfilled b) a
division which turns entirely upon a classificanon of rights?
It would be so, if the ends of different portions of the law differed only in respect
of the different kinds of Rights which they create. But this is not the fact. The rights
[*Joseph

Addison,

"The Vision

of MIrzah,'"

['Austin, Lectures, Vol. lII, pp. 2-3, 13.]

Spectator,

No.

160 (1 Sept.,

1711),

p. 1 ]
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created by a law are sometimes the end or purpose of the law, but are not always so.
In the case of what Mr. Austin terms Pnmar) Rights] *_ the rights created are
the very reason and purpose of the la_' which creates them That these rights may
be enjoyed is the end for which the law is enacted, the duties imposed, and the
sanctions established
In that part of the law, however, which presupposes and grows out of wrongs-the law of civil injuries, of crimes, and of civil and criminal procedure
--the case is quite other_'ise. There are, it is true. rights _called, b_ Mr. Austin.
Sanctioning Rights) L_!created by this portion of the law. and necessa_ to Jts
existence. But the laws do not exist for the sake of these rights: the rights, on the
contrary, exist for the sake of the law._. They are a portion of the means by vchlch
those laws effect their end. The purpose of this part of the law is not the creation of
rights, but the application of sanctions, to give effect to the rights created bv the
law in its other departments. The sanctioning rights are merel_ instrumental to the
sanctions: but the sanctions are themselves instrumental to the pnmarj, rights. The
filiation of the ideas, proceeding from the simple to the more complex, is as
follows:
t. Primarj," Rights, with the correlative Duties
2. Sanctions.
3. Laws determining the mode of applying the Sanctions.
4. Rights and Duties established by those lav, s. for the sake of. and as being
necessary to, the application of the Sanction,,.
It appears from these considerations, that however suitable a groundx_ork the
classification of rights may be for the arrangement of that portion of the law which
treats of Primary Rights tcommonly called the Cp,'II Code _-m the Penal Code and
Code of Procedure the rights thereb_ created are but a seconda_' consideration, on
which it is not well to bestow the prominence which is gl,,en to them b.', carding
out Into those branches the same principle of classification, ge do not mean that
rights ex delicto can be left out of the classification of rights for the purpose,', of the
Civil Code. The_ are rights, and being so. cannot be omitted in the catalogue. But
they should, we apprehend, be merely mentioned there, and their enumeration and
definition reserved for a separate department, of _ h_ch the subject should be. not
Rights. but Sanctions. If this xie,,,, be correct, the pnmar} &vision of the hod', of
law should be into two parts. First. the Civil Law. containing the definition and
classification of rights and duties. Secondly. the lay, of V_rongs and Remedies
This last would be subdivided into Penal Law. which treat.', of offence,, and
punishments, and the law of Procedure. If this were a mere opinion of our o_ n. _ e
should hesitate to assert It against a judge in all respects so much more competent
[*IBM. Vol 1. pp. lxxv-lxxl_, xcvm. Vol II. pp 450-f_3I
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as Mr. Austin: but if his great authority is against us. we have with us that of
Bentham, James Mill, and the authors of, we believe, all modem codes, t*J
Not only does this more commonplace distribution and arrangement of the
corpusjuris appear to us more scientific than Mr. Austin's: we apprehend that it is
also more convenient. Mr. Austin, m fact, has been driven, by the plan he adopted,
to the introduction of a logical anomaly, which he himself acknowledges. There
are, as he rightly holds, legal duties which are absolute, that is, which have not
only for their ultimate but for their immediate and direct object the general good.
and not the good of an)' determinate person or persons, and to which, therefore,
there are no correlative rights. Nob,, in a classification grounded wholly on rights,
there is no place for duties which do not correspond to any rights It being
impossible to class these duties with jura in rem or in personam, Mr. Austin treats
of them under the head of Sanctioning Rights. The difficulty, however, is not in
knowing under what kind of rights to place them, but in placing them under rights
at all. Duties which answer to no rights, have no more natural affinity with
Sanctioning than they have with Primar) rights. Why then is this, as It undoubtedly
is, their proper place in the classification? Because. though the duties have no
affinity with rights, the wrongs which are violations of those duties have an afflmtV
with the wrongs which are violations of rights. Violations of absolute duties are
Crimes; many violations of rights are also Crimes: and between crimes of these
two sorts there is no generic difference which it is necessau" that either penal law or
criminal procedure should recognise. Now. if the second great division of the la_
is regarded (which we think it ought to be) as conversant not directly with Rights.
but with Wrongs, the wrongs in question, which are violations of absolute duties.
take their place among other wrongs as a matter of course. But in a classification
grounded on Rights, they are altogether an anomaly and a blot. There is no place
marked out for them by the principle of the classification; and to include them in it,
recourse must be had to a second pnnciple, which, except for that purpose, the
classification does not recognise. It has been seen in the table, that, in the second
division of Mr. Austin's Sanctioning Rights. he drops rights altogether, and
speaks of "duties and other consequences."
But this is not the only. nor the greatest objection which may be made, both on
the ground of scientific symmetry and of practical convenience, against the place
assigned by Mr. Austin to the law of Wrongs and Remedies. A still stronger
objection is manifest from a mere inspection of the table. It interpolates the entire
subjects of Penal Law and Procedure between the general Civil Law of Things and
the Law of Status; that is, between two subjects so closely allied, that alter a
strenuous application of his powerful intellect to the subject, Mr. Austin wa_
unable to draw a definite line, or find an)' essential or scientific difference between
[*See

Jeremy

Bentham,

An lntroductton

to the PrmctpleL_

o/ Moral._ and Leglslatton

(1789). in Works, Vol 1. pp. 150-4: James Mill, "Jurisprudence," m Es_a_s _London
printed Inms, n.d. 11825]1,p. 9 I
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them; and was induced to separate them at all, only by the convenience of treating
the genus first, and a few of its more complex species afterwards. As he himself
says, the law of any and of all Status Is "'indissolubly connected with that more
general matter which is contained m the Law of Things. ''_ These two portions of
law are conversant with the same general ,deas--namely.
rights and their
definitions (to a great degree even with the same kinds of rights), and one of them L,
but a kind of appendix or extension of the other, so that there ,s often a doubt m
which compartment a particular chapter or title of the law may best be placed: yet
the one _s put at the beginning of the corpusjuri.s, the other at the end, and bet_.een
them hes all that great portion of the law which has to do v_,th the subsequent
considerations of Offences, Punishments, Judicature. and Judicml Procedure. We
cannot think that this is a mode of arrangement wh,ch would have approved itself
to Mr. Austin's, on such subjects, almost lnfalhble judgment, had he exer completed his Course.
It may be remarked that, though the arrangement which we have crinclzed _as
founded on that of the classical Roman jurists, the crlnclsm _snot fmrl) apphcable
to those junsts themselves. According to the plan of thexr treatises, the_ had no
alternative. They could not treat of dehcts under any other form than that of
"'obhgattones quae ex dehcto nascuntur."i*: For, as Mr. Au,,tm himself observes,
their institutional writings were solel', on prtvate law._-' Public lay, was. it t,,
uncertain for what reason, excluded. But crimes, and cnminat procedure.
belonged to their concepnon of Pubhc lay,. Of the_e, therefore, they had not to
treat. _Civil procedure they did treat of: but the5 placed it m a branch apart, v,hlch
was neitherjus rerum norpersonarum, but a third dv¢lslon co-ordinate with them.
called Jus Actionum. There remained only the lay, of c_vll injuries. Now, the
specific character which distinguishes civil inJuries from crimes is that, though the
sanction is in both cases the leading _dea. the mode m w'hlch. In the case of civil
mjunes, the sancnon IS applied, is b) gwmg to the inJured party a right to
compensanon or redress, which, hke his other rights, he may exercise or forego at
his pleasure. It _sevident that there is not m this case the same Impropriety as in the
case of cnmes or of procedure, in considering the right created as the real purpose
of the law. It IS true that. even in this case. another purpose of the la_ 1,
punishment, but the law is willing to forego that object, provided the injured
person consents to wawe it. The right, therefore, of the injured person, in this
*Lecture,s, Vol It. pp 43(9-40
["Helnecclu_,
(1747),mOperum,

Elementa,lUrly
Vol. _,p

ctvth_.
263tlV,

,_ecundum
l, tltle).]

ordttlem

Instltltttonum

(17"20). Oth t?d

['Lectures, Vol. II. p 442 ]
"The single title appended to Justmmn's Institutes, Dc Pubhct._.Imhcll_. l,_supposed t¢_
have been an afterthought, and to have had no chapter correspondm_ to it m the m_t)tunonal
treatises of the classical junst_. [Sec Hemecclus. "'Depubhcls JudlcHs.'" Elcmenta torts
ctvths, secundurn
ordmem mstttuttonum, Bk. IV, Tltte _,vm, m Opcrum. Vol \, pp
333-40. ]
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particular class of injuries, might without absurdity be treated as the principal
object. Being a right availing only against determinate persons--namely,
the
offender or his representatives--it is a right inpersonam, or, in the language of the
classical jurists, an obligatio; and its particular nature afforded no reason why it
should not, in an arrangement in all other respects dictated by the exigencies of
the civil code, take its place where alone, m such an arrangement, a place could
be assigned to it--namely, under the general head of Jura in Personam, as a
sub-species. But this, though it accounts for the place assigned in the Roman law
to "obligationes quae ex delicto nascuntur,'" forms no reason for applying the
same arrangement to the whole law of wrongs and remedies, and making it the
basis of a division including the entire field of the corpus jurls--crimes,
punishments, civd and criminal procedure, among the rest.
After treating of dominium in the narrower sense in which it is opposed to
sen'itus--a right to use or deal with a thing in a manner which, though not
unlimited, is indefinite, as distinguished from a right to use or deal with a thing In a
manner not only limited but definite--Mr.
Austin proceeds to treat of rights
limited or unlimited as to duration: of rights vested and contingent: and of
dominium or property in the more emphatic sense in which it denotes the largest
right which the law recognises over a thing--a right not only indefinite in extent
and unlimited In duration, but including the power of ahening the thing from the
person who would otherwise take xt by succession+ t*J The Lectures finally break
off. where the)" were interrupted by ill health, in the middle of the important
subject of Title. There is no finer specimen of analytical criticism in these volumes
than the comment (In the Notes to the Tables) on the erroneous and confused
notions which the Roman jurists connected with their distinction between Tttulu,_
and Modus Acquirendi. I"!
It cannot be too deeply regretted that. through the combined effect of
frequently-recurring attacks of depressing illness, and feelings of discouragement
which are vividly reproduced In the touching preface of the editor, I_IMr, Austin
did not complete his Lectures in the torm of a systematic treatise. We are fullx
persuaded that, had he done so, the result would have proved those feelings of
discouragement to be ill grounded. The success of the first volume, by no means
the most attractive part of the Course, is a proof that even then there was in the
more enlightened part of the legal profession a public prepared for such
speculations; a public not numerous, but intellectually competent--the only one
which Mr. Austin desired. Had he produced a complete work on jurisprudence,
such as he, and perhaps only he in his generation, was capable of accomplishing,
[*Austin. Lectures, Vol. Ill, pp 69-89.]
[+Ibid.. pp. 209-13.]
[_Sarah Austin, his wife.]
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he would have attracted to the study every young student of law who had a soul
above that of a mere trader in legal learning; and many non-professional students
of social and political philosophy (a class now numerous, and eager for an
instruction which unhappily, for the most part. does not yet exist) would have been
delighted to acquire that insight into the rationale of all legal systems, without
which the scientific study of politics can scarcely be pursued with profit, since
juristical ideas meet, and, if ill understood, confuse the student at eve N turning
and winding in that intricate subject. Before the end of the period to which Mr.
Austin's life was prolonged, he might have stood at the head of a school of
scientific jurists, such as England has now little chance of soon possessing. But the
remains which he has left, fragmentary though much of them be, are a mine of
material for the future. He has shown the way, solved man)' of the leading
problems, and made the path comparatively smooth for those who follow. Among
the younger lawyers of the present time, there must surel_ be several (independently of the brilliant example of Mr. Maine) who possess the capacity, and can
acquire the knowledge, required for following up a work so well begun: and
whoever does so will find. in the notes and miscellaneous papers which compose
the latter part of the third volume, a perfect storehouse of helps and suggestions
It remains to say a few words on the question of execution. A work left unfinished, and never really composed as a book, however mature and welldigested ItS thoughts, is not a proper subject for literary criticism. It is from
the first volume only that we are able to judge what, in point of composmon. Mr.
Austin would have made it. But all the merits of expression which w'ere lbund in
that volume reappear in quite an equal degree m the remainder, and even. as far as
the case admitted, in the looser memoranda. The language is pure and classical
English. though here and there with something of an archaic tinge In expression as
in thought, precision is alwavs his first object. It would probably have been so.
whatever had been the subject treated: but on one in which the great and fatal
hindrance to rational thought is vague and indefinite phrases, this was especlall 3
imperative. Next after precision, clearness is his paramount aim: clearness alike In
his phraseology and in the structure of his sentences. His pre-eminent regard to thl,,
requisite gives to his style a peculiarity the reverse of agreeable to many readers,
since he prefers, on system, the repetition of a noun substantive, or even of an
entire clause, in order to dispense with the employment of the little words _t and
them, which he is quite right in regarding as one of the most frequent sources of
ambiguity and obscurity m composition. If there be some excess here, it is the
excess of a good quality, and is a scarcely appreciable evil. while a fault in the
contrary &rection would have been a serious one. In other respect_ Mr. Austin's
style deserves to be placed very high. His command of apt and vigorous expression
is remarkable, and when the subject permits, there is an epigrammatic force m the
turn of his sentences which makes them highly effective,
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Some readers may be offended at the harsh words which he now and then uses,
not towards persons, to whom he is always, at the lowest, respectful, but towards
phrases and modes of thought which he considers to have a mischievous tendency.
He frequently calls them "absurd," and applies to them such epithets as "'jargon,"
"fustian," and the like. t*l But it would be a great injustice to attribute the_e
vehement expressions to dogmatism, in any bad sense of the word--to undue
confidence in himself, or disdain of opponents. They flowed from the very finest
part of his character. He was emphatically one who hated the darkness and loved
the light. He regarded unmeaning phrases and confused habits of thinking as the
greatest hindrance to human intellect, and through it to human virtue and
happiness. And, thinking this, he expressed the thought with corresponding
warmth: for it was one of his noble qualities that while, whatever he thought, he
thought strongly, his feelings always went along with his thoughts. The same
perfera,idum ingenium made him apply the same strong expressions to any mistake
which he detected In himself. In a passage of the Lectures, he says, referring to a
former lecture, "I said so and so. But that remark was absurd; for it _,ould prove,"
&c.* And in an extemporaneous passage, which some of his hearers may
remember, he rated himself soundly for an erroneous opinion which he had
expressed, and conlectured, as he might have done respecting a complete stranger
to him, what might have been the causes that led him into so gross a
misapprehension. That the occasional strength of his denunclauons had its source
in a naturally enthusmstic character, combined in him with an habitually calm and
deliberate judgment, is shown by the corresponding warmth which marks his
expressions of eulogium. He was one m whom the feelings of admiration and
veneration towards persons and things that deserve it, existed in a strength far too
rarely met with among mankind. It is from such feelings that he speaks of "'the
godlike Turgot: "'t*]that, in mentxoning Locke, he commemorates "'thatmatchless
power of precise and just thinking, with that religious regard for general utility and
truth, which marked the incomparable man who emancipated human reason from
the yoke of mystery and jargon:"* that he does homage, m many passages of the
Lectures, to the great intellectual powers of Thibaut and Von Savigny, l:_and that.
in a note at page 248 of his first volume, he devotes to Hobbes perhaps the noblest
vindication which that great but unpopular thinker has ever received. That Mr.
Austin was capable of slmitar admiration for the great qualities of those from
whose mare scheme of thought he dissents, and whose authority he is oftener
obliged to thrust aside than enabled to follow, is shown in many passages, and in
[*Austin, Lectures, Vol. II, p 409, Vol 1, pp. 150n, 164 I
*lbld., Vol. III, pp. 24-5
[_Ibtd., Vol. 1 (i.e., Province ofJurtsprudence), p 274.]
+Ibid., p. 15On.
[_For ThibauI, see Lectures, Vol. III, pp. 294-8, for Von Savlgny, tbid., Vol. I1. pp 65.
395-7, and Vol. III, pp. 296-8 ]
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none more than m some remarks on Kant's Metaphystcal
Prmctples _/the Scwnce
of Law. _ We may add that his prmses are not only warm. but cprobabl? without
exception) just. that such seventy as xs shown, is shown towards docmnes, very
rarel) indeed towards persons, and is never, as with vulgar controvers_ahsts,
a
substitute for refutation,
but always and everywhere
a consequence
of it.
*"A treatise darkened b) a phllosoph) which. I oun, _ m? a_erslon, but abounding. 1
must needs admit, w_th traces of rare sagac_t). He ha,, seized a numbe_ of non(ms, complex
and difficult in the extreme, _lth distinctness and precision _hlch are mar_,ellou_
considering the scantmes_ of his means For, of posmve systems of la_ he had scarcel_ the
shghtest tincture, and the knowledge of the principles of jurisprudence whlch he borrowed
from other writers, _as drawn, for the most part. from the muddiest source,: from books
about the fustian which is styled the "Law of Nature "" Ilhtd . Vol 1II. p 16"7_[Immanuel
Kant. Metaphystsche AnJan_._grunde der Rechtslehre t 1797 !. m Sammthc he Wer,_e. ed
Karl Rosenkranz and Frledrlch Wilhelm Schubert, 14 vols m 121Leipzig \ o_s, t 838-42 i.
Vol IX, pp 1-214.]
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Educational Endowments

Blackheath Park, August 9. 1866.
SIR,
I have now the honour of transmitting to the Royal Commissioners for Inqmr?.
into Schools. such answers as it is In m_ power to give to the queries which the
Commissioners did me the honour of addressing to me. \Vant of nine, no less than
the understood wishes of the Commissioners, has compelled me to be brief: but.
for the further elucldatmn of the topics to v, hlch 1 have adverted, as well as for
many valuable facts and thoughts connected with the subject of thetr mqume_, I hope
1may be permitted to refer the Cornml._sloners to the paper b5 Mr. Chadwick. I>''
mentioned in my answer to the second que_, and the evidence appended
thereto.
I have. &c.
J.S. Mill
The Secretary of the
Schools Inqmry Commission

1. The expedtency, m the case of endowed
,_ratuitous educatton to the scholars, and fixed
I conceive the practice of payment bv fixed
general usefulness of educational endowments,
account for the admmed fact of their extensive

_chools, of continuing to ._lvc
incomes to the teachers.
salaries to be almost fatal to the
and quite sufficient in itself to
failure.

If any pracncal maxim for the conduct of business of an_ kind by a delegated
agent can be called fundamental, it Is that of identifying the agent's interest u _tb
his duty. But if a schoolmaster's remuneration is neither increased b_ eff_cienc_.
nor diminished by inefficiency, his personal interest is. to have as feu pupils as
[*Edwin Chadwick, "'Copy of Two Papers Submitted to the [Educanonl Comnnssloners,'"PP, 1862, XLIII, 1- 160. Chadwqck's papers v,ere not submitted m nine to be included
m the Report of 186t (_ee p 212 belm_) ]
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possible, and to take the least possible trouble with their instruction. I have read of
a school where the master's salary was 600l. a )'ear. and his object was to drive
away the pupils, which he succeeded in effecting by a series of severe floggings t*J
Without vouching for the strict truth of this anecdote, it may be accepted as a
warning illustration of what may happen m an extreme case. Ever?' motive that acts
upon a teacher thus situated, tends to render his work valueless, except conscience
or a disinterested love for his duty: and the insufficiency, in average cases, of these
motives, is the principal cause which renders laws and institutions necessary.
The true principle for the remuneranon of schoolmasters of all classes and
grades, wherever it is possible to apply it, is that of payment for results. The results
of their teaching can, in general, only be tested by examinanons, conducted by
independent public examiners, and ffthls examination were partly ofa competmve
character, extending to the pupils of all endowed middle-class schools, somewhat
after the model of the Oxford and Cambridge local examinations, it might be made
a basis for proportioning, in some degree, the remuneration of schoolmasters to the
degree of success which their pupils obtained in the examinations
It appears to me, generally speaking, undesirable that education should be
provided gratuitously for the children of the classes specifically concerned in the
present lnquary. Those classes can afford to pay, the_ are not objects of charit) :
they have no claim to be relieved from the dut) of providing education for their
children: and entire rehef fi-om that obligation on an_ other ground than anability.
appears to me to have a highly demoralizing tendency. The suggestion that
exhibitions should be given to pupils of the elementary schools, to be earned by
merit, for the purpose of enabhng them to prolong their school course, and
advance to a higher grade of educanon, seems to me, on the contrar), to be of a
highly moral and improving character, and l would gave it my warmest support. 1
would suggest that these exhibitions be awarded b5 compemive examination. It IS.
however, a different questaon, whether the funds of endowments should be
exclusively devoted to this purpose, or to this and to the pensioning of retared
teachers. Though endowments are not, 1 conceive, beneficially employed an
educating the children of the middle classes without expense to the parents, I think
it a very proper application of them to provide, for those classes, a better quallt) of
education than can be supplied from the contributions of parents as an exclusive
resource. The)' should be called on to pay only what the)' can, In ordinary cases.
well afford, and this having been done, the very best education should be given
which can be provided by the addition to those payments, of all other funds
legitimately applicable to the purpose.
2. The best mode of providing for the future management of endowments, and
of preventing them from relapsing mto inefficwncv.
As the first and most indispensable part of any arrangements for this purpose, l
[*See Chadwick, "Cop',' of Two Papers," p. 143.]
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would urge that the whole of the foundation schools be placed under the regular
supervision of the Inspectors of the Privy Council. Nothing but frequent and
systematic inspection, by an authority having the power, if not of removing, at
least of proposing the removal oftbe schoolmaster in case of proved unfitness, will
ever prevent the majority of such schools from falling back into the state from
which it is now desired to rescue them. The inspectors, some of whom are
gentlemen of great experience and ability, and the selection of whom will always
be the most important of all the duties of the Education Committee of Council, _ ill
be the persons most capable of pointing out, in each case. the best arrangements lot
securing a local superintendence m aid of the general one. The manner In which
power and responsibihty should be shared between the local and the central
authority, and, above all, the question which of the two should exercise, in the last
resort, the most important )'unction of all. the appointment and removal of the
masters, are matters of deep and serious consideration, with a vle_ to obtain the
best security for the efficiency of the work, while avoiding the danger of giving too
great a control over the education of the country to a department of the executive.
In a country' possessing an)' organized system of local administration, there would
be, in every' distnct of a certain size. a school committee, composed of those
inhabitants of the locality (whether elected or nominated) _ ho took the greatest
practical interest in the subject: and to such a committee, with a representative of
the Education Committee of the Pnv_ Council for their regularly appointed
adviser, the authontv over the local schools might safelx and properly be
entrusted. But in the chaotic confusion of English local institutions, which throws
such obstacles in the way of any systematic improvement in the real government of
the country,', it would require much more practical experience than I possess, and
more meditation than 1 have been able to bestow on the subject, to enable me to
suggest the best constitution for the local superintending body. or to define the
powers which ought to be vested in it. It is even possible that both its constitution
and its powers ought to be different in different locahties, according to the nature
of the materials available. For the present, probably, the responsibiht) of selecting
the proper persons from among the leading inhabitants of all denominations, might
with advantage be temporarily intrusted to the inspectors: though I would bx no
means propose this as a permanent arrangement. In whatever manner appointed. 1
strongly recommend that there should be but one such body for the whole of the
endowed schools of a considerable district, comprising, however, persons from
various parts of the distnct, who might severally act as local visitors of the schools
nearest to them,
In still further extension of the same principle. 1 would propose that all the
educational endowments of the district, together with all other charitable
endowments within the same local limits v_hlch are now applied, ostenslblx or
really, to the relief of the poor in modes which are useless or hurtful, should be
brought into a single fund. to be devoted to maintaining one or a fe_ large schools
in convenient situations, in preference to a greater number of small ones
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Large schools, with numerous pupils, have a great advantage in point of
economy and efficiency over small schools with few pupils. The principal sources
of this advantage area. That when the pupils are numerous they can be formed into considerable
classes, of about the same degree of proficiency, and capable of profiting by the
same teaching; while, if they are few in number, pupds of very' unequal degrees of
advancement have to be taught together, and either the majority are neglected m
favour of the few most proficient, or the teacher's attention is given to them by
turns, those to whom the teaching of the moment is unsuited remaining
comparatively idle.
b. That by merging many small schools in one large school, it becomes possible to obtain teachers of a far better quality' for the same cost, and to economize their labour by confining the superior teachers to the higher departments. A small number of well-paid masters, adapted to the different grades of
proficiency, are a vastly superior educational instrument to a large number of illpaid masters scattered over the country, each of whom has to teach pupils of all
grades, and if he is fit for the higher work, is throwing away his labour m teaching
mere elements to little boys.
c. And lastly, that large schools economize, in a similar manner, the most
important labour of all, and that which requires the highest quahtles in the persons
intrusted w_th it, the labour of inspection.
These and other reasons in favour of the consohdation of schools, will be tound
largely' illustrated m a document forming No. 120 of the papers printed by order of
the House of Commons in the session of 1862, containing evidence collected by
Mr. Chadwick tor the former Royal Commission on Education, accompanied by
comments of his own on this and other points of the very highest value, f*_
The same Parhamentary' paper contains the particulars of a most _mportant
practical application of the principles just stated--the case of the Faversham
schools. I't This was a new foundation, growing out of a bequest by a banker of
Faversham, l*l as recently as 1840, of property" yielding 2.0001. a year. for the
general benefit of the poor of that place. The trustees, being thus free to adopt the
best ideas of the age, and being evidently men of practical good sense, determined
that the purposes of the testator could best be effected by devoting the bequest to an
improved scheme of public education for the town and its neighbourhood; and
having drawn up a plan for that purpose, obtained the authority of the Court of
Chancery for carrying it into execution. The plan comprehends an infant school, a
national school, a middle-class or commercial school, and an evenmg school for
[*Report of the Commtsstoners Appointed to lnqutre into the'State of Popular Educamm
inEngland, PP. 1861. XXI, Pt. I, 1-707, as indicated above, Chadwlck's papers are m PP.
1862, XLIII, 1-160.]
['See Chadwick, "'Copy of Two Papers," pp. 52-7. 144.}
[*Henr?'Wrelght.l
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adults under trained masters. The Parliamentary paper already referred to shows
the great advantages which have been found to attend the union of all these schools
under the same management. Pupils are promoted, as a reward for proficiency,
from the national to the commercial school, where the)' are supphed with books,
and their school fees paid, at the expense of the endowment: and there is an annual
examination of the commercial school b) graduates of one of the Umversitles, at
which exhibitions are awarded, by what _s stated to be In effect a compemive
examination, to successful pupils, to enable them to conunue their studies m an old
foundation grammar school which alread_ existed in the town under another trust.
and the union of which with the new schools under a common management would
complete the scheme. No rehgious difficulty is experienced, dissenters and
churchmen, both lay and clerical, acting together with per)ect cordlaht), both as
trustees and as members ot the school committee.
3. The possibiho (_f securmg,/or purpose_ oJ educatum, endowments that are
now wasted.
There are numerous charitable funds which are no_, under the term_ of
antiquated trusts, distributed m mere doles, to persons supposed to be necessitous.
but who have not always even that claxm, such as _t is. It would be a far more
efficacious mode of alleviating the evd of indigence, to employ these funds m
making war on its principal cause, the want of educauon. Full reformation
respecting these wasted endowments could probabl3 be obtained through the
Charity Commissioners, within whose special dut_ it naturally falls to procure
such information, when the) do not alread 5 posses_ _t.i* The sanction of the
Court of Chancery, or of Parliament would probabb not be refused to the necessar?,
change m the destination of these endowments, due regard being had to the fair
claims of living mdtviduals who ma) have become, in any degree, dependent on
them for support.
4. The best mode of securing, or at least encouraging, a due supply of qual(¢ied
teachers.
No part of the subject Is more important than this: the wretched incompetency of
the great majority of the existing schools for the children of the middle classes
being notorious. Mr. Edward Carleton Tufnell, one of the ablest and most
experienced of Her Majesty's inspectors of _chools, stated m evidence to Mr.
Chadwick, "'It has frequentl} occurred to me to cause the dismissal of a master
from a pauper school on account of gross _gnorance or gross _mmorahtx The
useful power of the Poor Lab Board I") prevents such people being again aptx_inted
to pauper schools, but l have taken pains to ascertain what has become of those
[*See 16& 17Victona, c 137(1853) 1
[+See4 & 5 Wilham lV. c. 76 (1834), Sect 48 1
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masters, and I have generally found that they' have got places as ushers in schools
for the middle or upper classes ")*J
With a view to correct the extreme deficiency, of due qualification in the
teachers, all the suggestions referred to in the letter which the Commissioners did
me the honour to address to me, appear worthy of adoption, and all of them
together are not more than sufficient. It would be highly' important that training
schools should be established for teachers, where they should learn, not only"the
things they will have to teach, but how to teach them: for which purpose these
training schools must of course be connected with schools of the ordinar-v kind,
where the art of teaching may be practically acqmred. It is evidently proper that the
restriction, in many' foundations, of the office of schoolmaster to persons in holy'
orders, should be abolished. And it is also right that certificates of fitness for the
office of teacher should be granted, after examination, either by the Umversitles
(that of London included) or by' examiners appointed b_ the Committee of
Council. I would add a recommendation that on the first appointment of teachers,
the principle of competitive examination should be introduced as far as
practicable, and that in their subsequent promotion a mode of examination should
be resorted to, which might, if possible, test the results of their teaching in the
schools where they had already' taught. But the greatest security of all, without
which no other will permanently' avail, is the assured prospect of removal, m case
of incompetency' proved by experience. The whole chance of success of anx
reform in the endowed schools rests upon the degree of certainty which can be
given to this expectation: and the utmost exertions of the department should, 1
earnestly urge. be above all directed to this end. With a view to it, the visitorial
functions of the Court of Chancery should be transferred to the Privy Council, who
might be empowered to avail themselves, if needful, of the aid of the Poor Law
Inspectors, as well as of the Charity' Commissioners The arrangements for local
visitation I have already touched upon, But all will be ineffective without efficient
and vigorous examination of the pupils, by an authority totally' independent of the
teachers and of those by whom the teachers are appointed: and the value of this
examination would be greatly increased if part of it were made competitive among
the pupils of all the schools in a given district, or in the whole country'.
[*Chadwick. "'Copy of Two Papers," p. 143.1
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Inaugural Address
Delivered to the University of St. Andrews

IN COMPLYING %'ITH THF CUSTOMwhich prescribes that the person whom you have
called by )'our suffrages to the honorary presidency
of your Umversltx
should
embody in an Address a few thoughts on the subjects which most nearly concern a
seat of liberal education: let me begin by saying, that this usage appears to me
highly commendable
Education.
in its larger sense, is one of the most
inexhaustible
of all topics. Though there is hardly any subject on _hlch so much
has been written, bv so many of the wisest men. it is as fresh to those who come to
it _,ith a fresh mind. a mind not hopelessly
filled full with other people'_
conclusions,
as it was to the first explorers of it' and notwithstanding
the great
mass of excellent things which have been said respecting it. no thoughtful person
finds an)' lack of things both great and small still waiting to be sa_d, or waiting to be
developed and followed out to their consequences
Education. moreover, is one of
the subjects which most essentlall)
reqmre to be considered bx various minds, and
from a variety of points of viex_ For, of all many-sided subjects, it is the one which
has the greatest number of sides. Not only does it include whatever we do for
ourselves,
and whatever is done for us by others, for the express purpose of
bringing us somewhat nearer to the perfection of our nature: it does more. m its
largest acceptation,
it comprehends
even the redirect effects produced on character
and on the human faculties,
by things of which the direct purposes are quite
different, by laws, by forms of government,
bs the industrial arts. b_ modes of
socml life; nay even by physical facts not dependent on human x_fll: b_ climate.
soft, and local position.
Whatever helps to shape the human being, to make the
individual what he is, or hinder him from being what he is not--is
part of his
education. And a ve_ , bad education it often is: reqmnng all that can be done bx
cultivated intelligence
and will. to counteract its tendencies.
To take an obvious
instance; the niggardliness
of Nature m some places, bx engrossing the _hole
energies of the human being m the mere preservanon
of hfe. and her over-bountx
in others, affording a sort of brutish subsistence on too easy terms, w lth hardl) an_
exertion of the human faculties, are both hostile to the spontaneous
gro_ th and
development
of the mind: and it is at those two extremes of the scale that we find
human societies

in the state of most unmitigated

savage_

1 shall confine

m_ self.
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however, to education in the narrower sense: the culture which each generation
purposely gives to those who are to be its successors, in order to qualify them for at
least keeping up, and if possible for raising, the level of improvement which has
been attained. Nearly all here present are dally occupied either in receiving or m
giving this sort of education: and the part of it which most concerns you at present
is that in which you are yourselves engaged--the stage of educanon which _s the
appointed business of a national Umverslty.
The proper function of an University in national education Is tolerably well
understood. At least there is a tolerably general agreement about what an
University is not. It is not a place of professional education. Umversities are not
intended to teach the knowledge required to fit men for some special mode of
gaining their hvelihood. Their object is not to make skilful lawyers, or physicians,
or engineers, but capable and cultivated human beings. It is veD' right that there
should be public facilities for the study of professions. It is well that there should
be Schools of Law, and of Medicine. and it would be welt if there were schools of
engineering, and the industrial arts. The countries which have such restitutions are
greatly the better for them; and there _ssomething to be sa_d for having them m the
same localities, and under the same general superintendence, as the estabhshments
devoted to education properly so called. But these things are no part of what eve_'
generation owes to the next, as that on which its cwihzation and worth wall
pnnclpally depend. They are needed only by a comparatively few, who are under
the strongest private inducements to acquire them by their own efforts, and even
those few do not require them until after their education, m the ordinary sense, has
been completed. Whether those whose speciality they are, will learn them as a
branch of intelhgence or as a mere trade, and whether, having learnt them, they
will make a wise and conscientious use of them or the reverse, depends less on the
manner m which they are taught their profession, than upon what sort of minds
they bnng to it--what kind of intelligence, and of conscience, the general system
of education has developed in them. Men are men before they are lawyers, or
physicians, or merchants, or manufacturers: and if you make them capable and
sensible men, they will make themselves capable and sensible lawyers or
physicmns. What professional men should carry away with them from an
University, is not professional knowledge, but that which should direct the use of
their professional knowledge, and bring the light of general culture to illuminate
the technicalities of a specml pursuit. Men may be competent lawyers without
general education, but it depends on general education to make them philosophic
lawyers--who demand, and are capable of apprehending, principles, instead of
merely cramming their memory with details. And so of all other useful pursuits,
mechanical included. Education makes a man a more intelhgent shoemaker, if that
be his occupation, but not by teaching him how to make shoes: it does so by the
mental exercise it gives, and the habits it impresses.
This, then, is what a mathematician would call the higher hmit of Universit)
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education: its province ends where education, ceasing to be general, branches off
into departments adapted to the mdwidual's destination m hfe. The lo_er hmit is
more difficult to define. An University is not concerned with elementary
mstrucnon: the pupil is supposed to have acqmred that before coming here. But
where does elementarj., instruction end, and the higher studies begin'.' Some have
given a ve_ wide extension to the Idea of elementary instruction. According to
them, it is not the office of an University to give mstruction in single branches of
knowledge from the commencement. What the pupil should be taught here Ithe)
think), is to methodize his knowledge, to look at eve_' separate part of it in its
relation to the other parts, and to the whole, combining the parnal ghmpses which
he has obtained of the field of human knowledge at different points, into a general
map, if I may so speak, of the entire region; observing how all knowledge is
connected, how we ascend to one branch by means of another, hob the h_gher
modifies the lower, and the lower helps us to understand the higher: hob everx
existing reality is a compound of man)' properties, of which each science or
distinct mode of stud) reveals but a small part. but the whole of which must be
included to enable us to knov, it trul) as a fact m Nature, and not as a mere
abstraction.
This last stage of general education, destined to give the pupil a comprehensive
and connected view of the things which he has already learnt separatel), includes a
philosophic stud)' of the Methods of the sciences: the modes in which the human
intellect proceeds from the known to the unknown. We must be taught to
generahze our concepnon of the resources which the human mind possesses for the
exploration of nature; to understand how man discovers the real facts of the world,
and by what tests he can judge whether he has reall_ found them. And doubtless
this is the crown and consummation of a liberal education: but before we restrict an
University to this highest department of instrucnon--before
we confine it to
teaching, not knowledge, but the philosophy of knowledge--we must be assured
that the knowledge itself has been acquired elsewhere. Those who take this xlew of
the function of an University are not wrong m thinking that the schools, as
distinguished from the universmes, ought to be adequate to teaching ex er3 branch
of general instruction reqmred by youth, so far as it can be studied apart from the
rest. But where are such schools to be found'? Since science assumed _ts modern
character, nowhere: and in these islands less even than elsewhere. This ancient
kingdom, thanks to its great religious reformers, had the inestimable advantage.
denied to its southern sister, of excellent parish schools, which gave, reall) and not
in pretence, a considerable anaount of valuable hterar_ mstrucnon to the bulk of the
population, two centuries earlier than m any other country But schools of a still
higher description have been, even m Scotland, so fe_ and inadequate, that the
Universities have had to perform largely the funcnons which ought to be
performed by schools; receiving students at an earl)' age, and undertaking not onl)
the work for which the schools should have prepared them. but much of the
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preparation itself. Every Scottish University _snot an University only, but a High
School, to supply the deficiency of other schools. And if the English Universities
do not do the same, it is not because the same need does not exist, but because it is
disregarded. Youths come to the Scottish Universities ignorant, and are there
taught. The majority of those who come to the Enghsh Umversities come still more
ignorant, and ignorant the)' go away.
In point of fact, therefore, the office of a Scottish University comprises the
whole of a liberal education, from the foundations upwards. And the scheme of
your Universities has, almost from the beginning, really aimed at including the
whole, both in depth and in breadth. You have not, as the English Universities so
long did, confined all the stress of your teaching, all your real effort to teach,
within the limits of two subjects, the classical languages and mathematics. You did
not wait till the last few years to establish a Natural Science and a Moral Science
Tripos. Instruction in both those departments wa,s organized long ago: and your
teachers of those subjects have not been nominal professors, who did not lecture:
some of the greatest names in physical and m moral science have taught m your
Universities, and by their teaching contributed to form some of the most
distingmshed intellect_ of the last and present centuries. To comment upon the
course of education at the Scottish Universities is to pass in review ever3' essential
department of general culture. The best use, then, which I am able to make of the
present occasion, is to offer a few remarks on each of those departments,
considered in its relation to human cultivation at large: adverting to the nature of
the claims which each has to a place in liberal education: m what special manner
they each conduce to the improvement of the individual mind and the benefit of the
race: and how they all conspire to the common end, the strengthening, exalting.
puri_'ing, and beauti_'lng of our common nature, and the fitting out of mankind
with the necessar 3 mental implements for the work they have to perform through
life.
Let me first say a few words on the great controversy of the present day with
regard to the higher education, the difference which most broadly divides
educational reformers and conservatwes: the vexed question between the ancient
languages and the modem sciences and arts: whether general education should be
classical--let me use a wider expression, and say literary---or scientific. A dispute
as endlessly, and often as fruttlessly agttated as that old controversy which it
resembles, made memorable by the names of Swift and Str William Temple in
England and Fontenelle m France--the
contest for superiority between the
ancients and the moderns. !*i This question, whether we should be taught the
i*Jonathan Swift, A Full and True Account ((the Battle Fought Last I:rtda3. between the
Ancient and the Modern Book,s m St. James's Library 117041.m WorLd.ed. Walter Scott,
19 vols. (Edinburgh: Constable; London. White, et al.: Dubhn. Cummmg, 1814), Vol X1.
pp. 213-60; William Temple. "'An Essay upon the Ancient and Modem Learning'" (16901.
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classics or the sciences, seems to me, 1 confess, very like a dispute whether
painters should cultivate drawing or colouring, or. to use a more homel)
illustration, whether a tailor should make coats or trousers, I can onl? repl) b_ the
question, why not both? Can anything deserve the name of a good educat,on which
does not include literature and science too? If there were no more to be said than
that scientific education teaches us to think, and literary education to express our
thoughts, do we not require both'? and is not any one a poor. maimed, lopsided
fragment of humanit`' who is deficmnt m either'? We are not obliged to ask
ourselves whether it is more important to know the language_ or the sciences
Short as life IS. and shorter still as we make it by the time we waste on things _ h_ch
are neither business, nor meditation, nor pleasure, we are not so badlx off that our
scholars need be ignorant of the laws and properties of the world the_ hve m. or our
scientific men destitute of poetic feeling and artisnc cultivation I am amazed at the
limited conception which man,, educational reformers have formed to themselves
of a human being's power of acquisition The ,,tudv of science, thex trulx sax. is
indispensable: our present education neglects it. there i_ truth m thl,, ton. though _t
is not all truth, and the,,' think It xmpossible to find room for the studm_ wh_ch the_
desire to encourage, but by' turning out. at least from general educauon, those
which are now chiefly culnvated. How absurd, thev tax. that the whole of
boyhood should be taken up in acquiring an imperfect kno,,vledge of tx_o dead
languages Absurd indeed: but i,, the human mind's capacit) to learn, measured b\
that of Eton and Westminster to teach': l should prefer to tee these reformers
pointing thmr attacks against the shameful mefficmnc_ of the school,,, public and
pnvate, which pretend to teach these two language,, and do not 1 ,houtd like to
hear them denounce the wretched methods of teaching, and the criminal idtenes.,
and supineness, which waste the entire bovhood of the pupils a ithout really glx mg
to most of them more than a smattering, if even that. of the onlx kind ot knot_ ledge
which Is even pretended to be cared for. Let us tr`' what conscmnt_ou., and intelligent teaching can do, before we presume to decide what cannot be done.
Scotland has on the whole, m this respect, been conslderablx more fortunate
than England. Scotch youths have never found it lmpos,qble to lea_ e .,,choolor the
university having learnt somewhat of other thlng_ betides Greek and Latin. and
why"?Because Greek and Latin have been better taught A beginning of classical
instruction has all along been made m the common schools: and the common
schools of Scotland, like her Umverslties, have never been the mere sham_ that the
English Universities were dunng the last century, and the greater part of the
English classical schools still are. The only tolerable Latin grammar.,, for school
purposes that 1know of, which had been produced m these islands until xe_ latelx.
m Works, 4 vols. (London. Rivmgton. ct al . 18141.Vol Ill. pp 4.-14-518.and Bernard Lc
Bovter de Fontenelle. Dtgre.ssion sur le_ anclens et h's mo&'rncs t 1688_.m Oem te._.ne_
ed., 10 vols. (Paris Llbrmres assoclds. 1766L Vol IV. pp 1(_9-t)8]
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were written by Scotchmen. I*j Reason, Indeed, is beginning to find its way by
gradual infiltration even into English schools, and to maintain a contest, though as
yet a very unequal one, against routine. A few practical reformers of school
tuition, of whom Arnold was the most eminent, have made a beginning of
amendment in many things: but reforms, worth) of the name, are always slow, and
reform even of governments and churches is not so slow as that of schools, for
there is the great preliminary difficulty of fashioning the instruments: of teaching
the teachers. If all the improvements in the mode of teaching languages which are
already sanctioned by experience, were adopted into our classical schools, we
should soon cease to hear of Latin and Greek as studies which must engross the
school years, and render impossible any other acquirements. If a boy learnt Greek
and Latin on the same principle on which a mere child learns wlth such ease and
rapidity any modern language, namely, by acquiring some familiarity with the
vocabulary by practice and repetition, before being troubled with grammatical
rules--those rules being "acquired with tenfold greater facility when the cases to
which they apply are already familiar to the mind; an average schoolboy, long
before the age at which schooling terminates, would be able to read fluently and
with intelligent interest any ordinary Latin or Greek author in prose or verse,
would have a competent knowledge of the grammatical structure of both languages. and have had time besides for an ample amount of scientific Instruction. I might go much further; but I am as unwilling to speak out all that 1 think
practicable in this matter, as George Stephenson was about railways, when he
calculated the average speed of a train at ten miles an hour, because if he had
estimated it higher, the practical men would have turned a deaf ear to him, as that
most unsafe character in their estimation, an enthusiast and a visionary. The results
have shewn, in that case, who was the real practical man. What the results would
shew in the other case, 1 will not attempt to anticipate. But 1 will say confidentl).
that if the two classical languages were properly taught, there would be no need
whatever for ejecting them from the school course, in order to have sufficient time
for everything else that need be included therein.
Let me say a few words more on this strangely limited estimate of what it is
possible for human beings to learn, resting on a tacit assumption that they are
already as efficiently taught as they ever can be. So narrow a conception not only
[*E.g., John Malr, An lntroductton to Latin Syntax (Edinburgh. Paton. et al . 1750.man,,
subsequent eds. ), which was used b? Mill m instructing his sisters Isee Autobtography and
Lzterary Essays, ed. John M. Robson and Jack Stilhnger, C14',Vol. 1 [Toronto.Umverslt,,
of Toronto Press, 1981], pp. 568-9): Hugh Christie. A Grammar oJ the Latin Tongue
(Edinburgh. Donaldson, 1758, many subsequent eds.): and Thomas Ruddlman, Th_
Rudiments of the Lann Tongue (Edinburgh. the Author. 1714), often rmssued, for example
as edited by another Scot. John Hunter ICupar' Tulhs. Edinburgh: Ohver and Boy&
London. Whittaker, Glasgow: Tumbull: Dubhn: Johnson and Deas, 18201.1
a
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vitiates our idea of education, but actually, if we receive it, darkens our
anticipations as to the future progress of mankind. For _fthe Inexorable conditions
of human life make it useless for one man to attempt to know more than one thing.
what is to become of the human intellect as facts accumulate? In eve_ generation,
and now more rapidly than ever. the things _hlch _t _s necessa_ that somebody
should know are more and more multlphed. Eve D department of knov, ledge
becomes so loaded with details, that one who endeavours to kno_ it with minute
accuracy, must confine himself to a smaller and smaller portion of the whole
extent: eyeD' science and art must be cut up into subdivisions, until each man's
portion, the district which he thoroughly knows, bears about the same ratio to the
whole range of useful knowledge that the art of putting on a pin's head does to the
field of human industry. Now. if in order to know that httle completely. It is
necessary to remain wholly ignorant of all the rest. what will soon be the worth of a
man, for any human purpose except his own infinitesimal fraction of human _ ants
and requirements _' His state will be even worse than that of simple ignorance
Experience proves that there _s no one stud)' or pursmt, _h_ch. practised to the
exclusion of all others, does not narrow and per_'ert the mind: breeding in it a cta,,,s
of prejudices special to that pursuit, besides a general prejudice, common to all
narrow specialities, against large views, from an incapacxt_ to take m and
appreciate the grounds of them. We should have to expect that human nature
would be more and more dwarfed, and unfitted for great things, b_ its _er_
proficiency in small ones. But matters are not so bad with us. there _sno ground for
so drea D an anticipation. It xs not the utmost hmit of human acquirement to know
only one thing, but to combine a minute knowledge of one or a fe_ things v,lth a
general knowledge of many things. By a general knowledge I do not mean a fe_
vague impressions. An eminent man, one of whose writings is part of the course of
this Umversity, Archbishop Whatel). has,,well &scnmmated between a general
knowledge and a superficial knowledge. I*' To have a general knowledge of a
subject IS to know only its leading truths, but to know these not superfic_all) but
thoroughly, so as to have a true conception of the subject m its great features,
leaving the minor details to those who require them for the purposes of their special
pursuit. There is no incompatibility between knowing a wide range of _ubject_ up
to this point, and some one subject with the completeness reqmred b', those _ ho
make it their pnnclpal occupation. It is this combination which gives an
enlightened pubhc: a body of cultivated intellects, each taught b) its attainments in
its own province what real knowledge is, and knowing enough of other subjects to
be able to &scern who are those that know them better. The amount of kno_ ledge
is not to be lightly estimated, which qualifies us for judging to whom we mat have
recourse for more. The elements of the more important studies being _ldelx
diffused, those who have reached the higher summits find a public capable of
[*See Richard Whatel). Element._qfLogw _London Ma_ man. 18261,pp xl:-x:_ )
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appreciating their superiority, and prepared to follow their lead. It is thus too that
minds are formed capable of guiding and improving public opinion on the greater
concerns of practical hfe. Government and civil society are the most complicated
of all subjects accessible to the human mind. and he who would deal competently
with them as a thinker, and not as a blind follower of a part)', requires not only a
general knowledge of the leading facts of hfe, both moral and maternal, but an
understanding exercised and disciplined in the principles and rules of sound
thinking, up to a point which neither the experience of life. nor any one science or
branch of knowledge, affords. Let us understand, then. that _tshould be our aim in
learning, not merel) to know the one thing which is to be our principal occupation.
as well as it can be known, but to do this and also to know something of all the great
subjects of human interest taking care to know that something accurately: marking
well the dividing line betv_een what we know accuratelx and what we do not: and
remembering that our object should be to obtain a true view of nature and hfe in
their broad outline, and that it is idle to throw aw'a_ ume upon the details oI
anything which is to Iorm no part of the occupation of our pracuca] energies
It by no means follows, however, that every useful branch of general, as distinct
from professional, knowledge, should be included m the cumculum of school or
umvers_tv studies. There are things which are better learnt out of school, or when
the school )'ears, and even those usuall) passed m a Scottish un)vers_t), are over I
do not agree with those reformers who would give a regular and prominent place m
the school or umversltv course to modern languages. Th_s _s not because I attach
small _mportance to the knowledge ot them. No one can in our age be esteemed a
well-instructed person who is not familiar w,ith at least the French language, so as
to read French books with ease: and there is great use in cultivating a famlhamt)
with German. But hying languages are so much more easily acqmred by
intercourse with those who use them m dail) hfe: a few months m the country
itself, if properly employed, go so much farther than as man) years of school
lessons: that it _s really waste of ume )or those to whom that eas_er mode is
attainable, to labour at them with no help but that of books and masters: and _twill
in time be made attainable, through international schools and colleges, to man_
more than at present. Universities do enough to facilitate the study of modern
languages, if the)" give a mastery over that ancient language which is the
foundation of most of them, and the possession of which makes it easier to learn
four or five of the continental languages than _t _sto learn one of them without _t
Again, it has always seemed to me a great absurdity that hlsto_' and geograph 5
should be taught in schools, except in elementary, schools for the children of the
labouring classes, whose subsequent access to books is hmlted. Who ever reallx
learnt history and geograph) except by private reading? and what an utter failure a
system of education must be, if It has not g_ven the pupil a sufficient taste for
reading to seek for himself those most attractive and easily mtelhgible of all kinds
of knowledge? Besides, such historn' and geography as can be taught in schools
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exercise none of the faculties of the intelligence except the memor,, An Umvers)tv
is indeed the place where the student should be introduced to the PhilosoptL_ of
History': where Professors who not merely knov, the facts but have exercised their
minds on them. should Initiate him into the causes and explanation, so Iar a_ v,lthln
our reach, of the past life of mankind in ItS pnnclpal features. Historical criticism
also--the tests of historical truth--are a subject to which his attention ma`, well be
drawn in this stage of his education. But of the mere facts of hxstor_, as commonl`,
accepted, what educated vouth of any mental activity does not learn as much as _s
necessary', if he is simply turned loose into an historical library '_What he needs on
this, and on most other matters of common mformat_on. _s not that he should be
taught it in boyhood, but that abundance of books should be acce_slble to hma.
The only languages, then, and the only hterature, to v,'hlch I would alloa a place
m the ordinal 3 cumculum, are those of the Greeks and Romans, and to these i
would preserve the posmon in it v,'hlch the`, at present occup). That pontoon _s
justified, by the great value, m education, of knov, mg v,ell some other cult)vatcd
language and literature than one's ov,n, and b`, the pecuhar value of tho_e
particular languages and hteratures
There is one purel,_ intellectual benefit from a know ledge of language._. _ hlch 1
am specially desirous to dwell on. Those who have _enousl_ reflected on the
causes of human error, have been deepb mlpressed v,lth the tendency o1 mankind
to m_stake" words for things. Without entering into the metaph? s_cs of the sub ect.
we know how common _tis to use v,ords ghbl,, and v,lth apparent prophet 3 . and to
accept them confidently when used b`, others, v,_thout ever hax lng had an_ d_stmct
conception of the things denoted b`, them To quote again from Archbishop
Whatel), it is the haNt of mankind to mistake lamdiarlt`, Ior accurate knm_ledge.l* i As v,'e seldom think of asking the nleamng of v,hat v,e _ee e_erx da\. ,,o
when our ears are used to the sound of a v,ord or a phrase, v,.edo not suspect that it
conveys no clear idea to our minds, and that v,'e should ha_ e the utmo.,,t dffficult_ in
defining it, or expressing, m an', other v,ords, v,'hat we think we understand b`, _t
Nov, it Is obvious in v,hat manner this bad haNt tends to be corrected b`, the
practice of translating with accurac`, from one language to another, and hunting
out the meanings exprebsed m a vocabular 3 v,lth v, hlch we ha_ e not grov, n famlhar
bv early and constant use. l hardl_ knov, an3 greater proof of the extraordmar_
genius of the Greeks. than that the', were able to make such brllhant ach_e_emenb
m abstract thought, knowing, as the3 general b did. no language but their ov,n But
the Greeks did not escape the effects of this deficlenc_ Their greatest mtellect_.
those who laid the foundation ot phdosoph) and of all our intellectual culture.
Plato and Aristotle, are continually led av,a`, b', v,'ords: m_stakmg the accident', of
language for real relatmns m nature, and supposing that things v,hlch have the
[*See ibid., p. _74, and cf Whatel_'s tntro,/uctor_ Lc,'turc_ _,nP_,/m_a/ E_,mom_
t1831).2nded, tLondon Fello_es. 18321, p __4 ]
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same name m the Greek tongue must be the same in their own essence. There is a
well-known saying of Hobbes, the far-reaching significance of whlch you will
more and more appreclate in proportion to the growth of your own intellect:
"'Words are the counters of wise men, but the money of fools. ''I*I With the wise
man a word stands for the fact which it represents: to the fool it is itself the fact. To
carry on Hobbes' metaphor, the counter is far more likely to be taken for merely
what it is, by those who are in the habit of using man)' different kinds of counters.
But besides the advantage of possessing another cultivated language, there is a
further consideration equally important. Without knowing the language of a
people, we never really know their thoughts, their feelings, and their type of
character: and unless we do possess this knowledge, of some other people than
ourselves, we remain, to the hour of our death, with our intellects only half
expanded Look at a youth who has never been out of his family circle: he never
dreams of any other opinions or ways of thinking than those he has been bred up in:
or, if he has heard of any such, attributes them to some moral defect, or inferiority
of nature or educanon. If his family are Tory,, he cannot concmve the possibility of
being a Liberal; if Liberal, of being a Top,. What the notions and habits of a single
family are to a boy who has had no intercourse bevond it. the notions and habits of
his own country are to him who is ignorant of eveD other. Those notions and habits
are to him human nature itself: whatever varies from them is an unaccountable
aberration which he cannot mentally realize: the idea that any other ways can be
right, or as near an approach to right as some of his o_n, is inconceivable to him.
This does not merely close his eyes to the many thlng_ which eyeD' country still has
to learn from others: it hinders eyeD" country from reaching the improvement
which it could otherwise attain by itself. We are not likely to correct any of our
opinions or mend an?' of our ways. unless we begin b._ conceiving that the_ are
capable of amendment: but merely to know that foreigners think differently from
ourselves, without understanding wh? they do so, or what they really do think,
does but confirm us in our self-conceit, and connect our national vanit_ with the
preservation of our own pecuharities. Improvement consists in bringing our
opinions into nearer agreement with facts: and we shall not be likely to do this
while we look at facts only through glasses coloured by those veD' opinions. But
since we cannot divest ourselves of preconceived nonons, there is no known
means of eliminating their influence but by frequently using the differently
coloured glasses of other people: and those of other nations, as the most different,
are the best.
But if it is so useful, on this account, to know the language and literature of an5
other cultivated and civihzed people, the most valuable of all to us in this respect
are the languages and literature of the ancients. No nations of modern and civilized
[*Cf. Thomas Hobbes. Levtathan, xnEnghsh Works, ed. Wflham Molesworth, I 1vols
(London' Bohn. 1839-45), Vol. III. p 25 (Pt. I. Chap. iv).]
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Europe are so unlike one another, as the Greeks and Romans are unlike all of us:
yet without being, as some remote Orientals are. so totally &Sslmilar, that the
labour of a life is reqmred to enable us to understand them. Were this the onl) gain
to be derived from a knowledge of the ancients, it would already' place the stud),,of
them in a high rank among enlightening and liberahzmg pursuits. It is of no use
saying that we mat know them through modern brltings. We max knob
something of them m that way: which is much better than knowing nothing. But
modern books do not teach us ancient thought: the) teach us some modern writer's
notion of ancient thought Modern books do not sheb us the Greeks and Romans:
they' tell us some modern wmer's opinions about the Greeks and Romans.
Translations are scarcely' better When we want really to knob what a person
thinks or says, we seek it at first hand from himself. We do not trust to another
person's impression of his meaning, given m another person's words: we refer to
his own. Much more is it necessa_' to do so when his word_ are in one language.
and those of his reporter in another Modern phraseology never conveys the exact
meaning of a Greek writer; it cannot do so, except b_ a diffuse explanato_
circumlocution which no translator dares use We must be able. in a certain
degree, to think in Greek. if we would represent to ourselves hob a Greek thought.
and this not only in the abstruse region of metaph)s_cs, but about the pohtlcal.
religious, and even domestic concerns of hfe I will mention a further a_pect of th_s
question, which, though I have not the merit of originating _t. I do not remember to
have seen noticed in any book There is no part of our knowledge b hlch It _ more
useful to obtain at first hand--to go to the fountain head for--than our knob ledge
of historx Yet this. in most cases, x_e hardlx ever do, Our conception of the past l_
not drawn from its own records, but from books written about it. containing not the
facts, but a view of the facts which has shaped itself In the mind of somebod_ ot our
own or a very, recent time, Such books are very instructive and valuable, they' help
us to understand history., to interpret hlstorx, to drab lUSt conclusions from it: at
the worst, they set us the example of trying to do all th_s, but thex are not
themselves history. The know ledge they give _s upon trust, and even b hen the_
have done their best, it is not only incomplete but partial, because confined to b hat
a few modern wnters have seen in the materials, and have thought bonh picking
out from among them. How little we learn of our own ancestor,_ from Hume, or
Hallam, or Macaulay. I*! compared with what we knob _fb e add to b hat these tell
us, even a little reading of cotemporary authors and document_'. The mo,_trecent
historians are so well aware of this, that thex fill their pages with extracts from the
original matenals, feeling that these extracts are the real history, and their
comments and thread of narrative are onlx helps towards understanding it Nob _t 1.,
[*I.e., David Hume. The Hl.storxol_Englandtl'7,54-02_. 8 vol_ tOxford Talboxs and
Wheeler, London Plckenng, 1826LHen_ Hallam. The Con,_tmatonalH_,stor_ot Ln,,,I,md,
2 vols _London:Murra), 1827).and Thomas Bablngton Macaulay, Hu' H_._t,,rxotk,r;_,iand
from the Accession ojJame,_ 11,5 vol.s (London Longman. et al , 1_4o-_1t t
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part of the great worth to us of our Greek and Latin studies, that in them we do read
history in the original sources. We are in actual contact with cotemporaD _minds:
we are not dependent on hearsay: we have something by which we can test and
check the representations and theories of modem historians. It may be asked, why
then not study the original materials of modem history? 1 answer, It is highl)
desirable to do so; and let me remark by the way, that even th_s reqmres a dead
language; nearly all the documents prior to the Reformation. and many subsequent
to It, being written in Latin. But the exploration of these documents, though a most
useful pursuit, cannot be a branch of education. Not to speak of their vast extent.
and the fragmentary nature of each. the strongest reason is. that in learning the
spirit of our own past ages, until a comparatively recent period, from cotemporary
writers, we learn hardly anything else. Those authors, with a few exceptions, are
little worth reading on their own account. While, m studying the great writers of
antiquity, we are not only learning to understand the ancient mind, but laying in a
stock of w_se thought and observation, still valuable to ourselves; and at the same
ume making ourselves familiar with a number of the most perfect and finished
literary compositions which the human mind has produced---compositions which,
from the altered conditions of human life, are hkely to be seldom paralleled, in
their sustained excellence, by the Umes to come.
Even as mere languages, no modem European language is so valuable a
disciphne to the intellect as those of Greece and Rome, on account of their regular
and comphcated structure. Consider for a moment what grammar is. It _sthe most
elementar) part of logic. It is the beginning of the analysis of the thinking process.
The principles and rules of grammar are the means by which the forms of language
are made to correspond w_th the universal forms of thought. The distractions
between the various parts of speech, between the cases of nouns, the moods and
tenses of verbs, the funcuons of particles, are d_stinctions in thought, not merely in
words. Single nouns and verbs express objects and events, many of which can be
cognized by the senses: but the modes of putting nouns and verbs together, express
the relations of objects and events, which can be cognized only by the intellect: and
each different mode corresponds to a different relation. The structure of eyeD'
sentence is a lesson in logic. The varaous rules of syntax oblige us to distingmsh
between the subject and predicate of a proposmon, between the agent, the action.
and the thing acted upon; to mark when an idea is intended to modify or qualify, or
merely to unite with, some other idea; what assertions are categorical, what only
conditional: whether the intenuon is to express similarity or contrast, to make a
plurality of assertions conjunctively or d_sjunctlvely; what portions of a sentence.
though grammatically complete within themselves, are mere members or subordinate parts of the assertion made by the entire sentence Such things form the
subject-matter of universal grammar: and the languages which teach it best are
those which have the most definite rules, and which provide distract forms for the
greatest number of distinctions in thought, so that if we fall to attend precisely and
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accurately to any of these, we cannot avoid committing a solecism m language. In
these quahties the classical languages have an incomparable superiority over eve_'
modern language, and over all languages, dead or hying, which have a hterature
worth being generally studied.
But the superiority of the literature Itself, for purposes of education. Is _tllt more
marked and decisive. Even in the substantial value of the matter of v,h_ch it is the
vehicle, it is very far from having been superseded. The d_scovenes of the ancients
in science have been greatly surpassed, and as much of them as is still valuable
loses nothing by being incorporated m modern treatises: but w'hat does not so well
admit of being transferred bodll_, and has been xe_ imperfectly carried off even
piecemeal, is the treasure which the_ accumulated of what may be called the
wisdom of life: the rich store of experience of human nature and conduct, which
the acute and obse_'lng minds of those ages, a_ded m their observauons b) the
greater simphclty of manners and hfe, consigned to their _ rltmgs, and most of
which retains all its value The speeches in Thucydides: the Rhetoric, Ethtc._. and
Politics of Aristotle, the Dialogues of Plato: the Orations of Demosthenes: the
Satires, and especiallF the Epistles of Horace, all the wntings of Tacltus: the great
work of Quintihan, a repertor3, of the best thoughts of the ancient v,orld on all
subjects connected w_th education: l*_and, m a less fomlal manner, all that is left to
us of the ancient historians, orators, philosophers, and e,,en dramatists, are replete
with remarks and maxims of singular good sense and penetration, apphcable both
to political and to private hfe. and the actual truthb _e fred m them arc exen
surpassed in value b', the encouragement and help the) give us m the pursmt of
truth Human lnventmn has never produced anything so valuable, m the u ax both
of stimulation and of dlsciphne to the mqmring intellect, as the dialectics of the
ancients, of which many of the works ol Aristotle illustrate the theor',, and tho_e of
Plato exhibit the practice. No modern writings come near to these, in teaching.
both by precept and example, the _a,_ to investigate truth, on those subjects, so
vastly important to us, which remain matters of controvers 5 . from the dffflculp, or
impossibility of bringing them to a directly experimental test To que_,non all
things; never to turn away from any difficulty, to accept no doctnne e_ther from
[*For the specific titles referred to, see Thuc_dlde_ IGreek and Engh,_h_.trans Charle,_
Forster Smith, 4 vols ILondon Hememann. Cambridge. Mass Harvard 1_m_cr,Jtx Pro,,.
1958): Aristotle, The "Art" ofRhetorw _Greek and Enghshl. trans J.H Freese {London
Hememann, Nev, York. Putnam's Sons, 1926). Aristotle. The .Vtcoma_/wanEthtc,_tGreek
and Enghsh), trans H Rackham ILondon. Helnemann: Nev, York Putnam'_ Son>. 1020_.
Aristotle, Politics (Greek and Enghsh). trans H. Rackham ILondon Hememann Nev,
York: Putnam's Sons, 1932). Horace, Satires. and Eptsth'._.in Satlrc_ Eptsth'._, dnd Ar_poenca (Latin and English). trans. H. Rushton Fa_rclough ILondon Hememann.
New York. Putnam's Sons, 19261, pp 4-244, and 244-440. respecmel 3. and Quintilian.
Instttutio orator_a (Greek and Enghshl, trans H E Butler. 4 vols. tLondon Hememann.
Cambridge, Mass . Harvard Umvers_ty Press. 1953} The references to Plato. Demosthenes, and Tac_tusare to their wrmngs m general ]
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ourselves or from other people without a rigid scrutiny by negative criticism,
letting no fallacy, or incoherence, or confusion of thought, slip by unperceived:
above all, to insist upon having the meaning of a word clearly understood before
using it, and the meaning of a proposition before assenting to it; these are the
lessons we learn from the ancient dialecticians. With all this vigorous management
of the negative element, they inspire no scepticism about the reahty of truth, or
indifference to its pursuit. The noblest enthusiasm, both for the search after truth
and for applying it to its highest uses, pervades these writers, Aristotle no less than
Plato, though Plato has incomparably the greater power of imparting those feehngs
to others. In cultivating, theretbre, the ancient languages as our best literary
education, we are all the while laying an admirable foundation for ethical and
philosophical culture. In purely literalw excellence--in perfection of form--the
pre-eminence of the ancients is not disputed, In eve N" department which the5
attempted, and the5' attempted almost all, their composition, like their sculpture,
has been to the greatest modem artists an example, to be looked up to with hopeless
admiration, but of inappreciable value as a light on high, guiding their own
endeavours. In prose and in poet_', in epic. lyric, or dramatic, as xn historical.
philosophical, and oratorical art, the pinnacle on which they stand IS equall._
eminent. I am now speaking of the form, the artistic perfection of treatment: for, as
regards substance, l consider modem poetry to be superior to ancient, in the same
manner, though in a less degree, as modem science: it enters deeper into nature.
The feelings of the modem mind are more various, more complex and manifold,
than those of the ancients ever were. The modem mind is, what the ancient mind
was not. brooding and self-conscious; and its meditative self-consciousness has
discovered depths m the human soul which the Greeks and Romans did not dream
of, and would not have understood. But what the 5 had got to express, they
expressed in a manner which few even of the greatest modems have senousl 5
attempted to rival. It must be remembered that they had more time, and that they
wrote chiefly for a select class, possessed of leisure To us who write in a hurry for
people who read in a hurry, the attempt to give an equal degree of finish would be
loss of time. But to be familiar with perfect models _s not the less important to us
because the element in which we work precludes even the eflbrt to equal them.
They shew us at least what excellence is, and make us desire it, and strive to get as
near to it as is within our reach. And this is the value to us of the ancient writers, all
the more emphatically, because their excellence does not admit of being copied, or
directly imitated. It does not consist in a trick which can be learnt, but in the perfect
adaptation of means to ends. The secret of the style of the great Greek and Roman
authors, is that it is the perfection of good sense. In the first place, they never use a
word without a meaning, or a word which adds nothing to the meaning. The5
always (to begin with) had a meaning; they knew what they wanted to say; and
their whole purpose was to say it with the highest degree of exactness and completeness, and bring it home to the mind with the greatest possible clearness
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and vividness, It never entered into their thoughts to concewe of a piece of writing
as beautiful in itself, abstractedly from what it had to express: its beaut_ must all be
subservient to the most perfect expression of the sense. The curiosafelicita,s which
their critics ascribed in a pre-eminent degree to Horace, expresses the standard at
which they all aimed l_t Their style is exactly described by Sw'ift's defimt_on. "'the
right words m the right places ''I' i Look at an oranon of Demosthenes, there is
nothing in it which calls attention to itself ab style at all. tt is onl_ after a close
examination we perceive that eve_" word is what it should be, and where it should
be, to lead the hearer smoothly and imperceptibl3 into the state of mmd which the
orator wishes to produce. The perfection of the workmanship is onlx visible m the
total absence of any blemish or fault, and of anything which checks the flov, of
thought and feeling, anything which even momentaril_ d_stracts the mind from the
main purpose But then (as has been well said) _t _as not the ol2iect of
Demosthenes to make the Athenians cr_ out "'What a splendid speaker'" but to
make them say "'Let us march against Philip!'" It was only m the dechne of ancient
hterature that ornament began to be cultivated merely as ornament In the time of
its maturity, not the merest epithet was put m because it was thought beautiful in
itself: nor even for a merely descriptive purpose, for epithet_ purel3 descnpnve
were one of the corruptions of style which abound in Lucan. for example the _ ord
had no business there unless _t brought out some feature _ h_ch _ as v_anted, and
helped to place the object in the hght w'hlch the purpose of the composmon
required. These condinons being comphed with. then indeed the mtnnsic beaut_
of the means used was a source of additional effect, of which _t behoved them to
avail themselves, hke rhythm and melodx of versification But these great _nters
knew that ornament for the sake of ornament, ornament which attracts attennon to
itself, and shines by its own beauties, onl_ does so by calhng off the mind from the
mare object, and thus not onlx interferes with the higher purpose of human
discourse, which ought, and generally professes, to have some matter to commumcate, apart from the mere excitement of the moment, but also spoil,, the
perfection of the composmon as a piece of fine art, b_ destroying the unit\ of
effect. This, then, is the first great lesson m composinon to be learnt from the
classical authors. The second is, not to be prohx In a single paragraph, Thucxdides can gwe a clear and vivid representanon of a battle, such as a reader _ ho
has once taken it into his mind can seldom forget. The most powerful and affecting piece of narrative perhaps m all h_stoncal hterature, xs the account of thc
Sicilian catastrophe m his seventh book. _et how fe_ pages doe,, _t fill ''_--'The
ancients were concise, because of the extreme paros the\ took x_th their
[*Petronlus

Arbiter,

Satx rtcon,

in Petromu,_.

Senec_.

"ApocoIo_

)'ntost_"
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and

Enghsh), trans M_chael Hesettme and E.H. \Varmmgton _London Hememann, Cambridge, Mass . Harvard Umvers_t3 Press, 19bO),pp 1-37t) ]
['Cf Swift, A Letter to a Young Clerg3man 11720). m Work,_.kol VIII. p. 33" ]
[ZThucydtdes.Vol IV, pp. 159-81 (VI1. Ixx_m-lxxxvHt ]
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compositions: almost all modems are prohx, because they do not. The great
ancients could express a thought so perfectly in a few words or sentences, that they
did not need to add any more: the modems, because they cannot bring it out clearly
and completely at once, return again and again, heaping sentence upon sentence,
each adding a little more elucidation, in hopes that though no single sentence
expresses the full meaning, the whole together may give a sufficient notion of it. In
this respect I am afraid we are growing worse instead of better, for want of time and
patience, and from the necessity we are in of addressing almost all writings to a
busy and imperfectly prepared public. The demands of modem life are such--the
work to be done, the mass to be worked upon, are so vast, that those who have
anything particular to say--who have, as the phrase goes, any message to
dehver--_annot afford to devote their time to the production of masterpieces. But
the)" would do far worse than they do, if there had never been masterpieces, or If
they had never known them. Earl)" familiarity with the perfect, makes our most
imperfect production far less bad than it otherwise would be. To have a high
standard of excellence often makes the whole difference of rendering our work
good when It would otherwise be mediocre.
For all these reasons I think it important to retain these two languages and
literatures m the place the)' occup), as a part of hberal education, that IS. of the
education of all who are not obliged by their circumstances to discontinue their
scholastic studies at a very early age. But the same reason_ which vln&cate the
place of classical studies in general education, shew also the proper hmltation of
them. They should be carried as far as is sufficient to enable the pupil, m after life,
to read the great works of ancient literature with ease. Those who have leisure and
inclination to make scholarship, or ancient hlsto_', or general philology, their
pursuit, of course require much more, but there is no room for more m general
education. The laborious idleness in which the school-time is wasted away in the
English classical schools deserves the severest reprehension. To what purpose
should the most precious years of early life be irreparably squandered in learning to
write bad Latin and Greek verses'? I do not see that we are much the better even for
those who end by writing good ones. l am often tempted to ask the favourites of
nature and fortune, whether all the serious and important work of the world is
done, that their time and energy can be spared for these nugae difficile,s ? I am not
blind to the utility of composing in a language, as a means of teaming it accurately,
I hardly know any other means equally effectual. But why should not prose
composition suffice? What need is there of original composition at all? if that can
be called original which unfortunate schoolboys, without any thoughts to express,
hammer out on compulsion from mere memory, acquiring the pernicious habit
which a teacher should consider it one of his first duties to repress, that of merely
stringing together borrowed phrases'? The exercise in composition, most suitable
to the requirements of learners, is that most valuable one, of retranslating from
translated passages of a good author: and to this might be added, what still exists in
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many Continental places of education, occasional pracnce m talking Latin. There
would be something to be said for the time spent in the manufacture of verses, if
such practice were necessary for the enjoyment of ancient poetry: though it would
be better to lose that enloyment than to purchase it at so extravagant a price But the
beauties of a great poet would be a far poorer thing than the}' are, if they onl_
impressed us through a knowledge of the techmcahties of his art. The poet needed
those technicalities: they are not necessaD' to us. The} are essential for cnncizing a
poem. but not for enjoying it All that is wanted is sufficient familiarity w_th the
language, for its meaning to reach us without any sense of effort, and clothed _ lth
the associations on which the poet counted for producing his effect Whoever has
this famiharity, and a practised ear, can have as keen a rehsh of the music of Virgil
and Horace. as of Gray, or Burns, or Shelle_. though he know not the metrical
rules of a common Sapphic or Alcaic. 1do not say that these rules ought not to be
taught, but I would have a class apart )'or them. and would make the appropriate
exercises an optional, not a compulsory part of the school teaching,
Much more might be said respecting classical instruction, and hterar-,
cultivation in general, as a part of liberal education But it is time to speak of the
uses of scientific instruction: or rather its indispensable necessity, for _t _,_
recommended by every consideration which pleads for an_ high order o)
intellectual education at all
The most obviou,_ part of the value of scientific instruction, the mere
information that it gives, speaks for itself We are born into a world which _ e have
not made: a world whose phenomena take place according to fixed la'xs, of which
we do not bring any knowledge into the world with us In such a world we are
appointed to hve. and m it all our work is to be done. Our whole working power
depends on knowing the laws of the world--in other words, the propemes of the
things which we have to work with, and to work among, and to work upon We
ma) and do rely, for the greater part of this knowledge, on the l'e_ x_ho in each
department make its acquisition their mare business m life But unless an
elemental' knowledge of scientific truths is difl'used among the public, the_ never
know what is certain and what is not. or who are entitled to speak wlth authontx
and who are not: and the} either have no faith at all m the testlmonx of science, or
are the read}" dupes of charlatans and impostors Thex alternate betv, een ignorant
distrust, and blind, often misplaced, confidence Besides. who is there v,ho would
not wish to understand the meaning of the common physical facts that take place
under his eye? Who would not wish to knov, wh,, a pump raise,,,',_ater. wh'_ a lever
moves heavy weights, why it Is hot at the tropics and cold at the pole,,,, _ hx the
moon is sometimes dark and sometimes bright, what l,',the cause of the tlde_ '_Do
we not feel that he who is totally tgnorant of these things, let him be ever so skilled
in a special profession, is not an educated man but an ignoramus': It is surely no
small part of education to put us in intelligent possession of the most _mportant and
most universally interesting facts of the umverse, ,,o that the v,orld which
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surrounds us may not be a sealed book to us, uninteresting because unmtelligible.
This, however, is but the simplest and most obvious part of the utility of science.
and the part which, if neglected in youth, may be the most easily made up for
afterwards. It is more important to understand the value of scientific instruction as
a training and disciplining process, to fit the intellect Ior the proper work of a
human being. Facts are the materials of our knowledge, but the mind itself is the
instrument: and it is easier to acquire facts, than to judge what the)' prove, and
how, through the facts which we know. to get to those which we want to know.
The most incessant occupation of the human intellect throughout life is the
ascertainment of truth. We are always needing to know what is actually true about
something or other. It is not given to us all to discover great general truths that are a
light to all men and to future generations: though with a better general education
the number of those who could do so would be far greater than it is. But we all
require the ability to judge between the conflicting opinions which are offered to us
as vital truths: to choose what doctrines we will receive in the matter of religion,
for example: to judge whether we ought to be Tories, Whigs, or Radicals, or to
what length it is our duty to go with each, to form a rational conviction on great
questions of legislation and internal policy, and on the manner in which our
countr3" should behave to dependencies and to foreign nations. And the need v"e
have of knowing how to discriminate truth, is not confined to the larger truths. All
through life it is our most pressing interest to find out the truth about all the matters
we are concerned with. If we are farmers we want to find what will tru b improve
our soil; if merchants, what v"ill truly influence the markets of our commodities; if
judges, or jurymen, or advocates, who it was that truly did an unlawful act, or to
whom a disputed right truly belongs. Every time we have to make a nev" resolution
or alter an old one, in any' situation in life, we shall go wrong unless we know the
truth about the facts on which our resolution depends Nov,', however different
these searches for truth may look. and however unlike they really' are in their
subject-matter, the methods of getting at truth, and the tests of truth, are in all cases
much the same. There are but two roads by which truth can be discovered:
observation, and reasoning: observation, of course, Including experiment. We all
observe, and we all reason, and therefore, more or less successfully', we all
ascertain truths: but most of us do it very, ill, and could not get on at all were we not
able to fall back on others who do it better. If we could not do _t m an) degree, we
should be mere instruments m the hands of those who could, they would be able to
reduce us to slaver3,. Then how shall we best learn to do this? By being shewn the
way in which it has already' been successfully done. The processes by' which truth
is attained, reasoning and observation, have been carried to their greatest known
perfection in the physical sciences. As classical literature furnishes the most
perfect types of the art of expression, so do the physical sciences those of the art of
thinking. Mathematics, and its application to astronomy' and natural philosophy,
are the most complete example of the discovery of truths by reasoning:
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experimental science, of their discover3." by direct obser_'atlon. In all these cases
we know that we can trust the operation, because the conclusions to which it has
led have been found true by subsequent trial. It is by the study of these, then. that
we may hope to qualify ourselves for distinguishing truth, in cases where there do
not exist the same ready means of verification.
In what consists the principal and most characteristic difference between one
human intellect and another? In their ability to judge correctl_ of evidence. Our
direct perceptions of truth are so hmlted: we know so fev, things by immediate
intuition, or, as it used to be called, by simple apprehension--that
we depend for
almost all our valuable knowledge, on evidence external to itself: and most of us
are very unsafe hands at estimatmg evidence, where an appeal cannot be made to
actual eyesight. The intellectual part of our education has nothing more important
to do, than to correct or mitigate this almost universal lnfirmit2,--thls summar_
and substance of nearl_ all purely Intellectual weakness To do this with effect
needs all the resources which the most perfect system of Intellectual training can
command. Those resources, as ever', teacher knows, are but of three kinds, first,
models, secondly rules, thirdly, appropnate practice. The models of the art of
estimating evidence are furnished by science: the rules are suggested b_ science,
and the study of science IS the most fundamental portion of the practice
Take in the first instance mathematics. It _schiefly from mathematics we reahze
the fact that there actually is a road to truth b_ means of reasoning, that anything
real. and which will be found true when tried, can be arrived at b_ a mere operation
of the mind. The flagrant abuse of mere reasoning in the days of the schoolmen.
when men argued confidentl_ to supposed facts of outward nature without properly
establishing their premises, or checking the conclusions b_ observation, created
a prejudice m the modern, and especiall 3 in the English mind. against deductwe reasoning altogether, as a mode of investigation The prelud_ce lasted Long,
and was upheld b) the misunderstood authority of Lord Bacon. t_! until the prodlglOUS applications of mathematics to physical science--to the discover', of
the laws of external nature--slowl 3 and tardily restored the reasomng process to
the place which belongs to It as a source of real kno_ ledge. Mathematics. pure and
apphed, are still the great conclusive example of what can be done b_ reasoning
Mathematics also habituates us to several of the principal precautions for the ._afet_
of the process. Our first studies in geometry teach us tu o invaluable lessons. One
is, to lay down at the beginning, In express and clear terms, all the premises from
which we intend to reason. The other IS, to keep ever? step in the reasoning d_stmct
and separate from all the other steps, and to make each step safe before proceeding
to another; expressly stating to ourselves, at every joint in the reasoning, what nea
premise we there introduce. It is not necessar_ that we should do this at all t_me,_,m
[*See, e.g , Francis Bacon, Novum Organum (10201. m _Vorlt,_,
ed Jamc, Speddmg. c:
al., 14 vols. (London. Longman. et al., 1857-741, Vol IV, pp. 8(I-I IBk I, Aph 821, and
p 97 (Bk. 1. Aph. l(g).]
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all our reasonings. But we must be always able and ready to do it. If the vahdit._ of
our argument is denied, or if we doubt it ourselves, that is the way to check it. In
this way we are often enabled to detect at once the exact place where paralogism or
confusion get in: and after sufficient practice we may be able to keep them out from
the beginning. It is to mathematics, again, that we owe our first notion of a
connected body of truth: truths which grow out of one another, and hang together
so that each implies all the rest: that no one of them can be questioned without
contradicting another or others, until in the end it appears that no part of the system
can be false unless the whole is so. Pure mathematics first gave us this conception:
applied mathematics extends it to the realm of physical nature. Applied
mathematics shews us that not only the truths of abstract number and extension.
but the external facts of the universe, which we apprehend by our senses, form, at
least in a large part of all nature, a web sinularlv held together. We are able. bx
reasoning from a fe_ fundamental truths, to explain and predict the phenomena o!
material objects: and what is still more remarkable, the fundamental truths were
themselves fbund out by reasoning: for they are not such as are obvious to the
senses, but had to be inferred by a mathematical process from a mass of minute
details, which alone came within the direct reach of human observation. When
Newton, in this manner, discovered the laws of the solar system, he created, for all
posterity, the true idea of science He gave the most perfect example we are ever
likely to have, of that union of reasoning and observation, which by means of fact_
that can be directly observed, ascends to laws which govern multitudes of other
facts--laws which not only explain and account for what we see, but give us
assurance beforehand of much that we do not see, much that we never could have
found out by observation, though, having been found out. it is always verified b_
the result.
While mathematics, and the mathematical sciences, supply us with a typical
example of the ascertainment of truth by reasoning: those physical sciences which
are not mathematical, such as chemlst_', and purely experimental physics, shew
us in equal perfection the other mode of arriving at certain truth, by observation, in
its most accurate form. that of experiment. The value of mathematics in a logical
point of view is an old topic with mathematicJans, and has even been insisted on so
exclusively as to provoke a counter-exaggeration, of which a well-known essa) b_
Sir William Hamilton is an example: j*! but the logical value ol experimental
science is comparativel) a new subject, yet there is no intellectual discipline more
important than that which the experimental sciences afford. Their whole
occupation consists in doing well, what all of us, during the whole of life. are
engaged in doing, for the most part badly All men do not affect to be reasoners.
but all profess, and really attempt, to draw inferences from experience: yet hardl)
[*"Study of Mathematlcs--Unlverslt) of Cambridge,'" Edinburgh Revw_, LXll (Jan .
1836). 409-55 ]
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any one, who has not been a student of the physical sciences, sets out w_th anyjust
idea of what the process of mterpretlng experience really is. If a fact has occurred
once or oftener, and another fact has followed it, people think they have got an
expenment, and are well on the road towards shewing that the one fact is the cause
of the other, if they did but knob the _mmense amount of precaution necessau' to a
scientific experiment: with what sedulous care the accompanying circumstances
are contrived and varied, so as to exclude eveu' agency but that which ts the subject
of the experiment---or, when disturbing agencies cannot be excluded, the minute
accuracy with which their influence is calculated and allowed for, m order that the
residue may contain nothing but what _s due to the one agent) under examination:
if these things were attended to. people would be much less easilx satisfied that
their opinions have the evidence of experience, man 3 popular notions and
generahzatlons which are m all mouths, would be thought a great deal less certain
than they are supposed to be: but we should begin to lay the foundation of reall_
experimental knowledge, on things whtch are now the subjects of mere xague
discussion, where one side finds as much to sa? and says it a_ confidentt_ a,
another, and each person's ()pinion is less determined bx e_ldence than bx hi.,
accidental interest or prepossession. In pohtlcS, for instance, it _ ex_dent to
whoever comes to the stud)' from that of the experimental sciences, that no
political conclusions of an)' value tot practice can be arnved at bx d_rect
experience. Such specific experience as we can ha_e. serxes onl_ to _erffx. and
even that insufficlentl), the conclusions of reasoning. Take anx actl_ e force ',ou
please in politics, take the liberties of England. or free trade ho_, should v,e know
that either of these things conduced to prosperlt). _fwe could discern no tendencx
in the thmgs themselves to produce it'? If we had only the evidence of what _ called
our experience, such prosperity as we enjoy might be owing to a hundred other
causes, and might have been obstructed, not promoted, b_ these. All true political
science is, tn one sense of the phrase, a priori, being deduced from the tendenc_e_
of things, tendencies known either through our general experience of human
nature, or as the result of an analys_s of the course of h_storx, considered a.,, a
progressive evolution. It requires, therefore, the union of induction and deduction.
and the mind that is equal to it must have been x_ell disciplined in both But
familiarity with scientific experiment at least does the useful ser_'lce of respiring a
wholesome scepticism about the conclusions which the mere surlacc oI experience
suggests.
The study, on the one hand. of mathematics and _tsapplications, on the other, of
experimental science, prepares us for the principal business of the intellect, b\ the
practice of tt in the most characteristic cases, and bx fanalhar_t_ X_lththe most
perfect and successful models of _t. But in great things as m small, e-,ample_ and
models are not sufficient: we want rules as well. Famdmntx with the correct use of
a language m conversation and writing does not make rules of grammar unnecessary; nor does the amplest knowledge of sciences of reasoning and expert-
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ment dispense with rules of logic. We may have heard correct reasonings and
seen skilful experiments all our lives--we shall not learn by mere imitation to do
the like, unless we pay careful attention to how it is done. It is much easier in these
abstract matters, than in purely mechanical ones, to mistake bad work for good. To
mark out the difference between them is the province of logic. Logic lays down the
general principles and laws of the search after truth; the conditions which, whether
recognised or not, must actually have been observed if the mind has done its work
rightl),. Logic is the mtellectual complement of mathematics and physics. Those
sciences give the practice, of which Logic is the theory. It declares the principles,
rules, and precepts, of which the)' exemplify' the observance.
The science of Logic has two parts: ratiocinative and inductive logic. The one
helps to keep us right in reasoning from premises, the other m concluding from
observation. Ratiocinative logic is much older than mductwe, because reasoning
in the narrower sense of the word is an eas_er process than induction, and the
science which works by mere reasoning, pure mathematics, had been earned to a
considerable height while the sciences of observation were still in the purely
empirical period. The principles of ratiocination, therefore, were the earhest
understood and systematized, and the logic of ratiocination is even no_ suitable to
an earlier stage in education than that of induction. The principles of induction
cannot be properly understood without some prevlous stud)' of the inductive
sciences: but the logic of reasoning, which was atread_ carried to a high degree of
perfection by Aristotle, does not absolutely require even a knowledge of
mathematics, but can be sufficiently exemplified and illustrated from the practice
of daily life.
Of Logic I venture to say, even if limited to that of mere rat,ocination, the theor_
of names, propositions, and the syllogism, that there is no part of intellectual
education which is of greater value, or whose place can so ill be supphed b_
anything else. Its uses, it is true, are chiefly negative: its function is, not so much to
teach us to go right, as to keep us from going wrong. But in the operations of the
intellect it is so much easier to go wrong than right, it is so utterly impossible for
even the most vigorous mind to keep itself in the path but by maintaining a vigilant
watch against all deviations, and noting all the byways by which it is possxble to go
astray--that the chief difference between one reasoner and another consists in their
less or greater habilit) to be misled. Logic points out all the possible ways m
which, starting from true premises, we may draw false conclusions. By its analvs_s
of the reasoning process, and the forms it supplies for statmg and setting forth our
reasonings, it enables us to guard the points at which a fallacy is in danger of
slipping in, or to lay our fingers upon the place where it has shpped in. When I
consider how very simple the theory of reasoning is. and how short a time is
sufficient for acquiring a thorough knowledge of its principles and rules, and even
considerable expertness in applying them, I can find no excuse for omission to
study it on the part of any one who aspires to succeed in any intellectual pursuit.
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Logic_is the great disperser of hazy and confused thinking: it clears up the fogs
which hide from us our own ignorance, and make us believe that we understand a
subject when we do not. We must not be led away by talk about inarticulate
who do great deeds without knowing how. and see into the most recondite

giants
truths

without any of the ordinary helps, and without being able to explain to other people
how they reach their conclusions,
nor consequently
to convince an`, other people
of the truth of them. There may be such men. as there are deaf and dumb persons
who do clever things, but for all that, speech and hearing are faculties by no means
to be dispensed with. If you want to know whether you are thinking_ rj'ght!), put
your thoughts into words In the ver) atfe-mpt to do this you will find yourselves.
consciously or unconsciously,
using logical forms. Logic compels us to throv, our
meaning into distinct propositions,
and our reasonings into d_stmct steps It make.,,
us conscious of all the implied assumptions
on which we are proceeding,
and
which, if not true, vitiate the entire process
It makes u_ aware what extent of
doctrine we commit ourselves to by any course of reasomng, and obliges us to look
the implied premises in the face, and make up our minds whether _e can stand to
them. It makes our opinions consistent with themselve,, and v, ith one another, and
forces us to think clearly, even when it cannot make us think correctl`,. It _s true
that error may be consistent
and systematic
as well as truth, but this is not the
common case. It is no small advantage
to see clearly the.principles
and consequences revolved m our opimons,
and which we mu_t either accept, or else
abandon those opinion.,,. We are much nearer to finding truth when 'ae search for it
m broad dayhght. Error. pursued rigorously to all that l,; m_plied in it. seldom fails
to get detected b5 coming into colhslon with some kno`,_ n and admitted fact
You w ill find abundance of people to tell you that logic is no help to thought, and
that people cannot be taught to think b`, rules. Undoubtedl_
rules by themselves.
without practice, go but a little way m teaching an.vthmg
Bu! if the practice of
thinking Is not improved by rules, I venture to sa`, xtis the onl_ difficult thing done
b} human beings that is not so A man learns to sa_ wood principally b) practice.
but there are rules for doing it, grounded on the nature of the operation, and if he 1,
not taught the rules, he will not saw v, ell until he has discovered them for hlmself
Where`,'er there is a right way and a wrong, there must be a difference bet_een
them, and it must be possible to find out what the difference is. and _ hen found out
and expressed
in words, it is a rule for the operation
If an',- one l,, mchned to
disparage rules, I say to him. try to learn anything `,_h_ch there are rules for.
without knowing the rules, and see ho`,_ you succeed. To tho._e `,_ho think hghtl.x of
the school logic, I say, take the trouble to learn it You _ fll easfl,, do so m a fe_
weeks, and you will see whether it is of no use to you m making your mind clear.
and keeping you from stumbhng m the dark over the mo_t outrageous fallacies
Nobody, I beheve, "_,ho has reallx learnt _t, and `,_ho goes on using h_s mind. _s
Insensible to its benefits, unless he started w_th a prelud)ce, or. like some eminent
English and Scottish thinkers of the past century.
_.,, under the influence of a
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reaction against the exaggerated pretensions made bv the schoolmen, not so much
in behalf of logic as of the reasoning process itself. Still more highly must the use
of logic be estimated, if we include in it, as we ought to do, the principles and rules
of Induction as well as of Ratiocination. As the one logic guards us against bad
deduction, so does the other against bad generalization, which is a still more
universal error. If men easily err in arguing from one general proposition to
another, still more easily do they go wrong in interpreting the observations made
by themselves and others. There is nothing in which an untrained mind show,s itself
more hopelessly incapable, than in drawing the proper general conclusions from
its own experience. And even trained minds, when all their training _s on a special
subject, and does not extend to the general principles of induction, are only kept
right when there are ready opportumties of verifylng their inferences by facts. Able
scientific men, when they venture upon subjects in which the) have no facts to
check them, are often found drawing conclusions or making generalizations from
their experimental knowledge, such as any sound theo_ of induction would shew
to be utterly unwarranted. So true _s it that practice alone, even of a good kind, is
not sufficient without principles and rules Lord Bacon had the great merit of
seeing that rules were necessar 5 , and conceiving, to a ve_ considerable extent,
their true character.l _) The defects of his concepnon were such as were inevitable
while the inductive sciences were only in the earliest stage ot their progress, and
the highest efforts of the human mind in that direcnon had not vet been made.
Inadequate as the Bacoman vle_ of induction was, and rapldty as the practice
outgrew it, it is only within a generation or two that any considerable improvement has been made in the theo_': ve_' much through the impulse given b_ two
of the man)' distinguished men who have adorned the Scottish unlverslnes, Dugald
Stewart and Brown.
I have given a very incomplete and summary view of the educational benefits
derived from instruction in the more perfect sciences, and in the rules tor the
proper use of the intellectual faculties which the practice of those sciences has
suggested. There are other sciences, which are m a more backward state, and tax
the whole powers of the mind in its mature years, yet a beginning of which ma) be
beneficially made in university studies, while a tincture of them is valuable even to
those who are never likely to proceed further. The first Is physiology; the science
of the laws of orgamc and ammal life, and especially of the structure and function,_
of the human body. It would be absurd to pretend that a profound knowledge of this
difficult subject can be acquired in youth, or as a part of general education. Yet
an acquaintance with ItS leading truths _s one of those acqmrements which ought
not to be the exclusive property of a particular profession. The value of such
knowledge for daily uses has been made familiar to us all by the sanitary dls[*See Novum Organum, Vol IV, pp 80-1 IBk 1, Aph. 82). and pp. 97-8 (Bk 1,
Aphs. 104-6).]
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cussions of late years. There is hardly one among us who may not, m some position of authority, be required to form an Oplmon and take part m pubhc action on
sanitary, subjects. And the importance of understanding the true conditions of
health and disease---of knowing how to acquire and preser_'e that health)" habit of
body which the most tedious and costly medical treatment so often falls to restore
when once lost, should secure a place in general educat,on for the pnncipal
maxims of hygiene, and some of those even of practical medicine. For those who
aim at high intellectual cultivat,on, the stud)' of physiology has still greater
recommendations,
and is. in the present state of advancement of the higher
studies, a real necessity. The practice which it gives in the stud) of nature _s such as
no other physical science affords in the same kind. and ,s the best introduction to
the difficult questions of politics and socml life. Scientific education, apart from
professional objects, is but a preparation for judging rightly of Man. and of his
reqmrements and interests But to th_s final pursuit, which has been called par
excellence the proper stud)' of mankmdj *j ph)s_ology is the most se_'lceable of
the sciences, because it is the nearest. Its subject is already Man: the same complex
and mamfold being, whose properties are not independent of circumstance, and
immovable from age to age, like those of the ellipse and hyperbola, or of sulphur
and phosphorus, but are infinitely various, indefimtelx modifiable by art or accident. graduating b) the incest shades into one another, and reacting upon one another in a thousand ways. so that they are seldom capable of being isolated and
observed separately. With the d_fficult_es of the study of a being so constituted, the
physiologist, and he alone among scientific enqmrers, i_ already faro, hat Take
what view we will of man a_ a spiritual being, one part of h_snature _s far more like
another than either of them is like anything else In the orgamc world we _tudx
nature under disadvantages ve_" s_milar to those which affect the study of moral
and political phenomena: our means of making expenment_ are almost as hm_ted.
while the extreme complexity of the facts makes the conclusion> of general
reasoning unusually precarious, on account of the vast number of c,rcumstance,
that conspire to determine ever_ result. Yet in splte of these obstacles, it ,s found
possible m physlolog) to arrive at a cons,derable number of well-ascertained and
important truths. This therefore _s an excellent school m which to studx the mean_
of overcoming similar difficulties elsewhere. It is m phys,ology too that _e are
first introduced to some of the conceptions which play the greatest part m the moral
and social sciences, but which do not occur at all m those of morgamc nature As.
for instance, the idea of predisposition, and of predisposing cause_, as &stmguished from exciting causes The operation of all moral forces is mlmenselv
influenced by predisposition: w.lthout that element, it is ,mposslble to explain the
commonest facts of hlsto_' and social life Phys_olog) is also the first _c,ence m
[*Alexander

Pope,

An E.s._a_ on Man ( 1733-34

t, m Wor/_,_. ed

J \_, art_n, e_ a/ , 1t) _ ol,

(London: Pr_estle). and Hearne. 1822-25_. Vol Ill. p 53 IEp,_t 11.1 2_ I
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which we recognise the influence of habit--the tendency of something to happen
again merely because it has happened before. From physiology, too, we get our
clearest notion of what is meant by development or evolution. The growth of a
plant or animal from the first germ is the typical specimen of a phenomenon which
rules through the whole course of the history' of man and society--increase
of
function, through expansion and differentiation of structure by internal forces, l
cannot enter into the subject at greater length; _tis enough Ill throw out hints which
may be germs of further thought in yourselves. Those who aim at high intellectual
achaevements may be assured that no part of their time will be less wasted, than
that which they employ in becoming familiar with the methods and with the mare
conceptions of the science of organization and life.
Physiology, at its upper extremity, touches on Psychology, or the Philosophy of
Mind: and without raising an._ disputed questxons about the limits between Matter
and Spirit, the nerves and brain are admitted to have so intimate a connexion with
the mental operations, that the student of the last cannot dispense w_th a
considerable knowledge of the first. The value of psychology itself need hardl_ be
expatiated upon m a Scottish university: for II has always been there studied wlth
brilliant success. Almost everything which has been contributed from these islands
towards its advancement since Locke and Berkeley, has until ver) latel), and
much of it even in the present generation, proceeded from Scomsh authors and
Scottish professors. Psychology, m truth, is simply the knowledge of the laws of
human nature. If there is anything that deserves to be stud_ed b_ man. it _sh_sown
nature and that of his fellow-men, and if It is worth studying at all, it is worth
studying scientifically, so as to reach the fundamental laws which underlie and
govern all the rest. With regard to the suitableness ol this subject for general
education, a dxstmction must be made. There are certain observed laws of our
thoughts and of our feelings which rest upon experimental evidence, and, once
seized, are a clue to the interpretation of much that we are conscious of m
ourselves, and observe m one another. Such. for example, are the law,s of
assocmuon. Psychology. so far as it consists of such laws--I speak of the laws
themselves, not of their disputed applications--is as positive and certain a science
as chemistry, and fit to be taught as such. When. however, we pass beyond the
bounds of these admitted truths, to questions which are still m controversy among
the different philosophical schools--how far the higher operations of the mind can
be explained by association, how far we must admit other primary principles
--what faculties of the mind are simple, what complex, and what is the composition of the latter--above all, when we embark upon the sea of metaphysics
properly so called, and enquire, for instance, whether time and space are real
existences, as is our spontaneous impression, or forms of our sensmve faculty, as
is maintained by Kant, I*! or complex _deas generated by association, whether
[*See Immanuel Kant, Krltik der remen Vernunft, in Sammthche Werke, ed Karl
Rosenkrantz and Fr_edrich Schubert, 14 vols in 12 ILeipzlg. Voss. 1838-40), Vol. If. pp
34-54.]
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matter and spirit are conceptions merely relatwe to our faculties, or facts existing
per se, and in the latter case, what is the nature and limit of our knowledge of them:
whether the will of man is free or determined bv causes, and _hat is the real
difference between the two doctrines, matters on which the most thinking men,
and those who have given most study to the subjects, are still dwlded, it is neither
to be expected nor desired that those who do not specmlly devote themselves to the
higher departments of speculation should employ much of their time in attempting
to get to the bottom of these questions. But _tis a part of liberal education to knob
that such controversies ex_t. and, In a general wa). what has been said on both
sides of them. It is instructive to know the failures of the human intellect as well as
its successes, its imperfect as well as Its perfect attainments: to be auare of the
open questions, as well as of those whlch have been deflmtivelv resolved. A _erx
summary vie_ of these disputed matters may suffice for the manv: but a system of
education is not Intended solely for the many. it has to kindle the aspirations and
aid the efforts of those who are destined to stand forth as thinkers above the
multitude: and for these there is hardly to be found an 3 &sclphne comparable to
that which these metaphysical controversies afford. For thex are es_entiatl_
questions about the estimation ol evidence: about the ultlmate grounds of bcheI.
the conditions reqmred to jUStlf) our most famlhar and intimate con\ lCt_ons, and
the real meaning and import of words and phrases which we have u,ed from
infancy as if we understood all about them. _ hlch are exen at the foundation of
human language, yet of which no one except a metaph)slclan has rendered to
himself a complete account. Whatever philosophical opinions the stud_ of these
questions may lead us to adopt, no one ever came out of the discussion of them
without increased _igour of understanding, an increased demand tot precision of
thought and language, and a more careful and exact apprecmtlon of the nature of
proof. There never was an)' sharpener of the intellectual faculties superior to the
Berkeleian controvers).
There is even now no reading more profitable to
students---confining myself to writers in our own language, and not_ lthstandlng
that so man) of their speculations are alread_ obsolete--than Hobbes and Locke.
Reid and Stewart. Hume, Hartley, and Brown. on condition that these great
thinkers are not read passively, as masters to be followed, but actwet_, as
supplying matenals and incentives to thought. To come to our own cotemporanes.
he who has mastered Sir William Hamilton and _our o_ n lamented Ferrler a_,
distinguished representatives of one of the two great schools of phflosoph), and an
eminent Professor In a neighbouring University. Professor Baln, probabl) the
greatest hvlng authority in the other, has gained a practice m the most _earchmg
methods of philosophic investigation applied to the most arduous sub.lects. _ h_ch
ISno inadequate preparation for any intellectual difficulties that he _sever iikel_ to
be called on to resolve.
In this brief outhne of a complete scientific education. I ha_ e said nothing about
direct instruction in that which It is the chief of all the ends of intellectual education
to qualify us for--the

exercise of thought on the great interests of mankind a,,
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moral and social beings--ethics and politics, in the largest sense. These things are
not, in the existing state of human knowledge, the subject of a science, generally
admitted and accepted. Politics cannot be learnt once for all, from a text-book, or
the instructions of a master. What we require to be taught on that subject, is to be
our own teachers. It is a subject on which we have no masters to follow, each must
explore for himself, and exercise an independent judgment. Scientific polincs do
not consist in having a set of conclusions read)' made, to be applied everywhere
in&scriminately, but in setting the mind to work in a scientific spirit to discover in
each instance the truths applicable to the given case And this, at present, scarcely
any two persons do in the same way. Education is not entitled, on this subject, to
recommend any set of opinions as resting on the authority of estabhshed science.
But _t can supply the student with materials for his own mind, and helps to use
them. It can make him acquainted with the best speculations on the subject, taken
from different points of view: none of which will be found complete, while each
embodies some considerations really relevant, really reqmring to be taken into the
account. Education may also introduce us to the pnncipal fact_ which have a direct
bearing on the subject, namely the different modes or stages of civilization that
have been found among mankind, and the characteristic properties of each. This is
the true purpose of historical studies, as prosecuted in an Universlt_. The leading
facts of ancient and modem history should be known b_ the student from his
private reading: if that knowledge be wanting, it cannot possibly be supplied here.
What a Professor of History has to teach, is the meaning of those facts. His office is
to help-tEe g_fident in collecting from history what are the main differences between
human beings, and between the institutions of society, at one time or place and at
another: in picturing to himself human life and the human conception of life. as
they were at the different stages of human development: in distinguishing between
what is the same in all ages and what is progressive, and forming some incipient
conception of the causes and laws of progress. All these things are as vet very
imperfectly understood even by the most philosophic enquirers, and are quite unfit
to be taught dogmatically. The object is to lead the student to attend to them: to
make him take interest in history not as a mere narranve, but as a chmn of causes and
effects still unwinding ltselYbefore his eyes, and full of momentous consequences
to himself-and his descendants: the unfolding of a great epic or dramatic action, to
terminate i_tlae hap.p__inessor misery,
race; an unremitting conflict between
done by any of us, insignificant as we
which even the smallest of us cannot

the elevation or degradanon, of the human
good and evil powers, of which eve_' act
are, forms one of the incidents: a conflict in
escape from taking part, in which whoever

does not help the right side is helping the wrong, and for our share-_fi which,
whether it be greater or smaller, and let its actual consequences be visible or in the
main invisible, no one of us can escape the responsibility. Though education
cannot arm and equip its pupils for this fight with an)' complete philosophy either
of politics or of history, there is much positive instruction that it can give them,
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having a direct bearing on the duties of citizenship. They should be taught the
outlines of the civil and political institutions of their own country, and m a more
general way, of the more advanced of the other civilized nations Those branches
of politics, or of the laws of social life. in which there exists a collection of facts or
thoughts sufficiently sifted and methodized to form the beginning of a science,
should be taught ex professo. Among the chief of these is Polmcal Economy: the
sources and conditions of wealth and material prosperity for aggregate bodtes of
human beings. This study approaches nearer to the rank of a science, m the sense m
which we apply that name to the physical sciences, than anything else connected
with politics yet does. I need not enlarge on the important lessons which it affords
for the guidance of life, and for the estlmat_on of laws and mst_tut_ons, or on the
necessity of knowing all that it can teach m order to have true views of the course of
human affairs, or form plans for their improvement which will stand actual tnal
The same persons who cry down Logic will generally, warn you against Polmcal
Economy It is unfeeling, they will tell vou. It re cg_nises unpleasant facts. For my
part, the most unfeeling thing I know of is the law of gravitation: it break,_ the neck
of the best and most amiable person without scruple. If he forget,, for a tingle
moment to give heed to it. The winds and waves too are vet 3 unfeehng \Vould you
advise those who go to sea to deny the winds and waves---or to make use of them,
and find the means of guardmg against their dangers '_My advice to _,ou Is to studx
the great writers on Polmcal Economy, and hold firml_ b_ whatever m them you
find true; and depend upon xt that if you are not selfish or hard-hearted already,
Political Economy will not make you so. Of no less importance than Political
Economy is the study of what Is called Jurisprudence: the general principles of
law: the social necessities which taws are reqmred to meet: the features common to
all systems of law. and the differences between them: the reqmsltes of g_)d
legislation, the proper mode of constructmg a legal system, and the best constltution of courts of justice and modes of legal procedure These things are not
only the chief part of the business of government, but the vital concern of exerx
citizen: and their improvement affords a wide scope for the energxes of an_ dulx
prepared mind. ambitious of contributing towards the better condition of the
human race. For this, too, admirable helps have been provided b_ _ rlters of our
own or of a very recent time. At the head of them stands Bentham. undoubtedt\ the
greatest master who ever devoted the labour of a life to let m hght on the sublect of
law; and who is the more intelligible to non-professional persons, because, a_ h_s
way is, he builds up the subject from its foundation m the facts of human life. and
shows by careful consideration of ends and means, what la_ nught and ought to
be, in deplorable contrast with what it _s. Other enlightened jurists have followed
with contributions of two kinds, as the type of which I may take t_o work_, equally
admirable in their respectwe _'hnes _'. Mr Austin. in hi,, Lecture._ orz Jurzsprud*'-b671 times [printer's

error _]
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ence, [*_takes for his basis the Roman lab, the most elaborately consistent legal
system which histo_, has shewn us in actual operation, and that which the greatest number of accomplished mmds have employed themselves In harmonizing.
From this he singles out the pnnciples and distinctions which are of general
applicability, and employs the powers and resources of a most precise and analytic
mind to give to those principles and distinctions a philosophic basis, grounded in
the universal reason of mankind, and not in mere techmcal convenience. Mr
Maine. in his treatise on Ancient Law m its relamms to Modern Thought, iTIshews
from the hlsto_' of law, and from what is known of the primitive institutions of
mankind, the origin of much that has lasted till noB,, and has a firm footing both in
the laws and in the ideas of modern times: shewing that many of these things never
originated in reason, but are relics of the institutions of barbarous society,
modified more or less by civilization, but kept standing by the persistency of ideas
which were the offspring of those barbarous institutions, and have survived their
parent. The path opened by Mr. Maine has been tbllowed up by others, with
additional illustrations of the influence of obsolete Ideas on modern institutions,
and of obsolete institutions on modern ideas, an action and reaction which perpetuate, in man 5'of the greatest concerns, a mitigated barbarism, things being continually accepted as dictates of nature and necessities of life, which, if we knew
all, we should see to have originated in artificial arrangements of societ), long
since abandoned and condemned.
To these studies I would add International Law: which I decidedly think should
be taught in all universities, and should form part of all liberal education. The need
of it is far from being limited to diplomatists and lawyers; it extends to eve_
citizen. What is called the Law of Nations is not properly lay,, but a part of ethics: a
set of moral rules, accepted as authoritative by clvihzed states. It is true that these
rules neither are nor ought to be of eternal obhgation, but do and must var5'more or
less from age to age, as the consciences of nations become more enlightened and
the exigencies of political society undergo change. But the rules mostl) were at
their origin, and still are, an application of the maxims of honesty and humanlt) to
the intercourse of states. The',' were introduced b5 the moral sentiments of
mankind, or by their sense of the general interest, to mmgate the crimes and
sufferings of a state of war, and to restrain governments and nations from unjust or
dishonest conduct towards one another in time of peace. Since ever?, country
stands in numerous and various relations with the other countries of the world, and
many, our own among the number, exercise actual authority over some of these, a
knowledge of the established rules of international morality is essential to the duty
of every nation, and therefore of ever)' person in it who helps to make up the
[*John Austin, Lecture.son Jurtsprudence, ed. Sarah Austin. 3 vols (London' Murray.
1863).]
['Henr) Marne, Anctent Law lt,_Connecmm wtth the Early Htsto_ qI Socmt_', and It._
Relatton to Modern Ideas (London Murray, 18615I
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nation, and whose voice and feehng form a part of what is called pubhc oplmon.
Let not any one pacify his conscience by the delusion that he can do no harm if he
takes no part, and forms no opinion. Bad men need nothing more to compass thmr
ends, than that good men should look on and do nothing He is not a good man
who, without a protest, allows wrong to be committed in his name. and with the
means which he helps to supply, because he _ill not trouble himself to use his
mind on the subject. It depends on the habit of attending to and looking into public
transactions, and on the degree of information and solid judgment respecting them
that exists in the commumty, whether the conduct of the nation as a nanon, both
within itself and towards others, shall be selfish, corrupt, and tvranmcal, or
rational and enlightened, just and noble
Of these more advanced studies, only a small commencement can be made at
schools and umversmes: but even this is of the h_ghest value, by a_akenmg an
interest in the subjects, by' conquenng the first dlfficultms, and inuring the nund tu
the kind of exertion which the studies require, by Implanting a desire to make
further progress, and directing the student to the best tracks and the best helps So
far as these branches of knowledge have been acquired, we ha_ e learnt, or been put
into the way of learning, our duty, and our work in hfe. Knowing It, houever. 1,
but half the work of education: it still remains, that v,hat v,e knoa. we shall be
willing and determined to put in practice. Nevertheless, to kno_ the truth l,
already a great wax towards disposing us to act upon it. What we see clearlx and
apprehend keenly, we have a natural desire to act out. "To see the best, and xet the
v,orst pursue. "'t'_i is a possible but not a common state of mind, those _ ho follox_
the wrong have generally first taken care to be voluntarll_ ignorant of the right
The)' have silenced their conscience, but thex are not knowingly disobey lng _t If
you take an average human mind while still young, before the objects it ha_ chosen
m life have given It a turn in an) bad direction, xou will generally find it desiring
what Is good. right, and for the benefit of all: and if that season is properly used to
implant the knowledge and give the training which shall render rectitude of
judgment more habitual than sophlstD', a senous banner will have been erected
against the inroads of selfishness and falsehood. Still, it is a ver_ mlperfect
educatmn which trains the Intelligence only. but not the will. No one can dispense
with an educanon &rected expressly to the moral as well as the intellectual part of
his being. Such education, so far as It is direct, is either moral or religious, and
these may either be treated as distinct, or as different aspects ot the same thing. The
subject we are now considering is not education as a _hole. but scholasnc
education, and we must keep in vlew the inevitable limitations of _ hat schools and
universitms can do. It is beyond their power to educate morall_ or rel'glousl 5
Moral and religious education consist m !ra!nmg the.f_eehngsand the dal!x hab!ts.
[*Cf. Ovid, Metamorphose._ (Latin and Enghsh), tram, Frank Justus Nhller, 2 ',ol,,
(London. Helnemann, New York. Putnam's Son,,. 1c_16).\ol 1. p 3..12(VII. 20-1) t
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and these are, in the main, beyond the sphere and inaccessible to the control of
public education. It is the home. the family, which gives us the moral or religious
education we really receive: and this is completed, and modified, somenmes for
the better, often for the worse, by society, and the opimons and feehngs with
which we are there surrounded. The moral or religious influence which an
university can exercise, consists less in an t' express teaching, than in the pervading
tone of the place Whatever it teaches, it should teach as penetrated by a sense of
duty: it should present all knowledge as chiefly a means to worthiness of hfe. given
for the double purpose of making each of us practically useful to his fellowcreatures, and of elevating the character of the species itself, exalting and
dignifying our nature. There is nothing which spreads more contagiously from
teacher to pupil than elevanon of sentiment: often and often have students caught
from the hving influence of a professor, a contempt for mean and selfish objects,
and a noble ambition to leave the world bette(ihan they found it. which they have
carried with them throughout life. In these respects, teachers of ever5' kind have
natural and peculiar means of doing with effect, what eve_' one who m_xes with
his fellow-beings, or addresses himself to them in anv character, should feel bound
to do to the extent of his capaclt5 and opportunlnes. What is specml to an
university on these subjects belongs chlefl), hke the rest of its work, to the
intellectual department. An university exists for the purpose of laying open to each
succeeding generation, as far as the conditions of the case admit, the accumulated
treasure of the thoughts of mankind As an indispensable part of this. it has to make
known to them what mankind at large, their own count_', and the best and w_sest
individual men, have thought on the great subjects of morals and religion There
should be, and there is in most universities, professorial instruction in moral
philosophy: but I could wish that this instruction were of a somewhat different type
from what is ordinarily met with. I could wish that it were more expc)sit0L_ less
polemical, and above "all less dogmatic. The learner should be made acquainted
with the principal systems of moral philosophy which have existed and been
practically operative among mankind, and should hear what there is to be said for
each: the Anstotelian. the Epicurean, the Stoic. the Judaic, the Christian m the
various modes of its interpretanon, which differ almost as much from one another
as the teachings of those earlier schools. He should be made familiar with the
different standards of right and wrong which have been taken as the basis of ethics.
general utility, natural justice, natural rights, a moral sense, principles of practical
reason, and the rest. Among all these, it _s not so much the teacher's busines_
to take a side, and fight stoutly for some one against the rest, as _t is to direct them
all towards the establishment and prese_'atlon of the rules of conduct most
advantageous to mankind. There is not one of these systems which has not _tsgood
side; not one from which there _s not something to be learnt by the votaries of the
others; not one which is not suggested by a keen, though _t may not always be a
clear, perception of some important truths, which are the prop of the system, and
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the neglect or undervaluing of which in other systems is their characteristic
infirmity. A system which may be as a whole erroneous, is still _atuable, until it
has forced upon mankind a sufficlent attention to the portion ol truth which
suggested it. The ethical teacher does his part best. when he polnt_ out ho_ each
system may be strengthened even on its own basl_, by taking into more complete account the truths which other systems have reahzed more full_ and made
more prominent. I do not mean that he should encourage an essenuall.x _ceptlcal
eclecticism. While placing every system m the best aspect it admits of, and
endeavouring to draw from all of them the most saluta_ consequences compauble
with their nature, I would by no means debar hm_ from enforcing b_ his be_t
arguments his own preference for some one of the number The', cannot be all true.
though those which are false as theorie_ may contain particular truths, indispensable to the completeness of the true theory But on this subject, even more than on
an,,' of those I have previously mentioned, it _s not the teacher's busmes,, to lmpo,,e
his own jud.gme.nt, but to reform and dlsclphn_e th.atol h!s pupil.
And this same clue, lfv_e keep hold of it. will grade u., through the labyrinth or
conflicting thought into which we enter when we touch the great que_tlon of the
relation of.educatlgnjo Le!lglon. As I have already saM. the onl\ reallx effective
rehgious education is the parental--that of home and childhood. All that social and
public education has in ItSpower to do, further than b', a general pervading tone of
reverence and duty, amounts to little more than the mfommt_on ,a hlch it can gl_ e:
but this is extremely valuable. 1 shall not enter into the question which has been
debated with so much vehemence m the last and present generation, whether
rehgion ought to be taught at all m umversltle,, and public ,;chool_. seeing that
rehglon is toe subject of all .oolher.',on ,ahich men',, opinion.,, are mo.,,t aldel_ at
variance. On neither s_de of this controvers', do the dl_putants seem to n:iTr6_ e
sufficiently freed their minds from the old notion of educanon, that 11con,,lStS m
the dogmatic inculcation from authonts, of what the teacher deems true \Vhx
should it be Impossible, that information of the greatest xalue. on subjects
connected with rehglon, should be brought before the student's mind. that he
should be made acquainted with so _mportant a part ol the national thought, and of
the Intellectual labours of past generations, a.,,those relating to rehglon, without
being taught dogmatically the doctrines of any church or sect ' Chrlstmnlt} being a
historical religion, the sort of rehgmus instruction ,._hich seems to me most
appropriate to an Umverslty is the stud,, of ecclesiastical h_stor',, if teaching, even
on matters of scientific certainty, should mm qmte a,,, much at show mg ho_ the
results are arrived at. as at teaching the results th.emselve_, far more, then. should
this be the case on subjects where there is the widest di',ers_tx of opinion among
men of equal ability, and who have taken equal paros tO armve at the truth This
diversity should of itself be a warning to a consclennous teacher that he ha., no right
to impose his opinion authoritatively upon a _outhful mind. H_s teaching should
not be in the spint of dogmatism, but in that of enqmry The pupil should not be
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addressed as if his religion had been chosen for him, but as one who will have to
choose it for himself. The various Churches, established and unestablished, are
quite competent to the task which is peculiarly theirs, that of teaching each zts own
doctrines, as far as necessary, to ItSown rising generation. The proper business of
an Umversitv is different, not to Le]Lu.sfrom authority what we ought to believe,
and make us accept the belief as a duty, but to give us information and training, and
help us to fo[mour own belief in a manner worthy of intelligent _beings. who seek
for truth at all hazards, and demand to know all the difficulties, in order that they
may be better qualified to find, or recognise, the most satisfactory' mode of
resolving them. The vast importance of these questions--the great results as
regards the conduct of our lives, which depend upon our choosing one belief or
another--are the strongest reasons why we should not trust our judgment when it
has been formed in ignorance of the evidence, and why we should not c_
restricted to a one-side, d teaching, which informs us of what a particular teacher or
association of teachers receive as true doctrine and sound argument, but of nothing
more.
I do not affirm that an University, if it represses free thought and enquiD', must
be altogether a failure, for the freest thinkers have often been trained in the most
slavish seminaries of learning. The great Christian reformers were taught in
Roman Catholic Universities: the sceptical philosophers of France were mostly
educated by the Jesuits. The human mind is sometimes impelled all the more
violently in one direction, b._ an over zealous and demonstrative attempt to drag It
in the opposite. But this is not what Universities are appointed |br--to drive men
from them. even into good, by excess of evil. An University, ought to be a place of
__._f
free s_ecujation. The more diligently it does its dut> m all other respects, the more
certain it is to be that. The old English Universities. in the present generation, are
doing better work than the)' have done within human memory in teaching the
ordinary studies of their curriculum: and one of the consequences has been, that
whereas they formerly seemed to exist mainly for the repression of independent
thought, and the chaining up of the individual intellect and conscience, they are
now the great focl of free and manly enquiry, to the higher and professional
classes, south of the Tweed. The ruling minds of those ancient seminaries have at
last remembered that to place themselves in hostility to the free use of the
understanding, is to abdicate their own best privilege, that of guiding it. A modest
deference, at least provisional, to the united authority of the specially instructed, is
becoming in a youthful and imperfectly formed mind; but when there _sno united
a_ty--when
the specially instructed are so divided and scattered that almost
any opinion can boast of some high authority, and no opinion whatever can claim
all; when, therefore, it can never be deemed extremely improbable that one who
uses his mind freely may see reason to change his first opinion; then, whatever you
do, keep, at all risks, your m!nds open: do not barter away your freedom of
thought. Those of you who are destined for the clerical profession are, no doubt, so
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far held to a certain number of doctrines, that if they ceased to believe them they
would not be justifled in remaining in a position in which they would be reqmred to
teach insincerely. But use your influence to make those doctrines as fen as
possible. It is not right that men should be bnbed to hold out against
convictlon--to shut their ears against objections, or. if the objections penetrate, to
continue professing full and unfaltering belief when thmr confidence Is already
shaken. Neither is it nght that if men honestly' profess to have changed some of
their religious opimons, their honest'," should as a matter of course exclude them
from taking a part for whlch they may be admlrabl3 quahfied, in the spmtual
instruction of the nat_on The tendenc`` of the age, on both sides of the ancmnt
Border, is towards the relaxation of formulanes, and a less rigld constructlon of
articles. Thls very mrcumstance, by making the ]imlts of orthodox, _' less defimte,
and obliging every one to draw the hne for hlmse]f, _s an embarrassment to
consciences. But I hold entire]``' with those clergymen who elect to remain m the
national church, so long as they are able to accept its amcles and confessions in any
sense or wlth any interpretatmn consistent wqth common honesty', whether _tbe the
generally recmved interpretatmn or not. If all were to desert the church who put a
large and liberal construction on its terms of commumon, or who would w_sh to see
those terms widened, the national provislon for rehgmus teaching and worshlp
would be left utterly to those who take the narrowest, the most hteral, and purel 3
textual vien' of the formulanes; who, though by no means necessanl3 blgots, are
under the great disadvantage of having the bagots for their allies, and nho.
however great their merits may be. and the'`' are often very. great, yet ff the church
Is improvable, are not the most likely persons to improve at Therefore, ff it n'ere
not an impertinence in me to tender advice in such a matter, I should sa_. let all
who consmentmusl_ can, remain m the church. A church Is far more easily
amproved from within than from without. Almost all the illustrious reformers of
religion began by' being clergymen: but they dM not think that thmr professmn as
clergymen was inconsistent wlth being reformers. They mostly indeed ended thmr
days outside the churches in which the', were born: but it nas because the
churches, in an evil hour for themselves, cast them out. The', dM not think tt an_
business of theirs to withdraw. They thought the', had a better right to remain m the
fold, than those had who expelled them
I have non' said what I had to say' on the two kinds of education which the system
of schools and universities as intended to promote--intellectual
education, and
moral education: knowledge and the training of the kno_,mg facultx, con,_cmnce
and that of the moral faculty. These are the two mare ingredients of human culture.
but they do not exhaust the whole of it. There is a thxrd &vision. which. _1
subordinate, and owing allegiance to the two others, asbarely' inferior to them. and
not less needful to the completeness of the human being: 1 mean the aesthenc
branch; the culture which comes through poetry, and art, and max be described as
the education of the feelings, and the cultwation of the beautiful. Th_s depart-
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ment of things deserves to be regarded in a far more serious light than is the custom
of these countries. It is only of late, and chiefly by a superficial imitation of
foreigners, that we have begun to use the word Art by itself, and to speak of Art as
we speak of Science, or Government, or Rehgion: we used to talk of the Arts, and
more specifically of the Fine Arts: and even by them were vulgarly meant only two
forms of art, Painting and Sculpture, the two which as a people we cared least
about--which were regarded even by the more cultivated among us as little more
than branches of domestic ornamentation, a kind of elegant upholstery. The very
words "Fine Arts" called up a notion of frivohty, of great pains expended on a
rather trifling object---on something which differed from the cheaper and
commoner arts of producing pretty things, mainly by being more difficult, and by
giving fops an opportunity of pluming themselves on canng for it and on being able
to talk about it. This estimate extended m no small degree, though not altogether.
even to poetry; the queen of arts, but. in Great Britain, hardly included under the
name. It cannot exactly be said that poetry wa_ httle thought of, we were proud of
our Shakespeare and Mdton, and in one period at least of our history, that of Queen
Anne, it was a high hterary distraction to be a poet: but poetry was hardly looked
upon in any serious light, or as having much value except as an amusement or
excitement, the supenority of which over others principally consisted in being that
of a more refined order of minds. Yet the celebrated saying of Fletcher of Saltoun,
"'Let who will make the laws of a people ff I write their songs, "q'_l might have
taught us how great an instrument for acting on the human mind we were
undervaluing. It would be difficult for anybody to imagine that "'Rule Britannia,'"
for example, or "'Scots wha hae, "'l+! had no permanent influence on the higher
region of human character, some of Moore's songs have done more for Ireland
than all Grattan's speeches: and songs are far from being the highest or most
impressive form of poetry. On these subjects, the mode of thinking and feeling of
other countries was not only not intelligible, but not credible, to an average
Enghshman. To find Art ranking on a complete equahty, m theory at least, with
Philosophy, Learning, and Science--as holding an equally important place among
the agents of civilization and among the elements of the worth of humanity: to find
even painting and sculpture treated as great social powers, and the art of a countr3
as a feature m its character and condition, little inferior m importance to e_ther its
religmn or its government, all this only did not amaze and puzzle Enghshmen,
because it was too strange for them to be able to realize it, or, in truth, to believe _t
possible: and the radical difference of feeling on this matter between the British
[*Cf.
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[+James Thomson and David Mallei, "'An Ode" ["Rule. Bntannm"], m Alfred' A
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people and those of France, Germany, and the Continent generally, is one among
the causes of that extraordinary inability to understand one another, which exists
between England and the rest of Europe, while it does not exist to anything hke the
same degree between one nation of Continental Europe and another It may be
traced to the two influences which have chiefly" shaped the Bnnsh character since
the days of the Stuarts. commercial money-getting business, and rehglous
Puritanism. Business, demanding the whole of the faculties, and whether pursued
from duty' or the love of gain, regarding as a loss of time whatever does not
conduce directly to the end: Puritanism, which looking upon ever_ feehng of
human nature, except fear and reverence tor God. as a snare, if not as partaking of
sin, looked coldly, if not disapprovingly, on the cultivation of the sentiments.
Different causes have produced different effects in the Continental nanons, among
whom it is even nob obser_'able that wrtue and goodness are generally for the most
part an affair of the sentiments, while with us they are almost exclus_vel? an affalr
of duty. Accordingly', the kind of advantage whtch we have had over many other
countries in point of morals--i am not sure that _ e are not losing it--has consisted
m greater tenderness of conscience. In this we have had on the whole a real
supenonD, though one pnnmpally neganve: for conscience is with most men a
power chiefly" m the way of restramt--a power which acts rather m staying our
hands from any' great wickedness, than b_, the direction it gives to the general
course of our desires and sentiments. One of the commonest - types of character
among.us is that of a man all whose ambition is self-regarding, who has no higher
purpose m life than to ennch or rinse m the world himself and hl,_ family, who
never dreams of making the good of his fellow-creatures or of his countr_ an
habitual object, further than giving awa?. annuallx or from time to rime. certain
sums in charity': but who, has a con>cience sincerely ahve to whatever is generally
considere d wrong, and would scruple to use anx _ery illegmmate mean_ for
attaining his self-interested objects. While it w fit 9ft_en hap_penm other countne>
that men whose feelings and whose active energies txnnt strongly m,a_ish
direction, who have the love of their country, of human improvement, of human
freedom, even of virtue, in great strength, and of whose thought,_ and acu_itx a
large share is devoted to disinterested objects, will yet. in the pursmt of these or of
any other objects that they' strongly desire, permit themselves to do wrong things
which the other man, though mtrmslcall_, and taking the whole of his character,
tarther removed from what a human being ought to be, cot!}d not bring himself to
commit. It is of no use to debate which of these two states of mind is the best. or
rather the least bad. It is quite possible to cultivate the conscience and the
sentiments too. Nothing hinders us from so training a man that he _ ill not. even for
a disinterested purpose, violate the moral law, and also feeding and encouraging
those high feelings, on which _xe mainly" rely"for hftmg men above low and sordid
obje_efs,-ii-fi_t
}]ving them a highei: conception of what consmutes succes_ in life. If
we wish men to practise virtue, it is worth while try'rag to make them love virtue,
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and feel it an object in itself, and not a tax paid for leave to pursue other objects
It is worth training them to feel. not only actual wrong or actual meanness, but
the absence of noble aims and endeavours, as not merely blameable but also
degrading: to have a feeling of the miserable smallness of mere self m the face of
this great universe, of the collective mass of our fellow creatures, in the face of past
history and of the indefinite future--the poorness and insignificanc_ Qf_uman hfe
if it is to be al! spent in making things comfortab[efor_0urselves and our kin. and
raising ourselves and them a step or two on the social ladder. Thus feeling, we
learn to respect ourselves only so far as we feel capable of nobler objects: and if
unfortunately those by whom we are surrounded do not share our aspirations.
perhaps disapprove the conduct to which we are prompted by them--to sustain
ourselves by the ideal sympathy of the great characters m hlstoD', or even in
fiction, and by the con!emplation Of aE iflealized posterity: shall I add. of ideal
perfection embodied in a Divine Being'? Now. of this elevated tone of mind the
great source of inspiration is poetry, and all hterature so far as it _s poeUcal and
artistic. We may imbibe exalted feelings from Plato. or Demosthenes. or Tacitus,
but it is in so far as those great men are not solely philosophers or orators or
historians, but poets and artists. Nor _s it onl) loftines_.only the heroic feelings.
that are bred by poetic cultivauon. Its power is as great m calming the soul as in
elevating it--in fostering the milder emotions, as the more exalted. It brings home
to us all those aspects of life which take hold of our nature on its unselfish side. and
lead us to identify our joy and grief with the good Or ill of the system of which we
form a part: andfiqI those solemn or pensive feelings, which, without having anx
direct apphcation to conduct, incline us to take life seriously, and predispose us to
the reception of anything which comes before us in the shape of duty. Who does
not feel a better man after a course of Dante, or of Wordsworth, or, I will add, of
Lucretius or the Georgics. or after brooding over Gray's Elegy, or Shelley's "'Hymn
to Intellectual Beauty"? I*l I have spoken of poetD', but all the other modes of art
produce similar effects m their degree. The races and nations whose senses are
naturally finer and their sensuous perceptions more exercised than ours, receive
the same kind of impressions from painting and sculpture: and man 5'of the more
delicately organized among ourselves do the same, All the arts of expression tend
to keep alive and in activity the feelings they express Do you think that the great
Italian painters would have filled the place they did in the European mind, would
[*For the specific titles referred to. see Lucrenus, De rerum natura (Latin and Enghsh).
trans. W.H.D. Rouse (London. Heinemann: New York' Putnam's Sons, 1924). Virgil.
Georgics, in Virgil (Latin and Enghsh). trans. H. Rushton Falrclough. 2 vols. (London
Heinemann; New York: Putnam's Sons, 1922), Vol. I, pp. 80-236; Thomas Grey, An Elegx
Wrote tn a Country Church Yard, in Works, ed. Thomas James Mathms, 2 vols. (London
Porter, 1814), Vol I, pp. 57-63, and Percy Bysshe Shelley. "Hymn to Intellectual Beauty,'"
in Rosalind and Helen, a Modern Eclogue; wtth Other Poems (London: Oilier, 1819).
pp. 87-91. The references to Dante and Wordsworth are to their writings m general ]
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have been umversallv ranked among the greatest men of their t_me, If their
productions had done nothing for it but to serve as the decoration of a public hall or
a private salon? Their Nativities and Crucifixions, their glorious Madonnas and
Saints, were to their susceptible Southern countrymen the great school not only of
devotional, but of all the elevated and all the imaginative feelings. We colder
Northerns may approach to a conception of this function of art when we hsten to an
oratorio of Handel, or give ourselves up to the emotions excited b_ a Gothic
cathedral. Even apart from an), specxfic emotional expression, the mere contemplation of beauty of a high order produces m no small degree this elevating
effect on the character. The power of natural scenery addresses xtself to the same
region of human nature which corresponds to Art. There are few'capable of feeling
the sublimer order of natural beaut)', such as your own Highlands and other
mountain regions afford, who are not. at least temporarily', raised bx it above the
littlenesses of humanity', and made to feel the puenhty of the peR)' objects which
set men's interests at variance, contrasted with the nobler pleasures which all
m_ght share. To whatever avocations we may be called in hfe. let us never quash
these susceptibihtles within us. but carefully seek the opportumties ol maintaining
them in exercise. The more prosaic our ordinary duties, the more necessar_ it _s to
keep up the tone of our minds by frequent visits to that higher region of thought and
feeling, m which eve_' work seems dignified in proportion to the ends for which.
and the spirit m which, it is done: where we learn, while eagerl) seizing everx
opportumty of exercising higher faculties and performing higher duues, to regard
all useful and honest work as a public function, g'h_ch may be ennobled bv the
mode of performing it--which has not properly any other noblhtv than g hat that
gives--and which, ff ever so humble, is never mean but when it is meanlx done.
and when the motives from which it is done are mean motives. There is. besides, a
natural affinity between goodness and the culuvauon of the Beautiful. _ hen it is
real cultivation, and not a mere unguided instinct He who has learnt what beautx
is, if he be of a virtuous character, will desire to realize it in h_sown hfe--g _ilkeep
before himself a type of perfect beaut)' in human character, to light his attempts at
self-culture. There is a true meaning in the saying of Goethe. though liable to be
misunderstood and perverted, that the Beautiful is greater than the Good. _*' for it
includes the Good, and adds something to it: it is the Good made perfect, and fitted
with all the collateral perfections which make it a finished and completed thing
Now, this sense of perfection, which gould make us demand trom ever', creation
of man the ve_' utmost that it ought to give. and render us intolerant of the smaitest
fault in ourselves or m anything we do. _sone of the results, of Art cultivation. No
other human productions come so near to perfection as works of pure Art. In all
other things, we are, and may reasonablx be. satisfied if the degree of excellence
[*This saying has not been found m Johann ",A'olfgang_on Goethe. Mill xer', llkelx took
Itfrom Thomas Carlyle. On Heroe._.Hero-t_,orshlp. and ttu Hermc m Ht_t_,rat London
Fraser, 1841).p 1321
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is as great as the object immediately in view seems to us to be worth: but in Art,
the perfection _sitself the object. If I were to define Art, I should be inclined to call
it, the endeavour after perfection in execution. If we meet with even a piece of
mechanical work which bears the marks of being done in this spirit--which Is done
as if the workman loved it, and tried to make it as good as possible, though
something less good would have answered the purpose for which It was ostensibly
made--we say that he has worked like an artist. Art, when really cultivated, and
not merely practised empirically, maintains, what it first gave the conception of.
an Ideal Beauty, to be eternally aimed at, though surpassing what can be actually
attained; and by this idea it trains us never to be completely satisfied with
imperfection in what we ourselves do and are: to idealize, as much as possible.
ever3,." work we do, and most of all, our own characters and lives.
And now, having travelled with you over the whole range of the materials and
training which an University supphes as a preparation for the higher uses of hfe, it
is almost needless to add an 3'exhortation to vou to profit bv the gift Now is x,our
opportunity for gaining a degree of insight into subjects larger and far more
ennobling than the n_lnt,tiae of a business or a profession, and for acqulnng a
facility of using you_-m!:,ds on all that concerns the higher mterest,_ of man. which
you will carry with ,,ou into the occupations of active life, and which will prevent
even the short interxals of time which that may leave you, from being altogether
lost for noble purposes. Having once conquered the first difficulties, the onl 3 ones
of which the _rksomeness surpasses the interest; having turned the point beyond
which what was once a task becomes a pleasure; in even the busiest after-hfe, the
higher powers of your mind will make progress lmperceptibl._, by the spontaneous
exercise of your thoughts, and by the lessons you wdl know how' to learn from
daily experience. So, at least, it will be ff m your earl_ studies you have fixed your
eyes upon the ultimate end from which those studies take their chief value--that of
making you more effective combatants in the great fight which never ceases to ragc
between Good and Evil, and more equal to coping with the ever new problem_
which the changing course of human nature and human societ3 present to be
resolved. Aims like these commonly retain the footing which they have once
established in the mind; and their presence in our thoughts keeps our higher
faculties in exercise, and makes us consider the acquirements and powers which
we store up at any time of our lives, as a mental capital, to be freely expended m
helping forward any mode which presents itself of making mankind in an3 respect
wiser or better, or placing any portion of human affairs on a more sensible and
rational footing than its existing one. There is not one of us who may not quahf_
h_mself so to improve the average amount of opportunmes, as to leave h_s fello_
creatures some little the better for the use he has known how to make of hl_
intellect. To make this little greater, let us strive to keep ourselves acquainted w_th
the best thoughts that are brought forth by the original minds of the age; that we
may know what movements stand most in need of our aid, and that, as far a,_
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depends on us, the good seed may not fall on a rock. and perish without reaching
the soil in which it might have germinated and flourished) *_You are to be a part of
the public who are to welcome, encourage, and help forward the future intellectual
benefactors of humanity; and you are, if possible, to furmsh your contingent to the
number of those benefactors. Nor let any one be discouraged by what ma._ seem. m
moments of despondency', the lack of time and of opportunity Those who knob
hob' to employ' opportunities will often find that the 5'can create them: and what be
achieve depends less on the amount of time we possess, than on the use we make of
our time. You and your hke are the hope and resource of your countr_ m the
coming generation. All great things which that generation is destined to do. have to
be done bv some like you: several will assuredly' be done by- persons for bhom
society has done much less, to whom it has given far less preparanon, than those
whom I am now addressing. I do not attempt to instigate you bx the prospect of
direct rewards, either earthly or heavenly: the less be think about being rewarded
m either way, the better for us. But there is one reward bhlch bill not fail you,
and which ma,, be called disinterested, because it is not a consequence, but is
inherent in the ver_' fact of deserving _t. the deeper and more varied interest you
will feel in life. which will give it tenfold its value, and a value which will last to
the end, All merely personal obtects grob less valuable as we advance in life' this
not only endures but Increases.
[*Cf. Luke. 8.6 ]
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Chapter I

THEOBJECTOF THIS ESSAYis to explain as clearly as l am able. the grounds of an
opinion which I have held from the ver_' earliest period when I had formed any
opinions at all on social or political matters, and which, instead of being weakened
or modified, has been constantly growing stronger bx the progress of reflection
and the experience of hfe: That the principle which regulates the existing soc_at
relations between the two sexes--the
legal subordination of one sex to the
other--is wrong in itself, and now one of the chief hindrances to human
improvement: and that it ought to be replaced bx a pnnclple of perfect equaliD.
admming no power or privilege on the one side, nor dasabilitv on the other
The verb' words necessar)' to express the task 1 have undertaken, show how
arduous it is. But it would be a mistake to suppose that the difficultx of the case
must lie in the insufficiency or obscurity of the grounds of reason on which my
conviction rests. The difficult,,' is that which exists in all cases m which there is a
mass of feeling to be contended against So long as an opinion as strongly rooted m
the feelings, at gains rather than loses in stabxlitv b_, having a preponderating
weight of argument against it. For if it were accepted as a result of argument, the
refutation of the argument might shake the sohdatv of the conviction: but v, hen it
rests solel._ on feehng, the worse it fares m argumentative contest, the more
persuaded its adherents are that their feehng must have some deeper ground, which
the arguments do not reach: and while the feeling remains, it is always throw mg up
fresh intrenchments of argument to repair any breach made m the old And there
are so many causes tending to make the feelings connected wath th_s subject the
most intense and most deeply-rooted of all those which gather round and protect
old institutions and customs, that we need not wonder to find them as vet less
undermined and loosened than any of the rest bv the progress of the great modem
spintual and social transition: nor suppose that the barbarisms to which men clang
longest must be less barbarisms than those w'hlch they earlier shake off
In ever) respect the burthen is hard on those who attack an almost umversal
opimon. They must be ver)" fortunate as well as unusually capable _fthex obtain a
heanng at all. The.,,' have more difficulty m obtaining a trml, than an'*'other
litigants have m getting a verdict If they do extort a hearing, the3 are subjected to a
set of logical requirements totally different from those exacted from other people.
In all other cases, the burthen of proof is supposed to he with the affirmative. If a
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person is charged with a murder, it rests with those who accuse him to glve proof of
his guilt, not with himself to prove his innocence. If there is a difference of opinion
about the reahty of any alleged historical event, m which the feelings of men m
general are not much interested, as the Siege of Troy for example, those who
maintain that the event took place are expected to produce their proofs, before
those who take the other side can be required to say anything: and at no time are
these required to do more than show that the evidence produced by the others is oI
no value, Again, in practical matters, the burthen of proof is supposed to be with
those who are against liberty: who contend for an)' restriction or prohibition, either
any limitation of the general freedom of human action, or an) disqualification or
disparity of privilege affecting one person or kind of persons, as compared with
others. The dpriort presumption is in favour of freedom and impartiality. It is held
that there should be no restraint not required by the general good, and that the law
should be no respecter of persons, but should treat all alike, save where
dlsslmilanty of treatment is required by posmve reasons, either of justice or of
policy, But of none of these rules of evidence will the benefit be allowed to those
who maintain the opinion I profess. It is useless lot me to say that those who
maintain the doctrine that men have a right to command and women are under an
obligation to obey, or that men are fit lor government and women unfit, are on thc
affirmative side of the question, and that they are bound to show positive evidence
for the assertions, or submit to their rejection. It _sequall) unavaihng for me to sax
that those who deny to women an)' freedom or privilege rightly allowed to men,
having the double presumption against them that the) are opposing freedom and
recommending partiality, must be held to the strictest proof of their case, and
unless their success be such as to exclude all doubt, the judgment ought to go
against them. These would be thought good pleas in an) common case: but the_
will not be thought so in this instance. Before I could hope to make an)' impression,
I should be expected not only to answer all that has ever been said by those who
take the other side of the question, but to imagine all that could be stud by them--to
find them in reasons, as well as answer all I find: and besides refuting all argument_
for the affirmative. 1 shall be called upon for invincible positive arguments tt_
prove a negative. And even if I could do all this, and leave the opposite part)' with a
host of unanswered arguments against them, and not a single unrefuted one on
their side, I should be thought to have done little: for a cause supported on the one
hand by universal usage, and on the other by so great a preponderance of popular
sentiment, is supposed to have a presumption m its favour, superior to an_
conviction which an appeal to reason has power to produce in any intellects but
those of a high class.
I do not mention these difficulties to complam of them; first, because it would be
useless; they are inseparable from having to contend through people's understandrags against the hostility of their feelings and practical tendencies: and truly thc
understandings of the majority of mankind would need to be much better cultivated
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than has ever yet been the case, before the)' can be asked to place such rehance in
their own power of estimating arguments, as to gwe up practical principles m
which the)' have been born and bred and which are the basis of much of the existing
order of the world, at the first argumentative attack which the)' are not capable of
logically resisting. I do not therefore quarrel with them for having too little faith in
argument, but for having too much faith in custom and the general feehng. It is one
of the characteristic prejudxces of the reaction of the nineteenth centur 5 against the
eighteenth, to accord to the unreasoning elements in human nature the mfalhblht_
which the elghteenth centur3, Is supposed to have ascribed to the reasoning
elements. For the apotheosis of Reason we ha_ e substituted that of Instinct: and ,xe
call everything instinct which _ e find xn ourselves and for whlch we cannot trace
an5 rational foundation. This ldolatr), infinitel_ more degrading than the other,
and the most pernicious of the false worships of the present dax, of all of _vhlch it is
no_x the main support, wall probably hold its ground unnl it glxes uax before a
sound psychology, la,_ing bare the real root of much that zsbo_ed dou n to as the
intention of Nature and the ordinance of God As regards the present question. I
am wilhng to accept the unfavourable condmons u hlch the prejudice assigns to
me. I consent that established custom, and the general feehng, should be deemed
conclusive against me. unless that custom and feehng from age to age can be
shown to have owed their existence to other causes than their soundness, and to
have derived their power from the worse rather than the better parts of human
nature. 1am willing that judgment should go against me, unles_ 1can shoa that m_
judge has been tampered w_th. The concessxon _snot so great as _tm_ght appear, for
to prove this, is b3 far the easiest pomon of mx task.
The generality of a practice _s m some cases a strong presumpnon that xt_s, or at
all events once was. conduc_x e to laudable ends. Thts is the case. when the practice
was first adopted, or afterwards kept up, as a means to such ends. and _as
grounded on experience of the mode mv, hxch the_ could be most eflectuallx
attained. If the authority of men over women, w hen first estabhshed, had been the
result of a conscientious comparison between different modes of consntutmg the
government of society; if, after tr3,mg various other modes of _oc_al orgamzatlon
--the government of women oxer men. equaht 3 between the two, and such nuxed
and divided modes of government as nught be invented--it had been dec_ded, on
the testimony of experience, that the mode m which women are wholtx under the
rule of men, having no share at all in public concerns, and each m prwatc being
under the legal obligation of obedience to the man wxth whom she has assocmted
her destiny, was the arrangement most conducwe to the happiness, and _ el! being
of both, ItS general adoption might then be fairl_ thought to be some evidence
that, at the time when _t a as adopted, it was the best. though even then the
considerations which recommended _t ma), hke so man_ other primeval social
facts of the greatest maportance, have subsequently, m the course of ages. ceased
to exist. But the state of the case i_ m ever3, respect thc reverse of th_s. In the first
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place, the opinion in favour of the present system, which entirely subordinates the
weaker sex to the stronger, rests upon theory only: for there never has been trial
made of any other: so that experience, in the sense in which it is vulgarly opposed
to theory, cannot be pretended to have pronounced any verdict. And in the second
place, the adoption of this system of inequality never was the result of deliberation.
or forethought, or any social ideas, or any notion whatever of what conduced to the
benefit of humanity or the good order of society It arose simply from the fact that
from the very earliest twilight of human society, every woman (owing to the value
attached to her by men, combined with her inferiority in muscular strength) was
found in a state of bondage to some man. Laws and systems of polity always begin
by recognising the relations the5' find already existing between individuals. The 5
convert what was a mere physical fact into a legal right, give it the sanction of
society, and principally aim at the substitution of public and organized means of
asserting and protecting these rights, Instead of the irregular and lawless conflict of
physical strength. Those who had already been compelled to obedience became in
this manner legally bound to it. SlaveD', from being a mere affair of force between
the master and the slave, became regularized and a matter of compact among the
masters, who, binding themselves to one another for common protection, guaranteed by their collective strength the private possessions of each, including
his slaves. In early times, the great majority of the mate sex were slaves, as well as
the whole of the female. And many ages elapsed, some of them ages of high
cultivation, before any thinker was bold enough to question the rightfulness, and
the absolute social necessity, either of the one slavery or of the other. By degrees
such thinkers did arise: and (the general progress of society assisting) the slavery of
the male sex has. in all the countries of Christian Europe at least tthough, in one of
them, only within the last few years) been at length abolished, and that of the
female sex has been gradually changed into a milder form of dependence But thi_
dependence, as it exists at present, is not an original institution, taking a fresh start
from considerations of justice and social expediency--it is the primmve state of
slavery lasting on, through successive mitigations and modifications occasioned
by the same causes which have softened the general manners, and brought all
human relations more under the control of justice and the influence ofhumamty It
has not lost the taint of its brutal origin. No presumption in it_ favour, therefore,
can be drawn from the fact of its existence. The only such presumption which _t
could be supposed to have, must be grounded on its having lasted till now, when ,_o
many other things which came down from the same odious source have been done
away with. And this, indeed, is what makes it strange to ordinary ears, to hear _t
asserted that the inequality of rights between men and women has no other source
than the law of the strongest.
That this statement should have the effect of a paradox, is in some respects
creditable to the progress of civilization, and the improvement of the moral
sentiments of mankind. We now live--that is to say, one or two of the most
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advanced nations of the world now live--in a state in which the law of the strongest
seems to be entirely abandoned as the regulating principle of the world's affairs:
nobody professes it, and, as regards most of the relations between human beings,
nobody is permitted to practise it. When any one succeeds in doing so, it is under
cover of some pretext which gives him the semblance of having some general
social interest on his s_de. This being the ostensible state of things, people flatter
themselves that the rule of mere force is ended; that the la_' of the strongest cannot
be the reason of existence of anything which has remained m full operauon down
to the present time. However any of our present mstituuons may'have begun, it can
only, they think, have been preserved to this period of advanced cwihzauon b3
a well-grounded feeling of its adaptauon to human nature, and conducweness to
the general good. The)' do not understand the great vltahty and durabilit5 of
msututions which place right on the s_de of mtght; how mtensel? the 3 are clung to.
how the good as well as the bad propensmes and sentiments of those who have
power in their hands, become ldenufied with retaining _t. ho_. stov, l3 these bad
institutions give way, one at a t_me, the weakest first, beginning w_th those which
are least interwoven with the daft) habits of life. and how ver_ rarel) those who
have obtained legal power because thes first had physical, have ever lost their hold
of it until the physical power had passed over to the other side Such shifting of the
physical force not having taken place in the case of women: thts fact. combined
with all the pecuhar and characteristic features of the particular case. made it
certain from the first that this branch of the system of right founded on m_ght.
though softened in its most atrocious features at an earher period than several of
the others, would be the veu' last to d_sappear. It was inevitable that this one case
of a social relation grounded on force, would survive through generations of
institutions grounded on equal justice, an almost sohtary exception to the general
character of their laws and customs: but which, so long as _tdoes not proclama _ts
own origin, and as discussion has not brought out its true character. _s not felt tojar
w_th modern c_vd_zat_on, any more than domestic slaver'3,among the Greeksjarred
with their notion of themselves as a free people.
The truth is, that people of the present and the last two or three generations ha_e
lost all practical sense of the primitive condmon of humamtv: and onl_ the few
who have studied h_story accurately, or have much frequented the parts of the
world occupied by the hying representatives of ages long past, are able to form any
mental picture of what society then _as. People are not a_are ho_ enurel), m
former ages, the law of superior strength was the rule of hfe: ho_ pubhcl 3 and
openly it was avowed. I do not say cynlcall) or shamelessly--for these words
imply a feehng that there was something in it to be ashamed of, and no such notion
could find a place in the faculues of an3 person m those ages. except a philosopher
or a saint. History gives a cruel experience of human nature, m shewing ho_
exactly the regard due to the hfe. possessions, and entire earthl 3 happiness of anx
class of persons, was measured bv what thex had the power of enforcing: hov_ all
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who made any resistance to authorities that had arms in their hands, however
dreadful might be the provocation, had not only the law of force but all other laws,
and all the notions of social obligation against them: and in the eyes of those whom
they resisted, were not only guilty of crime, but of the worst of all crimes,
deserving the most cruel chastisement which human beings could inflict. The first
small vestige of a feeling of obligation in a superior to acknov, ledge any right in
inferiors, began when he had been induced, for convenience, to make some
promise to them. Though these promises, even when sanctioned by the most
solemn oaths, were for many ages revoked or violated on the most trifling provocation or temptation, it is probable that this, except by persons of still worse
than the average morality, was seldom done without some twinges of conscience,
The ancient republics, being mostly grounded from the first upon some kind of
mutual compact, or at any rate formed bs, an union of persons not ver?' unequal in
strength, afforded, in consequence, the first Instance of a portion of human
relations fenced round, and placed under the dominion of another law than that of
force. And though the original law of force remained in full operation between
them and their slaves, and also lexcept so far as limited bv express compact_
between a commonwealth and its subjects, or other independent commonwealths:
the banishment of that primitive law even from so narrow a field, commenced the
regenerat!on of human nature, by giving birth to sentiments of which experience
soon demonstrated the immense value even for material interests, and which
thenceforward only required to be enlarged, not created. Though slaves were no
part of the commonwealth, it was in the free state_ that slaves v,ere first felt to have
rights as human beings. The Stoics were, I believe, the first _except so far as the
Jewish law constitutes an exception) who taught as a part of morality that men were
bound by moral obligations to their slaves. No one, after Christianity became
ascendant, could ever again have been a stranger to this belief, in theo_': nor, after
the rase of the Catholic Church, was it ever without persons to stand up for it. Yet to
enforce it was the most arduous task which Christianity ever had to perform. For
more than a thousand years the Church kept up the contest, with hardly any
perceptible success. It was not for want of power over men's minds, Its power was
prodigious. It could make kings and nobles resign their most valued possessions to
enrich the Church. It could make thousands, in the prime of life and the height of
worldly advantages, shut themselves up in convents to work out their salvation by
poverty, fasting, and prayer. It could send hundreds of thousands across land and
sea, Europe and Asia, to give their lives for the deliverance of the Holy Sepulchre
It could make kings relinquish wives who were the object of their passionate
attachment, because the Church declared that they were within the seventh (by our
calculation the fourteenth) degree of relationship. All this it did: but it could not
make men fight less with one another, nor tyrannize less cruelly over the serfs, and
when they were able, over burgesses. It could not make them renounce either of
the applications of force: force militant, or force triumphant. This they could never
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be Induced to do until they were themselves in their turn compelled by superior
force. Only by the growing power of kings was an end put to fighting except
between kings, or competitors for kingship; only by the growth of a wealthy and
warlike bourgeoisie m the fortified towns, and of a plebeian infantry which proved
more powerful in the field than the undisciplined chivalry, was the insolent
tyranny of the nobles over the bourgeoisie and peasanu3 brought within some
bounds. It was persisted in not only' until, but long after, the oppressed had
obtained a power enabling them often to take conspicuous vengeance: and on the
Continent much of it continued to the time of the French Revolution, though m
England the earlier and better organization of the democratic classes put an end to
it sooner, by establishing equal laws and free national instltut_ons.
If people are mostly, so little aware how completely, during the greater part of
the duration of our species, the law of force was the avowed rule of general
conduct, any' other being only' a special and exceptional consequence of peculiar
ties--and from how very recent a date it is that the affairs of society in general have
been even pretended to be regulated according to any moral law: as little do people
remember or consider, how restitutions and customs which never had any-ground
but the law of force, last on into ages and states of general opinion which never
would have permitted their first establishment. Less than forty years ago. Englishmen might still by la_ hold human beings in bondage as saleable property':
within the present centun they"might kidnap them and carry' them off. and work
them hterallv to death. This absolutel_ extreme case of the law of force,
condemned by those who can tolerate almost every other form of arbitrary power.
and which, of all others, presents features the most revolting to the feelings of all
who look at it from an impartial position, was the law of cwilized and Chnstian
England v`'lthin the memory of persons no_ living: and m one h',df of Anglo-Saxon
America three or four years ago, not only' did slavery exist, but the slave trade, and
the breeding of slaves expressly for it. was a general practice between slave states.
Yet not only"was there a greater strength of sentiment against it, but. in England at
least, a less amount either of feeling or of interest in favour of it, than oI an_' other
of the customary abuses of force: for its motive was the love of gain, unmixed and
undisguised; and those who profited by it v`ere a ve_ small numerical fraction
of the country, while the natural feeling of all who were not personally' interested
in it, was unmitigated abhorrence
So extreme an instance makes it almost
superfluous to refer to any other, but consider the long duration of absolute
monarchy'. In England at present it is the almost umversal conv_ction that mihtar_
despotism is a case of the law of force, having no other origin or justification. Yet
in all the great nations of Europe except England it either still exists, or has only
just ceased to exist, and has even nov,' a strong part) favourable to it m all ranks of
the people, especially, among persons of station and consequence. Such is the
power of an established system, even when far from universal: when not only in
almost ever3' period of histor), there have been great and well-known examples of
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the contrary system, but these have almost invariably been afforded by the most
illustrious and most prosperous communities. In this case, too, the possessor of the
undue power, the person directly Interested in it. is only one person, while those
who are subject to it and suffer from it are literally all the rest. The yoke is naturally
and necessarily humiliating to all persons, except the one who is on the throne.
together with, at most. the one who expects to succeed to it. How different are
these cases from that of the power of men over women ! l am not now prejudging
the quesnon of its justifiableness. I am showing how vastly more permanent it
could not but be, even if not jusnfiable, than these other dominations which have
nevertheless lasted down to our own time. Whatever gratification of pride there is
in the possession of power, and whatever personal interest In its exercise, is in this
case not confined to a limited class, but common to the whole male sex. lnstead of
being, to most of its supporters, a thing desirable chiefly m the abstract, or, like the
political ends usually contended for by factions, of little private importance to an?
but the leaders; it comes home to the person and hearth of every male head of a
family, and of eyeD' one who looks forward to being so. The clodhopper exercises,
or is to exercise, his share of the power equally with the highest nobleman. And the
case is that in which the desire of power is the strongest: for every one who desires
power, desires it most over those who are nearest to him, with whom his life is
passed, with whom he has most concerns in common, and in whom an 3
independence of his authority is oftenest likel 3 to interfere with his in&vldual
preferences. If. in the other cases specified, powers manifest b grounded only on
force, and having so much less to support them, are so slowly and with so much
difficulty got rid of, much more must it be so with this, even if it rests on no better
foundation than those. We must consider, too, that the possessors of the power
have facilities in this case, greater than in any other, to prevent any uprising against
it. Ever3' one of the subjects lives under the very eye, and almost, it may be said, m
the hands, of one of the masters--in closer intimacy with him than with any of her
fellow-subjects; with no means of combining against him, no power of even
locally overmastering him, and, on the other hand, with the strongest monves for
seeking his favour and avoiding to give him offence. In struggles for pohtical
emancipation, everybody knows how often its champions are bought off by bribes,
or daunted by terrors. In the case of women, each individual of the subject-class is
in a chronic state of briber 3' and intimidation combined. In setting up the standard
of resistance, a large number of the leaders, and still more of the followers, must
make an almost complete sacrifice of the pleasures or the alleviations of their own
individual lot. If ever any system of privilege and enforced subjecnon had its yoke
tightly riveted on the necks of those who are kept down by it, this has. I have not
yet shown that it is a wrong system: but every one who is capable of thinking on the
subject must see that even if it is, it was certain to outlast all other forms of unjust
authonty. And when some of the grossest of the other forms still exist in man)
civihzed countries, and have only recently been got rid of in others, it would be
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strange if that which is so much the deepest-rooted had yet been perceptibly shaken
anywhere. There is more reason to wonder that the protests and testimonies against
it should have been so numerous and so weighty as the) are.
Some will object, that a comparison cannot fairly be made between the
government of the male sex and the torms of unjust power which I have adduced m
illustration of it, since these are arbitrau', and the effect of mere usurpation, while
it on the contrary is natural. But was there ever an)' domination which did not
appear natural to those who possessed it'?There was a time when the dwlsion of
mankind into two classes, a small one of masters and a numerous one of slaves.
appeared, even to the most cultivated minds, to be a natural, and the only natural.
condition of the human race. No less an intellect, and one which contributed no
less to the progress of human thought, than Aristotle, held this opinion w_thout
doubt or misgiving: and rested it on the same premises on which the same assertion
In regard to the dominion of men over women is usually based, namely that there
are different natures among mankind, free natures, and slave natures: that the
Greeks were of a free nature, the barbarian races of Thraclans and Asiatics of a
slave nature.E*l But why need I go back to Aristotle? Did not the slaveowners of the
Southern United States maintain the same doctnne, w_th all the fanaticism with
which men chng to the theories that justify their passions and legitimate their
personal interests'? D_d they not call heaven and earth to w_tness that the dominion
of the white man over the black is natural, that the black race is by nature incapable
of freedom, and marked out for slavery? some even going so far as to sax that the
freedom of manual labourers is an unnatural order of things anywhere. Again, the
theonsts of absolute monarchy have alv_ays affirmed it to be the only natural form
of government: issuing from the patriarchal, which was the primitive and
spontaneous form of soclet), framed on the model of the paternal, which is
anterior to society itself, and. as the_ contend, the most natural authontx o1 all
Nay. for that matter, the law of force itself, to those who could not plead any other.
has always seemed the most natural of all grounds tor the exercise of authority.
Conquering races hold it to be Nature's own dictate that the conquered should obex
the conquerors, or. as they euphomousl) paraphrase it, that the feebler and more
unwarlike races should submit to the braver and manher. The smallest acquaintance with human hfe in the middle ages, shows how supremely natural the
dominion of the feudal nobihtv over men of low condition appeared to the nobility
themselves, and how unnatural the conception seemed, of a person of the infenor
class claiming equality with them. or exercising authoritx over them It hardlx
seemed less so to the class held m subjection. The emancipated serfs and
burgesses, even in their most v_gorous struggles, never made an3"pretension to
a share of authority: the_ only demanded more or less of limitation to the power
[*See Polittc,s (Greek and Enghsh). trans H Rackham (London Heinemann. New
York. Putnam's Sons. 1932), pp 565-6 (Vll. vn. I: 1327') ]
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of tyrannizing over them. So true is it that unnatural generally means only
uncustomary, and that everything which is usual appears natural. The subjection
of women to men being a universal custom, any departure from it quite naturally
appears unnatural. But how entirely, even in this case, the feeling is dependent on
custom, appears by ample experience. Nothing so much astonishes the people of
distant parts of the world, when they first learn anything about England, as to be
told that it is under a queen: the thing seems to them so unnatural as to be almost
incredible. To Englishmen this does not seem in the least degree unnatural,
because they are used to It; but they do feel _t unnatural that women should be
soldiers or members of Parliament. In the feudal ages, on the contrar3', war and
politics were not thought unnatural to women, because not unusual; It seemed
natural that women of the privileged classes should be of manly character, infenor
in nothing but bodily strength to their husbands and fathers. The independence of
women seemed rather less unnatural to the Greeks than to other ancients, on
account of the fabulous Amazons (whom they believed to be historical), and the
partial example afforded by the Spartan women; who, though no less subordinate
by law than in other Greek states, were more free in fact, and being trained to
bodily exercises in the same manner with men, gave ample proof that they were not
naturally disqualified for them. There can be little doubt that Spartan experience
suggested to Plato, among many other of his doctrines, that of the social and
political equality of the two sexes, t*l
But, it will be said, the rule of men over women differs from all these others in
not being a rule of force: it is accepted voluntarily; women make no complaint, and
are consenting parties to it. In the first place, a great number of women do not
accept it. Ever since there have been women able to make their sentiments known
by their writings (the only mode of publicity which society permits to them), an
increasing number of them have recorded protests against their present social
con&tion: and recently many thousands of them, headed by the most eminent
women known to the public, have petitioned Parliament for their admission to the
Parliamentary Suffrage. l'*lThe claim of women to be educated as solidly, and m
the same branches of knowledge, as men, is urged with growing intensity, and
with a great prospect of success; while the demand for their admission into
professions and occupations h_therto closed against them, becomes ever), year
more urgent. Though there are not in this country, as there are in the United States,
periodical Conventions and an organized party to agitate for the Rights of Women,
there is a numerous and active Society organized and managed by women, for the
[*See Repubhc (Greek and Enghsh _,trans. Paul Shorey. 2 vols. (London. Helnemann:
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1946), Vol. I, pp. 444-52 (VL]
[*Petition for Extension (of the Elective Franchise) to All Householders w_thout
Distinction of Sex (Public Petition no 8501, Presented 7 June, 18661,Reports of Select
Committee on Public Pentions. 1866, p. 697, and Appen&x. p. 305. Presented by Mill to
the House of Commons.]
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more limited object of obtaining the political franchise. Nor is it only In our own
country and in America that women are beginning to protest, more or less
collectively, against the disabilities under which the)' labour. France, and Italy.
and Switzerland, and Russia now afford examples of the same thing. How man 3
more women there are who silently cherish similar aspirations, no one can possibl)
know, but there are abundant tokens how many would cherish them, were the), not
so strenuously taught to repress them as contraD' to the proprieties of their sex. It
must be remembered, also, that no enslaved class ever asked for complete liberty
at once. When Simon de Montfort called the deputies of the commons to sit for the
first time in Parliament. did an)' of them dream of demanding that an assembly,
elected by their constituents, should make and destroy ministries, and d_ctate to the
king in affairs of state? No such thought entered into the imagination of the most
ambitious of them. The nobihty had already these pretensions: the commons
pretended to nothing but to be exempt from arbitrary taxation, and from the gross
individual oppression of the king's officers. It is a political law of nature that those
who are under any power of ancient origin, never begin by complaining of the
power itself, but only of its oppressive exercise. There is never any want of w,omen
who complain of ill usage by their husbands. There would be mfimtelv more, if
complaint were not the greatest of all provocatives to a repemion and increase of
the ill usage. It is this which frustrates all attempts to maintain the power but
protect the woman against its abuses. In no other case (except that of a child) is the
person who has been proved judiclall_ to have suffered an iniuu', replaced under
the physical power of the culprit who inflicted it. Accordlngl_ wives, even in the
most extreme and protracted cases of bodily ill usage, hardl 3 ever dare avail
themselves of the laws made for their protection: and if, in a moment of
irrepressible Indignation, or by the interference of neighbours, they are reduced to
do so, their whole effort after_'ards is to disclose as little as they can, and to beg off
their tyrant from his merited chastisement.
All causes, social and natural, combine to make it unhkelv that _omen should
be collectwely rebellious to the power of men. The)' are so far m a posmon
different from all other subject classes, that their masters require something more
from them than actual service. Men do not want solely the obedience of w'omen,
they want their sentiments. All men, except the most brutish, desire to have. m
the woman most nearly connected with them. not a forced slave but a wilhng one,
not a slave merely, but a favourite. The)' have therefore put ever3,thing in practice
to enslave their minds. The masters of all other slaves rel3, for maintaining
obedience, on fear; either lear of themselves, or relig,ous fears. The masters of
women _ anted more than simple obedience, and they turned the whole force of
education to effect their purpose. All women are brought up from the ver_; earliest
years m the belief that their ideal of character _s the very opposite to that of men:
not self-will, and government by self-control, but submission, and yielding to the
control of others. All the moralities tell them that it is the dut) of women, and all
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the current sentimentalities that it is their nature, to live for others: to make
complete abnegation of themselves, and to have no life but in their affections. And
by their affections are meant the only ones they are allowed to have--those to the
men with whom the)' are connected, or to the children who constitute an additional
and indefeasible tie between them and a man. When we put together three
things--first, the natural attraction between opposite sexes: secondly, the wife's
entire dependence on the husband, eyeD' privilege or pleasure she has being either
his gift, or depending entirely on his will: and lastly, that the principal object of
human pursuit, consideration, and all objects of social ambition, can in general be
sought or obtained by her only through him. it would be a miracle if the object of
being attractive to men had not become the polar star of feminine education and
formation of character. And. this great means of influence over the minds of
women having been acquired, an instinct of selfishness made men avail
themselves of it to the utmost as a means of holding women in subjection, b)
representing to them meekness, submissiveness, and resignation of all individual
will into the hands of a man, as an essential part of sexual attractiveness. Can it be
doubted that any of the other yokes which mankind have succeeded in breaking.
would have subsisted till now if the same means had existed, and had been as
sedulously used, to bow down their minds to it? If it had been made the object ol
the life of every, young plebeian to find personal favour m the eves of some
patrician, of every young serf with some seigneur: ifdomesucation with him, and a
share of his personal affections, had been held out as the prize which they all
should look out for, the most gifted and aspiring being able to reckon on the most
desirable prizes: and if, when this prize had been obtained, they had been shut out
by a wall of brass from all interests not centering m him, all feelings and desires but
those which he shared or inculcated: would not serfs and seigneurs, plebeians and
patricians, have been as broadly distinguished at this da) as men and women are?
and would not all but a thinker here and there, have believed the distinction to be a
fundamental and unalterable fact in human nature'?
The preceding considerations are amply sufficient to show that custom,
however universal it may be, affords in this case no presumption, and ought not to
create any prejudice, in favour of the arrangements which place women m social
and political subjection to men. But I may go farther, and maintain that the course
of history, and the tendencies of progressive human society, afford not only no
presumption in favour of th_s system of inequality of rights, but a strong one
against it; and that, so far as the whole course of human improvement up to this
time, the whole stream of modern tendencies, warrants an)' inference on the
subject, it is, that this relic of the past is discordant with the future, and must
necessarily disappear.
For, what is the peculiar character of the modern world--the difference which
chiefly distinguishes modern institutions, modern social ideas, modern life itself.
from those of times long past'? It is, that human beings are no longer born to their
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place in life, and chained down by an inexorable bond to the place the) are born to,
but are free to employ their faculties, and such favourable chances as offer, to
achieve the lot which may appear to them most desirable. Human society of old
was constituted on a very different principle. All were born to a fixed social
position, and were mostly kept in it by law, or lnter&cted from an) means by
which they could emerge from it. As some men are born white and others black, so
some were born slaves and others freemen and citizens: some were born pamcIans,
others plebeians: some were born feudal nobles, others commoners and roturiers.
A slave or serf could never make himself free, nor, except by the will of his master.
become so. In most European countries it was not till towards the close of the
middle ages, and as a consequence of the growth of regal power, that commoners
could be ennobled. Even among nobles, the eldest son was born the exclusive heir
to the paternal possessions, and a long time elapsed before it was fully estabhshed
that the father could disinherit him. Among the industrious classes, only those who
were born members of a guild, or were admitted into it by its members, could
lawfully practise their calling within its local limits: and nobody could practise an)'
calling deemed important, in any but the legal manner--by processes authontatlvely prescribed. Manufacturers have stood in the pillory for presuming to carry
on their business by new, and improved methods. In modem Europe, and most
in those parts of it which have participated most largely m all other modem
improvements, diametncall) opposite doctnnes now prevail. Law and government do not undertake to prescribe by whom any social or industrial operation shall
or shall not be conducted, or what modes of conducting them shall be lawful
These things are left to the unfettered choice of individuals. Even the laws which
required that workmen should serve an apprenticeship, have in this country been
repealed: there being ample assurance that in all cases in which an apprenticeship
is necessa_., its necessity will suffice to enforce it. The old theory was, that the
least possible should be left to the choice of the individual agent, that all he had to
do should, as far as practacable, be laid down for him by superior wisdom Left to
himself he was sure to go wrong. The modem convlcnon, the fruit of a thousand
years of experience, is, that things in which the individual is the person dlrectl_
interested, never go right but as the) are left to his own discretion, and that an_
regulation of them b) authority, except to protect the rights of others, is sure to be
mischievous. This conclusion, slowly arrived at, and not adopted until almost
every, possible application of the contra_, theorl," had been made with disastrous result, now (an the industrial department) prevails universally m the most
advanced countries, almost universally in all that have pretensions to ans' sort
of advancement. It is not that all processes are supposed to be equally good. or all
persons to be equally quahfied for everything: but that freedom of individual
choice as now known to be the only thing which procures the adoption of the best
processes, and throws each operation into the hands of those who are best qualified
for it. Nobody thinks it necessary to make a law that only a strong-armed man shall
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be a blacksmith. Freedom and competition suffice to make blacksmiths strongarmed men, because the weak-armed can earn more by engaging in occupations
for which they are more fit. In consonance with this doctrine, it is felt to be an
overstepping of the proper bounds of authority to fix beforehand, on some
general presumption, that certain persons are not fit to do certain things. It is now
thoroughly known and admitted that if some such presumptions exist, no such
presumption is infallible. Even if it be well grounded in a maJority of cases, which
it is very likely not to be, there will be a minority of exceptional cases in which It
does not hold: and in those it is both an injustice to the individuals, and a detriment
to society, to place barriers m the way of their using their faculties for their own
benefit and for that of others. In the cases, on the other hand. in which the unfitness
is real, the ordinary motives of human conduct will on the whole suffice to prevent
the incompetent person from making, or from persisting in, the attempt
If this general principle of social and economical science is not true; if
individuals, with such help as they can derive from the opinion of those who know
them, are not better judges than the law and the government, of their own
capacities and vocation: the world cannot too soon abandon this principle, and
return to the old system of regulations and disabilities. But if the principle is true,
we ought to act as if we believed it, and not to ordain that to be born a girl instead of
a boy, any more than to be born black instead of white, or a commoner instead of a
nobleman, shall decide the person's position through all life--shall interdict
people from all the more elevated social positions, and from all, except a few,
respectable occupations. Even were we to admit the utmost that is ever pretended
as to the superior fitness of men for all the functions now reserved to them. the
same argument apphes which forbids a legal qualification for members of
Parliament. If only once in a dozen years the conditions of ehgibihty exclude a fit
person, there is a real loss, while the exclusion of thousands of unfit persons is no
gain; for if the constitution of the electoral body disposes them to choose unfit
persons, there are always plenty of such persons to choose from. In all things of
any difficulty and importance, those who can do them well are fewer than the need,
even with the most unrestricted latitude of choice: and any limitation of the field of
selection deprives society of some chances of being served by the competent,
without ever saving it from the incompetent.
At present, m the more improved countries, the disabilities of women are the
only case, save one, in which laws and institutions take persons at their birth, and
ordain that they shall never m all their lives be allowed to compete for certain
things. The one exception is that ofroyalt). Persons still are born to the throne: no
one, not of the reigning family, can ever occupy It, and no one even of that family
can, by any means but the course of hereditary succession, attain it. All other
dignities and social advantages are open to the whole male sex: many indeed are
only attainable by wealth, but wealth may be striven for by any one, and is actuall)
obtained by many men of the very humblest origin. The difficulties, to the
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majority, are indeed insuperable without the aid of fortunate accidents: but no male
human being is under any legal ban: neither law nor opinion superadd artificial
obstacles to the natural ones. Royalty, as I have said, is excepted: but in this case
every one feels it to be an exception--an anomaly in the modem world, in marked
opposltion to its customs and principles, and to be justified only by extraordinary
special expediencies, which, though individuals and nations differ in estimating
their weight, unquestionably do in fact exist. But in this exceptional case, in which
a high social function is, for important reasons, bestowed on birth instead of being
put up to competition, all tree nations contrive to adhere in substance to the
principle from which they nominally derogate: for they circumscribe this high
function by conditions avowedly intended to prevent the person to whom It
ostensibl) belongs from really- performing it: while the person by whom it is
performed, the responsible minister, does obtain the post by a competition from
which no full-grown citizen of the mate sex is legally excluded. The disabilities.
therefore, to which women are subject from the mere fact of their birth, are the
solitary examples of the kind in modem legislation. In no instance except this,
which comprehends half the human race. are the higher social functions closed
against any one by a fatality of birth which no exertions, and no change of
circumstances, can overcome: for even religious disabilities (besides that in
England and in Europe they have practically almost ceased to exist) do not close
any career to the disqualified person m case of conversion.
The social subordination of women thus stands out an isolated )act in modern
social institutions; a solitary' breach of what has become their fundamental law: a
single relic of an old world of thought and practice exploded in everything else, but
retained in the one thing of most umversal interest: as if a gigantic dolmen, or a vast
temple of Jupiter Olympius. occupied the site of St. Paul',_ and received dad_
worship, while the surrounding Chnstmn churches were only resorted to on fasts
and festivals. This entire discrepancy between one social fact and all those which
accompany at. and the radical opposition between its nature and the progressive
movement which Is the boast of the modem world, and which has successwelv
swept away everything else of an analogous character, surely affords, to a consclentlous observer of human tendencies, serious matter for reflection. It raises
a prim6 facte presumption on the unfavourable side. far outweighing an_ which
custom and usage could m such circumstances create on the favourable: and should
at least suffice to make this, like the choice between repubhcanlsm and royalt 3 . a
balanced question.
The least that can be demanded is, that the question should not be considered as
prejudged by existing fact and existing opinion, but open to discussion on lt_
merits, as a question of justice and expediency: the decision on this, as on an_ of
the other social arrangements of mankind, depending on what an enlightened
estimate of tendencies and consequences may sho_ to be most advantageous to
humamty in general, without distinction of sex And the discussion must be a real
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discussion, descending to foundations, and not resting satisfied with vague and
general assertions. It will not do, for instance, to assert in general terms, that the
experience of mankind has pronounced in favour of the existing system.
Experience cannot possibly have decided between two courses, so long as there
has only been experience of one. If it be said that the doctrine of the equality of the
sexes rests only on theory, it must be remembered that the contrary, doctnne also
has only theory to rest upon. All that is proved in its favour by direct experience, is
that mankind have been able to exist under it, and to attain the degree of
improvement and prosperity which we now see: but whether that prospenty has
been attained sooner, or is now greater, than it would have been under the other
system, experience does not say. On the other hand, experience does say, that
every step in improvement has been so invariably accompanied bv a step made
in raising the social position of women, that historians and philosophers have
been ted to adopt their elevation or debasement as on the whole the surest test and
most correct measure of the civihzation of a people or an age. Through all
the progressive penod of human history, the condition of women has been
approaching nearer to equality with men. This does not of itself prove that the
assimilation must go on to complete equality: but it assuredly affords some
presumption that such is the case.
Neither does it avail anything to say that the nature of the two sexes adapts them
to their present functions and position, and renders these appropriate to them
Standing on the ground of common sense and the constitution of the human mind, I
den)' that any one knows, or can know, the nature of the two sexes, as long as they
have only been seen in their present relation to one another. If men had ever been
found in society without women, or women without men, or if there had been a
society of men and women m which the women were not under the control of the
men, something might have been positively known about the mental and moral
differences which may be inherent in the nature of each. What _s now called the
nature of women is an emmentl) artificial thing--the result of forced repression
in some directions, unnatural stimulation in others. It may be asserted without
scruple, that no other class of dependents have had their character so entlrel_
distorted from its natural proportions by their relation with their masters: for. if
conquered and slave races have been. in some respects, more forcibly repressed.
whatever in them has not been crushed down by an iron heel has generally been let
alone, and if left with any liberty of development, it has developed itself according
to its own taws; but in the case of women, a hot-house and stove cultivation has
always been carried on of some of the capabilities of their nature, for the benefit
and pleasure of their masters. Then. because certain products of the general vital
force sprout luxuriantly and reach a great development in this heated atmosphere
and under this active nurture and watering, while other shoots from the same root,
which are left outside in the wintry air, with ice purposely heaped all round them.
have a stunted growth, and some are burnt off with fire and &sappear; men. with
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that inability to recognise their own work which dlstingmshes the unanalytic mind,
indolently believe that the tree grows of itself in the way the)' have made _t grow,
and that it would the if one half of it were not kept m a vapour bath and the other
half m the snow.
Of all difficulties which impede the progress of thought, and the formation of
well-grounded opinions on hfe and social arrangements, the greatest is now the
unspeakable ignorance and inattention of mankind in respect to the influences
which form human character. Whatever any portion of the human species non are,
or seem to be, such. it is supposed, the)' have a natural tendency to be: even when
the most elementary, knowledge of the c_rcumstances m which they have been
placed, clearly points out the causes that made them what the)' are. Because a
cottier deeply in arrears to his landlord Is not industrious, there are people who
think that the Irish are naturally idle. Because constitutions can be overthrown
when the authonues appointed to execute them turn their arms against them. there
are people who think the French incapable of free government Because the
Greeks cheated the Turks, and the Turks only plundered the Greeks. there are
persons who think that the Turks are naturally more sincere: and because women.
as is often said, care nothing about politics except their personalmes, it is supposed
that the general good is naturally less interesting to women than to men. Hlstor_,
which is now so much better understood than formerly, teaches another lesson, ff
only by showing the extraordinary suscepubflzty of human nature to external
influences, and the extreme variableness of those of _ts mamfestations which are
supposed to be most umversal and uniform. But m hJstor3 . as m travelling, men
usually see only what they alread_ had m thexr own minds; and fe,_ learn much
from history, who do not bring much w_th them to its stud_.
Hence, in regard to that most difficult question, what are the natural differences
between the two sexes--a subject on which it _ impossible m the present state of
society to obtain complete and correct knowledge--_,hfle
almost ever_'bod_
dogmatizes upon it, almost all neglect and make hght of the only means b_ which
any partial insight can be obtained into _t. Th_s is, an analytic study of the most
_mportant department of psychology, the laws of the influence ol circumstances
on character. For, however great and apparentl 3 ineradicable the moral and
intellectual differences between men and women might be. the e_ ldence of their
being natural differences could onl) be negative. Those onl_ could be referred to
be natural which could not possibl? be artlficml--the residuum, after deducting
every characteristic of e_ther sex which can admit of being explained from
education or external circumstances. The profoundest knowledge of the laws of
the formation of character _s indispensable to entitle any one to affirm even that
there _s any difference, much more what the difference is, betv, een the two sexe_
considered as moral and rational beings: and since no one, as yet, has that
knowledge, (for there is hardl3 an)' sub tect which, m proportion to it,, importance.
has been so httle stud_ed_, no one is thus far enutled to an 3 pos_twe opinion on the
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subject. Conjectures are all that can at present be made: conjectures more or less
probable, according as more or less authorized by such knowledge as we yet have
of the laws of psychology, as applied to the formation of character.
Even the preliminary, knowledge, what the differences between the sexes now
are, apart from all question as to how they are made what they are, is still in the
crudest and most incomplete state. Medical practitioners and physiologists have
ascertained, to some extent, the differences in bodily constitution: and this is an
important element to the psychologist: but hardly any medical practitioner is a
psychologist. Respecting the mental characteristics of women: their observations
are of no more worth than those of common men. It is a subject on which nothing
final can be known, so long as those who alone can really know it, women themselves, have given but little testimony, and that little, mostly suborned. It is
easy to know stupid women. Stupidity is much the same all the world over. A
stupid person's notions and feelings may confidently be inferred from those which
prevail in the circle by which the person is surrounded. Not so with those whose
opinions and feehngs are an emanation from their own nature and faculties It is
only a man here and there who has any tolerable knowledge of the character even
of the women of his own family. I do not mean, of their capablhties: these nobody
knows, not even themselves, because most of them have never been called out. I
mean their actually existing thoughts and feehngs. Many a man thinks he perfectly
understands women, because he has had amato D' relations with several, perhaps
with many of them. If he is a good observer, and h_s experience extends to quality
as well as quantity, he may have learnt something of one narrow department of
their nature--an important department, no doubt. But of all the rest of st, few
persons are generally more ignorant, because there are few from whom it is so
carefully hidden. The most favourable case which a man can generally have for
studying the character of a woman, is that of his own wife: for the opportunities are
greater, and the cases of complete sympathy not so unspeakably rare. And in fact,
this is the source from which any knowledge worth having on the subject has, I
believe, generally come. But most men have not had the opportumty of studying m
this way more than a single case: accordingly one can, to an almost laughable
degree, infer what a man's wife is like, from his oplmons about women m general.
To make even this one case yield any result, the woman must be worth knowing,
and the man not only a competent judge, but of a character so sympathetic in itself.
and so well adapted to hers, that he can either read her mind by sympathetic
intuition, or has nothing in himself which makes her shy of disclosing it. Hardly
anything, I believe, can be more rare than this conjunction. It often happens that
there is the most complete unity of feeling and community of interests as to all
extemal things, yet the one has as little admission into the internal life of the
other as if they were common acquaintance. Even with true affection, authority on
the one side and subordination on the other prevent perfect confidence. Though
nothing may be intentionally withheld, much is not shown. In the analogous rela-
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tion of parent and child, the corresponding phenomenon must have been m the
observation of ever3' one. As between father and son. how many are the cases in
which the father, in spite of real affection on both sides, obviously to all the world
does not know, nor suspect, parts of the son's character famihar to his companions
and equals. The truth is, that the position of looking up to another is extremely
unpropitious to complete sincerity and openness with him. The fear of losing
ground in his opinion or in his feelings is so strong, that even in an upright
character, there is an unconscious tendency to show onl_ the best s_de, or the side
which, though not the best. is that which he most likes to see: and it may be
confidently said that thorough knowledge of one another hardly' ever exists, but
between persons who. besides being intimates, are equals How much more true,
then, must all th_s be, when the one is not only under the authority of the other, but
has it inculcated on her as a duty to reckon everything else subordinate to his
comfort and pleasure, and to let him neither see nor feel anything coming from her,
except what is agreeable to him. All these difficulties stand in the wa_, of a man's
obtaining any thorough knowledge even of the one woman whom alone, m
general, he has sufficient opportunity of studying. When we further consider that
to understand one woman is not necessarily" to understand any other woman: that
even if he could study, many' women of one rank. or of one country, he would not
thereby understand women of other ranks or countries, and even If he did. they are
still only the women of a single period of history: we may safely assert that the
knowledge which men can acquire of women, even as they have been and are.
without reference to what they m_ght be. is wretchedly' imperfect and superficial.
and always will be so, until women themselves have told all that the3 have to tell.
And this time has not come: nor will It come otherwise than gradually. It _sbut of
yesterday that women have either been quahfied by llterar), accomphshments, or
permitted by society,, to tell anything to the general pubhc As vet verx few of them
dare tell anything, which men, on whom their hterarv success depends, are
unwilhng to hear. Let us remember in what manner, up to a very recent time, the
expression, even by a male author, of uncustomar3.' oplmons, or _hat are deemed
eccentric feelings, usually was. and in some degree still is, received: and we ma_
form some faint conception under what Impediments a woman, who is brought up
to think custom and opinion her sovereign rule. attempts to express in books
anything drawn from the depths of her own nature. The greatest woman who has
left writings behind her sufficient to gwe her an eminent rank m the hterature of her
country, thought it necessary to prefix as a motto to her boldest work. "'Un homme
peut braver l'opinion: une femme dolt s',, soumettre."* The greater part of what
women wnte about women is mere sycophancy to men. In the case of unmamed
women, much of it seems only' intended to increase their chance of a husband.
Many, both manned and unmarried, overstep the mark, and inculcate a serx flitx
*Title-page of Mme. de Stael's Delphme. [4 _ols. IGeneva. Paschoud, 18il2t ]
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beyond what is desired or relished by any man, except the very vulgarest. But this
is not so often the case as, even at a quite late period, it still was. Literary women
are becoming more freespoken, and more willing to express their real sentiments.
Unfortunately, in this country especially, they are themselves such arnficial
products, that their sentiments are compounded of a small element of individual
observation and consciousness, and a very large one of acquired associations. This
will be less and less the case, but it will remain true to a great extent, as long as
social institutions do not admit the same free development of originality in women
which is possible to men. When that time comes, and not before, we shall see, and
not merely hear, as much as it is necessary to know of the nature of women, and the
adaptation of other things to it.
I have dwelt so much on the difficulties which at present obstruct any real
knowledge by men of the true nature of women, because in this as in so many other
things "'opinio copiae inter maxlmas causas inopiae est; ''t*) and there is little
chance of reasonable thinking on the matter, while people flatter themselves that
they perfectly understand a subject of which most men know absolutely nothing,
and of which it is at present impossible that any man, or all men taken together,
should have knowledge which can qualify them to lay down the law to women as to
what is, or is not, their vocation. Happily, no such knowledge is necessarv for any
practical purpose connected with the posmon of women in relation to society and
life. For, according to all the principles involved m modern society, the question
rests with women themselves--to be decided by their own experience, and bv the
use of their own faculties. There are no means of finding what either one person or
many can do, but by trying--and no means by which an',' one else can discover for
them what it is for their happiness to do or leave undone.
One thing we may be certain of--that what _s contrary to women's nature to do,
they never will be made to do by simply giving their nature free play. The anxiety
of mankind to interfere in behalf of nature, for fear lest nature should not succeed
in effectmg its purpose, is an altogether unnecessary solicitude. What women by
nature cannot do, it is quite superfluous to forbid them from doing. What they can
do, but not so wel] as the men who are their competitors, competition suffices to
exclude them from: since nobody asks for protective duties and bounties in favour
of women: it is only asked that the present bounties and protective duties in favour
of men should be recalled. If women have a greater natural Inclination )-or some
things than for others, there is no need of laws or social inculcation to make the
majority of them do the former in preference to the latter. Whatever women's
services are most wanted for, the free play of competition will hold out the
strongest inducements to them to undertake. And, as the words imply, they are
most wanted for the things for which they are most fit; by the apportionment of
[*Francis Bacon, Novum Organum 11620), m Work._.ed James Speddmg, et al,
14 vols (London. Longman, etat., 1857-74). Vol. [, p. 125 }
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which to them, the collective faculties of the two sexes can be applied on the whole
with the greatest sum of valuable result.
The general opinion of men is supposed to be, that the natural vocation of a
woman is that of a wile and mother. I say, is supposed to be, because, judging from
acts--from the whole of the present constitution of society---one might infer that
their opinion was the direct contrary. They m_ght be supposed to think that the
alleged natural vocation of women was of all things the most repugnant to their
nature: insomuch that if they' are free to do anything else--if any' other means of
hvmg, or occupation of their rime and faculties, is open, which has any chance of
appearing desirable to them--there will not be enough of them who will be wdhng
to accept the condition sam to be natural to them. If this is the real opinion of men
in general, it would be well that it should be spoken out. I should like to hear
somebody' openly enunciating the doctrine (it is already' implied m much that is
written on the subject>--"It is necessarx to society that women should marD" and
produce children. Thex will not do so unless the_ are compelled. Therefore it _s
necessa_' to compel them.'" The merits of the case would then be clearl_ defined. It
would be exactly that of the slaveholders of South Carohna and Lomslana "'It is
necessary that cotton and sugar should be grown. White men cannot produce them
Negroes will not, for any wages which _e choose to g)ve Ergo the_ must be
compelled." An illustration still closer to the point _,,that of impressment Smlors
must absolutely be had to defend the count_. It often happens that the_ will not
voluntaril_ enlist. Therefore there must be the power of forcing them. How often
has this logic been used! and. but for one flaw in it, without doubt it would have
been successful up to this day. But _t _ open to the retort--First pay the sailors the
honest value of thmr labour. When you ha_e made _t as w,elt worth their while to
serve you, as to work for other employers, you will have no more dffficult_ than
others have in obtaining their sex-,rues. To this there is no logical answer except "'I
•_ ill not"" and as people are now not only ashamed, but are not desirous, to rob the
labourer of his hire.l** impressment is no longer ad_ ocated Those who attempt to
force women into marriage by' closing all other dt_ors against them. lax themselves
open to a similar retort If the3 mean what they sax, their oplmon must evldentlx
be, that men do not render the married con&non so desirable to women, as to
reduce them to accept _t for its own recommendanons. It is not a sign of one's
thinking the boon one offers ver_ attracnve, when one allo'as onlx Hobson'_
choice, "that or none ""And here, I beheve, is the clue to the feehngs of those men.
who ha_e a real antipathy to the equal freedom of women. I believe the_ are afraid.
not lest women should be unwdhng to marr_, for I do not think that anx one in
reality' has that apprehension, but lest they should ms,st that mamage should be on
equal conditions: lest all women of sprat and capacity" should prefer doing almost
anything else, not in their own eyes degrading, rather than marry., u hen marry,lng
[*Luke. 10'7 }
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is giving themselves a master, and a master too of all their earthly possessions.
And truly, if this consequence were necessarily incident to marriage, l think that
the apprehension would be very well founded. I agree in thinking it probable that
few women, capable of anything else, would, unless under an irresistible
entramement, rendering them for the time insensible to anything but itself, choose
such a lot, when any other means were open to them of filling a conventionally
honourable place in life: and if men are determined that the law of mamage shall be
a law of despotism, they are quite right, in point of mere policy, m leaving to
women only Hobson's choice. But, in that case, all that has been done in the
modem world to relax the chain on the minds of women, has been a mistake. They
never should have been allowed to receive a hterary education. Women who read.
much more women who write, are, in the existing constitution of things, a contradiction and a dxsturbing element: and _t was wrong to bring women up with any
acquirements but those of an odalisque, or of a domestic servant.

Chapter II

IT WILL BE WELL TO COMMENCEthe detailed discussion of the subject by the
particular branch of it to which the course of our obse_'ations has led us. the
conditions which the laws of this and all other countries annex to the mamage
contract. Mamage being the destination appointed b? society for women, the
prospect the}" are brought up to. and the object which it IS intended should be
sought by all of them, except those who are too little attractive to be chosen by any
man as h_scompamon: one might have supposed that eve,,thing would have been
done to make this condition as ehgible to them as possible, that they m_ght have no
cause to regret being denied the option of any other Society, however, both m
this, and, at first, in all other cases, has preferred to attain its object by foul rather
than fair means: but this is the only' case m v,h_ch it has substannally persisted in
them even to the present day. Orlgmall_ women were taken by force, or regularly
sold by their father to the husband. Until a late period m European hlsto_, the
father had the power to dispose of his daughter in marriage at his own will and
pleasure, without any regard to hers. The Church. indeed, was so far faithful to a
better morahty as to reqmre a formal "yes" from the woman at the marriage ceremony: but there was nothing to shev`' that the consent v`as other than compulsory; and it was practically impossible for the girl to refuse comphance ff
the father persevered, except perhaps when she might obtain the protecuon of
religion by a determined resolution to take monastic vows. After marnage, the
man had anciently (but this was anteraor to Christlamtx ) the power of hfe and death
over his wife. She could invoke no law against him, he was her sole tribunal and
law. For a long time he could repudiate her. but she had no corresponding po_ er in
regard to him. By the old laws of England, the husband was called the lord of the
wife: he was literally regarded as her sovereign, inasmuch that the murder of a man
by his wife was called treason (pet O' as distinguished from h_gh treason), and was
more cruelly avenged than was usually the case with high treason, for the penalty
was burning to death. Because these various enormities have fallen into d_suse (for
most of them were never formally abohshed, or not until they had long ceased to be
practised) I*) men suppose that all _s nov, as _t should be m regard to the marriage
[*See 26 George II, c. 33 _1753); 20 & 21 Victorxa,c 85 (1857): and 24 & 25 V_ctoraa.
c 100 (1861).]
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contract: and we are continually told that civihzation and Christianity have
restored to the woman her just fights. Meanwhile the wife _sthe actual bondservant
of her husband: no less so, as far as legal obligation goes. than slaves commonly so
called. She vows a lifelong obedience to him at the altar, and is held to it all
through her life by law. Casuists may say that the obligation of obedience stops
short of participation in crime, but it certainly extends to eve_,thing else. She can
do no act whatever but by his permission, at least tacit. She can acquire no property
but for him: the instant it becomes hers, even if by inheritance, it becomes zpso
facto his. in this respect the wife's position under the common law, of England
is worse than that of slaves in the laws of many countries: by the Roman law,
for example, a slave might have his peculium, which to a certain extent the law
guaranteed to him for his exclusive use. The higher classe,_ m this country have
given an analogous advantage to their women, through special contracts setting
aside the law, by conditions of pin-money, &c.: since parental feeling being
stronger with fathers than the class feeling of their own sex, a father generally
prefers his own daughter to a son-m-law who is a stranger to him. By means of
settlements, the rich usually contrive to _,ithdraw the whole or part of the inherited
property of the wife from the absolute control of the husband: but the 5' do not
succeed in keeping it under her own control: the utmost they can do onl,_ prevents
the husband from squandering it, at the same time debarring the rightful owner
from its use. The property itself is out of the reach of both: and as to the income
derived from it. the form of settlement most favourable to the wife (that called "'to
her separate use") only precludes the husband from receiving It instead of her' it
must pass through her hands, but if he takes it from her by personal violence as
soon as she receives it, he can neither be punished, nor compelled to restitution
This is the amount of the protection which, under the laws of this country, the mos_
powerful nobleman can give to his own daughter as respects her husband. In the
immense majority of cases there is no settlement: and the absorption of all fights,
all property, as well as all freedom of action, is complete The two are called "'one
person in law," for the purpose of inferring that whatever is hers is his, but the
parallel inference is never drawn that whatever _s his Is hers: the maxim as not
applied against the man, except to make him responsible to third parties for her
acts, as a master is for the acts of his slaves or of his cattle. I am far from pretending
that wives are in general no better treated than slaves; but no slave _s a slave to the
same lengths, and in so full a sense of the word. as a wife _s. Hardly ant slave.
except one immediately attached to the master's person, is a slave at all hours and
all minutes: in general he has, like a soldier, his fixed task, and when it is done, or
when he is off duty, he disposes, within certain hmlts, of his own time, and has a
family life into which the master rarely intrudes. "Uncle Tom" under his first
master had his own life in his "'cabin, ''l*'l almost as much as an,_ man whose work
[*ln Harriet Beecher Stowe. Uncle 7om'._ Cabin, 2 vols. {Boston. Jewett, 18521]
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takes him away from home, is able to have in his own family. But it cannot be so
with the wife. Above all. a female slave has (in Christian countries) an admmed
right, and is considered under a moral obligation, to refuse to her master the last
familiarity. Not so the wife: however brutal a tyrant she mav unfortunate])' be
chained toy---though she may knob' that he hates her, though it may be his da_lv
pleasure to torture her, and though she may feel It impossible not to loathe him--he
can claim from her and enforce the lowest degradation of a human being, that of
being made the instrument of an animal function contrary to her mchnat_ons
While she is held in this worst description of slave_' as to her own person, what is
her position m regard to the children m whom she and her master have a joint
interest? They are by lab' his children. He alone has an) legal rights over them. Not
one act can she do towards or m relation to them. except b5 delegation from h_m
Even after he is dead she is not their legal guardian, unless he b_ will has made her
so. He could even send them away from her, and deprive her of the means of seeing
or corresponding with them. until this power bas m some degree restricted b_
Serjeant Talfourd's Act. [*I This is her legal state And from this state she ha_ no
means of withdrawing herself. II she leave_ her husband, she can take nothing
with her, neither her children nor any_ung which is nghtfull) her own. I_he chooses,
he can compel her to return, by lab', or b) physical force: or he ma5 content himself
with seizing for his own use anything bhlch she ma_ earn, or which ma5 be given
to her by her relations. It is onl) legal separation bx a decree of a court of justice.
which entitles her to live apart, without being forced back Into the custod_ of an
exasperated jailer---or which empowers her to appl) an) earnings to her Obn use.
without fear that a man whom perhaps she has not seen for twent) years v,.fll
pounce upon her some da_ and cam all ofi. This legal _eparatlon, until latel_ .ithe courts ofjusuce would onl) give at an expense which made It inaccessible to
an)' one out of the higher ranks. Even nob it is only given m cases of desertion, or
of the extreme of cruelt) : and yet complaints are made ever', da_ that it is granted
too easily Surel), fl"a woman IS denied an_ lot in hfe but that of being the personal
body-servant of a despot, and is dependent for everything upon the chance of
finding one who may be disposed to make a favourite of her instead of merelx a
drudge, it is aver}, cruel aggravation of her fate that she should be allobed to trx
this chance only once. The natural sequel and corollam from thls state of things
would be, that since her all in hfe depends upon obtaining a good master, she
should be allowed to change again and again until she finds one. 1 am not saying
that she ought to be allowed this privilege. That IS a totall) different consideration
The question of divorce, in the sense involving libert_ of remarmage, is one into
_hich it is foreign to m) purpose to enter. All I now sax is. that to those to uhom
nothing but servitude is Mlowed. the free choice of servitude _sthe onlx, though a
[*2 & 3 \'lctona. c 54 1183c_t,Sect. 1 ]
[_20& 21 Vlctorm. c. 85 11857/.I
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most insufficient, alleviation. Its refusal completes the assimilation of the wife to
the slave--and the slave under not the mildest form of slavery: for in some slave
codes the slave could, under certain circumstances of ill usage, legally compel the
master to sell him. But no amount of ill usage, without adultery superadded, will in
England free a wife from her tormentor.
I have no desire to exaggerate, nor does the case stand in an)' need of
exaggeration. I have described the wife's legal posltion, not her actual treatment.
The laws of most countries are far worse than the people who execute them, and
man)' of them are only able to remain laws by being seldom or never camed into
effect. If mamed life were all that it might be expected to be, lookmg to the laws
alone, society would be a hell upon earth. Happily there are both feelings and
interests which in many men exclude, and in most, greatly temper, the impulses
and propensities which lead to tyranny: and of those feelings, the tie which
connects a man with his wife affords, m a normal state of things, incomparably the
strongest example. The only tie which at all approaches to it, that between him and
his children, tends, in all save excephonal cases, to strengthen, instead of
conflicting with, the first. Because this is true; because men in general do not
inflict, nor women suffer, all the misery which could be inflicted and suffered if
the full power of tyranny with which the man is legally invested were acted on; the
defenders of the existing form of the institution think that all its imquity is justified.
and that any complaint is merely quarrelling with the evil which is the price paid
for every great good. But the mitigations in practice, which are compatible with
maintaining m full legal force this or any other kind of tyranny, instead of being
any apology for despotism, only serve to prove what power human nature
possesses of reacting against the vilest institutions, and with what v_tatity the seeds
of good as well as those of evil in human character diffuse and propagate
themselves. Not a word can be said for despotism m the family which cannot be
said for political despotism. Every absolute king does not sit at his window to
enjoy the groans of h_stortured subjects, nor str_ps them of their last rag and turns
them out to shiver m the road. The despotism of Lores XVI was not the despotism
of Philippe le Bel, or of Nadir Shah, or of Caligula: but it was bad enough to justify
the French Revolution, and to palliate even its horrors. If an appeal be made to the
intense attachments which exist between wives and their husbands, exactly as
much may be said of domesuc slavery. It was qmte an ordinary fact in Greece and
Rome for slaves to submit to death by torture rather than betray their masters. In
the proscriptions of the Roman civil wars it was remarked that wives and slaves
were heroically faithful, sons very commonly treacherous. Yet we know' how
cruelly many Romans treated their slaves. But in truth these intense in&vidual
feelings nowhere rise to such a luxuriant height as under the most atrocious
institutions. It is part of the irony of life, that the strongest feelings of devoted
gratitude of which human nature seems to be susceptible, are called forth in human
beings towards those who, having the power entirely to crush their earthly
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existence, voluntarily refrain from using that power. How great a place m most
men this sentiment fills, even in religious devotion, it would be cruel to inquire
We daily see how much their gratitude to Heaven appears to be stimulated by the
contemplation of fellow-creatures to whom God has not been so merciful as he has
to themselves.
Whether the institution to be defended is slaver)', political absolutism, or the
absolutism of the head of a family, we are always expected to judge of it from its
best instances; and we are presented with pictures of loving exercise of authority
on one side, loving submission to it on the other--superior wisdom ordering all
things for the greatest good of the dependents, and surrounded b3 their smiles and
benedictions. All this would be very' much to the purpose if an 3 one pretended that
there are no such things as good men. Who doubts that there may be great
goodness, and great happiness, and great affection, under the absolute government
of a good man? Meanwhile, laws and restitutions require to be adapted, not to good
men, but to bad. Marriage is not an institution designed for a select few. Men are
not required, as a prehmmary to the marriage ceremony, to prove b? testimonials
that they are fit to be trusted with the exercise of absolute power The tie of
affection and obhgation to a wife and children is very strong with those whose
general social feelings are strong, and with many who are little sensible to an_
other social ties; but there are all degrees of sensibility and msenslbihtv to it. as
there are all grades of goodness and wickedness in men, down to those whorn no
ties will bind, and on whom society has no action but through its ulttrna ratio, the
penalties of the law. In ever)' grade of this descending scale are men to v_horn are
committed all the legal powers of a husband. The vilest malefactor has some
wretched woman tied to him, against whom he can commit any atroclt? except
killing her, and, ff tolerably cautious, can do that without much danger of the legal
penalty. And how many thousands are there among the lowest classes in eve_ _
country,, who, without being in a legal sense malefactors m any other respect.
because in every other quarter their aggressions meet with resistance, indulge the
utmost habitual excesses of bodily violence towards the unhappy wife, who alone.
at least of grown persons, can neither repel nor escape from their brutality: and
towards whom the excess of dependence inspires their mean and savage natures.
not with a generous forbearance, and a point of honour to behave well to one whose
lot in life is trusted entlrely to their kindness, but on the contrara" with a notion that
the law has delivered her to them as their thing, to be used at their pleasure, and that
they are not expected to practise the consideration towards her which is required
from them towards everybody else. The law, which tdl latel_ left even these
atrocious extremes of domestic oppression practically unpunished, has _lthm
these few years made some feeble attempts to repress them. But its attempts have
done little, and cannot be expected to do much, because it is contraD' to reason and
experience to suppose that there can be an)' real check to brutaht), consistent _ lth
leaving the victim still m the power of the executioner. Until a conviction for
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personal violence, or at all events a repetmon of it after a first conviction, entitles
the woman ipsofacto to a divorce, or at least to a.ludiclal separation, the attempt to
repress these "'aggravated assaults "'l*l by' legal penaltms will break down for want
of a prosecutor, or for want of a witness.
When we consider how vast is the number of men, in any great country.', who are
httle.hi_g__-tha
Lh_B_n.b_tes.and that this never prevents them from bemg able, through
the law of mamage, to obtain a victim, the breadth and depth of human misery
caused in this shape alone by' the abuse of the restitution swells to something
appalling. Yet these are only the extreme cases. They' are the lowest abysses, but
there is a sad succession of depth a!terdepth before reaching them. In domestic as
m pohtical tyranny, the case of absolute monsters chiefly' illustrates the lnStltutmn
by' showmg that there is scarcelx any' horror which may' not occur under 11if the
despot pleases, and thus setting in a strong light what must be the terrible
frequency' of things onl_ a little less atrocious. Absolute fiends are as rare as
angels, perhaps rarer: ferocious sa_ ages, with occaslonaJ{_u-dhes of humanlt_, are
how-ever very frequent: and in the wide mterval whmh separates these from any
worthy' representanves of the human species, boy, many are the fo_
and
gradations of ammahsm and selfishness, often under an outward varnish of
civilization and even cultivation, hving at peace with the law'. maintaining a
creditable appearance to all who are not under thmr power, yet sufficient often to
make the lives of all who are so, a torment and a burthen to them'. It would be
tiresome to repeat the commonplaces about the unfitness of men In general for
power, which, after the political discussions of centuries, every, one knows bx
heart, were it not that hardly any one thmks of applying these maxims to the case m
which above all others they' are apphcable, that of power, not placed m the hand,
of a man here and there, but offered to every, adult male, down to the basest and
most ferocious. It is not because a man IS not known to have broken any of the
Ten Commandments, Ej ot because he mamtalns a respectable character in h_
dealings with those whom he cannot compel to have intercourse with him. or
because he does not fl,, out into violent bursts ol ill-temper agamst those w ho are
not obhged to bear with him, that it is possible to surmise of what sort his conduc_
will be m the unrestralnt of home. Even the commonest men reserve the violent,
the sulky', the undisgulsedly selfish s_de of thmr character lor those who have no
power to withstand it. The relation of superiors to dependents is the nurser_ of
these vices of character, which, wherever else the_ exist, are an overflowing from
that source. A man who is morose or violent to his equals, is sure to be one who ha_
lived among inferiors, whom he could frighten or worry' Into submission If the
family in its best forms is, as it is often said to be, a school of sympathy,
tenderness, and loving forgetfulness of self, It is still oftener, as respects its chml. a
[*See 24 & 25 \qctoria, c. 100 (186t/. Sect 43 /
[ Exodus, 20.3-17.1
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school of wilfulness, overbearingness, unbounded self-indulgence, and a doubledyed and idealized selfishness, of which sacrifice itself is onl 3 a particular lotto:
the care for the wife and children being only care for them as parts of the man's
own interests and belongings, and their individual happiness being immolated
in ever)' shape to his smallest preferences. What better is to be looked for under
the existing form of the restitution? We know that the bad propensmes of human
nature are only kept within bounds when they are allowed no scope for thmr
indulgence. We know that from zmpulse and habit, when not from dehberate
purpose, almost ever)' one to whom others yield, goes on encroaching upon them,
until a point is reached at which the)' are compelled to resist Such being the
common tendency of human nature: the almost unhm_ted power which present
somal inst_tutmns give to the man over at least one human being--the one _x_th
whom he resides, and whom he has always present--this power seekq out and
evokes the latent germs of selfishness in the remotest corners o! h_s nature--fans
its faintest sparks and smouldering embers---offers to him a license lor the
indulgence of those points of his original character which m all other relanon_ be
would have found it necessaD to repress and conceal, and the repression of whmb
would in time have become a second nature I know that there is another side to the
question. I grant that the wife, ff she cannot effectuallx resist, can at Leastretahate.
she, too, can make the man's life extremel) uncom_brtable, and b) that po_er Is
able to carry' many points whtch she ought, and man,, which she ought not, to
prevail in. But this instrument of self-protecnon--_
hich max be called the po_ er
of the scold, or the shrewish sanction--has the fatal defect, that it a'.afl_ most
against the least tyra_rior,,,
and m favour of the least dese_'mg
dependents. It is the weapon of :ratable and self-wilted women: of those _ ho
v,ould make the worst use of power ff the_ themselves had it. and _ho generally
turn th_s power to a bad use. The ammble cannot use _uch an instrument, the
highminded disdain it And on the other hand. the husbands against w horn It is
used most effecnvely are the gentler and more inoffensive: tho_e _ ho cannot be
induced, even by provocation, to resort to an_ ver,, harsh exercise of authont_
The wife's power of being disagreeable generall.,, onl_ estabhshes a countertyranny, and makes victims m their turn chiefly ot those husbands v_ho are least
Inclined to be tvrants.
What is it, then, which really tempers the corrupting effects of the power, and
makes it compatible with such amount of good as v,'eactuall_ see _'Mere temmme
blandishments, though of great effect m individual m,,tances, baxe vet', httle
effect in modifying the general tendencms of the sltuauon: for thmr pm_er onlx
lasts while the woman is young and attracnve, often only v,hile her charn_ _ ne_*.
and not dimmed by familianty: and on many men the_ have not much influence at
an)' time. The real mltiganng causes are, the personal affection which p, the grm_ th
of time, in so far as the man's nature _ssusceptible of st, and the woman',, character
sufficiently congenial with h_s to excite _t. their common interests as regar& the
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children, and their general community of interest as concerns third persons (to
which however there are very great limitations): the real importance of the wife
to h_s daily comforts and enjoyments, and the value he consequently attaches to
her on his personal account, which, m a man capable of feeling for others, lays
the foundation of caring for her on her own; and lastly, the influence naturally
acquired over almost all human beings by those near to their persons (if not
actually disagreeable to them): who, both by their direct entreaties, and by the
insensible contagion of their feelings and dispositions, are often able, unless
counteracted by some equally strong personal influence, to obtain a degree of
command over the conduct of the superior, altogether excessive and unreasonable.
Through these various means, the wife frequently exercises even too much power
over the man; she is able to affect his conduct in things in which she may not be
qualified to influence it for good--m which her influence may be not only
unenlightened, but employed on the morally wrong side: and in which he would
act better if left to his own prompting. But neither m the affairs of families nor m
those of states IS power a compensation for the loss of freedom. Her power often
gives her what she has no right to, but does not enable her to assert her own rights.
A Sultan's favourite slave has slaves under her. over whom she tyrannizes; but the
desirable thing would be that she should neither have slaves nor be a slave. Bv
entirely sinking her own existence m her husband: by having no will/or persuading
him that she has no will) but his. in anything which regards their joint relation, and
by making it the business of her hfe to work upon his sentiments, a wife ma_
gratify herself by mfluenclng, and very' probably perverting, his conduct, in those
of his external relations which she has never quahfied herself to judge of. or in
which she is herself whotl 3 influenced b5 some personal or other partiality or
preju&ce. Accordingly, as things now are. those who act most kindly to their
wives, are quite as often made worse, as better, b3 the wife's influence, in respect
to all interests extending beyond the family. She is taught that she has no business
with things out of that sphere; and accordingly she seldom has any honest and
conscientious opinion on them: and therefore hardly ever meddles with them for
any legitimate purpose, but generally for an interested one. She neither knows nor
cares which is the right side in politics, but she knows what will bring in money or
invitations, give her husband a title, her son a place, or her daughter a good
marriage.
But how. it will be asked, can any society exist without government? In a
family, as in a state, some one person must be the ultimate ruler. Who shall decide
when married people differ in opinion'? Both cannot have their way. yet a decision
one way or the other must be come to.
It is not true that in all voluntary association between two people, one of them
must be absolute master: still less that the law must determine which of them _t
shall be. The most frequent case of voluntary, association, next to marriage. _s
partnership m business: and it is not found or thought necessary. to enact that in
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every partnership, one partner shall have entire control over the concern, and the
others shall be bound to obey his orders. No one would enter into partnership
on terms which would subject him to the responsibilities of a principal, with only
the powers and privileges of a clerk or agent. If the law dealt with other contracts
as It does with marriage, it would ordain that one partner should administer the
common business as if it was his private concern: that the others should have onl)
delegated powers: and that this one should be designated by some general
presumption of law, for example as being the eldest. The law' never does this: nor
does experience show it to be necessary that an)' theoretical inequality of power
should exist between the partners, or that the partnership should have an)' other
conditions than what the)' may themselves appoint by their articles of agreement
Yet it might seem that the excluswe power might be conceded with less danger to
the rights and interests of the inferior, m the case of partnership than m that of
marriage, since he is free to cancel the power by w_thdrawmg from the connexion
The wife has no such power, and even if she had, it is almost always desirable that
she should try all measures before resorting to it.
It is quite true that things which have to be decided every day. and cannot adjust
themselves gradually, or wait for a compromise, ought to depend on one wilt: one
person must have their sole control. But it does not follo_ that this should always
be the same person The natural arrangement is a &vision of powers between the
two: each being absolute in the executwe branch of their o_,n department, and anx
change of system and pnnclple requiring the consent of both The &vision neither
can nor should be pre-estabhshed by the la'_, since it must depend on m&vldual
capacities and suitabihties. If the two persons chose, the_ might pre-appomt it by
the marriage contract, as pecumarj' arrangements are no_ often pre-appomted,
There would seldom be an)' difficulty m deciding such things bv mutual consent.
unless the marriage was one of those unhappy ones in which all other things, a:
well as this. become subjects of bickering and dispute The &vision of nght_
would naturally follo,_ the division of duties and functions: and that is alreadx
made by consent, or at all events not by law. but b) general custom, too&fled and
modifiable at the pleasure of the persons concerned.
The real practical decision of affairs, to whichever max be glxen the legal
authority, will greatly depend, as it even no_ does, upon comparatwe quahfications. The mere fact that he is usuall_ the eldest, will in most ca,_es give the
preponderance to the man: at least until they both attain a time of hfe at _h_ch the
difference in their years is of no Importance. There will naturally also be a more
potential voice on the side, whichever it is, that brings the means of support
Inequality from this source does not depend on the law of marriage, but on the
general con&tlons of human society, as now constituted. The influence of mental
superiority, either general or specml, and of superior decision of character, will
necessarily tell for much. It alwavs does so at present. And thls fact sho_ s ho_
little foundation there _s for the apprehension that the powers and respons_bdlt_e,_
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of partners in life (as of partners in business), cannot be satisfactorily apportioned
by agreement between themselves. They always are so apportioned, except in
cases in which the marriage restitution is a failure. Things never come to an issue
of downright power on one side, and obedience on the other, except where the
connexion altogether has been a mistake, and it would be a blessing to both parties
to be relieved from it. Some may sa) that the very thing by which an amicable
settlement of differences becomes possible, is the power of legal compulsion
known to be in reserve; as people submit to an arbitration because there is a court of
law in the background, which they know that they can be forced to obey. But to
make the cases parallel, we must suppose that the rule of the court of law was, not
to tr) the cause, but to glve judgment always for the same side, suppose the
defendant. If so. the amenability to it would be a motive with the plaintiff to agree
to almost any arbitration, but it would be just the reverse with the defendant. The
despotic power which the law gives to the husband may be a reason to make the
wife assent to an)' compromise by which power is practically shared between the
two. but it cannot be the reason why the husband does. That there is always among
decently conducted people a practical compromise, though one of them at least is
under no physical or moral necessity of making it, shows that the natural motives
which lead to a voluntary adjustment of the united life of two persons in a manner
acceptable to both, do on the whole, except in unfavourable cases, prevail. The
matter is certainly not improved by laying down as an ordinance of law, that the
superstructure of free government shall be raised upon a legal basis of despotism
on one side and subjection on the other, and that every concession which the despot
makes may. at his mere pleasure, and without any warning, be recalled. Besides
that no freedom is worth much when held on so precarious a tenure, its condmons
are not likely to be the most equitable when the law throws so prodigious a weight
into one scale; when the adjustment rests between two persons one of whom is
declared to be entitled to everything, the other not only entitled to nothing except
during the good pleasure of the first, but under the strongest moral and religious
obligauon not to rebel under any excess of oppression.
A pertinacious adversary, pushed to extremities, may say, that husbands indeed
are willing to be reasonable, and to make fair concessions to their partners without
being compelled to it, but that wives are not: that if allowed any rights of their own,
they will acknowledge no rights at all in any one else, and never will yield in anything, unless they can be compelled, by the man's mere authority, to yield in
eveN'thing. This would have been said by many persons some generations ago,
when satires on women were in vogue, and men thought it a clever thing to insult
women for being what men made them. But it will be said by no one now who is
worth replying to. It is not the doctrine of the present day that women are less
susceptible of good feeling, and consideration for those with whom they are united
by the strongest ties, than men are. On the contrar)', we are perpetually told that
women are better than men, by those who are totally opposed to treating them as _f
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they were as good; so that the saying has passed into a piece of tiresome cant,
intended to put a comphmentary
face upon an injury, and resembhng
those
celebrations
of royal clemency which, according to Gulliver, the king of Lilhput
always prefixed to his most sanguinary decrees. I*j If women are better than men
in anything, it surely is m individual self-sacrifice
for those of their own family.
But 1 lay little stress on this, so long as the)" are universall) taught that they are born
and created for self-sacrifice.
1 believe that equahty of rights would abate the
exaggerated
self-abnegation
which is the present arhficlal
ideal of feminine
character, and that a good woman would not be more self-sacrificing
than the best
man: but on the other hand. men would be much more unselfish and selfsacrificing than at present, because the), would no longer be taught to v,'orshlp their
own will as such a grand thing that it is actually the la_x for another rational being
There is nothing which men so easil_ learn as thls self-worship:
all privileged
persons, and all privileged classes, have had it. The more we descend m the scale
of humanity, the intenser it is; and most of all m those who are not, and can ne_er
expect to be, raised above any one except an unfortunate
wife and children. The
honourable
exceptions
are proportlonall)
fewer than In the case of almost any
other human infirmity. Philosophy and religion, instead of keeping it in check, are
generally suborned to defend it; and nothing controls it but that practical feeling of
the equality of human beings, which is the theor3' of Chnstlamt),
but _hlch
Christmnity will never practically teach, whde it sanctions mstltut_on_ grounded
on an arbitrary preference
of one human being over another.
There are, no doubt, women, as there are men. _ hum equahty of consideration
will not satisfy, with whom there is no peace while an_ _'fll or wish is regarded but
their own. Such persons are a proper subject for the law of dworce. They are onl_
fit to hve alone, and no human beings ought to be compelled to associate their hves
with them. But the legal subordination
tends to make such characters among
women more, rather than less, frequent. If the man exerts his whole power, the
woman is of course crushed: but if she is treated with indulgence, and permitted to
assume power, there is no rule to set linms to her encroachments.
The lay,. not
determining
her rights, but theoretically
allowing
her none at all, practicall._
declares that the measure of what she has a right to, is what she can contrlx e to get
The equahty of married persons before the lab, Is not onl) the sole mode m
which that particular relation can be made consistent _ lth justice to both sides, and
conducive to the happiness of both, but it Is the onl) means of rendering the daft?
hfe of mankind, in an): high sense, a school of moral cultwatmn.
Though the truth
may not be felt or generally
acknowledged
for generatmns
to come, the ont)
school of genuine moral sentiment is society between equals. The moral education
[*See Jonathan Swift, Travel,_ mto Several Remote .Vatton._o/ the _Vot/d Bx Lemuc/
Gulhver (t726). in Works. ed Walter Scott. 19 vols. (Edinburgh: Constable. London
White, Cochrane, et al.; Dubhn Cummmg. 1814), Vol XIl, pp. q5-0 _Vo)age 1, Chap
vii) ]
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of mankind has hitherto emanated chiefly from the law of force, and is adapted
almost solely to the relations which force creates. In the less advanced states
of society, people hardly recognise any relation with their equals. To be an equal
is to be an enemy. Society, from its highest place to its lowest, is one long chain,
or rather ladder, where every individual is either above or below his nearest
neighbour, and wherever he does not command he must obey. Existing moralities,
accordingly, are mainly fitted to a relation of command and obedience. Yet
command and obedience are but unfortunate necessities of human life: society in
equality is its normal state. Already in modern life, and more and more as it
progressively improves, command and obedience become exceptional facts in
life, equal association its general rule. The morality of the first ages rested on the
obligation to submit to power: that of the ages next following, on the right of the
weak to the forbearance and protection of the strong. How much longer is one form
of society and life to content itself with the morality made for another'? We have
had the morahty of submission, and the morality of chivalry and generosity: the
time is now come for the morahty of justice. Whenever, in former ages, an}'
approach has been made to society m equality, Justice has asserted its claims as the
foundation of virtue. It was thus m the free republics of antlqmty. But even in the
best of these, the equals were limited to the free male citizens: slaves, women, and
the unenfranchised residents were under the lau' of lorce. The joint influence of
Roman clvihzation and of Christianity obliterated these distinctions, and in theory
(if only partially in practice) declared the claims of the human being, as such, to be
paramount to those of sex. class, or social position. The barriers which had begun
to be levelled were raised again by the northern conquests: and the whole of
modern history consists of the slo_ process by which they have since been wearing
away. We are entering into an order of things in which justice will again be the
pnmar?' virtue; grounded as before on equal, but now also on sympathetic
association, having its root no longer in the instinct of equals for self-protectmn,
but in a cultivated sympathy between them: and no one being now left out, but an
equal measure being extended to all. It is no novelty that mankind do not dlstinctb
foresee their own changes, and that their sentiments are adapted to past. not to
coming ages. To see the futurity of the species has always been the privilege of the
intellectual 61ite, or of those who have learnt from them; to have the feelings of that
futurity has been the distinction, and usually the martyrdom, of a still rarer 6hte.
Institutions, books, education, society, all go on training human beings for the old,
long after the new has come: much more when it ISonly coming. But the true virtue
of human beings is fitness to hve together as equals: claiming nothing for
themselves but what they as freely concede to ever3' one else; regarding command
of any kind as an exceptional necessity, and in all cases a temporary one; and
preferring, whenever possible, the society of those with whom leading and
following can be alternate and reciprocal. To these virtues, nothing in life as at
present constituted gives cultivation by exercise. The family is a school of
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despotism, in which the virtues of despotism, but also its vices, are largely
nourished. Citizenship, m free countries, is partly a school of society in equahty,
but citizenship fills only a small place in modern life, and does not come near the
daily habits or inmost sentiments. The family, justly constituted, would be the real
school of the virtues of freedom. It is sure to be a sufficient one of everything else.
It will always be a school of obedience for the children, of command for the
parents. What is needed is, that it should be a school of sympath 3 in equahty, of
living together in love, without power on one side or obedience on the other. This It
ought to be between the parents. It would then be an exercise of those v_rtues which
each requires to fit them for all other association, and a model to the children of the
feehngs and conduct which their temporary, training by means of obedience is
designed to render habitual, and therefore natural, to them The moral training of
mankind will never be adapted to the conditions of the hfe for which all other
human progress is a preparation, until they practise m the famil_ the same moral
rule which is adapted to the normal constitunon of human socletx. Anx sentiment of freedom which can exist m a man whose nearest and dearest intimacies are
with those of whom he is absolute master, is not the genuine or Christian lo_e of
freedom, but. what the love of freedom generally was in the ancients and m the
middle ages--an intense feeling of the digmty and importance of his own
personality: making him disdain a yoke for himself, of which he has no abhorrence
whatever in the abstract, but which he _s abundantl,, ready to impose on others for
his own interest or glorification.
I readily admit (and it is the very foundation of m_ hopes) that numbers of
married people even under the present law, (m the higher classes of England
probably a great majorit), _hve m the sprat of a just la_ of equaht) Laws never
would be improved, if there were not numerous persons whose moral sentiments
are better than the existing laws. Such persons ought to support the pnnclples here
advocated: of which the only object is to make all other married couples similar to
what these are now. But persons even of considerable moral worth, unless the) are
also thinkers, are very ready to believe that la_'s or practices, the evils of which
they have not personally experienced, do not produce any evils, but tlf seeming to
be generally approved of) probably do good. and that It is wrong to object to them.
It would, however, be a great mistake in such mamed people to suppose, because
the legal conditions of the tie which unites them do not occur to their thoughts once
in a twelvemonth, and because the) hve and feel m all respects as if they _ere
legally equals, that the same is the case with all other mamed couples, wherever
the husband is not a notorious ruffian. To suppose this, ,xould be to show equal
ignorance of human nature and of fact. The less fit a man is for the possession of
power--the less likely to be allowed to exercise it over any person with that
person's voluntary consent--the more does he hug himself m the consciousness of
the power the law' gives him, exact its legal rights to the utmost point which custom
(the custom of men like himself) will tolerate, and take pleasure in using the
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power, merely to enliven the agreeable sense of possessing it. What is more: in the
most naturally brutal and morally uneducated part of the lower classes, the legal
slave_ of the woman, and something in the merely physical subjection to their will
as an instrument, causes them to feel a sort of disrespect and contempt towards
their own wife which they do not feel towards any other woman, or any other
human being, with whom they come in contact: and which makes her seem to them
an appropriate subject for any kind of indignity. Let an acute observer of the signs
of feeling, who has the requisite opportumties, judge for himself whether this IS
not the case: and if he finds that it is, let him not wonder at any amount of disgust
and mdignation that can be felt against institutions which lead naturally to this
depraved state of the human mind.
We shall be told, perhaps, that religion Imposes the duty of obedience; as ever 5"
established fact which is too bad to admit of any other defence, is always presented
to us as an injunction of religion. The Church, it is vers, true, enjoins it in her
formularies, I*j but it would be difficult to derive any such mlunction from
Christianity. We are told that St. Paul said. "'Wives, obey your husbands:" but he
also said, "Slaves, obey your masters."l+l It was not St. Paul's business, nor was it
consistent with his object, the propagation of Chnstmnlty, to incite any one to
rebellion against existing laws. The apostle's acceptance of all social institutions
as he found them, is no more to be construed as a disapproval of attempts to
improve them at the proper time, than his declaration, "The powers that be are
ordained of God, "'l_ gives his sanction to militau' despotism, and to that alone, as
the Christian form of political government, or commands passive obedience to it.
To pretend that Christianity was intended to stereotype existing forms of
government and society, and protect them against change, is to reduce it to the
level of Islamism or of Brahminism. It is precisely because Christianity has not
done this, that it has been the religion of the progressive portion of mankind, and
Islamism, Brahminism, &c., have been those of the stationary" portions: or rather
(for there is no such thing as a really stationars, society) of the declining portions.
There have been abundance of people, m all ages of Christianity. who tried to
make it something of the same kind: to convert us into a sort of Christian
Mussulmans, with the Bible for a Koran, prohibiting all improvement: and great
has been their power, and many have had to sacrifice their lives in resisting them.
But they have been resisted, and the resastance has made us what we are, and will
yet make us what we are to be.
After what has been stud respecting the obligation of obedience, It is almost
superfluous to say anything concerning the more specml point included in the
[*See "The Form of Solemnization of Matnmon_ ,'" In The Annotated Book oj Common
Prayer, ed John Hem3' Blunt, 7th ed. (London, Oxford, and Cambridge. Rlvmgton_,
1876), pp 261-74.]
[+Colossians, 3:18, 22.]
[_Romans, 13:1 .]
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general one--a
woman's right to her own property: for I need not hope that this
treatise can make any impression upon those who need anything to convince them
that a woman's inheritance or gains ought to be as much her own after marriage as
before. The rule is simple: whatever would be the husband's or wife's if they were
not married, should be under their exclusive control during marriage, w'hlch need
not interfere with the power to tie up property by settlement, m order to prese_'e it
for children. Some people are sentimentally
shocked at the idea o! a separate
interest in money matters, as inconsistent
with the ideal fusion of two hves into
one. For my own part, I am one of the strongest supporters of commumt)
when resulting from an entire unity of feeling m the owners, which

of goods.
makes all

things common between them. But 1 have no rehsh for a communi D of goods
resting on the doctnne, that what is mine l_ yours but what is yours is not mine: and
I should prefer to dechne entering into such a compact with any one, though I were
myself the person to profit by it.
This particular
injustice
and oppression
to _,omen,
which 1_. to common
apprehensions,
more obvious
than all the rest. admits of remed)
_lthout
interfering with an_ other mlschlefs: and there can be little doubt that it will be one
of the earliest remedied.
Already. m man_ of the net and several of the old States
of the American Confederation,
provisions have been inserted even m the written
Constitutions.
securing to women equahty of rights m this respect: I×' and therebx
improving materially the position, m the mamage relation, of those women at least
who have property, by leaving them one instrument of power which the\ have not
signed away; and preventing al_o the scandalous abuse of the mamage institution.
which is perpetrated
when a man entraps a girl into marrying him without a
settlement,
for the sole purpose of getting possession
of her mone_. V_hen the
support of the family depends, not on property, but on earnings, the common
arrangement,
by which the man earns the income and the wife superintends the
domestic expenditure,
seems to me in general the most statable division of labour
between the two persons.
If. in addition to the physical suffenng
oI bearing
children, and the whole responsibih D of their care and education m early yea_-,_,
the wife undertakes
the careful and economical
apphcatlon
of the husband'_
earnings to the general comfort of the famfl3 : she takes not onl_ her fmr share, but
usually the larger share, of the bt_tilv and mental exertion reqmred by their joint
existence.
If she undertakes
any ad&tlonal
pomon,
it seldom reheve_ her from
this. but onl 3 prevents her from performing
it properl3
The care _hlch _he 1._
[*See. e.g . Consntutum ofTera._ 1_45. Art VII. Sect 19. m Flu' Con._tttution_ o_t&
State of Texas, annotated b3 John Sa31es. 4th ed (St Lou_s. Mo Gilbert. 1803_. p 20t).
Consntunon <(the State of Cahforma 18491 San Francisco. printed at the office of the Atta
Cal(forma, 1849L Art Xl, Sect 14, p. 13. Constttunon o/the State ofNevada l,_t'_4, Art
IV, Sect 31. m Statute._ of the State of Nevada Passed at the F_r._t Se;ston _t th_
Legtslature, 1864-65 (Carson C_ty, Nev.: Church. 1865L p 48. and Con_ntut,on oYth<
State qfGeorg_a 1868, Art VII, Sect 2 (Augusta, Ga ' Pughe. 1868). p. 1 l ]
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herself disabled from taking of the children and the household, nobody else takes;
those of the children who do not die, grow up as they best can, and the management
of the household is likely to be so bad, as even in point of economy to be a great
drawback from the value of the wife's earnings. In an otherwise just state of things.
it is not, therefore. I think, a desirable custom, that the wife should contribute by
her labour to the income of the family. In an unjust state of things, her doing so
may be useful to her, by making her of more value in the eyes of the man who is
legally her master; but, on the other hand. it enables him still farther to abuse his
power, by forcing her to work, and leaving the support of the family to her
exertions, while he spends most of his time in drinking and idleness. The power of
earning is essential to the dignity of a woman, if she has not independent property.
But if marriage were an equal contract, not implying the obligation of obedience; if
the connexion were no longer enforced to the oppression of those to whom It is
purely a mischief, but a separation, on just terms (I do not now speak of a divorce},
could be obtained by any woman who was morally entitled to it; and if she would
then find all honourable employments as freely open to her as to men: it would not
be necessary for her protection, that during marriage she should make this
particular use of her faculties. Like a man when he chooses a profession, so. when
a woman marries, it may in general be understood that she makes choice of the
management of a household, and the bringing up of a family, as the first call upon
her exertions, dunng as many years of her life as may be required for the purpose:
and that she renounces, not all other objects and occupations, but all which are not
consistent with the requirements of th_s. The actual exercise, in a habitual or
systematic manner, of outdoor occupations, or such as cannot be camed on at
home, would by this principle be practically interdicted to the greater number of
married women. But the utmost latitude ought to exist for the adaptation of general
rules to individual suitabilities: and there ought to be nothing to prevent faculties
exceptionally adapted to any other pursuit, from obeying their vocation notwithstanding marriage: due provision being made for supplying otherwise an 5'
falling-short which might become inevitable, in her full performance of the
ordinary functions of mistress of a family. These things, if once opinion were
rightly directed on the subject, might with perfect safety be left to be regulated by
opinion, without any interference of law.

Chapter III

ON THE OTHER POINT which IS involved in the just equahty of women, their
admissibility to all the functions and occupations hitherto retained as the monopoly of the stronger sex, I should anticipate no difficulty in convincing an5' one
who has gone with me on the subject of the equahty of women in the fatal b. l
believe that their disabilities elsewhere are only clung to m order to maintain their
subordination in domestic life: because the generahty of the male sex cannot vet
tolerate the idea of living with an equal. Were it not for that, I think that almost
every one, in the existing state of opinion m politics and pohncal econom?, would
admit the lnjusnce of excluding half the human race from the greater number of
lucrative occupations, and from almost all hlgh social functions: ordaining from
their birth either that they are not, and cannot by any possibility become, fit for
employments which are legally open to the stupidest and basest of the other sex, or
else that however fit they may be, those employments shall be interdicted to them.
in order to be preserved for the exclusive benefit of males. In the last two centuries.
when (which was seldom the case) an 5"reason beyond the mere existence of the
fact was thought to be required to justify the disabilities of women, people seldom
assigned as a reason their inferior mental capacity: which, in times when there was
a real trial of personal faculties (from which all women were not excludedt in
the struggles of public life, no one real b believed in. The reason given in those
days was not women's unfitness, but the interest of societ 5 , by which was meant
the interest of men: just as the razson d'Otat, meaning the convenience of the
government, and the support of existing authont._, was deemed a sufficient
explanation and excuse for the most flagitious cnmes. In the present day, power
holds a smoother language, and whomsoever it oppresses, always pretends to do
so for their own good: accordingly, when anything is forbidden to women, it i,_
thought necessary to say, and desirable to believe, that they are incapable of doing
it, and that they depart from their real path of success and happiness when the_
aspire to it. But to make this reason plausible (I do not sa5 valid), those b.__hom it
is urged must be prepared to carry' it to a much greater length than an', one ventures
to do in the face of present experience. It is not sufficient to maintain that women
on the average are less gifted than men on the average, with certain of the h_gher
mental faculties, or that a smaller number of women than of men are fit for
occupations and functions of the highest intellectual character. It is necessar? to
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maintain that no women at all are fit for them, and that the most eminent women
are inferior in mental faculties to the most mediocre of the men on whom those
functions at present devolve. For if the performance of the function is decided
either by competition, or by any mode of choice which secures regard to the public
interest, there needs be no apprehension that any important employments will fall
into the hands of women inferior to average men, or to the average of their male
competitors. The only result would be that there would be fewer women than men
in such employments: a result certain to happen in any case. if only from the
preference always likely to be felt by the majority of women for the one vocation
m which there is nobody to compete with them. Now. the most determined
depreciator of women will not venture to deny, that when we add the experience of
recent times to that of ages past. women, and not a few merely, but many women,
have proved themselves capable of ever3'thing, perhaps without a single
exception, which is done by men, and of doing it successfully and creditably. The
utmost that can be said is, that there are many things which none of them have
succeeded m doing as well as they have been done by some men--many in which
they have not reached the very highest rank But there are extremely few,
dependent only on mental faculties, in which they have not attained the rank next
to the highest. Is not this enough, and much more than enough, to make it a tyranny
to them, and a detriment to society, that the_ should not be allowed to compete
with men for the exercise of these functions'? Is it not a mere truism to say. that such
functions are often filled by men far less fit for them than numbers of women, and
who would be beaten by women in any fair field of competition? What difference
does it make that there may be men somewhere, fully employed about other things,
who may be still better qualified for the things in question than these women'? Does
not this take place m all competitions'? Is there so great a superfluity of men fit l\_r
high duties, that society can afford to reject the service of any competent person"
Are we so certain of always finding a man made to our hands for any duty or
function of social importance which falls vacant, that we lose nothing by putting a
ban upon one-half of mankind, and refusing beforehand to make their faculties
available, however d_stingmshed they may be'? And even if we could do without
them, would it be consistent with justice to refuse to them their fair share of honour
and distraction, or to deny to them the equal moral right of all human beings to
choose their occupation (short of injury, to others) according to their own
preferences, at their own risk? Nor is the injustice confined to them. it is shared bv
those who are in a position to benefit by their services. To ordain that any kind of
persons shall not be physicians, or shall not be advocates, or shall not be members
of parliament, is to injure not them only, but all who employ physicians or
advocates, or elect members of parhament, and who are deprived of the stimulating effect of greater competition on the exertions of the competitors, as
well as restricted to a narrower range of individual choice.
It will perhaps be sufficient if I confine myself, in the details of my argument, to
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functions of a public nature: since, ifl am successful as to those, it probably will be
readily granted that women should be admissible to all other occupanons to which
it is at all material whether they are admitted or not. And here let me begin by
marking out one function, broadly distinguished from all others, their right to
which is entirely independent of any question which can be raised concerning their
faculnes. I mean the suffrage, both parliamentary and municipal. The right to
share m the choice of those who are to exercise a public trust, IS altogether a
distract thing from that of competing for the trust itself. I! no one could vote for a
member of parliament who was not fit to be a candidate, the government w.ould be
a narrow oligarchy indeed. To have a voice in choosing those by whom one is to be
governed, is a means of self-protection due to ever3' one, though he were to remain
for ever excluded from the function of governing: and that women are considered
fit to have such a choice, may be presumed from the fact. that the law already gives
it to women in the most important oI all cases to themselves: for the choice of the
man who is to govern a woman to the end of life. is always supposed to be
voluntarily made by herself. In the case of election to public trusts, it is the
business of constitutional law to surround the right of suffrage _lth all needful
securities and limitations, but whatever securities are sufficient m the case of the
male sex. no others need be required in the case of women. Under whatever
conditions, and within whatever hmlts, men are admitted to the suffrage, there is
not a shadow of jusnficatlon Ior not admitting women under the same The
majority of the women of an,, class are not likely to differ m political opinion from
the majonD of the men of the same class, unles_ the question be one in u hlch the
interests of women, as such. are in some wa_ involved: and if the? are so. women
require the suffrage, as their guarantee of lust and equal consideration. This ought
to be obvious even to those who coincide in no other of the doctnnes tot _h_ch 1
contend. Even if every woman were a wife. and if ever 3 uife ought to be a sla_e,
all the more would these slaves stand In need of legal protection: and ue kno,x
what legal protection the slaves have, where the laws are made b_ their masters.
With regard to the fitness of women, not only to participate m elections, but
themselves to hold offices or practise professions involving Important public
responsibilities; I have already observed that th_s consideration is not essential to
the practical question in dispute: since an_ woman, who succeeds m an open
profession, proves by that very fact that she is qualified for it. And in the case of
public offices, if the political system of the country is such as to exclude unfit men.
it will equally exclude unfit women: while if it is not, there Is no additional e_ il in
the fact that the unfit persons whom it admits may be either gomen or men As
long therefore as it Is acknowledged that even a few women mav be fit for these
duties, the laws which shut the door on those exceptions cannot be justified by an\
opinion which can be held respecting the capacities of women in general. But,
though this last consideranon is not essential, it is far from being Irrelevant An
unprejudiced view of it gives additional strength to the arguments against the
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disabilities of women, and reinforces them by high considerations of practical
utility.
Let us at first make entire abstraction of all psychological considerations
tending to shot,, that any of the mental differences supposed to exist between women
and men are but the natural effect of the differences in their education and
circumstances, and indicate no radical difference, far less radical inferiority, of
nature. Let us consider women only as they already are, or as they are known to
have been; and the capacities which they have already practically shown. What
they have done, that at least, if nothing else, it is proved that they can do. When we
consider how sedulously they are all trained away from, instead of being trained
towards, any of the occupations or objects reserved for men, it is evident that I am
taking a very humble ground for them, when 1 rest their case on what they' have
actually achieved. For, in this case, negative evidence is worth little, while any
positive evidence is conclusive. It cannot be inferred to be impossible that a
woman should be a Homer, or an Aristotle, or a Michael Angelo, or a Beethoven.
because no woman has yet actually produced works comparable to theirs in any' of
those lines of excellence. This negative fact at most leaves the question uncertain,
and open to psychological discussion. But it is quite certain that a woman can be a
Queen Elizabeth, or a Deborah t*) or a Joan of Arc, since this is not reference, but
fact. Not' it is a curious consideration, that the only things which the existing law
excludes women from doing, are the things which the 3, have proved that they are
able to do. There is no law to prevent a woman from having written all the plays of
Shakspeare, or composed all the operas of Mozart. But Queen Elizabeth or Queen
Victoria, had they not inherited the throne, could not have been intrusted with the
smallest of the political duties, of which the former showed herself equal to the
greatest.
If anything conclusive could be inferred from experience, without psychological analysis, it would be that the things which women are not allowed to do are
the very ones for which they are peculiarly qualified: since their vocation for
government has made its way, and become conspicuous, through the very let
opportunities which have been given: while in the lines of distinction which
apparently were freely open to them, they have by no means so eminently
distinguished themselves. We knot' how small a number of reigning queens
history presents, in comparison with that of kings. Of this smaller number a far
larger proportion have shown talents for rule: though many of them have occupied
the throne in difficult periods. It is remarkable, too, that they have, in a greal
number of instances, been distinguished by merits the most opposite to the
imaginary' and conventional character of women: they have been as much
remarked for the firmness and vigour of their rule. as for its intelligence. When, to
queens and empresses, we add regents, and viceroys of provinces, the list o!
[*See Judges, 4-5.]
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women who have been eminent rulers of mankind swells to a great length.* This
fact is so undeniable, that some one, long ago. tried to retort the argument, and
turned the admitted truth into an additional insult, by saying that queens are better
than kings, because under kings women govern, but under queens, men.
It may seem a waste of reasoning to argue against a bad joke: but such things do
affect people's minds: and I have heard men quote this saying, with an air as if they
thought that there was something m it. At an), rate, it will serve as well as anything
else for a starting point in discussion. I say, then, that it is not true that under kings.
women govern. Such cases are entirely excepnonal: and weak kings have qmte as
often governed ill through the influence of male favountes, as of female. When a
king is governed by a woman merely through his amatory propensities, good
government is not probable, though even then there are exceptions. But French
history counts two kings who have voluntaril? given the direction of affaxrs during
many years, the one to h_s mother, the other to his sister: I_ one of them, Charles
VIII, was a mere bo_, but in doing so he lollowed the intentions of his father Lores
XI, the ablest monarch of his age. The other. Saint Lores, was the best, and one of
the most vigorous rulers, since the time of Charlemagne Both these pnnces_es
ruled in a manner hardly equalled by any prince among their cotemporarles The
emperor Charles V. the most politic prince of his time, who had as great a
number of able men in his sen'ice as a ruler ever had, and _xas one of the least hkelv
of all sovereigns to sacrifice his interest to personal feelings, made two pnncesses
of his famil) successively Governors of the Netherlands. and kept one or other of
them m that post dunng his whole life, lthe) were afterwards succeeded b_ a
third). _'i Both ruled very successful l). and one of them, Margaret of Ausma. was
one of the ablest politicians of the age. So much for one side of the question. Now
*Especmlly is thl_ tree ff v,e take mto consideration Asia a_well as Europe If a Hmdoo
pnnclpahty is strongl), vigilantly, and economlcall) governed, if order is preserved
tthout oppression: ff culnvatlon is extending, and the people prosperous, in three cases out
of four that princxpality is under a woman's rule Th_s fact. to me an ennrel) unexpected
one. I have collected from a long officml kno_ ledge of Hmdoo governments. There are
many such instances: for though, b) Hmdoo lnsntutlons, a woman cannot reign, she ts the
legal regent of a kmgdom dunng the minority of the heir: and mmontles are frequent, the
hves of the male rulers being so o/Yenprematurel3 tenmnated through the effect of macro it\
and sensual excesses. When we constder that these pnncesses have ne,,er been seen m
pubhc, have never conversed _ ith an,, man not of their o_xn famfl3 except from behind a
curtain, that the,,'do not read. and if the) did. there is no bc_k in their languages which can
givethem the smallest instruction on pohtlcal affairs, the example they afford of the natural
capacity of women for go',emment is vet3 striking
['_Blanche of Castile. mother of Louts IX, was regent for ,_e_eralperiods during his
reign, Anne. duchesse de Beaujeu, sister ol Charles VII1. uas regent during part of his
reign, as designated by Lom_ X1 ]
['Margaret of Austria, aunt of Charles V. wa_ regen_ 1507-30. Mar? of Hungar?. sl,qer
of Charles Viand widow of Lores 11of Hungar3 _.was regent 1531-52:Margaret. Duchess
of Parma, natural daughter of Charles V, w'a_regent 155t_-t_71
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as to the other. When it is said that under queens men govern, is the same meanmg
to be understood as when kings are said to be governed by women'? Is it meant that
queens choose as their instruments of government, the associates of their personal
pleasures'? The case is rare even with those who are as unscrupulous on the latter
point as Catherine II: and it is not in these cases that the good government, alleged
to arise from male influence, is to be found. If it be true, then, that the administration is in the hands of better men under a queen than under an average
king, it must be that queens have a superior capacity for choosing them; and
women must be better qualified than men both for the position of sovereign, and
for that of chief minister: lor the principal business of a prime minister is not to
govern in person, but to find the fittest persons to conduct every department of
pubhc affairs. The more rapid insight into character, which is one of the admitted
points of superiority in women over men, must certainly make them, with anything
like parity of qualifications in other respects, more apt than men in that choice of
instruments, which is nearly the most important business of every one who has to
do with governing mankind. Even the unprincipled Catherine de" Medici could
feel the value of a Chancellor de l'Hrpital. But it is also true that most great queens
have been great b) their own talents for government, and have been well served
precisely for that reason. The 5' retained the supreme direction of affairs in their
own hands: and if they listened to good advisers, they gave by that fact the
strongest proof that their judgment fitted them for deahng with the great questions
of government.
Is it reasonable to think that those who are fit for the greater functions of poliucs.
are incapable ofquahfymg themselves for the less'? ls there an) reason in the nature
of things, that the wives and sisters of princes should, whenever called on. be
found as competent as the pnnces themselves to their business, but that the wives
and sisters of statesmen, and administrators, and directors of compames, and
managers of public institutions, should be unable to do what is done bv their
brothers and husbands? The real reason is plato enough: it is that pnncesses, being
more raised above the generality of men bv their rank than placed belov, them by
their sex, have never been taught that _t was improper for them to concern
themselves with politics, but have been allowed to feel the hberal interest natural to
any cultivated human being, in the great transactions which took place around
them, and in which they might be called on to take a part. The ladles of reigning
families are the ontv women who are allowed the same range of interests and
freedom of development as men; and it is precisely in their case that there ts not
found to be any inferiority. Exactly where and in proportion as women's capacmes
for government have been tried, in that proportion have they been found adequate.
This fact Is in accordance with the best general conclusions which the world's
imperfect experience seems as yet to suggest, concerning the peculiar tendencies
and aptitudes characteristic of women, as women have hitherto been. 1do not say,
as they will continue to be; for, as I have already said more than once, I consider it
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presumption in any one to pretend to decide what women are or are not. can or
cannot be, by natural constitution. They have always hitherto been kept, as far as
regards spontaneous development, in so unnatural a state, that their nature cannot but have been greatly distorted and disguised: and no one can safely pronounce
that if women's nature were left to choose its direction as freely as men's, and if
no artificial bent were attempted to be given to it except that required by the
conditions of human society, and given to both sexes alike, there would be any
material difference, or perhaps any difference at all. in the character and capacmes
which would unfold themselves. I shall presentl_ show. that even the least
contestable of the differences which now exist, are such as may very well have
been produced merely by circumstances, without any difference of natural
capacity. But, looking at women as the)' are known in experience, it ma) be said of
them, wlth more truth than belongs to most other generahzat_ons on the subject.
that the general bent of their talents is towards the practical. This statement is
conformable to all the pubhc history of women, in the present and the past. It is no
less borne out by common and daily' experience. Let us consider the special nature
of the mental capacities most characteristic of a woman of talent. They are all of a
kind which fits them for practice, and makes them tend towards it. What is meant
by a woman's capacity of intuitive perception ° It means, a rapid and correct insight
into present fact. It has nothing to do with general pnnciples. Nobody ever
perceived a scientific law of nature by intuition, nor arrived at a general rule of
duty or prudence by st. These are results of slo_ and careful collection and
comparison of experience: and neither the men nor the women of intuition usuallx
shine in this department, unless, indeed, the experience necessary' is such as the_
can acquire by themselves. For what is called their intuitive sagacity makes them
peculiarly apt in gathering such general truths as can be collected from their
individual means of observation. When. consequently, the) chance to be as well
provided as men are with the results of other people'_ experience, b3 reading and
education, (1 use the word chance advlsedl), for, m respect to the knowledge that
tends to fit them for the greater concerns of life, the only educated women are the
self-educated) they are better furnished than men in general with the essential
requisites of skitful and successful practice Men who have been much taught, are
apt to be deficient in the sense of present fact: they do not see. in the fact,_wta_ch
they are called upon to deal with. what is really there, but what they have been
taught to expect. This is seldom the case with women of any abilit) Their capacity
of"mtuition'" preserves them from it _ith equality, of experience and of general
faculties, a woman usually sees much more than a man of what _s _mmedmtelx
before her. Now this sensibihty to the present, is the main qualir 3 on which the
capacity for practice, as distinguished from theory, depends. To discover general
principles, belongs to the speculatwe faculty: to discern and discriminate the
particular cases in which they are and are not applicable, constitutes practical
talent: and for this, women as they now are have a peculiar aptitude I admit that
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there can be no good practice without principles, and that the predominant place
which quickness of observation holds among a woman's faculties, makes her
particularly apt to build over-hasty generalizations upon her own obser_'atlon:
though at the same time no less ready in rectifying those generalizations, as her
observation takes a wider range. But the corrective to this defect, is access to the
experience of the human race: general knowledge---exactly
the thing which
education can best supply. A woman's mistakes are specifically those of a clever
self-educated man, who often sees what men trained in routine do not see, but
falls into errors for want of knowing thmgs which have long been known. Of
course he has acquired much of the pre-existing knowledge, or he could not have
got on at all: but what he knows of it he has picked up in fragments and at random,
as women do
But this gravitation of women's minds to the present, to the real, to actual fact.
whde m its exclusiveness it is a source of errors, is also a most useful counteractive of the contrary error. The principal and most characteristic aberration of
speculative minds as such, consists precisely in the deficiency of th_s hvel_
perception and ever-present sense of objecnve fact. For want of this. they often not
only overlook the contradiction which outward facts oppose to their theones, but
lose sight of the legitimate purpose of speculation altogether, and let their
speculatwe faculties go astray into regions not peopled with real beings, animate
or inanimate, even idealized, but with personified shadows created by the illusions
of metaphysics or by the mere entanglement of words, and think these shadows the
proper objects of the highest, the most transcendant, philosophy. Hardly anything
can be of greater value to a man of theor 3'and speculation who employs himself not
in collecting materials of knowledge by obse_'ation, but m working them up b_
processes of thought into comprehensive truths of science and laws of conduct,
than to carry on his speculations in the compamonshlp, and under the criticism, of
a really superior woman. There is nothing comparable to it for keeping his
thoughts within the limits of real things, and the actual facts of nature. A woman
seldom runs wild after an abstraction. The habitual direction of her mind to deahng
with things as individuals rather than m groups, and (what is closely connected
with it) her more lively interest in the present feelings of persons, w hlch makes her
consider first of all, in anything which claims to be applied to practice, in what
manner persons will be affected by it--these two things make her extremel?
unlikely to put faith in any speculation which loses sight of individuals, and deals
with things as if they existed for the benefit of some imaglnau' entity, some mere
creation of the mind, not resolvable into the feelings of hvmg beings. Women's
thoughts are thus as useful in gwing reality to those of thinking men, as men's
thoughts in giving width and largeness to those of women. In depth, as distinguished from breadth, I greatly doubt if even now, women, compared w_th
men, are at any disadvantage.
If the existing mental characteristics of women are thus valuable even in aid of
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speculation, the 5'are still more important, when speculation has done its work. for
carrying out the results of speculation into practice. For the reasons alread3 given,
women are comparatively unlikely to fall into the common error of men, that of
sticking to their rules in a case whose specialities e_ther take it out of the class to
which the rules are applicable, or require a special adaptation of them. Let us now
consider another of the admitted superiorities of clever women, greater qu_cknesq
of apprehension. Is not this pre-eminently a quality which fits a person for
practice? In action, everything continually depends upon deciding promptl3. In
speculation, nothing does. A mere thinker can _ alt, can take time to consider, can
collect additional evidence, he is not obliged to complete his philosophy at once.
lest the opportunity should go by. The power of drawing the best conclusion
possible from insufficient data is not indeed useless m philosophy; the construction
of a provisional hypothesis consistent _lth all known facts is often the needful
basis for further mqulr3. But this faculty is rather serviceable in phdosoph3, than
the mare quahficatlon for it: and, Ibr the auxdiar3, as well as for the mare operanon.
the philosopher can allow himself any tlme he pleases. He is in no need of the
capacity of doing rapidly what he does: what he rather needs is patience, to _ork
on slowly until imperfect lights have become perfect, and a conjecture ha_ ripened
into a theorem. For those, on the contrary, whose business is w_th the fugmve and
perishable--with
individual facts, not kinds of facts--rapidity of thought is a
qualification next only m _mportance to the power of thought itself He who has not
his faculties under immediate command, in the contingencies of action, might as
well not have them at all. He ma5 be fit to crmclze, but he Is not fit to act. Nox_ It is
m this that women, and the men who are most like women, confessedl3 excel. The
other sort of man, however pre-eminent ma_ be his faculties, arnve, slo_vl_ at
complete command of them: rapidl D of.judgment and promptitude of ju&c_ou,
action, even in the things he knows best, are the gradual and late result of strenuous
eflort grown into habit.
It will be said, perhaps, that the greater nervous susceptlbdit3 of _omen Is a
disqualification for practice, in anything but domesnc hfc. bx rendenng them
mobile, changeable, too vehemently under the influence of the moment, incapable
of dogged perseverance, unequal and uncertain m the power of using their
faculties. I think that these phrases sum up the greater part of the objecnons
commonly made to the fitness of women for the higher class of serious business
Much of all this is the mere overflow of ner_,ous energ3 run to v,aste, and _ould
cease when the energy was directed to a defimte end. Much is also the result of
conscious or unconscious cultwation: a_ we see by the almost total d_sappearance
of "hysterics'" and fainting fits, since the 3 have gone out of fashion. Moreover.
when people are brought up, like many women of the higher classes _though less
so in our own country than in any other_ a kind of hot-house plants, shletded from
the wholesome vicissitudes of air and temperature, and untrained in an_ of the
occupations and exercises which give stimulus and development to the circulator3.
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and muscular system, while their nervous system, especially in its emotional
department, is kept in unnaturally active play: it is no wonder if those of them who
do not die of consumption, grow up with constitutions liable to derangement from
slight causes, both internal and external, and without stamina to support an3, task,
physical or mental, requiring continuity of effort. But women brought up to work
for their livelihood show none of these morbid characteristics, unless indeed they
are chained to an excess of sedentary, work in confined and unhealthy rooms.
Women who in their early years have shared in the healthful physical education
and bodily freedom of"their brothers, and who obtain a sufficiency of pure air and
exercise in after-life, very. rarely have any excesswe susceptibility of nerves which
can disqualify them for active pursuits. There is indeed a certain proportion of
persons, in both sexes, in whom an unusual degree of nervous sensibihty is
constitutional, and of so marked a character as to be the feature of their organization which exercises the greatest influence over the whole character of the
vital phenomena. This constitution, like other physical conformations, is hereditar?', and is transmmed to sons as well as daughters: but it is possible, and
probable, that the nervous temperament (as it is called) is inherited by a greater
number of women than of men. We will assume this as a fact: and let me then ask,
are men of nervous temperament found to be unfit for the duties and pursuits
usually followed by men'? If not, why should women of the same temperament be
unfit for them? The peculiarities of the temperament are, no doubt, within certain
limits, an obstacle to success in some employments, though an aid to it in others.
But when the occupation is suitable to the temperament, and sometimes even when
it is unsuitable, the most brilliant examples of success are continually gwen b_'
the men of high nervous sensibility. They are distinguished in their practical
manifestations chiefly by this, that being susceptible of a higher degree of
excitement than those of another physical constitution, their powers when excited
differ more than in the case of other people, from those shown in their ordinar 3
state: they are raised, as it were, above themselves, and do things with ease which
they are wholly incapable of at other times. But this toftv excitement msnot, except
in weak bodily constitutions, a mere flash, which passes away immediately.
leaving no permanent traces, and incompatible with persistent and steady pursuit
of an object. It is the character of the nervous temperament to be capable of
sustained excitement, holding out through long continued efforts It is what is
meant by spirit. It is what makes the high-bred racehorse run without slackening
speed till he drops down dead. It is what has enabled so many delicate women to
maintain the most sublime constancy not only at the stake, but through a long
preliminary succession of mental and bodily tortures. It is evident that people of
this temperament are particularly apt for what may be called the executive
department of the leadership of mankind. They are the material of great orators,
great preachers, impressive diffusers of moral influences. Their constitution might
be deemed less favourable to the qualities required from a statesman in the cabinet,
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or from a judge. It would be so, if the consequence necessarily followed that
because people are excitable they must always be in a state of excitement. But th_s
is wholly a question of training. Strong feeling is the instrument and element of
strong self-control: but it reqmres to be cultivated m that d_rect_on. When it _s. _t
forms not the heroes of impulse only, but those also of self-conquest. Histor3 and
experience prove that the most passionate characters are the most fanatically rigid
m their feelings of duty, when their passion has been trained to act in that direction
The judge who gives a just decision in a case where his feehngs are mtenselv
interested on the other side, derives from that same strength of teehng the
determined sense of the obligation of justice, which enables him to achieve thl_
victory over himself. The capabihty of that loft) enthusiasm which takes the
human being out of his eve_-day character, reacts upon the dail_ character
itself. His aspirations and powers when he is in this exceptional state, become the
type with which he compares, and bv which he estimates, his sentiments and
proceedings at other times: and his habitual purposes assume a character moulded
by and assimilated to the moments of lofty excitement, although those, from the
physical nature of a human being, can onl_ be transient. Experience of races, as
well as of individuals, does not show those of excitable temperament to be less fit,
on the average, either for speculation or practice, than the more unexcitable. The
French. and the Italians, are undoubtedlx by nature more nervously excitable than
the Teutonic races, and, compared at least with the Enghsh, they have a much
greater habitual and daily emotional hfe: but have the_ been less great m science.
in public business, in legal and judlcml eminence, or in war? There is abundant
evidence that the Greeks were of old. as their descendants and successors still are,
one of the most excitable of the races of mankind It _s superfluous to ask, what
among the achievements of men they did not excel in. The Romans. probably, as
an equally southern people, had the same original temperament, but the stern
character of their national discipline, like that of the Spar'tans, made them an
example of the opposite type of national character, the greater strength of their
natural feelings being chlefl 3 apparent m the mtensltx which the same original
temperament made _t possible to g_ve to the art_ficml If the_e cases exemphf 3
what a naturally excnable people may be made, the Irish Celts afford one of the
aptest examples of what they are when left to themsel_ es tff those can be said to be
left to themselves who have been for centurie_ under the redirect mftuence of bad
government, and the direct training of a Cathohc hlerarchx and of a sincere behef
in the Catholic rehglont. The Irish character must be considered, therefore, as an
unfavourable case: yet. whenever the c_rcumstances of the individual have been at
all favourable, what people have shown greater capaclt 3 for the most vaned and
multifarious individual eminence? Like the French compared w_th the Enghsh. the
Irish with the Swiss, the Greeks or Itahans compared w'lth the German races, so
women compared with men may be found, on the average, to do the same things
with some variety in the particular kind of excellence But, that the_ _ould do
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them fully as well on the whole, if their education and cultivation were adapted to
correcting instead of aggravating the Infirmities incident to their temperament, I
see not the smallest reason to doubt.
Supposing it, however, to be true that women's minds are by nature more
mobile than those of men, less capable of persisting long in the same continuous effort, more fitted for dividing their faculties among many things than for
travelling in any one path to the highest point which can be reached by it: this may
be true of women as thev nov,' are (though not without great and numerous
exceptions), and may account for their having remained behind the highest order
of men in precisely the things in which this absorption of the whole mlnd In one set
of ideas and occupations ma? seem to be most requisite. Still, this difference is one
which can onl_ affect the kind of excellence, not the excellence itself, or its
practical worth, and it remains to be shown whether this exclusive working of a
part of the mind, this absorption of the whole thinking faculty in a single subject,
and concentration of it on a single work, is the normal and healthful condition of
the human faculties, even for speculative uses. I beheve that what is gained in
special development by this concentranon, is lost in the capaclt? of the mind for
the other purposes of life; and even in abstract thought, it is my decided opinion
that the mind does more b) frequently returning to a difficult problem, than by
sticking to it without interruption For the purposes, at all events, of practice, from
its highest to ItS humblest departments, the capacity of passing promptly from one
subject of consideration to another, without letting the active spring of the intellect
run down between the two, is a power far more valuable: and this power v*omen
pre-eminently possess, by virtue of the _erv mobihty ol which the_ are accused.
They perhaps have it from nature, but the', certainl 5 have it by training and
education: for nearly the whole of the occupations of women consist m the
management of small but multitudinous details, on each of which the mind cannot
dwell even for a minute, but must pass on to other things, and if anything reqmres
longer thought, must steal time at odd moments for thinking of it. The capacity
indeed which women show for doing their thinking in circumstances and at times
which almost any man would make an excuse to himself for not attempting it, has
often been noticed: and a woman's mind. though it may be occupied only with
small things, can hardly ever permit itself to be vacant, as a man's so often ISwhen
not engaged in what he chooses to consider the business of his life. The business of
a woman's ordinary life is things in general, and can as little cease to go on as the
world to go round.
But (it is said) there is anatomical evidence of the supenor mental capacity of
men compared with women: they have a larger brain. I reply, that In the first place
the fact itself is doubtful. It is by no means established that the brain of a woman is
smaller than that of a man. If It is inferred merely because a woman's bodily frame
generally is of less dimensions than a man's, this criterion would lead to strange
consequences. A tall and large-boned man must on this showing be wonderfully
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superior in intelligence to a small man, and an elephant or a whale must prodigiously excel mankind. The size of the brain in human beings, anatomists
say, varies much less than the size of the body, or even of the head, and the one
cannot be at all inferred from the other. It is certain that some women have as large
a brain as any man. It is within m v knowledge that a man who had weighed mare
human brains, said that the heaviest he kneb of. heax let even than Cuvier's t the
heaviest previously recorded,) was that of a woman. _* Next. 1 must ob_erxe that
the precise relation which exists between the brain and the intellectual powers is
not yet well understood, but is a subject of great dispute. That there ts a ver_' close
relation we cannot doubt. The brain is certainly the material organ of thought and
feeling: and (making abstraction of the great unsettled controversy respecting the
appropriation of different parts of the brain to different mental faculties) I admtt
that it would be an anomaly, and an exception to all we knob' of the general lab s
of life and orgamzatlon, if the size of the organ were wholly indifferent to the
function: if no accession of power were derived from the greater magmtude of the
instrument. But the exception and the anomaly would be fully as great ffthe organ
exercised influence by' its magmtude onh'. In all the more delicate operanons of
nature----of which those of the amrnated creation are the most dehcate, and those ol
the nervous system b_, far the most delicate of these----differences m the effect
depend as much on differences of quaht_ m the physical agents, as on thetr
quannty: and if the quahty of an instrument is to be tested bv the mcetx and
delicacy' of the work it can do, the indications point to a greater average fineness of
quality in the brain and nervous system of _omen than of men. Dismissing abstract
difference of quahty, a thing difficult to verify, the efficiency of an organ Is known
to depend not solely on _ts size but on its act_v_tx: and ol th_s be haze an
approximate measure in the energ,, with bhlch the blood clrculates through it. both
the stimulus and the reparatp,'e force being mainly dependent on the c_rculanon. It
_ould not be surprising--it is indeed an hypothesis which accords bell b lth the
differences actually observed between the mental operations of the two sexes--ff
men on the average should have the advantage in the size of the brain, and bomen
in activity of cerebral circulation. The results bhich conjecture, lk-,unded on
analogy, would lead us to expect from this difference of orgamzation, bould
correspond to some of those which we most commonl_ see. In the frst place, the
mental operations of men might be expected to be slower. The_ would neither be
so prompt as women m thinking, nor so quick to feel. Large bodies take more tmle
to get into full action. On the other hand. when once got thoroughly into pla).
men's brain would bear more work. It would be more persistent m the hne first
taken: it would have more difficult,,' in changing from one mode of action to
another, but, m the one thing it was doing, it could go on longer without loss of
[*See
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power or sense of fatigue. And do we not find that the things in which men most
excel women are those which require most plodding and long hammering
at a single thought, while women do best what must be done rapidly? A woman's
brain is sooner fatigued, sooner exhausted: but given the degree of exhaustion, we
should expect to find that it would recover itself sooner. I repeat that this
speculation is entirely hypothetical; it pretends to no more than to suggest a line of
enquiry. 1 have before repudiated the notion of its being yet certainly known that
there is any natural difference at all in the average strength or direction of the
mental capacities of the two sexes, much less what that difference is. Nor is it
possible that this should be known, so long as the psychological laws of the
formation of character have been so little studied, even in a general wa), and in the
particular case never scientifically applied at all: so long as the most obvious
external causes of difference of character are habitually disregarded--left
unnoticed b)' the observer, and looked down upon with a kind of supericdious
contempt by the prevalent schools both of natural history and of mental
philosophy: who, whether they look (or the source of what mainly distinguishes
human beings from one another, in the world of matter or in that of spirit, agree in
running down those who prefer to explain these differences by the different
relations of human beings to society and life.
To so ridiculous an extent are the notions formed of the nature of women, mere
empirical generalizations, framed, without phdosophy or analysis, upon the first
instances which present themselves, thfit the popular Idea of it is different in
different countries, according as the opinions and social circumstances of the
country have given to the women hying in it any speciality of development or
non-development.
An Oriental thinks that women are by nature peculiarly
voluptuous: see the violent abuse of them on this ground in Hindoo writings. An
Englishman usually thinks that the)' are b) nature cold The sayings about
women's fickleness are mostly of French origin: from the famous distich o|
Franos I. I*l upward and downward. In England it is a common remark, ho_'
much more constant women are than men. Inconstancy has been longer reckoned
discreditable to a woman, in England than in France: and Englishwomen are
besides, in their inmost nature, much more subdued to opinion. It may be
remarked by the way, that Englishmen are in peculiarly unfavourable circumstances for attempting to judge what is or is not natural, not merely to women, but
to men. or to human beings altogether, at least if they have only English experience
[*"Toute femme vane." the comment ot Francis 1, carved m stone m his room at
Chambord, is recorded m Pierre de Bourdeille, seigneur de Brant6me, Les wes des dames
galantes (1666), m MOmozresde Messtre Pwrre de Bourdedle, sezgneurde BrantOme, 10
vols. ¢Leyden.Sambix lejeune, 1665-1722). Vol. III, p. 233. However, Mill m refemng to
a "'distich" is probably thinking of the versmn given to Francis I in Victor Hugo's Le roz
s'amuse (Pans. Renduel, 1832). p. 129 (IV, il): "Souvent femme varie, / Bien fol est qm
s'y fie!"]
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to go upon: because there _s no place where human nature shows so little of _ts
original lineaments. Both in a good and a bad sense, the Enghsh are farther from a
state of nature than an)' other modem people. The_ are, more than an_ other
people, a product of civilization and &sciphne. England Is the count D"m which
social discipline has most succeeded, not so much m conquering, as m suppressing, whatever is liable to conflict with it. The Enghsh. more than an,,
other people, not only act but feel according to rule. In other countrses, the taught
opinion, or the requirement of society, ma_ be the stronger power, but the
promptings of the individual nature are alwavs vi,;ible under st, and often resisting
it: rule may be stronger than nature, but nature is still there. In England. rule has to
a great degree substituted itself lot nature The greater part of hfe _scarried on. not
by following Inclination under tile control of rule, but by having no mchnauon but
that of following a rule. Now this has its good side doubtless, though st has also a
wretchedly bad one: but st must render an Enghshman pecuharl_ ill-qualified to
pass a judgment on the original tendencies of human nature from hss own
experience. The errors to which observers elsewhere are hable on the subject, are
of a different character An Enghshman is ignorant respecnng human nature, a
Frenchman is prelu&ced. An Enghshman's errors are negattve, a Frenchman's
posstlve. An Enghshman fancses that things do no/exist, because he ne_er sees
them: a Frenchman thinks the)' must always and necessanlx exsst, because he does
see them. An Enghshman does not know nature, because he ha,,, had no
opportunity of obser_'ing st: a Frenchman generally knov,'s a great deal of it. but
often mistakes it. because he has onl_ seen it sophsstlcated and &storied For the
artificial state supennduced by socletx &sgu_ses the natural tendencies of the thing
whsch is the subject of obserxatson, in two dsfterent wa',s: by extmgmshsng the
nature, or by transforming it. In the one case there _,,but a starved ressduum of
nature remaining to be studied: m the other case there _s much. but it ma _,hax e
expanded in an)' directson rather than that m which it u,ould spontaneously gro,_
I have said that it cannot no_ be known hox_ much of the eMstmg mental
differences between men and women ss natural, and how much artlflc_al: whether
there are an)' natural differences at all: or. supposing all artlf_csal cause_ of
difference to be wlthdrau, n, what natural character would be revealed I am not
about to attempt what l have pronounced mlposssble, but doubt does not forbid
conjecture, and where certainty is unattainable, there may .vet be the means of
arnvmg at some degree of probability. The first point, the ongm of the differences
actually observed, is the one most accessible to speculatson, and 1 shall attempt to
approach it, by the only path bs which st can be reached: by tracing the mental
consequences of external influences We cannot _solate a human being from the
circumstances of hss condstion, so as to ascertain expenmentall._ what he v¢ould
have been by nature: but we can consider v, hat he _s. and ,,xhat h_s c_rcumstances
have been, and whether the one would have been capable of producing the other
Let us take. then, the only marked case which observation affords, of apparent
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inferiority of women to men, if we except the merely physical one of bodily
strength. No production in philosophy, science, or art, entitled to the first rank, has
been the work of a woman. Is there any mode of accounting for this, without
supposing that women are naturally incapable of producing them?
In the first place, we may fairly question whether experience has afforded
sufficient grounds for an induction. It is scarcely three generations since women,
saving very rare exceptions, have begun to trT their capacity in philosophy,
science, or art. It is only in the present generation that their attempts have been at
all numerous: and they are even now extremely few, everywhere but in England
and France. It is a relevant question, whether a mind possessing the reqmsites of
first-rate eminence in speculation or creative art could have been expected, on the
mere calculation of chances, to turn up during that lapse of time, among the
women whose tastes and personal position admitted of their devoting themselves
to these pursuits. In all things which there has yet been time for--In all but the very
highest grades in the scale of excellence, especially in the department m which
they have been longest engaged, literature (both prose and poetry)--women
have done quite as much, have obtained fully as high prizes and as man)' of them.
as could be expected from the length of time and the number of competitors. If we
go back to the earlier period when very few women made the attempt, yet some of
those few made it with distinguished success. The Greeks always accounted
Sappho among their great poets, and we may well suppose that Myrtis, said to have
been the teacher of Pindar. and Corinna, who five times bore away from him the
prize of poetry, must at least have had sufficient merit to admit of being compared
with that great name. Aspasia did not leave any philosophical writings: but it is an
admitted fact that Socrates resorted to her for instruction, and avowed himself to
have obtained It.
If we consider the works of women in modern times, and contrast them w_th
those of men, either in the literary or the artistic department, such inferiority as
may be observed resolves itself essentially into one thing: but that is a most
material one: deficiency of originality. Not total deficiency: for even' production
of mind which is of any substantlve value, has an originality of its own--is a
conception of the mind itself, not a copy of something else. Thoughts original, in
the sense of being unborrowed--of
being derived from the thinker's own
observations or intellectual processes--are
abundant in the writings of women.
But they have not yet produced any of those great and luminous net. ideas which
form an era in thought, nor those fundamentally net conceptions m art. which
open a vista of possible effects not before thought of. and found a new school.
Their compositions are mostly grounded on the existing fund of thought, and their
creations do not deviate widely from existing types. This is the sort of inferiority
which their works manifest: for in point of execution, in the detailed application of
thought, and the perfection of style, there is no inferiority. Our best novelists in
point of composition, and of the management of detail, have mostly been women.
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and there is not in all modern literature a more eloquent vehicle of thought than
the style of Madame de Stall, nor, as a specimen of purely artistic excellence,
anything superior to the prose of Madame Sand. whose style acts upon the nervous
system like a symphony of Haydn or Mozart High originality of conception is, as I
have said, what is chiefly wanting. And now to examine if there is any manner in
which this deficiency can be accounted for.
Let us remember, then, so far as regards mere thought, that during all that period
in the wortd's existence, and in the progress of cultivation, in which great and
fruitful new truths could be arrived at by mere force of genius, with little previous
study and accumulation of knowledge--during
all that time women did not
concern themselves with speculation at all. From the days of Hypatla to those of
the Reformation, the illustrious Helolsa is almost the only woman to whom an_
such achievement might have been possible, and we knov, not hou great a capaclt)
of speculation in her may have been lost to mankind by the misfortunes of her life.
Never since any' considerable number of women have began to cultivate serious
thought, has originality been possible on easy terms. Nearly all the thoughts which
can be reached by mere strength of original faculties, have long since been arrived
at: and onginallty, in any' high sense of the word. is now scarcely ever attained but
by minds which have undergone elaborate discipline, and are deepl) versed in the
results of previous thinking It is Mr. Maurice, 1think, who has remarked on the
present age, that its most original thinkers are those 'aho have known most
thoroughly what had been thought b3 their predecessors) *i and th_ will airways
henceforth be the case. Ever?' fresh stone in the edifice has now to be placed on
the top of so man 5' others, that a long process of climbing, and of carrying
up materials, has to be gone through by whoever aspires to take a share m the
present stage of the work How man5' women are there who have gone through an5
such process'? Mrs. Somerville, alone perhaps of v,omen, knows as much of
mathematics as is now needful for making anx considerable mathematical
discovery: is it any proof of inferiority in _omen, that she has not happened to be
one of the two or three persons who in her hfetlme have associated their name._
with some striking advancement of the science? Two women, since pohtlcat
economy has been made a science, have know n enough of it to write usefull) on
the subject: l*l of how man_ of the innumerable men who have written on it during
the same time, is it possible with truth to say more'? If no woman has hitherto been a
great historian, what woman has had the necessary erudmon? If no woman is a
great philologist, what woman has studied Sanscrit and Slavomc. the Gothic of
Ulphila and the Persic of the Zendavesta? Even in practical matters we all kno_,
[*See Frederick Demson Maurice. Review of Jame_ Montgomer3.".,Peh_an 1.,hm,1
gestmlnsterRevte_, VIII (Oct.. 18271, 309-15 t
['Probably Mill lntend.s Jane Marcet. Convcr._atums on Poht_caI Econom_ _L.ondon
Longman, et al,. 18161:and Hamet Martmeau. lllu.stratlcm_o/ Pohttca! Ecom,rn_._)xt,l,
ILondon: Fox. 1832-34) 1
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what is the value of the onginality of untaught geniuses. It means, inventing over
again in its rudimentary, form something already invented and improved upon by
man', successive inventors. When women have had the preparation which all men
now require to be eminently onglnal, it will be time enough to begin judging by
experience of their capacity for originality.
It no doubt often happens that a person, who has not widely and accurately
studied the thoughts of others on a subject, has bv natural sagacity a happy Intuition. which he can suggest, but cannot prove, which yet when matured may be an
important addition to knowledge: but even then, no justice can be done to it until
some other person, who does possess the previous acquirements, takes it in hand,
tests it, gives it a scientific or practical form, and fits It into its place among the
existing truths of philosophy or science. Is it supposed that such fehcltous thoughts
do not occur to women? They occur by hundreds to every woman of intellect. But
they are mostly lost. for want of a husband or friend who has the other knowledge
which can enable him to estimate them properly and bring them before the world:
and even when they are brought before it, they generally appear as his Ideas, not
their real author's. Who can tell how many of the most original thoughts put forth
by male writers, belong to a woman by suggestion, to themselves only by verifying
and working out? If I ma5 judge by my own case, a ve_' large proportion indeed.
If we turn from pure speculation to literature in the narrow sense of the term, and
the fine arts, there is a ve_, obvious reason wh_ women's literature is, in ItSgeneral
conception and in its main features, an imitation of men*s. Why is the Roman
literature, as critics proclaim to satiety, not onginal, but an imitation of the Greek'?
Simply because the Greeks came first. If women lived in a different country
from men, and had never read any of their writings, the) would have had a literature
of their own. As it is. they have not created one, because they found a highl._
advanced literature already created. If there had been no suspension of the
knowledge of antiquity, or if the Renaissance had occurred before the Gothic
cathedrals were built, they never would have been built. We see that, in France and
Italy, imitation of the ancient literature stopped the onginal development even
after it had commenced. All women who write are pupils of the great male wnters.
A painter's early pictures, even if he be a Raffaelle, are undistinguishable in stvte
from those of his master. Even a Mozart does not display his powerful origlnalit}
m his earliest pieces. What years are to a gifted individual, generations are to a
mass. If women" s literature is destined to have a different collective character from
that of men, depending on any difference of natural tendencies, much longer time
is necessary than has yet elapsed, before it can emancipate Itself from the influence
of accepted models, and guide itself by its own impulses. But if, as I believe, there
will not prove to be any natural tendencies common to women, and distinguishing
their genius from that of men. yet every individual writer among them has her
individual tendencies, which at present are still subdued by the influence of
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precedent and example: and it will require generanons more, before thmr
individuality is sufficiently developed to make head against that influence.
It is in the fine arts, properly so called, that the przmdfacw evidence ot inferior
original powers in women at first sight appears the strongest: since opinion tit may
be said) does not exclude them from these, but rather encourages them, and their
education, instead of passing over this department, is in the affluent classes mainly
composed of it. Yet in this line of exertion they' have fallen still more short than in
many others, of the highest eminence attained by' men. This shortcoming,
however, needs no other explanauon than the familiar fact, more uni_ ersally true
in the fine arts than in anything else: the vast supenority of professional persons
over amateurs. Women In the educated classes are almost universally taught more
or less of some branch or other of the fine arts. but not that they may gain their
hying or their social consequence by it. Women artists are all amateurs. The
exceptions are only of the kind which confirm the general truth. Women are taught
music, but not for the purpose of composing, only of executing it. and accordingly
it Is only as composers, that men. m music, are superior to women The onl._one of
the fine arts which women do follov,, to am extent, as a profession, and an
occupation for life. is the histrionic; and in that the; are confessedly equal, if not
superior, to men. To make the comparison fair, it should be made between the
productions of women in any branch of art, and those of men not follov,'mg it as a
profession. In musical composition, tot example, women surel_ have produced
fully' as good things as have ever been produced by male amateurs There are nov,
a few women, a veu fev,, who practise painting as a profession, and these are
already begining to show quite as much talent as could be expected. Even male
painters (pace Mr. Ruskln_ have not made any ver3 remarkable figure these last
centuries, and it will be long before thex do so The reason v,h,, the old painters
were so greatly' supenor to the modem, is that a greatly' superior class of men
applied themselves to the art. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the Italian
painters were the most accomplished men of their age. The greatest of them v,ere
men of encyclopaedlcal acquirements and powers, like the great men of Greece.
But in their times fine art was, to men's feellng_ and conceptions, among the
grandest things in which a human being could excel: and by it men were made,
what only political or mditary distinction now makes them, the companions of
sovereigns, and the equals of the hxghest nobdlty. In the present age, men of
anything like similar calibre find something more important to do, for their o_ n
fame and the uses of the modern world, than painting, and it is onl_ noa and then
that a Reynolds or a Turner {of whose relative rank among eminent men l do not
pretend to an opimon) applies hlmself to that art. Music belongs to a different order
of things; it does not require the same general pov,ers of mind, but seems more
dependant on a natural gift: and it may be thought surprising that no one of the great
musical composers has been a woman. But even this natural gift. to be made
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available for great creations, requires study, and professional devotion to the
pursuit. The only countries which have produced first-rate composers, even of the
male sex, are Germany and Italy----countries in which, both in point of special and
of general cultivation, women have remained far behind France and England,
being generally (it may be said without exaggeration) very little educated, and
having scarcely cultivated at all any of the higher faculties of mind. And in those
countries the men who are acquainted with the principles of musical composition
must be counted by hundreds, or more probably by thousands, the women barely
by scores: so that here again, on the doctrine of averages, we cannot reasonably
expect to see more than one eminent woman to fifty eminent men: and the last three
centuries have not produced fifty, eminent male composers either in Germany or in
Italy.
There are other reasons, besides those which we have now given, that help to
explain why women remain behmd men, even in the pursuits which are open to
both. For one thing, very few women have time for them. This may seem a
paradox: it is an undoubted social fact. The time and thoughts of every woman
have to satisfy great previous demands on them for things pracucal. There is, first,
the superintendence of the family"and the domestic expenditure, which occupies at
least one woman in eve_' family, generally the one of mature years and acquired
experience: unless the family is so rich as to admit of delegating that task to hired
agency', and submitting to all the waste and malversat_on inseparable from that
mode of conducting it. The supenntendence of a household, even when not in
other respects laborious, is extremely' onerous to the thoughts: it requires incessant
vigilance, an eye which no detail escapes, and presents questions for consideration
and solution, foreseen and unforeseen, at ever3, hour of the day, from which the
person responsible for them can hardly' ever shake herself free. If a woman is of a
rank and circumstances which relieve her in a measure from these cares, she ha,,
still devolving on her the management for the whole family of its intercourse with
others----of what is called society, and the less the call made on her by the former
duty, the greater is always the development of the latter: the dmner parties,
concerts, evening parties, morning visits, letter writing, and all that goes wnh
them. All this is over and above the engrossmg duty which society lmlx_ses
exclusively on women, of making themselves charming. A clever woman of the
higher ranks finds nearly" a sufficient employment of her talents in cultivating the
graces of manner and the arts of conversation. To look only at the outward side of
the subject: the great and continual exercise of thought which all women who
attach any value to dressing well (I do not mean expenswely, but with taste, and
perception of natural and of artificial convenance) must bestow upon their own
dress, perhaps also upon that of their daughters, would alone go a great wa_
towards achieving respectable results in art. or science, or hterature, and does
actually exhaust much of the time and mental power they might have to spare for
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either.* If it were possible that all this number of little practical interests (which
are made great to them) should leave them either much leisure, or much energy and
freedom of mind, to be devoted to art or speculation, they must have a much
greater original supply of active faculty than the vast majority of men. But this is
not all. Independently of the regular offices of life which devolve upon a woman,
she is expected to have her time and faculties always at the disposal of everybody
If a man has not a profession to exempt him from such demands, still, if he has a
pursuit, he offends nobody by devoting his time to it: occupanon Is received as a
valid excuse for his not answering to every casual demand which may be made on
him. Are a woman's occupations, especially her chosen and voluntary ones. ever
regarded as excusing her from any of what are termed the calls of society? Scarcely
are her most necessar3, and recognised duties allowed as an exemption. It reqmres
an illness in the famil.,,, or something else out of the common wav. to entitle her to
give her own business the precedence over other people's amusement. She must
always be at the beck and call of somebody, generally of ever3'bod 3 If she has a
study or a pursuit, she must snatch any short interval which accidentall_ occurs to
be employed in it. A celebrated woman, m a work which l hope will some day be
published, remarks truly that everything a woman doe,,, is done at odd times.I'_ Is
it wonderful, then. if she does not attain the highest eminence m things which
require consecutive attention, and the concentranon on them of the chief interest of
hfe? Such is philosophy, and such, above all. is art, in which, besides the devonon
of the thoughts and feehngs, the hand also must be kept m constant exerci,,e to
attam high skill.
There is another consideration to be added to all these. In the various arts and
intellectual occupations, there is a degree of profioency sufficient for hvmg by it.
and there is a higher degree on which depend the great producnons which
immortalize a name. To the attainment of the former, there are adequate monves
in the case of all who follow the pursuit professionally: the other is hardly ever
*"h appears to be the same right turn of mind which enables a man to acqmre the truth, or
the just idea of what is right, m the ornaments, as m the more stable pnnclples of art It has
still the same centre of perfecnon, though it is the centre of a smaller circle --To illustrate
this by the fashion of dress, m which there is allowed to be a good or bad taste, The
component parts of dress are connnually changing from great to httle, from short to long.
but the general form still remains it Is still the same general dres_ which is comparanvel3
fixed, though on a very slender foundatmn; but it is on this v_hlch fashion must rest He v,ho
invents with the most success, or dresses in the best taste, would probabl3. from the same
sagacxtyemployed to greater purposes, have discovered equal skill, or have formed the
same correct taste, m the highest labours of art "'(Sir Joshua Reynolds' Dtscour_e_[1776t.
Discourse VII [m Works. ed. Edmond Malone, 4th ed., 3 vols (London. Cadell and
Davies, 1809), Vol, 1, pp 230-11.)
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attained where there is not, or where there has not been at some period of life, an
ardent desire of celebrity. Nothing less Is commonly a sufficient stimulus to
undergo the long and patient drudgeD', which, in the case even of the greatest
natural gifts, is absolutely reqmred for great eminence in pursuits in which we
already possess so many splendid memonals of the highest genius. Now, whether
the cause be natural or artificial, women seldom have this eagerness for fame.
Their ambition is generally confned within narrower bounds. The influence they
seek is over those who immediately surround them. Their desire is to be liked,
loved, or admired, by those whom they see with their eyes: and the proficiency in
knowledge, arts. and accomplishments, which is sufficient for that, almost always
contents them. Th_s is a trait of character which cannot be left out of the account in
judging of women as the)' are. I do not at all believe that it is mherent in women. It
is only the natural result of their circumstances. The love of fame in men is
encouraged by education and opinion: to "scorn dehghts and live laborious days"
for its sake, is accounted the part of"noble mmds." even if spoken of as their "'last
infirmity, "'t*] and is stimulated by the access which fame gives to all obJects of
ambition, including even the favour of women: while to women themselves all
these obJects are closed, and the desire of fame itself considered danng and
unfeminine. Besides, how could it be that a woman's interests should not be all
concentrated upon the impressions made on those who come into her daily hfe.
when society has ordained that all her duties should be to them, and has contrived
that all her comforts should depend on them? The natural desire of consideration
from our fellow creatures is as strong m a woman as in a man; but society has so
ordered things that public consideration is. in all ordinary cases, only attainable by
her through the consideration of her husband or of her male relations, while her
private consideration is forfeited by making herself individually prominent, or
appearing in any other character than that of an appendage to men. Whoever is m
the least capable of estimating the influence on the mmd of the entire domestic and
social position and the whole habit of a life, must easily recognise m that influence
a complete explanation of nearly all the apparent differences between women and
men, including the whole of those which imply an)-inferiority.
As for moral differences, considered as distinguished from Intellectual, the
distinction commonly drawn is to the advantage of women. They are declared to be
better than men; an empty compliment, which must provoke a bitter smde from
every woman of spirit, since there is no other situation in life in which xt is the
established order, and considered quite natural and suitable, that the better should
obey the worse. If this piece of idle talk is good for anything, it is only as an
admission by men, of the corrupting influence of power; for that is certainly the
only truth which the fact, if it be a fact, either proves or illustrates. And it is true
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that servitude, except when it actually brutalizes, though corrupting to both. is tess
so to the slaves than to the slave-masters. It is wholesomer for the moral nature to
be restrained, even by arbltrar), power, than to be allowed to exercise arbltrar?'
power without restraint. Women, it is said, setdomer fall under the penal
law-_contribute a much smaller number of offenders to the criminal calendar, than
men. I doubt not that the same thing ma t' be said, w_th the same truth, of negro
slaves. Those who are under the control of others cannot often commit crimes,
unless at the command and for the purposes of their masters. I do not knob a more
signal instance of the blindness with which the world, including the herd of
studious men, ignore and pass over all the influences of social circumstances, than
their silly depreciation of the intellectual, and silly panegyrics on the moral, nature
of women.
The complimentary dictum about women's superior moral goodness mat be
allowed to pair off with the disparaging one respecting their greater habihtv to
moral btas. Women, we are told. are not capable of resisting their personal
partiahties: their judgment m grave affairs is warped by their sympathies and
antipathies. Assuming it to be so. it is still to be proved that women are oftener
misled by their personal feehngs than men by their personal interests. The chief
difference would seem in that case to be. that men are led from the course of dut_
and the pubhc interest by their regard )or themselves, women (not being allowed to
have private interests of their own) b,vtheir regard for somebody else. It is also to
be considered, that all the educanon which women receive from soclet_ inculcates
on them the feeling that the individuals connected with them are the only ones
to whom they owe an t' duty--the only ones whose interest they are called upon
to care for; w'hlle, as far as education is concerned, they are left strangers even to
the elementary, ideas which are presupposed m any mtelhgent regard for larger
interests or higher moral objects. The complaint against them resolves itself
merely into this. that they fulfil only too faithfully the sole dut_ which they are
taught, and almost the only one which the_ are permitted to pracnse.
The concessions of the privileged to the unprivileged are so seldom brought
about by any better motive than the power of the unprivileged to extort them.
that an t arguments against the prerogative of sex are likel_ to be httle attended to
by the generality, as long as they are able to say to themselves that women do not
complain of It. That fact certainly enables men to retain the unlust privilege some
t_me longer: but does not render it less unjust. Exactly the same thing may be said
of the women in the harem of an Oriental. thev do not complain of not being
allowed the freedom of European women, They think our women insufferably
bold and unfeminine. Hob rarely it is that even men complain of the general order
of society: and how much rarer still would such complaint be. if they d_d not kno_
of ant, different order existing anywhere else. Women do not complain of the
general lot of women: or rather they do, for plaintive elegies on _tare ver), common
in the writings of women, and were still more so as long as the lamentanons could
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not be suspected of having any practical object. Their complaints are like the
complaints which men make of the general unsatisfactoriness of human life; they
are not meant to imply blame, or to plead for any change. But though women do
not complam of the power of husbands, each complams of her own husband, or of
the husbands of her friends. It is the same in all other cases of servitude, at least in
the commencement of the emancipator), movement. The serfs did not at first
complain of the power of their lords, but only of their tyranny. The Commons
began by claiming a few municipal privileges: they next asked an exemption for
themselves from being taxed wlthout their own consent: but they would at that time
have thought it a great presumption to claim any share in the king's sovereign
authority. The case of women is now the only case m which to rebel against
estabhshed rules is still looked upon with the same eves as was formerly a subject's
claim to the right of rebelhng against his king. A woman who loins in an._
movement which her husband disapproves, makes herself a martyr, without even
being able to be an apostle, for the husband can legally put a stop to her
apostleship. Women cannot be expected to devote themselves to the emancipation
of women, until men in considerable number are prepared to join with them m the
undertaking.

Chapter IV

THEREREMAINSAQUESTION,not of less importance than those already &scussed,
and which will be asked the most xmportunately by those opponents whose
conviction is somewhat shaken on the main point. What good are we to expect
from the changes proposed in our customs and msutut_ons? Would mankind be at
all better off ff women were free'? If not. whv disturb their minds, and attempt to
make a social revolution m the name of an abstract right'?
It is hardly to be expected that this question will be asked In respect to the change
proposed m the con&tion of women in marriage. The sufferings, lmmoralmes.
evils of all sorts, produced m innumerable cases by the sub lecuon of mdwidual
women to individual men, are far too terrible to be overlooked. Unthinking or
uncandid persons, counting those cases alone which are extreme, or ,_hlch attain
publicity, ma) sa_ that the evils are exceptional: but no one can be bhnd to their
existence, nor, m man,,' cases, to their intensity. And _t_sperfectl) obvious that the
abuse of the power cannot be very much checked while the power remains. It _s a
power given, or offered, not to good men, or to decentl) respectable men. but to all
men: the most brutal, and the most crlmlnal. There is no check but that of opinion,
and such men are in general within the reach of no oplmon but that of men hke
themselves. If such men did not brutall_ tyranmze over the one human being
whom the law compels to bear eve_thing from them. soc_et_ must alread', have
reached a paradisiacal state. There could be no need anx longer of lav, s to curb
men's vicious propens_taes. Astraea must not onl) have returned to earth, but the
heart of the worst man must have become her temple. The law of _er,,nude m
marriage is a monstrous contradiction to all the principles of the modem v.orld.
and to all the experience through which those principles have been slov, l_ and
painfully worked out. It is the sole case. now that negro slavery has been
abolished, m which a human being in the plemtude of even' faculty is dehvered up
to the tender mercies of another human being, m the hope forsooth that th_s other
will use the power solely for the good of the person sub lected to it. Marriage _sthe
only actual bondage known to our law. There remain no legal slaves, except the
mistress of eve_' house,
It is not, therefore, on this part of the subject, that the question is hkelx to be
asked, Cut bono? We may be told that the evil would outweigh the gt×_d, but the
reality of the good admits of no dispute. In regard, hov, ever. to the larger quesuon.
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the removal of women's disabilities--their
recognition as the equals of men in all
that belongs to citizenship--the opening to them of all honourable employments,
and of the training and education which qualifies for those employments--there
are many persons for whom it is not enough that the inequality has no just or
legitimate defence: the)' require to be told what express advantage would be
obtained by abohshing it.
To which let me first answer, the advantage of having the most universal and
pervading of all human relations regulated by justice instead of injustice. The vast
amount of this gain to human nature, it is hardly possible, by any explanation or
illustration, to place in a stronger light than it is placed by the bare statement.
to an3' one who attaches a moral meaning to words. All the selfish propensities.
the self-worship, the unjust self-preference, which exist among mankind, have
their source and root in, and derive their principal nourishment from, the present
constitution of the relation between men and women. Think what it is to a boy, to
grow up to manhood in the belief that w_thout any merit or any exertion of his own.
though he may be the most frivolous and empty or the most ignorant and stolid of
mankind, by the mere fact of being born a male he is by right the superior of all and
every one of an entire half of the human race: includmg probably some whose real
superiority to himself he has daily or hourl_ occasion to feel: but even If in his
whole conduct he habitually follows a woman's guidance, still, if he is a fool, he
thinks that of course she is not. and cannot be, equal in ability and judgment to
himself: and if he is not a fool, he does worse--he sees that she is superior to hlrn,
and believes that, notwithstanding her superiority, he is entitled to command and
she is bound to obey. What must be the effect on his character, of this lesson'?
And men of the cultivated classes are often not aware how deeply it sinks into
the immense majority of male minds. For, among right-feeling and well-bred
people, the inequality is kept as much as possible out of sight: above all, out of
sight of the children. As much obedience is required from boys to their mother as
to their father: they are not permitted to domineer over their s_sters, nor are they
accustomed to see these postponed to them, but the contrary: the compensations of
the chivalrous feeling being made prominent, while the servitude which reqmres
them Is kept in the background. Well brought-up youths m the h_gher classes thus
often escape the bad influences of the situation in their early years, and onl?
experience them when, arrived at manhood, they fall under the dominion of facts
as they really exist. Such people are little aware, when a boy Is differently brought
up, how early the notion of his inherent superiority to a girl arises m his mind: ho_
it grows with his growth and strengthens with his strength; how it is inoculated by
one schoolboy upon another; how early the youth thinks himself superior to h_s
mother, owing her perhaps forbearance, but no real respect; and how sublime and
sultan-like a sense of superiority he feels, above all, over the woman whom he
honours by admitting her to a partnership of his life. ls it imagined that all this does
not pervert the whole manner of existence of the man, both as an individual and as
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a social being? It is an exact parallel to the feeling of a hereditary king that he is
excellent above others by being born a king, or a noble by being born a noble.
The relation between husband and wife is very like that between lord and vassal,
except that the wife is held to more unlimited obedience than the vassal was.
However the vassal's character may have been affected, for better and for worse,
by his subordination, who can help seeing that the lord's was affected greatly for
the worse? whether he was led to believe that his vassals were really superior to
himself, or to feel that he was placed in command over people as good as himself.
for no merits or labours of his own, but merely for having, as Figaro says, taken the
trouble to be born. l*t The self-worship of the monarch, or of the feudal superior, lq
matched by the self-worship of the male. Human beings do not gro_ up from
childhood in the possession of unearned distinctions, without pluming themselves
upon them. Those whom privileges not acquired by their merit, and which they
feel to be disproportioned to it, inspire with additional humihtv, are always the
few, and the best few. The rest are only inspired with pride, and the worst sort of
pride, that which values itself upon accidental advantages, not ot its own
achieving. Above all, when the feeling of being raised above the whole of the other
sex is combined wlth personal authority over one individual among them: the
situation, if a school of conscientious and affectionate forbearance to those whose
strongest points of character are conscience and affection, is to men of another
quality a regularly constituted Academy or Gvmnasmm for training them m
arrogance and overbearingness: which vices, if curbed by the certainty of
resistance in their intercourse with other men, their equals, break out towards all
who are in a position to be obliged to tolerate them, and often revenge themselves
upon the unfortunate wife for the involuntary restraint which they are obliged to
submit to elsewhere
The example afforded, and the education given to the sentiments, by laying
the foundation of domesuc existence upon a relation contradictory to the first
principles of social justice, must, from the very nature of man, have a perverting
influence of such magmtude, that it is hardly possible with our present experience
to raise our imaginations to the conception of so great a change for the better as
would be made by its removal. All that education and cwlhzanon are doing to
efface the influences on character of the la_ of force, and replace them by those of
justice, remains merely on the surface, as long a_ the citadel of the enem_ _s not
attacked. The principle of the modern movement in morals and politics, is that
conduct, and conduct alone, entitles to respect: that not what men are, but what
the)' do. constitutes their claim to deference: that. above all, merit, and not birth, is
the only rightful claim to power and authority. If no authority, not m _ts nature
temporary, were allowed to one human being over another, society would not be
[*See Pierre Augustin Caron de Beaumarcha_s. La h,lle tournce', ou Le martagc dc
Ftgaro (1785), in Oeuvres complg'tes. 7 vol.,, (Pans: Colhn. 180_1.Vol If. p 274 (V. m.
13-15).]
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employed in building up propensities with one hand which it has to curb with the
other. The child would really, for the first time in man's existence on earth, be
trained in the way he should go, and when he was old there would be a chance that
he would not depart from it. But so long as the right of the strong to power over the
weak rules in the very heart of society, the attempt to make the equal right of the
weak the principle of its outward actions will always be an uphill struggle; for the
law of justice, which is also that of Chnstianity, will never get possession of men's
inmost sentiments; they will be workmg against it, even when bending to it.
The second benefit to be expected from giving to women the free use of their
faculties, by leaving them the free choice of their employments, and opening to
them the same field of occupation and the same prizes and encouragements as to
other human beings, would be that of doubling the mass of mental faculties
available for the higher service of humanity. Where there is now one person
qualified to benefit mankind and promote the general improvement, as a pubhc
teacher, or an admimstrator of some branch of public or social affairs, there would
then be a chance of two. Mental supenority of any kind is at present everywhere so
much below the demand: there Is such a deficiency of persons competent to do
excellently anything which it requires any considerable amount of ability to do:
that the loss to the world, by refusing to make use of one-half of the whole quannty
of talent it possesses, IS extremely serious. It _s true that this amount of mental
power is not totally lost. Much of it Is employed, and would in any case be
employed, m domestic management, and in the few other occupanons open to
women; and from the remainder indirect benefit is m many individual cases
obtained, through the personal influence of indwldual women over individual
men. But these benefits are partial: their range is extremely c_rcumscribed; and if
they must be admitted, on the one hand, as a deduction from the amount of fresh
social power that would be acquired by giving freedom to one-half of the whole
sum of human intellect, there must be added, on the other, the benefit of the
stimulus that would be given to the intellect of men by the competition; or (to use a
more true expression) by the necessity that would be imposed on them of deserving
precedency before they could expect to obtain it.
This great accession to the intellectual power of the species, and to the amount
of intellect available for the good management of its affairs, would be obtained.
partly, through the better and more complete intellectual education of women,
which would then improve paripassu with that of men. Women in general would
be brought up equally capable of understanding business, public affairs, and the
higher matters of speculation, with men in the same class of society: and the select
few of the one as well as of the other sex, who were qualified not only to comprehend what is done or thought by others, but to think or do something
considerable themselves, would meet with the same facilities for improving and
training their capacities in the one sex as in the other, in this way, the widening ol
the sphere of action for women would operate for good, by raising their education
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to the level of that of men, and making the one participate m all lmprovement_
made m the other. But independently of this. the mere breaking down of the bamer
would of itself have an educanonal vmue of the h_ghest worth. The mere getting
rid of the idea that all the wider subjects of thought and acnon, all the things w'hlch
are of general and not solely' of private interest, are men's business, from which
women are to be warned off positively' mterdicted from most of it. coldl_
tolerated in the little which is allowed them--the mere conscxousness a woman
would then have of being a human being like an_ other, enntled to choose her
pursuits, urged or invited by' the same inducements as any one else to interest
herself m whatever Is interesting to human beings, enntled to exert the share of
influence on all human concerns which belongs to an individual opimon, whether
she attempted actual particlpanon in them or not--this alone would effect an
Immense expansion of the faculties of women, as well as enlargement of the range
of their moral sentiments.
Besides the addinon to the amount of individual talent available for the conduct
of human affairs, which certaml_ are not at present so abundantl) provided m that
respect that they can afford to dispense with one-half of what nature proffers: the
opinion of women would then possess a more beneficml, rather than a greater.
influence upon the general mass of human behef and sennment I say a more
beneficml, rather than a greater influence: for the influence of women over the
general tone of opinion has always, or at least from the earhest known period, been
very' considerable. The influence of mothers on the early character ot their sons,
and the desire of young men to recommend themselve,, to young women, have m
all recorded nines been _mportant agencies m the formanon of character, and have
determined some of the chlel step_ in the progre,_ of Clvlhzation. Even m the
Homenc age, ctt'_5oY¢towards the Tpwo_Sa¢ _aKem_eTraot,¢ is an acknov,'ledged and pow'efful motive of action in the great Hector _ The moral mtquence
of women has had two modes of operanon. First. it has been a softening influence.
Those who were most liable to be the victlm_ of v_olence, have naturally tended as
much as they' could towards hmitmg _tssphere and mmgatmg tts excesses. Those
who were not taught to fight, have naturall_ mchned m favour of any other mode o!
settling differences rather than that oI fighting In general, those who have been the
greatest sufferers bv the indulgence of,_elfish passion, have been the most earnest
supporters of any moral la_ which offered a means of bndhng passion. Women
were powerfully instrumental m reducing the northern conquerors to adopt the
creed of Christtamty, a creed so much more favourable to women than an_ that
preceded it. The converston of the Anglo-Saxons and of the Franks max be said to
have been begun bv the wives of Ethelbert and Clox is. I-, The other modcm x_hlch
[*Homer. The lhad (Greek and EnghshL tran_ A T Murrax, 2 xol._ ikondon
Hememann; Cambridge, Mass. Hara'ard Umvers_t3 Pre_s. i040i, kol I. p 2,44
_VI,441-21 ]
{'Bertha of Kent and Clotflda of the Franks.]
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the effect of women's opinion has been conspicuous, is by giving a powerful
stimulus to those qualities in men, which, not being themselves trained in, it was
necessary for them that they should find in their protectors. Courage, and the
military virtues generally, have at all times been greatly indebted to the desire
which men felt of being admired by women: and the sttmutus reaches far beyond
this one class of eminent qualities, since, by a very. natural effect of their position,
the best passport to the admiration and favour of women has always been to be
thought highly of by men. From the combination of the two kinds of moral
influence thus exercised by women, arose the spirit of chivalry: the peculiarity ol
which is, to aim at combining the highest standard of the warlike qualities with the
cultivation of a totally different class of virtues--those of gentleness, generosity.
and self-abnegation, towards the non-military and defenceless classes generatl).
and a special submission and worship directed towards women: who were
distinguished from the other defenceless classes by the high rewards which thex
had _tin their power voluntarily to bestow on those who endeavoured to earn their
favour, instead of extorting their subjection. Though the practice of chwalry fell
even more sadly short of its theoretic standard than practice generally falls below
theory, it remains one of the most precious monuments of the moral histor2v
.' of our
race: as a remarkable instance of a concerted and orgamzed attempt by a most
disorganized and distracted society, to raise up and carr}"into practice a moral ideal
greatly in advance of its social conditions and institutions: so much so as to have
been completel2¢ frustrated in the main object, yet never entirely inefficacious.
and which has left a most sensible, and Ibr the most part a highly valuable
impress on the _deas and feelings of all subsequent times.
The chivalrous ideal is the acme of the influence of women's sentiments on the
moral cultivation of mankind: and if women are to remain in their subordinate
situation, it were greatly to be lamented that the chivalrous standard should have
passed away, for it is the only one at all capable of mitigating the demorahzmg
influences of that position. But the changes in the general state of the specie,
rendered inevitable the subsmutlon of a totally different 1deal of morality for the
chivalrous one. ChivalD' was the attempt to infuse moral elements into a state o!
society in which everything depended for good or evil on individual prowess.
under the softening influences of mdwidual delicacy and generosity. In modern
societies, all things, even in the military department of affairs, are decided, not b}
individual effort, but by the combined operations of numbers: while the mare
occupation of society has changed from fighting to business, from mihtarv to
industrial life. The exigencies of the new life are no more exclusive of the virtues
of generosity than those of the old, but it no longer entirely depends on them. The
main foundations of the moral life of modern times must be justice and prudence.
the respect of each for the rights of ever}' other, and the ability of each to take care
of himself. Chivalry left without legal check all forms of wrong which reigned
unpunished throughout society; _t only encouraged a few to do right in preference
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to wrong, by the direction it gave to the instruments of praise and admiration. But
the real dependence of morality must always be upon its penal sanct_ons--_ts
power to deter from evil. The security of society cannot rest on merely rendenng
honour to right, a motive so comparat]vel5 weak m all but a few, and which on
very many does not operate at all. Modern society _sable to repress wrong through
all departments of life, by a fit exertion of the superior strength which c_vihzation
has given it, and thus to render the existence of the weaker members of society tno
longer defenceless but protected b._lag') tolerable to them, w_thout reliance on the
chivalrous feelings of those who are in a posit_on to tyrannize. The beauties and
graces of the chivalrous character are still what they were. but the rights of the
weak, and the general comfort of human hfe. now rest on a far surer and stea&er
support: or rather, they do so m ever3" relation of life except the conjugal
At present the moral influence of women iq no less real, but _t_s no longer of so
marked and definite a character. _thas more nearly merged In the general influence
of public opinion. Both through the contagion of sympathy, and through the desire
of men to shine m the eyes of women, their feehngs have great effect m keeping
ahve what remains of the chivalrous _deal--m fostering the sentiments and contlnumg the traditions of spirit and generosity. In these points of character, their
standard _s h_gher than that of men. m the quahty of justice, somewhat lower As
regards the relations of private hfe _t may be sa_d generall3, that their influence _s.
on the whole, encouraging to the softer __rtues. &scouragmg to the sterner: though
the statement must be taken with all the modifications dependent on m&v_dual
character. In the chief of the greater trials to which v_rtue _s subject m the concerns
of life--the conflict between interest and principle--the tendencx of _omen's
influence is of a very mixed character When the principle m_ olx ed happens to be
one of the very few which the course of their rehg_ous or moral education ha_
strongly _mpressed upon themselves, they are potent auxiharaes to v_rtue: and their
husbands and sons are often prompted bx them to acts of abnegatton _ h_ch the)
never would have been capable of without that stimulus. But. g _th the pre._ent
education and position of women, the moral principles which have been Impressed
on them cover but a comparat_vel? small part of the field of v_rtue, and are, moreover. principally negative: forbidding particular acts, but having httle to do
w_ththe general direction of the thoughts and purposes. I am afraid _t must be sa_d,
that &smterestedness in the general conduct of life--the devotion of the energies
to purpose_ which hold out no promise of private advantage_ to the famil3--_s vet3.
seldom encouraged or supported by _omen'_ influence. It _s small blame to them
that they discourage objects of which the3 have not learnt to see the advantage, and
which withdraw their men from them. and from the interests of the famflv But the
consequence _s that women's influence is often anything but favourable to pubhc
virtue.
Women have, however, some share of influence m g_vmg the tone to pubhc
morahties since their sphere of action has been a httle _dened. and since a
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considerable number of them have occupied themselves practically in the
promotion of objects reaching beyond their own family and household. The
influence of women counts for a great deal in two of the most marked features of
modern European life--its aversion to war, and its addiction to philanthropy.
Excellent characteristics both: but unhappily, if the influence of women is valuable
in the encouragement it gives to these feelings in general, in the particular
applications the direction it gives to them is at least as often mischievous as useful
In the philanthropic department more particularly, the two provinces chiefly
cultivated by women are religious proselytism and charity. Religious proselytism
at home, is but another word for embittering of religious animosities: abroad, it is
usually a blind running at an object, without either knowing or heeding the fatal
mischlefs--fatal
to the religious object itself as well as to all other desirable
objects--which may be produced by the means employed. As for charity, It is a
matter in which the immediate effect on the persons directly concerned, and the
ultimate consequence to the general good, are apt to be at complete war with one
another: while the education given to women--an education of the sentiments
rather than of the understanding--and
the habit inculcated by their whole life, o!
looking to immediate effects on persons, and not to remote effects on classes of
persons--make them both unable to see, and unwilling to admit, the ultimate evil
tendency of any tbrm of chanty or philanthropy which commends itself to their
sympathetic feelings. The great and continually increasing mass of unenlightened
and shortsighted benevolence, which, taking the care of people's lives out of their
own hands, and relieving them from the disagreeable consequences of their own
acts, saps the very" foundations of the self-respect, serf-help, and self-control
which are the essential conditions both of individual prosperity and of social
virtue--this waste of resources and of benevolent feelings in doing harm instead of
good, is immensely swelled by women's contributions, and stimulated by their
influence. Not that this is a mistake likely to be made by women, where they have
actually the practical management of schemes of beneficence. It sometime,,
happens that women who administer public chantles--W, lth that insight into
present fact, and especially into the minds and feelings of those with whom the_
are m immediate contact, in which women generally excel men--recognise in the
clearest manner the demoralizing influence of the alms given or the help afforded,
and could give lessons on the subject to many a male political economist. But
women who only give their money, and are not brought face to face with the effects,
it produces, how can they be expected to fbresee them? A woman born to the
present lot of women, and content with it, how should she appreciate the value oI
self-dependence? She is not self-dependent: she is not taught self-dependence: her
destiny is to receive every,thing from others, and why should what is good enough
for her be bad for the poor'? Her familiar notions of good are of btesslng_
descending from a superior. She forgets that she is not free. and that the poor are:
that if what they need is given to them unearned, they cannot be compelled to earn
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it: that everybody cannot be taken care of by everybody, but there must be some
motive to induce people to take care of themselves: and that to be helped to help
themselves, if they are physically capable of it, is the only charity which proves to
be charity in the end.
These considerations shew how usefully the part which women take m the
formation of general opinion, would be modified for the better by that more
enlarged instruction, and practical conversancy with the things which their
opinions influence, that would necessarily arise from their social and political
emancipation. But the improvement it would work through the influence the_
exercise, each in her own family, would be still more remarkable.
It is often said that in the classes most exposed to temptation, a man's wife and
children tend to keep h_m honest and respectable, both by the wife's &rect
influence, and by the concern he feels for their future welfare. This may be so, and
no doubt often is so, with those who are more weak than wicked: and this
beneficial influence would be preserved and strengthened under equN laws: it does
not depend on the woman's servitude, but is, on the contrar3, dimimshed by the
disrespect which the inferior class of men always at heart feel towards those who
are subject to their power. But when we ascend higher in the scale, we come
among a totally different set of moving forces. The wife's influence tends, as far as
it goes, to prevent the husband from falling belo_ the common standard of
approbation of the country It tends quite as strongl 3 to hinder him from nsmg
above it. The wife is the auxiharv of the common pubhc opm2on. A man who is
married to a woman his inferior in intelligence, finds her a perpetual dead weight.
or, worse than a dead weight, a drag, upon ever3 aspiration of his to be better than
public opinion requires him to be. tt is hardly possible for one who is m these
bonds, to attain exalted virtue. If he differs m his opinion from the mass--if he
sees truths which have not yet dawned upon them, or ft, feehng in his heart truths
which they nominally recogmse, he would like to act up to those truths more
conscientiously than the generality of mankind--to all such thoughts and desires,
mamage is the heaviest of drawbacks, unless he be so tbrtunate as to have a wife as
much above the common level as he himself is.
For, in the first place, there Is always some sacrifice of personal interest required: either of socml consequence, or of pecumar 3' means: perhaps the risk oI
even the means of subsistence. These sacrifices and risks he ma_ be willing to
encounter for himself: but he will pause before he imposes them on his famil_. And
his family in this case means his wife and daughters: for he always hopes that his
sons will feel as he feels himself, and that what he can do w_thout, thex _,dl do
without, willingly, in the same cause. But his daughters--their
marriage max
depend upon it: and his wife, who is unable to enter into or understand the objects
for which these sacrifices are made--who, if she thought them worth anv sacrifice,
would think so on trust, and solely for his sake--who can participate m none of the
enthusiasm or the self-approbation he himself may feel. while the things which
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he is disposed to sacrifice are all in all to her; will not the best and most unselfish
man hesitate the longest before bringing on her this consequence'? If it be not the
comlorts of life, but only social consideration, that is at stake, the burthen upon h_s
conscience and feelings is still very severe. Whoever has a wife and children has
given hostages to Mrs. Grundy. I*l The approbation of that potentate may be a
matter of indifference to him. but it is of great importance to his wife. The man
himself may be above opimon, or may find sufficient compensation in the opinion
of those of his own way of thinking. But to the women connected with him, he
can offer no compensation. The almost invarmbte tendenc2_ of the wife to place
her influence in the same scale with social consideration, is sometimes made a
reproach to women, and represented as a peculiar trait of feebleness and
childishness of character m them: surely with great injustice. Society makes the
whole life of a woman, in the easy classes, a continued self-sacrifice: it exacts
from her an unremitting restraint of the whole of her natural inclinations, and the
sole return it makes to her for what often deserves the name of a martyrdom, is
consideration. Her consideration is inseparably connected with that of her
husband, and after paying the full price for It, she finds that she is to lose it, for no
reason of which she can feel the cogency. She has sacrificed her whole life to it,
and her husband will not sacrifice to it a whim, a freak, an eccentricity: something
not recogmsed or allowed forby the world, and which the world will agree with her
m thinking a folly, if it thinks no worse! The dilemma is hardest upon that ver_'
meritorious class of men, who, without possessing talents which quahfy them to
make a figure among those with whom they agree in opinion, hold thexr opinion
from conviction, and feel bound in honour and conscience to serve it, by making
profession of their belief, and gwmg their time. labour, and means, to anything
undertaken in its behalf. The worst case of all is when such men happen to be of a
rank and position whtch of itself neither gives them, nor excludes them from, what
is considered the best society; when their admissxon to it depends mainly on what is
thought of them personally--and
however unexceptionable their breeding and
habits, their bemg identified with opinions and public conduct unacceptable to
those who give the tone to society would operate as an effectual exclusion. Many a
woman flatters herself (nine times out of ten qmte erroneously) that nothing
prevents her and her husband from moving in the highest society of her neighbourhood-society
m which others well known to her, and in the same class of
life, m_x freely---except that her husband is unfortunately a D_ssenter, or has the
reputation of mingling in low radical politics. That it is, she thinks, which hmder_
George from getting a commission or a place, Caroline from making an advantageous match, and prevents her and her husband from obtaining invitations,
[*Mill Is combining a maxim from Francis Bacon's "Of Marriage and Single Life'"
(1612). in Works, Vol. VI, p. 391, with the name, become proverbial, of a character xn
Thomas Morton's play, Speed the Plough (London: Longman and Rees, 1800).]
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perhaps honours, which, for aught she sees, they are as well entitled to as some
folks. With such an Influence m every house, either exerted actwely, or operating
all the more powerfully for not being asserted, is it any wonder that people in
general are kept down in that mediocrit 3 of respectabihty which is becoming a
marked characteristic of modern times?
There is another very' in lurious aspect in which the effect, not of women's
disabilities directly, but of the broad hne of difference which those disabilities
create between the education and character of a woman and that of a man, requires
to be considered. Nothing can be more unfavourable to that union of thoughts and
inclinations which is the ideal of married life. Intimate society between people
radically dissimilar to one another, is an idle dream. Unlikeness may attract, but it
is likeness which retains: and in proportion to the likeness is the suitabihty of the
individuals to give each other a happy life. While women are so unlike men, it _s
not wonderful that selfish men should feel the need of arbitrary power in their own
hands, to arrest in limine the life-long confhct of inclinations, by deciding ever,
question on the side of their own preference. When people are extremely unlike,
there can be no real identity of interest. Very often there is conscientious difference
of opinion between married people, on the highest pomts of duty. Is there any
reality in the marriage union where this takes place? Yet it is not uncommon
anywhere, when the woman has an) earnestness of character: and it _s a ver_
general case indeed in Cathohc countries, when she is supported m her dissent b_
the only other authority to which she is taught to bow. the priest. With the usual
barefacedness of power not accustomed to find itself disputed, the influence of
priests over women is attacked by Protestant and Liberal writers, less for being bad
in itself, than because it is a nval authority to the husband, and raises up a revolt
against his infallibility. In England, similar differences occasionally exist when an
Evangelical wife has alhed herself with a husband of a different quality, but m
general this source at least of dissension is got rid of, by reducing the minds of
women to such a nulhty, that they have no opimons but those of Mrs. Grund_ or
those which the husband tells them to have. When there is no difference of
opinion, differences merely of taste may be sufficient to detract greatly from the
happiness of married life. And though it may stimulate the amatory propenslties of
men. it does not conduce to married happiness, to exaggerate by differences of
education whatever may be the native differences of the sexes. If the married pair
are well-bred and well-behaved people, they tolerate each other's tastes: but is
mutual toleration what people look forward to. when they enter into marriage ?
These differences of mchnation will naturally make their wishes different, if not
restrained by affection or duty, as to almost all domestic questions which arise.
What a difference there must be in the societ) which the two persons will wish to
frequent, or be frequented by! Each will desire assocmtes who share their own
tastes: the persons agreeable to one. will be indifferent or positively disagreeable
to the other; yet there can be none who are not common to both. for married people
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do not now live in different parts of the house and have totally different visiting
lists, as in the reign of Louis XV. They cannot help having different wishes as
to the bringing up of the children: each will wish to see reproduced in them their
own tastes and sentiments: and there is either a compromise, and only a halfsatisfaction to either, or the wife has to yield--often with bitter suffenng; and,
with or without intention, her occult influence continues to counterwork the
husband' s purposes.
It would of course be extreme folly to suppose that these differences of feeling
and inclination only exist because women are brought up differently from men,
and that there would not be differences of taste under any imaginable circumstances. But there is nothing beyond the mark m saying that the distinction m
bringing-up immensely aggravates those differences, and renders them wholly
inevitable. While women are brought up as they are, a man and a woman will but
rarely find in one another real agreement of tastes and wishes as tO daily hfe. They
will generally have to give it up as hopeless, and renounce the attempt to have, m
the intimate associate of their daily life. that idem velle, tdem nolle, which is the
recognised bond of any society that is really such: or if the man succeeds In
obtaining it, he does so by choosing a woman who is so complete a nullity that she
has no velle or nolle at all, and is as ready to comply with one thing as another
if anybody tells her to do so. Even this calculation is apt to fail: dulness and want
of spirit are not always a guarantee of the submission which is so confidently
expected from them. But if they were, is this the ideal of marriage'? What, in this
case, does the man obtain by it, except an upper servant, a nurse, or a mistress? On
the contrary', when each of two persons, instead of being a nothing, is a something:
when they are attached to one another, and are not too much unlike to begin with:
the constant partaking in the same things, assisted by their sympathy, draws out the
latent capacities of each for being interested in the things which were at first
interesting only to the other: and works a gradual assimilation of the tastes and
characters to one another, partly by the insensible modification of each, but more
by a real enriching of the two natures, each acquiring the tastes and capacities ol
the other m addition to its own. This often happens between two friends of the
same sex, who are much associated in their daily life: and it would be a common, if
not the commonest, case in marriage, did not the totally different bringing-up o)
the two sexes make it next to an impossibility to form a really well-assorted union.
Were this remedied, whatever differences there might still be in individual tastes,
there would at least be, as a general rule, complete unity and unanimity as to the
great objects of life. When the two persons both care for great objects, and are a
help and encouragement to each other in whatever regards these, the minor matters
on which their tastes may differ are not all-important to them: and there is a
foundation for solid friendship, of an enduring character, more likely than
anything else to make it, through the whole of life, a greater pleasure to each to
give pleasure to the other, than to receive it.
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I have considered, thus far, the effects on the pleasures and benefits of the
marriage union which depend on the mere unlikeness between the wife and the
husband: but the evil tendency is prodigiously aggravated when the unlikeness is
inferiority. Mere unlikeness, when it only means difference of good qualities, ma_
be more a benefit m the way of mutual improvement, than a drawback from
comfort. When each emulates, and desires and endeavours to acquire, the other's
pecuhar qualities, the difference does not produce dlverslt_ of interest, but
increased identity of it, and makes each stall more valuable to the other. But when
one is much the inferior of the two m mental abilit_ and cultlvat_on, and is not
actively attempting by the other's aid to rise to the other's level, the whole
influence of the connexion upon the development of the superior of the tv,o is
deteriorating: and still more so m a tolerably happy marriage than m an unhapp_
one. It is not with impumty that the superior m intellect shuts himself up w_th an
inferior, and elects that inferior for his chosen, and sole completely intimate,
associate. Any society which _s not _mprovmg. is deteriorating: and the more so.
the closer and more famthar It is. Even a really superior man almost al_ays begins
to deteriorate when he is habitually las the phrase _s) king of his company, and m
his most habitual company the husband who has a _ ire inferior to h_m_salways so.
While his self-satisfaction is incessantly ministered to on the one hand. on the
other he insensibly imbibes the modes of feehng, and of looking at things, which
belong to a more vulgar or a more hmlted mind than his own This evil differs from
many of those which have hltheno been dwelt on. b', being an mcrea,_mg one. The
association of men with women in dadv life is much closer and more complete than
zt ever was before Men's life is more domestic. Formerly. their pleasures and
chosen occupations were among men, and m men's company: their w_ves had but a
fragment of their lives. At the present time, the progress of c_vilizat_on, and the
turn of opinion against the rough amusements and convivial excesses v,hlch
formerly occupied most men in their hours of relaxaUon--together _ _th{it must be
said) the improved tone of modern feehng as to the reciprocity of duty which binds
the husband towards the wife--have thrown the man ver_ much more upon home
and its inmates, for h_s personal and social pleasures: w_hllethe kind and degree of
_mprovement which has been made in women's education, has made them in some
degree capable of being his compamon_ m ideas and mental tastes, while leaving
them, in most cases, still hopelessly inferior to him. His desire of mental
commumon is thus in general satisfied by a commumon from which he learns
nothing. An unimproving and unst_mulatmg compamonship is substituted for
Iwhat he might otherwise have been obtlged to seek) the society of h_s equals in
powers and his fellows in the higher pursuits. We see, accordingly, that )oung
men of the greatest promise generally cease to _mprove as soon as they marr_, and.
not improving, inevitably degenerate. If the wife does not push the husband
forward, she always holds him back. He ceases to care for what she does not care
for: he no longer desires, and ends by disliking and shunmng, societ) congemal to
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his former aspirations, and which would now shame his failing-off from them: h_s
higher faculties both of mlnd and heart cease to be called into activity. And this
change coinciding with the new and selfish interests which are created by the
family, after a few years he differs in no material respect from those who have
never had wishes for anything but the common vanities and the common pecuniary
objects.
What mamage may be in the case of two persons of cultivated faculties, identical in opinions and purposes, between whom there exists that best kind of
equality, similiarity of powers and capacities with reciprocal supenonty in
them--so that each can enjoy the luxury of looking up to the other, and can have
alternately the pleasure of leading and of being led in the path of development--t
will not attempt to describe. To those who can conceive It, there is no need: to
those who cannot, it would appear the dream of an enthusiast. But I maintain, with
the profoundest conviction, that this, and this onl)', is the ideal of mamage; and
that all opinions, customs, and institutions which favour any other notion of _t,
or turn the conceptions and aspirations connected w_th it Into any other direction.
by whatever pretences they may be coloured, are relics of priminve barbarism
The moral regeneration of mankind will only really commence, when the most
fundamental of the social relations is placed under the rule of equal justice, and
when human beings learn to cultivate their strongest sympathy w_th an equal m
rights and in cultivation
Thus far. the benefits which it has appeared that the world would gain by ceasing
to make sex a disqualification for privileges and a badge of subjection, are social
rather than in&vidual; consisting In an increase of the general fund of thinking and
acting power, and an improvement in the general condmons of the association of
men with women. But it would be a grievous understatement of the case to omit the
most direct benefit of all, the unspeakable gain In private happiness to the liberated
half of the species: the difference to them between a life of subjection to the will of
others, and a life of rational freedom. After the primary necessities of food and
raiment, freedom is the first and strongest want of human nature. While mankind are lawless, their desire is for lawless freedom. When they have learnt to
understand the meaning of duty and the value of reason, the) inctlne more and
more to be guided and restrained by these in the exercise of their freedom: but the?
do not therefore desire freedom less: they do not become disposed to accept
the will of other people as the representative and interpreter of those guiding
principles. On the contrary, the communities in which the reason has been most
cultivated, and in which the idea of social duty has been most powerful, are those
which have most strongly asserted the freedom of acnon of the individual--the
liberty of each to govern his conduct by his own feelings of duty, and by such la_-,
and social restraints as his own conscience can subscribe to.
He who would rightly appreciate the worth of personal independence as an
element of happiness, should consider the value he himself puts upon it as an
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ingredient of his own. There is no subject on which there is a greater habitual
difference of judgment between a man judging for himself, and the same man
judging for other people. When he hears others complaining that the). are not
allowed freedom of action--that their own will has not sufflc_ent influence m the
regulation of their affairs--his inclination is, to ask, what are their grievances?
what positive damage they sustain'? and in what respect they consider their affaxrs
to be mismanaged? and if they fail to make out, in answer to these quesuons, what
appears to him a sufficient case, he turns a deaf ear, and regards their complaint as
the fanciful querulousness of people whom nothing reasonable will sausf_. But he
has a quite different standard of judgment when he _s deciding for h_mself Then.
the most unexceptionable admimstration of h_s interests by a tutor set over h_m.
does not satisfy his feelings: his personal exclusion from the deciding authorlt)
appears itself the greatest grievance of all, rendenng it superfluous even to enter
into the question of mismanagement. It _s the same w_th nations. What Cluzen of a
free countrT would listen to any offers of good and skilful admm_strauon, m return
for the abdicatlon of freedom'? Even if he could believe that good and skllful
administration can exist among a people ruled b) a will not their own. would not
the consciousness of working out their own destiny under their o_.n moral
responsibihty be a compensauon to h_s feelings for great rudeness and impeffecuon in the details of pubhc affairs? Let him rest assured that whatever he feels on
this point, women feel xn a full)' equal degree. Whatever has been stud or _ ntten.
from the time of Herodotus to the present, of the ennobhng influence of free
governmentl*!--the nerve and spring which it gives to all the facult_e,_, the larger
and higher objects which it presents to the intellect and feehngs, the more unselfish
pubhc spirit, and calmer and broader views of dut). that it engenders, and the
generally loftier platform on which it elevates the individual as a moral, splntual,
and social being--is ever5' particle as true of women as of men. Are these things no
important part of individual happiness '_Let any man call to mind what he himself
felt on emerging from boyhood--from the tutelage and control of even loved and
affectionate elders--and entering upon the responsibilities of manhood '_,as _t
not hke the physical effect of taking off a heavy weight, or releasing hlm from
obstructive, even ff not other_,lse painful, bonds': Did he not feel ta ice as much
alive, twice as much a human being, as before ? And does he _magme that women
have none of these feelings? But it is a striking fact. that the satxsfaction_ and
mortifications of personal pride, though all m all to most men when the case _stheir
own, have less allowance made for them m the case of other people, and are less
hstened to as a ground or a justification of conduct, than ant other natural human
feelings; perhaps because men compliment them m their own case _ lth the names
of so many other qualities, that they are seldom conscious ho_ m_ght) an influence
[*See Herodotus (Greek and Enghsh). trans A D Godle_, 4 _o1,, (London
Heinemann; New York: Putnam's Sons, 1926-30). Vol If. pp. 105-7 (Ill, 80).1
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these feelings exercise in their own lives. No less large and powerful is their part.
we may assure ourselves, in the lives and feehngs of women. Women are schooled
into suppressing them in their most natural and most healthy direction, but the
internal principle remains, in a different outward form. An active and energetic
mind, if denied liberty, will seek for power: refused the command of itself, it will
assert its personality b) attempting to control others. To allow to any human beings
no existence of their own but what depends on others, is giving far too high a
premium on bending others to their purposes. Where liberty cannot be hoped for.
and power can. power becomes the grand object of human desire: those to whom
others will not leave the undisturbed management of their own affairs, walt
compensate themselves, if they can, by meddling for their own purposes with the
affairs of others. Hence also women's passion lbr personal beaut)', and dress and
&splay; and all the evils that flow from It, in the way of mischievous luxury and
social immorality. The love of power and the love of liberty are in eternal
antagonism. Where there is least liberty, the passion for power is the most ardent
and unscrupulous. The desire of power over others can only cease to be a
depraving agency among mankind, when each of them mdwidually is able to do
without It: which can only be where respect for liberty in the personal concerns of
each is an estabhshed principle.
But it is not only through the sentiment of personal dignity, that the free
direction and disposal of their own faculties is a source of individual happiness.
and to be fettered and restricted in it, a source of unhappiness, to human beings.
and not least to women. There is nothing, alter disease, indigence, and guilt, so
fatal to the pleasurable enjoyment of life as the want of a worth)" outlet for the
active faculties. Women who have the cares of a family, and while they have the
cares of a family, have this outlet, and It generally suffices for them: but what of
the greatly increasing number of women, who have had no opportunity of
exercising the vocation which the)' are mocked by telling them is their proper one '_
What of the women whose children have been lost to them bv death or &stance, or
have grown up, married, and formed homes of their own'? There are abundant
examples of men who. after a life engrossed b_ business, retire with a competenc)
to the enjoyment, as they hope, of rest, but to whom. as they are unable to acquire
new interests and excitements that can replace the old, the change to a life ol
inactivity brings ennui, melancholy, and premature death. Yet no one thinks of the
parallel case of so many worth), and devoted women, who. having prod what the)
are told is their debt to society--having
brought up a family blamelessly to
manhood and womanhood--having
kept a house as long as they had a house
needing to be kept--are deserted by the sole occupation for which they have fitted
themselves; and remain with undiminished activity but with no employment lor i_.
unless perhaps a daughter or daughter-in-law is wilhng to abdicate in their favour
the discharge of the same functions in her younger household. Surely a hard lot for
the old age of those who have worthily discharged, as long as it was given to them
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to discharge, what the world accounts their only social duty, Of such women, and
of those others to whom this duty has not been committed at all--many of whom
pine through life with the consciousness of thwarted vocations, and activities
which are not suffered to expand--the onl) resources, speaking generally, are
religion and charity. But their religion, though it may be one of feehng, and of
ceremonial observance, cannot be a religion of action, unless m the form of
charity. For charity many of them are by nature admlrabl3' fitted: but to practise it
usefully, or even wlthout doing mischief, requires the education, the mamfotd
preparation, the knowledge and the thinking powers, of a skllful administrator.
There are few of the administrative functions of government for which a person
would not be fit. who is fit to bestow charity usefully. In this as m other cases
(pre-eminently in that of the education of children), the duties permitted to women
cannot be performed properl 3. without their being trained for duties which, to
the great loss of socket3, are not permitted to them And here let me notice the
singular way in which the question of women's d_sabilities _s frequently presented
to view, by those who rind _teasier to draw a ludicrous p_cture of what they do not
like, than to answer the arguments for it. When it is suggested that women's executive
capacities and prudent counsels might sometimes be found valuable in affairs of
state, these lovers of fun hold up to the ri&cule of the world, as sitting m parhament or in the cabinet, girls m their teens, or young wwes of two or three and
twenty, transported bodily, exactl) as the_ are. from the drawing-room to the
House of Commons. They forget that males are not usuall_ selected at this earl_
age for a seat in Parliament, or for responsible political functions, Common sense
would tell them that ff such trusts were confided to women. _twould be to such as
having no special vocation for mamed lilt, or preferring another employment of
their faculties (as many women even now prefer to marriage some of the fe_
honourable occupations within their reach), have spent the best years of their youth
in attempting to qualify themselves for the pursmts in which they desire to engage:
or still more frequently perhaps, widows or wives of fort 3 or fifty, by whom the
knowledge of hfe and faculty of government which the_ have acquired in their
families, could by the aid of appropriate studies be made available on a less
contracted scale There is no country of Europe m which the ablest men ha_e not
frequently experienced, and keenly appreciated, the value of the advice and help of
clever and experienced women of the world, in the attainment both of private and
of public objects: and there are important matters of public administration to _ hich
Ie_ men are equally competent with such women, among others, the detailed
control of expenditure, But what we are nob discussing is not the need which
society has of the sere'ices of _ omen in pubhc business, but the dull and hopeless
hfe to which it so often condemns them, b_ lbrbiddmg them to exercise the
practical abihtles which many of them are conscious of. m anx wider field than
one which to some of them never was. and to others is no longer, open If there is
anything vitally important to the happiness of human beings, it is that they should
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relish their habitual pursuit. This requisite of an enjoyable life is very imperfectly
granted, or altogether demed, to a large part of mankind: and by its absence many a
life is a failure, which is provided, in appearance, with every requisite of success.
But if circumstances which society is not yet skilful enough to overcome, render
such failures often for the present inevitable, society need not itself inflict them.
The injudiciousness of parents, a youth's own inexperience, or the absence of
external opponumties for the congenial vocation, and their presence for an
uncongenial, condemn numbers of men to pass their lives in doing one thing
reluctantly and ill, when there are other things which they could have done well
and happily. But on women this sentence is imposed by actual law, and by customs
equivalent to law. What, in unenlightened societies, colour, race, religion, or in
the case of a conquered country, nationality, are to some men, sex is to all women:
a peremptory exclusion from almost all honourable occupations, but either such as
cannot be fulfilled by others, or such as those others do not think worthy of their
acceptance. Sufferings arising from causes of this nature usually meet with so httle
sympathy, that few persons are aware of the great amount of unhappiness even
now produced by the feeling of a wasted life. The case will be even more frequent,
as increased cultivation creates a greater and greater d_sproportion between the
ideas and faculties of women, and the scope which society allows to their actwity
When we consider the positive evil caused to the disqualified half of the human
race by their disqualification--first
m the loss of the most inspmtmg and elevating
kind of personal enjoyment, and next m the weariness, disappointment, and
profound dissatisfaction with hfe. which are so often the substitute for it: one feel_
that among all the lessons which men require for carrying on the struggle against
the inevitable _mperfectlons of their lot on earth, there _s no lesson which thex
more need, than not to add to the evds which nature inflicts, by their jealous and
prejudiced restrictions on one another. Their vain fears only substitute other and
worse evils for those which they are idly apprehensive of: while every restraint on
the freedom of conduct of any of their human fellow creatures, (otherwise than b_
making them responsible for any evil actually caused by ltL dries up pro tanto the
principal fountain of human happiness, and leaves the species less rich, to an
inappreciable degree, in all that makes life valuable to the mdwidual human being
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Treaty Obligations

WHILEIT IS UNDOUBTEDLY
TRUEthat, m the practical application even of the best
established and most universall 5, received rules of morahtv, in ninet,_-mne cases
out of a hundred an honest man seldom doubts by which he is to grade his conduct,
vet no one. 1presume, will den)' that there will be found a hundredth case m which
different moral obligations conflict. But, though this is not likely to be denied,
there exists very, generally a cowardly reluctance to look the fact in the )'ace. and
make provision for xt, as one of the unavoidable inconveniences of an imperfect
condition. People are afraid lest the force of recognised duties should be
weakened, by admitting the liabiht) of one duty to be overruled by another: and.
though well knowing that this does happen, and not prepared to denx that it
sometimes ought to happen, the)" prefer to be excused from giving their approbation beforehand to so unpleasant-looking a fact. The consequence is. that
those who, having the responslbihty of action, are forced to make Ibr themselves
some path through these moral entanglements, finding no rules or principles laid
down for them but such as ignore instead of meeting the d_fficult_es of the case.
decide according to the dictate either of their selfish interests, or of some prevailing sentiment, which, if more disinterested, is not necessanl_ a truer guide.
And since national concerns, by reason of their superior comphcatlon, afford b_
far the greatest number of these disputable questions of obligation, this _sone (and
not the smallest) among the causes of that lax_t_ of principle which has almost
always prevailed in public matters, even when the moralities of private life have
met with a tolerable amount of observance.
There is no case which more flagrantl 5 exemphfies these general observations
than the case of International treaties. Through the greater part of the present
century, the conscience of Europe has been habituated to the demoralising
spectacle of treaties made only to be broken. In 1814 and 1815, a set of treaties
_ere made by a general Congress of the States of Europe, which affected to
regulate the external, and some of the internal, concerns of the European nations.
for a t_me altogether unlimited. These treaties, having been concluded at the
termination of a long war, which had ended in the signal discomfiture of one side.
were imposed by some of the contracting parties, and reluctantly submitted to b_
others. Their terms were regulated by the interests, and relat)ve strength at the
time, of the victors and vanqulshed; and were observed as long as those interests
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and that relative

strength

remained

the same. But as fast as any alteration

took

place in these elements, the powers, one after another, without asking leave, threw
off, and were allowed with impunity to throw off, such of the obhgatlons of the
treaties as were distasteful to them, and not sufficiently important to the others to
be worth a fight. The general opinion sustained some of those violations as being
perfectly right: and even those which were disapproved,
were not regarded as
justifying a resort to war. Europe did not interpose when Russia annihilated
Poland; when Prussia, Austria, and Russia extinguished the Republic of Cracow:
or when a second Bonaparte mounted the throne of France. England alone, among
the great contracting powers, never actsvely vtolated this set of treaties; though
England, too. was a part)' after the fact to one of the most justifiable of the
violations--the
separation of Belgium from Holland. Such is the spectacle which
Europe has had before her for half a century; and it is well calculated, one would
think, to moderate her surprise, when another treaty, made fort)' years later, m the
same wild hope of fixing a certain condition of the affairs of Europe in perpetusty,
has in a similar manner broken down. l*l If we ask ourselves why this case has
aroused

more anger m this country

than an)' of the others had done,

the reply, if

given with a full remembrance
of the previous cases, can scarcely be, that st ss
more shocking to the conscience
than an)" of them; for the annihilatson of the
Republic of Cracow was not merely the infringement of a treat)', it was also, had
there existed no treat)' to forbid it, in itself a gross violation of public rights and
morality. But it did not touch so nearly what we had been taught to fanc) our ow,n
interests, and was not so liable to be imagined a defiance to us in particular. Not to
a greater tenderness of the pubhc conscience,
but to the different aspect affronts
and injuries wear to the unreflecting
when addressed to ourselves and when
addressed to others, must, 1 fear, be attributed our specsal perceptson of the moral
value of treaties on this occasion. We may fasrlv be comphmented
wsth being so
far in advance of some of the other great States of Europe,

that it ss a disputable

point whether we have of late years inflanged any of our treaty obhgatson_.
although we must remember that the announcement,
by one of our leading statesmen, that almost the last treaty we entered Into was only to be considered binding
by ourselves if adhered to by the others who entered into the same obtigatson, met
with very general approval./tl
Yet the pubhc, if actuated purel_ b_ moral feehng,
ought to have been more startled b? the suggestion

ofa posssble breach of moralltx

[*General Trear_ between Great Brltam, Au,_tria, France. Prussta. Ru_ _m. Sardml_,
and Turkey, for the Re-estabhshment of Peace. wtth Three Conventton._ Annexed Thereto,
Signed at Parz_, March 30, 1850, PP, 1850, Vol LXI. pp 1-34, for RussLa's
intention to repudiate st. see "'The Treat) o! 1856 Prince Gortschakoff's Note," The Tmw_.
18Nov,
1870, p. 3 ]
[*Edward George Stanley, Speech (4 July, 1867, Lordsl, PD, 3rd ser.. Vol. 188, col,_
968-74, with reference to the "Treat 5'Relative to the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg" _11 May.
1867), PP, 1867, LXXIV, 415-22.]
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on our own part, than by the certainty of an actual breach of it on the part of
somebody else. The fact is. we have not yet advanced so far as to regard these
questions purely from the moral point of view. Our m&gnation is hot or cold
according to circumstances quite foreign to the morahty of the case: and is hkelv to
continue so until the moraht_, of such cases has been placed on a firmer and more
clearly defined basis than it has yet recelved,
I am ready to join with any one m averring that this is an evil state of things, most
injurious to public morahty No honest man can see with indifference a condmon
m which treaties do not bind. m which it rests with the party who deems himself
aggrieved by them. to say whether they shall be observed or not: In which nations
cannot trust each other's pledged word. It does not follow, however, that thls evil
is likely to be remedied by _gnonng the fact. that there are treaties which never
will. and even which never ought to be permanently observed b_ those who have
been obliged to submit to them: far less, therefore, to be permanentl) enforced. It
is not necessar?' to go far back for one of the most s_gnal examples which the entire
histo_' of mankind affords. Did an) impartial person blame Prussia or Austria,
because, m 1813, they violated the treaties which bound them to the first
Napoleon. and not only did not fight m his ranks, as their engagements required.
but brought their whole mihtarv force into the field against him, and pursued him
to his destruction? Ought they. instead of cancelling the treaties, to have opened a
negotiat_on with Napoleon. and entreated him to grant them a voluntary release
from their obhgations: and If he did not comply with their request to be allowed to
desert him. ought the}' to have faithfully tought m his defence'? Yet st was as true of
those treaties, as it is of the treaty of 1856. that disadvantageou_ and dishonourable
as the 5"might be, the) had been submitted to as the purcha_e-mone._ of peace.
when the prolongation of war would have been most disastrous: for. had the terms
been refused, Napoleon could with ease have conquered the whole of Prussia. and
at least the German domlmons of Austria. which Is considerably more. I presume,
than England and France could have done to Russia. after the fall of Sebastopol.
1 already seem to hear some uncandJd reader crying out. "'Do you pretend that
Russia has as complete a lustlficat_on, and even positive obhgatlon, to break her
treaties, as Prussia and Austria then had'?" Certainl_ not. The case of Ausma and
Prussia was about as extreme a case as. in the nature of national affmrs, could
possibly occur: Russia herself could not pretend that her own approaches _ lthm a
great distance of theirs. But the pnnclple may be the same. and principles are best
tested b) extreme cases. If a pnnc_ple will not stand good m e_,erx"case v,hlch it
covers, it is a proof that some other pnnciple reqmres to be considered "alongV,lth it.
What means, then. are there of reconciling, in the greatest pracncable de_ee,
the inviolability of treaties and the sancnt? of national faith, u'_th the undoubted
fact that treaties are not always fit to be kept. while vet those uho have _mposed
them upon others weaker than themselves are not hkelv, ff thex retain confidence
in their own strength, to grant a release from them'? To effect th_s reconcilement, so
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far as it is capable of being effected, nations should be willing to abide by two
rules. They should abstain from imposing conditions which, on any just and
reasonable view of human affairs, cannot be expected to be kept. And they should
conclude their treaties, as commercial treaties are usually concluded, only for
terms of years.
To the first of these rules it is essential that the obligations should be defined,
which nations are not warranted in imposing on one another. 1 do not pretend to
enter exhaustively into so large a subject. But one great principle one can clearly
see, and it is the only one which need concern us at present. The community
of nations is essentially a republic of equals. Its purposes require that it should
know no distinction of grades, no rights or privileges enjoyed by some and refused
to others. The basis of international law--without which the weak, for whose
protection chiefly international law exists, would never be secure--is, that the
smallest and least powerful nation, in its capacity of a nation, Is the equal of the
strongest. Whatever rights belong to one belong to all. and can only be temporarily
forfeited, even by misconduct, unless the erring nation is to be treated as a savage.
and thrust out of the communion of civilised nations altogether. Now, all treaties
which bind a nation, within itself and in its own affairs, by restrictions not common
to all the rest, violate this principle. Of this nature is a stipulation that a country
shall maintain one form of goverment, or abjure another: that she shall abstain
from fortifying places situated within her own territory: that she shall limit to a
prescribed amount her ann), or her fleet, or the portion of each stationed in a
particular part of her dominions, no equivalent limitation of armaments being
consented to by the other parties to the treaty, or by nations in general. 1do not say
that some of these restrictions cannot ever be admissible as a temporary, penalty for
crimes committed against other states: though in general some penalty would be
preferable which could be completed by a single act. The period, however, for
which such exceptional disabilities can justly be imposed, ought not. I conceive, to
exceed the length of a generation: or. more properly, the period at the end of which
a majority of the adult population will have grown up from childhood subsequently
to the offence, so that the people suffering the penalty are no longer, as a body. the
same with those who shared in the fault.
But the end in view would be in a still greater degree attained, were nations to
decline concluding any treaties except for limited periods. Nations cannot rightfully bind themselves or others beyond the period to which human foresight
can be presumed to extend: thus aggravating the danger which, to some extent,
always exists, that the fulfilment of the obligation may, by change of circumstances, become either wrong or unwise. I am not aware of any good reason why
engagements reciprocally entered into by nations for their joint advantage, should
not be subject to periodical renewal. There are few, if any, contracts between
nations, the terms of which might not be so framed as to protect either party from
sustaining undue loss or injury in case of the non-renewal of the contract And with
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respect to the other kind of treaties, those which nations inflict upon one another,
there is a very much greater chance of their being faithfully observed, if a
legitimate and peaceful emancipation from them is looked forward to at the end of
a moderate length of time. The treaty of 1856. vainly affecting to be perpetual, has
been repudiated in fourteen years. Had it been concluded for twenty, or even for
twenty-five years, it would probably have lasted out the term. It is, perhaps,
necessary to say, that the expiration of a treaty does not tmply that a monex
indemnity exacted by it should be repaid, or a ceded temtory restored. Possession,
once transferred, is an accomphshed fact: and to disturb it, after an lnter_'al of
peace, would imply a fresh aggression, which requires no stipulation of treaties to
constitute it a casus belli. The lapse of the treaty would merely reinstate the nation
that had been punished, m those common rights of all nations, the enjoyment of
which is the normal condition of an Independent State: rights which no nation
ought to be, and no high-spirited nation will ever consent to be, permanentlx
dispossessed of.
If these principles are sound, it remains to be considered how they are to be
applied to past treaties, which, though containing stipulations which, to be legitimate, must be temporary, have been concluded _lthout such limitation, and
are afterwards violated, or. as by Russia at present, repudiated, on the assumption
of a right superior to the faith of engagements.
It is the misfortune of such stipulations, even If as temporar), arrangements the_
might have been justifiable, that if concluded for permanency, they are seldom to
be got rid of without some lawless act on the part of the nation bound by them. If a
lawless act, then, has been committed m the present Instance, _t does not entitle
those who Imposed the conditions to consider the lawlessness only. and to dismiss
the more important conslderat_on, whether, even if _t was wrong to throw off the
obligation, It would not be still more wrong to persist m enforcing _t.If. though not
fit to be perpetual, it has been xmposed in perpetult_, the quesnon when It become._
right to throw it off is but a question of time. No time having been fixed. Russia
fixed her own time, and naturally chose the most convement. She had no reason to
beheve that the release she sought would be voluntanl? granted, on any condmons
which she would accept, and she chose an opportunity which, ff not seized, might
have been long before it occurred again, when the other contracting parties were m
a more than usually disadvantageous position for going to war.
Had this been all, there would have been little in the conduct of Russia but what
most other powers in her posmon would have done, and what there are, at all
events, but too many precedents for doing. Her special offence is. that m asserting
what she might, without being entirely unreasonable or unscrupulous, believe to
be her right, she showed no desire whatever that the wound inflicted upon the
confidence, so necessary to mankind, in the faith of treaties, should be the smallest
possible. She showed herself perfectly indifferent to anx such consequence She
made her claim in the manner most calculated to startle mankind, and to destrox
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their faith in the observance of all treaties which any one of the contracting parties
thinks it has an interest in shaking off. Not but that it is in itself a less immoral act,
if a promise is to be broken, to give notice beforehand of the intention, than to keep
it hidden, and break the engagement without notice, while the other party is relying
on its being kept. This is too obvious not to be seen in private life, and it is as true of
public treaties as of private promises. Had Russia, however, thought the trust of
nations in each other's engagements a thing of the highest importance, she would,
even if determined to assert finally at all costs what she claims as her fight, have
first exhausted all endeavours, and consented to some sacrifices, to attain the
freedom she claimed by the general consent of Europe. If Russia had acted in this
honourable manner, she would have set, perhaps for the first time in h_story, an
example which neither we ourselves who blame her, nor any other state, would
find it easy to show in their own annals. She has chosen a less honourable course.
But this misconduct of Russia tmisconduct not so much before the bar of history
and the past practice of nations, as before that of true morahty, and of what we may
hope will become the future customs) does not entitle us to bnng upon millions of
innocent persons the unspeakable evils of war, in order to enforce an obligation
which it was wrong to impose, and which we ought therefore plaml_ to declare that
we do not desire to re,repose. The notice which the h_gh-handed proceeding of the
Russian Government demanded at our hands, was to protest _as Lord Granville
immediately did)I*l against the claim of a contracting part)' to set aside a treaty by a
mere announcement of its will; and, for the rest, to follow the precedent set by the
French Government, when three of the powers who were parties to the treaties of
Vienna, destroyed the Republic of Cracow and confiscated its temtory. M.
Guizot, then Foreign Minister of France, made a public declaration, that France
took notice of this violauon of treaties; that she did not intend to oppose herself, by
arms or otherwise, to the proceeding, but that she reserved to herself the full
exercise of whatever fights the infringement of a treaty, to which she was a
contracting party, restored to her. t*lIf we are unable to arrange any joint peaceable
action with the other powers concerned, an intimation somewhat like this would be
the only dignified notice we could take of the mode of a demand, the substance ot
which the intrinsic merits of the case forbid us to resent. We may, however, hope
that if our Government stands firm against the unreasonable clamour of the war
party, some arrangement may be come to by which the obnoxious stipulations ma3
be abrogated with the consent of all concerned.
[*See "Lord Granvdle's Answer to the Russian Circular." The Tzmes. 17 Nov.
1870, p. 9.]
['Franqols Pierre Gulllaume Gulzot. Despatch to Mettermch on the Incorporation of
Cracow (3 Dec., 1846), in La Presse, 4 Dec., 1846, p. 1, the relevant passages are cited
from La Presse m The Times, 7 Dec.. 1846, p 4. ]
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Administration and Operatzon of the Contagtou._ Diseases Acts of 1866 and 1869 Reprinted Verbatim from the Blue Book (London: Association for the Repeal of the Contagious
Diseases Acts, [18711t. Reprinted from "Minutes of Evidence Taken before the
Commission upon the Admlmstrat_on and Operation of the Contagious Diseases Acts,"
Parhamentar 3' Papers, 1871. XIX. 1818-25 The Acts are 29 Victoria, c 35 (1866),
and 32 & 33 Victoria, c. 96 (1869). Not hsted m Mill's blbhograph',. No copy m the
Somerville College Library. Mill's evidence was taken on 13 Ma 5 , 1871 (In the House of
Lords), with Wilham Nathaniel Masse 5 m the Chair, and the following members of the
Comrmttee present: Robert Apptegarth, John Henry Bridges, Richard Colhnson, Holmes
Coote, Robert Grego_', John Hannah, Timothy Holmes, Walter Charles James, Frederick
Demson Maurice (whose name is omitted from the hst in the pamphlet and in PP). Anthony
John Mundella, John Somerset Pakmgton, and Peter Rylands. The text is headed' "'Mr
John Stuart Mill gave evxdence as follows.". Mill's examination included questions 19.990
to 20,101 of the evidence betbre the Committee For comment on the evidence, see xxxvnxxxviii and lxxi-lxxu abo_e.
The text below is taken from the pamphlet reprint of the evidence. It has been collated
with the version in PP, which is signified m the variant notes by "'71 I,,

The Contagious Diseases Acts

WILLIAM NATHANIEL MASSEY: Are you acquamted
which are the subject of mquzr 3' by this Commisston?
with them.
Have you any practical
knowledge.

knowledge

Of the

wtth the Acts of Parliament
I have a general acquaintance

working

of them ') No practical

Then any opinion you expres,s with regard to these Acts, refers to the prtnctples
on whzch they are founded?
Yes: the general principles of legislation. I have not
studied the details.
The prmcipal Act now m force t_ entitled "An Act for the better preventton of contagious dtseases at certain naval and mthtar_ ._tattons. "I'_' And are _ou a_ are that
the policy

which

dictated

this legislation

in the first

instance,

was a desire

to

mamtain the health of soldiers and sailors, whose physical effictency was reported
to be very seriously affected by the disease whwh they contracted at garrison and
seaport towns, those towns and garrisons bezng the resort, tn a pecuhar manner,
of common prostitutes?
Yes; I am aware of that.
Do you consider that such legislation as that is justifiable on prmczple 9 1 do not
consider it justifiable on pnnciple, because _tappears to me to be opposed to one o!
the greatest principles of legislation, the security of personal libert_. It appears to
me that legislation
of th_s sort takes awa,, that security, almost ent_rel_ from a
particular class of women intentionally,
may say, from all women whatever,

but mczdentallv and unintentionally,
inasmuch
as it enables a _'oman

one
to be

apprehended by the police on suspicion and taken before a magistrate, and then bx
that magistrate she is liable to be confined for a term of _mpnsonment
vch_ch ma_
amount. I beheve, to s_x months, for refusing to s_gn a declaration consenting to be
examined.
The Act of Parliament
in express terms apphes only to common prostztutes.
plymg their trade as prostttutes
within the protected dtstrtcts. The pohce have
express instructions
to confine their action to the women spectfied m the Act, _¢e
have it in evidence before us that those orders have been most care/idl 3 obeyed hv
a select body of police detached upon thts partwular duo' '_ In pomt o.t_hwt." 1 do
[*29 Victoria, c 35 (18661 ]
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not know whether that would make any difference in your opznzon. The Commtssion. I nzav say. are satisfied that no practzcal abuse of the Act has taken
place by the pohce : that tn fact, women who are not intended by the Legtslature to
be subjected to these provzszons have not been molested by it. We so far quali_" that
by saying it zspossible that m some particular instances the suspiczon _?fthe police
may have rested upon women who are not wtthltz the descrzptzon of common
prostttutes, but practtcally the Act has been carried out with great care Is your
objection conhned to the possibility c_a modest woman being brought up under
these Acts? That _s a very great part of m3 objection. Although I am qmte aware
that the Act only authorises the apprehension of prostitutes, still a d_scretion must
necessarily be left in the pohce to prevent the entire evasion of the Act: and I have
understood that _tis held by its supporters, medical men and others, that the powers
must be very considerable if the Acts are not to be ver 3 seriously evaded What
number of cases there have been m which modest women, or women at an)' rate not
prostitutes, have been apprehended b3 the police on suspicion, I do not knov,, but
it appears to me that the police have that power, and that the',' must have the power.
_t is impossible to enforce the Acts unless the_ have the power, the Acts cannot be
made reall) effectual unless those powers are strengthened. But m an 3 case lI
seems to me that we ought not to assume, even supposing bthatt' no case of abuse
has been found out as vet. that abuses ',_,illnot occur. When power _s given which
may be easily abused, we ought always to presume that it will be abused, and
although _t is possible that great precautions will be taken at first, those precautions
are hkely to be relaxed m t_me. We ought not to give powers hable to vet) great
abuse, and easily abused, and then presume that those powers will not be abused.
VChatpower do you refer to?' The power of apprehending women on suspicion.
and then reqmring them to enter into engagements sub leering themselve,, to
examination.
Then setttng astde the tendenc_ to whtch the,se Act,_ are hable tn thezr execuznvadzng the liber O' of modest women, do you conszder It ohjectzonable tn
itself that the Legislature should make provtszon for the pertodzcal examinatzon
of common prostttutes who let out thetr bodze.s fi_r htre? 1 think that it is
objectionable. If an_ penalt 3 is to be imposed, and thls must be considered a
penalty, for being a common prostitute, she ought to have power to defend hersell
m the same manner as before an_ ordmarx tribunal, and of being heard by counsel.
m order to prove that she is not a prostitute if she can There are great numbers of
prostitutes, I beheve in this country, certaml 5 m foreign countries, who are not
registered, and the effect of the examination which the Act reqmres, and similar
examinations which are reqmred m foreign countries, l_ said to be, and I beheve
with a great deal of truth, to lead to a great amount of clandestine prostitution, and
the Acts therefore are not effectual unless clandestine prostitution is touched also
tzon qf
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The provision oJ the Act is thts, that a woman shall be permttted, if she ' thinks'
fit, to acknowledge
herself to be a common prostitute upon paper, that l,s called m
the Act a voluntary submission,
and she may deposzt that m the hands o/the pohce
or the authorities
of the hospital,
and m pursuance
o/ that submtsston she zs
examined and subjected
to the same examinatton
wzth
attendance as if ordered to attend before the magistrate:
that if she declines to sign a voluntarw submissum,
_he
a magtstrate,
and the question whether she is a common
question for the magistrate
to try. She may be heard b_

regard to pertodwal
the alternattve
being
may be taken before
prostttute,
wdl be a
counsel, and the onh

difference between that mode of trml and the ordmar 3"mode o/trml ts the absence
oJ a jury. She is trted, m fact, b_ a trzbunal analogous to that which has been
created by recent legtslatton m an Act called the "CrzmtnaI Justwe Act, "'t×' whtch
in ,[act mereh" extends summary' jurtsdictum
whwh alreadx obtamed
m thts
countra. Do l understand
you to sax that you think the protectton
ol a jur 3 ts
necessary m such a case? I have not considered
that subject, but I think all the
protection,
which is necessary in other cases of judlcml invesnganon
v, ould be
necessary m th_s_ There can be hardl_ am more serious case to the person
concerned than that of being charged w_th being a prostitute, ff she is not realtx so
With regard to the first part of your quesnon, supposing that her declaration of her
being a prosntute
_s voluntarT, and that her submission to exammanon
l_ stnctlx
spontaneous on her part, I have nothing to sa} against it then, but I do not think _t_,
the business of Government
to provide the means of such exammatmns.
To tollow up that, supposmg a woman had voluntartl_ submttted her per_on t(,
examinatton,
and her person was found to be dry,eased, would you conmder tt an
unjustifiable vtolation of her alibert3 "a _fshe was sent to hospztal, and detained m
the hospttal against her wtll until she was cured" I should think the objection les_
strong than m the other case. but I still think _toblect_onable because 1 do not think
_t_s part of the business of the Government
to provide securities beforehand against
the consequences
of Immoralities
of an_ kind That is a totalb different thing from
remedying the consequences
after they occur. That 1 see no oblect_on to at all. 1 see
no objection to having hospitals for the cure of patients, but I see considerable
objectton to consigning
them to hospital,; against their _ _11
The condition which I took the liber O of puttmg to you was the voluntart subnu_s_on of the women 9 Yes.
Upon that voluntary submtsston the woman is found dtseased. Now the _ oman
being found diseased and being a common prostttute,
upon her vo/untar_ submission the law assumes the rtght of sending her to a hospmll, am/dctatnmg
her
m that hospttal, until she ts no longer in a condttlon to commlcnlcate cotltat,,lon
["27&28V_ctona,

c 8011864_.v,h_chcxtcndcd

' _71_ thml,
daTl _ habthtx [transcrtber's error "1

IN& lt)\_ctona,

c 12¢_1_55_ i
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Do you think that a warrantable violation oJ"the woman's libert)', which is
the first question ? Do rou consider that a proper course for legislation to take '_
I do not consider it a violation of the woman's liberty in that case. because she
would know beforehand to what she would subject herself. If she voluntarily
underwent this examination, she might well be made to underrake that if she was
examined and found diseased, she should consent beforehand to go to the hospital,
and be there detained until cured; therefore, on the score of personal liberty. I
have no objection to it. But ! have a still remaining objection to the Government
undertaking, even on the solicitation of the parties concerned, to provide
beforehand the means of practising certain Indulgences with safety. Of course the
objection on the ground of personal liberty does not occur in that case, but the other
objection does. It applies to this case as much as the other. I think if a woman
comes and asks to be examined and asks it to be ascertained that she is in a healthx
condmon, and to be submitted to treatment until she is healthy in order that she
ma t be fitter to follow a certain profession, the State is in fact going out of its wa_
to provide facilities for the practice of that profession, which 1 do not think the
State is called upon, or can without considerable disadvantage undertake, to do.
Would your objection be modi_ed by thi,_consideration. It Is m evidence before
tht_ Commission, and we will assume for the purpose of your answer that it z,_
proved to your satisfaction that the contagious disease extend,s far beyond the
guil_."persons, and may be commumcated to innocent wt yes. and he transmitted to
innocent children? That opens another point on which I should like to express an
opinion. Of course I understand it is not the object of the Act of Parliament to
afford facilities tbr indulgence. The object of the Act is not to protect those who
voluntarily' seek indulgence, but to protect the innocent from having these disease,<
communicated to them; that I understand to be the obJect. Now a woman cannot
communicate the disease but to a person who seeks it. and who knowingly' places
himself in the way of it. A woman can only communicate it through a man: it must
be the man who communicates it to innocent women and children afterwards. It
seems to me, therefore, If the object is to protect those who are not unchaste, thc
way to do that is to bring motives to bear on the man and not on the woman, who
cannot have anything to do directly with the communication of it to persons
entirely innocent, whereas the man can and does. If you ask whether I think l)
possible to bring motives to bear on the man, I think there are various ways in
which it may be done. In the first place, the same degree of espionage which l_
necessary to detect women would detect also the men who go with them, because
very often they are detected only by the circumstance of being seen to go into
certain houses with men. In that case, if the women can be laid hold of, the men can
also, and be obliged to give an account why they are there. But without the exercise
of espionage on either men or women, there are other means which can be had
recourse to; very, severe damages in case a man is proved to have communicated
this disease to a modest woman, and in the case of his wife. divorce as a matter ol
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right; I think that a stronger case m which to apply the remedy of dworce can
hardly be conceived.
Supposing for a moment that the enactment In law makm£, zt penal to communicate the disease to another person wa.s ob)ecttonable on the eround that tt
would lead to extortion, and that a wife so affected would not be able to overcome
all those influences which her own affecttons have over her to induce her not to
take the extreme step of seeking divorce, what remedy would you provtde [or the
innocent children? The evil could only reach the children through the _ife The
unborn children could only be infected by the mother being first infected. If it wa_
proved that a man had been the means of commumcatlng to his wife. she being a
modest woman, or to his children, any of these diseases, the la_ should grant the
woman a divorce, and compel the man in proportion to his means to pa3 vers
heavy damages to them for their support apart from himself That. in my opinion.
_s what the law ought to do in the case. I quite see there would be often great
difficulty in enforcing it: probably it would only be enforced in a certain proportion
of cases, and very likely not in the maionty of cases, but still the knov, ledge that
it could be enforced would operate as a considerable check on the evil: and even
the fact that the law declared this a ver3"great creme, not onl 3 rendenng the person
who committed it subject to heavy penalties, but deemed so serious as to warrant
the dissolving of the marriage tie. the mere effect of placing its mark on the conduct in this way would have ver3 great influence, and would make this crime be
considered, as in truth it is. one of the gravest a man could possibly commit
RE'_. JOHNHANNAH:l/Would you thmk it worth while to make an effort to stop _t,
vtewed simply as a plague? That is. of course, a question to be considered, but I
have heard and read that man_ medical men, and other strong supporters of the
Act. think it cannot be made effectual enough to stamp out the_e d_seases unless _t
_s made much more strict than _t is. consequentl 3 much more oppresswe to
women, and still more liable to abuse, besides which I have understo¢_ that sex eral
medical men who were warm supporters of the Acts neverthele._s think _t
impossible for the Acts to be made to that degree effectual, or any degree
approaching that. unless men are subject to it as welt as _omen. and the reason
they do not propose this _s because they do not think that men would consent to _t
Con_nmg you to the one point of detentton, I think I gather your objecttons to
tt arise .from collateral considerations whwh admtt o¢ removal 1 mean the
conszderation that the detention is smlpl) to facgltate an tmmorat purpose, an
objecnon which you dwelt upon, did you not" It seems to me always liable to that
objection, even if it is not liable to others,
Still. is not the poli 0" of detention separable from what ts cleartv a bad reason.
vtz., to make sin safe? I do not see how it can be separated 1 do not see hou that
which makes illicit indulgence of that sort safe. or is supposed to do so. can be
prevented from giving some degree of encouragement to It, though far. 1 knou.
from the intention of the Act.
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The point, ! apprehend, is really this: in case it is really a plague, differing only
from other plagues by the intermtxture of the moral element, then is not the
Legtslature ,justified in the interests of the innocent in endeavouring, so far as tt
can, to stamp it out, even if there is no hope of complete success? I should say this
question is very much affected by the degree of hope there is of complete success.
It seems to me there ought to be a very good prospect of complete extirpation to
justify anything of that kind, and I do not understand that such hope is entertained
by those who are now most in favour of the Acts.
SIR WALTERJAMES: You mentioned that personal examination o2[men and
women was a degrading thing, and in itself illegal? I did. I think it is exceedingly
degrading to the women subjected to it, not in the same degree to men; therefore
there is more reason that if it is applied at all it should be applied to men as well as _
women, or if not to both, rather to men than to women. Men are not lowered in
their own eyes as much by exposure of their persons, besides which it is not a
painful operation in the case of a man, which 1 believe in the case of a woman it
often is, and they very much detest it.
With regard to the cost of these Acts', I understand on the continent these Acts
are self-supporting, are you aware of that? are you aware that such is the case?
I am not aware whether it is so.
Is it your opinion that it would be right and just that those persons for whose
safe O' these Acts were passed should pay for them? It depends on who those are
who are affected by the Acts.
Should you consider it more just that thev should pay for tt by licenses as on the
continent, or that the British taxpayer, the poor man should payfor it? It seems to
me that all the objections which exist against the Acts, exist in an extreme degree
against licenses, because they have still more the character of toleration of that
kind of vicious indulgence, than exists under the Acts at present, or can exist in any
other way.
I think on this point you will agree with me that licenses should be paidfor by j
prostitutes themselves, and the brothel-keepers, rather than as in the present case
by the English people? If the thing was really justifiable on the ground on which
it is defended, namely, as a great samtary measure for the protection of all classes,
I think it would be very fair that the English people should pay: but it is not
professed, and could not be with truth asserted to be the object of these Acts. to
protect persons in vicious indulgence or to protect the class of prostitutes. The
strongest argument for the Acts has been the protection of those who are liable to
take the disease without any voluntary, exposure to it on their own part.
But supposing the opposite to be the case, would not the hardship of the case be
greater, that is, that the innocent should pay the cost of these Acts rather than the
guilo'? I should think such considerations of such extremely small importance
e711 to
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compared with the general bearing of the Acts, that I should think them hardly
worth regarding. The very expense in any case would not be great.
But the expense would be very considerable tf extended to other classes "_If
applied to the whole population the expense no doubt would be ve_' much greater.
Would you consider, if applied to the whole population, it would be a justifiable subject to tax the people for? I think it would; I do not think it belongs to the
class of measures which, if justifiable at all, it would be unjust to make a charge
on the whole community. The health of the commumt_ is a subject no_ consldered. I think with reason, to be within the province of Government But I do not
think this consideration matetaal in comparison with the inconvenience that I see m
the fact, that the expense could not be charged on the prostitutes themselves
without in a manner hcensmg their profession. Moreover it is not the prostitutes
themselves mainly who are protected, but their customers, and I do not see ho_
you can get at them especially to make them pay You can make prostxtutes pa3.
but you cannot make those who frequent them pa_.
Undoubtedly you can according to the prmczples of pohttcal economx, bx making a prostitute recoup by charging a larger _um to customers, because we have
heard in evidence that these registered women charge a higher prwe than the
others. A gentleman said the officer,s gave a higher price to those hcensed
women than the others, so that you see m that _ase the cost would not fall upon
the woman but upon her customers "_In that case thxs particular objection falls.
but the objection is still unansv.ered that it involves special licensing of person_
to practise that profession.
Do you think that evil ts at all avoided by the present Acts '' By no means. I think
one of the objections to the present Acts is that the._ do not avoid that evd. but still
they are not attended w_th so much of it as the licensing system would be
You are aware that a woman has an order to attend the next e._ammat_on? I am.
And that it ts their custom to show their tickets '_Yes: that comes ver'x near to the
licensing.
Can you draw a distraction between tt and hcensmg _ There 1s hardlx any distraction. It makes some difference that _t _s not called a license. That makes a
considerable difference m the feehng about it. not b_ the pubhc, but bx the women
themselves.
We have strong evidence that they are considered equivalent to zt.' That max
ver).'possibly be the case.
Do you see a substantial dzfference between medical _examtnattons _ under
these Acts. and the continental system _ I do not see anx substantial difference. It
seems to me that the same objections apply to both.
Except that tt is applied to a smaller population here. and that on the continent tt
is applied to all? More extensively.
g _71_
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REX,.FREDERICKDENISONMAURICE:Supposing the whole of these Acts" were
repealed so.far as regards the military and naval population, so that the whole
purpose to supply prostttutes for them was taken away, would you then think that
there might be hospitals for this purpose established by Government; would _'ou
see any objection to such hospitals being under Government co/ttrol? I do not see
any reason. I by no means wish that there should not be hospital accommodation
for those cases to the utmost extent for which it may be required. But I think the
objection that applies to the Acts would apply in some degree to having hospitals
for this express purpose. The great defect now is that these patients are not
admitted into most hospitals. It would be desirable that the restrictive regulations
which exclude them from all except a few hospitals should be removed in some
way or other, and hospltal accommodation provided for thxs disease in the same
way as for others, but not by Government taking that charge on itself, which would
be liable to the same objection as licensing prostitutes.
Do you not thmk the Government ought to exert itself fi_r the purpose of putting
down thts disease? I think the Government ought, so far as it can. to exert itself in
putting down all diseases--this among the rest. but I certainly do see some degree
of objection to anything special being done by the Government distinguishing
between this and other d_seases in that respect.
Then if the Act really fulfilled its purpose, and was for all contagious dzseases,
by there being one department in each hospttal, you would not thmk that objecttonable? No. Supposing the opinion of Parliament was that contagious diseases
generally, all sorts of infectious and contagious diseases, were proper subjects
for the Government to take in hand administratively, and to provide proper
means for curing, I should say there was no objection in including this among
the others.
You would not thtnk tt bad legislatton? No, because it would not single out
diseases of this kind to meet _xith particular favour.
DR. JOHN HENRYBRIDGES:] understood one of your objecttons to the Act was
that the State thereby gave securio'Jor the consequences of commtttmg an tmmoral
act? It facilitates the act beforehand: which is a totally different thing and always
recognized in legislation as a different thing from correcting the evils which are the
consequences of vices and faults. If we were never to interfere with the evil
consequences which persons have brought upon themselves, or are likely to ha_e
brought upon themselves, we should help one another veu' little Undoubtedly it is
quite true that interfering to remedy evils which we have brought on ourselves has
in some degree the same bad consequences, since it does in the same degree
diminish the motive we have to guard against bringing evils on ourselves. Still a
line must be drawn somewhere, and a marked line can be drawn there. You may
draw a line between attacking evils when they occur, in order to remedy them as
far as we are able, and making arrangements beforehand which will enable the
objectionable practices to be carried on without incurring the danger of the evil
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hThese h two things 1 take to be distinct, and capable of being kept distinct in
practice. As long as hospitals are not peculiarly for that class of diseases, and do
not give that class of d_sease any favour as compared with others, the)' are not
liable to objection, because their operation consists m remedying the effects of past
evils: they do not hold out a specml facihty beforehand to pracusmg ilhclt
indulgence with a security which it would not otherwise enjoy. The interference is
not preventive but remedial.
By attacking the evil after it has occurred, you would, I presume, prefer deahng
with a woman after she ia dtseased? Yes. 1 mean having hospitals, and taking
means of curing people of diseases either of this kind or other kinds. _hlch the_
have brought upon themselves by their own fault.
You are probably aware speaking of the countr_ generally that there are not a
ver)"large number of hospltals, {or the treatment of these diseases? I beheve there
are not,
And that it is excluded to aver 3 large extent from our provtnclal hospttats _Yes.
Now would not the effect of having wards for the admission of venereal dt._ea._e
m all our hospitals scattered about the countr_ have the e[yect which you
deprecate, that zs, of making fornication more secure from the chance of disease
than it is at present? No doubt it would. No doubt everything you do to relieve
people from what mav be the 'consequence' of their own fault, does m some
degree diminish the motives to refrain from that fault. Stall if we are to help one
another at all. we must not stretch this argument to ItSfull extent. Rehevmg people
who are in danger of starvation _s hable to the same objection All poor la_ _. all
relief whatever to the mdlgences or d_stresses of our tello_ creatures are hable
to it. since the people themselves are often ver_ much to blame for bnngmg
themselves into a posmon in which the) require rehef, and no doubt the rehef does
ansome not inconsiderable degree dlmimsh the prudentml motwes for abstammg,
But still all our experience, and the consideration g_ven to the question by thinkers
and legislators, have ended m the recognition of this. that we ought not to abstain
from helping one another through the evils of hfe. provided we do _tm such a wa_
as that it shall not provide facdiues beforehand, but only deal w_th the evd _hen it
has been incurred.
ApartJ?om the exzstence of venereal dtsease, wilt you be prepared to la_ down
as a princtple that the State should not take cogntzancc _?fthe extstence o/pro_mutton? Of course a good deal will depend on the sort of cogmzance, but I do
not think that prostitution should be classed and recogmsed as such b) the State It
seems to me there are inconvemences of many kinds in that.
You do not see your way to any tmproved legtslatton, for tnstance, _tth
reference to brothels? That is a different quesuon and a ver_ difficult one. The
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question of the regulation of brothels, whether they should be systematically put
down, or let alone to a certain degree, enters into very, wide reaching considerations as to the degree in which the law should interfere in questions of
simple morality, and also how far it should attack one portion of the persons who
conspire to do a particular act, while it tolerates the others. I have always felt it
very difficult to lay down a general rule on the subject, and I am not prepared to do
so now, but I do not think it material to the consideration of these Acts.
SIRJOHN SOMERSET
PAKINGTON:Am 1 right in inferring from the evidence you
have been so good as to give us, that you would not consider the fact of a veo' large
proportion of the crews of our men-of-war and the soldiers of our arm)', being
incapacztated for rendering sem'tce to the State by this terrible disease, an adequate reason for legtslation of this kind? Not for legislation of this kind: but it
might be for legislation of other kinds, l cannot say that I have considered the
subject much, but I do not see why the State should not subject its own soldiers and
sailors to medical examination, and impose penalties on them in case they are
found diseased. I would not undertake to say that it might not, by measures directly
acting on soldiers and sailors, m a very considerable degree discourage that kind of
indulgence. It is certain, at least I have understood so, that the impression on the
minds of soldiers and sailors, is that It is not discouraged, that it is considered by
Parliament a necessity which may be regulated, but which must be accepted, and
that Parliament does not entertain any serious disapprobation of immoral conduct
of that kind. Now the State might exercise an influence opposite to that, by making
the being found diseased a ground for military penalties in the case of soldiers and
sailors. I do not pretend to have made up mv mind on the subject, or to have
anything definite to propose. I only throw that out as a possibility.
Are you aware that in the case of soldiers, the very thing you recommend has
been non' in practice for many years, and is sttll m pracuce ? 1have understood that
soldiers are examined.
Under those circumstances the remedy you suggest can hardly be regarded as a
fresh security? Not an entirely fresh security, certainly. I have mentioned that I
have not considered or studied that part of the subject.
I infer from your answer that the fact to whwh 1 have adverted of the known
suffering in the way I have described must be regarded as a great pubhc evil? No
doubt it is a great public evil.
Do you think it is an evil which the State would not be just_ed in endeavouring
to avert? If the State endeavours to avert it by any means which are not obJectionable in a greater degree than the evil itself,
Do you think that the State had better rather continue to suffer from the evil than
to pass such Acts as these for its prevention.91 think the State had better continue to
suffer as much of that evil as it cannot prevent in other ways, by the application of
military discipline and the correction of these practices among the soldiers.
Can you suggest any way other than that alreadv adverted to, and which 1
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have told you is already in exercise? You mentioned that the soldiers are hable
to examination, but you have not mentioned, and I am not aware, to what degree,
if the result of that examination proves them to be d_seased, they are liable to
penalties.
1cannot describe the exactpenalt)', but theprmclple has been mactton. I do not
say with regard to the whole arno', but can you suggest an_ other descmption ? I
have not considered that part of the subject, but certainly I am not prepared to
suggest any other.
And I understand you to be ofopimon that in no case should the State resort to
such a remedy as _sfound m the_e Acts" Exactl'_. I do not think that the State
should resort to an_yremedy which operates by taking means beforehand to make
the indulgence safe.
I think you told us that you have only a general knowledge oj/these' Act._, and
no practtcal expertence of thetr working? That is _o.
You spoke of the violatzon oJ personal hbertv, and 1 thmk _ou also, zf l took
down your words correctly, objected to the power of apprehendme women
on susptcton. 1.' Do you thmk, as jar a_ you know the Act. that the expresston
"apprehend the woman on suspwion" ts an expression taken ltt tt3 ordmar_ 3ense.
whtch is applicable to the powers which these Acts ,etve" It seem_ to me that it _s
applicable as far as I understand the subject: inasmuch as when women have not
voluntarily declared themselves to be prostitutes, they ma) be. as 1 understand.
_,atched by policemen, and If the pohceman thinks a _oman _s practising prostitution, although not registered, he has it in h_s power, on an._ grounds of
suspicion which appear to hlm to be adequate, to require the woman to enter into an
undertaking to submit herself to examination, or to take her before a magistrate.
who will make her do so.
I am gladl asked you the que_stton, because it ts very clear _ou are under a mt_apprehension There is no such power ealhng on a woman to make a declaration compelling her to be exammed. The only power of the pohcc m tht._case
ts where thQ' have good reason to suppose a woman to be practising common prostitution, if she does not voluntartlv stgn a paper stattng she ts wilhng t_, be
examined, to lay an informatwn before a magistrate, and proceed m the ordlnar_
course before that magtstrate. You would hardly call that apprehensum on
_suspicion, would you? Certalnl 3, I should call that apprehending a woman on
suspicion. It is apprehending a woman on grounds which, in the opinion of the
pohceman, place her under suspicion of practising prostztut_on _ lthou( acknowledgment. I am aware that policemen have no power of using an3 compulsion for
making a woman enter into an engagement subjecting herself to examination. I am
aware that that can onl) be done before a magistrate, and after such inquiries a_ he
[*See pp 351 and 352 above ]
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might hold: but the policeman has it in his power, whether he uses the power or
not. to use threats to induce the woman to enter into this engagement.
I have no wish to raise any question on the narrow meaning of the word
"apprehend," but as you have said it is a violation of personal liber_', I .,ill ask
you whether you are aware that the liber_' of such .'omen, as of all other persons.
is protected by law, until interrupted under the authori_" of law _ Yes. I did not
make that distinction as I ought to have done. I admit its relevancy.
When vou said that a prostitute ought to have the power of defending herself
before the ordinary tribunals, I think you would admit that she has that power,
because she is brought before the magistrate, and that magistrate is not only'free
but bound in du_" to hear everything that a woman has got to say, and judge of the
evidence before deciding her case as he would manv other? That depends on
whether it is explained to her that she may be defended bv counsel.
The attack on personal liberty ts subject to those usual grounds of protection
which the law gives to all parttes? It may be so.
In the case, which is not only a possible case but I fear from the evtdence we
have had the not ver_' uncommon one of disease being commumcated to innocent
wives and innocent children, would you really trust to the power of divorce as the
only remedy in such a kcase? should k you not endeavour at least to resort to
prevention as being better than trusting to so uncertam a cure? I think that if
prevention is to be applied at all, it should be apphed to the man, who alone has the
power of committing this offence in a direct way When a woman infects anyone
the man must always be a consenting party to running the risk: it is only a man who
having been infected himself can communicate Infection to an innocent person,
and therefore if there is any argument for prevention, it should be for preventive
measures applied to men who infect these women, and not to the women
themselves.
Do you know or have you ever thought of any process by whwh prevention could
be applied to men? I think that it could. No doubt it would fail very. often; but
inasmuch as it certainly does happen frequently that women are brought under the
operation of these Acts through being watched by the police, and xts being
ascertained that they frequent certain houses along with men, the police can
equally ascertain who the men are who go t with them: and when they find that men
have been seen to frequent along with prostitutes houses of this description, those
men might be compelled to undergo examination for a certain period afterwards.
Am 1 to understand you seriously to propose that in this count O' we should adopt
a system of espionage over ever)" man seen going into a brothel, and that men seen
to go into a brothel should be subject all alike to personal examination? I am not
suggesting espionage; but if it is already in practice on women who go to brothels.
k'_711 case, should
t71 _ there
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with a view of ascertaining whether a woman is a prostitute by her being seen
there, I think the woman should not be singled out to be subject to examination, but
the men should be subjected to it also. or even if the women were not subjected the
men might be, but xf the one is, certainly I should say both
Therefore you do, as I understand, recommend such a _'stem of espionage as 1
have described? I do not recommend it, because I do not recommend the Acts at
all. I do not recommend that there be any espionage practised upon women, and
therefore not on men e_ther.
Do '_you not mrecommend it to this extent, if anv remedy t_sattempted for the evtl_
complamed of, it should be done m that shape _ If any preventive measures are to
be taken I should say it should be in that shape. But penal measures, or remedial
measures by means of hospitals, could be adopted independently of that.
increasing the hospitals, and increasing the facilmes for admission of those who
are diseased, and laying severe penalties on the man who communicates thz_
disease to an innocent woman.
lf the Legislature dtd enact with a vtew to preventmg such cases as tht_s,that the
woman affected should have the remedy of divorce, would your knowledge o[
human nature lead you to the conclusion that that remedy would be resorted to in
one case in a hundred, or one case tn a thousand? A good many more than that.
though probably not the majority
WILLIAMNATHANIELMASSEY."
Are you aware that for a man to gtve ht3 wtfe a
disease of that descrtptton would be adjudged cruelt3 by the Court ofDzvorce, and
would be a ground for a dtvorce, at all events a mensa? Yes, but not complete
d_ssolution of the matrimonial tie.
SIRJOHN PAKINGTON:Would you make _t so? Yes
WILLIAMNATHANIELMASSE_: YOU would make it a vinculo '_Yes. a vmculo.
accompanied with heavy pecuniary damages for the benefit of the sufferers, the
wife or children.
SIR JOHN PAKINGTON: rff'e have recezved verT strong evidence before this
Commission, that at one, at least, 1 think more, but at t,ne _f the most populous
places to which these Acts apply, one result has been that whereas there were
prevtously hundreds of children--when I say children, gtrts under 13, 14. and 15
years of age--practtsmg habitual prostttutzon, that smce these Acts have passed
that clas_"has almost, (f not qutte, disappeared: now, assuming that evtdem'e to he
correct, would tt reconcile your mind to the operatton c!f the Act.s producing so
blessed an effect as that? It would not remove the objections by an5 means I have
not examined Into the statistics of the question. _hlch I have no doubt are ver3
contradictor)., because very opposite results are stated at different places, with the
effect of creating very great distrust xn statistics altogether on that subject. In the
experience of those countries where Acts sxmilar to these have been very much
re'm71 I
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longer in operation, it is certainly found that a vast quantity of prostitutes escape
the operation of them altogether: that the process to which women are subjected by
it is so extremely offensive and odious, that there is a great quantity of clandestine
prostitution; and therefore it may well happen--I do not pretend knowledge on the
subject--that
the introduction of these Acts in places where they have not
prevailed before, may be attended with a considerable diminution of avowed
prostitution, without any diminution of real prostitution. I may now say, as l did
not say it before, that another reason which appears to me very strong against the
system of these Acts is. that they have a decided tendency to increase the class of
prostitutes. Even if it is only by the fact that a considerable number of them are
withdrawn from their profession periodically, the vacancy or gap that is thus
made, as the demand calls forth a supply, has a natural tendency to be filled up b,,
additional prostitutes being brought into the profession. That is independent of
another argument, which may also be urged, that in so far as the Acts are supposed
to afford increased security to the men who frequent these women. :t is liable to
produce an increased demand for prostitutes, and therefore bring forth in that wax
an increased supply. But independently of that. which is an argument 1 have no
doubt the Commission are perfectly familiar with--the mere taking awa_ forcibl_
from the competition of a certain per-centage of the prostitutes for a certain time,
naturally tends to have that vacancy filled up by healthy persons from other
quarters.
1 think I may ask you whether that is not rather a fear than any tact established
by proof? As I have already mentioned, I have not studied the detads, and cannot
say that I know as a matter of fact that _t is so, though accounts 1 have read, and
which appear to me reliable, as to what takes place on the Continent, appear to me
very.strong evidence that that is actually the case there. Whether _t is the case here
may be matter of d_spute, It may perhaps not be the case yet--_t may be the case
hereafter, though not the case already, or it max be the case without being
detected. I know nothing practically about the matter, but _t appears to me that
there is the tendency, and that the law which produces _t _sas strong as any law _n
political economy.
Excuse me saying that I think your answer to my questum about children did not
quite meet the questzon. I asked you whether, assuming such to be the case, havm_,
first told you the strong evzdence we had, whether that fact would reeoncde you m
any degree to the operation of the Acts, and your answer was that you dtstrusted
such statistics, I did not ask you that, but assuming those to be accurate, whether
such an important fact would reconcile you m an)"degree to the operatzon t?ftht
Acts ? If we are to enter into one part of the question only, the degree of efficac_ of
the Acts for their professed purpose, of course any increased efficacy furmshe._ an
additional argument for the Acts. But no argument that can be produced of that
kind, or I believe ever has been produced, would seem to me to overbear the ve_
strong arguments of other kinds against the operation of such Acts, therefore mx
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opinion would not be favourable to the Acts, supposing the circumstances you
mention to be finally confirmed.
If the existence of such afact would not reconcile you to the nprmctpie: of the
Acts, would it not at least make you thankful that such a result had ensued? Of
course anybody must be thankful Ibr such a result, from whatever cause.
In following up the same part of the subject, may I ask you whether you think zt
would be inconststent with due regard to the liberty of the subject, tf such young
creatures as 1have referred to. and you must be aware that such must be the ca,se m
all our crowded population_, iJ the law authortsed the detentzon of such young
creatures as I have described, when once convwted Qfprostttutton, tn homes or
refuges for their subsequent reclamation? I am not prepared to say that might not
be a good measure. I perhaps would go further for the protection of extremel_
young persons than most people would. I should not be adverse to strengthening
and extending the laws which at present exist against intercourse of an\' kind _ _th
girls below a certain age. I should not be at all adverse to raising considerably the
age below which it should be prohibited.
We have had strong evzdence wzth regard to the moral efl'ect,_of these Acts, and
a number qfcases in whzch through the agency qflthese Act_, b3first being taken
mto a hospital, where moral effects are produced as well as phystcal, and then
being sent to a reJhge, numbers _f young women have been reclaimed from vwe
and restored to a virtuous hfe, and tn many instances marrted _Vould such a tact
as that reconcde you to the operation oj these Acts? I think "these' effects might
just as well be produced bv the mere existence of hospitals, b3 recewmg them into
hospitals, having proper hospital accommodation for them. and when there ha_ mg
them attended by those benevolent and excellent people _ho undertake their
reclamation.
Are you now contemplating voluntary hospttals or hospttats supported b_ the
State? Either. I have already stated 1 should object to hospitals supported b', the
State for this particular disease excluswely, but _f contagious dlsease_ generalt3
were considered a proper subject for the State to take under its charge, 1should not
object to those being included.
Supposing these abandoned women dtd not go into them. what _ ould you do
then? Suppose they did not go m. I do not see how anything could be done,
Then your remedy would fail" Yes; but the w,omen who would not go m _ ould
be those on whom the remedv would be the least likel3 to be effectual.
Supposing they did go tn and would not sta_ when they were there, what would
you do? 1 should not be prepared to give any compulsor3 po_er to detain them.
You would let them come out and spread dtsea_e rzght and left, rather than do
good? I do not think it is the business of legislation of this kind to take specmt care
"71_ prmctplc
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either of the women who practise this profession, or of the men who frequent them.
l apprehend that the real object for which these Acts are most defensible, if
defensible at all, is the protection of the innocent, and as long as people are not
liable to be infected without exposing themselves to it. 1should say you do enough
for them if you offer them the means of cure provided they accept It.
We have very strong evidence before us to this effect, that the Acts in certain
localities have greatl 3 diminished the number of common prostitutes, and have
had the effect of raising the lowest and most demoralised portion of that class to
a comparatively more decent and more respectable state of l(fe--would not you
acknowledge that to be a good effect? Stated as you have stated it. any such effect.
however produced, is good pro tanto.
I am onlyputting to you that which we have before us in evidence. Precisely so.
but 1 should consider, if any effect of that sort is produced, it is produced by a
process, not applicable specially to prostitution, but to the criminal and vicious
classes, the dangerous classes altogether, all of whom may have some amount of
good done them if attention is paid to them by benevolent persons, or. it may be by
persons employed by the Government. It would not be beyond the proper function
of the State to take means of making these persons understand that they are not
considered as totally unworthy of any kind of regard or consideration by the rest of
their fellow-creatures, but that it is the object to reclaim them. and do them as
much good as their condition makes them susceptible of. Such measures, at all
events, might be applied to the dangerous classes generally, much more than ever
has been done yet. I should not see the least objection to applying such measures to
prostitutes also, but that would not require Acts of this description.
We have before us evidence of such a nature as I think hardly you or anvbodx
else whose attention has not been called to zt can tmagzne, with regard to the state
not only of degradation but of physical disease, amounting to absolute rottenness,
that the women have been found tn in the neighbourhood of our camps, I think tf l
remember right such a state as almost to lead to the Mea of[ailing to pieces: nou
looking at the fact of a human being zn such a horrible state as this, would you
leave those women to rot and die under the hedges, rather than pass such AcLs as
these to save them? I do not think it is qmte fair to put the question exactly in
that manner, because I am Inclined to think that I should approve very much
more decided measures of that sort with regard to the destitute classes generall3
than are now in practice. I should say. if you found a person in this last stage ot
consumption, or any other very wretched disease, it might be advisable and right to
lay hold of that person and give him or her relief or proper medical treatment, and
under proper medical regulation, and whatever relief of that sort I gave to others 1
would give to these women. What 1 object to is having special legislation for those
women, which would have the effect of singling them out for a special cure, to
which persons with other equally bad diseases are not subject.
I apprehend that I may take your answer as being tn effect in the afftrmative. You
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would rather leave these women to die and rot under hedges than pas3 these Act_
andsave them? I do not think that a fair way of putting the question, because I think
they could be.lust as well saved without these Acts. I would do a great deal for the
purpose of affording relief to persons who were found in an extremely bad state of
disease, and in a state of destitution. I would not do more for those than others: and
certainly the fact that there are such persons would not reconcile me to these Acts.
because 1 think these Acts do a great deal of mischief in other ways, which is not at
all necessary to be done for the sake of affording relief to those people, without
giving it in common to all others who have an equal claim to it.
I apprehend that I can take that as an affirmative answer My reference zs that
you would trust in such a case to the ordinary operation of the poor law "t* I have
not such a very high opinion of the administration of the poor laws as not to think it
admits of great improvement m that respect as in others, and such improvement I
should be glad to see, though 1 am not prepared to say exactly what it should be.
But the poor law has long been tn operation and haLsnot had the effect of rescumg these poor creatures from suffering, therefore i.sit not afair inference that
the_' are insufficient to meet that case "_That is a defect in the poor law. but
some other means should be In practice for the relief of disease Disease is a proper
subject for a special branch of administration.
You would suggest that some remedy should be afforded for so horrible an evil.
but you would rather it should not be the remedy we are no}_ trusting to7 Preclsel_.
Though that remedy has been proved signally succes._ful? Yes, but if it has been
signally successful. I think It has been by means and in a manner ,_hich ought
equally to be applied to other diseases, if applied at all, and it would be equall._
effectual without the Acts.
We have before us evidence to the effect that from the lear ot commg under the
cognizance of the pohce, these Act_ have had the effect of deterrm_ young women
.from practising that clandestine prostitution
which the_ previousl 3 did. Now
assuming this evidence to be consistent with the fact_. 1 would ask _ou whether _ou
do not consider, that whatever your objections to the r_prmczplesp of these Act_
are, they have produced good resultsY Undoubtedly that result taken b'_ itself.
must be considered a good result b) ever), one. It is. however, to be weighed
against the probabihty that in other cases an opposite result might be produced, for
which also strong presumption can be shown.
You stated an opinion, and it ts an opmton whwh other wttnesse._ also strongl 3
stated, that the examination of the persons which is authorised b_ the Acts ts ver_
degrading to those women, that is your opinion" I dare say there are some of them
to whom nothing is degrading, they are so degraded already, but there is reason to
[*4&5WllhamlV.
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believe that there are many of them who have a considerable quantity of modesty
left, and to whom therefore it is degrading.
Your answer rather antwipates the next questton 1 was going to put to you,
which is whether taking the case of a woman who submtts herself daily to prostitution in three or four instances, and hves that mtserable hfe, which do you
think is the real degradation to that woman: is it the life that she leads, or the fact
that she subsequently undergoes examination m order to cure the evtl_ which have
arisen from that disgraceful life '_I think both are degrading, but degradation for
degradation, that which is compulsory seems to me always more degrading in its
effects on the character than what is done voluntarily.
Am I to understand from that answer that you think the fact of such an
examination is more degrading to such a woman than the debauched lite she
leads? I think it adds considerably to the degradation already caused by the
debauched life.
SIRWALTERJAMES:It tS an additional degradanon? An additional degradation.
ANTHONYJOHN MUNDELLA: If we have evtdence before us that many young
people have been removed from prostitution in the streets by the operation of the
Acts, are you not of opinton that we might also remove those young persons from
the streets without subjecting them to this examinatton and making them healthx
for prostitution "_Certainly 1 think so. I think that what removes them from the
streets is the moral effect which is produced in their minds, and the chance of
producing this effect is likely to be lessened by subjecting them to an offenswe and
what must be considered a tyrannical operation by the tbrce of law. I should think
that must tend in some degree to counteract the good effect which no doubt was
produced by the moral influences that were brought to bear on them during their
detention, which are no doubt the real cause of reclaiming them so far as they are
reclaimed, and therefore they might be apphed more effectually without the
machinery of the Acts.
You are familiar with the compulsory education which exists on the continent
and elsewhere, and have wmtten a good deal on the duties of the State toward,s
young children. Should you thmk it any inteff,erence wtth personal liberty. (girls
under a certain age Jound practistng prostitutzon were taken up and put mto some
industrial home? I certainly do not think there would be an) objection to that. I
think the objection to the interference with personal liberty begins when the age of
education, properly so called, ceases. Where a person is under age, and In a
position which must counteract very much all the good influences of education,
and substitute bad ones, it is always open to the consideration of the State whether
they cannot withdraw young persons from those bad influences. I have alread)
mentioned that I would go still further, and be mchned to extend very much the
operation of the penal laws which now exist against intercourse with girls under
age. I would raise the age below which that is an offence by law, very considerably, though I have not considered up to what point.
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I was going to ask you up to what age you would think the State would be
justified in interfering to prevent prostitutton? 1 should think certainly up to 17 or
18, up to the age when what is commonly called education ordinarily finishes.
Possibly it might be extended with propriety until the girl was legally of age, but on
that I would not undertake to give an opinion.
Do you think tt any interference with the liberty of the sub:ect to prevent
solicttation in the streets? No: I think that is the duty of the police, in order to
preserve the order of the streets.
Sir John Pakmgton has referred t(, the wretched women who haunt the camps, f*J
Do you see any means of clearing the camps from those wretched women, without
subjecting them to these exammations and healing them for the purpose of
prostitution with soldwrs? That is a matter of police and the mditar 3 disclphne of
camps, which 1 am not conversant with. 1 should think much stronger things than
that are justified by military discipline.
As I have understood your evidence, from what 1 heard m cross-examination, 1
gather that you would attack tht_ evil of prostitutton rather m ItS cause than deal
with its consequences? I would deal with the consequences by means of hospitals.
and combat the disease after it has been contracted, onl._ taking care not to do th_s
in such a way as would seem to take the persons who have that disease under the
special protection of the State m a degree in which others persons equall 3 diseased
were not taken.
lf we have evidence before us that brothel-keepers are constantly"commumcated
with by the police, and that beer-houses and pubhc-houses are used as brothels m
large numbers, and are well known to the local authorltze_s, do not you think the
State would be justified in interfering with that class of persons? Clearl 3 it ought to
be a forfeiture of the license of a public-house or beer-house to use _tas a brothel.
But suppose it is not a beer-house, would you prosecute brothel-keepers? That
is an extremely difficult question, and 1 would rather not give a positive opinion
about it, because so man3 pros and corn have occurred to me when I have thought
about it that I have found it very difficult to make up m_ mind.
ROBERTAPPLEGARTH:You concetve tt to be the du 0 of the State to deal wtth gtrls
and boys up to the age of16 : may I ask you whether you consider tt to be the dutT o/"
the State to insist that children should be sent to school up to that age? I cannot
pretend to say exactly up to what age. 1do think the State has a right, and _sbound
whenever circumstances admit, to ms,st on all children who are born into the
commumty receiving education up to a certain point, and also to give facdmes for
educating them still higher.
And l suppose 3ou consider that if the State dtd zts du o tn that respect, we should
have in addition to better educated people, a higher standard of moraht_ amongst
the people? That is one of the greatest reasons for deslnng it.
[*See p 366 above ]
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And therefore we should probably have less prostitution _ I should think so.
Is it your opinion that sending children to work at a young age instead of to
school leads to immoral practices, and ultimately prostitutton? I should think it
extremely probable from what I have heard and read. I have no knowledge on the
subject.
In your opinton, if the laws in existence against seduction and bastardy and in
other respects were strengthened and made of real practical use. would tt have a
tendency to diminish prostitution ")I do not know whether it would have a tendency
to reduce prostitution, but that is not the only thing to be considered, because it
might have a tendency to increase other kinds of ilhcit intercourse. When the laws
relating to bastard)' made a greater attempt to enforce the obligation upon the
seducer than is the case now, the)" did produce veu' demoralizing effects upon
many women. I*1 1 do not mean to give an express opinion as to how far the law
might properly go on that subject. At present my feeling is against an', attempt,
however much it may be agreeable to one's moral feelings, to restrain dllc_t
intercourse in that wav.
Whilst you are opposed to the Acts. I understand you are not opposed to an
attempt being made by the State to diminish the amount of disease by providine
hospitals; ) Yes. providing always it ts not done with special favour to this class of
diseases, but forms part of a general system, such a system as it may be thought
advisable by the State to adopt, with a view of getting nd of serious and especmlly
contagious d_seases, as far as possible, throughout the community.
And would you advtse that there should be provided special Lock Hospitals. or
that people suffering from this disease should be treated tn lock wards in general
hospitals? I should prefer lock wards: because lock hospltals are a specml
provision for this particular class of disease, and that appears to me to be
undesirable.
Do you think providmg Lock Hospitals for the treatment of thLsdtsease would
have a tendenc_ to induce inquiries on the part of young children whwh parent,_
would be ashamed to answer, and thus produce a bad moral effect;' That might be
one objection: but the grand objection I have to it is to an t' measure taken specmll 3
with reference to this class of disease. The general impression it would make.
however contrary to the intention of those who support it. would be that the State
patronises the class of practices by which these diseases are engendered, since it
considers those who contract qthese '_diseases as worthy of more attention, and
takes more pains to remedy the consequences, than those who have other diseases
equally serious.
[*The former laws include 18 Elizabeth, c. 3 11576). 6 George II, c 31 11733), and 4_
George IIl, c. 68 (1809), laws in effect include 4 & 5 William IV, c. 76 11834), Sects
69-72, and 7 & 8 Victoria, c 101 (1844_ ]
q-qT|I those [transcrtber'serror"]
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Is it your opinion that these Acts have done any phy,_tcal good at all? I have
really no means of judging. I am not acquainted with the detads. No doubt the
evidence taken before this Commission will be expected to throw hght on this
subject.
Is it your opinion that morally they have done harm? I cannot tell whether the)
have actually done harm, but it seems to me their natural effect _ to do harm.
You think that the tendency of them ts to do moral mjur3_?I do think so, because
I hardly think it possible for thoughtless people not to refer, when special
precautions are taken to make a course which _s generally considered vxorthx of
disapprobation safer than it would naturally be, that _t cannot be considered xerx
bad by the lav_, and possibly may be considered as either not bad at all. or at anx
rate a necessary evil.
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IF I COULDBE PROVIDENCEto the world for a nine, for the express purpose of
raising the con&tion of women, I should come to you to knov, the mean,_--the
purpose would be to remove all interference with affection, or w_th an) thing
which is. or which even m_ght be supposed to be. demonstratwe of affecnon--ln
the present state of womens minds, perfectly uneducated, and w_th whatever of
tlm_&ty and dependance _snatural to them increased a thousand lbld bx their hab_t_
of utter dependance, it v,ould probabl) be mlschiexou_ to remove at once all
restraints, they would bu) themselves protectors at a dearer cost than exen at
present--but w_thout rinsing their natures at all, it seems to me, that once g_e
women the desire to rinse their social con&tion, and they have a po_'er v,hlch m
the present state of civihzation and of mens characters, might be made of
tremendous effect. Whether nature made a difference in the nature of men and
women or not, it seems no_ that all men. w_th the excepnon ofa fe_ loft_ minded.
are sensualists m0re o.r_l,ess--Women o_ the contrar_ are qmte exempt from thL_
trait, however it ma) appear otherwise in the cases of some--lt seem,_strange thin
_tshould be so, unless it was meant to be a source of power m demi-c_vfl_zed state_
such as the present--or it ma) not be so--it ma3 be only that the habits of freedom
and low md.ulgeace.m._vdaich.l_gysgrow uP and the contrar', norton of what is called
purity in girls may have produced the appearance of different natures m the two
sexes--As certain it is that there is equalit,, in nothing, now--all the pleasure_
such as there are being mens. and all the &sagreables and paros being womens, as
that eve D, pleasure would be infinitely heightened both m kind and degree b_ the
perfect equahty of the sexes. Women are educated for one single objecL to gain
their living by marrying--( some poor souls get _t v,ithout the churchgoing m the
same way--they do not seem to me a bit worse than thexr honoured s_sters)--To
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be married _s the object of their existence and that object being gained they do
really cease to exist as to anything worth calling life or any usetul purpose. One
observes very few marriages where there is an5' real sympathy or enjoyment of
companionship between the parties--The woman knows what her power is, and
gains by it what she has been taught to consider "proper" to her state--The woman
who would gain power b5 such means is unfit for power, still they do use this
power for paltry advantages and l am astonished it has never occurred to them
to gain some large purpose: but their minds are degenerated by habits of dependance--I
should think that 500 years hence none of the follies of their
ancestors will so excate wonder and contempt as the fact of legislative restraint as
to matters of feeling--or rather in the expressions of feeling. When once the lab
undertakes to say which demonstration of feeling shall be gwen to which, it seems
quite inconsistent not to legislate for all, and say how man'¢ shall be seen, hob
many heard, and what kind and degree of feeling allows of shaking hands--The
Turks is the only consistent mode-I have no doubt that when the whole commumty is really educated, tho" the
present laws of marriage were to continue they would be perfectly disregarded.
because no one would marry--The widest and perhaps the qmckest means to do
away with its evds is to be found in promoting education--as it is the means of all
good--but meanwhile _t is hard that those who suffer most from its evils and who
are always the best people, should be left without remedy Would not the best plan
be divorce which could be attained by any, wtthout any reason asstgned, and a_
small expence, but which could only be finally pronounced after a long penod? not
less time than two years should elapse between suing for davorce and permission to
contract again--but what the decision will be must be certain at the moment ot
asking for it--unless during that time the suit should be withdrawn-(I feel like a lawyer in talking of it only! O hob' absurd and little it all _s!)
In the present system of habits and opinions, girls enter into what is called a
contract perfectly ignorant of the conditions of it, and that they should be so a_
considered absolutely essential to their fitness for it!--But after all the onc
argument of the matter which I think might be said so as to strike both high and lo_
nat u_res_s--Who would wish to have the person w_thout the inclination? Whoever
would take the benefit of a lab of dworce must be those whose mchnation as tt)
separate and who on earth would wish another to remain with them against thear
inclination? I should think no one--people sophisticate about the matter now and
will not believe that one "really would wish to go." Suppose instead of calling ata
"law of divorce" it were to be called "'Proof of affection"--They
would like at
better then-At th_s present time, in this state of civilization, what evil would be caused b_.
first placing women on the most entire equality with men, as to all rights and
privileges, civil and political, and then doing away"with all laws whatever relating
to marriage? Then if a woman had children she must take the charge of them,
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women would not then have children without considering hov, to maintain them.
Women would have no more reason to barter person for bread, or for an) thing
else, than men have--pubhc
offices being open to tfiem ahke, all occupauons
would be divided between the sexes in their natural arrangement. Fathers would
provide for their daughters in the same manner as for their sons-All the difficulties about divorce seem to be in the cons_derauon for the
children--but
on this plan it would be the women's mterest not to ha',.e
children--now it is thought to be the womans interest to have children as so man_
nes to the man who feeds her.
Sex xn its true and finest meaning, seems to be the wax m which is mamlested all
that is highest best and beautiful in the nature of human beings--none but poets
have approached to the perception of the beaut_ of the material u orld--still le_, of
the spmtual--and
there never vet existed a poet. except b_ the insplrata)n of that
feeling which is the perception of beaut3 in all forms and b_ all the mean_ _ hlch
are given us, as well as by szght. Are we not born with thefive sen_,e_, merel 3 a_ a
foundation for others which we ma_ make b_ them--and who extends and refines
those matenal senses to the h_ghest--mto
mfimt_--best
fulfils the end of
creation--That
is onl_ saying--Who
e_uoys most, t._ too.st virtuou._--lt _ for
you--the most worthy to be the apostle of all loftiest vlrtue--to teach, such as ma',
be taught, that the higher the kmd of en.loyment, the greater the dceree--perhap_
there is but one eiass to whom this <an be taught--the poetic nature strueeilne
w_th supersution: 3ou are fitted to be the say)our of such--
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1. Rights of Women--and
Espec_all.,, with
Regard to the Elect2ve Franchise--B)
a Woman-Dedicated to Queen Victoria
A GREATNUMBERof progressive changes are constantly going forward in human
affairs and ideas, which escape the notice of unreflecting people, because of their
slowness. As each successive step requires a whole generation or several
generations to effect it, and is then only one step, things in reahty very changeable
remain a sufficient length of time without perceptible progress, to be, by the
majority of cotemporaries, mistaken for things permanent and immovable--and it
is only by looking at a long series of generations that they are seen to be, m reahtv,
always moving, and always in the same direction.
This is remarkably the case with respect to Privileges and Exclusions. In ever).
generation, the bulk of mankind imagine that all privileges and all exclusions, then
existing by law or usage, are natural, fit and proper, even necessary _except _ such
as happen to be, just at that time, in the very, crisis of the struggle which puts an end
to them--which rarely happens to more than one set or class of them at a time. But
"'_unlessindeed[firstcancelledb_ HTM]
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when we take all history into view we find that its whole course is a getting rid of
privileges and exclusions. Anciently all was privilege and exclusion. There was
not a person or class of persons who had not a line marked round them which they
were in no case permitted to overstep. There was not a function or operanon in
society, sufficiently desirable to be thought worth guarding, which was not rigidly
confined to a circumscribed class or body of persons. Some funcnons were
confined to particular families--some
to pamcular guilds, corporations, or
societies. Whoever has any knowledge of ancient times knows that privilege and
exclusion was not only the general rule in point of fact, but bthat nothing else was
in b accordance with the ideas of mankind Whenever any action or occupation,
private or public, was thought of, it seemed natural to everybody that there should
be some persons who were allowed to do the action or follow the occupanon, and
others who were not. People never thought of inquiring why it should be so. or
what there was m the nature of the particular case to require it. People seldom ask
reasons for what is in accordance with the whole spirit of what they see round
them, but onl 3 for what jars with that spirit. Even bodily freedom, the right to use
one's own labour for one's own benefit, was once a privilege, and the great
maiority of mankind were excluded from it. This seems to the people of our day
something monstrously unnatural, to people of former days _t seemed the most
natural of all things, It was very graduall? that this was got nd of, through man3
intermediate stages, of serfage, villenage &c Where this d_d not exist, the system
of castes did: and that appears profoundly unnatural to us, but so profoundl3
natural to Hindoos that they have not vet given _t up. Among the early Romans
fathers had the power of putting their sons to death, or selhng them into slavery'
this seemed perfectly natural to them, most unnatural to us To hold land, in
property, was throughout feudal Europe the privilege of a noble Th_s was only
gradually relaxed and in German3 there Is still much land which can only' be s_
held. Up to the Reformation to teach religion was the excluswe privilege of a male
separate class, even to read the Bible was a privilege: Those who hved at the time
of the Reformation and who adopted it. ceased to recogmze this case of privilege
and exclusion, but did not therefore call in quesnon an_ others. Throughout the
Continent political office and mditarv rank were exclusive privileges of a
hereditary noblesse, till the French revotunon destroyed these privileges. Trades
and occupations have almost everywhere ceased to be privileges Thus exclusion
after exclusion has disappeared, until privilege has ceased to be the general rule.
and tends more and more to become the excepnon: _tno_ no longer seems a matter
of course that there should be an exclusion, but it Is conceded that freedom and
admissibihty ought to prevail, wherever there _s not some special reason for
limiting them. Whoever considers hov, immense a change th_s _s from pnm_nve
_+_rst read] was m ennre [altered b) JSM to] wa_ alone m [_ ht,'h _ as cam elh'd t_rst t,_ HTM am _,
replaced, first b_ HTM, by mterhned final _er_ton]
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opinions and feelings, will think it nothing less than the very most important
advance which has hitherto been made in human society. It is nothing less than the
beginning of the reign of justice, or the first dawn of it at least. It is the introduction
of the principle that distinctions, and inequalities of rights, are not good things in
themselves, and that none ought to exist for which there is not a special
justification, grounded on the greatest good of the whole community, privileged
and excluded taken together.
Considering how slowly this change has taken place and how very recent is its
date, it would be surprising if many exclusions did not still exist, by no means
fitted to stand the test which until lately no one ever thought of applying to them.
The fact that any particular exclusion exists, and has existed hitherto, is in such a
case no presumption whatever that it ought to exist. We may rather surm,se that ,t
is probably a remaining relic of that past state of things, in which privilege and
exclusion were the general rule. That the opinions of mankind have not yet put an
end to it is not even a presumption that they ought not. or that they will not
hereafter do so.
We propose to examine how far this may be the case with one of the principal
remaining cases of privilege, the privilege of sex: and to consider whether the civil
and political disabilities of women have any better foundation in justice or the
interest of society than any of the other exclusions which have successively
disappeared. L*I
In the first place _tmust be observed that the disabilities of women are exactly of
the class which modem times most pride themselves on getting rid of--disabilities
by birth. It is the boast of England that if some persons are privileged by birth, at
least none are disqualified by it--that anybody may rise to be a peer, or a member
of parliament, or a minister--that
the path to distinction is not closed to the
humblest. But it is closed irrevocably to women. A woman is born disqualified,
and cannot by any exertion get rid of her disabilities. This makes her case an
entirely peculiar one in modem Europe. It is like that of the negro m America, and
worse than that of the rotuner formerly m Europe, for he might receive or perhaps
buy a patent of nobility. Women's disqualifications are the only indelible ones.
It is also a peculiarity in the case, that the persons disqualified are of the same
race, the same blood, the same parents, as the privileged, and have even been
brought up and educated along with them. There are none of the excuses grounded
on their belonging to a different class m society. The excluded, have the same
advantages of breeding and social culture, as the admitted, and have or might have
the same educational advantages of "allsorts.
[*The last paragraph, especmlly the last hne, which concludes f 2v, is crowded m Ithe
final word is interlined below), as though to conclude, or else to avoid disturbmg what was
already written on 3r ]
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It is necessary to protest first of all against a mode of thought on the subject of
political exclusions which though less common than it once was is sull vet T
common, viz. that a prohibition, an exclusion, a &sability, is not an evil or a
grievance in itself. This is the opinion of many grave, &gnified people, who think
that by uttering it they are shewing themselves to be sound, sage, and rational,
superior to nonsense and sentimentality. Where is the grievance, they say, of not
being allowed to be an elector? What good would it do you to be an elector? Why
should you wish to be one? The)' always require you to point out some distinct loss
or suffering, some positive inconvenience which befals vou from anything you
complain of. This class of persons are enemies of all sorts of liberty They say to
those who complain. Have you not liberty enough'.' What do you want to do more
than you do at present'? And what Is strange is, that they think this is she_,mg
peculiar good sense and sobriety. It is a doctrine however which the_ are not fond
of applying to their own liberties Suppose that a law were made forbidding them
ever to go beyond the British isles, and that when they complained they were
answered thus: Is not Great Britain large enough for you? Are not England.
Scotland and Ireland fine countries? Is there not variety enough in them for any
reasonable taste? Why do you want to go to foreign countries? Your proper place is
at home. Your duties are there. You have no duties to perform abroad, you are not a
sailor, or a merchant, or an ambassador. Stay at home.--\¥ould
they not
say--"My good friend, it is possible that I may never wish to go abroad at all: or
that if I do wish, it may not be convenient: but that does not give you an3 right to
say t shall not go abroad. It is an injustice and a hardship to be told that even if I do
wish to go I shall not be permitted. I shall probably live all m_ life in this house, but
that is a very different thing from being imprisoned in lt."--What these people
Iwho deem their notions wise because they are hmited) think there is no harm in
cutting off from the hfe of anybody, except themselves, is precisely what makes
the chief value of life. They think you lose nothing as long as you are not prevented
from having what you have and doing what you do: now the value of life does not
consist in what you have or do, but in what you ma', have and may do. Freedom,
power, and hope, are the charms of existence. If you are outwardly comfortable
they think it nothing to cut off hope. to close the region of posslbilmes, to say that
you shall have no carri_re, no excitement, that neither chance nor w_ur own
exertions shall ever make you anything more or other than you nob are. This is
essentially the doctrine of people legislating for others, Nobod) legislates in this
way for himself. When it comes home to them personally all feel that it is preclsel)
the inconnu, the indefinite, to be cut off from which would be unbearable. They
know that it _s not the thing they please to do, but the power of doing as the) please.
that makes to them the difference between contentment and dissatisfaction.
Everybody, for himself, values his position just in proportion to the freedom of it:
yet the same people think that freedom is the very thing which you ma_ subtract
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from in the case of others, without doing them any wrong. The grievance they
think is merely ideal: but they find in their own case that these ideal grievances are
among the most real of any. I*J
"The proper sphere of women is domestic life." Putting aside the word "'proper"
which begs the question, what does this assertion mean? That no woman is
qualified for any other social functions than those of domestic life? This will hardly
be asserted, m opposition to the fact not only of the numerous women who have
distinguished themselves as writers, but of the great number of eminent sovereigns
who have been women--not only in Europe but in the East where they are shut up
in zenanas. The assertion therefore can only be supposed to mean that a large
proportion of mankind must devote themselves mainly to domestic management,
the bringing up of children &c. and that this kind of employment is one particularl 3
suitable for women. Now, taking this for what it is worth, is it in other cases
thought necessary to dedicate a multitude of people from their birth to one
exclusive employment lest there should not be people enough, or people qualified
enough, to fill it? It is necessary that there should be coalheavers, paviours,
ploughmen, sailors, shoemakers, clerks and so forth, but is it therefore necessary
that people should be born all these things, and not permitted to quit those
particular occupations? Still more, is it necessary that because people are clerks or
shoemakers they should have no thoughts or opinions beyond clerking or
shoemaking? for that is the implication Involved in denying them votes.
The occupations of men, however engrossing they may be considered, are not
supposed to make them either less interested in the good management of public
affairs, or less entitled to exercise their share of influence in those affairs by their
votes. It is not supposed that nobody ought to have a vote except idle people. A
shoemaker, a carpenter, a farmer have votes. Those who say that a scavenger or a
coalheaver should not have a vote, do not say so on account of his occupation but
on account of his poverty or want of education. Let this ground of exclusion be
admitted for one sex just as far as for the other. Whatever class of men are allowed
the franchise, let the same class of women have it.
If a woman's habitual employment, whether chosen .for or by her, IS the
management of a family, she will be no more withdrawn from that occupation bx
voting in an election than her neighbour will be withdrawn by it from his shop or
his office.

I+J

The feeling, however, which expresses itself in such phrases as "'The proper
sphere of women is private life," "Women have nothing to do with politics" and
the like, is, I believe, not so much any feeling regarding women as women, as tt
feehng against any new and unexpected claimants of political rights. In England
especially there is always a grudging feeling towards all persons who unexpectedly
[*The text here stops about nine lines above the bottom of f. 4v ]
['The text here stops about two lines above the bottom of f. 5v ]
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profess an opinion in politics, or indeed in any matter not concerning their own
speciality. There is always a disposition to say, What business is that of yours'?
When people hear that their tradespeople, or their workpeople, concern themselves about politics, there is almost always a feeling of dishke accompanying the
remark. It seems as if people were vexed at finding more persons than the_
expected in a condition to give them trouble on that subject. Men have the same
feehng about their sons unless the sons are mere echoes of their own opm_ons: and
if their wives and daughters claimed the same privilege, their feehng would be that
of having an additional disagreeable from a quarter they did not expect.
The truth IS, everybody feels that whether in classes or mdlvlduals, havmg an
opinion of their own makes them more troublesome and &fficult to manage: and
everybody IS aware, in all cases but h_s own, that the intrinsic value of the opmlon
is very' seldom much of an equivalent. But this is no more than the mimsters of
despotic monarchs feel with regard to popular opmton altogether It is an exact
picture of the state of mind of Metternich. It is much more consistent m him. He
says, or would say, Leave polmcs to those whose busmess _t _s. But these other
people say, No: some whose business it is not peculiarl 3 ma_ and ought to have
opmions on st, but others, workpeople for mstance, and women, ought not.
Constitutlonahsts and Lxberals are rlght against Metternich onl_ on grounds _ hich
prove them to be wrong against those whom the_ v,ould exclude Mettermch _
wrong because it none but those who make politics their busme_s, had opmions
and could give votes, all the rest would be dehvered bhndfold mto the hands of
those professional pohticians. This argument is good against excluding anybody.
especially any' class or kid of persons. It is a very great evil that an3 portion of the
community should be left pohtlcall,, defenceless To justify it m anx case it must
be shewn that still greater evils would arise from armmg the class _ _th opmlons
and votes. It may possibly admit of being mamtamed that this would be the result
of giving votes to very' ignorant or e_en m some cases to very.poor people. But _tis
Impossible to shew' that any evils would arise from admitting women of the same
social rank as the men who have votes.
Objection. "You would have perpetual domestic discussion." If people cannot
differ m opmion on an)' important matter and remain capable of livmg together
without quarrelling, there cannot be a more complete condemnahon ot marriage:
lot if so, two people cannot hve together at all unless one of them is a mere cxpher.
abdicatmg all will and opmion into the hands of the other, and marriage can only be
fit for tyrants and nobodies.
But the proposition _s false. Do not marned people live together m perfect
harmon)' although they differ in opinions and even feehngs on thmgs _ hlch come
much nearer home than politics do to most people'? Does _t not often happen for
instance that the)' hold different opimons m religion? And have the 3 not
continually different opimons or wishes on innumerable private matters w_thout
quarrelling? People with whose comfort it is incompatible that the person thex h_ e
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with should think differently from them in politics or religion will if they marr 3, at
all generally marry a person who has either no opinions or the same sort of opinions
with themselves. Besides, by discouraging political opinions in women, you only
prevent independent disinterested opinions. In a woman, to have no political
opinions, practically means to have the political opinions which conduce to the
pecuniary interest or social vanity of the family. If honest opinions on both sides
would make dissension between married people, will there not be dissension
between a man who has an opinion and a conscience in politics and a woman who
sees what she thinks the interests of the family sacrificed to what seems to her a
matter of indifference? except indeed that the man's public spirit is seldom strong
enough to hold out long against the woman's opposition, especially if he reall_
cares for her. Now when women and men really live together, and are each other's
most intimate associates, (which in the ancient republics they were not) men never
can or will be patriotic or pubhc spirited unless women are so too. People cannot
long maintain a higher tone of feeling than that of their favourite society. The wife
is the incarnate spirit of family selfishness unless she has accustomed herself to
cultivate feelings of a larger and more generous kind: while, when she has. her (m
general) greater susceptibility of emotion and more dehcate conscience makes her
the great inspirer of those nobler feehngs in the men with whom she hab_tuall 5
associates.
A part of the feehng which makes many men dtslike the idea of political women.
is, I think, the idea that pohtlcs altogether are a necessary evil. a source of
quarrelsome and unamiable feelings, and that their sphere of action should be
restricted as much as possible, and especially that home. and social intercourse,
should be kept free from them, and be retained as much as possible under
influences counteractive of those of pohtics. One would imagine from this manner
ot looking at the subject, that the danger m modem times was that of too much
political earnestness: that people generally felt so strongly about polmcs as to
require a strong curb to prevent them from quarrelling about it when they meet
The fact however we know to be that people in general are quite lukewarm about
politics, except where their personal interests or the social position of their class
are at stake, and when that is the case women have already as strong political
feelings as men have. And this wish to keep the greater interests of mankind from
being thought of and dwelt on when people are brought together m private, doe_
not really prevent ill feeling and ill blood in society, but only causes _t to exist
about things not worth it. Where is the benefit of hindering people from disliking
each other on matters involving the liberty or the progress of mankind, only to
make them hate each other from petty personal jealousies and piques? Actwe
minds and susceptible feelings will and must interest themselves about something.
and if you deny them all subjects of interest except personal ones, you reduce the
personal interests to a petty scale, and make personal or social vamties the pnmum
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mobile of hfe: now personal rivalities are a much more fruitful source of hatred and
malice than differences of political opinion.
How vain the _dea that the way to make mankind amiable is to make them care
for nothing except themselves and the individuals _mmediately surrounding them.
Does not all experience shew that when people care only, for themselves and their
families, then unless they are held down by despotism, every one's hand is against
every, one, and that only so far as they care about the public or about some abstract
pnnciple is there a basis for real social feeling of any sort? One reason wh_ there is
scarcely any social feeling m England, but eyeD' man. entrenched within his
family, feels a kind of dislike and repugnance to ever_ other, is because there is
hardly any concern in England for great Ideas and the larger interests of human_tx.
The moment you kindle any such concern. If it be only about negroes or prisoners
m gaols, you not only elevate but soften m&vidual character: because each begins
to move in an element of sympathy, having a common ground, even ff a narrow
one, to sympathize on. And yet you would prevent the sympathetic influence of
women from exercising itself on the great interests Obsen'e, bx the wax, that
almost all the popular movements towards any object of social improvement wh_ch
have been successful in this country, have been those in winch women have taken
an active part, and have fraternized thoroughly with the men who were engaged
about them: Slavery abolition, estabhshment of schools, improvement of prisons
In the last we knob that a woman L_:was one of the pnnctpal leaders, and m all three
the victory was chiefly due to the Quakers among whom women are m all points of
public exertion as active as men. Probably none of these things would have been
effected if women had not taken so strong an interest m them--if the men engaged
had not found a constant stimulus m the feelings of the bomen connected with
them, and a necessity for excusing themselves m the eyes of the women m every
case of failure or shortcoming. And will any one say that the harmon_ of domesnc
hfe or of social intercourse was rendered less because women took interest in these
subjects? It will be sazd. the_ were questions pecuharly concerning the sympath,es
and therefore suitable to women. But they were also subjects which concerned
people's self interest and were therefore sources of annpathy as well as sympathy:
and there have been fe_ subjects on which there has been more part} spirit and
more vehement opposition of pohtical feehng, than on West In&a slavery and on
the Bell and Lancaster schools, l'_
"What is the use of giving women votes?" Belbre answenng this question it may
be well to put another: What is the use of votes at all': Whatever use there is m any
case. there is in the case of women Are votes given to protect the particular
interests of the voters? Then women need votes, for the state of the lab as to their
[*Ehzabeth F_ .]
[*Similar.but competing, systems, founded by Andreu Bell and Joseph Lancaster The
text here stops about seven hnes above the bottom of f 9_ ]
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property, their rights with regard to children, their right to their own person,
together with the extreme maladministration of the courts of justice in cases of
even the most atrocious violence when practised by men to their wives, contributes
a mass of grievances greater than exists in the case of any other class or body of
persons. Are votes given as a means of fostenng the intelligence of the voters, and
enlarging their feelings by directing them to a wider class of interests? This would
be as beneficial to women as to men. Are votes given as a means of exalting the
voters in social position and estimation'? and to avoid making an offensive
distinction to their disadvantage? This reason is strong in the case of women. And
this reason would suffice in the absence of any other. Women should have votes
because otherwise they are not the equals but the inferiors of men.
So clear is this, that an,,' one who maintains that _t is right in itself to exclude
women from votes, can on13 do it for the express purpose of stamping on them the
character of inferiors.

2. Women--(Rlghts

of )

THE RIGHTSOF WOMENare no other than the rights of human beings. The phrase
has come into use, and become necessary, only because law and opinion, having
been made chiefly by men, have refused to recogmze in women the universal
claims of humanity. When opinion on this subject shall be further advanced
towards rectification, neither "'rights of women" nor even "'equality of women"
will be terms m use, because neither of them fully expresses the real object to be
aimed at, v_z. the negation of all distinctions among persons, grounded on the
accidental circumstance of sex.
The present legal and moral subjection of women is the principal, and likel_ to
be the latest remaining relic of the primitive condition of society, the tyranny of
physical force. Society sets out from the state of lawlessness in which even, one'_
hand is against every" one, and each robs and slays a weaker than himself when hc
has any object to gain by it: the next stage is that in which the races and tribes which
are vanquished in war are made slaves, the absolute property of their conquerors
this by degrees changes into serfdom, or some other limited form of dependence.
and in the course of ages mankind pass through various decreasing stages of
subjection on one side and privilege on the other, up to complete democracy which
the advanced guard of the human species are now just reaching: so that the onl_
arbitrary distraction among human beings, which the one or two most advanced
nations do not now, at least in principle, repudiate, is that between women and
men. And even this distinction, although still essentially founded on despotism.
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has assumed a more mitigated form with each step m the general improvement of
mankind, whether we compare age with age, people with people or class with
class: which was also the case with all the other socml tyranmes, m their progress
towards extinction.
It deserves particular remark, that at every period m this gradual progress, the
prevailing morality of the tzme (with or without the exception of a few m&vlduals
superior to their age) invariably consecrated all existing facts. It assumed ever3'
existing unjust power or privilege as right and proper, contenting _tself wIth
inculcating a mild and forbearmg exercise of them: by which inculcation no doubt
it &d considerable good. but which it never failed to balance b) enjoining on the
sufferers an unresisting and uncomplammg submission to the power _tself
Morality recommended kind treatment of slaves by their masters, and just rule b_
despots over their subjects, but it never justified or tolerated either slaves or
subJects m throwing off the yoke, and wherever they have done so it has been bx a
plato violation of the then estabhshed morahty. It is needless to point out how
exactly the parallel holds in the case of women and men.
In the position of women as societx has no_ made st. there are two distract
peculiarities. The first is. the domestic subjection of the larger portion of them
From this. unmarried women who are e_ther m independent or m self-dependent
pecumary c_rcumstances are exempt: so that by the admission of soclet 3 itself.
there _s no inherent necessity tot it. and the t_me cannot be far off when to hold an3
human being, who has past the age which requires to be taken care of and educated
b_ others, m a state of compulsory obedience to an3 other human being texcept as
the mere organ and mimster of the law) wdl be acknowledged to be as mon_trou,
an refraction of the rights and dignit) of humamt), as slaver3, is at last. though
tardily, among a small, comparatwely advanced part of the human race, felt to be
Practically the evil vanes, in the case of women, (as it d_d m the case of sla_es)
from being slowly murdered b_ continued bodily torture, to being only subdued in
spirit and thwarted of all those higher and finer developements of m&vidual
character of which personal libert_ has in all ages been felt to be the indispensable
condition,
The other point of the question relates to the numberless dlsabdmes lmpo_ed on
women by law or by custom equwalent to law: their exclusion from most public
and from a great number of private occupations, and the &recuon of all the force,_
of society towards educating them for, and confining them to. a small number of
functions, on the plea that these are the most conformable to their nature and
powers. It is lmix)ssible here to enter, w_th any detail, into th_s part of the subject
Three propositions however may be laid down as certain. First: that the alleged
superior adaptation of women to certain occupations, and of men to certain other_,
does not, even now, exist, to anything like the extent that _s pretended. Secondl).
that so far as it does exist, a rational analvs_s of human character and c_rcumstances
tends more and more to shew, that the difference _s prmcipall) if not wholt) the
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effect of differences in education and in social circumstances, or of physical
characteristics by no means peculiar to one or the other sex. Lastly; even if the
alleged differences of aptitude did exist, it would be a reason why women and men
would generally occupy themselves differently but no reason why they should be
forced to do so. It is one of the aberrations of early and rude legislation to attempt to
convert every supposed natural fitness into an imperative obligation. There was an
apparent natural reason why the children should follow the occupation of their
parents: they were often famihar with it from childhood, and had always peculiar
facilities for being instructed in it: but this natural fitness, converted into a law,
became the oppressive and enslaving system of Castes. Good laws, laws which
pay any due regard to human liberty, will not class human beings according to
mere general presumptions, nor require them to do one thing and to abstain from
another on account of any supposed suitableness to their natural or acqmred gifts,
but will leave them to class themselves under the natural Influence of those and of
all the other peculiarities of their situation, which if left free they will not fail to do
quite as well, not to say much better, than any Inflexible laws made tor them b)
pedantic legislators or conceited soi-disant philosophers are ever likely to do.

3. The Rights of Women to the Elective Franchise and Its
Advantages
equahty.
Although this requires no proof, necessary to consider the subject as usuall_
treated and reply categorically to objections either to it as a principle or as a matter
of practice.
Prevailing opinion is that some change is needed but not fundamental, only of
degree--above
all that the change shall not alter the principle of inequahty.
foundation of present con&tion.
STATEMENT

OF THE

PRINCIPLE--perfect

Present state of opimon divided into the following:
Largest class, both men and women, composed of those who take things for
granted because they are so and have always been so--have a natural fear of
making any alteration m the relations on which they are accustomed to think the
best things in life depend. We would prove to them that tho' the best things in hfe
did depend on those relations as they are, the relation under ItSpresent conditions 1.,
worn out and no longer affords to either party a life either well or sufficiently filled
for the spirit of the present time which requires more developement of the spiritual
and less of the physical instead of the contrary. True, educatmn is the great want of
the time, but people have scarce begun to perceive in what sense of education--
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that which modern developement requires should be the desire, power and habit of
using the person's own mind, instead of (as almost all educationists seem to thmk l
filling the mind with an undigested mass from the minds of others, in consequence
of which process the most educated people now are among the most ignorant-witness not only the (absurdly) called educated classes but preeminently the
collegiate, legal, clerical, professional men. Placeman. clergyman, barrister,
doctor, has each something to say on one subject--in the majority of cases th_s
something is what he has heard from others and theretore comes from him
deadborn--if an active minded person, he is found to talk interestingly on his one
subject, but let conversation be anything worth)' the name of general, and the
profound ignorance and inactivity of intellect presented by the educated classes in
England is the only thing capable of exciting the mind m intercourse with them.
After all the objections that are made both bv men and women have been
considered, one may perhaps put _t down as a fact that they are all based on the
supposition that conceding equal pohtlcal rights to women would be contrary to
the interests of men. Some think it would be contrary to their real interests, some to
their selfish interests. We think the)' would be not onl) in accordance with, but
greatl) advantageous to, the interests of men with perhaps the exception of
interests if such they can be called, as no man in the present day would venture to
&c. It would probably put a stop to the sort of license of indulgence which
everybod) is noN' agreed m discountenancing -A great part of the feeling which resists the political equatit 3 of women is a
feeling of the contrast it would make with their domestic servitude,
The evils of women's present condition all he in the necessitx of dependence,
the lust cause of complaint hes here and not elsewhere.
Objections made by common place women
by common place

men

/ to freedom for women

Historical parallel between men and women sovereigns.
The expression "Rights of Women." It is the fashion among women and among
a certain vulgar class of men to affect to recewe x_,_tha sneer and to endeavour to
drown with ridicule. In neither case does this appear to be because thex reallx
regard it as meaningless, for if the same people are asked why the) receive it so,
the) invariably grog' angry and this mode of reception perpetuates _tself because
the intense constitutional shyness of Englishmen makes them of all things fear
ridicule and this phrase as well as the idea it includes has always hitherto been put
down by ridicule. Commonplace women's aversion to _t has more meanmg--_t
contains the everlasting dread of the gwers of the loaves and fishes __ --their hvely
[*SeeLuke, 9:11-15.]
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imagination exaggerates the disagreeables of having to work instead of being
worked for, which their education having precluded all notions of public spint or
personal dignity, far from being revolted at the idea of dependence, elevates
submission into a virtue per se. They enormously exaggerate both the talent and
the labour required for the external details of life, unaware that they give as much
labour and fritter away as much talent in executing badly those domestic details
which they enlarge upon as arguments against women's emancipation, as would
be sufficient to conduct both the public and private affairs ofeRher an individual or
a family. Is it not true that half the time of half the women in existence ISpassed in
worthless and trashy work, of no benefit to any human being?
Objection. Well bred people never exercise the power which the law gives
them. But all their conduct takes the bent which has been given to the two
characters by the relation which the law estabhshes. The woman's whole talent
goes into the inducing, persuading, coaxing, caressing, in reality the seducing,
capacity. In whatever class in life, the woman gains her object by seducing the
man. This makes her character quite unconsciously to herself, petty and paltry.

4. Why Women Are Entitled to the Suffrage
1st Because it is just.
2nd. Because women have many serious practical grievances from the state of the
law as it regards them.
3rd. Because the general condition of women, being one of dependence, is an
itself a gnevance, which their exclusion from the suffrage stamps and
perpetuates.
4th. Reply to objections.
The exclusion of women from the suffrage becomes a greater offence and
degradation in proportion as the suffrage is opened widely to all men. When the
only privileged class is the aristocracy of sex the slaveD' of the excluded sex _
more marked and complete.
Notion that giving the suffrage does no good: a shallow fallacy. The greatest
good that can be done for women and the preparation of all others is to recognlze
them as citizens--as
substantive members of the community instead of mere
things belonging to members of the community. One of the narrownesses of
modern times, in England, is that the redirect effects produced b) the sptrtt o_
institutions are not recognized and therefore the immense influence on the whole
life of a person produced by the fact of citizenship is not at all felt.
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clerks and other educated persons who are dependent
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the suffrage should include
on employers. These are not

turned out of their employments
for voting agam,_t their employers, onl) because
there is a point of honour on the subject
There ought to be the same betv, een
married people.To suppose that one person's freedom of opimon must merge m that of the other
and that they could not vote differentl)
at an election without quarrelhng is a satire
on marriage and a reductlo ad absurdum of it. All persons, men and women, in
the present age, are entitled to mental independence
and marnage hke other
institutions must reconcile itself to this necesslt._.
The queen professes to live and act perfectl) consclennousl'_,
does she ask her
husband's opimon and submit to _t m all her acts as queen',' is not ths, a case of
married persons exercising
their separate freedom of opmson and conduct?
The pnnclple that all who are taxed should be represented,
would give _otes not
only to single women but to roamed women whose property is _ettled.
Women should either not be allow, ed to have property or ,_hould have all which
follows from the possession

ot property

The man acquires the points of character that belong to one _ho s_ always
having homage paid to the power vested m hsm. _elf-smportant.
domineering,
w lth
more or less pohteness of form according to his breeding, and more or le'_ ._ua_st',
according to his temper--the
difference
m the case of a well bred man being
maml) this, that as he does not need to assert v, hat ne',er l,_&sputed. so he doe_ not
do so, but contents himself with accepting the po,qtson v,'hlch the law a_,qgn, and
which the woman yields to him. it being a mare point m the v, avs of v, ell bred
people that all occasions
oI bnngmg
wills into actp, e colh_son, are a_olded.
sometimes by a tacit compromise
m whsch however the chsef part alw a', s remains
wsth the strongest,
sometmles
because that whsch know_ st_elf to be the v, eakest
makes a graceful retreat sn nine. In this a_ m other relations, goc_ breeding dtves
not so much affect the substance of conduct as the manner "of _t''_,%'hen the man l_
fll bred the manner
degree:
people's
the_ are
not les_

s,,, coarse,

tvranmcal,

brutal,

esther m a greater

or m a les_

there is superfluou_
sell assertson, and of an oflen_l_e kind. _ell bred
self assertson is onl_ tacst, until their clasm_ are m some _ a\ re_ssted, but
not therefore less tenaciou_ of all that _'the lab t- gp, es them. and are often
really inflated b) self-_orshsp
caused bx the "wor,,h_p _ the\ receive from

dependents

of ev._"

description

""fmarked.tor delemm m penctl bx HTMI
_[alteredm pencil bx HTM toi lay, or cussom
• ' [altered m penctl bx HTM to] de|erencc
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5. [Reform: Ends and Means]
Political
No hereditary privileges whatever.
No exclusion from the suffrage, but an educational qualification (qu. what?)
Complete freedom of speech, printing, public meetings and associations.
locomotion, and industry in all its branches.
No church establishment or paid clergy: but national schools and colleges
without religion.
Social
All occupations to be alike open to men and women: and all kinds and
departments of instruction.
Marriage to be like any other partnership, dissoluble at pleasure, and nol
merging any of the individual rights of either of the pames to the contract. All the
interests arising out of marriage to be provided for by special agreement
The property of intestates to belong to the state, which then undertakes the
education, and setting out in life, of all descendants not otherwise prowded for.
No one to acquire by gift or bequest more than a limited amount.

Appendix C

ENFRANCHISEMENT
by Hamet

OF WOMEN
Taylor

( 185 l

Mill

g'estmmster and Forezgn Quarterl 3 Re_wu. LV (Jul 5 , 1851 I. 289-311 Headed, "As't
I --The Neu York Tribune for Europe October 29th, 1850", running roles. "'Enfranchisement of Women": unsigned. Offprmted with ntle, repaged 1-23. and ldennfied as
"Repnnted from the 'Westminster and Formgn Quarter b Revle_ .' for Jub, 1851 ,'" _ lth the
printer's identification ("London. Waterlow and Sons. Pnnters. 65 to 66. London Wall.
London"l added at the end. but otherwise _dent.cal Reprinted m D_ssertatums and
Dtscusston_s, II, 411-49, where the ntle l,_footnoted, "'VCestmm.ster Re_tew, ,lul,, 1851 ""
l_sued as a pamphlet, London. Trubner, 1868. v,here the ntle page reads, "'En:ram h_sement
qfWomen by Mrs. Stuart Mill Reprinted from the 'Westmm._ter Revm_ ' lk)rJul,_. 1851.
London Trubner and Co.. 60. Paterno_ter Row
1868 Price One Penn 5"'. paged t-22.
ntle repeated on 1:no runmng heads. Not hsted m Mill's blbhograph_ ofhzs writings, where
various _tems are _dentxfied as "'joint productions'" w_th Hamet Ta_tor M_I1. There are no
correcnons or emendanons m the codes of the offpnnt and pamphlet m the Somer_ file
College Librar3. For comment on the essay, see xxx_-xxxn and lxx_-lxx_ n abo_e
The text belov, is that of the Westmmster. the last m Harr.et Taylor Mfll'_ llfenme _she
died m 1858. before the 1st ed. of D&D I. whtch has been collated wlth the offprint, the 1st
and 2nd eds olD&D, and the pamphlet. In the foomoted variants. "'5c9"'m&cates D&D, 1st
ed.. %7"'. D&D, 2nd ed.. and "'68"', the pamphlet.
Though the cops-text _s that of 1851, the text below _s headed b_ the mtroductor', note
written by Mill for the version m D&D. _t _s separated from the mare text b5 a ro_ of
astensks

a.LLTHE MORE RECENT of these papers p_! were joint producnons
of myself and of
one t-_ whose loss. even m a merely' intellectual point ol _ te_. can never be repaired
or alleviated. But the follow mg Essay ts hers m a pecuhar sense, my _hare m _t
being little more than that of an editor and amanuensis
Its authorship having been
known at the time, and pubhcb
attributed to her, _tis proper to state, that she never
regarded it as a complete discussion of the subject _ h_ch _ttreats of. and, h_ghl3 a,,
['I.e . of those m Dtssertattons and D_scussum._. 2 vol,_ (London. Parker, 185clt ]
[*Hamet Taylor Mill, h_s wife. who dmd m 1858 ]
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I estimate it, I would rather it remained unacknowledged, than that it should be
read with the idea that even the faintest image can be found in it of a mind and heart
which in their union of the rarest, and what are deemed the most conflicting
%xcellences '_,were unparalleled in an)' human being that I have known or read of.
While she was the light, life, and grace of every society in which she took part, the
foundation of her character was a deep seriousness, resulting from the combination
of the strongest and most sensitive feelings with the highest principles All that
excites admiration when found separately in others, seemed brought together in
her: a conscience at once healthy and tender: a generosity, bounded only by a sense
of justice which often forgot its own claims, but never those of others: a heart so
large and loving, that whoever was capable of making the smallest return of
sympathy, always received tenfold: and in the intellectual department, a vigour
and truth of Imagination, a delicacy of perception, an accuracy and nicety of
observation, only equalled by her profundity of speculative thought, and bx a
practical judgment and discernment next to infallible. So elevated was the general
level of her faculties, that the highest poet_', philosophy, oratory, or art, seemed
trivial by the side of her, and equal only to expressing some small part of her mind
And there is no one of those modes of manifestation in which she could not easllx
have taken the highest rank, had not her inclination led her h)r the most part to
content herself with being the inspirer, prompter, and unavowed coadjutor of
others.
The present paper was written to promote a cause which she had deeply at heart,
and though appealing only to the severest reason, was meant for the general reader
The question, in her opinion, was in a stage in which no treatment but the mo_t
calmly argumentative could be useful, while many of the strongest argument_
were necessarily omitted, as being unsuited for popular effect. Had she hved to
write out all her thoughts on this great question, she would have produced
something as far transcending in profundity the present Essay, as, had she not
placed a rigid restraint on her feelings, she would have excelled It In fervid
eloquence. Yet nothing which even she could have written on any single subject.
would have given an adequate idea of the depth and compass of her mind. A,
during life she continualb detected, before any one else had seemed to perceive
them, those changes of nines and circumstances which ten or twelve years later
became subjects of general remark, so 1 venture to prophecy that if mankind
continue to _mprove, their spiritual history for ages to come will be the progressive
working out of her thoughts, and realization of her concepnons.

MOSTOFOUR READERSwill probably learn from these pages for the first time. that
there has arisen in the United States, and in the most civilized and enhghtened
'_-"59
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portion of them, an organised agitation on a new question--new, not to thinkers,
nor to any one by whom the principles of free and popular government are felt as
well as acknowledged, but new, and even unheard of. as a subject for public
meetings and practical political action. This question is, the enfranchisement of
women: their admission, in law and in fact, to equality m all rights, polincal, cwfl,
and social, with the male citizens of the community.
It will add to the surprise with which many will recewe this mtelhgence, that the
agitation which has commenced is not a pleading b5 male wnters and orators for
women, those who are professedly to be benefitted remaining either indifferent or
ostensibly t'hostile: it b is a political movement, practical in its objects, carried on
m a form which denotes an intention to persevere. And it is a movement not merely
for women, but by them. Its first public manifestation appears to have been a
Convennon of Women, held in the State of Ohio. in the spnng of 1850. Of this
meeting we have seen no report. On the 23rd and 24th of October last. a succession
of public meetings was held at Worcester, m Massachusetts. under the name of a
"'Women's Rights Convennon,'" of whmh the president was a woman, i" and
nearly all the chief speakers women: numerously reinforced, however, by men.
among whom were some of the most &stinguished leaders in the kindred cause of
negro emancipation. A general and four special committees were nominated, for
the purpose of carD'ing on the undertaking until the next annual meeting.
According to the report in the Ne_' York Trtbune. above a thousand persons
were present throughout, and "'if a larger place could have been had, man)
thousands more would have attended.'" The place was descnbed as "'crowded from
the begmnmg w_th attentive and interested listeners. <-_ In regard to the quahty o!
the speaking, the proceedings bear an advantageous comparison wtth those of am
popular movement wtth which we are acquamted, rather m th_s countr_ or tn
America. Very rarely m the orator),' of pubhc meetings is the part of _erbmge and
declamation so small, that of calm good sense and reason so considerable. The
result of the Convention was in ever?' respect encouraging to those bx whom tt was
summoned: and it ts probably destmed to inaugurate one of the most _mportant of
the movements towards pohtical and social reform, which are the best characterlsnc of the present age.
That the promoters of this new agitatmn take thmr stand on pnnciples, and do
not fear to declare these in their uidest extent, without tlme-servmg or
compromise, will be seen from the resolutions adopted b_ the Convennon. part of
which we transcribe:
Resolved--That every' human being, of full age, and resident for a proper length of time
on the soil of the nanon, who l,_reqmred to obes the taw. is enntled to a voice m _ts
[*Pauhna Kellogg Wright Davis ]
[ Jacob Gdbert Forman, "'Women's Rights Conventton at _orce_ter. Mas_ ," M'_ )or/,
Dad_ Tribune, 26 Oct.. 1850. p. 6.]
t"b59,67
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enactment: that every,such person, whose property or labour is taxed for the support of the
government, _sentitled to a &rect share in such government, therefore,
Resolved--That women are entitled to the right of suffrage, and to be considered ehgible
to office .... and that ever)-part)' which claims to represent the humanity, the civilization.
and the progress of the age, xs bound to inscribe on _tsbanners, equahty before the law,
without distinction of sex or colour.
Resolved--That civil and pohtical rights acknowledge no sex. and therefore the word
"'male"should be struck from ever)' State Constitution. _*j
Resolved--That, since the prospect of honourable and useful employment m after life l,,
the best stimulus to the use of educational advantages, and since the best education _sthat we
give ourselves, in the struggles, employments, and &sclphne of hfe; therefore it is
impossible that women should make full use of the instruction alread) accorded to them, or
that their career should do justice to their faculties, until the avenues to the various cwil and
professional employments are thrown open to them
Resolved--That every effort to educate women, without according to them their rights,
and arousing their conscience by the weight of their responslbllmes, is futile, and a waste of
labour.
Resolved--That the laws of propert), as affecting married persons, demand a thorough
revlsal, so that all rights be equal between them, that the _ife have, dunng life, an equal
control over the property gamed by their mutual rod and sacrifices, and be he_r to her
husband precisely to that extent that he is heir to her, and entitled at her death to dispose b',
will of the same share of the joint property as he _s.I_1
The following ts a brief summar) of the principal demands:
1. Education in primary and high schools, umversmes, medical, legal, and theological
instltUtxons.
2. Parmershlp m the labours and gams. nsks and remuneratlons, of productlve mdustr)
3. A coequal share m the formation and administration of laws--mumclpal, state, and
national--through legislative assembhes, courts, and executwe offices 1,1
It would be difficult to put so much true, just, and reasonable meaning into a
style so httle calculated to recommend It as Cthat_ of some of the resolutions. But
whatever objection may be made to some of the expressions, none. m our opimon,
can be made to the demands themselves. As a question of justice, the case seems to
us too clear for dispute. As one of expediency, the more thoroughly it is examined
the stronger it will appear.
That women have as good a claim as men have, in point of personal right, to the
suffrage, or to a place in the jury-box, it would be difficult for anyone to den)'. It
cannot certainly be denied by the United States of America. as a people or as a
community. Their democratic institutions rest avowedly on the inherent right of
everyone to a voice in the government. Their Declaration of Independence, framed
by the men who are still their great constitutional authorities--that
document
[*IBM., 25 Oct., 1850, p. 6 1
[+IBM.,26 Oct., 1850, p. 6.]
[_Ibid.]
_-%8 the style
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which has been from the first, and is now, the acknowledged
commences
w_th this express statement:
We hold these troths to be self-evident, that
endowed b) thmr Creator with certain mahenable
and the pursuit of happiness: that to secure these
men. derp, mg thmr just powers from the consent
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basis of their pohty.

all men are created equal, that the 3 are
rights, that among these are hfe. hbert3.
rights, governments are msmuted among
ot the governed I_J

We do not imagine that any American democrat wdl evade the force of these
expressions by the dishonest or ignorant subterfuge,
that "'men," m th_s memorable
document,
does not stand for human beings, but for one _ex only. that "'hte,
hbertv, and the pursuit of happiness" are "'mahenable rights'" of only one momt_ of
the human species, and that "'the governed."
whose consent is affirmed to be the
only source of just power, are meant for that half of mankind only. who, m relation
to the other, have hitherto assumed the character of agovernor¢i.
The contradiction between principle and practice cannot be explained away A like derelicnon of
the fundamental
maxims of thmr polincal
creed has been committed
b_ the
Americans
in the flagrant instance of the negroes: of this they are learning to
recognise the turpitude
After a struggle w hlch, b_ mare of its incident,, deserves
the name of heroic, the aboht_omsts are nou so strong m numbers and In influence
that the,,' hold the balance of parties m the l_:mted States It was fimng that the men
_hose names will remain assocmted with the extlrpatmn,
from the democratic sod
of America. of the anstocrac_
of colour, should be among the originators,
for
America and for the rest of the world, of the first collective protest against the
anstocracy
of sex, a dtstinctlon
as accidental
a_ that of colour, and fully as
irrelevant to all questmns of go\ernment.
Not onl 3 to the democracy of America, the clmm of women to civil and polmcal
equahty makes an _rreslstlble appeal, but also to those radlcal._ and chamsts m the
British islands,
and democrats
on the Continent,
who clmm what is called
umversal suffrage as an inherent right, unjustl) and oppressi',ely
withheld from
them. For with what truth or rationalit_
could the suffrage be termed umversal,
while half the human specms 'remain e excluded from it ? To declare that a voice m
the government is the right of all, and demand It onl 3 fl)r a part--the
part, namel 3 .
to which the claimant himself belongs--is
to renounce even the appearance
of
principle. The chartlst who demes the suffrage to u omen. _s a chartist onl_ because
he is not a lord; I') he Is one of those lexellers _ho ,aould level onlx down to
themselves.
I*A Declaratton by the Representattves of the l'nlted State._ o/Ameru a. m General
Congress As._ernbted (Phdadelph,a Dunlap. 1776) )
[_For another verston of this charge, see Edward Barrmgton de Fonblanque. The Llte and
Labours of Albany Fonblanque (London' Bentley. 1874). p O. and Mdl. Es._m._ on
England. Ireland. and the Emptre. CW. Vol. VI IToronto Umver_lt_ of Toronto Press.
1982). p. 353n.]
a%7
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Even those who do not look upon a voice in the government as a matter of
personal nght. nor profess principles which reqmre that it should be extended to
all, have usually tradinonal maxims of political justice with which it is impossible
to reconcile the exclusion of all women from the common rights of citizenship. It is
an axiom of English freedom that taxation and representation should be
co-extensive. Even under the laws which give the wife's property to the husband,
there are man5' unmarried women who pay taxes. It is one of the fundamental
doctrines of the British constitution, that all persons should be tried by their peers
yet women, whenever tried, are tried by male judges and a male ju_. To
foreigners the law accords the privilege of claiming that half the jury should be
composed of themselves; not so to women. Apart from maxims of detail, which
represent local and national rather than universal ideas, It is an acknowledged
dictate ofjusnce to make no degrading distinctions without necessity. In all things
the presumption ought to be on the side of equality. A reason must be given w'h_
anything should be permitted to one person and interdicted to another. But when
that which is interdicted includes nearly everything which those to whom it is
permitted most prize, and to be deprived of whtch they feel to be most resulting.
when not only political libert5 but personal freedom of acnon is the prerogative oI
a caste: when even m the exercise of industry, almost all employments which task
the higher faculties in an important field, which lead to distmcnon, riches, or even
pecuniary independence, are fenced round as the exclusive domain of the
predominant section, scarcel 5 ant doors being left open to the dependent class.
except such as all who can enter elsewhere disdainfully pass by: the miserable
expediencies which are advanced as excuses for so grossly parnal a dispensation,
would not be sufficient, even if they were real, to render _t other than a flagrant
injusnce While, far from being expedient, we are firmly convinced that the
division of mankind Into two castes, one born to rule over the other, _sm th_s case.
as in all cases, an unqualified mischief: a source of perversion and demoralization,
both to the favoured class and to those at whose expense they are favoured.
producing none of the good which it is the custom to ascribe to it, and forming a
bar, almost insuperable while it lasts, to any really vital improvement, either in the
character or in the socml condmon of the human race.
These propositions it is now our purpose to maintain. But before entering on
them, we would endeavour to dispel the prehmmary objecnons which, m the
minds of persons to whom the subject _s net', are apt to prevent a real and
conscientious examination of it. The chmf of these obstacles is that most
formidable one. custom. Women never have had equal rights with men. The claim
in their behalf, of the common rights of mankind, is looked upon as barred b_
universal pracuce. This strongest of prejudices, the prejudice against what is ne,_
and unknown, has, indeed, in an age of changes like the present, lost much of _t_
force; if it had not, there would be httle hope of prevailing against it. Over
three-fourths of the habitable world, even at this day, the answer, "it has alwaw,
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been so." closes all discussion. But it is the boast of modem Europeans, and of
their American kindred, that they know and do many things which their forefathers
neither knew nor did; and it is perhaps the most unquestionable point of superiority
in the present above former ages, that habit is not no,_ the tyrant it formerly was
over opinions and modes of action, and that the worship of custom _s a dechning
idolatry. An uncustomary thought, on a subject which touches the greater interests
of life, still startles when first presented: but ff it can be kept before the mind until
the impression of strangeness wears off. it obtains a hearing, and as rauonal a
consideration as the intellect of the hearer _s accustomed to besto_ on any other
subject.
In the present case. the prejudice of custom is doubtless on the unjust side. Great
thinkers, indeed, at dlfferem tmles, from Plato to Condorcet. I* besides some of
the most eminent names of the present age. have made emphatic protests m favour
of the equality of women And there have been voluntar_ societies, rehglous or
secular, of which the Society of Friends Is the most known, b) whom that principle
was recognised. But there has been no pohtical communit) or nation in which, b_
law, and usage, women have not been m a state of pohttcat and civil mfenoNtx. In
the ancient world the same fact was alleged, with equal truth, m behalf of slave_'
It might have been alleged in favour of the mitigated tbrm of slaver_, serfdom, all
through the mxddle ages It was urged against freedom of lndustrx, freedom of
conscience, freedom of the press: none of these libertleq were thought compatible
with a well-ordered state, until the_ had proved their possibility b_ actuallx
existing as facts. That an mstltut_on or a practice is customar_ _sno presumption of
its goodness, when any other sufficient cause can be assigned for its existence.
There is no difficulty in understanding wh_ the subjection of _omen has been a
custom. No other explanation is needed than physical force.
That those who were physically weaker should have been made legally inferior.
is quite conformable to the mode m which the _orld has been governed. Until very
latel), the rule of physical strength was the general law of human affairs
Throughout hlsto_, the nations, races, classes, which found themselves the
strongest, either m muscles, in riches, or m militarn discipline, have conquered
and held in subjection the rest. If, even m the most improved nations, the law of the
sword Is at last d_scountenanced as unworthy. _t _s onl_ since the calummated
eighteenth century. Wars of conquest have only ceased since democratic
revolutions began. The world is ven." young, and has but just begun to cast off
injustice. It is only now getting rid of negro slavery It is only non getting rid of
monarchical despotism. It _s only now getting rid of hered_tar) feudal noblht_. It _s

[*Plato.

Republ,

(Greek

and

Enghsh).

trans

Paul

Shorc x.

2

_o1_

iLondon

Hemernann: Cambridge. Mass Hanard Um_ers_t_ Press. 19461. \ ol I. pp 4,14-52
(Bk. V); and Marie Jean Antoine N_colas Cantat, marqms de Condorcet. Esqu_,sscd'un
tableau htstortque des progres de I'esprtt humam lPar_s"Aga_se, 1795), p 367 }
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only now getting rid of disabilities on the ground of religion. It is only beginning to
treat tany men j as citizens, except the rich and a favoured portion of the middle
class. Can we wonder that it has not yet done as much for women? As society was
constituted until the last few generations, inequality was its very basis; association
grounded on equal rights scarcely existed; to be equals was to be enemies; two
persons could hardly co-operate in anything, or meet in any amicable relation,
without the law's appointing that one of them should be the superior of the other.
Mankind have outgrown this state, and all things no_ tend to substitute, as the
general principle of human relations, a just equality, instead of the dominion of the
strongest. But of all relations, that between men and women being the nearest and
most intimate, and connected with the greatest number of strong emouons, was
sure to be the last to throw off the old rule and receive the new: for in proportion to
the strength of a feeling, is the tenacity with which it clings to the forms and
circumstances with which it has even accidentally become associated
When a prejudice, which has any hold on the feelings, finds itself reduced to the
unpleasant necessit} of assigning reasons, it thinks it has done enough when it has
re-asserted the ver3' point m dispute, in phrases which appeal to the pre-existing
feeling. Thus, many persons think the,,' have sufficientl 3 justified the restrictions
on women's field of action, when they have stud that the pursuits from w'hlch
women are excluded are un[emmme, and that the proper sphere of women is nol
politics or publicity, but private and domestic hfe.
We deny the right of any portion of the species to decide for another portion, or
any individual for another individual, what is and what IS not their "'proper
sphere." The proper sphere for all human beings is the largest and highest which
they are able to attain to. What this is. cannot be ascertained, without complete
liberty of choice. The speakers at the Convention in America have therefore done
wisely and right, in refusing to entertain the question of the peculiar aptitudes
either of women or of men. or the limits within which this or that occupation ma_
be supposed to be more adapted to the one or to the other. I*_Th% justly maintain.
that these questions can only be sausfactonlv answered by perfect freedom. Let
every occupation be open to all, without favour or discouragement to an3 , and
employments will fall into the hands of those men or women who are found bx
experience to be most capable of worthily exercising them. There need be no lear
that women will take out of the hands of men any occupation which men perform
better than they. Each individual will prove h_sor her capacmes, in the only way in
which capacities can be proved--by trial; and the world will have the benefit of the
best faculties of all its inhabitants. But to interfere beforehand by an arbitrary limit.
and declare that whatever be the genius, talent, energy, or Iorce of mind of an
individual of a certain sex or class, those faculties shall not be exerted, or shall be
[*See Forman. "Women's Rights Convention,'" 25 Oct , 1850, p 6.1
t-_68 men
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exerted only in some few of the many modes m wh,ch others are pertained to use
theirs, is not only an injustice to the individual, and a demment to _oc_et,,, v,'h,ch
loses what it can ill spare, but is also the most effectual mode of providing that. m
the sex or class so fettered, the qualines wh,ch are not permitted to be exercIsed
shall not exist.
We shall follow the veD, proper example of the Convent,on, m not entering into
the question of the alleged differences in physical or mental qualmes between the
sexes: not because we have nothing to sa_. but because we have too much: to
discuss th_s one point tolerably would need all the space we have to bestow' on the
ennre subject.* But tf those who a_sert that the "'proper sphere" for women i', the
domestic, mean by th,s that the,,' have not shown themselves quahfied Ior an','
other, the assertion evinces great ignorance of hfe and of historx V¢omen ha`'e
shown fitness for the highest social funcuons, exactl_ m propomon as they ha`'e
been admgted to them. By a curious anomaly, though mehgible to even the lowe,;t
offices of state, they are m some countries admitted to the h,ghest of all. the regal.
and ffthere is an)' one funcnon for which they ha`'e shown a dec,ded vocation, it _s
that of reigning. Not to go back to ancient history, we look m yam for abler or
firmer rulers than Ehzabeth: than Isabella of Castile. than Maria Teresa: than
Cathenne of Russia: than Blanche, mother of Louis IX of France: than Jeanne
d'Albret, mother of Henn Quatre There are few kings on record who contended
with more difficult c,rcumstances, or overcame them more mumphantl), than "
these. Even in sem,-barbarous As,a, princesses who have ne`' er been seen by men.
other than those of thmr own family, or ever spoken ,_ith them unless from behind
a curtain, have as regents, dunng the mmorit_ of thmr sons. exh_b,ted man`' of the
most brilhant examples of.lust and v,gorous admm,stratmn. In the m,ddle ages.
*An excellent

passage

on this

part

ot

the

,,ubmct.

from

one

oI

Sydney

Smith',,

contrlbunons to the Edinbureh Revle_. v.e %,ill' not refrain from quoting "A great deal
has been said of the ong,nal difference of capac,t', bet',,,een men and v,omen. a.,,if _ omen
'*'eremore qmck and men more.ludicrous--as
ff women were more remarkable fordehcacx
of assoc,ation, and men for stronger pov,ers of attennon All this. we confess, appears to us
',eQ' fanciful. That there ,s a difference m the understandings ol the men and the women v.'e
ever.,,,day meet v,lth. every'b{_}, we _,uppose.mustpercep,e. but there is none surel.',"*h,ch
may not be accounted for bx the difference of c_rcumstances m "*hlch the,, ha',e been
placed, without refemng to any conjectural difference of ongmat conformation of mind A,
long as boys and girls run about in the dirt. and trundle hoops together, the,, are both
preciselyahke. If you catch up one-half of these creatures, and tram them to a pamcular set
of actmns and opmmns, and the other half to a perfectly opposite set. of cour,_ethmr
understandings _,,11 differ, as one or the other sort of occupatmns has called th_s or that
talent into act,on There _s surely no occasmn to go into an.', deeper or more abstruse
reasoning, in order to explain so very simple a phenomenon "' {["Female Education'"
11810), m] Sydney Sm,th's Worka. {2nd ed . 3 vols ILondon' Longman. et al . 1840).]
Vol. l,p 200 )
'_%8 must
_'68 most of
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when the distance between the upper and lower ranks was greater than even
between women and men, and the women of the privileged class, however subject
to tyranny from the men of the same class, were at a less distance below them than
any one else 'was'. and often in their absence represented them in their functions
and authority--numbers
of heroic chatelaines, like Jeanne de Montfort. or the
great Countess of Derby L*Ias late even as the time of Charles 1. distinguished
themselves not only by their pollucal but their mihtary capacity. In the centuries
immediately before and after the Reformation. ladies of royal houses, as
diplomatists, as governors of provinces, or as the confidential advisers of kings,
equalled the first statesmen of their time: and the treat_, of Cambra3'. which gave
peace to Europe, was negociated in conferences where no other person was
present, by the aunt of the Emperor Charles V, and the mother of Franc_s I.l-j
Concerning the fitness, then, of women for politics, there can be no question.
but the dispute is more likely to turn upon the fitness of polmcs for women. When
the reasons alleged for excluding women from active life in all its higher
departments, are stripped of their garb of declamator 3 phrases, and reduced to the
simple expression of a meaning, they seem to be mainly three: ' the mcompatiblhty
of active hfe with maternity, and with the cares of a household: secondly, its
alleged hardening effect on the character; and thirdly, the inexpedlenc_ of making
an addition to the already excessive pressure of competition in eveu kind of
professional or lucrative employment.
The first, the maternity argument, is usually laid most stress upon. although lit
needs hardly be said) this reason, if it be one, can appl3" only to mothers It is
neither necessary nor just to make imperative on women that they _shall _ be either
mothers or nothing; or that if they _havet been mothers once, they shall be nothing
else during the whole remainder of their hves. Neither women nor men need any
law to exclude them from an occupation, if they have undertaken another which is
incompatible with it. No one proposes to exclude the male sex from Parliament
because a man may be a soldier or sailor m active service, or a merchant whose
business requires all his ume and energies. Nine-tenths of the occupations of men
exclude them de facto from public life, as effectually as if they were excluded b_
law; but that is no reason for making laws to exclude even the nine-tenths, much
less the remaining tenth. The reason of the case is the same for women as for men
There is no need to make provision by law that a woman shall not carry, on the
[*Charlotte
['Margaret
'"-68
J59.67
first,
J'68 should
_-%8 had

de la Tremoille
Stanley l
of Austrm and Lomse of Savoy.
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]
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ot children,

and at the same rime

practise a profession or be elected to Parhament.
Where mcompatlbfllt)
is real. it
will take care of itself: but there is gross injustice m making the incompanblht)
a
pretence for the exclusion of those in whose case it does not exist And these, if
they were free to choose,
would be aver)
large proportion.
The matermtv
argument deserts its supporters in the case of single women, a large and increasing
class of the population,
a fact which, it is not irrelevant to remark, b', tending to
diminish the excessive competition
of numbers, is calculated to assist greatl_ the
prosperity of all. There is no inherent reason or necesslt', that all women should
voluntarily choose to devote their hves to one animal function and its consequences Numbers of women are v`'p;es and mothers onlx because there Is no other
career open to them, no other occupation

fi)r their feehngs

or their acnvmes.

Ever',

Improvement
In their education,
and enlargement
of their facultle>--ever3.-thmg
_hlch renders them more qualified for anx. other mode of hfe. increases the
number of those to v`'hom it is an in.lur) and an oppression to be demed the choice
To say that women
must be excluded
from active hfe because maternltx
disqualifies them for it, is m fact to say. that ever',' other career should be forbMden
them in order that matermtv ma) be their only resource.
But secondly, It is urged, that to give the same freedom of occupanon to v`omen
as to men, would be an miunous addlnon to the crowd of competltors,
by v, horn
the avenues to almost all kinds of employment
are choked up. and its remuneration
depressed.
This argument,
it is to be observed,
does not reach the poht_cal
question. It gives no excuse fl)r w lthholdmg from v`'omen the rights of cmzenshlp
The suffrage, the jug'-box,
admission to the legislature and to office, it does not
touch. It bears only on the industrial branch ol the subject Mlowmg it. then. m an
economical point of vlev`', its full force: assuming that to lay open to v`omen the
employments
nov, monopohzed
by men, would tend. like the breaking down of
other monopohes,
to lower the rate of remuneranon
m those employments,
let us
consider what is the amount of this evil consequence,
and what the compensation
for it. The worst ever asserted, much v`orse than is at all hkel,,, to be reahzed, is that
if women competed with men, a man and a v`oman could not together earn more
than is nov` earned by the man alone. Let us make this supposition,
the most
unfavourable sup[x)sltion possible, the joint income of the tv`o would be the same
as before, while the woman would be raised from the position of a servant to that of
a partne _. Even If ever), woman, as matters nov` stand, had a claim on some man
for support, hov` infinitely preferable is It that part
woman's earning, even if the aggregate sum were
than that she should be compelled to stand aside in
earners, and the sole dispensers of what is "earned.
"68

earned'

of the income should be of the
but httle increased b', _t. rather
order that men may be the sole
" Even under the present lay` s
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respecting the property of women,* a woman who contributes materially to the
support of the family, cannot be treated in the same contemptuously tyrannical
manner as one who, however she ma_ toil as a domestic drudge, is a dependent on
the man for subsistence. As lor the depression of wages by increase of
competmon, remedies will be found for it in time. Palliatives might be apphed
immediately: for instance, a more rigid exclusion of children from industrial
employment, during the years in which they ought to be working only to
strengthen their bodies and minds for after life. Children are "necessarily"
dependent, and under the power of others; and their labour, being not for
themselves but for the gain of their parents, is a proper subject for leglslat)ve
regulatton. With respect to the future, we neither beheve that tmprowdent
multiplicanon, and the consequent excessive difficulty of gaming a subslstence,
will °always" contmue, nor that the division of mankind Into capitalists and h_red
labourers, and the regulation of the reward of labourers mainly by demand and
supply, will be for ever, or even much longer, the rule of the world. But so long as
competition is the general law' of human hfe. it ts tyranny to shut out one half of the
competitors. All who have attained the age of self-government, have an equal
claim to be permitted to sell whatever kind of useful labour the_ are capable of, for
the price which it will bnng.
The third objection to the admission of women to pollncal or professional hfc,
its alleged hardening tendenc 3, belongs to an age now past, and is scarcely to be
comprehended by people of the present time. There are still, however, persons
who say that the world and its avocations render men selfish and unfeeling: that the
struggles, rivalries and collisions of business and of pohtlcs make them harsh and
unamiable: that if half the species must unavoidably be given up to these things. _t
is the more necessary that the other half should be kept free from them: that to
preserve women from the bad influences of the world, is the onl_ chance o!
preventing men from being wholly gwen up to them.
There would have been plausibihty in this argument when the world was still m
the age of violence, when life was full of physical conflict, and eveu, man had to
redress his injuries or those of others, by the sword or b) the strength of his arm
Women, like pnests, by bemg exempted from such responstbihnes, and from
some part of the accompanying dangers, may have been enabled to exercise a
*The truly horrible

effects

of the present

state ol the lau among the low est of the w'orkm_

population,
is exhibited m those cases of hideous maltreatment
of their w_es by working
men, with which ever3' newspaper,
ever3 police report, teems
_'retches
unfit to have the
smallest authority
over an}' hying thing, have a helpless woman for their household slave
These excesses could not exist, if women both earned, and had the right to tx_ssess, a pan of
the income of the family
[This note is appended to the end of the sentence in 59.67.75
]
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beneficial influence. But m the present condition of human life. we do not know
where those hardening influences are to be found, to which men are subject and
from which women are at present exempt, ln&vlduals now-a-davs are seldom
called upon to fight hand to hand, even with peaceful weapons: personal enmmes
and rivahties count for little in worldly transactions, the general pressure oI
circumstances, not the adverse will of individuals, is the obstacle men nov, have to
make head against. That pressure, when excessive, breaks the splnt, and cramps
and sours the feelings, but not less of women than of men, since they suffer
certainly not less from its evds. There are still quarrels and d_slikes, but the sources
of them are changed. The feudal chief once found his bltterest enem_ m his
powerful neighbour, the mimster or courtier m his rival for place: but opposition of
interest in active hfe, as a cause ot personal ammoslt), is out of date. the enmities
of the present da) arise not from great things but small, from v`hat people sa', of
one another, more than from what they do: and ff there are hatred, malice, and all
uncharitableness, the,, are to be found among women full_ a_ much as among men.
In the present state of civlhzatlon, the notion of guarding women from the
hardening influences of the world, could onl_ be realized by ,secluding them from
society altogether The common duties of common life, as at present constituted.
are incompatible with an3 other softness m v`'omen than weakness Surelx weak
minds m weak lx)d_es must ere long cease to be e_,en supposed to be e_ther
attractive or ammble.
But. m truth, none of these arguments and conslderatlon_ touch the foundations
of the subject. The real question _s. whether _t _s r_ght and expedient that one-half
of the human race should pass through hfe m a state of forced ;ubordmat_on to the
other half. If the best state of human socket', is that of being d_v_ded into tv`o parts.
one consisting of persons w_th a v`._lland a substantive existence, the other of
humble companions to these persons, attached, each of them to one. for the
purpose of bnngmg up hts children, and making ht,_home pleasant to him: if thl', is
the place assigned to women. _t Is but kindness to educate them for th_s. to make
them beheve that the greatest good fortune v`hlch can befal them. _s to be chosen
bs some man for this purpose, and that every' other career which the v`orld deems
happy or honourable, _sclosed to them by the lay`, not of social restitutions, but of
nature and destiny
When. however, we ask wh_ the existence o! onc-half the species should bc
merely ancillary' to that of the other--whx
each v`oman should be a mere
appendage to a man. allowed to have no Interest,,, of her own. that there max be
nothing to compete m her mind with his interests and h_s pleasure, the onl_ reason
_hlch can be given is, that men like it. It t,, agreeable to thena that men should hve
for their own sake, women for the sake of men: and the quahtles and conduct m
subjects which are agreeable to rulers, thex succeed for a long tmle m making the
subjects themselves consider as their appropriate v_rtues. Helvenus has met v`lth
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much obloquy for asserting, that persons usually mean bv virtues the qualities
which are useful or convenient to themselves, l* JHow truly this is said of mankind
in general, and how wonderfully the ideas of virtue set afloat by the powerful, are
caught and imbibed by those under their dominion, is exemphfied by the manner in
which the world were once persuaded that the supreme virtue of subjects was
loyalty to kings, and are still persuaded that the paramount virtue of womanhood is
loyalty to Preenp. Under a nominal recogmtion of a moral code common to both, m
practice self-will, and self-assertion form the type of what are designated as manl3
virtues, while abnegation of self, patience, resignation, and submission to power.
unless when resistance Is commanded b) other interests than their own, have been
stamped by general consent as pre-eminently the duties and graces required of
qwomen. The q meaning being merely, that power makes itself the centre of moral
obligation, and that a man likes to have his own will. but does not like that his
domestic companion should have a will different from his.
We are far from pretending that in modern and civilized times, no reclproclt_ of
obligation is acknowleged on the part of the stronger. Such an assertion would be
ve_' wide of the truth. But even rthisr reciprocity, which has disarmed tyranny,
at least in the higher and middle classes, of its most revolting features, yet when
combined with the original evd of the dependent condinon of women, ha_
introduced in its turn serious evils
In the beginning, and _among' tribes which are still m a primmve condmon.
women were and are the slaves of men for 'the _purposes of toil All the hard bodilx
labour devolves on them. The Australian savage is idle, while women painfully
dig up the roots on which he lives. An American Indian. when he has killed a deer.
leaves it, and sends a woman to carry' _thome. In a state somewhat more advanced,
as in Asia, women were and are the slaves of men for "the" purposes of sensuaht5,
In Europe there early succeeded a third and milder dominion, secured not b_
blows, nor by locks and bars, but by sedulous inculcation on the mind: feelings
also of kindness, and ideas of duty, such as a superior owes to inferiors under h_s
protection, became more and more involved in the relanon But it did not for mare
ages become a relation of companionship, even between 'unequals: the' hves of
the two persons were apart. The wife was part of the furniture of home. of the
resting-place to which the man returned from business or pleasure Hb occupations were, as the)' still are, among men, his pleasures and excitements also
[*See, e.g., Claude Adnen Helvetius, De I'e._prltIPans Durand, 1758), pp 53-5 ]
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were, for the most part, among men--among his equals. He was a patnarch and a
despot within four walls, and irresponsible power had its effect, greater or tess
according to his disposition, in rendenng him domineering, exacting, selfworshipping, when not capriciously or brutally tyrannical. But if the moral part of
his nature suffered, it was not necessarily so. in the same degree, w_th the
intellectual or the active portion. He might have as much vigour of mind and
energy of character as his nature enabled him, and as the circumstances of his times
allowed. He might write the Paradise Lo._t, I*J or wm the battle of Marengo. !This was the condition of the Greeks and Romans. and of the modems until a
recent date. Their relations w'lth their domestic subordinates occupied a mere
comer, though a cherished one, of their hves. Their education as men. the
formation of their character and faculties, depended mainly on a &fferent class of
influences.
It is otherwise now. The progress of improvement has imposed on all possessors
of power, and of domesnc power among the rest, an increased and increasing sense
of correlative obligation No man now thinks that h_s wlfe has no claim upon h_s
actions but such as he may accord to her. All men o! an) conscience beheve that
their duty to their W'lves is one of the most binding of their obhgat_ons Nor x,, _t
supposed to consist solely in protection, which, in the present state of civilization.
women have almost ceased to need: it revolves care for their happiness and
consideration of their wishes, w_th a not unfrequent sacrifice of their own to them
The power of husbands has reached the stage which the power of kings had arr_ved
at, when opinion did not yet question the rightfulness of arb_trarx power, but m
theory', and to a certain extent in practice, condemned the selfish use of it This
improvement m the moral sentiments of mankind, and increased sense of the
consideration due by every man to those who "have" no one but hlmsell to look to.
has tended to make home more and more the centre of interest, and domestic
circumstances and society a larger and larger part of hfe, and of its pursuits and
pleasures. The tendency' has been strengthened b) the changes of tastes and
manners which have so remarkably distinguished the last two or three generations
tn days not far distant, men found their excitement and filled up their tm_e m
violent bodily exercises, nov_``'memment, and intemperance. The',' have now. in
all but the very, poorest classes, lost their lnchnat_on for these things, and for the
coarser pleasures generally': they have no_ scarcely anx tastes but those which
they ha``e in common with women, and, for the first time in the _orld, men and
women are really companions. A most beneficial change, ff the companionship
were between equals; but being between unequals, it produces, what good
[*John Milton,
pp
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observers
have noticed,
though without percewlng
its cause, a progressive
deterioration
among men in what had hitherto been considered
the masculine
excellences.
Those who are so careful that women should not become men, do not
see that men are becoming,
falling Into the feebleness
Those who are associated

what the)' have decided

that women

should be--are

which the)' have so long cultivated m their compamons.
in their lives, tend to become assimilated m character. In

the present closeness
of association
between
the sexes, men cannot retain
manliness unless women acquire it.
There is hardly any situation more unfavourable to the maintenance of elevation
of character or force of intellect, than to live m the society, and seek b) preference
the sympathy, of inferiors in mental endowments.
Why is it that we constantly see
in life so much of intellectual
and moral promise followed b.,,_ such inadequate
performance,
but because the aspirant has compared
himself only with those
below himself, and has not sought improvement
or stimulus from measuring
himself wqth his equals or _superlors.'
In the present state of social life, this is
becoming
the general
condition
of men. They care less and less for any
sympathies,
and are less and less under an)" personal influences,
but those oi the
domestic roof. Not to be misunderstood,
it is necessary that we should dlstlnctl_
disclaim the behef, that women are even now inferior m intellect to men. There are
women

who are the equals m intellect

of any" men who ever lived: and comparing

ordinary' women with ordinary men, the varied though petty details which
compose the occupation of most _,omen, call forth probabl) as much of mental
abihtv, as the uniform routine of the pursuits which are the habitual occupauon
of a large majority of men. It is from nothing m the faculttes themselves,
but from
the petty' subjects
and interests
on which alone they are exercised,
that the
companionship
of women,
such as their present circumstances
make them, so
often exercises a dlssolvent influence on h_gh faculties and aspirations in men. If
one of the two has no knowledge
and no care about the great ideas and purpose_
which &gnify life, or about any of its pracucal concerns save personal interests and
personal vanities, her conscious,
and still more her unconscious
influence,
will.
except in rare cases, reduce to a secondary
place in his mind, If not entirel._
extinguish,
those interests which she cannot or does not share.
Our argument
here bnngs us into colhsion w_th what may be termed the
moderate reformers of the education of women: a sort of persons who cross the
path of improvement
on all great questions: those who would maintain the old bad
principles,
mitigating their consequences.
These say. that women should be, not
slaves, nor servants, but companions:
and educated for that office. _they do not
say that men should be educated to be the compamons
of womenL But since
uncultivated
women are not statable companions
for cultivated men, and a ma__,
who feels interest in things above and beyond the family circle wishes that h_
'-_68 superiors'_
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companion should sympathize with h_m m that interest: they therefore sa). let
women improve their understanding and taste, acquire general knowledge,
cultivate poetry,, art, even coquet with science, and some stretch their liberality so
far as to say, reform themselves on politics; not as pursuits, but sufficiently to feel
an interest in the subjects, and to be capable of holding a conversation on them with
the husband, or at least of understanding and imbibing his wisdom. Verb.'agreeable
to him, no doubt, but unfortunately the reverse of improving. It is from
having intellectual commumon only with those to whom they can lay down the
law, that so few men continue to advance in wisdom beyond the first stages. The
most eminent men cease to improve, if they associate only with disciples. When
they have overtopped those who immediately surround them, if the) wish for
further growth, they must seek for others of their own stature to consort t'lth. The
mental compamonship which _s improving, is communion between active minds.
not mere contact between an active mind and a passive. This inestimable
advantage is even not' enjoyed, when a strong-minded man and a strong-minded
woman are, by a rare chance, united: and would be had far oftener, if education
took the same pains to form strong-minded women which it takes to prevent them
from being formed. 'The modem, and what are regarded as the improved and
enhghtened modes of education of women, abjure, as far as words go, an
education of mere shot,, and profess to mm at solid instruction, but mean by that
expression, superficial reformation on sohd subjects. Except accomplishments.
which are now generally regarded as to be taught well if taught at all, nothing is
taught to women thoroughly. Small portions only of what it is attempted to teach
thoroughly to boys. are the whole of what it is intended or desired to teach to
women.' What makes mtelhgent beings is the power of thought: the stimuli which
call forth that power are the interest and dignity of thought itself, and a field for its
practical application. Both motives are cut off from those who are told from
infancy that thought, and all its greater apphcatlons, are other people's business.
while theirs is to make themselves agreeable to other people. High mental powers
m women will be but an exceptional accident, until ever_ career is open to them.
and untd the)', as well as men, are educated for themselves and for the world--not
one sex for the other.
In what we have said on the effect of the inferior posmon of women, combined
with the present constitution of roamed hfe, we have thus far had in viet only the
most fa_,ourable cases, those m which there is some real approach to that union and
blending of characters and of lives, which the theo_" of the relation contemplates
as its ideal standard. But if we look to the great majority of cases, the effect of
women's legal inferiority on the character both of women and of men must be
'-_68 But this suplx)ses other than mere ddettante Instruction. given as an elegant amusement or
agreeable accomphshment, not as a poger to be used Menial cultr.atlon adapted tor shov, and not for
use, which makes pigmies of men. is the only kind given or proposed to be gr, en Io v.omen b; Ihe
present reformers of their education
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painted in far darker colours. We do not speak here of the grosser brutalities, nor of
the man's power to seize on the woman's earnings, or compel her to live with him
against her will. We do not address ourselves to any one who reqmres to have it
proved that these things should be remedied. We suppose average cases, m which
there is neither complete union nor complete disunion of feelings and :of-character; and we affirm that in such cases the influence of the dependence on the
woman's side, is demoralizing to the character of both.
The common opinion is, that whatever may be the case with the intellectual.
the moral influence of women over men is almost always salutary. It is, we are
often told, the great counteractive of selfishness. However the case may be as to
personal influence, the influence of the position tends eminently to promote
selfishness. The most insignificant of men, the man who can obtain influence or
consideration nowhere else, finds one place where he is chief and head. There is
one person, often greatly his superior in understanding, who is obliged to consult
him, and whom he is not obhged to consult. He is judge, magistrate, ruler, over
their joint concerns: arbiter of all differences between them. The justice or conscience to which her appeal must be made, is his justice and conscience: it is his
to hold the balance and adjust the scales between his own claims or wishes and
those of another. His is now the only tribunal, in civilized life, in which the same
person is judge and party. A generous mind, in such a situation, makes the balance
incline against its own side. and gives the other not less, but more, than a fair
equality; and thus the weaker side may be enabled to turn the very fact of
dependence into an instrument of power, and in default of justice, take an
ungenerous advantage of generosity: rendering the unjust power, to those who
make an unselfish use of it, a torment and a burthen. But how is it when average
men are invested with this power, without reciprocity and without responsibility °
Give such a man the idea that he is first in law and in opinion--that to will is his
part, and hers to submit: it is absurd to suppose that this idea merely glides over hl_
mind, without sinking into it, or having any effect on his feelings and practice. The
propensity to make himself the first object of consideratmn, and others at most the
second, is not so rare as to be wanting where everything seems purposely arranged
for apermitting a its indulgence. If there is any self-will in the man, he becomes
either the conscious or unconscious despot of h_s household. The wife. indeed,
often succeeds in gaining her objects, but it is by some of the many various form,
of indirectness and management.
Thus the position is corrupting equally to both; in the one it produces the vices of
power, in the other those of artifice. Women, in thmr present physical and moral
state, having stronger impulses, would naturally be franker and more direct than
men; yet all the old saws and traditions represent them as artful and dissembhng
Why? Because their only way to their objects is by indirect paths. In all counmes
.... 59,67
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where women have strong wishes and active minds, this consequence is inevitable:
and if it is less conspicuous m England than m some other places, it is because
Englishwomen, saving occasional exceptions, have ceased to have either strong
wishes or active minds.
We are not now speaking of cases m which there is anything deserving the name
of strong affection on both sides. That, where it exists, is too powerful a principle
not to modify greatly the bad influences of the situation, it seldom, however,
destroys them entirely. Much oftener the bad influences are too strong for the
affection, and destroy it. The highest order of durable and happy attachments
would be a hundred times more frequent than they are, if the affection which the
two sexes sought from one another were that genuine friendship, which only,exists
between equals in privileges as in faculnes. But with regard to what is commonly
called affection in married life--the habitual and almost mechanical feehng of
kindliness, and pleasure in each other's society, which generally grows up
between persons who constantly live together, unless there is actual d_slike--there
is nothing in this to contradict or qualify the mischievous influence of the unequal
relation. Such feelings often exist between a sultan and his favourites, between a
master and his sere'ants; they are merely examples of the phability of human
nature, which accommodates itself in some degree even to the worst c_rcumstances, and the commonest natures always the most easily.
With respect to the influence personally exercised b_ women over men. it, no
doubt, renders them less harsh and brutal; in ruder rimes, it was often the only
softening influence to which they were accessible. But the assertion, that the
wife's influence renders the man less selfish, contains, as things no_ are. fully as
much error as truth. Selfishness tov_ards the wife herself, and towards those in
whom she is interested, the children, though favoured by _thelr _ dependence, the
wife's influence, no doubt, tends to counteract. But the general effect on hm_ of
her character, so long as her interests are concentrated m the family, tend_ but to
subsntute for individual selfishness a family selfishness, wearing an amiable
guise, and putting on the mask of duty. Ho_ rarely is the wife's influence on the
side of public virtue: how rarely does it do otherwise than dlscourage an_ effort of
pnnciple by which the private interests or worldl3 vanines of the family can be
expected to _suffer. _ Public spint, sense of duty towards the public good, 1_of all
virtues, as women are now educated and s_tuated, the most rarel_ to be found
among them: they have seldom even, what in men ls often a partial substitute for
public spirit, a sense of personal honour connected with any public duty. Man_ a
man, whom no money or personal flatte_' would have bought, has bartered his
pohtical opinions against aa ntle '_or invitations _for _ his wife: and a still greater
number are made mere hunters after the puerile vanmes of society, because thexr
b'b59.67 her
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wives value them. As for opinions: in Catholic countries, the wife's influence is
another name for that of the priest: he gives her, in the hopes and emotions
connected with a future life, a consolation for the sufferings and disappointments
whlch are her ordinary lot m this. Elsewhere, her weight is thrown into the scale
either of the most common-place, or of the most outwardly prosperous opinions:
either those by which censure will be escaped, or by which worldly advancement is
likeliest to be procured. In England. the wife's influence is usually on the illiberal
and anti-popular side: this as generally the gaining side for personal interest and
vanity; and what to her is the democracy or liberahsm an which she has no
part--which
leaves her the Pariah it found her? The man hamself, when he
marries, usually declines into Conservatism: begins to sympathize with the holders
of power, more than with its victims, and thinks it his part to be on the side of
authority. As to mental progress, except those :vulgarer t attainments by which
vamty or ambation are promoted, there is generally an end to it in a man who
marries a woman mentally his inferior: unless, indeed, he is unhappy an marriage,
or becomes indifferent. From a man of twenty-five or tharty, after he is married, an
experienced observer seldom expects any further progress m mmd or feelings It is
rare that the progress already made is maintained. Any spark of the mens
divinior t*l which might otherax,lse have spread and become a flame, seldom
survwes for an)' length of time unextinguished. For a mind whach learns to be
satisfied with what it already is--which does not incessantly look for_'ard to a
degree of improvement not vet reached--becomes
relaxed, self-indulgent, and
loses the spring and the tension which maintain It even at the point alread_
attained. And there is no fact m human nature to which experience bears more
invariable testimony than to this--that all social or sympathetic mfluences which
do not raise up. pull down: if the_ do not tend to stimulate and exalt the mind. the_
tend to vulgarize it.
For the interest, therefore, not only of women but of men. and of human
improvement in the widest sense, the emancipation of women, which the modern
world often boasts of having effected, and for which credit Is sometimes given to
civilization, and sometimes to Christmnity, cannot stop where it is. If it were either
necessary or just that one portion of mankind should remain mentall? and
spiritually only half developed, the development of the other portion ought to have
been made, as far as possible, independent of their influence. Instead of this, thex
have become the most intimate, and it may now be sa_d, the only intimate
associates of those to whom yet they are sedulously kept inferior: and have been
raised just high enough to drag the others down to themselves.
[*Horace, Sattre.s, in Satire6. Ep_stle._and Ar,spoetwa, trans. H. Rushton FalrclougJ_,
(London: Hememann; Cambridge, Mass.. Harvard Umverslt5 Press, 19391, p 52 tI. i_.
43-4I.]
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We have left behind a host of vulgar objections, either as not worth) of an
answer, or as answered by the general course of our remarks. A feb words.
however, must be said on one plea, which in England is made much use of for
giving an unselfish air to the upholding of selfish privileges, and which, with
unobserving, unreflecting people, passes for much more than it is worth, Women,
it is said, do not desire--do not seek, what is called their emancipation. On the
contrary, they generally &sown such claims when made In their behalf, and fall
with acharnement upon an)' one of themselves who identifies herself with their
common cause.
Supposing the fact to be true in the fullest extent ever asserted, if it proves that
European women ought to remain as the) are, it proves exactly the same with
respect to Asiatic women: for the)' too, instead of murmuring at their seclusion.
and at the restraint imposed upon them. pride themselves on it, and are astomshed
at the effrontery, of women who receive visits from male acquaintances, and are
seen in the streets unveiled. Habits of submission make men as well as women
servile-minded. The vast population of Asia do not desire or value, probabl3
would not accept, political liberty, nor the savages of the forest, Clvlhzatlon:
which does not prove that either of those things _s undesirable for them, or that they
will not, at some future time, enjoy it. Custom hardens human beings to any kind
of degradation, by deadening the part of their nature which would resist it. And the
case of women is. in this respect, even a peculiar one, for no other inferior caste
that we have heard of, have been taught to regard their degradation as their honour
The argument, however. Implies a secret consciousness that the alleged preference
of women for their dependent state is merel) apparent, and arises from their being
allowed no choice: for if the preference be natural, there can be no necess_lt_ for
enforcing it by law. To make laws compelling people to follo_ their mchnatlon.
has not hitherto been thought necessary b_ an) legislator. The plea that women do
not desire any change, is the same that has been urged, tlme_ out of mind, against
the proposal of abolishing any social evil--"there
is no complaint:'" which is
generally not true. and when true, only so because there is not that hope of success.
without which complaint seldom makes itself audible to un_ flhng ears, How does
the objector know that women do not desire equallt) and freedom" He never kne_
a woman who did not, or would not, desire it for herself ln&viduallv It would be
very simple to suppose, that if the) do desire it they wIll _ax so. Their position IS
like that of the tenants or labourers who vote against their own poht_cal interests to
please their landlords or employers: v, ith the unique addmon, that submission Is
inculcated on them from childhood, as the peculiar attraction and grace of their
character. The)' are taught to think, that to repel actlvel) even an admmed m lust_ce
done to themselves, is somewhat unfeminine, and had better be left to some male
friend or protector. To be accused of rebelling against anything _ hlch admits of
being called an ordinance of society, they are taught to regard as an lmputat_on of a
serious offence, to say the least, against the proprieties of their sex It requlre_
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unusual
opinions
prospect

moral courage as well as disinterestedness
in a woman, to express
favourable
to women's
enfranchisement,
until, at least, there is some
of obtaining
it. The comfort of her individual
life, and her social

consideration,
usuall_ depend on the goodwill of those who hold the undue power:
and to possessors of power any complaint,
however bitter, of the misuse of it, is a
less flagrant act of insubordination
than to protest against the power itself. The
professions of women in this matter remmd us of the state offenders of old. who.
on the point of execution, used to protest their love and devotion to the sovereign
by whose unjust mandate they suffered. Griselda herself might be matched from
the speeches put by Shakspeare
into the mouths of male victims of kingly caprice
and tryanny: the Duke of Buckingham.
for example, in Henry the Etghth. and even
Wolsey. j*) The literaD' class of women, especially in England. are ostentatious m
disclaiming the desire for equality or citizenship,
and proclaiming
their complete
satisfaction with the place which society assigns to them: exercising in this. as m
many other respects, a most noxious influence over the feelings and opinions of
men. who unsuspectingly
accept the servilities of toadyism as concessions
to the
force of truth, not considering
that it is the personal interest of these women to
profess whatever opinions they expect will be agreeable to men. It is not among
men of talent, sprung from the people, and patronized
and flattered by the
aristocracy,
that we look for the leaders of a democratic
movement.
Successful
literary women are just as unlikely to prefer the cause of women to their own social
consideration.
They depend on men's oplmon for their htera_' as well as for their
feminine successes; and such is their bad opinion of men. that they believe there Is
not more than one in ten thousand who does not dislike and fear strength, sincerity.
or high spirit in a woman. They are therefore anxious to earn pardon and toleration
for whatever of these qualities their writings may exhibit on other subjects, by a
studied displa 3 of submission on this: that they may give no occasion for vulgar
men to say (what nothing will prevent vulgar men from saying), that learning
makes women unfeminine,
and that literar_ ladies are likely to be bad _lves
But
gnotice
women
States
action

enough of this; especially
as the fact which affords the occasion for thL,
s, makes it impossible any longer to assert the umversal acquiescence
of
(saving individual exceptions)
in their dependent condition. In the Umted
at least, there are women, seemingly
numerous,
and now orgamsed tot
on the pubhc mind. who demand equahty in the fullest acceptation of the

[*Gnselda IS the heroine of Story 10. Day 10, of Glovanm Boccaccio. Decameron
(1353), whose loyal patience became proverbml: for the speeches, see Wilham Shakespeare, Henry the Etghth. II, i. 55-78 and 100-36 (BuckmghamL and III. u, 407-21 and
428-57 (Wolsey). in The Riverside Shakespeare. ed. G. Blakemore Evans (Boston
Houghton Mifflin, 1974). pp. 990-1 and 1005, respectively.]
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word, and demand it by a straightforward
appeal to men's sense of justice, not
plead for it with a timid deprecation
of their displeasure.
Like other popular movements,
however, this may be seriously retarded by the
blunders of its adherents.
Tried by the ordinary standard of public meetings, the
speeches at the Convention
are remarkable
for the preponderance
of the rational
over the declamatory
element: but there are some exceptions: and things to which it
is impossible
to attach an), rational meamng,
have found their way into the
resolutions. Thus, the resolution
which sets forth the claims made m behalf of
women,

after claiming

equality

in education,

in industrial

pursuits,

and in political

rights, enumerates as a fourth head of demand something under the name of"soclal
and spiritual union.'" and "a medium of expressing the highest moral and spmtual
views of justice, ''I*_ with other similar verbiage,
serving onlx to mar the
simplicity and rationality
of the other demands /': resembling those who would
weakly attempt to combine nominal equality between men and women, with
enforced distinctions
in their privdeges and functions h. What is wanted for women
is equal rights, equal admission to all social privileges: not a posinon apart, a sort
of sentimental
priesthood.
To this, the only just and ranonal pnnc_ple, both the
resolutmns and the speeches,
for the most part. adhere. They contain so httle
which is akin to the nonsensical paragraph in question, that we suspect it not to be
the work of the same hands as most of the other resolunons.
The strength of the
cause hes m the support of those who are influenced by reason and principle: and to
attempt to recommend
It by sentimentalities,
absurd in reason, and inconsistent
w_th the principle on which the movement is founded, Is to place a good cause on a
level with a bad one.
There are indications that the example of America will be followed on this side
of the Atlantic: and the first step has been taken in that part of England where every
serious movement
in the direction of pollt_cal progress has its commencement
--the manufacturing
districts of the North. On the 13th of February
1851, a
petmon of women, agreed to by a public meeting at Sheffield. and clamnng the
elective franchise, was presented to the Hou,;e of Lords b\ the Earl of Carh_le I-

[*Forman, "Women's Rights Convennon.'" 26 Oct.. 1850. p _ ]
['"A Petition of the Female lnhabltant._ of the Borough of SlaeffJeld an the Count 3 of
York, in Public Meeting Assembled. Praying Their Lordships "to Take into Thetr Senou_
Consideration the Propnet_ of Enacting an Electoral Lay, Whach \Vdl lnclude Adult
Females within Its Provisions"" 113 Feb.. 1851 _. Journals otthe House of Lord._. 185t.
LXXXIII, 23 ]
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The variant notes to the text below give the &fferences between the draft and the printed
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appears at 222-5 above.

acquired with tenfold greater facili D' when the "examples of their application"
are
already bpresent m _ the _mind--if
this were but done,' an average schoolboy long
before the age at which schoohng agenerallyd terminates,
Cmlght easdy _ be able to
read fwith ease, fluency,
and y intelligent
interest any ordinary Latin or Greek
author, in prose or verse, gmight g have a competent knowledge of the grammatical
structure of both languages,
and have had rime besides tbr an ample amount of
scientific instruction,
h I am as unwilling to 'mentlon' all that I think practicable m
this matter, as George Stephenson
was :m the matter of locomonon:,
when he
calculated the average speed of a kradway_ train at ten miles an hour because if he
had estimated
it Sat more: the pracncal men mwhose cooperation
he needed '_
would have ndistrustedn him as that most unsafe character m their estimation an

_-%7 cases to which they applx
b-%7 famflmr to
_-%7 mind;
a-a_67
"%7 would
Y'Y67 fluently and with
8867 would
a67
I might go much further, but
"'67 speak out
:-:67 about railways
k-k_67
l-_67 higher,
"-"-67
"-%7 turned a deaf ear to
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enthusiast and a visionary. The results have shewn, m °this° case, who was the real
practical man. What the results would shew in the other case I will not p anticipate.
qlt is enough to be able to say with confidence q, that if the two classical languages
were properly taught, there would be no need whatever for rturnmg them out of r
the school course in order to have sufficient _room ' for everything else that 'needs t
be included therein.
_I'his wonderfully" limited estimate of what tt is possible for human beings to
learn, resting upon a tacit assumption that they are alread? as efficiently taught as
they ever can 'be.' not only vitiates "the general conception" of education, but
actually, if we receive it, darkens our anticipations as to the future progress of
mankind. For if the inexorable conditions of human life make it useless for one
man to attempt to knob more than one thing, what is to become of the human
intellect as facts accumulate? In every, generation, and -'more rapidly now _ than
ever >before, the number of things increases,' which it _s necessam' that somebody
should -'learn: Every department of aour knowledge of the umverse _ becomes so
loaded with details that t'if a person b endeavours to know ' all that is known of it,
he c must confine himself to a smaller and smaller portion of the whole afield,d
ever), science and art must be edivlded and subdwlded c. until each man's
<speciality. the region f which he thoroughly knows, bears about the same
S'proportiong to the whole hfieldh of useful knowledge that the art of putting on a
pin's head does to the field of human mdustt3'. Now, 'when we take this along with
the fact certified by experience. ' that there is no one study or pursuit which,
.....67
"67
q q67
• _67
__67
"'67

that
attempt to
But I wdl sa? confidentl._
electing them from
time
need

""67 Let me say a few words more on thl.s strangel 3
""67 be. So narro_ a conceptzon
_67 our Idea
' '67 no'_' more rapldl',
• '67 . the things
: :67 knov, are more and more mutt_phed
""67 knowledge
_'b67 one who
' '67 _t w_th minute accuracy.
'_d67 extent
_"67 cut up into subd_v_s_on_
/167 poruon, the district
ee67 ratio
_'¢'67 range
'"67 if m order to kno_ that httle completely, it is necessa-r3 to remain wboll', ignorant of all the
rest, what will soon be the ',_orth of a man, )or an_ human purpose except hls o_ n mfimtes_mal fraction
of human wants and reqmrements ') H_s state v, dl be even v,orse than thai of s_mpte ignorance
Expenence proves
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practised
breed J in
prejudice
grounded
have we

to the exclusion of all others, does not narrow and pervert the mind s,
it a class of prejudices
special to that kparticular pursuit, and x a general
common to all narrow specialities
against tgeneral ideas of all sorts,
on zan incapacity to take mthem m or to judge" of them. "What prospect
before us but that of a human intellect n more and more dwarfed and

unfitted for "all ° great things, _actually by its progress p m small ones q? But
things q are not so bad with us: "this is not the fate we need look forward to r. It is not
the utmost limit of human acquirement
to know only one thing, but to combine a
minute knowledge of one or a few things with a general knowledge of many things.
By a general knowledge I do not mean a _mere vague impression".
An eminent
man one of whose writings is part of the course ot this University. Abp. Whately,
has well 'pointed out, that' a general knowledge "is a totally different thing from" a
superficial knowledge.
To have a general knowledge of a subject is to know ' its
leading truths, but to _'learn them with understanding,"
not superficially
but
thoroughly,
so as to have a true conception of the subject 'as a whole,' leaving the
minor details to those who reqmre "the knowledge of' them -'because it is their
business to follow them out and to apply them. This kind of knowledge does not
tend to narrow but to enlarge the mind: it forms: a body of culnvated Intellects,
_capable of illuminating each his own special studies by the lights denved from the
other branches of human knowledge,
and constituting
a public able to understand
and appreciate the processes of thought in other people's special departments
and
intelligently
follow the lead of those specialists who by their general powers and
_q67
_%7
z_67
""67
"-"67
....-67
t'q'67
q-q67

, breeding
pursmt, besides
large views, from
in and appreciate the grounds
We should have to expect that human nature would be
by Its very proficmncy
But matters

_-_67 there _sno ground for so dreary, an antlclpanon
_-_67 fe,a vague impressmns
'-'67 discriminated between
"%7 and
'67 only'
__67 know these
_-_67 m its great features
">-67
::67 for the purposes of thor special pursuit There is no mcompanbd,ty between knowing a wldc
range of subjects up to this point, and some one subject with the completeness required b? those v,ht,
make it their pnncipal occupation It is this combmanon which gives an enhghtened pubhc
""_67 each taught b.',.its attainments m its own province what real kno_,'ledge _s. and knowing
enough of other subjects to be able to discern who are those that kno_ them better The amount o_
knowledge ts not to be hgbtly esnmated, which qualifies us forjudging to whom wemay have recourse
for more The elements of the more important studies being v,ldel',' diffused, those who have reached
the higher summits find a public capable of apprecmtmg their superiority, and prepared to follo,a thmr
lead It is thus too that minds are formed
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cultivation of their minds are most capable of leading rightly. Above all. it is this
alone which can torm minds" capable of bdlrecttng b and improving public opinion
in the greater concerns of Chuman' life. Government and civd society are the most
complicated of all subjects accessible to the human mind, and clio be competent to
deal with them there is great need not only of d a general knowledge of the leading
facts of _the universe in almost all its departments, but off an understanding
exercised and disciplined in the pnnciples and rules of sound thinking up to a point
which Yno: one science or branch of knowledge aflbrds r and to obtain which it is
necessary to be more or less conversant with many _'.Let us understand then, that xt
bought to be our object h in learning, not merely to know 'some one thing, the
thing' which is to be our principal occupation, as well as it can be known but to do
this and also to kno_ something of all the great Jdepartments j of human
_knowledge; _ taking care to know that something _accurately, or at all events _
marking well the d_viding hne between what we know accurately and what we do
not: and remembering that our object should be to obtain a true vie,x of nature and
rathe world in _ts_ broad outhne, _but _ that it is "useless" to thro_ away t_me upon
the Pmmute p details of anything which is qnot to be _ part of the occupation of our
practical energies
It by no means follow_, however, that _everythmg which deserves to be kno_ n.
and which is capable of being known by everybody who has received a liberal
education _, should be included in the _course' of school or umversltv studies.
_Some things, very desirable to be learnt, are learnt better _out of school or "after*'
school years ' are over "For th_s reason _ I do not agree with those reformers who
_67 grading
' 67 practical
'_a67 he who would deal competentt3 with them a,_a thanker
requires nol ont',
• "67 hfe. both moral and materml, but
_"67 neither the experience
g-67
hh67 should be our aim

and not a, a bhnd tollov, er of _tpar't3 .

of hfe, nor an3

"67 the one thing
' _67 subject_
' %7 interest
_67 accuratel 3 .
"67 hfe m their
"%7
and
•"67 idle
e r,_67
vv67 to form no
_"67
' '67

every useful branch of general, as distract from prote_s_onal,
curriculum

' %7 There are things ,.h_cn are better learnt
"67 when the
'67 . and even those usuall3 pas_ed m a Scotush umvers_t 5 .
*"-67

knov, ledge
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failure
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as: history,
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a sufficient
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that the
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*[-67]Acquaintance
with the literature and forms of thought of other nanons Is the most
effectual of all preservatives
against a narrow natlonahty,
against mistaking one local type
of human nature for the umversal laws of st, and against the habit of accepting custom both
in opinion and practice,
as a test of right, for want of knowing
that perfectly opposite
customs prevail elsewhere.
x-_67 give a regular and prominent place
_67 or umverslt3
:%7
the knowledge of them No
a67 m our age
'_b67 esteemed a welt-instructed person
c-c67 , so as
a-d67 use
:/67
hfe, a fev, months m the countr 3 Itself. _f properl_ employed,
many' years of school lessons.
_67 for those to whom that eas_er mode is attainable.
h-a67 them with no

go so much farther than a..

'67
and it will m time be made attainable, through international schools and colleges, t_, man_
more than at present. Umversmes do enough to facdltate the stud 3 of modern languages, if the 3 gv.'e a
maste D" over that ancient language wh,ch is the foundanon of most of them, and the possession ol
which makes _teas_er to learn four or five of the connnental languages than _tis to learn one of them
w_thout it
::-67
k-k_67
t-t67 chddren of the labounng classes, whose subsequent access to books is hmlted
"_67
a system of
"-"67 the
°-°67 seek for himself those most attractive and easd3, mtelhgthle
PP67 intelhgence except the
q-q67 An UmverslD' Is indeed the place where the student
"%7 , where Professors
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not merely "knows ' the facts but 'has t exercised "his mind" on them. should
initiate Vthepupils' into the causes and explanation, "as _ far as Xanexplanation is
possible _ of the past hfe of mankind in its _more _mportant features and
vicissitudes:. But of the mere facts of hlstory as commonly -'believed and
understood:, what educated "person _of any mental activity does not learn _'allthat
is of primary importance b if he is 'only' turned loose in an h_stoncal library? What
ais wanted on this subject 't is not that he should be taught it in boyhood, but that _
books should be accessible to him.
The only languages-ttherefore: and the only Zliteraturesg to which I would allow'
a place in the ordinary hcourse of a liberal education/' are those of the Greeks and
Romans; to these 1would preserve the position _the)' at present occupy qn _t. The
importance of these languages m education is twofold: first, the value of languages
in general, of studying and knowinf some other cultwated language and _some
other _ literature than one's own l: secondly, t the peculiar value of those pamcular
languages m
"The value, to the human mind. of knowing, and knowing well. more than one
language; or I should rather say, the extreme disadvantage of knowing no language
but one's own. is scarcely. I think, generally felt and recognized in all its force.
Even' thinker or writer who has" reflected on the causes of human error "has" been
deeply impressed with the :'natural p tendency of mankind to mistake

"_67 know
' '67 have
""67 their mind>
'"67
him
"_67
so
"_67 _thm our reach.
' '67 pnnclpal features H_stoncal cnuclsm also--the tests of historical truth--are
,shlch his attention max v, ell be dra_n in this stage of his educanon
: :67 accepted
"%7
youth

a subject to

'_-_67 as much as IS necessar._.
'"67
slmpb
J a67 he needs on this. and on most other matters of common lnlormatton.
"67 abundance of
"_6"7 , then.
e g67 literature.
h"_67 cumculum,
'67 in it which
:_'67
That posmon is justified, by the great value, in education, of knowing v,ell
__--67
"%7 , and b}
'_67 and literatures
_"67
There is one purel.,, intellectual benefit from a knm_ ledge of languages, v_hlch 1 am ,;pecJal]._
desirous to dwell on Those v, ho have senousb
""67
have
PP-67
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Jamaica Papers', No. Ill, Statement of the Commtttee arm Other Documents (London:
Jamaica Commmee, [ 1866]), 3-7. Concludes: "Signed, on behalf of the Committee,, J S
Mill, Chairman.
P.A. Taylor, Treasurer. : F.W. Chesson, Hon. Sec. / 65, Fleet Street, /
27th July, 1866." Not listed in Mill's bibhography. Printed, with a few substantwe
differences, m the Datly News, 30 July, 1866, 3, and, without substantwe differences, m
the Dtplomattc Revww, 5 Sept., 1866.118-19: the variants between the version m the Dady
News and the copy-text are given m notes, in which "DN" indicates Daily News.
For comment on this and the other Jamaica documents, see xxv_-xxvm and lxxVlll above.

THE JAMAICA COMMITTEE
1.1 wish to explain
to the public the motives by which
they are actuated, and the objects which they have m view.
When there is reason to believe that a British subject has been illegally put to
death, or otherwise illegally punished by a person in authority, it is the duty of the
Government
to inquire into the case; and if it appears that the offence has been
committed,
to vmdicate the law by bringmg the offender to public justice.
From the facts recorded in the Report of the Royal Commissioners
of Inquiry, [; I
and in other documents
relating to the late disturbances
in Jamaica,
the legal opinion of Mr. Edward James and Mr. Fitzjames Stephen,

coupled with
published by

[*The Commmee had been formed m December, 1865, to attempt the prosecunon for
murder of the former Governor of Jamaica, Edward John Eyre, for his responsibihty for the
deaths of Jamalcans following the Morant Bay rebelhon m October, 1865. See LL, CW,
Vol. XVI, pp. I 117-18, 1191-2. Mill had become Chairman of the Cornmmee on 9 July.
1866. The Jammca Committee included those whose names appear m the headnote to the
second paper, at p. 427 below, and others such as Charles Darwin and Thomas Henu
Huxley. J
[+A Royal Commlssmn of Inqmry appointed to investigate the case reported on 9 April,
1866; the Report of the Jamaica Royal Commisston, released to the public on 18 June,
1866, appeared in PP, 1866, XXX. 489-531, and XXXI. 1-I 172. Other documents include Papers Lard before the Royal Commtsston of Inquiry by Governor Eyre. PP, 1866.
XXX, 1-488, and Papers Relating to the Dtsturbances in Jamawa, ibM.. LI, 145-506 I
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the Committee, (*j there appeared strong reason to beheve that George William
Gordon, Samuel Clarke, Edward Fleming, Charles Mitchell, William Grant,
Henry Lawrence, and many other subjects of Her Majesty, both male and female,
had been illegally put to death, or flogged, and in some cases flogged and
afterwards put to death, and " the houses of many others b illegally burnt, by
Ex-Governor Eyre, Brigadier Nelson, I*j and their subordinates and coadjutors.
The attention of the Government was therefore called to these cases in Parliament
by Mr. Mill, the Chairman of the Committee. j--j
The Government not only declined to take any steps for the vindication of the
law, but declined on grounds and in a tone which appear to the Committee to
aggravate the dangerous aspect of the proceedings in question as infractions ol the
constitutional liberty of the subject. I_
The duty now devolves upon private citizens of taking such measures as the
constitution may point out for the defence of those legal and chartered rights which
protect the lives and liberties of all.
In undertaking to discharge this duty, so far as circumstances and the means
placed at their disposal may permit, the Committee are not. any more than the
ordinary' ministers of public justice, actuated by vindictive feelings towards those
whom they believe to have violated the lag,. Their aim, besides upholding the
obligation of justice and humanity towards all races beneath the Queen's sway, is
to vindicate, by an appeal to judicial authority, the great legal and constitutional
principles which have been violated in the late proceedings, and deserted b_ the
Government.
They desire in the first instance to establish, by a judicial sentence, the principle
that the illegal execution of a British subject by a person in authority is not merel_
an error which superiors in office may at their discretion visit with displeasure or
condone, but a crime which will certainly be pumshed by the law. The condition of
a British subject will be altered if, for the offence of taking his life without law. a
public functionary is to be responsible only to a Minister of the Crown who. in the
case most dangerous to public liberty, would obviously be not the censor of his
subordinate but his abettor. Our lives and liberties have not been, nor can the}' be
safely allowed to be, under the guardianship of the Executive Government alone:
they have been. and it is essential that they should remain, under the guardmn[*See "'The Jammca Committee," The Tzmes. 16 Jan . 1866, p 3 ]
['Alexander Abercrombv Nelson.]
[*Speechon the Outbreak in Jamaica ( 19Jub, 1866:Commons). PD, 3rd ser , Vol 184,
cols. 1064-6. Mill also spoke on this matter on 31 July and 10 Aug . 1866, and 1 Aug .
1867;see ibM.. cols. 1797-1806. 2160. and Vol. 189, cols. 598-9 ]
['_BenjammDlsraeh. Speech on the Outbreak m Jamaica (19 July. 1866. Commons).
ibld , Vol 184, col. 1069 ]
"DN
bDN
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ship of the law. CARoyal Commission of Inquiry, the report of which it is proposed
to substitute for the regular inquest of a court of justice in a case affecting the life
of the subject, is a tribunal unknown to the constitution, not Independent of the
Executive, incapable even of entertaining a criminal charge, much more of passing any sentence upon the guilty, and therefore, though useful in instructing the
Government, not competent to protect the lives of British citizens, or to fulfil the
ends of public justice.'
In the second place, the Committee desire to challenge in a Court of Justice the
jurisdiction of courts of martial law, which, as the late events show, may be made
engines of indiscriminate butchery and torture; to obtain a judicial answer to the
question whether military and naval officers, untrained to judicial investigation,
and inflamed, probably, by the passions of the crisis, can legally try and torture or
put to death the subjects of Her Majesty for high treason and other civil offences
without a jury or any adequate security for justice, and without necessarily keeping
even a record of the proceedings: and to have it determined by authority whether
the law which these courts assume to administer is really law at all, or sanguinary
licence which the law will repress and punish.
The mere refusal of Mr. Eyre's superiors m office to reinstate him In his
government affords little satisfaction to the community as regards the first of these
objects, and none at all as regards the second. In the Dispatch conveying that
decision some parts of his conduct are disapproved: but he is not pronounced to
have violated the law: and the resolution not to retain him in office is put at last
mainly on the ground that a new form of government is about to be inaugurated in
the Island. and that it is better to intrust this "'arduous task" to some person "who
may approach it free from all the difficulties inseparable from a participation in the
questions raised by the recent troubles. ""f'_ The execution of Mr. Gordon is
condemned in more positive terms; but it is condemned as a stretch of sevent._
uncalled for in the particular case, not as an infraction of public rights and
principles of justice sacred in all cases alike. The practice of trying British subjects
for high treason and other civil offences by court-martial is not repudiated in this
Dispatch; while the language of Mr. Disraeli, in his reply to Mr. Mdl's questions,
admits that the proclamation of martial law is the suspension of all law, l+j and
exposes the lives of British subjects to irresponsible butchery'.
The form of the legal proceedings prescribed by the law in such a case. and the
issue in the event of those proceedings proving successful, the Committee must
leave to be determined by the law itself, of which they take dthe regulation of the
penalty by the exercise of d the prerogatwe of mercy to be a part. It is not their fault
[*Despatchfrom the Right Hon. Edward Cardwell. M.P,. to Lleut.-Gen Str H.K. Stork_.
PP, ]866. LI. 137-43,]
[+Disraeh. speech of 19 July. 1866. col. t067 ]
_-'-DN
d-d_DN
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if the law of England, instead of assigning a spemfic remedy against a public
functionary guilty of contriving the death of an English citizen, includes the
offence among those the common remedy for which is an indictment tor
murder; I*t nor can the Committee admit that public justice ought on that account to
be allowed to fail.
in deciding on their legal course, however, the Commmee have hltherto
consulted, ttj and will continue to consult, professional advnsers of the hxghest
eminence and the most unNassed judgment.
When indeed the Committee consider the circumstances of such a case as that of
Mr. Gordon--the political antagonism which previously subsisted between him
and Governor Eyre--the apparent absence of any ground of mzlitary, necess_t_ for
taking the life of a man who was a helpless captive in the hands of the
authorities--the
eagerness with which the Governor personally interposed to
arrest him and carry' him e from the place where he was hying under the protection
of the common law to one where it was supposed that hns life might wtth _mpumt3
be taken without a regular trial-- tthe vmce of warning rinsed m vain b_ a member
of the Council, I< who, seeing the Governor's intention, suggested that Mr
Gordon should be tried before a civil court -t the compositaon of the court, which,
by its combined incompetence and ruthlessness, cut offall hope alike ofjusttce and
of mercy--the pitiless manner in which the accused was deprived of all legal
advice and assistance, and of the benefit of evidence which might have been gwen
m his favour--the interception and destruction of the letter of advice sent open to
the Brigadier-General for the gmdance of the prisoner m pleading. L'' and the
refusal of the brief delay necessary to call a most _mportant witness I' I who resided
almost on the spot--the evidence on which the convlctmn was founded, and the
total insufficiency of which to support the charge must have been palpable to any
man of common understanding--the
warm approval of the sentence upon that
evidence by the Governor _i after the date at which, b_ his own account, the
msurrectmn had been got under, I*'_' and _ hen. consequentl3, the plea of mlhtan
necesslt3 could no longer have any force--they must confess that thzs _,,not a case
[*42 George III, c 85 I18021.]
[_JamesFltzjames Stephen as bamster, and Wdham Shaen as sohcJtor ]
[*Henry. Westmorland,
Commtaston.
PP, 1866,

see Mmute,_
XXXI. 890 ]

_!/ l:.-_Mencc

Taken

betor_, ttu, Jam_m'a

Rmal

['_WilllamWemyss Anderson. Letter to George _.k Gordon tOot . 1805_._hzd, p 805 j
['Edward Major l
[=rEdwardEyre. Letter to Bngadmr-General Nelson {22 Oct. t865J, m Mmutc,_ o/
EvMence, p 636.]
[**Eyre, Despatch to Mr. [Edward] Cardv_ell {20 Oct , 18051. The Tmw._, 20 Nox .
1865, p. 9 ]
"DN in a war ship
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which they would particularly shnnk from submitting to the investigation of a
court of justice.
If the execution of Mr. Gordon was illegal, and, in the eye of the law, a murder,
it was a murder of which Mr. Eyre was not only constructively but personally
guilty; which was committed not only under his authority, but, to all intents and
purposes, with his own hand.
To lay it down that proof of private malice is Indispensable in order to make an
illegal execution a murder, would be to hold out impunity to the crime which is the
most dangerous of all to the community--the
crime of a public functionary who
abuses the power entrusted to him to compass, under the forms of justice, the death
of a citizen obnoxious to the Government. gTo lay it down that the plea of good
intentions is sufficient to divest an act of criminality would be, in like manner, to
hold out impunity to all political homicide: since all who commit political
homicide, whether the agents of a Government or its opponents, beheve that the
political object which they have in view is good. -_
The Government of Jamaica institutes a prosecution for murder against Mr.
Ramsay, t*j the Provost-Marshal, though it _s not suggested that his cruelties were
committed from any feelings of private malice against the victims. Mr. Cardwell
advises Sir Henry Storks, as Governor of Jamaica, to cause careful investigation to
be made in those cases which appear to require it, with a view to such further
proceedings as may be requisite and just. "Great offences," he says, "must be
punished. ''l'i It _s to be presumed that he would not except the great offences of
great offenders.
In attempting to vindicate the law against the violence of persons in authority,
the Committee will take care to give no pretence for the charge that they are
showing sympathy with disorder. The gentlemen who represented them in
Jamaica [_jwent out with strict instructions to lend no assistance or countenance to
any persons who had suffered for real complicity in the late &sturbances. The
Committee will themselves act m the spirit of these instructions; and they will
further abstain from founding proceedings on any case which appears to be fairly
covered by the plea of h necessity. They have no desire to abet resistance to lawful
authority or to weaken the arm of the magistrate in preserving public order, But, on
the other hand, they would remind their fellow-citizens that hopeless wrong is the
sure parent of rebellion, and that its best antidote is the hope of constitutional
redress.
The Committee,

then, submit that they are endeavouring

[*Gordon Duberry Ramsay ]
[*Cardwell, Despatch. p. 143.]
[*JohnGorrie and J Home Payne ]
_-g-DN
_DN mihtar)

to defend pubhc
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liberty against aggression from public motives,
law; and that they may justly claim the sympathy
liberty is dear.
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Examiner. 13 Oct.. 1866 (2nd ed, ). 647. Headed' "The Jamaica Committee , The Jamaica
Comrmttee have issued the followmg address to their friends throughout the countr3" 65.
Fleet-street, London. October, 1866 " Not hsted m MilFs blbhography. Pnnted also.
without substantive variants, and with the same heading, m the Dart 3 New3.12 Oct.. 1866.
3 Signed: John Stuart Mill. M.P., Chairman.
P A Taylor. M P . Treasurer
F V_'
Chesson. Hon. Secretary 'Thomas Barnes. M.P, John Bright. M.P. Joseph Cowen.
M.P., J,E Calrnes, Henry. Fawcett. M.P , Thomas Hughes. M.P . xh'llfnd Lawson. Bart..
J.M. Ludlow. Duncan M'Laren, M P.. S. Morle). F.W Newman. R,N Phdlps. M P .
T.B. Potter. M.P , Humphre 3 Sandwlth. C.B.. Goldwm Smith. Herbert Spencer. James
White, M P

SlR,--For

the reasons

set forth In the accompanying

"Statement"f'_--to

which

particular attention is requested--the
Jamaica Committee resolved to undertake
the duty which the Government
had declined, of submitting to judicial investigation the conduct of Governor Eyre and his subordinates
m putting to death Mr.
Gordon and other British subjects for treason, sedition, and other alleged offences
without a lawful trial.
The subscriptions
and guarantees already received have justified the committee
in taking the first steps; and the 3"hope. by the time the courts resume their sittings,
to be in possession of the opimon of eminent counsel as to the form of indictment
and method of procedure.
The process, owing to the distance of Jammca and other c_rcumstances,
will be
vet 3, expensive:
and it is evtdent that the committee
will have to encounter a
powerful resistance backed by all the resources of v, ealth. The5 deem it necessary,
therefore, to appeal to the public to rinse the fund to lO,O001. Your personal aid is
earnestly requested,
both in the torm of subscription
or guarantee, and in that of
endeavouring
to secure the co-operation
of your friends.
In making this appeal, the committee desire once more to state that their sole
object is to vindicate the law.
That the law has not yet been vindicated, that the principles of public libert 3 and
justice Impugned by the acts of Governor Eyre and his subordinates have not vet
been effectively asserted, that no adequate security has been obtained against a
[*l.e.. the preceding paper ]
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repetition of such acts by men in power for the future, the Southampton
banquet,
the sentiments
expressed
at that banquet, I*j the doctrines propounded
by the
chairman and other members of the Evre Defence and Aid Committee,l_ J and the
bearing
of Mr. Evre himself,
are sufficient
proofs.
The conduct
of the
ex-governor,
so far from being repented of or repudiated,
is held up as a model for
imitation: and the committee submit that, as the matter at present stands, the public
cannot feel assured that British subjects, who may have given offence to a party in
power, will not again be put to death without lawful trial, or that those who have
been concerned
in such proceedings
will not again be applauded,
caressed, and
marked out for future reward and honour by peers, members of parliament,
chaplains of her MaJesty, magistrates,
and other persons m high station.
The only adequate, as well as the only constitutional
safeguard, ts the decision
of a court of justice,
which, as the committee
submit, those supporters of the
ex-governor
who believe that Mr, Gordon, Mr. Clarke. and Mr Lawrence came
lawfully and fairly to their ends ought to be the last to decline.
The committee also desire once more, m reply to persistent misrepresentation,
to repeat that the acts for which they are about to prosecute were not done in the
suppression
of the so-called
rebellion.
Mr Gordon.
Mr Clarke.
and Mr.
Lawrence all suffered after the period at which, as Mr. Evre himself express b
stated, the insurrecnon
had been completel)
crushed. I:) Thex suffered, there _s
reason to suspect, for offence gzven to the party in power, qmte independently
of
the disturbances,
wtth which no one of the three was proved to have been
connected in any way whatever.
While the interests of pubhc liberty form the most obvious ground for an
effectual protest against the lawless violence of persons m authority, tt must not be
forgotten that justice is also due to the memory, and to the families of those who
have been put to a felon's death, and buried as felons beneath the gallows, for
crimes of which there is reason to beheve they w,ere not lawfully or justl)
convicted.
The committee commend to your support an undertaking which they beheve to
be essential to the interests of pubhc hberty and justtce. They have come forward
as private individuals
to put the law m motxon onl_ on the positive and almost
contumacious
refusal of the Government
to do Its dut). by mquinng into the case_
m which there was reason to beheve the hves of subjects of her MaJesty had been
[*See "Ex-Governor Eyre at Southampton," The Times. 23 Aug . 1866, p. 7 [
['This Committee, formed m August. 1866, uas chmred bx Henry John Chct,aynd
Talbot, Earl of Shrev_sbury. and included Thomas Carlyle and Rodenck lmpey Murchlson
(Vice-Presidents), Hamilton Hume (Secretary'), and other notables such as John Ruskin and
Henry' Kingsley. Carlyle expressed the,r v_ews m a letter to Hamilton Hume (23 Aug ,
1866), The I'tme,_, 12 Sept., 1866, p 6 ]
[:See Paper 1 above, p 425 ]
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illegally taken. But having come forward,
will not fail them.

they will not fall the public,

P.S.--Subcriptions
should be forwarded
to the treasurer,
M.P., Aubrey-house,
Nottlng-hfll:
or to Mr. F. W. Chesson,
65 Fleet-street,
London.

3 Statement

of the Jamaxca

Committee

if the public

Mr P.A Taylor,
the hon_ secretary,

(1868_

London. The Jamaica Committee, 1868, Headed "'To the Members of the Jamaica
Committee': s_gned: "'John Stuart Mill, Chairman
P.A, Taylor, Treasurer
F _,_
Chesson. Hon. See.", and dated London, 15 Jul',, 1868 Not h._ted m MlllL, b_bhograph5
Accompamed by the following letter from Chesson. dated as the statement, from 65 Fleet
St : "Dear Sir, I beg to send you. a_ a Member of the IGenerall Jamaica Commmee. the
enclosed statement, explanato_ of the course _hlch your Execun_e Committee ha_
followed, and of the conclusion at which they have armed
The Execunve Committee
propose to call together the whole body of Subscribers m the course of the Autumn. of
v,hich you will ot course recewe due nonce
In the meannme I need hardl) say we shall be
happy to recewe an', sugge_nons or opinions w _thv,hlch you ma._ please to favour us '" The
only copies of the statement located are m the Mill-Taylor Collecnon, Brm_h k_brar_ of
Pohncal and Economic Science

THE ATTEMPT to call Mr. Eyre to account lor his conduct as Governor of Jammca,
under the Colomal
Governors"
Act. I_ being at an end. the Grand Jur_ oI
Middlesex having thrown out the Bfll.l-i the Executwe Committee are of opinion
that the duty which the)' undertook of exhausting all the methods afforded b_ the
cnmmal law of bringing
performed.

the case under the cognizance

of jusnce

has no_

been

So much misconception
has prevailed, and has been fostered b_ the language of
those who were opposed to an inqui_', that it may be desirable to recall to mind the
leading facts.
A district in the Island of Jamaica had been the scene of a disturbance,
caused as
it appears, in part at least, by a system of misrule under uhich (according to the
testimony of the present Governor,
Sir J.P. Grant) m minor criminal cases, those
mainly affecting the people, the system of legal procedure was extremel) bad, and
in civil matters for the poorer classes there was no jusnce at all. u bile there _ as
[*42 George III, c. 85 (1802_ ]
['See "Ex-Governor E.vre/" The Tzmcs, 3 June. 180_. pp, 9-10 ]
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nothing worthy to be called a police.* The disturbance, though sanguinary in its
first outbreak, was suppressed without difficulty, no stand being ever made by the
peasantry against the troops engaged m its suppression. The outbreak having
occurred on October 1lth, on the 20th the Governor reported, in a letter to the
Colonial Secretary, that "the rebellion had been crushed. "'l*l Nevertheless, for
more than three weeks after this date. and even tbr man)' days after he had, on the
30th October, issued a proclamation of amnesty, declaring that the rebellion had
been subdued--when
all excuse of military necessity for summary proceedings
was at end, and eve_ person suspected of complicity in the disturbance might have
been brought before the regular courts of justice--he continued to hcense the
shooting, hanging and flogging of the peasantry, without distinction of sex, and
the destruction of their houses and property, under the name and colour of mamal
law. According to the Report of the Royal Commissioners of Inquiry, 439 persons
m all were put to death, not less than 600 were flogged, and 1000 houses were
burned, l'*IFor a whole month there was a reign of terror. At one place, on a single
day, 30 men and 20 women were flogged: the men with cats twisted with
piano-wire, of which the Royal Commissioners of InquiB, before whom portions
of some of the cats were produced, say that it is painful to think that any man
should have used such an instrument for the torturing of his fellow-creatures t_'_
Persons were tried and put to death under martial law for acts done. and even for
words spoken, before the proclamation of martial law. A peasant, named Samuel
Clarke, was hanged some days after the proclamation of amnesty, for word_
spoken two months before the proclamanon of martial law. his only specified
offence being that he had, at that time. declared with an oath that a letter signed bx
the Secretary of State for the Colonies was a he. _j The case of the Hon. G.W
Gordon was in its constitutional aspect still more grave. I'l A member ol the
Legislature of Jamaica, and a leading opponent of the government of Mr. Eyre. he
was taken by the Governor himself out of the protection of the common law'.
carried into the proclaimed district, handed over to a so-called court-martial
presided over by Lieutenant Brand, of whose fitness to sit as judge in a case of hfe
or death the public has since had sufficient means of forming an opinion, and put to
death, with the express sancnon of Mr. Eyre: I I to whom the sentence had been
specially submitted, with an intimation from the commanding officer, General
*Speech of Sir J P Grant to the Leglslame Council, Oct 16. 1866 [In The lime_. 13
Nov.. 1866. p. 7.J
[*See Paper 1 above, p 425.1
['Report of the Jamaica Royal Commtsslon. wtth Minute,soJ EvMence and Appendl_.
PP. 1866, XXX, 515.]
[:lbM.. pp. 515-16.]
[_IbM., XXX1. 1159: the Colomal Secretar5 wa_ Edward Cardwell ]
['lbM.. XXX, 518-28 ]
['See p 425 above.]
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Nelson, that there was no military necessity for a summaD' execution: and this on
evidence which the Royal Commissioners pronounce to have been wholly
insufficient to support the charge J *j and which Is characterized by the Lord Chief
Justice of the Queen's Bench, not only as legally "'inadmissible before any
properly-constituted tribunal." but as "morall._ worthless ,-t'l "'No one. I think,'"
says the same authority. "who has the faintest idea of what the administration of
justice involves, could deem the proceedings on this trial consistent with justice.
or, to use a homely phrase, with that fair play which is the nght of the commonest
criminal." "All I can say," proceeds the Lord Chief Justice, "'is that if, on martial
law being proclaimed, a man can lawfully be thus tried, condemned and
sacrificed, such a state of things Is a scandal and a reproach to the institutions of
this great and free countrs" and. as a minister of justice, profoundl5 imbued with a
sense of what ts due to the first and greatest of earthly obligations, I enter m_
solemn and emphatic protest against the lives of men being thus dealt with m the
time to come. "'[-_j
The gravity of these events, in a constitutxonal point of v_e,_, and the necessity
of bringing the case before a legal tribunal m the interest of public libert_ and
justice, were enhanced b5 the language of certain classes and of certain journalists
in this count_', who applauded the arbltrar_ violence of Mr Eyre: by the
pubhcat_ons of legal writers, the advocates of prerogative, who took occasion to
uphold martial law as exemphfied in the acts of the Governor and his subordinates in Jamaica (and notably xn the trial and execution of Mr. Gordon) putting forth
doctrines which the Lord Chief Justice denounces as "'dangerous and pernicious.'"
and of which he says that he "'almost shuddered when he read them. '. and. above
all. by the atntude of the ministers of the Crown. one of whom, when questioned
on the subject in Parliament. maintained, m effect, that martial lay,, when proclaimed, exempted those assuming to act under _t from responsibiht 5 for their
actions, however criminal and oppressive, to the laws and legal tribunals of the
land,* while his colleague defended the execution ol Mr. Gordon. ulthout
reference to legaht 5 . as "'practically just. "'_
Acting, as they have acted throughout, under the legal guidance of counsel at
once eminent and d_spasslonate, ["_the Executive Committee proceeded to trx the
question whether an officer of the Crown. who had dlegall5 taken the hfe of a
[ *Report of the Jamaica Royal Commzssum. p 528 ]
[-Alexander James Edmund Cockburn, Charge (_tthe Lord Cluef Just,'e <_/-Englandt_,
the Grand Jury at the Central Crtmmal Court. m the Case orthe Queen against NeLsonand
Brand, ed Frederick Cockburn tLondon. Rldg_xa_. 18671.pp 153, 115.]
[Zlbtd.. p. 165 ]
[_lbtd.. pp 155. 153 ]
*Speech of Mr Dlsraeh (Chancellor o) the Exchequer). Ju]x 19. 1866 [PD. 3rd _cr .
Vol 184, col 1067 ]
'Speech of Mr [Charles Bowver] Adderlex, Jul'_ 31, 1866 [thtd . col. 1794]
[¢Seep. 425 above. Robert Porrett Colher'succeeded Stephen as counsel ]
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British subject, was or was not responsible to the law. This was done by
proceeding at common law against Mr. Eyre and his subordinates, General Nelson
and Lieut. Brand, for the illegal execution of Mr. Gordon. The subordinates were
committed for trial by Sir Thomas Henry, the chief magistrate of the metropolitan
district, but the Grand Jury of London threw out the Bill. 1.3 Mr. Eyre himself,
acting, as was stated, under the advice of his Committee. had retired into
Shropshire, where he was under the jurisdiction of the county magistrates, who,
upon application being made to them, refused to commit him for trial, t'l The case
against Mr. Eyre was now laid in its completeness before the Attorney-General,
that the investigation, which the Shropshlre Justices of the Peace refused, might,
under his authority and on his motion, be obtained; but the Attorney-General
declined to act. I_ Much time was next spent m endeavouring to bnng Mr. Eyre,
who had left Shropshlre, but whose movements the Solicitor of the Committee
found great difficulty in tracing, before a magistrate legally educated, and upon
whose impartiality reliance could be placed. When, at length, this was effected,
the magistrate L'_jrefused to commit, on the techmcal ground that General Nelson
and Lieutenant Brand were the principals in the execution of Mr. Gordon, while
Mr. Eyre was only an accessory, and that the Bill against the principals having
been thrown out by the Grand Jury, the accessorT ought not to be committed on
that charge. Thus baffled by the forms of law, the Executive Committee made a
final attempt, under the advice of their counsel, to bring the case before a jur3
under the Colomal Governors' Act. Under that Act the magistrateJ'l after first
seeking the direction of the Court of Queen's Bench as to his junsdiction in the
matter, committed Mr. Eyre for trial: but the Grand Jury of Middlesex thre_ out
the Bill.
In accordance with their pledge, and in consistency with the instructions given
by them to their legal representatives in Jamaica, the Executive Committee have
abstained from calhng in question any act done by an officer of the Crown in the
suppression of insurrection. They have confined the proceedings to acts done after
the insurrection had, in the recorded opinion of the Governor himself, been put
down, and when, in the judgment of his chief militar3, subordinate, the mihtar3'
necessity was at an end.
Nor would the Executive Committee have assumed to themselves and their
constituents m any case the invidious function of setting the law m motion, ff the
[*See "'TheJamaica Prosecutions,'" The Ttmes, 12 Apr., 1867. p I I .]
[+See ibtd., 30 Mar.. 1867, p 12.1
[_See "The Jamaica Committee and Mr Eyre," tbtd , 29 July, 1867, p 12, m which
appear Shaen's request of 10 July to John Rolt, the Attorney-General, and Rolt's reply ot
13 July refusing to prosecute.l
[_AgalnThomas Henr3. See "'Prosecution of Ex-Governor Eyre," The Times, 28 Feb .
1868, p 10.]
[_James Vaughan ]
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Government had shewn any disposition to perform that duty. Once. as has already'
been stated, they attempted, and they would at anv time have been ready, to
transfer the matter to the hands of the Law Officers of the Crown. But the
Government, though it instituted proceedings against some of the subordinate
agents in Jamaica. wholly refused to take any, steps for submitting the conduct of
the principal agents to a judicial investigation here. I*t The duty' of vindicating the
law, when thus abandoned bv the Government. is cast, by the principles of the
English constitution, on private citizens: if private citizens declined it. there would
be no check on the illegal conduct of officers of the Crown.
For the inappropriateness,
uncertainty and awkwardness of the remedies
provided by the law against a Colonial Governor guilty of oppression, and the
protraction of the legal proceedings thereby' occasioned, the Executwe Committee
are not responsible. Nor are they responsible for the unavoidable delay incurred m
bringing witnesses from Jamaica, or for that caused by the difficulty of finding Mr.
Eyre within the jurisdiction of a professional minister of the law. Due allowance
being made for these impediments, the proceedings have been carried on with all
possible despatch
The difficulty' of bringing evidence from Jamaica not only occasioned loss of
time and expenditure of money, but prevented the case from being presented
before the public In the Courts of Law, with its full moral force, the Executive
Committee being compelled to content themselves with no more testimony than
what was technically sufficient to support the charge.
The proceedings of the Committee may be said to have had three objects--to
obtain ajudiclal inquir 3' into the conduct of Mr. Eyre and his subordinates: to settle
the law in the interest of justice, liberty' and humanity', and to arouse public
morality' against oppression generally', and partlcularly against the oppression of
subject and dependent races.
The first object has not been attained. The Grand Jur). in Jamaica thre_ out the
Bill in the case of Provost-Marshal Ramsay lwho had hanged a man Ibr a gesture
made, or an exclamation uttered under the torture of the lash) not_ Ithstandlng the
declaration of the presiding judge that a trial was essential to the interests of public
justice. I*!The county Magistrates of Shropshire, and the Grand Juries of London
and Middlesex. have interposed their authont3 to prevent ajudicaal inqulr)" into the
case of a British citizen put to death "'unla_ fully and unlustlfiabl 3 ,'" in the words of
the Lord Chief Justice, I*l by an officer of the Crown. In each case the public must
be left to judge whether the result was due to the want of ground for an mquir)., or
to the determination of those who interposed that no inqulr3 should take place. On
[*SeeTheTtmes,
29Oct.,
Mar,
1867. p. 12 ]

1866.

p

10: 13Nox

, 1806, p 7.1

Jan .1867.

p 9. and2

['Gordon DuberD Ramsay hanged George Marshall. the ludge _as Alan Ker See The
Times, 13 Nov., 1866, p. 7.]
[ZCockburn,Charge, p 114.1
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the other hand. it is needless to say that Mr. Eyre is in error when he speaks of
himself as having been twice acquitted. I*j As there has been no trial, there can
have been no acquittal; and in that respect the question remains exactly where it
was before these proceedings were commenced.
The second object has been attained. The memorable charge of the Lord Chief
Justice in the case of Nelson and Brand will remain, as the Executive Committee
believe, a lasting barrier against the encroachment of martial lay, and its upholders
on the rights and liberties of British subjects. If the subsequent charge of Mr.
Justice Blackburn I'J in some respects differed from that of the Lord Chief Justice,
the opinion of the Lord Chief Justice is known to be shared by every other member
of the Court. But even Mr. Justice Blackburn did not maintain, as some lawyers
had maintained, that the power of proclaiming martial la_' formed a part of the
prerogative of the Crown in England. His doctrine was limited to Jamaica, and was
founded on Acts of the Colonial Legislature, which, with all Colonial Acts of a
similar character, have now, and m consequence of the manifestation of pubhc
opinion respecting the events in Jamaica, been repealed.l:J British jurisprudence.
therefore, has been finally purged of martial law. The committal of Mr. Eyre,
General Nelson and Lieutenant Brand, for trial, by London Magistrates, has
moreover confirmed the principle that the officers of the Crown are responsible in
the ordinary course of justice to the Courts of Lag' for acts done by them in the
suppression, or alleged suppression, of insurrection.
With regard to the third object, also, the Executive Committee feel that the
efforts of the Jamaica Committee have been well repaid. A great amount of sound
public opinion has been called forth; and it is not unreasonable to think that this has
contributed to the escape of the nation from any thmg which could leave a stain on
its humanity or honour in the suppression of the recent disturbances in Ireland,
where there were not wanting cruel and panic-stricken advocates of a proclamation
of martial law. That sympathy with Mr. Eyre and with his policy should at the
same time be exhibited in the quarters where it prevailed, was inevitable. It was
inevitable also, that this sympathy should take the form of charges of vindictiveness, malignity and persecution against those who, w_thout the slightest personal
feeling, were endeavouring to discharge the unwelcome but indispensable duty of
guarding public liberty and vindicating the law: nor was it unnatural that such
charges should find acceptance among the unthinking, when, from the lapse of
time, the agony of so many hundreds of sufferers had been forgotten, and the
annoyance inflicted by legal proceedings on the author of the suffering alone
remained present to the mind. In answer to the charge of persecution, so far as it xs
[*Eyre, Letter to the Editor (2 June. 1868), The Ttmes, 4 June, 1868, p 7.]
[_Colin Blackburn, Charge to the Middlesex Grand Juu' (2 June. 1868_. m "'ExGovernor Eyre," The Ttmes, 3 June, 1868, pp. 9-10.]
[_See Henry Howard Molyneux Herbert, "Circular Despatch to Colomal Governors.
Dated 30th January, 1867, on the Subject of Martial Law," PP, 1867. XLIX, 395.]
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founded on the protraction of the proceedings, the Executive Committee repeat,
that for this protraction they are not responsible. Had Mr. Eyre been advised to
meet justice like his subordinates, his case would have been brought to as prompt a
heanng as those of General Nelson and Lieutenant Brand.

Appendix F

TEXTUAL

EMENDATIONS

IN THIS LIST, following the page and line numbers, the reading of the copy-text is
given first, and then the emended reading in square brackets, with explanations
if
required.
"SC" indicates Mill's own copies of the texts in Somerville College,
Oxford. Typographical
errors in versions other than the copy-text are ignored.
When the copy-text is a manuscript,
end-of-hne punctuation,
frequently omitted
by Mill, is supplied when necessary for the sense.
5.10 end.+ [end "+] [res_.'led m this ed.]
5n.7 parceque [parce que] [as m Source]
6.3 libel, [libel?] [for sense[
7.11 reason, [reason] [as elsewhere m paragraph]
18.24 reagn--. [reign?] [as m Source]
24n.3
Wils. [Wila. K,B.] [as m Source]
27.38
defence." ldefence.'] [rest'led in this ed.]
29.20
Yorke .....
) [Yorke
, .) ] [to conform to usualpracttce]
29n.1
Holt's Rep. [Holt K,B.] [for consistency]
31.20
begins [begin] [as m Source]
31.21
formed" [formed "] [res_.'led m this ed.]
32.14
party" [party.'] [rest'led m this ed ]
33.41
witness' [witness,'] [rest'led m thz,s ed.]
53.1 early a brilliant [early or brilhant] [corrected by JSM m SC cop)']
54.19 people. Our [people; our] ]altered to people, Our by JSM m SC copy: treated as
incomplete revtston]
56.10
an author [our author] [corrected b.vJSM m SC copy]
67.32
three [3] [for conststencv]
67n.1
.) D.]
68.39
No." ["No."]
72,15
avotrdupoise [avoirdupois] [as in Source]
78.6
another? [another.] [corrected b_ JSM m SC cop3"]
79.17
merely [surely] [corrected b_"JSM tn SC cop3']
79.25
self defence [self-defence] [as elsewhere m paragraph[
93.39
highest [briefest] [corrected by JSM m SC cop3']
113.41 refrein [refrain] [as m 591"2]
150.42 lawless, [lawless] [as in Source and 64]
152.29 as [as,] [as in Source and 64]
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152.34
His ]H_s] [as in Source]
155.5-6
"There
slaveholder." . . . Georgia,
"m ["'There
slaveholder,"
Georgia,"
. . "'in] [rest'led m tht3 ed.]
155.18 owner." [owner ""] [resoled m this ed.]
155.33-8
'qs . . peculiarities "' ["qs . pecuharlties '"]
164.24 made [made b_,J [as m 62_2,64, and for sense]
173.24 as as a [as a}
179.28 motion [notion] [as m 63.75]
179.33 every one [everyone] [as m previous sentence, and 63 t:]
270.10
parhament [Parliament[ [as elsewhere m workJ
309.33 themselves; (if [themselves (if} [to conform to usualpractwe]
309 36
_ [L] [to confi_rm to usualpractwe]
315 2 Stael [Stael]
324.20
she [he] [for sense]
347.1 nations. [nation._] [as m 75, and for ,,ense[
351 23 lmprisonmont [Imprisonment}
353.11 analagous [analogous[ [incorrect al,o m 71/J
355.1
, that, [that] [as m 71_]
355.1 divorce. [divorce} [a.s m 71 ]]
356 18 self supporting [self-supporting} [as m 71 J}
356.23 hcences [hcenses] [a.s m an.s_er. 711 and elsewhereJ
356.30 brothel keepers [brothel-keepers} [a._ elsewhere m passaget
357.23 practice [practise[ [43 m 71_]
358.5 Goverment [Go_,ernment[
358.35 themselves we [themselves, we} [as m 7111
359.5 before-hand [beforehand] [as elsewhere m passage, end-of-line hyphen zn 71 _]
359.5 practicing [practising] [a,_m 71t I
359.21 fault, [fault.]
359.25 from [for] [for sense]
360.2 alone, [alone[ [as m 71Jl
360.3 into [m] [as m 711]
361.14 working. [working?} [as m 71t l
362.13 council [counsel] [as in 711 and eisewhere m pas3age]
364.8 anotherreason [another reason]
365 7 inconsistent. [inconsistent] [for sense]
366.12 evidence" [evidence [
366.34-5
more generall? than are now m practice. I should sa). ffyou found a decided
measures of that sort w_th regard to the desmute classes person [hne_ restored t_, thezr
proper order as in 711 ]
367.22 remd?' lremed3J
368.23
cousldered [considered[
368.39
still go [go still] [a_ m 71 _ and h_r sense]
309.26
hcence [hcense] [a._ m 71 _, and elwwhere m pas._aee]
3"71.3 commission [Commlssionl [as in 711 and elsewhere m pas,saee]
378 4 changable [changeable] [,_hp of the pen _1
379.26
this [This] [._hp oJ the pen"}
381 7 elector, [elector '_] [as elsewhere in pa3sagej
381.11
what ]What[ [as elsewhere m pas._agel
381.15
they were [the?] ]shp ofthepen]
381.19 there. [there.] [lvr conststem3"]
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381.32
They ]they] [incomplete reviston[
382.19
occupations; [occupations?] lend of page]
382.36
life" [hfe,"]
383.35
other. ]other,] [mcomplete revzston]
388.22
it is lit as] [shp of the pen]
389 7 majority [the majority} [shp o/the pen]
389.30
Women" It [Women," It] Imcomplete revtston]
395.37
[%-hne space added]
403.2
parhament [Parhament] [as elsewhere m passage]
417.13
accumulate. [accumulate?] [as m prmted verston]
417.18
man' [man's] ]shp of the pen]
430.22
Clark [Clarke] [as in Source]
431.24
"he almost [he "'almost]
431.29
land,"* [land,*] [the passage ts not a quotation, and the opemng quotamm marls
are not m the text]
434.23
Commltte [Committee]
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Cited.

LIKEMOSTNINETEENTH-CENTUR_t
AUTHORS,Mill l_ cavalier in his approach to sources.
somenmes identifying them with insufficient care, and occaslonall3 quoting them
inaccurately This Appen&x is intended to help correct these deficiencies, and to serxe as an
index of names and t_tles _wh_ch are consequently omitted in the Index proper) Included
here also are (at the end of the appendix) references to parhamentar 3 documents, entered In
order of date under the heading "Parliamentary Papers," and references to statute lav_,
entered by country in order of date under the heading "'Statutes "' The material otherwise l_
arranged m alphabetical order, with an entry for each person or work quoted or referred to
Anonymous amcles m newspapers are entered in order of date under the title of the
particular newspaper. References to mythical and fictional characters are excluded. The
following abbreviations are used. PD for Hansard's Parhamentarx Debate_. and PP for
Parhamentar3 Papers.
The entraes take the following form.
1 Identification. author, title, etc m the usual bibhographlc form. When onl_ a surname
is gwen, no other identification has been found.
2 Notes ¢ffreqmred) giving reformation about JSM's use of the source, indication if the
v,ork is in his library, Somerville College. Oxford (referred to as SC). and an_ other
relevant mformat_on
3. Lists of the pages where works are reviewed, quoted, and referred to
4. In the case of quotations, a list of substantive varmnts between Mdl's text and his
source, m this form. Page and hne reference to the present text Reading m the pre_ent text}
Reading m the source (page reference m the source)
The list of substantive variants also attempts to place quoted passages m their contexts b_
giving the beginnings and endings of sentences The ongmal wording is supphed there
Mill has omitted two sentences or less. only the length of other omissions is gwen There
being uncertainty about the actual Classical texts used bx Mall, the Lt_eb editions are cited
when possible.

ABBOTT,

CHARLES.

NOTE the quotation
and
(q v. for the collation).
QUOTED: 31
REFERRED TO" 30

the reference

are

from

Thomas

Jonathan

Wooler.

A _ erbattm

Report

440

APPENDIX

ABERDEEN, LORD. See George

G

Gordon.

ADDERLEY, CHARLES BOWYER Speech on the Disturbances
Commons),
PD, 3rd seT.. Vol 184, cols
1785-97.
QUOTED 431

m Jamaica

(31 Ju1._, 1866,

431 30 "practlcall,,' just"] At all events. I do not wish to press that point, but I ma', sa', that.
although there is some question about the lllegahty of the arrest, and the sufficiency of
ewdence, there is less questmn about the pracncal justice of the result tcol 17t)4)
ADDISON, JOSEPH The Spectator,
No. t60 (1 Sept . 1711 ).
NOTE repnnted mcollecttons
under the utle "'The Vision of M_rzah "
REFERREDTO 198
AESOP. Aesop's
Fables
Trans
Vernon Stanley
Vernon Jones
London.
Heinemann,
New York: Doubleday,
Page, 1912
NOTE. this ed used for ease of reference Aesopt Phrvgt_ fabulae graece et /anm. cure ahz_
opuscuhs (Pladunes Collecuon) (Basel Heruaglus. 1544) is m SC The reference at 53 _s to the
fable of "The Lioness and the Vixen", that at 112 Is to ""['he Fox without a Taft "
REFERREDTO. 53, 112
ALBRET, JEANNE D'
NOTE mother of Henn IX,̀ of France
REFERREDTO ,,!-01
ANDERSON, WILLIAM WEMYSS. Letter to George W. Gordon (Oct.. 1865). In Mtnutcs
Evtdence
Taken before the Jamaica Royal Commission,
PP, 1866, XXXI. 805
REFERREDTO 425
ANNE (of England).

Referred

ANON. "Mr Carlyle
QUOTED 95

on the Negroes,"

95 28
ANON.

"'a

devil"]

Revtew

to. 252

It is a

of Report

The Inquirer,

Devd, the tostenng

on the State

of Pubhc

Cousin. Translated
by Sarah Austin
383
NOTE' In the hst of "Nev, Pubhcatmns "
REFERREDTO 63

Monthlx

APPLEGARTH. ROBERT, "Minutes
of Evidence
the Adnumstration
and Operation
of the
1869," PP, 1871. XIX, 818-25.
NOTE the "'quotatmns" are questmns
QUOTED. 369-71
REFERREDTO 350
ARISTOTLE

Referred

to. 225,

ot

VIII (8 Dec..
of a tyranmcal

Instruction

238,

prejudice

m Prussta.

Repository.

n s

\,'Ill

769-70.
I770)
b', M. kqctor
(Ma).

1834),

Taken before the Royal Commtss_on
Contagtous
Dtseases
Acts of 1866

asked by Applegarth,

229, 230,

1849),

t)n
and

a member ot the Commission

302

--

The "Art" of Rhetortc
(Greek
and Enghsh).
Trans. J.H
Freese.
London
Hememann;
New York: Putnam's
Sons, 1926
NOTE this ed used for ease of reference De rhetorwa seu arte dlcendl hbrt (Greek and Latin),
ed Theodor Goulston (London Griffin, 161q), is in SC
REFERREDTO 175, 229

--

The Ntcomachean
Ethtcs (Greek and English).
Heinemann,
New York: Putnam's
Sons, 1926
NOTE. this ed. used for ease of reference Another ed (Oxford
REFERREDTO" 229

-York:

Pohncs
(Greek and Enghsh)
Putnam's
Sons, 1932.

Trans

Trans

H. Rackham.

H. Rackham

Sheldonlan Theatre.
London"

London
1716) m SC

Hememann;

New
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NOTE; tfus ed used for ease of reference
1810). is m SC
REFERREDTO. 229, 269
AaNOLD, THOMAS. Referred
ASPASIA Referred
ATTILA. Referred

to

Another ed

Pohtwa.

2 vots

(Oxford

44 ]
Clarendon.

222

to. 314
to'

140

AUSTIN, JOHN.
NOTE the references at 54, 57, 179, and 204 are to Austin s del)ve_
fully pubhshed as Lectures on Jurisprudence, q v
REFERREDTO' 54, 56, 57 167-8, 160, 172-3, 179, 181. 182, 202-4

of the lectures esentually

Lectures on Jurisprudence.
Ed. Sarah Austm
3 vols. London
Murray. 1863
NOTE VOI ItS a repnnt (Identified a,, 3rd ed ) ol the 2nd ed (1861) of The Province ot
Jurisprudence Determined. q _ As the revle'_ mv, hlch the quotations and references to this
verslon of this work are m a re_,le'a of the Lectures, the? (arid the collauonsl are g_'.en here the
quotations at 172. 173n-4n. 177, and 204 are from and the references at 1"5, 17b 176-_, 202,
and 203 to The Province identified also as Vol I of Lectures See also the referen,es at 54, 5".
179 and 204 to the dehve D of the lectures
_VtEWED, 165-205
OUOTED, 172. 173n-4n, 177. 179, 180, 181. 182, 183, t83-.-1. 184. 185. 185n, 186. 188-9t. I_].
191-2, 192. 192-3, 194, 195, 196-'7. 201. 204. 205n
REFERREDTO 245-6
172.2-4 In
law "'mo_t
terms ....
are not names of
object_ "] Though that,
mdeed, is a name which w,ll hardl,', denote them distmctl? for, like most
term_, _n
iaw, it Is not the name of
objects * [foomote omitted] (I, l.l-)
174n 1-2 "'a cause
nothmg
cure "'! To the absence of thl, distract.on _d cause
naught
cure), the greater compactness of the Roman s?stem, w_th _ts greater s)mmetr? and
clearness, are maml? imputable (I, xcv, nl
t74n 10 mass] mess (II, 154)
177 14 "If] But to say this is to talk absurdi? for ever3, object v,hich _s measured, or e;er?.
object which ts brought to a test, is compared with a gl,,en object other than itself--If
_I
116n)
179 16 "'all] [paragraph] No_ (as ] shall endeavour to demonstrate m this e_enmg _ discourse)
all (II, 56)
t79 17 considered umversally[ considered umversall_ flI, 56)
179 17 generality "'J generaht?, and ma', be compressed into a single prolx)smon, or into a fev,
short proposmons
(II, 56)
180 21 "aj Nov, a (II. 52)
180.23-a
"a right
burthen,"
"an absurdlt._ "'] {paragraph] For. 1st. m purel?, onerou_
condmons, the mark is not to be found a right
burthen, being an absurdlt 3 _II, 395_
181 0 "toJ [paragraph] But belore ",.,ecan determine the import "InJury." and "'Sanction'" _or can
distinguish the compulsion or restraint, which is lmphed m Dat.,, or Obligation, from that
compulsion or restraint which is merel._ ph)sical), v,e must try. to (II, 7_)
182 36-7 "'la_ .
lawyers "'] For la_
lav, yers. _s not committed to v, ntmg at, trait(;.
although tt mas, afterwards be recorded m legal treatise_, or ma_ be adopted b) the supreme
legislature and promulged m a written form _II, 195)
183.31-2
"that
authont?."]
[paragraph] But though ever? posmve la_ exist,, a._posm_
law through the posmon or msutut_on g_ven to _t b_ a ,,.overe_gn government, it _s supposed b3 a
multitude of writers on general and particular junsprudence,
that
authonts _II. 221,
183.36 "'much] [paragraph] Again Much (H. 235)
184 4-5 "puerile fiction,"] But the opm.ons of both. as determining the decision_, of the
mbunals, may be considered as cau,_es of that law. which (m _p_te of the puerile flc_ton about
_mmemorial usage) is notonously lntr_xluced b?, judge_ acting m tbe_r judicial capac_t?, Ill,
236)
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184.20
"thoroughly] Since it is pecuhar to Ulplan, and since no attempt to apply it occurs m the
Pandects or Institutes, it can scarcely be considered the natural Law of the Romans,* [footnote
omitted] nor can Jt be fairly Imputed to the body of the Classical Jurists who (heaven knows)
have enough to answer for, m that the) adopted from the Greeks the other jus naturale, and
were thus the remote authors of that modern Law of Nature which has so thoroughly (II, 240-l )
185.14
"ommpotent with barbarians"] They arose m earl)' ages, and m the infancy of the human
mind, partly from caprices of the fancy (v, hich are nearly omnipotent with barbarians), and
partly from the imperfect apprehension of general utihty which is the consequence of narro_
expenence. (I, 58)
185n 3 "l could point,"
"at] If I liked. I could point at (II, 273)
185n.5-6
misunderstood]
misapprehended (ll, 273)
186 10-11 "'not
human] [paragraph] But since their human authors copied them from
divine originals, which were known to those human authors through a perfectl) mfalhble index.
the) are not
human (It. 261)
186 15-17 "'ever3'
any] It comprises ever3
an_ (II, 260)
188 22 First A] First" As I showed m my last lecture, a (I1. 359)
188.38 "law
And] law. provided (that is to say) that the statute law with which the rule l_
compared, be not only expressed m abstract and bnefexpress,ons,
but also m such expresslon_
as are apt and unambiguous
as ma) be For (as 1 shall shov, mlmedmtely) the ve_
indeterminateness of its form (or the vet, indeterminateness of the s_gns by which _t is s_gnlfied
or m&cated) renders a judicial') law less uncertain in effect than a statute lab,, unaptly and
dublousl) worded But, assuming that a statute law is aptly and unamblguousl? worded, (or a,
aptl) and unamblguousl)
v,orded as the subject and language ,xill permit,) it is more accessible
and knowable than a rule of judJcmrj' law which must be obtained through the process to which
I have adverted above [paragraph] And (II, 360_
189.5-6
constructed.
{paragraph] There] constructed
[elhpsl_ Indwate_ 8-paragraph
omission] [paragraph] Fourthly For the reasons v, hlch I assigned m m,, last lecture, and for
others which I passed in silence, there ill, 361-2)
189.48
[I] [v v I (II, 364)
1903
Not] _ v Not(Ii, 364)
190 7 Forms.
legislature ] [paragraph] The] _ _ Forms,
legislature.] [2-paragraph
omission] [paragraph] The (II. 364)
190 13-14 skill
{paragraph] Flfthl)] skill [elhpstt md&'ates 4-paragraph omission]
{paragraph] Fltthly (II, 365)
191")19-20 rule v,as decided °
{paragraph] We] rule were deoded ') [elhpsts mdwate_
1-paragraph omission] [paragraph] In fine. we Ill, 365-6)
190 25-6 obviated
. [paragraph] Sixthly] obviated
[elhpst_ mdwate.s 4-paragraph and
2-note omisston] {paragraph] Slxthl) (II, 366-7)
190 32-3 Romflly {paragraph] "'Not] Romflt), in that admirable article on Co&ficatton v,htch 1
ventured to cnuclze m m) last evemng's &scourse
[paragraph] The passage _s as follov,,
[paragraph] "Not (II, 367)
19048
authont) " [paragraph]
[Hence] authont)"'*
[fl_mrote and 1 paragraph ormned',
{paragraph] v v Hence (II, 368)
191.2 Hence] _ v Hence (II, 368)
191 11 though the] though (for the reasons which I stated m my last lecture, and to whlch I
shall revert lmmedmtely) the (II, 368)
191.13-14
question
{paragraph] Seventhly] quesuon I have heard Lord Eldon declart
(more than once) that nothing should provoke him to decide more than the decision of the case
m question absolutely required
[elhpsta mdwates
1-paragraph
omission]
[paragrapt ,_
Seventhl) ill, 368-9)
191.20-1 judlciarj'
{paragraph]
Wherever] judlcmr)'
[elhp_ls mdwate_ 3-_enten_
omission] [paragraph] Wherever (II, 369)
191.25-6
m'egular unsystematic
judges
[paragraph] Wherever
ju&ciarj. ] irregular
or unsystematic
judges
[elhpst_ mdtcates 5-paragraph omiasion] {paragraph] Wherever
judiciary (II, 369-70)
191 32 a Code, or
lay,, wall] a Code (or
law) will (tl. 370)
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191.39-40
the task ,
codtfication""J the difficult task
codification ') of producing a code.
which, on the whole, would more than compensate the evil that must necessank', attend the
change ") (II. 373)
191 41-2 "the techmcal
legislation mcomparabl)
ethtcal:"j 1 wall venture to affirm, that
what is commonl 3, called the technical
legislation is mcomparabl._
ethical HI. 371 )
191 43-192.1
"'far
law-giver"}
In other words, tt Ls lar
. lawgiver Ill. 371)
192.8 "the futdtty] [paragraph] In considenng,
therefore, the quesnon of codification. Ito
which 1 nov,' proceed,) I shall merely shov. the tutdtty IlI, 373)
192.33 The truth, however, ts thatJ The truth, however, is, as I showed m m) last lecture, that
(I1. 375_
193 6-7 parncular
[paragraph] Repetition} particular
[elhpsts tndtcate3 8-paragraph
omission} [paragraph} Repetmon (II, 375-61
193.21
accessible. Assuming} accessible. [paragraph] Assuming Ill, 3771
193.23 I admit] Revertmg to the objection. 1 admit (I1, 3771
194.6 Pecuharl3
law`.ers No] Peculiarly
lawyers [paragraph] No (II1. 2781
194 9 A code
mtnd_ } A code
mmds * [footnote ormtted] till, 278)
194 11 All-importance
intention ] All-importance
retention ] (Ili. 27SI
194 13 practice.} practice," [tootnote omitted} II]I. 278)
195.19-20
"have
system,"] The'. have
system, and ma.', be detached from tt v,tthout
breaking its contmmt,, (11, 413)
195 21 "'have} The', have (ll, 4131
196 39-40
"'one fiction suffice> "'} [paragraph] Therefore one fiction sufftce* and the rattonat
v,a,,, of consldenng the matter is. to lt×)k at the incident as begetting an obhgat_on, and to treat
the refusal to make satisfaction, or to withhold the advantage, as a dehct _ e as a breach of
that obhganon (III, 1341
196 40-197 2 The terms
&c .
subject ] The termett .
_ubject. m a v, ork
lrom which an excerpt is contained m the Pandects IlIl. 134-5)
201.3-4
"'mdissolubl.', connected v,lth
Things "] For the lay, v, hlch regards speciall? the
powers and dunes of polmcal persons, b not of _tselt a complete v,holc, but is m&ssolubl._
connected, hke the lay, of an', other stalu3, v,_th
Thmgs, and also v,_th the lay, regarding
other con&tions (II, 439-40)
204.4 "absurd."]
[paragraph] I remarked, m a lormer lecture, ¢'._,hen exptammg the vanou,_
meanmg_ of the term person.) that a certain absurd definmon of the term per,,on a., meaning
homo) [_u'] arose from a confusion of _aput and Matus from ,_ supposmon that the Roman
lawyers hmlted the term _tatu_ to those pecuhar statu_ which the) called capita (II 40q)
204 4 "jargon"] [see collation at 2()4 2%30 belo_ ]
204 5 "fustian"] iparagraphJ If ?ou read the dtsqutsmon m Btackstone on the nature of tav,s m
general, or the fustian description oI lay, m Hooker's Ecctestasncal Poht), you v,dl find the
same confusion of laws _mperan`.e and proper w_th lav,s v,h)ch are mere]', such b_ a gtanng
perversion of the term (1. 162,1
204 16 "1 said so and so But
absurd, lor tt v.ould pro_,e."l I said that a negatJ,,e attitude
might be jus m rent, tf tt were possible for an_ but the owner, or other occupant, to _tolate the
nght But
absurd For as Mr Mill _ [footnote omitted] ve_ tml 3 observed, it v,ould pro`.'e
that ever3, right in personam might be fu,_ m rein {III, 24-5_
204 26-7 "'the godlike Turgot"] The d_slike o1 the French people to the mtmst_ ot the g_xthke
Turgot, amply evinces the melanchol 3 truth _I, 274-5)
204 27-30
"'that
jargon,"] It evinces that
jargon _I, 15On)
205n 1-7 "A
'Lay, of Nature ""} See ht_ "Metaphys_sche Anrangsgrunde der Rechtslehre"
--"Metaphysical
Pnnctples of the Science of Lay, '" _X
Lay, of Nature dIl. 10-'_
On the Uses oJ the SttM_ qf Jurtsprudence
London.
Nor_ repnnted from Vol. III of Lecture3 on Jurisprudence. q
REV_EW'ED 105-205
Ot:OrED: 173
173.23 mstitut_ons] mstitut_on (18)
173.28-9
them [paragraph] ln] them

[l-page

Murra).

omission] [paragraph!

1803.

In _18-1q'_
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(elegentta)]

"'elegenna ''_ [Jbomote ommed]

G
(19)

The Province
of Jurisprudence
Determined.
REVIEWED' 51-60
QUOTED,58-9, 59-60
REFERREDTO 167, 169, 175
58.37 vigour] ngour (83) [printer's error 9]
59.0
indlfferency] "mdlfferency'" (84)
59 12 are] are (84)
59 18 charge] change (84) [printer's error _]
59.20 In] In (84)
60.21 Hoadleys] Hoadlys (81)

London:

Murray,

1832

-2nd ed Ed. Sarah Austin. London. Murray,
1861
NOTE. see also 1st ed. (1832), and Lectures on Jurisprudence,
3 vols (1863), Vol I of which l,_
identified as the 3rd ed of The Province The collations and references are given under the
Lectures (because it is the work under review)
REFERREDTO 167. 169
AUSTIN, SARAH
NOTE the references at 167 and 169 are to her as editor of John Austin's Provmce. 2nd ed tq,
that at 202 is to her as editor of his Lectures (q _ _ See also Cousin
REFERREDTO 167, 169. 202

),

BACON. FRANCIS. Novum Organum
(1620)
In 14"ork,s Ed. James Speddmg,
et al 14
vols London: Longman.
et al . 1857-74, I, 119-365 (Latm): IV, 38-248 (English)
NOTE. m SC
QUOTED. 280
REFERREDTO, 235. 240
280.14
"opmm . .
inopme est."] Atque cure oplmo
mopme sit: quumque ex fiducm
praesennum vera auxdla neghgantur m posterum, ex usa est, et plane ex necessttate, ut ab _ths
quae adhuc mventa sum in tpso opens nostn hmme (tdque rehctis ambagthus et non
dlsslmulanter) honons et admtratioms excessus tollatur, unh montto, ne hommes eorum aut
copiam aut utihtatem
--"Of
Marriage
REFERREDTO: 332

m majus acciptant aut celebrent
and Single

Life"

(1612).

(125)

In Works,

VI, 391-2.

BAIN, ALEXANDER
NOTE: a professor at Aberdeen University
REFERREDTO 243
BAKER. ELIZABETH.
NOTE a nurse whose cruelt} led to the death of a child (Albert Monks)
REFERREDTO 103
BARKER.
NOTE, not otherwtse identified.
Omychund v Barker in 1744
REFERREDTO 192
BARNES, THOMAS

Referred

The reference,

m a quotation

from Austin.

is to the case of

to: 427

BEAUJEU, ANNE, DUCHESSE DE.
NOTE. sister of Charles VIII of France.
REFERREDTO" 303

regent 1483-91 as designated

by the,r father, Louis XI

BEAUMARCHAIS, PIERRE AUGUSTIN CARON DE, La folle journee,
ou Le marlagc
Figaro (1785).
In Oeuvres
completes.
7 vols. Pans' Colhn, 1809, I1, 57-320
NOTE. a 2-vol Oeuvres complete_ was formerly m SC.
REFERREDTO 325

dc
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BEETHOVEN,

LUDWIG ".,'AN Referred

BELL, ANDREW.

Referred

to.

BENTHAM, JEREMV. Referred
--
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to: 302

385
to: 57,

Constitutional
Code t1827,
Edinburgh:
Talt: London. Simpkin.
NOTE In 8C
REFERREDTO 24

167, 168, 245
1841)
In
Marshall,

Works
Dublin.

Ed John
Cumming,

Fragment
on Government
(1776). In Works, 1, 221-95
quotation is indirect
QUOTED 22
22 17 ever?.' thing
be,] Nor Is a disposition to find "everything
with itself, than with reason and uuhty (I, 230)

Bowrmg.
11 vols.
1843. IX

--A

NOTE.

the

An Introducnon
1-154,
REFERREDTO 200
Papers

to the Prmctple3

Relative

to

of Morals

Codification

and

and Legislation

Pubhc

Instruct.re,

be," les.. at variance
I17891, In l¥orks.

lncludmg

I.

Corre-

spondence
with the Russian
Emperor,
and Divers
Comtttuted
Authorme._
tn the
American
Umted Statea I1817L In Works, IV, 451-533
NOTE the same word is quoted m both places
QUOTED. 56, 171
56 l0 cognosc_ble] [paragraph] 2 As to ]orm--here
again, b_ one word--cognoscibdtt_.
e_e_ sort and degree of excellence, which, under thzs head. can be ga,,en to a hod? of la_, wd]
be found expressible
c454_
171 13-14 cognosclble] [.see collatum for 56 19 ahovel
Plan
lntroducnon,

of

Parhamentarx
Reform,
*n the
Showing
the Neceastt_
of Radical.

Form
of a Catechzsm.
r, tth an
and the lnadequa O Ot Moderate

Reform (1817)
In Works, II1,433-557.
NOTE the indirect quotation is m a quotation from John Austin
QUOTED 32, 59
--Prmctples
q[ Judwtal
In Works, II, 1-188
REFERREDTO 174

Procedure,

wzth the Outhne_

of a Procedure

Code

I1839J

BERKELEY. GEORGE
NOTE the reference at 60 iT, in a quotation
controvers) '"
gEFERREDTO O0. 242, 243
BERTHA (of Kentl.

Referred

BIBER. GEORGE ED'_;ARD

to

trom Austin.

that at 243 Js to the "Berkeleian

327

Chrtstmn

Educatum.

m a Course

of Lectures,

Dehvered

m

London,
tn Spring 1829 London
Wilson,
1830
NOTE on 69-70, Blber quotes from Manual ot the System of Teaching Reading. VCrltmg. and
Arithmetic. m the Elementar_ 5chool,_ oJ the Brutish and Foreign School Socwt_ v, hich v,e _,ere
unable to consult
QUOTED 66, 67-9, 69-70. 71-3, 73-,-7,
66
66
67
69
69

5 As regards the] [no paragraph1 And a_ regards, tar,tls, the _1811
10 all fanciful] all the fancltu11181
25 What} But v, hat _1621
21 It} [no paragraph] But it 1167k
21 system ] system, in which tv, o evd spirits are so lngemousl?, )oked together in the _,_era'lce
of man 1167-8)
69,22 each school time] lin ttahcs} 1168'_
60.22-3
ever) three month,,] lm italics] I168J
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69.34 not] not (168}
69 37 calculating sprat] [m ttahcs] 1168)
69 38 reward rickets] [m ttahcs] (168)
60 41 Mammon of unrighteousness]
[tn ltahcs] 1168
70.2-3
pay .
dismissed] [m ltahcs] 1168t
70 3-4 those
them] [m ltahcs] 1169)
70.5-6
m
them] [m ttahc,_] 1169)
70 31 round the school-room] [m _tahcs] 1170_
70.32 proclaim] proHalm 1170)
70.32-3
they
tearnmg] [m ttahcs] (170)
70 33 two
school] [m ttahcs] (170}
71,7 The] [no paragraph] Hov, ever that ma) be. It _s certain that the/172_
71 7 and. asl and that, as _172)
71.21
grafted upon] grafted m upon 1173)
72.25
beef] beef l175)
72.35
connecting] connecnng ( t751
73 18 at] forl1761
BIBLL

Referred

to:

296

-Colossians.
QUOTED 296
296 16 "Wwes, obe) your husbands "'] Wives, submit yourselves
Is fit m the Lord. (3.18_

unto your own husbands,

a_ it

296 17 "Slaves, obey your masters "] Servants, obe', m all things your masters according to the
flesh: not with eyeservlce, as menpleaser,,, but in singleness of heart, feanng God 13,221
-I Cormthmns.
NOTE. the reference _s m a quotation
REFERREDTO, 69

from B_ber

-Deuteronomy.
REFERREDTO. 58
-Exodus.
NOTE. the reterence
REFERREDTO 288

_s to the Ten Commandments

-Genests.
QUOTED 37
37 7 "'_t
good for man to be alone"l
-Hosea.

It .

good that man should be alone 12 181

NOTE the quotaaons are m a quotauon from Blber
QUOTED. 69
69 28 "'love a reward upon ever3.' cornfloor"] ReJmce not. O Israel, for jo), as other peoplc tOT
thou hast gone a whonng from th 3 God, thou hast loved a reward upon ever), cornfloor 19 It
--.lsamh.
NOTE the quotaUon _s m a quotauon from B_ber
QUOTED 69
69.30 "love gifts, and follov_ after rewards"] Th) pnnces are rebelhous, and companions ot
thieves ever) one loveth gifts, and followeth after rewards they judge not the fatherle,_,
neither doth the cause of the w_dov_ come unto them (1,231
--

Judges
NOTE. the reference _s to Deborah
REFERREDTO. 302

--

Luke,
NOTE' the quotation is m a quotation from Blber, the reference at 68 is m a quotation lrom Blbcr.
that at 257 _s to the parable of the sower
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QUOTED" 69
REFERREDTO 68, 257, 281. 389
69.41
"Mammon of unnghteousness
"] And I sa) unto you. Make to yourselve_ rnends of the
mammon of unnghteousness,
that, when ye lall, the,. ma) recewe you into everlasting
habitations 116:9)
--

Matthev,.
QUOTED 87
87 7 "as one having authonty"]
scnbes (7.29)

--

For he taught them as one having authont',,

and not a- the

Proverbs

,_o'rE the quotanon is m a quotauon from B_ber
QUOTED: 71
71 15-16 hlm."] him I27.22_
--

Romans.
QUOTED 296
296.21-2
"The powers
113 1_

--

God,"]

For there l_ no po,zer but oI God the powers

Gocl

T_tus
QUOTED 39
39 19 "'to the pure all thing.,, are pure"t Unto the pure all things are pure but unto them that are
defiled and unbehevmg _ nothing pure. but e',en their mind and conscience l, defiled , 1 15,

BLACKBURN, COLIN Charge to Middlesex
Grand Jur 3 m the Case of Governor
June, 1868). In "Ex-Governor
Eyre," The Ttme,s, 3 June, 1868, 9-10
REFERREDTO 434

Evre 12

BLACKSTONE, WILLIAM
Commentarle.s
on the La_ _ of England
4 _DIs Oxford
Clarendon
Press. 1765-69
yore
the reference at 21 L_ to Blackstone's Cornmentarte; _IX. 150t as one ot the six legal
authonnes cited b) Holt. q v The references at 178, 19,_ and 195 arc c_ted b', Austin. _ho used
the lsted
The5thed
11773Jls m SC
REFERREDro 21, 178. 194, 195
BLANCHE {of Casttlet.
SOTE. mother of Louts IX of France, regent for several pentKts dunng his reign
REFERREDTO 303. 401
BLUNT.

JOHN

HENR",,

ed

The

Annotated

Boo/,

_f

O_mmon

Pra_er.

Being

_zn

Historical,
Ritual,
and Theolvgz_ al Commentara
on the Devotional
S_stem of the
Church of England
7th ed London, Oxford. and Cambridge
Rr,mgtons,
1870
NOTE th_s version used for ease of referencc The reference l-_to "The Form of Solemnlzanon ot
Matrimony." 261-74
REFERREDTO 2QO
BOCCACCIO, GIOVANNI Decameron
11353)
'_OTE as the reference _s simpl', to Gnselda, the heroine of one of the stone.,,, no ed _s c_ted
REFERREDTO 414
The Boo]_ of Common

Prayer

See John

Hen D Blunt

BOURDEILLE, PIERRE DE, SEIGNEUR DE BRANTOME. Les v_cv de_ darne3
Vols. II and II1 of Mernoires dc Me._strc Pierre de Bourdelllc,
10 vols. Leyden
Sambix le jeune. 1065-1722.
_OrE see also Franos I, and Victor Hugo. Le rot ._ar_zuse
REFERREDTO. 312
BOURGUIGNON, LOUIS DOMINIQUE ("Caltouchc")
YOrE his name became proverbial lot highv, a', robbers
REFERREDTO 137

ealantes

.seigneur

(1066t

de Brant6rne.
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BRAND, HERBER1 CHARLES ALEXANDER. Referred

G
to. 430, 432. 434,435

BRAYNE, WILLIAM.
NOTE: the reference is m a quotation from Carlyle
REFERREDTO 92
BRECKINRIDGE, JOHN CABELL

Referred

to: 157

BRIDGES, JOHN HENRY "Minutes
of Evtdence
Taken before the Royal Commission
the Admmlstratzon
and Operation
of the Contagious
Diseases
Acts of 1866
1869," PP, 1871. XIX, 818-25.
NOTE" the "quotations" are questions asked by Bndge_ as member of the Commission
QUOTED 358-Q
REFERREDTO 350
BRIGHT. JOHN

Referred

to

427

BROUGHAM, HENR_ PETER (Lord Brougham)
Speech on the Address
Speech t29 Jan., 1828; Commons),
PD, n.s., Vol. 18, cols 49-58
NOTE the quotation, m a quotation from The Cormsh Guardtan. IS redirect
QUOTED 66-7
--Speech
on National
cols 632-8.
REFERREDTO 64. 65. 71

on
and

Education

(14 Mar . 1833,

Lords),

PD,

on the

King's

3rd set . Vol

]6.

BROWN, JOHN.
'_OTE: the reference is in a quotation from Phdhps
REFERREDTO 133n
--

Last Speech
(2 No,,'.. 1859)
Reported
Tribune, 3 Nov., 1859, 5.
NOTE the reference is m a quotation from Phdhps
REFERREDTO 133n

BROWN, THOMAS

Referred

to.

240,

m "'Brown's

THai,"

New-York

Dazl_

243

BULLER, FRANCIS Judgment
In the Case of R v. Archer t25 Jan., 1788)
100 Enghsh
Reports
113.
NOTE: the quotation is taken from Holt (q,
for the collation) The "wntmg hke the present"
refers to the books of the corporation of Yarmouth. v,hlch recorded the payment to _ arson o)
£2300 as just compensation for his fine of £1500 for a libel against a man called Hurr). whereto
Watson had claimed that the recently acqmtted Hun3. would soon be indicted again Ongmall)
appeared m 2 Term Reports 205
QUOTED 32
32.25
la_
remec(v] [not in ttahcs] (I 13)
32.27
bywntmg]
byawntmg(lt3)
BUONARROTI, MICHELANGELO

See Mxchelangelo

BURNET, GILBERT.
NOTE. the reference is m a quotation
REFERREDTO 60
BURNS, ROBERT.
NOTE the reference
REFERREDTO. 233
--"'Scots
Tegg, et al
NOTE' thls ed
REFERREDTO

from Austin

is to h_s poetr) in general,

wha hae Wl Wallace bled'" ¢1794). In Works. New ed, 2 pts. London
; Dublin
Milliken,
et at ; Glasgow'
Griffin,
1824, Pt. II, 254
m SC. as was formerly The Poencal Works. 2 vols _London Plckenng. 1830J
252

BUTLER, JOSEPH.
NOTE. the reference _s in a quotation
REFERREDTO 60

from Austin
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The Slave Power:
Its Character,
Career.
and Probable
De.signs
Being an
Attempt
to Explain
the Real Issues lnvoh'ed
tn the American
Contest
London.
Parker, et al., 1862.
NO1"E:dedicated to JSM, 2nd ed (1863) is m SC, inscribed "With the author s regard,, "'
REVIEWED 143-64
QUOTED. 146, 1,1-7,147-8, 148, 148-9, 149, 149-50, 150, 151. 152, 152-3. 154, 155, 150. 15"
146 11 "the mostj In the following pages an attempt v,111be made to resol',e this s_stem into its
component elements, to trace the connexion of the several parts v, tth each other, and of the
whole with the foundatmn on V,hlch it rests, and to estimate generals the prospects which it
holds out to the people who compose it, as well as the influence _t 1,, hkel 3 to exercise on the
interests of other nations, and. if 1 do not greatl,, mistake the purport o1"the ,.onslderatlons
which shall be adduced, their effect will be to shov, that thlg Slave Pov_er constitutes the most
(18_
146 19 "'The vastness."
"of] The _astness of 118_
146.33-4
'qt is
scruples."] It is
scruples, and, if the s.,,stem had been tound suitable to
the reqmrements oI the countr 3, it is to be presumed that the 3 would ha_c graduall._ extended
its basis, and that, like their neaghbours, especmll) since the treat._ of Utrecht had secured f_r
English enterprise the African slave-trade, the', would have a',alted them_etve., o_ thl_ means of
recrmtmg their labour market 136_
147 4-5
"IS
Europeans "'l The chmate of the oldest o1" the Slave States--Virginia,
Maryland. Delaware. North and South Carollna--l,',
Europeans _ [toomotc ] *Olmsted ,
Slave States. pp 131,462-3
{text j and, though the same IS not true in the same degree of the
Gulf States, yet It is a fact that these reglon_ also aflord examples ot free European
communities increasing In numbers under a semi-tropical climate, and rising to opulence
through the labour of thmr own hands (37)
14"7,7-8 "are
and Spare "] "The Southern parts of the Umon.'" sa_s De Tocque',ilie, "are
and of Spain, and it ma 3 be asked ",.,h} the European cannot v.ork at v.el! there a,, In the
two latter countries " 138n_
147 10 "nearly] Nearl,, 1381 [Calrnes is quoting _eston, Progre_ ot Slavera. pp 160-1}
147 19-2(I "It
end "'] Sta,,e labour, theretore, admlt_ ol the most complete or_amzatam.
that is to sa 5 , it
end. and its cost can ne,,er n_,e above that v, hlch lb nece_,sar3 to maintain
the slave in health and strength 144_
la7 29 "'not] [paragraph] SecondS. slave labour Is unsklltul, and this. not t45,
t47 33 "'The sla_,e is unstated} He is theretore unstated ta,6t
147 36 commonest] coarsest t46t
1,.17.37 labour "} forms of labour _ [joomote quoting Olmsted otmtted} _4hJ
148 4 soil "'] soil * [foomote ] "Olmsted's Seaboara Sla_c State._. pp 33" It, 33 t) !46-'_
148 13 labourer can} labourer. Mr Russell tells us. _ ktootnote ] *Russell's \'ortl! 4mertcm pp
14l, 1(',4 [text } can (50)
148 21 "the] And, m confirmation of this _lev, _t ma', be added that wherever m the Southern
States the t52)
148 33 unfit ] unfit * [foomote quoting OImsted omitted} _53_
148,35 cultl'vatlon,] cultivation,* [7oomote quoting Ru_el; omztted} t53_
148 37 account ] account," [footnote omitted} _53_
149 3 product ] product * [foomote quotmz Olmsted ornttted_ (54_
149 27 TheJ [no paragraph] The t661
149 28 susceptibility of] susceptlbiht3, that _s to sa.x. of iOOl
149,32 reqmred.] reqmred t66_
t49 40 classes From] classes We amve theretore at thl,, singular conclusion, that. v,hlle jarge
capitals in countries of slave labour enlo3 pecuhar advantages, and v, hile the aggregate capital
needed m them for the conduct of a g_ven amount of lndustr3 is greater than m counme_ where
labour _s free. capital nevertheless In such counmes Is extremel', scarce From I'r5r
150.2-3 exist "Our] exist The._ form the burthen of nlost of v,hat has been written on our \_,est
Indian Islands whde under the regime of slaver3., and the'. are not te_,,, prolmnentl', the
characteristic features of the industrial _',stem of the Southern State,_ "Our ¢"5-_I
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150 16-17 "'mean whites'" or "'white trash "'] Such are the "'Mean whites'" or "'white trash" of the
Southern States. (761
150.20
Become the] [tlO paragraph[ For the tracts thus left, or made. desolate become in time
the (75)
150 34 supporters] supports (75)
150 40 "it] [paragraph] The constitution of a slave soclet 3, it has been seen, is sufflclentl)
simple it (85)
150 41 classes--]
classes, broadly distinguished from each other, and connected by no common
interest-- 1851
151.3 "When] [no paragraph] When (85)
151 7 property, pohtlcal] property--m
a society so constituted, polmcal (86)
151 19 part)'.] part_.* [footnote ormtted] /861
151 22 fev"
[paragraph[ To] [elhp_ts indicates 5-page omt_sumJ 187-921
152.2 "between] The truth it, between (98)
152.3 America."] America, there exist the most deep reaching distinctions
(98)
152.22
wants, a] wants, _t is obvious that a I I01)
152 34 His] His (101) [treated as _pographlcal error In thla ed ]
152 40 senator " Modern slaveholders, on the contrary, are rendered independent] senator "
The industrial necessities of Roman socket? land the same v'as true of soclet_ m the m_ddle
ages) in this wa_. provided for the education of at least a large proportion of the slave
population, and education, accompanied as tt was b) a general elevation of their condition, led.
by a natural and almost inevitable tendency, to emancipation * [footnote quoting Congre_e._
Pohtics of Aristotle omitted] [text.] [paragraph] But m the posmon of slave D m North
America there is nothing which corresponds to this Owing to the vast development m modern
times of international trade, modern slaveholders are independent ( 102-31
153.19
"the] [paragraph] But there is yet another distinction between the sla_er3, of modern
umes and slave_, as it was knov,'n among the progressive communities of former ages, v, hlch
deserves to be notlced--I mean the (107_
153.23
labour, can] labour, which can Istc] (1081
153.25 and] or ¢1081
153.26
West "'] West * [foomote omitted] (1081
153 29 "'by] Nov,. It does this m two ways. by (1091
154 2-4 "mean whites ....
more
unmanageable"]
It is umversall._ agreed that the labour
of the mean whites* [Jootnote ] *And it may be added, of such free labourers as v'dl consent to
the degradation of hying in a slave commumt 3 [text ] is more
unmanageable than even the
crude efforts of the slaves (1261
154.8-9
"'popular .
speculations"] Under such conditions social Intercourse cannot exist.
popular
speculatmns, in short, all the Clvlhzmg agencies (if highest ',alue are, b.', the ver_
nature of the case, excluded I1291
154 10-11 "a
passenger"] In South Carol,na a
passenger * [footnote ] *See Surhng s
Letters from the Slave States, p 265 (1311
154.26
corner-stone[ "'corner stone" (139)
155 5-6 "'There
Georgia,"
"In]
"'There
Georgia. "In (1511 [Catrne.C,_ quotation
marks adopted in this ed ]
155.16
certain hmlts] certain specified limits (1521
155,18
owner "] owner "* [footnote ] *Progress of Slave O, p 227 (1521 [Calrne;',_ quotatl¢m
marks adopted in thl.; ed ]
155.29 despotism, he] despotism He (1551
155.33
"qsJ "The commerce
between master and slave," says a slaveowner, "is 1551
[Catrnes's quotation mark_ adopted in thL_ed ]
155.35
it The] it.
The ¢1551
155.38 pecuhantles
""] pecuharitles "'* [footnote] Jefferson's Notes on Virginia. p 39 1551
[Catrnes's quotation rnarka adopted m thtJ ed. ]
156.22
"squatter sovereignty"] By this ball [the Kansas and Nebraska Bill] the Missouri
Compromise was abrogated, and in Its place a pnnclple was established, popularl_ known a_
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that of "'squatter soverelgnt.,,," b.', which tt was resolved that the future settlement of the
Terntones should be determined
_195)
156.27
"'border ruffians'j Bands of border ruffian,, were mustered on the Missouri frontier, and
held m leash to be let shp at the dec,sJve moment (197)
157.7 "qs one] It forms, as it seems to me. one (221)
CALIGULA (Gains
CAMDEN. LORD

Caesar).
See Charles

Referred

to. 286

Pratt

CARAFA, AN3ONtO.
nOTE. for the collation see De Thou
QUOTED.610
CARDWELL, EDWARD (V_scount)
NOTE' the reference is m him as the Secretar', of State lot the Colome,
REFERREDTO 430
--

Despatch from the Right Hon, Edward Cardwell.
M P , to L_eut -Gen Sir H K
Storks. PP. 1866. LI. 137-43
QUOTED 424, 426
424 24-6 "arduou', task" to ,,()me pcr,,on "'v.ho
troubles "'! It remain', therelore w decide
v, hether the inauguration ot the nev, Go,,ernment shall be accomphshed b._ Mr E3rc, or
v, hether Her Majesty ,,hall be ad,,>,ed tt) lntruq that arduou,, ta,,k to ,,ome other person v,h,)
troubles (143)
426 21-2
(143)

"Great offence,,."

"mu,,t be pun,shed "! But great offence,, ought to t',c pum,,hed

CAREY, HENR_, CHa, RI.ES The French and Amertcan
Tarlfl's Compared.
tn a Serte._ o/
Letters Addressed
to Mons
Mtchel Che_aher
Phdadelphta.
pnnted Colhns,
186t
REFERREDTO 132. 138
CARLISLE, EAR/ OF

See George

Wdham

Frederick

Howard

C-_RLYLE, THOMAS. "'Btography,"
Fraser's
Maga:me,
V (Apt . 1832). 253-60
QUOTED, 39
39 14-15 "'an open loving heart "'] One grand, m_aluable secret there l_. hov.e_er, x_hich
includes all the rest. and. what l, comfortable, hes clearl_ m ever3, man's pov, er T, ha_t at;
open loving heart, and _hat follows from the pos_cs _t<)nof 3uch' (25q)
-Letter to Hamilton
REFERREDTO 428n
--

Hume

(23 Aug..

1866),

The Ttmes,

12 Sept

1860.

6

"'Occasmnal
Dtscourse
on the Negro Questmn.'"
Fraser s Magazme.
XL (De,:..
1849), 670-9.
'_orr when Carl,,le repubhshed
the essa 3, after MdI's attack, he remted it "The Nlgger
Question " JSM"s "The Negro Question' 185-95). is a repl) to Carlvle',, e_sa_, not stnctlx a
revlev,
QUOTED 87. 88. 819. 89-t)(.). (_c).91. q2. C_4
REFERREDTO 87-95
87 1 "rights of Negroes"] M) Philanthropic Fnends.--I!
ts m3 painful dut? to dddres, some
words to you, this evening, on the Rights of Negrcves (670)
87 4 'qmmortal gods"] Both these things, v,e max be as,_ured, the immortal gods ha_e dec_ded
upon. passed thmr eternal act ot parhament for and both of them. though all terrestnaI
Parhaments and entrees oppose _t to the death, shall be done (675)
87 4 "The Powers"] If Quashee will not honesti,, aid m hnngmg out those _ugars. cinnamons.
and nobler products of the West tndlan Islands, for the benefit o! all mankind, then 1sax nmther
wall the Powers permit Quashee to continue growing pumpkins there for hl_ o_n laz) benefit,
but wdl sheer him out. b_ and by, like a taz) gourd overshadowing nch ground, him and all
that partake with hJm.--perhaps
m a very retable manner _6"r5)
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87 4 "'the Destinies"] For. under favour of Exeter Hall, the "terrible manner" is not yet quite
extract with the Destinies in this Universe, nor v,'lll it quite cease, I apprehend, for soft sawder
or philanthropic stump-orator) now or henceforth /675)
87 5-6 "have
. for "] [see collation[or 87 4 above]
87.9 "eternal
Parhament"] lsee _ollatlon h_r 87 4 above]
87 12-13 "born lord ....
servant"] You are not 'slaves' nov,', nor do 1 wish, if It can be
avoided, to see you slaves again but decidedly you wdl have to be servants to those that are
born wiser than )ou, that are born lords of you,--servants
to the whites, if the', are (as what
mortal can doubt the', are?l born wiser than you (076-7)
87 13-14 "compelled to work ....
beneficent whip ....
other
not "'] Quashee. if he _,lll
not help m bnngmg out the spices, will get himself made a slave again (which state will be a
little less ugl', than h_s present one), and with beneficent whip, since other methods avail not.
will be compelled to work. (675)
87,15 "the gods"J The gods are long-suffering, but the law from the beginning was, He that will
not work shall perish from the earth, and the patience of the gods has limits' (675)
88 4 jargon."
"hearts] jargon,--sad
product ol"a sceptical Eighteenth Centur), and of poor
human hearts (671 )
88 4 destitute] destitute (671)
88 5-6 heathen,"
"'human species ....
reduced
alone "] Heathen, and reduced
alone, and to cultivate
the same under its Chrastian, Anuchnstlan.
Broad-brimmed.
Brutus-headed and other forms.--has
not the human species gone strange roads, during that
period '_ t671 )
89 16-18 "wish to see"
"11
avoided."
"decidedt', ....
will
servants."
"servants
whites,"] [see _ollatton_tor 87 12-13 above]
89 18 "compelled to labour ....
not
minute "] And l mcessantl', pra.', Heaven, all men.
the whitest alike and the blackest, the richest and the poorest, m other regions of the world, had
attained preclsel', the same right, the divine right of being compelled (d "permitted' v, fll not
ansv, er) to do what work they are appointed for. and not to go idle another minute, in a life so
short' (674)
89 19 "Black Quashee"] And now obsem'c, m? friends, it v,'as not Black Quashee or those he
represents that made those West India Islands what the) are, or can b,, an) h,,pothesl,_ be
considered to ha,,e the right of grov,mg pumpkins there (674)
89 19 "'up
pumpkins"] Sitting yonder with their beautiful muzzles up
pumpkins,
imbibing sweet pulps and juices, the gnnder and incisor teeth read 3 for ever) new work, and
the pumpkins cheap as grass in those rich climates whale the sugar-crops rot round them uncut.
because labour cannot be hired,so cheap are the pumpkms,--and
at home we are but required t(_
rasp from the breakfast loa'_es of our own English labourers some slight 'differential
sugar-duties.
and lend a poor half-rndhon or a l'ev, poor millions nt)_ and then. to keep that
beautiful state of matters going ¢671 )
89.20
"working
day"] The West Indies, it appears, are short of labour, as indeed is ,,er)
conceivable in those circumstances
where a Black man b', working
a-da', Isuch is the
calculation) can suppl) himself, b3 aid of sun and soil, with as much pumpkin as will suffice
he is likely to be a little stiff to raise into hard v,ork' (672)
89.32
"an eye-sorrov, ....
blister
state"J An_ p_vor idle Black man, an) idle White man
rich or poor, is a mere eye-sorrov, to the State. a perpetual blister
State (076)
89.35
world "'] world, and u, oe is to ever3, man v,ho, b', friend or b3 Ice, is prevented Irom
fulfilhng this the end of his being t673)
89 36-7 "sacred
earth ....
his
enem) "] Whatsoever prohibits or prevents a man
from this his sacred
earth,--that.
I sa?, is the man's deadliest enemy, and all men are
called upon to do what is in their power or opportumty towards dehvenng him from it _673_
89.37-90.2
"his own redolence ....
the first right he ha, ....
b.', some wise means compel
for."j If it be his own redolence that prevents and prohlblts him. then his own indolence l,
the enem3, he must be delivered from and the first "right'" he has.--poor
redolent blockhead.
black or white, is. that eve D' unproh_bited man. whatsoever w_ser, more mdustnous person ma?
be passing that way, shall endeavour to "'emancipate" him from his indolence and by some v,._sc
means, as I said, compel
for (673)
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90 6-7 "dp,'me
for"] [_ee collatum [or 8c_ lg abo_ej
90 9-10 "the eternal
wlll"l The one perfect eternal proprietor is the Maker v, ho created
them the temporar3, better or v, orse proprietor is he whom the Maker has sent on that mission,
he who the best hitherto can educe from said land,, the beneficent gifts the Maker endov, ed
them with, or. whzch is but another definition of the same person, he who leads h_tberto the
manfullest hfe on that bit of soil. doing, better than another _et found can do. the Eternal
Purpose and Supreme Wdl there _674_
90.10-11
"InJustice ....
lor
accursed"] For inJUStice is tor ever accursed and precisely
our unfairness toward the enslaved black man has.--b3
me_ltable repulsion and Sated turn, of
the wheel,--brought
about these present Contusmns
1676_
91 3-5 "spices .... The gods
lndles"j No. the gods
lndles thus much the_ ha_e declared
m so making the West Indies --infmitel 5 more the 3 v,_sh that ntanful industrious men o,,cup3
their West Indies, not redolent I'_,o-legged cattle, ho_exer
happ 5 o_er their abundant
pumpkins' 1675
91 5 "'noble
greC' For countless ages. since the', fir,t mounted t_z_ on the back of
earthquakes, from thmr dark bed m the Ocean deeps, and reeking saluted the tropical Sun. and
ever onwards till the European v,h_te man first saw them some three short _enturle, ago. those
Islands had pr(Kluced mere lungle, sa_ager3,, poison-reptiles and swamp-malaria
tdl the v.hlte
European first saw them. the_. ,aere a, if not _et created,--the_r
noble
gre3. I,_mg a]!
asleep, v,altlng the '.,,h_te Enchanter v, ht_ should sa_ to them. Av, ake' 16"74-51
9t 6 "things
pumpkins "'] The Island,,, are good v. lthal l_or pepper, for sugar for sago.
arrowroot, for coffee, perhaps for cinnamon and pre_ous ,plces. thing,
pumpkm_,, and
leading tov, ards commerces, arts. polmes, and socla[ dexelopement_
_ h_ch ahme are the noble
product, v.here men tand not pig> ,a_th pumpkin,} are the par{m, concerned' _¢_-4_
91.8
'qmmortal g_wJs"l [,_e_ _ollanon for 87 4 abo_ci
91%10
"towards
de'_elopements"} t._e_ _,,llatum tot t)l 6 abo_e]
92 3 "'divine right"] I_ec collamm h,r 80 lg abo_e]
92 9-11 "'It was
are"] And nov, obser',e
m_ friends, it _as
are or can b_ an3
hypothesis be considered to ha_e the right of grov, lng pumpkin> there _'678_
92 12-1,1 "'Under
men ....
had
lald"j But under the _ofl ot Jamaica. before l: could
even produce spices or an3 pumpkin, the bone_ of man,, thousand Bnn_h men had to be la_d
(676_
92 13-14 "'brave
Bra3ne"] Bra,,e
Bra'_ne.--the
du_t ol many thousand strong old
English hearts lie_- there, worn do'an SV,lttlx in mGhfi"ul tra_ad, chamm G the De_d,. which
v, ere mam,_bld t676)
92 18 "'compel."] And his oven happiness, and that of other', round hlm. _lll alone be O_,slble
b', h_s and thmr getting into such a relation that th_s can he pemutted him. and m case ot need
that th_s can be compelled him 16"'_-4)
92 20-1 "Never
his ....
could
throat "'] Ne_er
hi, _.ould
throat, nothing but
savagery, and reeking putrefaction could ha',c gro'an there _6"5
q2 23-5 "Little
lungle "'] Let hml, by hi_.,ugliness, idlenes,,,, rebellion, bamsh all White men
from the West Indies. and make it all one Ham ---V.lth little
)ungie.--doe,
he think that
wall for ever continue pleasant to gods and men _ _¢_"5_
92 31-4 "You
you "'] [see collation t_,r g .7 12-13 abo_e)
94 5-0 "'the nev,
little ....
take
others"] If the nev,
little, take
other_. 'ana{
remedy is there' 16721
q4 8 "a black Ireland "'] To ha,,e 'emancipated
the \_,e',t lnd_es into a BlacJ, lreiand, tree
mdeed, but an Ireland, and black' 1672_
94 30 "Umversal
. _ssoclatlon"] Taking. as ,ae hope _e do, an extensive surve_ or social
affairs, which v,e find all m a state of the fnghttullest embroilment, and as _t ,*ere of
inextricable final bankruptc',..lUSt at present, and being desmm> to adjust oursel,,es In that huge
upbreak, and unutterable weher of tumbhng ram.s, and to see v,ell thai our grand proposed
Association of Associations. the UNIVERSAL ABOLITION-OF-PAIN
ASSOCI,_TION. v,h_ch
_s meant to be the consummate golden flov, er and ,,ummar', oI modem Phdanthropism,, all m
one. do not issue as a universal "Sluggard-and-Scoundrel
Protection Sockets.'--_e
ha_ e ludged
that. before constituting ourselve,,, it would be _er,, proper to commune earnestly *,_.lth orle
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another, and discourse together on the leading elements of our great Problem, which surely is
one of the greatest (670)
94.34-6
"the Destinies"
, "terrible manner ....
for soft
stump-oratory,"]
Isee collanon
for 87.4 above]
--

On Heroea, Hero-Worship.
and the Hermc in History. London. Fraser, 1841.
NOTE. m SC. JSM is onng Goethe (in whose work the passage has not been found), but there Is
httte doubt that he took the reference from Carlyle. who says "'In th,s point of wew, too. a
saying of Goethe's,
which has staggered several, may have meaning. 'The Beaunful,' he
mnmates, "is higher than the Good. the Beautiful includes m tt the Good "" (1321
REFERREDTO, 255

-Past and Present
NOTE in SC.
REFERREDTO 90
-Sartor Resartus
'qOTE. in SC
REFERREDTO. 90

London:

(1833-34)

-"Signs of the Times."
REFERREDTO 90

Chapman

and Hall.

2nd ed. Boston.

Edinburgh

CARNARVON. 4TH EARL OF See Henry

Review,
Howard

Munroe,

XLIX

1837

(June.

Molvneux

CARRINGTON, NATHAN,
NOTE the reference is to the case of Entlck r Camngton
presided
REFERREDTO: 24
CARTOUCHE. See Lou_s Dominique

1843.

1829),

439-59.

Herbert.

in 1765 over which Lord Camden (q x )

Bourguignon,

CATHERINE II (of Russm)
NOTE known as Catherine the Great
REFERREDTO 304, 401
C_,THER1NE DE' MEDICI. Referred

to.

304

CHADWICK, EDWIN. "Copy of Two Papers Submitted
to the [Education]
Commission
b_
Mr. Chadwick,
as to Half-Time
Teaching
and Military and Naval Drill. and on Time
and Cost of Popular Education
Being a Letter to Mr Semor,
t-160.
'qOTE the quotation is of evidence
QUOTED. 2 | 3-14
REFERREDTO: 20% 210, 212

on a Large and Small Scale, with a Further Return,
Explanatory
of the Former Paper," PP, 1862, XLIII,
b,, Tufnetl,

q

213 34 It] As a proof of thls. lma 3, mention thatlt(143_
CHARLEMAGNE Referred
to. 303
CHARLES I (of England)
CHARLES V (Holy

Referred

Roman

Emperor)

CHARLES VIII (of France).

Referred

to

402
Referred
to

to. 303. 402

303

CHESSON. FREDERICK WILLIAM.
NOTE, the references are to him a_ Honorary Secretar 3 of the Jamaica Commmee.
accounts pubhshed here as App E
REFERREDTO 422, 427, 429
CHRISTIE, HUGH. A Grammar
oJ the Latin Tongue.
Adapted
to the Capaclnes
of" Children.
Edinburgh.
REFERREDTO' 221-2

co-signer oI the

After a New and Easy
Donaldson,
1758.

Method,
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CLARKE, SAMUEL.
REFERREDTO. 423, 428. 430
CLARKSON, THOMAS. Referred

to.

141

CLAY, CLEMENT CLAIBORNE "Address
of Hon C.C. Clay, Jr. Delivered
before the
Chunnenuggee
Homcultural
Society
of Alabama,'"
De Bow'._ Review.
o.s
XIX
(Dec., 1855), 725-8
NOTE. the quotatmn is in a quotation from Ca_rnes
QUOTED, 150
150.3 planters,"
"are] planters, with greater means and no more skill, are _7271
CLOVIS tof the Franks)
CLOTILDA (of the Franksj.

Referred

to. 327

Referred

to

327

COBBETT, WILLIAM.
NOtE the reference is to the hbel real of CobbetI before Lord Etlenborough
of articles m his Pohncal Register
REFERREDTO 30
and John Wright,

eds. The Parhamentara

Htstom

of England,

m 1804 for a senes

from

the Norman

Conquest,
m 1066, to the Year 1803
36 vols
London
Bagshav,,
Longmans.
1806-2O
_OTE the relerence p, to P_tl , extending the strong arm of po'aer to crush critic, bx mean, ol
"The King', Proclamation against Sedmous W rttmg,," {21 Ma 3. 1"7_2_
RFFERREDT(; 20
COBDEN, RICHARD

See under

Parhamentar

3 Papers.

treatx

oI 23 Jan . 1_;6(I

COCKBURN, AI.EXa, NDER J_MES EDML"_D Charee
o! the Lord ChIcf JuMlt _' o! Eneland
to the Grand Jur_ at the Central CrtmtnaI Court. tt_ the Cose ot the Queen aeamst
:Vel__onand Brand, Ed Frederick Cockburn.
London
Rldg_a 3 . 1867
Ot'OTED 431,433
431 .-1.-5 "'madmls,,ible belore
mbunal"] A man ha_ been _ondemned. sentenced ttl death, and
executed upon evidence v, htch _ould not ha',e been admitted belore
tribunal and upon
e_,ldence which, t1 admitted, tell altogether short ol e,,tabh>hmg the crime v, lth which he v.a,
charged t153)
431 5 "morally _orthle_,s"} ,_nd 1 must further sa,, that, h_kmg at thl, extdence. I come irres,>tlbl.x
to the conclusmn that no jut). ht,,sexer mfluenced b) prem&ce or pas,_on arising out ot local
or other ctrcumstance_, tI the) had been guided b'. a competent. _mpamal and hone,,t fudge.
could, upon evidence Sl, morallx and mmnstcall) v.orthle,,, and, a, I ",hail ,,hov, you pre,entt.x.
so wholl,, lnconclusv,'e as that evidence v, as. have condemned that man on the charge, ,m
_htch he _a', tnect t 115_
431 5-6 think.'"
"'who] think who_165_
431 9 say,"
'qs] sa_ p,(165_
431 23 "dangerou_ and pernlclou,"]
I cannot to_, strongl) expres, mx &s,ent from. or m\
thorough d,sapprobatlon ot, thz, most dangerou, and permcum, doctrine, lor v, hlch I am Glad to
think there l,, no authont', v, hate',er , 155r
431 24 "almost shuddered ,ahen he read them"] 1 ha',e ,,een it 'antten--and
t con:tes,, I almo,,t
shuddered as I read it--that _t ua', jusnfiable to send Mr Gordon to a court-martial to be tried.
because a court-mamal x_.ould be lust_l_ed m conx_ctmg a man v,hen mp, chleI had resulted from
acts of h_s. although that nnschmt had been ent_rel', be,.ond the ,,cope oi or eve_ contrar', to
his mtentton, as If it could make anx dfflerence m the quaht) tq the oflence for v,h_ch a man
',_,astried, whether he v, as reed belore one mbunal or another _153-4,
433 3.a "'unlav, full? and unjusttflablx"] 1 entertain a '_er3.strong opunon that the v. hoie proceeo
mg--the seizing h_m where he v,a,,, the putting h_m on board a ,teamer. and taking him t,,
Morant Ba', and handing him o,.er to the marhal tnr, unal--v.a,
altogether unla,atul and
umustffiabte I114_
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Code Napoleon.

See Statutes,

G

France.

COKE, EDWA_.
The First Part of the lnstztutes
of the Lawes
of England;
or. A
Commentarze
upon Littleton.
Not the Name of a Lawyer Onely, but of the Law It
Selfe. London: Society of Stationers,
1628.
NOTE the reference at 173 is m a quotation from Austin
REFERREDTO, 22, 173
-Judgment
in the Case de Libelhs Famosis.
1606. 77 Enghsh Reports 250.
NOTE one of the six legal authonnes cited by Holt. q _ Ongmally appeared m 5 Coke 125
REFERREDTO 21
COLERIDGE, SAMUEL TAYI,OR. The Friend
A Series oJ Essay,s, m Three Volumes,
to
Aid in the Formation
of FLred Prmctples
m Polmcs,
Morals,
and Rehglon,
with
Ltterar_ Amusements
Interspersed.
3 vols. London: Rest Fenner,
1818.
NOTE In SC
REFERREDTO: 187
COLLIER, ROBERT PORRET'I (Lord Monkswell).
NOTE counsel to the .lammca Committee
REFERREDTO 431, 432
COLLINSO_.

RICHARD. Referred

A Complete

Collectzon

qfState

to

350

TriaLs. See Howell.

CONDORCET, MARIE JE_.N ANTOINE NICOLn, S CARITA'I, MARQUIS DE Esqui._e
tableau htstortque
des progres de l'e.wrtt
humam
Paris. Agasse,
1795.
REFERREDTO 399
COOTE, HOLMES
CORIN_A

Referred

Referred

to:

to. 350

314

The Cormsh
Guardian
and Western
QUOTED 66,-7
66 32-67 l "The schoolmaster."
master" may "'be abroad," but (4_
67 2

ungratefult)."]

ungratefull)

Chrom¢le,

Leading

'*the schoolmaster

amcle,
ma)

Referred

COWPER, WILLIAM

13 June.

be abroad,

1834,

4

but} "'The school-

(4)

COUSIN, VICTOR. Report
on the State oj Pubhc lnstructzon
Austin. London: Wilson,
1834
REVIEWED 61-74
QUOTED 64
64.6 "Constituted," says she. "'as] Constituted as (_,m)
COWEN, JOSEPH

d'un

m Prussia.

Trans.

Sarah

to, 427

"Txrocinmm."

In The Ta,_k, a Poem,

m SLr Books,

to Which

Arc

Added by the Same Author, An Epistle to Joseph Hill, Esq.. Tzrocimum,
or a Revte_
of Schools,
and The Hzstorj. of John Gdpm. London
Johnson,
1785, 289-341.
NOTE the quotation is m a quotation from Wllham Smith
QUOTED:83-4
84.1 he who runs may read] [paragraph] Truths that the tearn'd pursue with eager thought,
Are not important always as dear-bought,
Proving at last, though told m pompous stratus.
childish waste of phdosophlc pains, But truths on which depends our main concern, That 'tlS
our shame and mis'_ not to learn, , Shine by the side of e_'r3 path we tread With such d
lustre, he that runs may read (297.73-80)
CUVIER, GEORGES LI_OPOt.D CHR_TIEN
DANTE ALIGHIERI

Referred

to

254

DAVIS, JEFFERSON. Referred

to.

141,

DAvIs, P_,ULINa

FRI_D_RIC DAGOBERT, BARON. Referred

141n

KELLOGG WRIGH-f. Referred

to.

395

to. 311
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DEBORAH. See Bible,
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Judges

NOTE" the references are to the Orations m general
REFERREDTO, 229, 231. 254
DERBY, COUNTESS OF. See Charlotte

Stanley

DERBY, EARL Or. See Edward

George

DICEY, EDWARD. SL_ Months
Macmillan.
1863,

m the Federal

Geoffrey

Smith
States

NOTE' In SC Pomons were also pnnted tn Macmdlan'_
REFERREDTO. 162
DIOGENES LAERTIUS Lives orEminent
Hicks
2 vols. London: Hememann;
NOTE' th_s ed used for ease of reference
QUOTED. 186

Phdosopher.,
New York

DISRAELI, BENJAMIN Speech on the Outbreak
PD, 3rd ser., Vol
t84. cols. 1066-9
REFERREDTO. 423, 424, 431
DUPIN, AM_NDINE
to. 315

AURORE LUCIE.

Edmburgh

Referred

Revww,

ELDON, LORD. See John

to

REFERRED

TO

IGreek
Putnam's

and Enghsh)
Sons. 1925

t l c) Ju]).

BA.RONNE DUDE',AN'q" t"George

Trans.

R D

18(96. Commonst,

Sand"_

Referred

136

to 123, 302,
La_

401

in 1"765o,,er v,hlch Lord Camden tq _

26

Referred

EUSTtS, GEORGE. Referred
EYRE, EDWARD JOHN
-Despatch
QUOTED 430
TO

and Cambridge,

Maga*,me and the Spectator

in Jammca

is Io the case oI Entick * Camngton

ETHELBERT (of KentL

REFERRED

London

Scott

ELIZABETH I Iof EnglandJ.
Referred
ELLENBOROUGH, LORD See Edward
ENTICK, JOHN.
NOTE the reterence
presided

Stanley
2 vols,

423,

to Mr

to

to

327

t30

Referred

to

422-35

Cardwell

t20 Oct , 1865i,

The Tzme,s. 20 No_ .. 1865.

9

428

430 5 "'tile rebellion had been crushed'l
In the latel_ dlsttlrbed dl_trtct_ the rebelhon 1,,.crushed.
m the others it t,,, onl? kept under for the present bu_ might at an: moment burs_ into fur). _9,
--

Letter to Brigadier-General
before the Jamawa
Royal
REFERRED
TO' 425, 430

Nelson 122 Oct . 1865_
In Minutes
Commission.
PP. 180_. XXXI. 636

Taken

-Letter to the Editor
REFERREDTO 434

t2 June.

FAWCE.TT. HENRY. Referred

to

FERmER. JAMES FREDERICK

Referred

FINCH, WILLIAM

"Obsen'ations

Journall."
In Samuel
1625. I. 414-40.
REFERRED TO, 20

Purchas

18681, The Ttme_,

4 June,

1808.

o

EvMence

"7,

427
to

463

of _,ilham
Purchas

Finch.

Merchant.

Ht,_ Pilgrtme,_

Taken

4 vols

out of His Large

London.

Fetherstone.
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FITZROY, HENRY.
NOTE the references
Home Department)
upon Women and
REFERREDTO. 101-8
--

Speech

G

derive from the mtroducuon b) F_tzroy (Under-Secretary of State tor the
of "A Bill for the Better Prevention and Punishment of Aggravated Assaults
Children," q.v.
passma

m Introducing

"A Bill

Aggravated
Assaults upon Women
3rd ser., Vol
124, cols. 1414-19.
REFERRED TO: 103, 105
FLEMING, EDWARD. Referred

for the

Better

and Children"

Prevention

(10 Mar.,

and Pumshment
1853; Commons),

of
PD,

to: 423

FLETCHER, ANDREW. An Account
of a Conversation
Concerning
a Right Regulation
of
Governments
for the Common
Good of Mankind
In a Letter to the Marquises oJ
Montrose,
the EarLs of Rothes,
Roxburg,
and Hadmgton,
from London
the 1st _!
December,
1703 Edinburgh:
n.p,
1704
NOTE known as Fletcher of Saltoun
QUOTED' 252
252 21 +'Let
songs"] 1 said, I kne_ a ver_ wise man ._o much of Sir Chr
'_
[Christopher's] sennment, that he believed if a man were permitted to make all the Ballad,',, he
need not care who should make the Lav, s of a Nation (10)
FONBLANQUE, EDWARD BARRINGTON DE_ The Life and Labour._ of Albany Fonblanque.
London: Bentley,
1874
NOTE the reference arises from a phrase JSM attributes to "somebody,"
and t'onblanque
attributes to JSM It is a variation on the phrase, "a Radical because he is not a lord ' See C_.
VI. 353
REFERREDTO 397
FONTENELLE, BERNARD LE BOVIER DE. Digression
sur les anctens
et le_s rnoderne._
(16881. In Oeuvres
Ne_' ed. 10 vols. Paris Ltbralres
assoclds,
1766. IV. 169-98
NOTE In SC.
REFERREDTO 220
FORMAN, JACOB GILBERT
New York Dailx Tribune,
QUOTED 395-6
REFERREDTO 400, 415

"'Women's
R_ghts
25 Oct , 1850, 5-6

Convenuon

at

Worcester.

Mass

,'"

396 3 are entitled] are clearl,, enUtled 16)
396 4 office
and] office, the omission to demand v.hlch on their part Is a palpable
recreanc.,, to duty, and the demal of _hlch is a gross u,,,urpat_on on the part of man--no longer
to be endured--and
(6)
396 8 struck] stncken 16)
"Women's
Rights Convention
at Worcester,
Mass ,'" New Yorl, Datl_ Tribune,
26 Oct., 1850.5-6.
QUOTED: 395, 396, 415
REFERREDTO 415
395 22 "if] If (61
395.23-4
"crowded from the beginning with] This hall had been cro',,,ded from the begmnm[:
thus far with (6)
396.9 m after-hfe
• and] m after life, for the faculties we are labonng to dl_clphne, ts the
honest snmulus to fideht',, in the use ot Educational ad',antages, and (61
396 12 women] Woman 16)
396 12 them] her {6_
396 13 their
. their] her
her 16_
396 14 open to them ] open, to arouse her ambition, and call fl)rth all her nature {O)
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396 15-16 women
conscience] Woman, until you accord to her her rights, and arouse her
conscience {6)
396 16 their] her t61
396 18 pe_ons] parties (61
396 24-5
1 Education
institutions ] fidu_atton, m PnmaD and Htgh Schools, k,m_,ersmc_.
Medical. Legal and Theological Institutions, as comprehensive and exact as their abllmes prompt
them to seek, and their capabdmes fit them to recer, e t6_
396 26 mdustr3 J mdustD, v*lth such hrmt'_ as are ass.gned b', taste, mtum',e judgment, or their
measure of spmtual and physical vigor, as tested b? requirement f6_
415 10-11 "social and spiritual union") Such Social and Sptrttual L mon as v, dl enable them to
be the Guardians of pure and honourable manners--a
high Court ot Appeal, m cases of outrage. which cannot be and are not touched by Cp, d and Ecclesiastical orgamzat_on,, as at
present existing, and a medium of expressing the highest moral and spmtual ,_ev,, oI Justice.
dictated b', Human Conscience and sanctioned b3 Hol3 Inspirations _61
415 11-12 "'a medium
justice"] [sec pr& eding _ollatum]
FORTESCUE. RICHARD
',;OTE the relerence denve_ from CarMe
REFERREDTO 92
FOX, "_'ILLIAM JOHNSON
1824). 1-26.
REFERREDTO 8

"Rehg_ou',

Prosecutions,"

_Vevtmm_ter

Reviews,

II

_Jul\.

FRANCIS I tof Francel
',,OTE see also Pierre de Bourdeille,
5 amldsc
REFERREDTO 312. 402

Le_ _lev dt'_ dame_ galante_,

and Victor Hugo. Le ro:

FRANCK, SEB4.STIAN Paradoxa ducenta ot to_,,mta [Ulm: Varmer.
1535 ]
',,OTE the quotatlon IS m a quotation from Blber. for the rest ot the maxml, see De Thou
Htstoma
QUOTED 6(3
66 14-15 Mundu,_ vuh dectpt ert'_, dectptatur,! Munau_ _uit deczp2 _141. N_ 23-,
Fraser',s Magazine
Referred
FRI_MONT, JOHN CHARLES

to

158

'_OTE JSM uses the spelling Fremont
REFERRED"fO 132
FRENCH CODE

See under

FRY, ELIZABETH.

GMus

Statutes.

Referred

See Helnecclus.

to

France

385

Elementa

pande_tarum

GAY9, OOD, JOHN
NOTE a child whose death _a_, caused b_ a nurse , _Mar3 Ann Oldham',_
REFERREDTO ]03-4
GENGHIS KHaN

Referred

to

cruelty

14(!

GEORGE IIl Iof England}
_,oFE the reference is to his being hbelled bx Johrt Hunt
REFERREDTO 31
GEORG_ IX,,' _of Englandt
_OTE the reference Is to his being libelled b', Daniel Whittle Har,.e,,
REFERREDTO 3 l
GIBBON. EDV_ARD, The Hlstorx
London
Strahan and Cadell.

of the Dcchne
1776-88

and Fall o! the Roman

Ernptrc

6 xols
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NOTE: the quotation Is m a quotanon from Calmes
QUOTED 152
152 38-9 "The youths of promising gemus,"
"'were] The youths of a promising gemus were
(I, 42)
152.39
and almost every] and thmr price was ascertained by the degree of thmr skill and
talents 36 [footnote omttted] Almost even' I1, 42)
152.39-40
liberal and mechamcal] rather ]lberal _7 Lfoomote omttted] or mechamcal (I, 421
GIFFORD, ROBERT.
NOTE Master of the Rolls m 1825, but Sohcltor-General
Samuel Shepherd, q.
REFERREDTO 30
GODWIN, WILLIAM.

Thmgs

in 1817. when the Attorney-General

As The_ Are; or. The Adventures

o! Caleb

Wtlham_

v, as

3 vols

London: Crosby,
1794.
_OTE. the phrase (indirectly quotedl was popular m an lromc sense, occurring, for example, as d
heading m James Mill's Commonplace Book (London Llbrar 3,_, Vol II1. f 145r
QUOTED. 12
GOETHE, JOHANN r_CVOLFGANGVON
NOTE see also Thomas Carlyle, On Heroes
REFERREDTO 255
GORDON, GEORGE WILLIAM. Referred
GORmE, JOHN

Referred

to: 426.

GRANT, JOHN PETER. Referred
--

to. 429

Speech to the Legislative
Nov., 1866. 7.
REFERREDTO 429-30

GRANT, WILLIAM
GRANVILLE, LORD

Referred

to: 422-35

432

Council

of Jamaica

116 Oct . 1866).

The Trows,

13

to. 423

See Granville

George

Leveson-Gower

GRATTAN, HENRY
NOTE: the reference is to h_s speeches
REFERREDTO 252
GRAY, THOMAS,
NOTE the reference ts to h_s poet o m general
REFERREDTO 233
--

An Eleg3 Wrote tn a Countn"
Church Yard I 17511 In The 14'ork._ o! Thoma._
Gray, wzth Memotrs of His LtJe and Wrzting_ by WiIham Ma._on. Ed, Thomas Jame_
Mathms
2 vols. London:
Porter,
1814. 1. 57-63.
NOTE m SC
REFERREDTO 254

GREGORY, ROBERT. Referred

to. 350

GUIZOT, FRANq'OIS PIERRF GUILLAUME Despatch
to Mettermch
on the lncorporatmn
Cracow (3 Dec., 1846L La Prea._e, 4 Dec . 1846, 1.
NOTE the relevant passages were quoted from La Presae m The Ttme_, 7 Dec . 1846. 4
REFERREDTO. 348
HABEAS CORPUS ACT. See 31 Charles

of

II. c. 2.

HALE, MATTHEW. An Analvsta
of the Law. Bemg a Scheme,
or Abstract,
of the Several
Tttles and Partmona
of the Law o[ England,
Dtgested
into Method.
London
Walthoe,
1713
REFERREDTO' 194
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HALLAM, HENRY The Constitutional
Histor)
oJ England,
from the Accession
VII to the Death of George H 2 vols. London: Murray,
1827
REFERREDTO 227
HAMILTON, WILL_AM

Referred

to. 243

"'Study of Mathematics--Umverslt._,
of Cambridge,'"
(Jan., 1836). 409-55.
NOTE repnnted in Hamllton'_ Dt3cusstons (1852). 263-325
REFERRED
TO 236
HAMMILL, JOHN
HANDEl.,

oJ Henr_

See The Ttme._.

25 Mar..

GEORGE FREDERICK Referred

Edinburgh

Rettew.

LXII

1853.

to: 255

HANNAH, JOHN "'blmutes
of Evidence
Taken before the Royal Commission
on the
Administration
and Operation
of the Contagious
Diseases Acts of 1866 and 1869."
PP. 1871. XIX, 818-25
,_OTE the "'quotat,ons'" are questions asked b', Hannah. a member oI the Commisszon
QUOTED 355-6
REFERREDTO 350
H_,RDWICKE. LORD

See Phdlp

HARTLEY, DAVID. Referred

to

Yorke
243

HARVEY, DANIEL WHITTLE
_OTE the reference is to his trial for hbelhng
Tzmes
REFERREDTO 3 ]

King George IV m 1823 m hl_ paper the Sunaa_

HAWKINS, WILLIAM A TreatLw o/the Pleas of the Crown
or, A S_._tem o! the Principal
Matter_ Relating
to That SubJect. Digested
under Their Prosper Head_
2 _ol.s
London. Walthoe.
1716-21
'_OTE one of the six legal authont_e_ c_ted b.', Holt. q
REFERRED
TO 21
HAYD'_, FRANZ JOSEPH. Relerred

to: 315

HEINECCIUS, JOHANN GOTI-LIEB Elementa.lurts
cz_th.s .secundum ordmem ttl3lltutlonurtt
(17261 6th ed, 11747)
In Operum ad umver.sam jurt.s prudenttam
8 ',o]s Gene_a
Cramer Heirs and Phflzbe_ Bros.
1744-4c). V, 1-367 (separatel3
paged
item )
",ore m addmon to this one. another ed _Lelpzig Fntsch 1766) l> m SC
QUOTED 201. 201n, 202
201 lt_ "obhgattone._ quaeJ De obhgatlombu_, quac (V. 2¢_3.IV i. title!
202 9 [see collation fi>_201 1(4abo_e]
--

from the next

Elementa jurta etvth _, .wcundum ordmem pamiectarum
( 1"27 ). 1bid . V. 1-8 t 2
_,'OTE the reference at 183 _s to the Pandects. which JSM studled m thi., ,,er_lon The relerence at
197 to Gmus" "_lev.s. included in this v, ork, l_ in a quotation from a,ustm
REFERREDTO 183. 197

HELOISE
_OTE JSM uses the form Hetolsa
REFERREDTO 315
HELVI_TIUS. CLAUDE ADRIEN. De :'ewrtt.
REFERREDTO' 405-(9
HENRY IV (of France).

Referred

HENRY. THOMAS. Referred

to'

to: 432

401

Par_s

Durand.

1758
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HERBERT, HENRY HOV_ARD N1OI.YNFUX (4th Earl of Carnarvon)
"'Circular Despatch to
Colonial Governors,
Dated 30th Janua o , 1867, on the Subject of Martial Law,'" PP,
1867. XLIX, 395
REFERREDTO 434
HERODOTUS.
Hememann;
NOIE th_s ed
Edinburgh
REFERREDTO

Herodotu,s
{Greek and Enghsh).
Trans. A,D. Godley
4 vols. London.
New York. Putnam's
Sons, 1920-30
used/'or ease ol reference Tv, o Greek and Latin ed', {Glasgow Fouh,_. 1761, and
Lamg, 18061 were formerly m SC
337

HOADLEY, BENJAMIN (Bishop of Winchester)
NOTE the reference is in a quotation from AuMln
REFERREDTO 60
HOBBES, THOMAS
NOTE the second reference at 58 _s m a quotation
REFERREDTO. 58, 2(t4. 243
--

Leviathan:

or. The Matter.

Form,

from Austin, that at 2(_4 derives trom Au'_tm

and Power

of a Commonwealth

Eccle_tastt_

a[

and Clvd I1651)
In The Engh,_h Work._ Ed V¢flllam Molesworth
1t vols. London
Bohn, 1839-45, 111
NOTE m SC. as_sed
ot 1855
QUOTED 226
226 4 "'Words are the counter_, oi" v,'_se men. but the mone_ ot h)ols "'] ['or v.ord_ are w_se
men's counters, they do but reckon by them, but the_ are the mone_ ol tool,,, tha_ valu_
them b', the authon D of an Aristotle. a C_cero. or a Thomas, or anx other doctor what_oeve,.
ffbut aman
_III. 25, Pt I, Chap _x
HOBSON, TOBIAS.
NOTE the quotatmn l_ tradmonalb
ascribed to Hobson. a Cambridge hosteler, who gave h>
customers the chome of one horse or none
QUOTED 281
REFERREDTO 282
HOt.MES. TIMOTHY

Relerred

HOLT, FRANCIS LUDtOV,
of This Law m the

to

35(}

The Last q/Ld)el
Ant'tent
Code_

In Which I_ C(mtamed.
and o[ lt.s lntroducnon,

a Genera/Hz_tor,
and Succcv_ae

Alterations.
tn the La_ r!f England
Conwrehendmg
a Dtge,_t o! All th_ Leadme
Casea upon Llbel,_. Jrom the l=arhe.w tr, the Present
Time
London
Reed, Dubhn
Phelan.
1812.
QUOTED. 18, 21, 23, 24, 25. 25-b, 26, 27. 28. 29. _0. 32
REFERRED
TO 15, 20. 29, 32
18 t3
Our] [n(; paragraph} Our 139t
18 24 rmgn-- ] reagn" t401
18 31 ever_ 3octets] ever,, _ocmt3, (45p
18.32 to maintain the] to the above ends: which are ncces_,ar', to maintain the c45t
18 33 exercise J exercise, and, w_thout which, go',emment,, v, ould be sut.,:e_v, el x adopted am'
rejected hke opposite paradoxes in the _chools.--and,
w_thout v,h_ch, no magistrate
rw
corporation, could execute thmr duties ¢46_
21 1 A] [paragraph] A (501
2t 1-2 A
writing] [in _tahc',_i t50_
21.2
s_gns, pictures. &c ] [m ttal,_115(}1
2l 4 contempt andj contempt, or _50_
23 29 to subvert] to attempt to _ub',ert (741
23 35 wantont_ to defame
mdecorouMx to calurnmatel lnot m ttahcs] (741
24 34 go_,ernments must[ go_,ernments,'" say', Lord Camden _, [h,omote ] _Enuck * CarTing
ton, 2 Wils 2'75 [text ] "must (75_
25 40 truth] fruit t76_
27.3-7
[see quotanon at 27 28-38]
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28.12
"The law.'"
"m] [paragraph[ The lay*, m t l031
28 13 duty Invective] Dut_ [paragraph] lnvecnve (103)
28 40 reflecting on the government] lm ttahcs] t l08_
29 7 LoRD CHIEF JUSTICE RAYMOND Even aj lno paraeraph] HJs lordship
Ill0-111
29 20 SIR PHILIP YORKK (afterward,, Lord Chancellor Hard_mkel
He Ithe
paragraph] He may lawfull5 pnnt and pubhsh what belong, tt) his own trade,
29.22 admmtstranon]
admlmstratlon (112)
29 22 mmxsters.] ministers, nor yet to slam the character or reputanon of an)
(112)
29 27
stud
30 1
30 2
304
32 11
32 14
32 15
32.21
32 25
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added. "e_en a
prmterj l_] trio
but he l_ f t 12)
of his subjcct_

"that the] [paragraph[ The second of these pomt_ [urged b\ defence councdj the court
the) would not suffer to be argued "'for the t55_
LORD ELLENBOROLGH h] [no paragraph] h 1119_
brmgmg
d_sesteemj [not m ttahcs! (1191
cnme. lt] cnme lt(tl9)
peaceablej decent t 144J
parU, ] party* [footnote omittedj (1441
reflectmn,"
"'on] reflectmn on (14.41
JusHce BULLER Nothing can] In thr, case Bullet. justice, ob,,erved. "'nothing can , 145)
laa
remedy] [not m ttaltc._l t 145

HOL.'r. Jori_

Referred

to. 31

--

Charge to the Jury m the Trial of John "l-urchin, 17(N- In Houell.
A Complete
Collection
(q.v).
Vol. XIV, cols
1125-9
,,ore
the quotatmn p, taken from Francis Holt. q _ This _peech _, al,,o located in qft Lnelt,t,
Reports 1133 and orlgmatl} appeared m Holt K B 424
QUOTED 28-9
28 39 The.','] The3 sa'. the', are innocent papers, and no hbets, and the,. _1128_
2840
on] upon 111281
28 42 such station,,} Such or _uch statmn,, i ] 128,
2g 42 arm,, To] Arm 3 [paragraph] To l ll2b_
29 2 men] people 11128,
20 3 subsist ] subsist, tor it p, ,,er_ ne_es_ar_ for c_er3 Go_emment
that the people >hould
ha',e a gc_',d opmmn of Jt _1128t

--

Judgment
in the Trial of Bcare,
1698 91 Enghsh Report.s 363
solt
one of the six legal authonne_ cited b__Hoh. q _ Ongmall 3 appeared m I 3al/,etd al"
REFERREDTO. 21

HOMER. Referred
--

Iliad

to

302

(Greek

and

Engh_hl

Trans

A T. Murray

2 _ols

Cambridge.
Mass : Harvard L nJverslt._ Pre_s. 1946
',O'rE th_s ed used tor ease ot ret'erence Ihad and O,£_sex tGreekl

London.

Hememann.

2 xol_ tOxtord

l_t_l

wa,

_ormerl_ m SC
QUOTED 327
HOOKER. RICHARD O..f the Lawes of El cle,su_stwall
[1593 ]-97
NOTE the reterence den',es trom Ausnn
REFERREDTO' 178
HORACE _Quintus

Horatius

Flaccusl.

Referred

to

Pohtte

Opera

London

\_, ruder,

231, 233

Epistles.
In Satire.s. Eptstle._ and .4r_x poetwa
Rushton
Fatrclough
London
Hememann.
New
248-440
_,OTE th_s ed used for ease ol reference
_s m SC
REFERREDTO, 22_0

2 _ols

ed _dham

tLatm
York

and Enghsh_
Trans
H
Putnam'.,
Sons.
1920.

Baxter tGia_eow

Mundell.

IV'40,.
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--Satires.
lbzd., 4-244.
QUOTED. 412
REFERREDTO 229
412 18-19 mens dlvlmor] ingemum CUl sit, CUl mens dlVlnlor atque os magna sonaturum,
nommls hums honorem _52, I, w. 43-4)

des

HORSLEY, SAMUEL. The Speeches
tn Parhament
of Samuel Hor3ley
Ed H Horsley.
Dundee: Chalmers,
1813.
NOTE: the quotation Is redirect The comment was made b3 B_shop Horsley m Committee of the
House of Lords on the Treason Bdl introduced b3 Lord Grenville on 6 November, 1795 On the
third reading. 13 November, the remark was attacked b3 Lord Lauderdale, and defended b3
Horsley
QtJOTED 17
17.22-3
They {the people] have nothing to do with their rulers except to obey them] All that the
people had to do with the laws ol the country was to obey them (167-8)
HORTH, SAMUEL. Referred to. 107n
HOWARD, BENJAMIN C, Reports _f Cases Argued and AdJudged m the Supreme
the United State,_. 24 vols Washington,
D.C.
Morrtson,
1857
NOTE. the reference is to Dred Sconv
John F A Sanford (December term, 1856)
REFERREDTO: 161
HOWARD, GEORGE W1LLI4.M FREDERICK (7th Earl of Carhsle)
HOWARD, JOHN. Referred
HOWELt,,

Referred

Court

of

to. 415

to: 94

THOMAS BAYLY, ed. A Complete

Collection

of State Trials

and Proceedings

for High Treason and Other Crimes and Misdemeanors
from thc Earhest Period tc_
the Year 1783, with Note,s and Illustrations
Compiled
by T.B. Howell. Esq t: R.S .
F.S.A.,
and Contmued
from the )'ear 1783 It) the Present
Tzmc b_ Thomas Jone,_
Howell,
Esq. 34 vols London. Longman.
et al., 1809-28.
NOTE the reference at 22 is to Lord Ellenborough',, definition of libel as "'anx thing whwh hur:_
thefeehngs of any bodx ""Ellenborough'_ statement formed part of hi', summing up In the case
of the Kmg against Cobbett, 24 Ma3. 1804 On that occasion, Ellenborough stated "'Upon the
subject of hbel, It ma3 be as well for me to observe, before 1 enter upon the question, that. b\
the law of England, there b nt) _mpumt? to an.', person pubhshmg an t thing mjurmus to the
feehngs and happiness of an individual, or prejudlcml to the general interests of the state" tVol
XXIX. col 49) The quotation at 22-3 Is to the Indictment m the Trial of John Lambert and
James Pen3'. for a hbel upon His Ma)est3 George III, v, hich is cited as representative, there
being no standard form oI indictment For example, the indictment ot Wllham Cobbett for hbe)
m 1804 uses the term "'dlshke' rather than "contempt "' The 1819 Libel Act (60 George III & 1
George IV. c 8) also uses the phrase "tending to bnng into Hatred and Contempt the Person o)
His Majesty, His He_rs or Successors, or the Regent. or the Government and Constitution ot the
Umted Kmgdom as by Lay, estabhshed, or either House of Parhament
'" The quotations a_
28-9 and 29 are taken from Francis Holt (q _ for the collation',), lrom speeches by Edward
La_, Robert Raymond, and Phdlp Yorke, q
QUOTED 22, 22-3, 28-9. 29
HUGHES, THOMAS

Referred

to. 427

HUGO, VICTOR. Le rot s'amuse
Paris. Renduel,
1832.
NOTE JSM's reference _s to the "famous dtsnch'" of Franos 1. but tradmon has it that hl_
comment on women's fickleness, carved m stone m hl_ room at Chambord. was merely "Toutc
femme vane "' See Pierre de Bourdedle, Les vzes des darne.s galantes It seems certain that JSM
Is taking the distich "Souvent femme varle, " Blen fol est qut _',_ fie'" from the King's (Franc1,
l's) song m Le rol s'amuse. IV, H
REFERREDTO 312
HUME, DAVID. Referred
--

to: 243

The Htstor3' of England
London: Plckering,
1826

(1754-02).

8 vots

m 4, Oxford.

Talboys

and Wheeler.
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NOTE. formerly m SC
REFERREDTO. 227
HUME, HAMILTON.
NOTE. the reference is to him as one of the members of the Lyre Defence Committee
REFERREDTO, 428
HUNT, JOHN.
NOTE" the reference is to his real for hbelhng the deceased king, George Ill, m 182.-1
REFERRED
TO; 31
HUNTER. JOHN
HYPATIA, Referred
lnsmutes.

See Thomas

Ruddlman.

The Rudiment3

oj the Latin

Tongue

to: 315

See Hemeccms.

laVING. WASHINGTON Chrom_te3
of Wolfert's
Roovt and Other Paper_. Author's
ed.
Edinburgh'
Constable,
London: Hamdton.
Dublin' McGlashan.
1855
QUOTED, 161
161 8 "almlght_ dollar,"] In a v, ord. the almight 3 dollar, that great object of universal devotion
throughout our land. seems to have no genuine devotees m these peculiar ,,dlages. and unless
some of its missionane.,, penetrate there, and erect banking-houses and other p_ous shnnes, there
is no knowing how long the inhabitant, ma 3 remain m their present state of contented povert,,
(30)
ISABELLA I (of Spain)
NOTE known as l.,,abella of Castile
REFERREDTO 401
JACKSON, ANDREW. Referred

to:

132

JAMES, EDWARD
NOT_ see also The Times. 16 Jan . 1806
REFERREDTO 422
JAMES. "_'ALTER CHARLFS

"'Minutes

of Evidence

Taken

before

the Ro',al

Commission

on the Administration
and Operation
of the Contagious
Diseases
Acts of 1866
1869,'" PP, 1871. XIX. 818-25
NOTE the "'quotat,ons" are questions a_ked b', James. a member o't the Commiss_on
Qt.OTED' 356-7. 368
REFERREDTO 350
JARVlS, WILLIAM

Referred

to'

and

107n

JEFFERSON, THOMn, S Note._. on the State of Virginia
Baltimore
Pechm. 1800
'_OTE' the quotation is taken from Cmme_, v, ho gives a reference to p 3q, the ed Caime.s used
has not been located, but the passage appears m all eds m "'Query. XVltI "
QUOTED 155
JEHANGIR IMogul Emperor)
NOTE see also Wdham Finch
REFERREDTO 26
JFVONS. THOM_,S. Remark._ on Criminal
Law, with o Plan/or
an Improved Sxstem, and
Ob,servations
on the Preventwn
of Crime
London
Hamilton,
Adams. Edinburgh.
Waugh and lnnes, Dublin
Curt3.., Ltverlxx)l
Marple_,
1834
REVIEWED'77-9
QUOTED 78. 79
78 14 man,"
"'In] man, in (72)
78 18 certamt], "'] certamU' boy, much less then can this punishment be justified, if its effects
are umforml) bad. as concerns both the individual object of it and the public at large, v, hlch
there _s too much reason to beheve _s the actual result at the present tm_e, as well a,, m all past
ages (72)
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78.19
"'for example's sake."] [see next collation]
78 20 "earnest/ [paragraph] When we consider the hlstoD of the pumshments that ha',e from
rime to time been mfllcted for example'._ sake. it ts enough to make us shudder at the degraded
state to which our species has m some countries been reduced b.v th_s debasing practice, and It_
express our earnest (72-3)
79.3
"'the fundamental]
Iparagraph] The fundamental 123/
79 3 should govern] should alone govern (231
79 4 state, vlz protection] state appears, trom _,hat has been said. to be slmpl) proteetum-protection (23
79 4 and property,"] and of property, and all beyond this Is superfluous, and belongs not to the
province of the state _231
JOAN OF ARC, Referred
KANT,

IMMANUEl,.

to. 302

Krttik

der

Rosenkrantz
and Frledrlch
REFERREDTO 242
--

remen

Schubert.

Vernunft.
14 vols.

In

Sammth_he

m 12. Leipzig

14erke.
Voss,

Ed

1838-40.

Karl
I1

Metaphystsche
Anfangsgrunde
der Rechtslehre
(1797) IBM.. IX. 1-214
NOTE the reference at 205 derives from. that at 205n _s m a quotation from. John Austin
REFERREDTO. 205. 205n

KENYON. LLOYD. Judgment
in the Trial of Topham.
NOTE one of the s_x legal authorities cried b) Holt. q,
Reports 126
REFERREDTO 21
KER, ALAN. Referred

to: 433

KINGSLEY, HENRY
NOTE the reference _s to him as a member
REFERREDTO a28
KORAN

Referred

1791 lO(I En_,h._h Reports 931
The original report appeared m 4 Term

of the Eyre Detente

Committee

to: 296

LAMBERT, JOHN, See Thomas
LANCASTER. JOSEPH. Referred

Bayly Howell.
to 385

State

Trtal;.

LAW, EDWARD (Lord Ellenboroughl
'qOTE the remark attributed to Law. referred to in both places, has not been located
REFERREDTO. 18. 20
--

Charge
to the JuD m the Trial of Wilham
Cobbett.
Trials (q.v.), Vol XXIX, cols 49-54
NOTE. the quotation at 30 is from Holt (q _ for the collatlonl
QUOTED. 22. 30

LAWRENCE. HENRY. Referred
LAWSON, WILFRlD t2nd

to. 423,

BaronetL

1804_

In Howell.

Stau

428

Referred

to

427

LEVESON-GOWER, GRANVILLE GEORGE (2rid Earl Granville}
.NOTE see also The Times, 17 No_ , 1870
REFERREDTO. 348
LPqCOLN, ABRAHAM
NOTE the references at 130. 131. and 13In
erroneousl) to a Presidentml "Message ""
REFERREDTO. 130. 131. 131n. 132. 135, 140
--Emancipation
NOTE, m effect 1 Jan.,
REFERREDTO 139

Proclamauon.
1863

are to Lincoln's

Washington

n p.,

1863.

government,

that at la0 _,
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MICHEL. DE. Referred

to:

467

304

LOCKE, JOHN.
,'4OTE. the second reference at 58 and that at 59 are in a quotatmn from Au',tm, that at 2(_, dem',e _,
from Austin
REFERREDTO. 58, 59, 2f_, 242. 243
An Essay Concermng
Human Under_tandme
(1690L In _Vork,_ Nev, ed 10
vols. London. Tegg, et al . 1823, I-Ill, 176.
_OTE in SC The quotatmn L', in a quotation from John Austin
QUOTED 59
59 11-12 "ethics would rank with the scmnces v,,hzch are capable oI demonstration "j [paragraph] The idea ol a Supreme Being. lnfimte in pov.er, goodness, and wisdom v,h,)se
workmanship v.e are. and on whom v,e depend, and the _dea of oursel'_es, as understanding
ranona] beings, being such as are clear m us, gould, 1 suppose, if dul) con.,idered and pursued.
afford ,,uch foundations ol our due 3 and rule_, of action, as might place moraht3 amongst the
sciences capable of demonstration
v, herem I doubt not but lrom .-,cll-e',ldent propo>_t,,ns b,_
necessaD consequences,
as incontestable as thobe In mathematicb the measure, ol right and
wrong might be made out to an_ one that w,tl appb bray, elf _tb. the same mdtflerency and
attention to the one. a,, he does to the other of the,_e s__lent.e,, Ill. 36N-9
I _. . ill,
]b{*
Louis IX 4of France_
'_OTE St Louis
REFERRED
TO 303. 401
LOUIS XI (ol France_

Refccred

to

Louis

XV (of France1

Referred

Louis

XVI ¢of France_

Louis

NAPOL(zON. See Napoleon

303

to

Referred

334

to'

286

III

LOUISE (of Savov)
_OTE mother of Francp, 1 of Fram_c
REFERRED2tO 402
LOULI_. Nu._o JosF DE MENDON(_ :_ Rol.l,_t DE MOtRa 13%RRF3'O, DI'Kr OF
NOTF one of the chlets of the Portugue,,c rebellion ot 1_4- v,ho later became Prime Mme, ter
REFERREDTO 122
L_.CaN (Marcus
Annaeus Lucanus
NOTE the reterence Is to hi.,, _,Fltlrlgs
REFFRREDTO 231

in

genera_

LUCRETIUS C,_RUS, THUS
De rerum natura
_l.atm and
Rouse
London.
Hememann.
Nov, York Putnam",
Sons.
NOTE thl,', ed used tor ea,,e ol reference [)_ rtrum lhetttr(, th_t
•,ols. IEdmburgh,
REFERREDTO 254

Bell and Bradlut_. ct a/ . G]a.,,go'a Dun,.an.

LUDI Ore. JOHN MALCOI.M FORBES

Relerred

to

McLAREN,
M_HON.

JAMES E
DL'rqCAN

Referred

Referred

LOKO. See Philip

MAINE, HENR'_

Referred

to
to

Stanhopc
to

203

130
42"

lg13,,

l, in SC

427

MaCaULAY. THOMAS B_BI_G1ON
The Htstor 3 o/-Eng]and
H 5 vols. London' Longman.
et al. 1849-61
_'OrZ a 5-_ol ed formerl._ m SC
REFERREDTO 227
.McF,_RtA_D,

Enghsh_
Trans
_A.H D
1'424
_e'_..ed Gilbert Wakefield 4.

from the Ac'cc3s,m

ot.tanw_
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Ancient Law Its Connection
with the Early HtstorT qf Soc_et 3 , and Its Relanon
to Modern Ideas. London: Murray,
1861
QUOTED: 185-6, 186, 187
REFERREDTO 169-70, 182, 184, 246
185 32-186 1 "'The Ju_ Naturale, or lay. of nature,"
'qs ,,qmply the ]us gennum
seen] [paragraph] The Jus Naturale, or Law of Nature, is slmpl) the Jus Gentmm or Law ot
Nations seen (52)
186.5 tu6 genttum] Jus Gentlum (56)
180 7 )ua gennum] Jus Gennum c56)
186 24 writers.'"
"theJ wnters, the (971
187 2 "'the] The doctrines and msUtutlons which ma', be atmbuted to it are the material of some
of the most vJolent controversies debated m our t_me, as will be seen when it Is stated that the
(80)
187 5 the part ....
played] the part played (80)
187 34 "'that] There cannot, 1 concer,'e, be an',' quesnon that t92)

MAIR, JOHN. An Introduction
Construction,
a_s Dehvered

to Latin S3'nt_zt. or, An Exemplification
of the Rules ot
m Mr. Ruddtman's
Rudiment.s,
without Annctpatm,t,

Posterior
Rules. Edinburgh:
REFERREDTO 221-2

Paton,

et al , 1750

MAJOR. EDWARD WILLt_M.
NOTE' the reference is to a witness m the Gordon case
REFERREDTO 425
MANSFIELD,

LORD See Wilham

Murray,

Manual of the System oJ Teaching Reading,
Wrmng.
Schools of the Brtnsh and Foreign School Soctet_

and Artthmenc.
See Btber

m the Elementar_

MARCET, JANE Conversatton,s
on Pohncal
Economy.
in Which the Elements
Science Are Famzharl_
Explained.
London. Longman,
et al , 1816
REFERREDTO 315

of 7hat

MARGARET (of Austria),
_OTE aunt of Emperor Charles V, regent of the Netherlands
REFERREDIO 303. 402
MARGARET (Duchess
of Parma).
_OTE natural daughter of Emperor
REFERREDTO 303
MARIA THERESA Iof Austria)
MARSHALL. GEORGE

Referred

MARTINEAU, HARRIET.
1832-34
REFERREDTO 315
--

1507-30

Charles V regent of the Netherlands

Re/erred

to

1559-67

401

to. 433

lllu_tranon,_

o/

"The United
States under the
Review.
CXII (Oct., 1860t, 545-82
REFERREDTO 136

Pohncal

Presidentshlp

Economy.

ot Mr.

9

vols

Buchanan,"

London

F'o_,,

fidmbur,,'/¢

MARY (of HungaD')
_OTE widow of Lores II oi- Hungar 3, s_ster ot Emperor Charles V, regent of the Nethertand,
1531-52
REFERREDTO 303
MASON, JAMES MURRAY. Referred

to'

130
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CITED

NATHANIEL
"Minutes of Evidence Taken betore the RovaI
on the Admlmstratlon and Operation of the Contagious D_seases Act_ of
1866 and 1869," PP, 1871, XIX, 818-25

MASSEY,

WILLIAM

Commission

NOTE' the "quotations"
QUOTED 351-5. 363
REFERRED TO 350

are questlon_

asked

b3 Masse x, Chairman

of the Commission

FREDERICK
DENISON
"'Minutes of E,,_dence Taken before the Ro_a]
Commission on the Administration and Operation of the Contagious Diseases Acts of
1866 and 1869," PP. 1871, XIX. 818-25.

MAURICE,

NOTE the "quotations"
QUOTED 358
REFERRED TO 350

--

are quesuon_

asked

b.', Manrlce.

Revie_ of James Montgomer3"_
1827_, 303-28

(Oct.

REFERRED TO

a member

Pehcan

of the Comm,sston

l_land.

Westminster

Revle,.

VIII

315

ME_CE. RICHARD The Law ofLtbe!

2 vols m 1 London_ Pople. 1824

REVIEWED 1-34
QUOTED 16, 19, 21
REFERRED "fO 20
16
10
21
21

25
37
30
36

"'It] For--a.,
to pardomn_
and o_erh_og.mg
a natura!
"the] B', this docmne,
indeed,
the ,I. 206_
contend,"
"'that] contend,
that I1. 13¢_
farther]
further II, 1361

METTERNICH-V_'INNEBURG.
MICHELANGELO

CLEMENS

I&,'ENZEI

Michael

m an e_sa_

to John Taylor.
those at Ot_ are to her just
REFERRED TO 37-40, 99, 393-4
JAMES

PRINCE

"'Government"

Pres._

and

Law

(18201
of

,Vatton_,

betore

dddre_,,cd

her marriage

paginated
The reference
REFERRED TO 24

In E._.sax'._ on
Written/or

to her

Government,
the

--"Jurisprudence"

arc It, her ,ahen

roamed

Supplement

Jurt_prudem
to

the

c

Ltberr_

Enc)clopacdta

of reprints ot James .kid] ,
the article,,
are >eparate! 3

zs referred

The Htstorx otBrm,sh

NOTE 3rd ed . 6 vot,
REFERRED TO d-n

REFERRED TO

Referred to 383

to JSM

Braanntca
London:
prmted
lnnes,
n.d
11825j.
NOTE. th,s _s the earheq
collecnon
toni3 rift,, cop_e._ _ere pnntedl
a_lcles
for the Supplement
t,, the Ln_xclopacdz,l
Itrttantmu.

--

162_

,_ngelt_

MILk, HARRIET
HARD'_ Ta,'¢I OR
NOTE. JSM's
wire. the relerences
at 37-40,

of the

LO'fHAR.

II

BUOrq a,RROTI

NOTE JS.I_I uses the spelhng
REFERRED TO 302

MILL.

warmth--I_

ILondon

lndm

3 ',ols. London

Baldy, re. ct ai

, 182e,_.

Baldy, m, et al . 181 _
_, m SC

_1821_ In E_,_av,_

2(X)

"'L_berL_ ot the Press" _1821_ Ibid.
'_OTE -'SM refers specifically
to the appearance
oI the e_sa 3 m the 5uppiemen:
t,, thc _ourtii
Fifth.
and Sixth Edmon3
o! tht Emvtlopaedtu
Brltanm_a.
b "*ol> (Edinburgh
Constable
18241. v, here _t appeared
In V. 258-'72. ho_ever,
collanon
indicate,,
that JSM wa., u>mg the
repnnt
QUOTED 4-5, 13-14.
17
REFERRED TO 4n
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4 37 deposmon] deflmtlon (3)
5.2-3 means [paragraph] As] means
5 9 or theft] or a theft (4)
13.30 Rehglon] Rehgton {34)
--

Schools./br
the Controversy

[1-paragraph

G

omission} [paragraph]

All, in Preferen¢e
to 5chools for Churchmen
between
the Advocates
for the Lancastertan

As (3-4)

Only. Ior the State o!
System of" Umver,sa/

Educanon.
and Those Who Have Set Up an Exclusive
and Parnal System under the
Name of the Church and Dr Bell) London" Longman,
et al., 1812
NOTE repnnted from Phzlanthroptst, II (18121, 57-108 The quotanon, of the nile, is redirect
QUOTED. b3
MILL, JOHN STUART. "Corporanon
and Church Property."
,lursst, IV (Feb,
18331,
1-26. In CW, IX,', 193-222
NOTE. the reference is to the pamphlet reprint, which ha_ the sanle pagmanon The passage ha,
been collated V,lth CW, and the substantive dffterences recorded a_ ,,anants
QUOTED 65-6
--Jamaica--Quesnon
2160.
REFERREDTO 423n

I10 Aug , 1866:

--

Speech on the Outbreak
Vol. 184, cols. 1004-6
REFERREDTO 423

in Jamaica

--

Speech on the Disturbances
ser., Vol 184, cols. 1797-1806
REFERREDTO 423n

--

Speech on the Recent Court
3rd ser. Vol 189, cols 598-9
REFERREDTO 423n

MIL,TON, JOHN. Referred
-1695,

Lvcida_
1-3

II638)

to

Commonsl,

I19 Jul},

m Jammca

Martial

PD,

1866,

(31 July,

m Jammca

3rd set.,

Commonsl.

1866.

Vol.

184, col

PD,

3rd ser

Commons),

PD,

(1 Aug , 1867. Commons_.

3rd

PD

252

In The Poetwal

Work._ _( Mr

John

Mzlton

London

Tonson

NOTE, the volume includes, separatel) paged, Poem_ upon Several O_castons, 3rd ed _London
Tonson, 1695), of v,h_ch Lxt'tda,_ is the nrst
QUOTED 320
320 14-16
_",corn delights and hve labonou_ da_C"
"noble minds.'
"laq mlarmltx
Fame Is the spuT that the clear sprat doth raise
tThat Iw,t lnhrmltx of Noble mmdr T,_
scorn dehght_, and Iixe labonou_ da,,s,
But the talr Guerdon when 'o,e hope to hnd
gn,,,
think to burst out into sudden blaze. Comes the bhnd Furx with th'abhorred shears, And ,hi,
the thin spun life 12. 70-61
--

Paradise
Lo,st 11667).
REFERREDTO 40 ,7

MITCHELL,

CHn, RLES Referred

lbid,

1-343

to. 423

MOLESWORTH, _,'ILLIAM Speech on National
Educanon,
7"he ('ormsh
Guardum
am;
Western Chronule
(Truro),
13 June. 1834. 2-3
Q_;O'rED, 64, 66, 67
64.21
"'In} [no paragraph] He v, all then see hov, it is, that in (2_
66 27 "The so-called} Ira, paragraph] For m) o_an part, sir. I am prepared to mamtalrl.
that the so called 121
66 28 quaht), as] quaht}, that. as 12)
66 30 null gill null [9-_enten_e omission} A s',stem sucla a_ that now exists m England tr,
v_hlch all 12_
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MONKS, ALBERT.
NOTE a chdd whose death was caused b_ a nurse's (Elizabeth
REFERREDTO 103
MONKSWELL, LORD See Robert

Baker sl crueh?

Collier.

MONTESQUIEU. CHARLES LOUIS DE SE(ONDAT. BARON DE LA BREDF ET DE De t'e_prgt
de_ lot_. du rapport
que le.s lotx dotvent avoir ave_ la constztutzon
de chaque
gouvernement,
le_ moeur3, le throat, la rehgton, le commerce.
&<, 2 vol,, Gene,,a
Barrillot,
1748
_OTE the reference at 178 derives from John Ausnn
QUOTED 5n
REFERREDTO 178
5n 5 Les parole`,] [no paragraphj Les paroles (I, 313_
5n 10 cnmmelle On] cnmmelle, on (I. 314)
MONTFORT. JEANNE, COMTESSE DE Referred
MONTFORT, SIMON DE Referred

to, 402

to. 271

MOORE. THOMAS
NOTE the reference _s to hl_ song,,
REFFRREDTO 252
MORLEY, SAMUEL, Referred
The Morning

Chromcle

to' 427

Referred

to

34

MORRILl., JUSTIN SMITH
_OTE the reference Is to the "'Momll Tanft" _1861t
REFERREDTO ] 32
MORTON, THOMAS Speed the Plough
London,
'_OTE the reference _s _o a character Mr_ Grund)
REFERREDTO 332. 333
MOTLEY. JOHN LOTHROP

Quoted

MOZART. WOLFGANG AMADEUS
MUNDEI.LA.

ANTHON'r

JOHN

and Rees.

18(XI

159
Referred

"'Minutes

to

302. 315.

of Evidence

s_on on the Administration
and Operanon
and 1869." PP. 1871. XIX. 818-25
'_,OTE the "'quotanons'" are que,,non,
OUOTED 368-9
REFERREDTO 350

Longman

316

Taken

before

of the Contagious

asked b_ Mundella.

MURCHISON, RODERICK IMPE't
NOTE the reference _s to h_m a., one of the member,
RFFERREDTO 428

the Royal

Disease_

Comrnis-

Acts

of 1860

,_ member of the Commission

ot the K',re Delence Commmee

MURRAY, V_,'ILLIAM (LORD N'IANSFIELD) Speech
for the Plaintiff
in the
Omvchund
v. Barker,
1744 26 En_,h_h Report,_ 2t
NOTE the quotatzon r, m a quotanon from Austin Ongmall 3 appeared m 1 4t,( 30
QCOTED 192

Ca,_e of

192.23 them AIIj them [8-paragraph otnlswon] [paraxraphl All 122)
192 23 once A] once, now a particular specte_ ol lnd_ans appears, herealter another
of Indmn:_ may arise, a C2-31
192,24 that ,
pure] [m aahc_j (23)
192.24 fountains] fountain (23_
192 25 is supermr] is for this reason superior _23)
MYRTIS. Reterred to 314

specie,,
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NADIR QULI BEG
NOTE' known as Nadir Shah.
REFERREDTO 286
NAPOLEON I (of France).

Referred

to

345, 407

NAPOLEON III (of France).
NOTE. the reference at 132 _s to his free-trade tanff v_s-a-vts Bntam
REFERREDTO 132, 344
NELSON, ALEXANDER ABERCROMBY. Referred

to. 423,

425. 430-1,

432, 434. 435

NERO, CLAUDIUS CAESAR
NOTE: the reference Is m a quotanon from Holt
REFERREDTO. 18
New York Tmbune.
Article on emigration
to Kansas,
19 Oct., 1854, 4.
QUOTED 139, 156
139.14-15
"'pecuhar restitution"] We do not kno,x hov, much the number of emigrants has been
,ncreased b) their exertions. Put the fact that before the sea_on t., concluded not far lrom t_,
thousand w_ll have been forwarded from thl_ vicmtt) alone, whale those from Net-England
have been much more numerous, sufficiently indicates the utlht) of this peculiar mstitut_on _4)
156.5 [see collation for 139 14-15 abore]
NEWMAN, FRANCIS WILLIAM

Referred

NEWTON, ISAAC Referred

236

to.

NIGHTINGALE, FLORENCE Suggesttons
the Aruzans
of England.
3 vols
published),
1860.
REFERREDTO 319

to'

427

for Thought to the Searchers
London'
printed
Evre and

after Truth among,
Spotnswoode
(not

OLDHAM, MARY ANN.
NOTE a nurse whose cruelt) ted to the death of a child IJohn Gayv, ood)
REFERREDTO" 103-4
OLMSTED, FREDERICK LAW. The Cotton Kmgdom.
A Trareller'_
Observatton_
on Cottott
and SlaverT m the Amerwan
Slave State_
2 vols. New York Mason, London
Lo_.
1861
NOTE de&cated to JSM
REFERREDTO. 134, 136
OMYCHUND
NOTE not otherwise identified
Omychund _ Barker m 1744
REFERREDTO 192

The reference, m a quotanon from Austin. is to the case o_
Austin (JSM following) uses the spelhng Omlchund

OVID (Publius Ovldms Naso). Metamorpho.ses
(Latin and Enghsh)
Tran_ Frank Juslu,,
Mi_ller. 2 vols London. Hememann.
New York Putnam's
Sons, 1916
_OTE. this ed u_ed for ease ot reference. Opera omnta IAmsterdam Btavmna. 16831 I_ m SC
QUOTED 247
OWEN, ROBERt.
--

Referred

to. 77

"The Address
of Robert Owen,
at the Great Pubhc
Meeting,
Held at the
National
Labour
Exchange,
Charlotte-street,
Fltzroy-square,
on the 1st of Max.
1833, Denouncing
the Old System of the World, and Announcing
the Comrnenccment of the New," The Crisis. I1 (11 May, 1833), 140-3.
NOTE see also Robert Owen and Alexander Campbell, Debate The passage referred to reads _w,
"The Address"). "'All wall then be fully conscious, and will openly acknowledge, that pure
chasuty consists m forming th_s connexion only when affection ex,sts between the parties, an_
that it is a vile, abominable, and injurious prostitution to form or continue this connexion whe_
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there is no affection between the parties, even when the_ are what is called legalt_ bound to
each other "" (141_
REFERREDTO 48-9
A New View ofSocte 0 London. Cadell
NOTE' the reference is m a quotation from Biber
REFERREDTO 71

and Davms,

1813

and Alexander
Campbell
Debate on the Evidences
of Chrzsttantt3". Containing
an Examination
of the "'Social System."
and of All the Systems ot Sceptzctsm
q[
Ancient
and Modern Times
Held m the Cit 3 of Cmcmnatz,
Ohw. from the 13th to
the 21st of Aprd, 1829 2 vols. Bethany,
Va : Campbell,
1829.
NOTE Owen's deflnmon_ of chasm? and prosntunon appear in se',eral formulanons m _,anous of
his works, and there is no clue as to _hich of them JSM had m mind Unfortunatel), the onl)
hard evidence as to the dating of JSM's manuscript _s the v, atermark date, 1832 The closest
approximation to JSM's wording is round m the Debate ol t829 "For real chastlt_ consists, in
connexion with affection, and prostitution, in connexion without affection" I1. 120 Wed
forenoon, 15 ApT _ It ma', be, however, that JSM was writing later than 1832, in which case he
might have been alluding to the version in Robert Owen, "'The Addre,,," t18331, q :
REFERREDTO 48-9
PAK/NGTON,
JOHN SOMERSET
"Minutes
of Evidence
Taken
before
the Royal
Commission
on the Admlmstration
and Operation
of the Contagious
Diseases Acts of
1866 and 1869." PP, 1871. XIX, 818-25
NOTE the "'quotanons'" are questions asked b'. Pakmgton, a member of the Commission
QUOTED 360-3, 363, 303-8
REFERREDTO 35{). 369
PALE'_. WILLIAM
NOTE the reference is in a Quotation from Austin
REFERREDTO 59
-The Principles
of Moral and Pohttcal
Philosophy
(1785)
15th ed
London. Faulder.
1804
_OTE the reference Js from a quotation from John Austin Thl_ ed _s in SC
REFERREDTO 59
PALMERSTON, LORD See Henry
Pandects
See HemecclUS.

John

2 vols

Temple

PARKER, JOHN WILLIAM, JR
,4ORE contributed a headnote to JSM s "'The Negro Que,,uon.'
footnote, JSM's article appeared as a letter to the ednor
QUOTED 87n
P_,VNr,, J. HORNE

Referred

PERR_r, JAMES See Thomas

to

426.

Bayl)

432

Hov, ell, State

PESTALOZZI. JOH_XNN HEINRICH.
sore
the reference is in a selt-quolanon
REFERREDTO (35

_h_ch is here quoted a_, ,_

Trmts.

trom "Corporanon

and Church Propert)

"'

PETRGNIUS ARBITER Satvrwon
In Petromus.
Seneca.
"Apocolocvntos"
tLatm and
Enghsh_
Trans. Michael
Heseltme,
rev. E H, Warmmgton
London.
Hememann.
Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard Umversit_
Press. lC)bC), 1-379
NOTE. this ed used for ease of reterence
SC contains, the San'rwon. ed Gabbema IUtrecht.
1654)
Qt.'OTED. 231
231 3 curwsa fehctta_Q Homerus testis et I.,,nc_ Romanusque Vergdms et Horam cunosa
fehcltas (294. 1t8. 17-18_
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PHILIP IV (of France).
'_OTE called Phdlppe le Bel
REFERREDTO. 286
PHILIP (of Macedon).

Referred

to:

231

PHILIPS, ROBERT NEEDHAM. Referred
PHILLIPS, WENDELL.

Letter

to. 427

to John Stuart

Mill.

NOTE. no copy of the letter has been located
QUOTED" 133n
PHINN, THOMAS. Speech
in Amendment
to Mr
Fitzroy's
Commons),
PD, 3rd ser., Vol 124, cols. 1419-21.
REFERREDTO. 105, 106
PINDAR. Referred

Bill

(10

Mar.,

1853:

to. 314

PITT, WILLIAM.
NOTE. see also under Parhamentary
REFERREDTO 26
PLACE, FRANCIS. Referred

Papers, "'The King's Proctamat,on.'"

21 May. 1792

to. 3

On the Law o[ Libel,
with Strzctures
on the Self-S_.'led
"Constttuttonal
Assoctatum.'"
London. Hunt, 1823.
NOTE all the essays, except the last. first appeared m weekl) tront-page instalments in the Brttt_h
Lummary and Weekl3 lntelhgencer, from 3 Nox to 22 Dec., 1822
REVIEWED' 1-34
QUOTED: 33
33 26-7 boasting .
We
boasting of] boasting of (5)
PLATO
NOTE the reference at 229 r, to the Dialogues
REFERREDTO. 225. 229, 230, 254

m general.

--Republic
(Greek and Enghsh).
Trans. Paul Shore_. 2 vols. London
Hememann.
Cambridge,
Mass_ Harvard
Untverslty
Press, 1946
NOTE" this ed used for ease of reference Opera omma, ed Immanuel Bekker. 11 vots (London
Pnestley. 1826), is in SC
REFERREDTO 176. 270, 399
POLLOCK. JONATHAN FREDERICK

Referred

to:

107

POPE, ALEXANDER. An E_,sav on Man (1733-34)
In The Work._ of Alexander
Popc
wtlh
Note_ and lllustratton,s
by Joseph Warton and Other,s Ed Joseph Walton,
et al
vols
and Supplementary
Vol
London
Pnestlc 3. 1822 (Suppl.
Vol.,
London
Hearne,
1825), III, 1-160.
NOTE the quotation is redirect. This ed _s m SC
QUOTED 241
241 15 the proper stud,, of manklnd,] Knov, then thysell,
proper study of Mankind is Man (53. II, 2)
POTTER. THOMAS BAYLEY. Referred
PRATT, CHARLES (Lord
--

Camden).

to'

presume

not God to scan.

The

427

Referred

to: 25

Charge
to the Ju_
m the Case of Entlck
v. Carrlngton.
1704
95 Engh_
Reports 814.
NOTE: the quotation derives from Francis Holt. q._ OngmaIl_ appeared m 2 Wds K.B 28_
QUOTED 24
24 34 "'All] One word more for ourselves, we are no advocates for hbels, all (818)
24.34
libels] them (818)
24.35
a court] us 1818)
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they will] we shall t818)
their] our (818)

PROUDFOOT, ANN.

Referred

PRUSSIAN CODE. See under

to:

107

Statutes,

Prussia.

QUINTILIAN (Marcus
Fabms Qumtdianus).
The lnsntuno
Oratorta
and Enghsh).
Trans. H.E. Butler
4 vols. London
Hememann:
Harvard Umverslty
Press. 1953.
REFERRED
TO" 229

oJ Qumtihan
Cambridge,

(Latin
Mas>

RACINE, JEAN BAPT1STE Les platdeurs
(1668)
In Oeuvre,s. avec de_ commentatres
par
1 L. Geoffro).
7 vols Paris Le Normant.
1808. II, 259-423
NOTE In SC The quotation _s m a quotanon from BJber
QUOTED 69
69.34
"Point d'argent, point de Suz._se "'] Point d'argent, point de sms_e, md porte eto)t close
(II, 277, 1. 1, 15)
RAMSAY. GORDON DUBERR_. Referred
RAMSAY. JAMES ANDRE_,*, BROUN
General of Indm,
XLV, 643-53.
REFERREDTO, 120

Concurred

to. 426,
(Earl

of

433
Dalhousw)

"'Minute

in by the Commander-m-Chief'"

by

thc

Governor-

(13 Feb , 18561. PP.

RAPHAEL _Raphael Sanzxo),
NOTE JSM uses the spelhng Raffaelle
REFERREDTO 310
RAYMOND, ROaER_
Collectum
:_fState
al , 18(19-28, Vol,
,,OTE the quotatmn is
QUOTED, 29

Speech m the Trial of Richard
Franckhn.
1731 In A Complete
Trtal_ Ed Thomas Ba)I) Howell
34 vols. London, Longman,
eI
XVI1, cols 658-9.
from Franc_s Holt tq _ for the collation)

-Speech m the Trml of Thomas _'oolston.
1729 94 Enghsh Report_ 113
_OTE ongmally appeared m I Barn K B 163
QUOTED 2Q
29 27 "'tha_ the} But the second of these points the Court stud. the,, v.ould not suffer to be
argued, for the _113
29 29 written] wnt(ll31
REID, THOMAS

Referred

R_VNOLDS. JOSHLA.
Discourse

to

463

Referred

to, 317

VII 117761.

In B'orks.

Ed

Edmond

Malone

4th ed. 3 _o1,_ London.

Cadell and Davies.
1809. I. 187-242.
_OTE m SC
QUOTED 319n
319n I "It] [paragraph] It _1, 230)
31% 3 Circle --Tot
circle lparagraph} To II, 2301
ROEBUCK, JOHN ARTHUR.
June, 1834, Commonst.
REFERREDTO 63

Speech in Introducing
a Morion on Natmnal
PD, 3rd ser.. Vol. 24. cols
127-30.

Education

(3

ROLT,JOHN.
NOTE the reference is to the Attorney-General
The Times. 29 Jul). 1867
REFERRED
TO 423

See also "'The Jammca Committee and Mr E_,re '"
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ROMILLY, SAMUEL. "'Bentham
on Codification,"
Edinburgh
1817), 21%37
NOTE: the quotation is m a quotation from Austin
QUOTED 190
190.37-8
The
promulgatton}
[not tn ttahc'sl (2311
ROUSSEAU. JEAN JACQUES

Referred

to:

Revtew,

XXIX

(Nov.,

187

RUDDIMAN. THOMAS. The Rudiment,_
of the Latin Tongue:
or. A Plain and Easy
lntroductton
to Latin Grammar
Edinburgh
the Author.
1714.
NOTE a popular nmeteenth-centuD
edition of this work is that edited b3 another Scotsman John
Hunter. Ruddtman's Rudzment.s of the Lattn Tongue, wtth an Appendtx on the Moods and
Tenses oj the GreeA and Laun Verb (Cupar Tulhs, Edinburgh Ohver and Boyd. London
Whmaker, Glasgow Turnbult. Dublin Johnston and Deas, 1820)
REFERREDTO" 221
RUSKIN, JOHN.
NOTE the reference at 428 is to him as one of the members
Commmee
REFERREDTO 317. 428
RUSSELL, JOHN (Lord). Speech
ser.. Vol. 124. cols. 17-23.
REFERREDTO 10(3
--

Speech at Newcastle
REFERREDTO ]50

on Public

(14 Oct.,

Busmes_

1861).

RUSSELL. WILLIAM HO',AARD "'The Cwd
9

of the Lyre Defence

(10 Feb , 1853: Commons),

Spectator,

19 Oct.,

War m America."

1861,

The Ttmes,

_OTE one of a series of arDcles which ran trom 16 ApT . 1861. to 23 Apr.
REFERREDTO 135, 161-2
RVLANDS. PETER

Referred

and Atd

PD. 3rd

1135
13 Sept..

1861.

1862

to: 350

S_ DE BANDEIRA, BERNARDO
NOTE one of the chlets oI the Portuguese rebellion
REFERREDTO 122

of 1847, who later became Prime Minister

SAND, GEORGE. See Dupm
SANDWITH, HUMPHRE'_. Referred
SAPPHO

Referred

to. 427

to. 314

SAVlGN_, FRIEDRICH KARL VON.
NOTE: the reference derr, es from Austin
REFERREDTO 204
SCOTT. JOHN {Lord Eldon)
NOTE.
the reference is m a quotation from Austin
REFERREDTO 189
SCOTT, "_'ALTER, Rob Roy. 3 vols.
NOTE the quotation is indirect
QUOTED 92
SEDGWICK, ROBERT
NOTE, the reference Is in a quotanon
REFERREDTO 92

Edinburgh

Constable.

1818

trom Carlyle

SEWARD, WILLIAM HENRY
Letter to Lord
Affair," The Times, 13 Jan., 1862, 9.
QUOTED. 131n
REFERREDTO, 130

Lyons.

26

Dec,

1861

In

"The

Trent
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1 have not forgotten that, if 19)

SHAEN, WILLIAM.
NOTE sohc_tor for the Jamaica Committee
The Times, 29 July, 1867
REFERREDTO. 425. 427, 431. 432
SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM.
--

--

Referred

to

See also "The Jamaica Commmee

252.

302. 414

Henr_ the Eighth
In The Riverside
Shal_eapeare.
Boston: Houghton
Mifflin.
1974, 980-1017.
REFERRED
TO 414
Othello

Ibid.,

and Mr Lyre "

Ed

G

Blakemore

E_ans,

1198-1248

NOTE. the quotaDon is redirect
QUOTED 55
SHARP. GRANVILLE

Referred

to.

SHELLEY, PERCY BYSSHE
NOTE the reference _,, to his poet_
REFERREDTO 233
--

141
In general

"'Hymn to Intellectual
Beauty " In Rosalind
Other Poems.
London
Oilier,
1819, 87-91
REFERREDTO 254

and Helen.

a Modern

Ec l:,eue.

_tth

SHEPHERD, SAMUEl_,
NOTE"quoted from Thoma> Jonathan Wooter. A Verbatim Report tq "_ for the coliationsJ JSM
mlsta_kenl._ identifies him as Master of the Rolls m 1825. Rober_ Glfford _q x , held that office
QUOTED 30, 30-1
REFERREDTO 3 l
SLIDELL. JOHN. Referred
SHREWSBURY. EARl. OF

to

130

See Talbot

SMITH, ADAM.
NO'rE the reference is m a quotaDon from JSM s "Corporation
REFERREDTO. 65
---

"Essa_
An
London.

on the Hlstorx

of Astronom._

and Church Proper-t} "

'" See "'The Principles

lnqulr 3 Into the Nature
atuJ Causes
Strahan and Cadell,
1776

_/ the

V(ealth

'
o.t ,Vation_

2 vols

NOTE In SC is the 3-vol, 8th ed 117t_61, which JSM max have used, as v, ell a> a gift cop3 of
McCulloch's ed 14 _ols [1828jt, and Rogers' ed t2 ',o1,_ [186011
REFERREDTO 65
--

"'The Pnnclples
Which Lead and Direct Philosophical
Enqumes.
Illustrated
bx
the Hlstor_ of Astronomy
"" In Es_av_ on Philosophical
Subwcts,
Ed Joseph Black
and James Hutton. London
Cadell and Davies.
1395
NOTE. in SC
QUOTED 25
25 7 "'more] Law and order seem indeed to have been e,_tabhshed m the great monarchies of
Asm and Egjpt. long he,tore the.,, had an._ footing m Greece ._et. after all that has been said
concerning the learning ot the Chaldeans and Egyptians. v,hether there ever wa_, m those
nations any thing which deserved me name oi' science, or whether that despotism '._,h_ch_,. more
(27)
25 7 leisure and secunt}i secun D and leisure t27J
25.8 ltselt] Hself. and which prevailed over all the East, prevented the growth of Phllosoph}. Is
a quesnon which, for want of monuments, cannot be determined w_th an} degree ot precision
(27)
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The Theora' of Moral Senttments;
or, An Essay towards an Analyst_ of the
Principles
bx Which Men Naturally
Judge Concerning
the Conduct and Character.
First of Thetr Netghbours,
and A tterward_
of Themselves
To Whwh Ls Added. A
Dlssertanon
on the Orzgin of Languages
(1759). 6th ed 2 vols. London
Strahan and
Cadell; Edinburgh
Creech and Bell, 1790.
NOTE' this ed., m which the passage referred to first appeared, Is m SC
REFERREDTO 13

SMITH, GOLDWIN.

Referred

to. 427

SMITH. SYDNEY. "Female
Education
"" In The Work,_ of the Rex" Sydne3
Smith
(1839-40).
2rid ed. 3 vols. London: Longman,
et al., 1840, I, 200-20
NOTE. repnnted
from Edinburgh Reviev_, XV (Jan,
1810), 299-315
Harriet Mill's page
reference conforms to the 2nd ed
QUOTED. 401n
40In 2 "A] [paragraph] A (1. 2001
SMITH. WILLIAM HENRY. Remark_ on Law Reform.
General Reader.
London. Maxwell,
1840.
REVIEWED, 81-4
QUOTED 83-4
84.8 rules] rule (8)
84 16 its origin] it_ origin (%
84.21 Enghsh] Enghsh (91
84.22 hlstoD' ] hlsto_" _9)
84.24 with it] v, lth _t (9)
84.28 monks Must] monks, must (9)
SOCRATES. Referred

Addressed

More Partwularlv

to the

to: 314

SOMERVILLE, MARY. Referred
SPENCER, HERBERT. Referred

to
to

315
427

STAi_L-HOLS/-EIN. ANNE LOUISF GERM_.INE NECKER, BARONNE DE, Referred

to'. 315

--

Delphme.
4 vols. Geneva: Paschoud,
1802.
NOTE m SC. The tztle page (from which JSM quotes) identifies the passage as coming from her
M_lange_
QUOTED. 279
279 37 peut] dolt It_tle pagej
279 37 femme dolt s'y] femme s'y (title page)

STANLEY, CHARLOTTE (Countess

of Derby)

STANLEY, EDW_,RD GEORGE GEOFFRE_

Referred

SMITH (Earl

Relative to the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg
(4 July.
188. cols. 968-74.
NOTE the reference _s to "one of our leading statesmen ""
REFERREDTO 344

to

402

of Derby).

Speech

1867, Lords),

on the Treat._

PD, 3rd set . Vol

STEPHEN, JAMES FITZJAMES
NOTE: counsel to the Jamaica Committee
REFERREDTO. 425. 427. 431
-"'English Junsprudence,"
REFERREDTO 169. 176n

Edinburgh

STEPHENSON, GEORGE. Referred
STEWART, DUGALD. Referred
STORKS, HENRY KNIGHT.

to'

Referred

Review,

to: 222
240, 463
to: 424n,

426

CXIV

(Oct.,

1861 ), 456-86

BIBLIOGRAPHIC
STOWE, HARRIET BEECHER
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1852.
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among
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the Lowly

2 vols

NOTE, the reference at 136 Is to "'the Legrees or the St Clalrs". that at 284 to "Uncle Tom" and
his "'cabm "'
REFERREDTO ]36. 284
SWIFT, JONATHAN. A Full and True Account of the Battle Fought Last Friday. bemeen
the Ancient and the Modern Books m Samt Jame,s's Lthrara (1704) In The Works of
Jonathan
Swift. D.D.. Dean of St. Patrwk'_.
Dubhn: Containing
Addlnonal
Letters
Tracta. and Poems
Not Hitherto
Pubh3hed;
with Notes. and a L([e of the Author
Ed. Walter Scott
19 vol_. Edinburgh
Constable:
London: White. et al., Dubhn.
Cummmg.
1814, XI, 213-60
NOTE7 In SC
REFERREDTO 220
--A

Letter to a Young Clergyman.
Latelx Entered mto HoA Orders 11720) lbld ,
VII1, 331-60.
QUOTED 231
231,5-6
"'the right words m the right places"] Proper words. In proper places, m_e the true
definmon of a st_le (VIII, 337)

--

Travels into Several
IBM.. XII, 1-382
REFERREDTO 293

Remote

Natton_

TACITUS, CORNELIUS.
NOTE the reference at 229 l_ to "all the wnnngs
REFERREDTO 229, 254

of the World

B_ Lemuel

Gulh_er

I1726)

'

TALBOT, HENR_ JOHN CHETWYND (Earl of Shrewsbu D and Talbot)
NOTE the reference is to the Chairman of the E_re Defence and a.ld Committee
REFERREDTO 428
TALFOURD, THOMAS NOON
NOTE, the relerence
REFERREDTO 285
T_YLOR.

HARRIET

is to "Ser:eant Talfourd'>
See Harriet

Hard3

Ta_lor

TAYLOR, PETER ALFRED.
NOTE, the reference _s to h_m a_ Treasurer
accounts pubhshed here as ,_pp E
REFERREDTo 427. 429
TEMPLE. HENR_ JOHN' (Lord

Act," 2 & 3 Victoria.

c 5a _1" Aug . 18391, q

Mill

o) the Jamaica

Commmee.

and co-signer oI the

Palmerston)

NOTE. the reference is to hm_ as an opponent of the Suez Canal
REFERREDTO 117
Speech on the Isthmus of Suez Canal--Resoluuon
PD, 3rd ser. Vol. 150, cols
1379-84
REFERREDTO. ] |6

(1 June,

1858.

Commons),

TEMPLE, WILLIAM "'An Essa._ upon the Ancient and Modern Learmng"
(1690)
Works of Sir Wdham
Temple. Bart
Complete.
4 _ols London. Rlvlngton,
1814., II1, 444-518.
NOTE in SC
REFERREDTO. 220

In The
et al,.
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THIBAUT, ANTON FRIEDRICH JUSTUS.
NOTE: the reference derives from John Austin
REFERREDTO. 204
THOMSON, JAMES. and David
Mallet.
"An Ode" ["Rule,
Masque.
London: Millar,
1740.
NOTE. the reference is stmply to the commonly apphed title
REFERREDTO 252

Brttanma"/

In Alfred.

A

THOU, JACQUES AUGUSTE DE. Htstorm
sut temporis. 5 vols. Parts Drouart.
1604-08
NOTE. the quotanon _s m a quotation from Blber, for the rest of the maxim, see Franck.
Paradoxa.
QUOTED.66
b6 14-15 Mundus vult dec_pt, ergo dec,ptatur,] rode Carafa Lutetlam regm metropohm, tanquam
Ponnficts legatus sohta pompa mgred_tur, ubl cum slgnum cmcis, ut fit, ederet. _,erborum. quae
prolern mos est. Ioco, ferunt, eum. ut erat securo de numme anlmo et summus relhglonls
densor, occursante passim poputo et m genua ad .psius conspectum procumbente,
saepms
secreta murmuratlone
haec verba mgemmasse,
Quandoquldem
populus lste vult dec_pl
declpmtur. (II. 298-9. XII_
THUCYDIDES Thucydides
(Greek and Enghsh).
Trans
Charles Forster Smith
4 vols
London: Heinemann,
Cambndge,
Mass.. Harvard Untversity
Press, 1958
.',,OTE the reference at 229 is to the "'speeches m Thucydides " Two other Greek eds . Opera. ed
Baverus and Beckius, 2 vots (Leipzig. 17q0-18041. and Polemo_ Peloponne_tako_, 8 ",'ot_
(Glasgo'a Fouhs. 1759), were formert3 m SC
REFERREDTO 229. 231
TIBERIUS CLAUDIUS NERO
NOTE the reference _s in a quotation from Holt
REFERREDTO 18
TILLOTSON. JOHN (Archbishop
of Canterbur 3 ).
NOTE the reference _s m a quotation from John Austin
REFERREDTO 60
The Times.
NOTE: anonymous articles follov, chronolog_call,,
REFERREDTO 158
--

Article on the Norfolk
REFERREDTO. 107

Circult,

21 Mar..

1853,

7.

--

Artxcle on the Police Courts,
25 Mar., 1853, 7.
NOTE Hammfll is not otherwise identified than as a London police magistrate
QUOTED. 105n
105n 8 Mr Hammfll "Though he] Mr. HAMMILt said that this was one ol the worst case_ ot
the kind that had ever come under his nonce, and, although he (7)

--"'America,"
26 July, 1862, 14.
NOTE thls column reports the passage m the Senate of a bill to admit West Xqrgmla a_ a state Or,
30 July, The Ttme,_ reported {11 ) that the vote m the House wa_ deferred until December The
bxll passed into lay, on 31 Dec,. 1862, as 37th Congress, Sess II1. c b. An Act for the
Admlssmn of the State of We>t \qrgmm into the Umon and for Other Purposes (q v)
REFERREDTO 162
--"'The
Jamaica
REFERREDTO 422-3

Committee."

Ib Jan,,

-"'Ex-Governor
REFERREDTO 428

Eyre at Southampton,"

-"'The Jamaica
REFERREDTO 432

Prosecuttons,"

30 Mar.,

1866,

3.

23 Aug.,
1867,

1866,
12

7.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC
"The Jamaica
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Prosecutions,'"

12 Apr

, 1867,
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11

"The Jamaica Committee
and Mr Eyre," 29 July, 1867, 12
NOTE. containing Wilham Shaen's request of 10 Jul}, 1867, to the a.ttorne3,-General, John Rolt,
and the latter's refusal of 13 July
REFERREDTO. 432
-"Prosecution
REFERREDTO 432
--

of Ex-Governor

"Ex-Governor
REFERREDTO 429

Eyre,"

-"Lord Granville's
REFERREDTO: 348
--

Eyre,"

3 June,

1868,

10

9-10
17 NoT . 1870.

9

"'The Treat}' of 1856. Prince Gortschakoff's
Note."
18 NoT . 1870.
NOTE, Gortschakoff'_ Note v,a_ dated 19 (1 e . 31 ne_ stble) Oct , 187()
REFERREDTO. 3,.1.4,34%8

3

T(K'QUEVILLE,

Answer

1868.

28 Feb,.

to the Russian

Circular,"

ALEXIS CHARLES HENRI M_.URICE CL_REL

DE De la democratte

en

Am_rtque.
4 vols Pans: Gossehn,
1835-40
NOTE, In SC
QUOTED"147
147 7-8 "'are
Spare "'] {translated from ] I1 ne fair pa_ plus chaud dan_ le ._ud de I L mon
que dans le sud de l'Espagne et de l'ltahe t2) [footn,_te ommed] qI. 336_
TUFNELL,

EDWARD CARLETON

NOTE the quotatmn is m Chadv, Jck'> "Cop)' of Tv, o Papers" ¢q._ lot the collauon)
Qt:OTED 213-14
TURGOT. ANNE ROBERT J_,CQUES, BARON DE L'AUL_E
'_OTE the reference is m a quotation from John Austin
REFERREDTO 204
TURNER, JOSEPH MALl OR9 WH l IAr_1 Referred
TURPIN, RICH_,RD ("D1cK"t
NOTE his name became proverbial
REFERRED]O 137

for hlgh_a)

to

317

robbers

ULFILAS.
NOTE JSM use,, the spelhng l.'lphda
REFERREDTO 315

VAUGHAN, JAMES Re/erred
VICTORI& (of Englandl

to' 432

Referred

to'

270,

VIRCHO_,
Rt'DOI,PH
Unter._uchungen
Berhn
Relmer,
1857
REFERREDTO. 311
VIRGIL lPubhus Vtrgdms
Maro)
NOTE the reference _s to hit pOCrd'_,
REFERREDTO 233
--

in

302,
uber

378. 423.

424

d_e Entw_kelung

des

S_hadelgrunde._

general

Georgw,_
In Virgd ILatm and Enghsh_
Trans
H Rushton Falrclough
London: Hememann.
Ne_ York Pumam's
Sons, t022. I. 80-236
NOTE this ed used for ease of reference Tv, o e&Uons of Opera, 2 _o1> cLondon.
(London Pnestle}. 1821 _are m SC
REFERREDTO 254

2 vols
18(Y0_ an0
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WALKER, ROBERT JAMES Jefferson
Davt,_ and Repudiation.
Letter of Hon Robert J,
Walker. London
Ridgway,
1863.
NOTE. Walker was the financial agent of the United State_ in Britain and Europe, working to
secure war loans This work (dated 1 Jul 3. 1863L v.hich went through three edmons m the
year, is m answer to a letter in The Times of 25 March that demed Jefferson Davis's
mvolvement and indicated that there wa_ contusion between Jefferson Davis and Reuben Davis
Walker vehemently argues that Jefferson Davi,, was involved m the repudiation of the
Mississippi Union Bank bonds His assemons are not founded on fact In 1840 the Legislature
of the State of Mlsslssippl repudiated the Union Bank bonds on the ground that their issue was
contrar 3 to the state constitution However, until 1843, when he ran unsuccessfulls tor a seat in
the Legislature,
Jefferson Davr, played no polmcal role in Mv,,,Isslppl This Civil War
propaganda ma,, have found Its source In Reuben Da'.as's sneers at the prote_ts of the
bondholders,
and was carried to Britain b_ a former U S senator from Mississippi to rally
support for the North among those Bnnsh investors who had lost heavtt) in the repudmtlon of
the bank bonds Although Jefferson Davis denied the story Ior his whole life, and there wa_
plenty of evidence to support hi,,, claims, as late as 1887 Theodore Roosevelt, m his Li:e o:
Thomas H Benton IBoston and Nev. York. Houghton Mlffhn). reiterated the propaganda The
uncertainty behind the sto_ ma', have prompted Mdl to delete this passage
REFERREDTO: 14In
WARNER, HIRAM. Speech
on Slavery
m the Temtortes
(1 Apr..
1856.
Representatives),
Appendix
to the Congressional
Globc, 34th Congress.
1856. Washington:
Rives, 1856, 297-300.
QUOTED. 155
155.5-7
slaveholder.'
"'m] slaveholder in t29c))
155.14
starved out] starved out 1300_
155.16 certain hmltsl certain specified hmlts 13001
WELLES, GIDEON Referred
to: 130

House
Sess

WESTMORLAND, HENRY
_OTE see his evidence m Minutes of t_vtdence Taken before the Jamaica Roxal Comrm_sum.
1866, XXXI. 866-92
REFERREDTO 425
WH_,TELY, RICHARD
--

Referred

to.

of
1.

PP

145

Elements
of Logic, London. Mawman.
1826
NOTE, this ed and the 9th ed (London Parker, 1848_ m SC The redirect quotatmn Is of phrasing
that also appears in Whately's Introductor_ Lecture,s on Pohttcal Lconom_. q
QUOTED 225
REFERREDTO 223
225 25-6 to mistake famdmnty for accurate knowledge
mistaken for accurate I_nowledge (2741

] Famihar

acquaintance

1,. perpetuall 3

--

Introductor_
Lectures
on Politwal Economy
11831 I. 2nd ed. London
Fellowes.
1832
NOTE Lecture IX, from which the indirect quotanon is taken, is not m the 1st ed Similar
phrasing appears m Whatelj,'s Element,_ of Logw, q v
QUOTED 225
225.25-6
to mistake famdiant_ for accurate knowledge ] Whereas this circumstance adds to the
difficulty, on account of our habdlLv, in an) subject, to mistake famthar acquamtame
for
accurate knowledge.--from
our having, m addmon to all that is to be learnt, much also to
unlearn, of prejudices insensibly lmbibed,--and
from the influence ol personal interests and
feelings m bmssmg the judgment, on almost eyed question that can arise (224)

WroTE.

JAMES. Referred

to: 427

W1LDERSPIN, SAMUEL. The Infant System. for
Powers of All Chddren from One to Seven
Stmpkm and Marshall,
1834
NOTE. the quotation is m a quotatmn from Biber

Developing
the httelleetual
and Moral
Years of Age (1823_
6th ed. London

The 1st ed had as its title On the lraportance o/

BIBLIOGRAPHIC
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Educating the Infant Children of the Poor, other edmons before the 6th were entitled lt_/ant
Education, or. Remarks on the Importam e af Edu_anng the Infant Poor The 6th ed postdates
Blber's work, but the rhymes do not both appear m an.,, of the earher eds consulted
QUOTED 72
72.20
72.22
72.25

A pretty sum, or I'm mtstaken,] That Is paid for certain fees. (265)
Which
bacon,] That
cheese (2651
beef] beef fat m Blber] (277_

WILKES, CHARLES. Referred

to

130

WooD, THOMAS An Institute of the Laws q/EngLand,
or. The Law,s o/England
m Their
Natural Order. According
to Common
Use (1720)
2nd ed. London. SaTe. 1722
NOTE one of the six legal authonnes cited b.,, l_rancls Holt _q _ t The edmon he used ha_, not
been identified
REFERREDTO 21
WOOLER,

THOMAS JONATHAN.

A

Verbatim

Report

aJ the

Two

Trmls

o[ Mr

T J

Wooler. Edttor of the Black DwarJ, for Alledged
Libel,s, beJore Mr Jusnce Abbott,
and a Special Jur 3. on Thursda).
June 5, 1817. London. Wooler.
1817
yOrE title page says "'Taken in Short Hand by an Eminent Writer. and Revised b.x T J V_t_)ler "
The collations belo_ are from the speeches of Charles Abbon (q _ _ and Samuel Shepherd
(q v ). which are taken from this work
QUOTED 30. 30-1, 31
30.14 To impute] [no paragraph[ But then. Gentlemen. it must be a fazr and honest discussion
of their measures, for to mapute I5_
30 15 established form of government] established government t51
30 20 government against] government, and against (6t
30 35 '`The) tthe mmJstersl would not make] [paragrapht
The defendant then goe, on a,
follows m a subsequent part of his pubhcanon--"Nothlng
operate_ _o forc_bl.x Ul:X)nthe ner',e_
of the murderer." &c --"The 3' v, ould call themselve,, the government, and v,ould make their
wilt the general lay,, but the3 dare not "'--the', v,ould not. gentlemen, make t141
31 16 "It] [noparagraphj
It (80)
31 17 discussing] discussion I801
31 20 lau, if] lavx --ll (80t
31 20 begins] begin 1801 [treated a_ printer _ error m thL_ ed ]
WOOLSTON, THOMAS
"4OTE the reference is to his thai in 1729 for "'a deistical work.' 4 Dtac(,ur_ on the' Mtra, le_ ot
Our Saviour, in Vie_ o/ the Present Contro_ers_ bet*_een Infftdel_ and 4postate._, b pt_
tLondon the Author. 172%29/
REFERREDTO. 29
WORDSWORTH. WILLIAM

Referred

to

254

--

"Weak Is the will of Man. his judgment
blind," Miscellaneous
Sonnets.
PI 1,
xxxl In The Poetical
Works q[ Willtam Wordsworth.
5 '_ols London
Longman.
et
al, 1827, II. 285
NOTE in SC
QUOTED 39
39.18 'qmagmanon loft',' and refined"] Imagination l_ that sacred power.
ImagmaUon loft', and
refined , 'Tls hers to pluck the amaranthine Flower O_ f-aith, and round the Sufferer _ temple_
bind
Wreaths that endure affllction's heaviest shov, er.
And do not shnnk from ,,.offov,'_,
keet_est wind Ill, 285, 9-141

WREIGHT. HENRY

Referred

to

212

YORKE, PHILIP (Lord Hardwickel
Speech
for the Plaintiff
m the Trml of R_chard
Franckhn.
1731 In A Complete
Collection
of State Trtal_
Ed Thomas
Bayly
Howell, 34 vols. London. Longman,
et al , 1809-28, Vol XVII. cols 664-76
NOTE: the quotation ts taken from Francis Holt tq _ _ For the collanon, see Howell
QUOTED 29
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PAPERS

"Treaty with the Nawaub Vizier, Saadtt All" (10 Nov , 1801 ). In Hertslet's Commercial
Treaties. Ed. Lewis Hertslet, et al 31 vols. in 24. London: Butterworth, 1820-1925,
VIII, 663.
REFERRED TO

120

"'Report from the Select Committee on the State of Education,
Evidence. and Index," PP, 1834, IX, 1-261.
REFERRED TO: b3,

with the Minutes of

67

"Report from His Majesty's Commissioners for Inqm_ mto the Admmistratlon
Practical Operation of the Poor Laws," PP, 1834, XXVII-XXXIX

and

REFERRED TO. 105

"'First Report of the Commissioners
Appointed to Inquire into
Corporations in England and Wales," PP, 1835, XXIII, 1-49.
REFERRED TO

the Mumcipal

07

"An Account Showing the Imports into the Umted Kingdom of Sugar, Molasses, Rum,
Coffee, and Cocoa, from the West lndies and British Gmana, for the Years 1831 to
1847
Both Inclusive,"
REFERRED TOt 89

PP,

1847-48,

LVIII,

54%9

"'First Report from the Select Committee on Ce)lon and British Gmana, Together with
the Minutes of Evidence, and an Appendix," PP, 1849. Xl, 1-466
REFERRED TO; 89

"A Petition of the Female Inhabitants of the Borough of Sheffield in the County of
York, m Pubhc Meeting Assembled. Praying Their Lordships 'to Take into Their
Serious Consideration the Propriety of Enacting an Electoral Law Which Will
Include Adult Females within lts Provisions'" 113 Feb, 1851). JournaLs of the
House of Lord3, 1851, LXXXIII, 23
REFERRED TO

415

"A Bill for the Better Prevention and Pumshment of Assaults on Women and Children."
16 Victoria (10 Mar., 1853), PP, 1852-53. l, 9-12,
NOTE referred to by JSM as "Mr Fltzroy's
the Better Prevention
and Punishment
of
for Preventing
Dela? and Expense
in the
(14 June. 1853_
The quotation
at 104 is
REVIEWED. 101-8
QUOTED.

Bill " Enacted as 16 & 17 Victoria,
c 30. An Act tor
Aggravated
Assaults
upon Women
and Children,
and
Administration
of Certain Parts of the Criminal
Lay,
redirect

104

104.14-15
wzth or _*lthout hard labourl
When an? Person shall be charged
beiore Tv, o Justlce__
of the Peace. or an,,, Magistrate
of the Police Courts of the Metropolis
smmg at any such Police
Court. with an Assault
upon a Female
or upon a Male Child under the Age of T_elve
Year,_.
either upon the Complaint
of the Party aggrieved
or other_,lse,
It shall be lawful for the said
Jusnces
or Pohce Magistrate.
if the Assault
is of such an aggra',ated
Nature that it cannot in
their opinion be sufficiently
punished
by them under the Pro',lslons
of the Statute Ninth George
the Fourth.
Chapter
Thirty-one,
and if it shall appear
to them that a Prosecution
of it b._
Indictment
is not hkel?, to be effectual
lowing
to the Sex or Age of the Party mjuredl,
to
proceed
to hear and determine
the same in a summar3' Way, and tf they shall find the Charge to
be proved, to convict the Person accused,
and ever 3 Offender
so convicted
shall be hable to bc
imprisoned
in the Common
Gaol or House of Correcnon,
with or without
Hard Labour.
for ,i
Period not exceeding
Six Calendar
Months.
or to pay a Fine not exceeding
Itogether
with Costsl
the Sum of Twent3 Pounds,
and m default of Payment
to be imprisoned
as aforesaid,
with or
without Hard Labour,
for S_ Calendar
Months unless such Fine and Cost_ be sooner pmd_ and
such Convict_on
shall be a Bar to all future Proceedings,
c_wl or criminal,
for or in respect ot
the same Assault.
(9-10)
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"General Treaty between Great Britain. Austria. France. Prussia. Russia, Sardinia and
Turkey. for the Re-estabhshment
of Peace, with Three Conventions Annexed
Thereto: Signed at Paris. March 30. 1856.'" PP, 1856. LXI. 1-34.
REFERRED
TO 34M-.345, 347
"Draft of Treaty between the East India Compan', and the King of Oude,'" PP, 1856,
XLV, 597-9.
REFERRED
TO 120
"Treaty of Commerce between Her Majesty and the Emperor of the French" _23 Jan ,
1860), PP. 1860. LXVIII, 467-77,
NOTE the reference is to "Cobden's Treat 3 '"
REFERRED
TO |32
"Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire into the State of Popular Education
in England," PP, 1861, XXI. Pt. I. 1-707
REFERRED
TO 209n. 212
"'Treaty between Her MaJesty and the United States of America for the Suppression of
the African Slave Trade." PP, 1862. LXI, 3"7,3-85
NO'rE signed 7 Apr, 1862
REFERRED
ro 162
"Pentlon for Extension Iof the Elecnve Franchise] to All Householders without
Distraction of Sex" (Public Petmon no 8501, presented 7 June, 1866). Reports t_t
Select Committee on Public Petttton,_. 1866, 697. and Appendix. 305
NO'rE presented by JSM to the House of Commons
REFERRED
TO. 270
"'Papers Laid before the Royal Commtsslon of lnqutr3' bv Governor Eyre." PP, 1866.
XXX, 1-488
NOTE the reference _s to other documents relating to the Jamaica d_sturbances
REFERRED
TO 422
"Report of the Jamaica Royal Commission: with Minutes of Evidence and Appendix,'
PP, 1866, XXX, 489-531: XXXI, 1-1172
REFERRED
TO 422, 424. 430. 431
"'Papers Relating to the Disturbances in Jamaica." PP, 1866. LI, 145-500
NOTE the reterence ts to other document_ relating to the Jamaica d_sturbances
REFERRED
TO. 422
"Treat)' Relative to the Grand Duchx of Luxemburg" (11 May,
LXXIV, 415-22
_OTE the reference is to "almost the last treat? v,e entered into "
REFERRED
TO 342,

t867).

PP.

1867,

"'Report of Commissioners on Education in Schools In England, Not Comprised _lthm
Her Majest?'s Two Recent Commissions on Popular Education and Pubhc Schools.
with Appendices. Miscellaneous Papers, Answers to the Commissioner_" Quesnon_,
and Minutes of Evidence" (21 _ols ). PP, 1867-68, XXVIII. Pts I-XVI1,
NOTE,JSM's evidence is m "Miscellaneous Papers." PP. XXVIII. Pl II. 07-72
REFERRED
TO 209-14

STATUTES
Following the British statutes, those of France, Prussia, and the United States are listed.
each list is chronological
In the British section information l,, taken from the Statutes at
Large.
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18 Elizabeth,
c. 3. An
Idleness (1576).
REFERRED
TO
370
43 Ehzabeth,
REFERRED

TO.

c. 2
105

Act for

Setting

G

of the Poor

An Act for the Reliefe

on Work,

of the Poore

and for Avoiding

of

(1601).

31 Charles I1, c. 2 An Act for the Better Securmg the Liberty of the Subject,
the Prevention
of Imprisonments
beyond the Seas (27 May. 1679)
NO'rE known as the Habeas Corpus Act.
REFERREDTO 7, 26, 13In

and for

6 George II, c. 31. An Act for the Rehef of Parishes
and Other Places from
Charges as May Arise from Bastard Children
Born wlthm the Same (1733)
REFERRED
TO
370

Such

26 George II, c. 33. An Act for the Better Preventing
of Clandestine
Marriages
(17531
NOTE one of the statutes which abolished what JSM calls the "enorrnmes" in mamage law, m
this case the binding nature of mamage contract,,,
REFERRED
TO
283
34 George

III,

Persons
as
Government
REFERRED

TO

c.

54

An

Act to Empower

His Majest)
Shall
(23 May. 1794),
26

Suspect

42 George III. c. 85 An Act for the
Holding Pubhck Employments
for
the Provisions
of an Act, Passed
James, Made for the Ease of Justtces
Them, to All Persons,
Either m or
Safe Custodv (22 June, 1802).
NOTE. the Colomal Governors" Act under
(not the earher 11 & 12 Wdham II1. c
REFERREDTO 425. 429, 433

His

Majesty

Are

Conspmng

to Secure
agamst

and

Detain

His

Such

Person

and

TD'mg and Pumshmg
m Great Bntam Persons
Offences
Committed
Abroad, and for Extending
m the Twenty-first
Year of the Reign of King
and Others m Pleading m Stats Brought against
out of This Kingdom.
Authorized
to Commit to
which the indictment
12)

of Goxemor Eyre '.,,as attempted

49 George Ill. c. 68. An Act to Explain and Amend the Law of Bastard3',
Relates to Indemnifying
Parishes
m Respect Thereof 13 June, 1809)
REFERREDTO 370

So Far as

60 George III and 1 George IV. c. 8. An Act tor the More Effectual
Prevention
and
Pumshment
of Blasphemous
and Seditious
Libels
(30 Dec., 1819)
See Thoma_
Bayl) Howell.
State TriaLs.
9 George IV. c. 31 An Act for Consolidating
and Amending
Relative to Offences
against the Person (27 June. 1828)
REFERRED

TO

the Statutes

in England

104

3 & 4 William
IV, c 73, An Act for the Abolmon
of Slaver3.' Throughout
the Brmsh
Colomes:
for Promoting
the Industry
of the Manumitted
Slaves" and for Compensating the Persons Hitherto
EntNed
to the Servtces of Such Slaves (28 Aug , 1833)
NOTE' the reference at 112 _s to the Compensating Clause
REFERREDTO 106, 112
4 & 5 Wilham

IV, c 76

An Act for the Amendment

and Better

Admimstranon

of the

Laws Relating to the Poor m England
and Wales (14 Aug.. 1834)
NOTE the reference at 213. to sect 48. is m a quotation from Tufnell, that at 214 _s to the Poor
La_ Inspectors.
REFERREDTO 105. 213. 214. 367, 370
2 & 3 Victoria,
Aug.,

1839).

c. 54. An Act to Amend

the Law Relating

to the Custody

of Infants

( 17

BIBLIOGRAPHIC
NOTE known as Serjeant Taltourd's
REFERRED
TO 285
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Act

7 & 8 V_ctoria, c. 101. An Act for the Further
Poor in England (9 Aug , 1844)
NOTE primarily deals v, lth the support of bastards
REFEm'_EDto 370
11 Victoria, c 20. An Act to Authorize
Session of Parhament.
the Removal
REFERREDTO 13In

Amendment

of the Law_ Relating

to the

for One Year. and to the End of the Then
of Ahens from the Realm (9 June, 1848_

Next

11 & 12 Vtctona.
c. 35 An Act to Empov.'er
the Lord Lmutenant
or Other Chief
Governor
or Governors
of Ireland to Apprehend,
and Detain until the First Dax of
March t849, Such Persons as He or They Shall Suspect ol Conspiring
against Her
Majesty's
Person and Government
(25 Juiy, 1848)
NOTE suspended the Habeas Corpus Act
REFERREDTO 131n
12 Victoria. c 2 An Act to Continue unnl the First Da,, of September
1849 an Act o!
the Last Session,
for Empowering
the Lord Lieutenant
or Other Chief Go,,ernor
or
Governors
of Ireland to Apprehend
and Detain Such Per``on'; a,, He or The; Shall
Suspect
of Conspmng
against
Her Majesty's
Per``on and Government
¢27; Feb,
18491.
REFERREDTO 13 In
16 & 17 Victoria,
c 3OI14 June. 18531
the Better Preventmn
and Pumshment
Mar,
18531.
16 & 17 Victoria,

c

137

See, under Parhamentar)
of Assaults
on _omen

An Act for the Better

Admmr_trat_on

Papers. "',_ Bill tor
and Children'" ,lO

of Charitable

Trusts

_2(1

Aug., 1853)
REFERREDTO 213, 214
18

& 19 Victoria,
c
126
An ,Act for Dlmmp, hlng Expense
and
Administration
of Criminal Ju>tlce in Certain Case,, t14 Aug . 1_55t
NOTE see 27 & 28 Vmtorla. c 80
REFERREDTO 353

Dela_

in the

20

& 21 Victoria,
c 85
An Act to Amend
the La_* Relating
to Dp, orce and
Matrimonial
Clau``es .n England 128 Aug , 1857)
_OTE the reference at 283 t_ t,, the_,,,,tatute a_ one ol those '0.hlch aN_h_hed ',,,hat JSM calls the
"'enormlnes" in marriage
REFERREDTO 283, 285

la_, that .at 285 l'; to its pro', lblOn tot legal separation

24 & 25 Victorm. c. I(X). An Act to Consohdate
and Amend the Statute La;_ of England
and Ireland Relanng to Offence,, Against the Person 16 Aug.. 1861 )
NOTE. see sect 43 for assaults agams! 'aomen The reference at 283 is to th>, as one ,71 the
statutes which alyohshed what JSM call', the "enormltae," m mamage lay,
QUOTED 288
REFERREDTO 283, 288
288 3 "'aggravated assaults"] Persons con_cted of aggravated Assault., on Fem-ale,_ and Bo)s
unoer Fourteen Years of a,ge may be _mpnsoned or fined lmargln note. 573!
27 & 28 Vlctorm,

c. 80. An Act to Extend

the Provl,,,lons

of "'The Criminal

Justice

Act.

1855" to the Liberties of the Cmque Ports and to the Dl``trtct of Romney Mar``h in the
County of Kent (29 Jul),
1864).
_OXr this Act extended, as lt_ tltte indicate,,,, the proxl,,,_ons ol 18 & IO Victoria. c 120 tq _ I
The Cmque Ports and Romnev Marsh had been excluded b_ l'a & 20 Victoria. c 11
REFERREDTO 353
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29 Victoria.
c. 35. An Act for the Better Prevennon
of Contagious
Diseases
at Certain
Naval and Mihtary
Stanons ( 11 June, 1866).
NOTE' superseded the first Contagious Diseases Act, 27 & 28 Victoria, c. 85. An Act for the
Prevention of Contagious Diseases at Certain Naval and Mlhtar) Stations (29 July, 1864)
REFERREDTO 351-71
32 & 33 Victoria,

c. 96

An Act to Amend

the Contagious

Diseases

Act,

1866

(It

Aug., 1869).
REFERREDTO' 351-71

FRANCE

Code civil des Franfals
Pans: Impnmene
de la repubhque,
1804
NOTE. known after 1807 as the Code Napoleon The reference demes from Austin
REFERREDTO. 193n

PRUSSIA

Allgememes
Landrecht fur dte Preusmschen
NOTE the reference derives from Austin
REFERREDTO 193n

UNITED

STATES

Staaten

(5 Feb.,

17941

OF AMERICA

A Declaration
by the Repre.sentattve.s
oJ the L1ntted State.s a[ Amerlta.
m General
Congress
Assembled
In Congress,
July 4, 1776 Philadelphia
Dunlap.
1776
NOTE known as the Declaration of Independence
QUOTED 397
397.6
governed ] governed, that Whenever anx Form of Government become_ destrucn',e o)
these Ends. _t zs the Right of the People to alter or abolish u. and to msntute ne,x Government
laying tts Foundanon on such Pnnciptes. and orgamzmg _t_ Pov.ers m such FomL a,s to then,
shall seem most hkely to effect thetr Safe)', and Happmes_
The Constttunon
or Frame of Government.
for the Umted
Fleet. 1787.
NOTE the references at 133n are m a quotaUon lrom Phflhps
REFERREDTO" 132. 133n, 140. 161. 162, 163

States

c¢ Amerwa

Boston

2nd Congress,
Sess
II, c 7, An Act Respecting
Fugmves
from Justice, and Person_
Escaping
from the Servtce of Their Masters t 12 Feb., 1793).
NOTE: one of the fugltzve slave taws The', were abohshed in 1864 !38th Congress. Ses,, 1,
c 166)
REFERREDTO. 133n
Constztutton

of

Texa_

1845.

In

The

Constltuttons

of the

State

of Texa.s,

Reconstructton
Acts of Congress.
the Constttutum
of the Confederate
the Umted States.
Annotated
by John Sayles
4th ed, St Louis. Mo
185-222.
REFERREDTO 297
Constttutton
of the State of Califorma
Alta California,
1849.
REFERREDTO: 297

1849.

San Franosco.

pnnted

wtth

the

State._, and .t
Gilbert. 1893.

at the office

ol the
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31st Congress,
Sess. 1. c, 60. An Act to Amend, and Supplementary.
to, the Act Entitled
"An Act Respecting
Fugmves
from Justice, and Persons Escaping from the Service
of Thmr Masters,"
Approved
February
Tweltth.
One Thousand
Se_en Hundred
and
Ninety-three
(18 Sept., 1850t
NOTE one of the fugltr, e slave taws The) v, ere abolished m 18(_ i3_th Congress. Sess I.
c 160)
REFERREDTO {33n
36th Congress.
Sess, II, c 68 An Act to Provide
for the Payment of Outstanding
TreasuD' Notes, to Authorize
a Loan. to Regulate and Fix the Dutle_ on Imports. and
for Other Purposes
(2 Mar , 1861/,
REFERREDTO 132
Consntution,
America.

Adopted
Unammousl_
b_ the Congrev._ o! the ConYederate
State_ .t
March 11, 1861 In The lgedera! and the Confederate
Con_ttt,m_ms
!or the

Use of Government
Offtcen_ and!or
REFERREDTO' 127. 132. 135. {40

the People

Cmcmnan

_ atkm.

1862

37th Congress,
Sess II, Resolunon
26, Joint Resolunon
Declaring that the UmTed State_
Ought 7o Cooperate
with. Affording
Pecumar3
A,d to Any State Which Ma_ Adopt
the Gradual Abohshment
of Slaver', ¢10 Apr.
{8621
REFERREDTO 162
37 Congress,
Sess I1, c 54 An Act for the Retea_e of Certain
or Labor in the Dlstnct of Columbia
_16 Apr , 1_62/
REFERREDTO 732. 162
37th Congress,
Sess
I1. c,
Territories
of the Umted
REFERREDTO ] 62

t11 An Act to Secure
States c19 June. |862)

37th Congress,
Sess I1, c 195 An Act to Suppress
Rebelhon,
to Smze and Confiscate
the Property
117 July. 1862}
NOTE see sects % 10
REFERREDTO 139

Freedom

Per_on_ Held to Service

to 411 Persons

Insurrecmm,
of Rebels.

v_lthln the

to Pum_,h /read, on and
and for Other Purposea

37th Congress,
Sess Ill, c 6 An Act for the Admlssion
ot the State of West Virginia
into the Union, and for Other Purposes
{31 Dec , 1862)
NOTE this Act way re_rted as ha'_mg been pa_,,ed by the Senate m "_Xmen_.a.'" The 7mu's 26
Jul}. 1862 Iq _ I The vote b} the House v,a, deterred untd De__ . 18o2 at v.hich tram the bill
v.as passed
REFERREDTO 162
Constttunon
o! the State q/Nevada
1_64 In Statute,
q! the State of _e_am_ Pa_._ed at
the First Session
of the Legislature,
] _04-65
Carson Clt_, Ne_
Church.
180,5,
39-71,
RFFERREDro 207
Constitution
of the State o! Georgtn
a3 Pasaed
hx th_
Assembled
at Atlanta,
Ga , Mamh llth,
18o6
amgu_ta.
REFERREDTO 292

C'on_ntuttona/
Convennon
Ga, Pughe, 1808
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wrmng.,, (both before
CI

type are to the Appendices.
when, m Append,x
D. the,, slmpl',
in the mare text. the', are also in parentheses
"HTM'" refers to
and after her mamagc to JSM) b', Harrtet Tavh)r Mlt] lapps
A and

a.BOLIIIONISTSCarl3 le h_nders, 95. Tones
oppose, 129, and Repubhcan part} m U S .
133-4. Phtlhps on pnnclple_ of. 133n,
Enghshmen as, 157. as leaders of v,omen',,,
mo',ement, 395 (HTM), ,?97 (HTMi
Africa, 92, 141, 153, 157. 158
Alabama. 134, 138. 153
Algena, 119
Amazons. 270
America, United State_ ot causes of CI_ _1War
m. 127, 131-5, 146. 15')-61. probable
consequences ot Southern mdependen_.e m
128. 139, 140-1. 1_7 ant_-Bnu_h teehng in
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129-31. tariff m. 131-2, 140. sla'.er3 leglslatlon in. 132. 156-7, 102. probable cour,,e of
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400 (HTM), 414-15 (HTM), man-ted

382 401 (HTM). _le',_ of v,omen m. 312
servlht', of _omen m. 321. ,.106 (HTM).
413 (HTM), caste ','.stem m. 379
Assoctanon. la_s of, 242-3
Athenians, 23 l
attlannc telegraph, 116
Australia, 406
Ausma. 124, 303. 344. 345
Authority undue ,,eneranon for 11. 250, ,ku_tm
on, 59. problem of recognizing. __3--1 _4l,_19), 233. earned b,, merit, 325-0
Ba_LD_,IN'S

GARDENS.

67

Bamshment, Je'.ons ,,cheme of, "7
Barbanan_ relatlon_ of cp,)hzed nanon, ,alth.
118-20. Southern Confederates as. 141.
146. "'mean v,hltes'" as. 150. legal system of.
185 Aristotle on slaver,, of. 26')
Barbansm, relics of m lay,. 168. 1"3. i85.24e,.

v,omen's propert) r,ghts m. 207, sprat o1
mno,,auon m, 39'-a t HTM_ 5ec al,_¢,Consutunon, Conlederate States. Congress
.,_ )-1. ,,alue of stud}Ancmnts' and modems. __(
mg language and literature of. __5-3_ (4_ ! ).
_9..
mequahD among. 266, _94.
"
"__ 379. ¢84
See also Greek. Latin, Romans

in society. 261. 336
Beaut} and women. 43.44-5.
of. 255-% 3 "_ IHTMi
Belamm.
121. "_,44
-

Anglo-Saxons, 327
Anstocrac)
powers of, 7, 10. 13. eldest ,,on s
,_-,
pnvtlege ,n, _ ,3, pmtleges ot in Eurt)-

Border States tU S ). 134 14_. 162
Brahmmzsm. 296
Brain, male and Iemale, _10-12
Bristol, 73
Bnnsh schools Sec Lancastenan schcuol_

pean htstor2,,, 379 See als, Classe,,. upper
Arithmetic, Btber on teaching ol. 07-8
Arkansas, 164
Arts women and, 44-5. 314-15. 317-18. 31920, importance olm liberal educanon.
,_-_,"'_t
" 254-6, httle esteemed m Bntam,
252-3
_sla desponsm m, 34. 119-20. difficult', of
stud_ of, 227, prmcesse._ m as rulers, 303n,

ele',atmg effect,

Betgra',e Square. '42
Bible See Scripture and App O
Border rufflanb (U S ). 150. 15.1,

Brntaht._. domesnc. 40. 103-8.2"t.
296,323,386..l(_n
(HTM)

28"-8.

CHAR&CIER.influence of circumstances on. O_..
......
7,305. 312. It3,321.
387-8. Jeffer._on on effects of slave.ov, nmg on Southern.
lg'_ vanenes of national. _s" "_ '7"
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INDEX
309, present ideal of female, 271-2, 293.
413 IHTM), effect of women's subordlnanon on male. 324-5. 335-6,391,407
(HTML 408-12 IHTMI, influence of v.omen
on man's. 327-8, growth otm _deal mamage,
334,409 t HTM), eflect on of wider concern>. 385 See aLw Human nature

labouring. Molesworth on education of,
66: Blber on Chant} school,, for, 73-4. m
West Indtes. 89, tmpnsonment a hght
punishment for. 104-5. cnmmal la,_ and
character of. 107, progress of. 152, 4(/4
(HTM_, theo_' of slave r as natural state of.
154. 269, schools for, 224 14201, domesuc

Chant?, women and. 330, 339
Chanty Comm_ssumers, 0,4, 214
Chant 3' school,,,, B_ber on, 73-4
Chamsts, HTM on. 397
Chasnt?, Owen on, 48 -t)
Chemistry, 236
Chtldren mothers not sole educators of, 43-4,
339. and quesuon of &vorce, 47 355,
3771HTM _. Blber on earl', education of. 713. brutaht,, against, 10_-4. 105-6,271. relatmn with parents, 285. 286,280-90.
294-5,
324. 334. jo 3 of emergence mto adulthood
of. 337, prosmutmn of. 363-4, 367-9.
employment of, 369. 404 {HTMI
Ch:valr. 324,328-9
Christianity hbels against. 2t_: and slavery.'.
88, 129. 266. unp.ersH 3 mstructlon m, 24 ta50, and status of women, 283-4. 293,294,
326. 412 (HTMI, and obedmnce to exist-

brutahtv m low part of. 287. 296.41_4n
(HTM _,reclamauon of criminal and destitute
elements of b._ state, 366-7
Classtcs See Greek, Latin
Codlficatton of laws. 56, 182, Austm on. 18_.
191-4
Commerce England and. 111, 115. 118,253: as
a source of Cl',dlzatlon. 116, effect on
slave r of, 152-3
Confederate States oI Amenca. 128, 131-41
passim, Catrnes on, 146, 149-56 See also
Amenca, Slavery'
Congress tU S J hmlted pov, ers of over slavcr x
132. 133n, 150. 161. 162, will soon emanclpate slaves. 139, representation m, 14o,
163-4, ann-Bntlsh feehng m. 158, mentloned, 130. 132
Conser_'ansm, HTM on of mamed couples,
412

mg mstxtuUons, 296, growth of encouraged
b', women. 327, mentioned, 70. 117,295

Constantinople,
Constltunon

115

Church of England Pale_ a credit to, 5% and
clergymen's beliefs, 251, mamage
ceremon3 of, 296. proposal to disestablish,
392
Church of England sch_rol_ See Nanonal
SchooN
Clnzenshlp
stu&es rele',ant to, 243-7. ',alue
of, 295,390, women's right to, 324,398
(HTMI, 400 IHTM). 4113 (HTMI. 414
tHTMI
Civil War See America, War
C.vdlzanon progress of, 13. growth of sexual
equaht) with, 42.40, 276. 335, socalled luxuries of. 91, commerce and, 116
barbanans and, 118-20, lnadequac} of
Slave States', 146. t53, 154, and lax,, of the
strongest, 264-9, 325, women's influence
on. 327-8

U S Repubhcan_ and Abolmom_ts' atw
rude m. 132-4. possible alteratums in, t40
slaver}., under. 161-2, menmmed, 163
Bnttsh control of power b). 7. 10. lq. Fran
cts Holt on hberty of press m, 18. Franc>
Holt and hbels against. 21.23-7. nature oI
23-4 need for crmclsm of, 24.26, sub,mrston of b; ministers. 311,Buller on effect ot
hbel on. 32. rights ol the subject m..';'q_
(HTMI, 423-4, dut 3 of vindicating la'a m.
423,433
Consntutmnal Assocmnon, 3
Contracts, 106, 19"7. 371_ IHTIVh
Cotton. 128, 134, 138. 148, 140, 153. 155, 11".4
281
Court of Chance r. 185,212. 213. 214
Court of Queen',, Bench, 432
Courts marital See Lay.. marttal

Classes Austin on reading m dlflerent, 60,
Catrnes on m Southern States. 150-1 ngtdtt)' of in anctent world. 379. tgnorance of
educated, 389
upper character of schools for, 65-6,214.
Cmrnes on American slave-holding, 149-50,
mamage customs of, 284, women of,
307-8,318-19.
402 (HTMI, sexual discnmmatmn m, 324-5 See alao Anstocrac)
middle character of schools for, 65-6. 213-4,
expenses of educating. 210

Courts ofjusttce
hbels against. 23, Francis
Holt on hbel of, 32, Bullet on hbel of. 32
need to cntlclze admmlstratmn of, 33-4
lenient treatment ot domestic brutaht> b),
104. 107,386, role of m moral educauon,
106-7, need for request b} m Jammca case
423-35 passtm
Cracow, Repubhc of, 344, 348
Cuba, 140
Custom. influence of m recommendmg mareage, 41. tyranny of, 226 _420nl. 242,263-4

INDEX
subjection of v`'omen and, 270, 2"7,1-2,
387, 388. 398-4¢)0 (HTM)
DACIA,119
Demerara, 80.94
Democracy America shov`,s character of. 129.
130-1, growth or. 386, HTM on _.omen's
rights m. 396-7
Deontology, 177, 186
Despousm through control ot opinion. 6-7. 10,
17, Adam Smith on dangers of, 201. slaver>
as, 88. 136. age bent on abolition of. 95,
of Indian princes. 119-20. international
moraht', and fight aga.nst. 121. 122-4,
Cairnes on slaveholders'. 151, 156. still
exists in Europe, 267. marriage as. 282,
285-6. 288. 294-5, mentioned, 34.385,386
Dialectics. 229
Dismct of Columbia, 132. 162
D_vorce aversion of most women to. 41.
arguments tbr and against, 45-9. necesslt}
of. 293, 376-7 IHTMI in cases ot venereal
disease. 354-5. 363. proposal i'or. 3'-)2.
mentioned, 285,298
Dress. 318,319n. 338
Duty See Moraht',, Rlght_
EASEMENT,196, 1%
East India Compan>. 120
Education. importance of, 11. 218,220, 3"6
IHTMI. rote ol mothers and teacher_ in
childhood, 43-4. 331L B.ber on love in childhood. 72. need for state support of. 63-6.
106,368,369,
392. voluntar} fundmg o1.
64, higher and middle classes mlenor, 65-6
388-9". Molesv.orth on meagreness of labourmg classes'. 66. Biber on re,aards and
punishments in. 68.6`4-70 _taves', 152-3
163. value of Austin's works m. 167. 203.
Austin on legal. 104, question o1 fees lot
middle-class, 210. lc,cal superintendence of.
211. man)-slded character ol, 2 I-7. sub.lects
.ncluded m liberal, 220-50. ph3 sicai. 30_,
modern inculcates !ustice. 325
moral role ot mothers in. 4,4. criminal lay, as,
106-8. family va umversit,, role m. 247-'4.
through equality m marriage. 203-5, ,*omen's
narrov,, 321
women's' is for mamage onl}, 41, 3-5
IHTM), should be equal with men's. 42.44,
270, 326-7: inculcates submlssmn, 2"rl,
334, 390, 413 IHTMI. necessitates ,_elfeducation. 305. lacks v,_der viev, s. 31_, 321.
326-7, 330. 335. 408-9(HTM_, concentrate_
on fine arts. 317, Worcester Convention',
resolution on. 396
See also Schools, Universities
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Egypt, 93, 121
Emancipation of American slaves, 139. 151-4.
162, 163
England. lay, of libel restricts press m, 4.5, 7,
1%34. anti-slaver3, sennment in. 88.95.
106, 111. 112, 127, 129. 141. 145, i57-8,
162. 267. 385, foreign pohc,, of. 111-24.
commerce and. 111, 115. 11_. 253. relations
v¢lth U.S of. 12%32, 140-1. 146. 157.
158-9: ignorance m um'.ersmes in, 220. 22t,
reform of schools of. 222. unr.er_,mes irapro'_mg m. 250, national character m. 253,
309. 313, 389, earl} limitation o! ryrann 3
m, 267. rule of a v, oman in, 270, 391.
few rehgmus dzsabflmes m. 275. ancient
mamage lav, s of. 283 viev, of ,*omen In,
312. v, omen o! nov, engaging m scmncc and
art, 314. 318. and vlolanon o! treating, 344.
hosnht3 to profe_smn of polmcat opmlon_
m, 382-3. httle social feehng in. 2,v;5.
ignorance of educated classes m. 389. eftect,,
of mstltunons not recognized m 390. HTM
on Womens Rlghb mo'.ement in. 4"5 See
also Great Bntam. Lay,
Equaht,, probabflit) oi racial. '43 Mamc on in
natural lay,. 187. necessit} o! for real kno_ledge ol other',, 2"t;', in mc,dem life, 2"2
294, 325-6, 386-7 as _lrrue of human
beings, 294, of natmns. 34_. \_.orcester Con"_ennon', resolunon on racial. 39_. Declaration ot Independence on t HTM t. 3q_"
sexual pnnciple ol 3-, ,12.44-5. 261,
299 3"75IHTM_. 386.3,_ ~, 388 _HTMt.
397-8 IHTM_, 4]5 _HTM_. need for m
marriage. 37.42-3.45.49.
281-2. 292-6
334.33¢_. 392. a] 1 t HTM J. increases v, ith
progress of cJvdlzauon. 42 a`4. Plato and,
270. 399 _HTM _.of parent_. 295. V_orcester
Convennon's resolution on. 395-6, Condorcet and. 399 tHTMi See also R_ghts of
women
Eqmt} Austin and. 185, t 85n. mentioned.
83
Ethics Austin on, 58-9. um;ers_tx teaching
of. 244. 248-9
Eton, 221
Europe fight against tyrann} m, 95.2e,7-8. est>
mate of Engl.sh foreign pohQ m, I1 t-15,
relauons betv_een states of. 120-4. 343-5.
347-_,, and Trent affair. 128. 130. and
Slave States. 140. 14t, 15", hlstoD of
slaver3, m, 151. 264. 266, appreciation o1 art
m. 252. 254-5, national character in, 252-3.
277. 309, history, ot v, omen m, 264, 4_-(HTMI. growth oI freedom m. 273. 275.
37q. 397 (HTM I. capable _omen in, 33`4
382. Commumcable Dlsea,.es Acts in. 350.
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357, 364, sprat of renovation in, 309 (HTM).
mentioned, 63.84, 111, 127,380
Evidence. estimation of. 14. 235,243. 262,
insufficiency of ,n Gordon case, 425. 431,
difficulty of obtaining from Jamaica, 433
Evil, and Good. 2,1-4,256
Evolution, phy,slology and pnnclple of, 242
Examinations, competmve, 210,213. 214
Exclusions See Privilege
Exeter, 73
Experiment See Observation
Eyre Defence and Aid Committee, 428
F_VERSHA.StSCHOOLS.212-13
Feudahsm remnants of in English la'a, 83,
84, supposed naturalnes_ of, 269-'70. women
acnve m. 270. suN)rdmatlon injurious
In. 325. pn'.lleges of nobles in. 379 See
alao Middle Age',
Flctmns. legal See Legal fictmns
Francc and Suez Canal. 115. sympathy V.lth
Northern States in. 157. compensatmn lor
injured part_ in lag of. 182. Maine on
natural law in. 187. ag considered lmportant in. 253. progress of v, omen in. 271.
314.318. national character in. 277. 309.
313. women rulers in. 303. vlev, oI _omen
in. 312. hterature in. 316. and treanes,
344. 345. 348. mentioned. 116. 119. 124
Franks. conversmn of. 327
Free-smlers. 134. 135. 150
Free States (U S 1. 135. 140. 141. 142. 156
Freedom See Liberty
French (languagel. 224 _420_
French Revolut,on (1789_. I1. 267. 286. 379
Fugitive Sta_e Law, 133n. 14(I
t_t.'L, 119
Geography, 224 1420)
Geometry. 58,235
Georgia, 134, 138, 155
German (language), 224 1420_
Germany law,,,ers oi. 57. colomsts lrom,
147. art considered important m. 253, music
m. 318, remnants of prwllege m, 379
God laws of, 57. 176. supposed ordinances
of, 154,263, as ldeat perlectlon, 254, mentloned. 129,253. 287,296
Good" and Evil, 244, 256. and the Beautiful,
255
Gothic. 315,316
Government. interest of m restricting press, 6,
8-12, 14-19 passtrn. 23-4, importance ol
Cntlmsm of, 8-9, 16, 17-18, 34, responslbd_t? of for education, 63-6, 106, 368,369,
talent of women for. 302-4. 401-2 (HTMI,

ennobling influence of free, 337, and regulation of prostitution. 351-71, and public
health. 357, 358-9,366,367,
and reclamatlon of cnmlnals and destitute, 366-7,
Worcester Convention's resolutions on
women's voice m, 390. HTM on women s
right to voice m. 396_7. 403. HTM on
regulation of children's work by. 404, mentloned. 245
British power of. 7. control of power of by
publ.c opmmn, 7, 34. libels aga.nst, 234, 27-31, Mrs, Austin on subservmnce to
pubhc mind of, 64, duty of to vindicate
law, 423, 427, 428. 432-3
See also Pohtlcs
Grammar, 228-9,237
Great Britain government power in. 7. schools
In. 65-74. policy towards lndla ot. I10-20
lo',a estimation of art in. 252. duty' of
government to prosecute m_suse of authorlt_
,n. 423. 427. 428. 432-3. mentioned. 381
See also England. Scotland
Greece debt to negroes in civilization and
philosophy' of. 93. sla',erv in ancmnt. 151.
265. 286. Roman law and phdosophy or.
173. 180. no knowledge of foreign language
in ancient. 225. Aristotle on free nature
of people of. 269. status of v,omen in anclent. 270. natmnal character m. 277.30_
women poets of. 314. debt ol Roman
hterature to. 316. mentioned. 121. 317
Greek (language) teaching of. 220. 221-2 t4/¢,17). 232. value of stud) of. 225-9
Guinea. 153
HMTI, 92, 140
Happiness and morality. 37-40, In marriage,
40, 43. 45-8, 333-4, in education ol the
child. 44, and congemal work. 339-40. Irecdora as source of, 340
Hindus. 303n. 312. 379
History'. demonstrates ',alue of freedom of opmran, 11, shows g(_d governments not o_e>
thrown b', the people. 13. Smith on trace, ot
in law, 84, struggle against mequaht3 in
modern, 87. 272-5. 294,378-80,
unmded
improvement rare m, 93. present crisis in
European, 113. British ignorance ot contemporary,,, 159, private reading as best
means of learning, 224-5 t420-1 ), phllosophy of as university, subject. 225 _420-1 _.
244, need to study sources m, 227-8. ecdes_astlcal as university rellglOU_ lnstructum
249, as source of respiration. 254, burden or
proof in, 262, lay, of force dominant m,
265-8,399-400
IHTM): reveals influence or

INDEX
circumstances on human nature. 277. cornpetent women rulers m, 302-4. 401-2
(HTMI. passionate characters in, 309, lack
of women writers of, 315, man's future
foreseen h} HTM, 394
Holland, 121,3(13,344
Home Office. 103
House ol Commons, 23.31.32,
63, 67.73,
212,322. 339 See al_o Parhament
House of Lords, 23, 31.32,415
tHTM_
See also Parhament
Human nature effects of divorce on common,
_7, need to stud} laws ol. 93,242. Jus
genttum based on general, 185. tmpr(wed b5
education, 217, 220. dwarfed by narrow,
specialization. 223. ideas ot e,cpanded b_
stud', ol other socmtles. 226, truths of m
Greek and Latin hterature, 229. Puritan
_mw of, 253. need to exercise higher facultins of, 255. 256-7, difficult} ot determmmg female. 271-2. 276-80.3(_,-5,
312-13,
375 IHTMI. 387-8,401 IHTM_, natural
suppressed m England. 3t3. lmpro,,ed b_
justice between sexes, 324-0. mentioned,
363 See alsv Character
fundamental pnnclples of mctude mumph of
truth over error, 8. hatred ol change. I 1, Io,,e
o! ease, 12-13, abuse ol pov, er. I`4. power
for goo..t, 280. desire to domineer, 289. 205
323. tendenQ to degenerate, 335. 412
IHTM)
higher and popular moraht?, 37-40, and
mamage laws. 39-40.47
and dr, orce. 4"
Humanity deficmnc3 ol present age In. '44.
m Jamaica quesmm. 423,433,434
Hungary., 124
IMPRESSMEN'I,28t
Improvement hl_tor 3 of. 8"7.93,380-7. Calrne,
on lmposSlbltlt 3 of in s]a',er?,, 140, 151-0.
and accumutanon ol facts, 223 141--l.%
through knov, ledge of other nations. 22t_.
laws oI seen m history. 244. responslNht}
ol the educated to conmbute to, 250-7,
hindered b,, sexual mequaht}. 261.2"2-5.
398 tHTMI, accompanied b3 higher socml
position of women. 276. emancipanon of
women and, 326. almost imperceptible
movement of. 378
India, 116, 119-20. 137
Indians (North American), 4(10
lnfallib.hty, HTbl's. 394
Infant schools character of. 70-1. B_ber on,
70-3
lnfideht}. 1..I
Inner Temple. 169
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Inspectors, school, 21 l, 212,213-14
Instinct. 263
Interest' of government m resmctmg press.
6.8-12. 14-19passim. 23-4: Francis Holt on
government's m truth, 25. mmlstep, se[fish, 31, judges" and juries" sinister. 32-3.
communtt} of in mamage. 40, 47.2'40,
333,335. in choice of mamage partner. 46
Austin on Pale.,, 's sinister, 59-60. England's
lack of selfish in foreign affair,,, 1t 1-17
Cairnes on vanet_ of In free ,,,oclet_e_, 151.
need to identify teachers with dut,.. 209.
selfish common in Bntlsh character. 253.
men's in dominating ,a,omen. 268-9.28%
299,389, 4(/5-6 IHTM_. of s(x:let3 cornpatlble v,lth women in profe,,sions. 3(._o,
women's should be sateguarded b} suftragc.
301,385-6. v, omen taught to uphold
famlb's ,,elfish, 321, 329,331-3.3_4.
,l]]
_HTM). selfish domlnate_ v,hen dune_
confhct. 343 of nations regulated treane, ¢_I
Vienna. 343 HTM on v,omen', in ha_mg
children. 37". HTM on hterar3 _omen'> in
ser',fllt}, 414
International la'a See Morality
Intuition. v, omen and, 305
Ion,an Island,,,. 13_
Ireland compared to _est Indies. 88.94. and
separatism, 137. 161. nanonal char,*cter
.n, 2-',, 300. mentnmed. 145
Islam, 29_5
Isle of Wight. 13-7
Ital} women m. 2:'1. nanonal character m.
309. literature in. 3i6. painters in. 31-. composers m, 318. mentioned. 14J*COai_ts.,*t, Colendge on. tSJanlalca Carl}de on Bnnsh m. 92, illegalities
dunng disturbance, in 422-3.42?,, 430-]
difficult.'_ of bnngmg wlmesses from 42433, poor legal s._stem or, 429 3e_ aL_,
West Indies
Jesuits. 250
Je,a s, and slaver), 151. 206
Judges power of to define hbe[. 5-t,. 15, 120.22-34 passtm, Francis Holt on mlstal_e,
of, 32. Buller on mistakes of. 32 sinister
interest of. 32-3. Place on need to censure
33. Mormng Chromcle'y censure of. 34.
and cases of domestic brutaht.',. 103. Au,,tm
on role o1 m judiciary, lay,. 188. IO(L U02-3
Romdt._ on m judlcmr?, law, 190. conquest
of personal feehngs b}, 309. HTM on lack
of female, 398
Juries m libel ca_es, 6.23.32.
Buller on
m_stakes of. 32, injustice through lack or.
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INDEX
353. 424. HTM on need tbr women on.
398. 403. mentioned. 7

Jurisprudence. Austin on nature of. 54-0. 16972. Bentham" s and Ausnn" s contnbunons to.
57. 167-9. 245-6. Smith on complications
of. 84. value ol studying. 245-6 See also
Lay,
Jus gennum. Maine and Austin on. 184-6
Justice. hbels against admlmstratlon of. 32-4. in
abotmon of slaver).. 88. and dismbutlon of
work. 91: Carlyle on in West Indies. 92.
in cases of assault. 104. in Trent affair. 13(1.
wars for. 142. in American Clvd VCar. 157.
159-60. and natural lay,. 186. in state of
nature. 187-8. question of m subordination
of women. 264. 275. 380. characteristic
of modern age. 265. 294. 380. m marriage.
293. 324-6. 336. women's standards of. 329.
HTM on for women. 396-401. 402-4. 405
412. 415. m Jammca case. 422-35 passm',
See also Courts
K_SAS. 132. 149. 156
Kentuck 3 . 147. 148
Knowledge ,,alue of. 44. labour of acqumng.
54: Biber on absur&t? of acqumng b?
rote. 67-9.71-3. meth(_tlzatlon of in umverslttes. 219. need for general. 223-4 1418-19).
306. need to act on. 247. men's of women
inadequate. 278-80
LABOURof negroes. 89-90, 93-4, 146-", 281. m
prisons, 104-5, abridgment (if, 116, slaverx
needs unskilled, 134 See also Work
Lancastenan Schools Blber on, 68-70.71,
nvalr? with Bell schools. 3X5
Language of lay, of libel. 10. 19. Francis
Holt's use of. 22-3.24.27.28.
of Enghsh
potmctans. 113-15. Austins. 203-4. best
wa,, to learn foreign. 224 (420t. value of
knowing foreign. 225-6 (420n). (42 l )
See also Legal terms
Latin (tanguageJ in umversl D studies. 220.
225-9. poorly taught in schools. 22l-2
(416-17). 232. mentioned. 54
Law. common. 20.83. Austin's and Bentham's
contributions to phdosophy of. 57. 167-9.
245-6: ecclesiastical. 83. and morahty,
107-8. 187. 360. 368. 370. 371. Marne on
hlstoD of. 169-70. 182. 246: substantive.
174. constitutional. 177. meanings of written
and unwritten. 182-3. Austin and Marne
on natural. 184-8: harsh mmgated m pracrice. 286. 287. 390. 391. inappropriatehess of to division of powers m marriage.
290-2. HTM on absurdtt_ of in matters

of feehng. 375. 376. and choice of occupatlon. 388
Austin and' nature of. 54-5.57.
176-8. theory
of classification of. 55-6. 168. 170-4. dwme.
57. 176-7. posmve. 169. 183. 186; distmcnon between civil and criminal. 181-2.
199-202. customary. 183. judlcla_, v._ statute. 188-93. codification of. 191-4. division
o) corpus jurts. 194-202. of persons. 194-5.
197. ot things. 194-7. of procedure. 197.
199-200. 201
Enghsh of treason. 5-6.22. 283. based
largely on judicial decisions. 2(1. 171. legal
fictions m. 21-2. 83. 184. 190. 196. as
perfection of human reason. 22. presumption
of self-interest m. 31. need for reform of.
83-4. 168. Smith on feudal remnants m.
83-4. pumshe_ domestic brutahty hghtly.
103-8. 287-8. Austin on defects of. 173n-4n.
no compensation for victim of criminal act
in. 182. provides against Illegal exercise
of authority. 422-35 passim
martial questmn of vahdlt3 of. 424. 434.
Disraeli on. 424. 431. activities under m
Jammca. 430. Cockburn on mjusnce of. 431
penal James Mdl on press and. 4-5. Montesqmeu on v.ords and. 5n. hbel included m.
22. Jevons treatment of. 77. )ustlficat_on
of punishment b.x. 79. need for reform of.
107. Austin on. 181. Austin and classification of. 197. 199-202. v.omen seldom transgress, 321, of statutor) rape, 368
Roman- Austin's use of, 57. 194-7. 245-6,
Austin's judgment of, 173-4, written and
unwritten, 183. growth of Jus gennum m.
184-5: classification in. 201-2, and slaves'
propert). 284
See also Courts. Judges. Libel. Moraht,,.
Property. Pumshment
Law of force See Strength. lay, of supenor
Laws of exception. 131n
Laws of nature confused with laws proper.
177-8. importance of understanding. 233.
mathematics applied to. 235-6
Lawyers attitude to La'.,. of Libel of Enghsh.
15. 18. Austin on. 174n. 189-90. 194. mftuence of on lav,s. 183-4. legacy of Austin to
younger. 203. support o! martial law b). 431.
434. mennoned. 218
Legal fictions m la_ of libel. 21-2. in Enghsh
la_. 22.83. Austin on in English law.
184. Romdly on in Enghsh lay,. 190. Austin
on m Roman law. 196
Legal terms' can be slmdar m all systems. 55-6.
170-1. 172. defined haphazardl) m judlctat'3' lay.. 171-2. 174. 182. 191. 193n. Austin

INDEX
respects customary associations of, 179.
Austin on unmeaning. 204
Legislation. phllosoph) of dlstmgmshed from
jurisprudence. 54-5. 168
Leisure. 91
Libel, law of (Enghsh) Place's exposure of. 3.
lack of defmmon m, 5. 17, 20-3. favourmg of aristocracy m. 10, docmne of hmlted
freedom m, 15. 16-17, 19, Mence's cnticlsms of. 16.19, 20, 2l. James Mill on malecent discussion and. 17, hlstor,, of. 17-18.
20, 22, Francis Holt on )ustdicatlon of.
18, .3,
_ ".5-9. 32, restnctmn of press b',.
18-19, 34, Francis Holt on definition of libel
m, 20-1 criticism of religion and. 21.
29. criticism of constitution and, 21,23 -'7,
Ellenborough on definition of hbe] m.
9"_ 30, criticism of government and. _3-.i,
27-31, Camden on. 23. John Holt on.
28-9, Raymond on, _9. Yorke on, 2tL Shepherd on, 30. Abbot on. 3 t. criticism o1"
admmlstrauon of justice and. 3_-4 Buller
on, 32. Place on. 33 See aho Judges.
Juries. Pre_s
Liberals. European. 123, 157, U,S Civil _'ar
and Enghsh. 157, tStC and limited tranchise, 383, mentioned, __6.
"" 333
Lzbena. 140
Liberty lay, as bulwark of. 5, Toryism hostile
to, 15, 129. Francis Holt on foundanon
of. 18. Camden on hbel and. 23. ju,,nfication
for interference b,. s(_leL', v.ith natural. "rt)
HTM to retain in mamage, 99. natmnal
struggles for, 121. 1""
_,-4, 337, right of personal. 262. 336-8,340.
351. 352-4. 361.
365. 368-9.3_/,
387. characteristic of
modern age, 272-4. 379, constltum)nal of
British subjects, 423-4 ._'_..... 428, 434.
proposal for general. 392 See also Occupatmn. Press
3
Literature. women and. _70.27_4-80.
282, _la15. 316-17. 382. 414 ¢HTM)
Logic. applied to lay,. 55. 108-9, 1_2. 175-6,
182. 198, grammar as elementar 3 . 228-0.
value of stud,,mg. _:8-40. deductr_e and
mducnve, 238. 240
London Umversll_ oi', 54. 214. Grand
Jur) of, 432. 433, mentioned. "73 5ec
also Um',erstt) College
Lomslana. 153. 281
MAGISTRATESIn assault cases. 103-6 passim,
and prostitutes, 351. 353. 361-2. in Eyre
case. 432,433.
434 See als(, Judges
Manchester, 89
Marriage, need for equaht} m. 37.42.45,
49.
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281-2,292-6.
336, 392,411 (HTM).
strong affecnon as true tie m, 39.42.43,
48n. and higher natures. 39-40.47, happlhess m, 40, 43, 45-8. 333-4. and sensuaht?.
40, 41,45. present mdlssoluNht', of, 40-1.
42, 45-9, and soclat posmon of women. 40.
41-2.44.49.
375-6 (HTM), affection
through mere habit m. 40. 289-90.41t
(HTM), commumt? ot interest m. 40.4"7,
290. 333, 335. mequahty m present la,,_
of. 42 49.99,283-8,
3,_. 333-6,408-12
(HTM). division of restx)nslbflmes in,
43, 290-2. 297-8. supposed vocation of
women for. 281-2. 338, as despotism. 282
285-6. 288, "_t)a.< ancient lav.s of, _83.
dfffenng opmzon_ m, 333. 383-4. 39/. ideal
of, 333. 334,336.40:-/(HTM),
HTM on
girls ignorance of. 376 See also D_vorce
Mamal law See Law. martini
Maryland. 140
Mathematic ....
s "_ (.) 234-6. 315
"Mean v,hnes," Cremes on, 15_). 154
Medicine, 278
Men interest of in dominating women. 268-9
289,299. 389,405-6 !HTM). desire of for
women's wdhng obedience, 271. made_uate
,
kno_iedge of "0,omen bx.
. 2"78-80.
domination oi' ,:,omen 63. 287. necess_t_ for
to support women's emancipanon, 322,
efl'ect of _ ire'> sub_grdmanon on character
of. 324-5. 335-o. 391,40" _HT.Mt, 40_-]2
fHTM). as chents of prnsntutes. 354-64
passim, as human beings in Declaration of
Independence _HTM), 397
Metaph)slcs, 2`12-3. 306
Mexico, 92, 139. 140. 149. 156. 157
Mexico, Gulf of, 13& 14"
Middle Ages tack of freedom in 2"7_ "__"
399 _HTM). HTM on eminent women in.
401-2 See also Feudalism
Middlesex. Grand Juo oL 429,432.
433
Mississippi River. 163, 164
Missouri, 148. 156. 164
Monarch) absolute snll exists. 26". appeal
to nature as )ustlficatlon o_ absolute. _Or).
heredltar 3 pnnciple in. _ ,4-., 325, degrees
of p.'rann', in absolule. 288. of v.omen.
302-,i. 382,401-2 (HTM), hostiht 5 to
popular opinion in despotic. 383
Morahty hbels against. 21. higher natures and
popular. 37-40. and divorce. 48. -_usnn
on basis of obligation m. 57. 1-7- place of in
lax_. 107-8. 187. 300. 368. 3_0.3"rl. of
rebellion, 136-7. 160. of sla,,eholders.
155-6. Austin distmgmshes positive lay,
from positive. 177. 183, 186. teaching of in
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unlverslt,,, 220. 247-9, predisposition in.
241, character of Enghsh, 253, ideas of
women's, 320-1, modern movement m,
325-6, 328-9, influence of women m.
327-33, 411-12 (HTM I: conflict of duties
m. 343, and power, 387,406 (HTM)
international England and, 115. national
interests and, 117, 13In. non-interference
and. 118-24, international lay, as, 1"7,246,
and natural law, 186: university stud 3 of,
246-7, and breaking ot treaties, 343-8.
mentioned. 184
Motherhood, women's careers and, 281,402-3
(HTM_
Music Blber on in infant schools. 72; fev,
v,omen composers of. 317-18
N_.TIONALSCHOOLS,Blber on, 67-8. 71
Natural lay,, 184-8
Nature extremes of, 217. supposed dictates
of. 246,263. 269-70, beaut}' of, 255. mentloned. 219, 306 See also Human nature,
Laws of nature
Negroes rights of, 87, 90.92, 93. 138, v,ork of.
89-9(I, 93-4. 146-7. 281. capacttx of tot
improvement, 93. supposed slave nature oi.
269 See also Slaver}
New England. 146
Nev, Orleans. 1,-17
North Carolina, 134, 138, 146
Numidia. 119
OBSERVATIO".as a road to truth, 234-5, in ph3 slcal sciences, 236-7. 241,242. laws of in
mductr, e logic, 238,240, and speculation,
305-6
Occupation. exclusions from in ancient tmles,
273,379. freedom of choice of. 273-4.
280-1,299-300.
326-7. 387-8. 392. 398
(HTMI, 400-1 (HTM), 402-5 (HTM_.
Worcester Convention on women's, 396
Ohio. 395
Old Bade}. 104
Oligarch',, 151
Opinion. freedom of See Press
Orient See Asia
Ongmaht 3, women's
Oude, 120

deficlenc,, of, 314-16

PAINTING.252, 254-5, 316, 317
Papacy, 112
Parents role of female in education, 43-4, 33'4,
importance of m moral and religious education, 44,248,249,
power of m mamage ot
children, 46,283,284,
adverse influence
of on schools. 65. Blber on flatter}/of by
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